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ILIAS OR THE PELASGI.

I. Ancient literature was full of the decennial war
waged by the Danaan league against Babel. Some works
were extant, which were composed by those famous writers,
who learned in the schools of Babylon and the other cities of
that empire ; and many others, of less artful composition, by
the minstrels who sprung up among the dispersed nations.
Little of these latter has descended to our time.
We have not, that I know, any histories of the war, but
those in Latin taken from Dictys the Cretan, and Dares the
Phrygian, the work entitled Troica, which is published in the
Bibliotheca of Zacharias Conrad von Uffenbach, and a Greek
poem of the twelfth century by the Grammarian John Tzetzcs.
The first mentioned work is supposed to have been translated
in the age of Constantino from a Greek original since lost, but
composed as early as the reign of Nero. Dares, I have very
little doubt, is a summary abridgement of the Phrygian Iliad.
In the time of Tzetzes few works of great antiquity were acces
sible, but much information was still to be had at second hand,
and his writings are therefore of great value to us. The last
year of the war is described at length by the man who is
called Quintus of Calabria.
But the most accompHshed monuments of human genius
still exist in the heroic poems of a person called Homerus or
the Homer, of which word we will hereafter endeavour to
111.
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explain the meaning. This man did not profess to describe
the great war. He describes only the events of about fifty
days in the ninth year of the siege ; and he does not so much
as insinuate, that these events were of any lasting importance,
or influenced the final result of the contest. The heavy re
verses sustained by the Danaans on those days may have
checked the efforts of the confederates for a short time after,
Iracunda diem distulit Ilio
Matronisque Phrygum classis Achillei',
but then the great and well-known preparations of Memnon
did also probably dispirit the besiegers and encourage their
opponents. It is foolish to call his poem an account of the
siege of Troy, for it was rather the siege of the Grecian camp.
The few days it describes were mainly occupied by the siege
of the Argive lines of circumvallation which were assaulted
by the Trojans, that of Ilion being for the time raised by
reason of the division among the allies. The moral, to which
his epic was pointed, was the importance of union and sub
ordination as well among the gods or daimones as among men,
and the fatal effects of rivalry and discord. He shows a great
cause well nigh frustrate and ruined by the disunion of its
leaders, and the imminent danger averted by reconciliation,
and upon these divine verses hangs the whole Iliad,
'AAV 'Epis ix re ®tuiv ix t dvfywluiv dmhtm,
Kai XoXos, is p epsijxe iroXutyova. ire^ ya.teita.wciv
'Os te, itoAo yX\auwv fwAiroj xaraA£iSo/*£vsi3
'AvSpwv h ry9e7tnv, tfsj-erai ij'uti xasvos.
When we consider the short time and secondary importance
of the events which Homer has selected to illustrate his moral,
we shall understand how to explain the extraordinary fame
of certain heroes who play but an obscure part in his poem.
Many might not have been very much distinguished upon
that occasion, and yet upon the whole of the war might have
been of the very first moment. Meriones, son of Molus, is an
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inferior agent in the drama of the Iliad, yet is he compared by
Homer to both the Lords of Hosts, Sotu draXavrif 'Aciji and
draXavrts 'EvfaA;ou dvSprftpovi"ii, and it seems that in that age
of imposture and demoniac agency he pretended to be possessed
of the spirit of Mars, for we know that the Cretans paid him
divine honours and sacrifices and invoked him 1 as God of
war. Horace, in his prophecy of Nereus, places Meriones and
Sthenelus in the very first line of the battle, and the latter is
represented by Homer answering 4 the king of men in such a
strain, as plainly bespeaks his high rank and consequence.
The other is a profoundly obscure allegory, hung upon cer
tain names that were renowned in the war of Troy, and the
time of its action is subsequent not only to that war, but to the
dispersion of mankind.
II. I apprehend that Homer was not led to relate these
things under false names, and in the form of historical parables,
by the mere love of allegory and mythical similitudes. There
were other causes to deter the priests and poets of that age,
from narrating such matters in plain and direct language ;
and the jarring superstitions and unextinguishable regrets of
the dismembered people forbad the mention of what they had
lost and suffered. The most recent events were of course the
tenderest subject, and a cotemporary poet, such as Homer was,
would have peril'd his life, had he pourtrayed in their natural
colours, and to the hot and sensitive Pelasgi, the splendour and
delights of Asia and the dreary terrours of the going forth
from thence. Those topics required a thicker veil of meta
phor ; but even the old war was too fresh in their memories to
admit of either the persons, the places, or the doctrines, being
directly named or described. The allegorical plan was imi
tated by the minstrels of succeeding generations, who seem in
process of time to have lost the clue to it's interpretation, and
' Diod. Sic. L. 5. c. 29.
• 1liad, iT. 404.

to have received and delivered to others, for fact, the fictions of
the old parabolists or 3 aenigmatiste.
We must begin by endeavouring to explain the nature of
that poetical mystery of the siege of Babel, to which Homer
has adapted his two epics. The parties in the schism, and in
the ensuing war, were the religious votaries of the Masculine
and Creatour Spirit, manifested in the element of fire, and
symbolized by the virile symbol, and of the Evil Spirit or
Destroyer, according to the false doctrines which had been
promulgated or revived by Cham, and those of the Magna
Mater Cybele or god Bacchus, the most decorous of whose
symbols, devised by the great female impostour of whom we
have spoken, was an Ark or Ship. Hence it happened, that
by most of the European minstrels, who celebrated these wars,
the Confederated or Anti-Scythian party, was represented in
the form of heroes undertaking a naval expedition,. although
the real scene of action was far removed from the sea. In this
allegory they not only consulted the symbol of their party, the
Ark, but also (in most instances) the relative situation of the
countries to which these histories were parabolically imputed.
The Gralcs or Pelasgi, a portion of the great confederacy,
chose, as all the other nations did, their own country and
themselves, to represent the side to which their anccstours
had belonged. The neighbouring districts of the Asian, As
syrian, or Barbar kingdom, would of course supply them with
a type of the whole thereof. But these provinces were only
accessible to the GraVcians by sea, and any depredation or petty
hostility that might happen between them was necessarily
maritime. I mention this the rather, because other peoples,
whose country was continental, had recourse to other meta
phors to distinguish the contending powers. The Indians,
though intimately acquainted with the Holy Ship, have not
filled their mythology with maritime expeditions. The Cushim are distinguished by their formidable appearance and
3 See vol. 1. p. 33, 4.

stature, and called the Giants, a distinction not unknown in
the west, but never used by Homer ; and their antagonists,
by their religious orthodoxy, as Gods and Devatas. The
former also retain a designation which was originally sec
tarian, but afterwards became geographical, Assours, fireworshippers, concerning which enough has been said in the
last volume 4.
Upon the principle suggested by Homer, but by a more
violent and offensive use of it, the confederacy of heroes
under Jason against the Scythian or Cutaian kingdom, to
recover the reliqu'es or palladium of Aia, was figured as a
naval expedition. Not however in a fleet of ships, but in
the Ark or Argo herself, the ship-formed Isis of Egypt and
Suabia, and Ship-Temple of the Irish Celts. I think that
the interpolator of Homer, in the twelfth book of the Odyssey,
must have understood the ark of the deluge by the ship Argo,
when he described her, in one word, as a vessell in whose
safety the whole human race had an equal and common in
terest, pasimelusa,
'Ooj Sy xeivy ye itzpsitXw irwtotropos vijuj
'Apyw ira.irtiisXatra..

The poet Homer contrived his fictions with such an artful
and consistent verisimilitude, that most people implicitly be
lieve him to this day. His followers, among whom were the
Argonautic bards, ran into extravagance and manifest fable,
although it was not too gross for the credulity of Sir Isaac
Newton, who has founded his Grecian chronology upon the
sailing of the ship Argo from Thessaly and upon the precession
of Equinoxes as computed by Cheiron the centaur ! I will
explain, in another place, the exact principle upon which the
argonautical legend was concocted.
In much later times again, a Roman poet of a lofty style,
but servile in his genius as in his moral character, ushered in
t See vol. 1. p. 28 1... 4.
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the decline and fall of his country's literature by weaving into
a somewhat incongruous mass the war of Troy, the mystic
wanderings and return of Ulysses, the legends of the Phoe
nician and Canaanite refugees in Africa, and those which
were peculiar to the nations of Italy. The war is represented
by him in a form very similar to that which it bore in Iliac
and Argonautic story, but more especially to the former ; and
shows the close conformity of the fables prevailing among the
Greek and the Tyrrhene Pelasgi. Latinus is Priam or iEetes,
the venerable but weak and vacillating chief of the Scythians.
Turnus, his son in law, represents the Homeric Hector so
closely, as Pallas does also Patroclus, that we should perhaps
refer a part of the resemblance to the poverty of the Roman
muse. The fabulous succour of Penthesilea appears in the
story of the Heroine Camilla. The giant king, whose fierce
ness and impiety the nations aflected to abhor, is the contemptor Divom Mezentius, whom Virgil compares to Orion,
not knowing that they were indeed the same. This great mo
narch, the ruler or Lucumon of the Hetruscans, came to aid
the declining fortunes b of Latium, and was the Memnon of
Lavinian Heroics ; and Justin * relates that this event hap
pened after the death of Turnus, which is the truth of it,
and agrees with all the histories of Ilion. iEneas is even
eaid to have been slain 7 fighting with him, and to have been
afterwards worshipped as Jupiter Indigos. This Hetruscan
auxiliary was introduced into another legend of the same con
test, that of Romulus against the Sabines, which means of
Nimrod against the Sabians or Bacchics.
Tempore quo sociis venit Lucumonius armis
Atque Sabina feri contudit arma Tatl *.
It is quite certain that the fabulous history of the Sabines
s
*
7
*

Liv. 1. c. 2.
Epit 43. c. 1.
Liv. ibid. Pomp. Fest. Iniigetca. Tibull. 2. Eleg. 5. v. 44.
Prop. iv. -2. 51.

relates to the adventures of the Sabaizing sect. They were
descended from the ivy-crowned Bacchus, baccifer u Sabinus,
the pater 10 Sabinus vitisator, the Persian " Sabus ; and the
religion, which they are said to have erected in opposition to
that of Romulus, was that of the Hellenistic or Sabian poly
theism. Romulus i'- worshipped Jupiter Suitor, but Tatius
the Sabine erected altars to the Sun, the Moon, Saturn, Rhea,
Vesta, Mars, Vulcan, and Diana. Virgil, from a desire to
crowd a great many figures in his canvas, and writing indeed
his bastard epic without any poetical moral, or regular plan,
although with political motives 13 that were sufficiently ne
farious, and without any regard to the truth of the facts, has
brought the great king upon the stage prematurely, and has
thereby set him, the very head of affairs, in a subordinate
place. Homer, independently of graver reasons, had better
judgment than to weaken the effect and lustre of the rival
heroes, by introducing upon the scene the Biij 'HpccKKijity.
The power corresponding, in the ,Eneid, with Homer's Aga
memnon is jEneas, and his force also is brought in ships. And
the Latin fable strongly tends to illustrate the solution of the
Homeric mystery. The ships of ,Eneas are in fact Nafi fes or
Ship-goddesses. They were the animated or hamadryad pine
trees of the great mother Cybele, who assumed the form of
ships for the purpose of conveying the army of jEneas, and
were ultimately rewarded with the more noble and blissful
state of Nymphs or sea goddesses. A hollow pine tree was
s Sil. Ital. 3. 596.
"i iEneid. vii. 178.
" Serv. in Mn. viii. 638.
" Dion. Hal. 2. c. 50.
■3 These motives were, to gild over the usurpation of a bloody assassin
with splendid fictions, endeavouring to give it the colour of a divine right and
of the fulfilment of ancient prophecy. In the course of his adulation, he did
not scruple to insult the memory of the murdered Tully. And as the usurper's
minister was not only a patron, or debaucher of minds, but a debaucher
of the bodies of his f* How- citizens, the pipe of Cory don was .tuned accord
ingly. Of these people, and of the conspiracy, whereof the /Eneid was one
overt act, I have said more in my third volume, p. 455 to 466.
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the standing symbol of the Ark in the mysteries of the Idean
Mother, and in it (as Osiris in his ark) the gynecomorphous
Atys was annually enclosed. The war of iEneas was, then,
strictly an Argive or Argo-nautic war.
III. The parties engaged in the war, of which the plain
of Troja, or Shinar in Babylonia, was the theatre, were the
seventy-two tribes into which the three great tribes, or na
tions, of Japhet, Shem, and Cham were divided, speaking
various dialects of one language. They were confederated
against Cush and his powerful family. Those latter garri
soned the impregnable city and the other towns and forts of
Troja, held possession of the temple of Belus and the palla
dium, and unjustly retained in their custody the formidable
whore of Babylon. But their principal force, as a military
nation, was removed to a distance by means of the Regifugium and of the events consequent thereupon, and was as
sembled about Niniveh, and Resen, and the other settlements
of the Assyrian or Scythian tetrapolis, extending also into
Chusistan or Elymais and into Persia. They were governed
by Ninus the first king of the world, or by Memnon son of
the morning, that is to say, by Nimrod, in Niniveh his capital,
where he had been busied for many years before the siege of
Babel began, in the founding of that and other cities.
But the city of Babel was occupied by Cush, who is va
riously called Podurces, Priamus, and Tithonus, but always
Priamus by Homer, (unless it be in some pedigrees) a veteran
not altogether effete by age, and still capable of holding the
hierarchical supremacy at the seat of universal worship. The
force, by which he (or rather, his turbulent family) was sup
ported against their enemies, was of three sorts. The Troes
or Teucri, who were the Cushim of the capital and it's sur
rounding territory, and who were figured l4 as the earth-born
mice or giant autochthones, and were recorded to be of the
tt See vol. 1. p. 179. n. 150, and Dio.l. Sic. L. 1. c. 10.
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Scythian race (de feroci gente Scytharum 15 origo Trojanorum uti refertur processit) and to have received it's palla
dium of the Pelopeian bones from the hands of the sorcerer
Scytha ; the Epicures, or those of the same race, or, at least,
of the same creed and faction, who came from various pro
vinces to take their turn of service at the capital, and whose
entrance the lax and tardy blockade could not entirely pre
vent ; and the Dardanians, of whom somewhat more must be
said. They took their name from Dardanus the inventour of
magic and of the pagan mysteries, that is to say, from Cham
the son of Noah, and the command of them was entrusted to
a son of the great harlot, who was then called ./Eneas, altho'
he afterwards obtained to be himself called both 16 Dardanus
and Jupiter, and to reign in Babel. Who were these people,
thus embodied under the name of Cham, and commanded by
./Kneas ? They were, as I conceive, the Asylaeans or mixed
people from all the various families who were assembled for
the peopling of Babel, by the politic device of turning the
tomb and temple of Cham into an 17 asylum, and therefore
(being of no specific nation) took their style from the mighty
wizard unto whose sanctuary they had resorted. The com
mon form of addressing king Priam's forces is
KexAure p.ev Tptuss xai AapSzvoi ijf itiixoupoi.
But the Dardans are shown to have been a collection from all
the tribes, excepting the Cuthic or Divine, by their receiving
the same appellation which is given to the same tribes, in
their confederacy under Agamemnon ;
Kai vu xev

uvoXoiro Fa,va.% dv S puiv 'Aiveias.

Hector in one place makes a boast, that he could defend Ilion
'5 Orderic. Vital. Eccl. Hist. p. 722. ed. Du-Cbesne. When the allies
set out to assail Troy they took Scythiant for their guides, Scythas...duces
profectionis ejus delegere. Diet. Cret L. 2. c. 10.
16 Servius in jEneid. iv. v. 159. 662. vii. v. 241. x. v. 92.
1 See vol. 1. p. 124, 5, 6. p. 253.
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with his own kinsmen (the Troes, or Babelian Cushim) with
out the assistance either of the peoples (Aaoi) or of the epi
cures ; but as the force under his command notoriously con
sisted of these three ingredients, the
Tpwts, xeu Aa.pSa.voi,

eirixapot 18,

it follows that the Dardani are the peoples ; and that may be
taken for a palmary argument.
The Assyrian iEthiopes were governed by Memnon, the
son of Tithonus and Aurora, but the Sabian confederacy
marched under the banners of another, called by his partizans
Aga (the great or supreme) Memnon. He was probably the
lineal heir of Seba the eldest son of Cush ; and he maintained
the rights of the nations and the freedom of their new worship,
and also his own haereditary claims, against the miraculous
birth of Nimrod, which they set down for imposture and bas
tardy. The war-king of the Cushim, born of old Cush and
Helena, but filiated (like the great Alexander) upon Jupiter
Hanunon, pretended to be an avatar of that divine principle
whereof Memnon and Heracles were two most ancient titles.
The latter (changed, however, by the western Pelasgi into
Her-col, which has a somewhat different sense) was a name
revered not only by the Greeks but by the Opici of Italy.
Homer does not call him simply Heracles, but the Heraelian
Virtue or Energy, which is as much as to say, an incarna
tion of the spirit Heracles. B*ij is used by him for an incar
nation or emanation of the Supreme Essence, in the same way
as Awaits is by St. Luke, where he speaks of Simon Magus ;
and it farther appears, that the son of Jove and Alcumena was
Heracles only by imputation to him of his father's sacrosanct
name and character, by this token, that he was originally
called Heraclides, the son of Heracles ; but afterwards, when
he came to Delphi, he was saluted Heracles by the oracle,
•« Iliad. 5. ti. 472.
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and Ptolemy son of Hephestion is in the same story, only
saying that 20 Nilus was his original name ; which was ex
changed for that of Heracles, in reward for the service he had
performed by slaying the fire-breathing giant 21 whose name
was ineffable. The same personage is also called Memnon,
and the Herculean virtue Thrasy-Memnon, which latter
combination of words is made use of by his son Tlepolemus,
who moreover informs us that his father was alive, and an
active warriour, in the last year of the Trojan war, saying
with derision to Sarpedon,
'AAAoiov twa. tpw-i, fi1V 'HfaxAijsnjv,
'Etrcu ipw irarepa. Q^atrvftepvovx Sw,aoAf0vra.
Herculean proof, far other than thou art,
Is Thrasymemnon of the lion heart.
TAra*y-Memnon (the valiant or warlike) is clearly said in
contradistinction to Aga-Memnon. The King of Men as
sumed to be Jove incarnate by primogeniture, as the Lamas"
of the Scythian church are in succession reputed to be, unto
this day, and he was therefore called Agamemnon ; for that
was the title of Jupiter Herceus (or the Defender) to whom
the Pergamus of Ilion was sacred, and whose remains were M
intumulated therein, and there were other temples of Jupiter
Agamemnon ** at Lacedemon and at Laperse in Attica. He
was married to a sister of the sibyl Helena, and he was the
brother (and probably the twin brother) of the royal priest
19 .flElian. Var. Hist 2. c. 32.
'* l'lol. H*ph. L. '2. p. 147.
™ See vol. t . p. 366, 7.
M The Tartarian rulers of Asia were styled Cham, and thc pontiffs of Thi
bet are Lamm, both of which words are derived from the name of Cham or
Ham son of Noah ; because they esteemed that the Supreme being had been
incarnate m that patriarch, and continued to be so in them.
-i Lyc Cass. 335.
n Lyc. 1122. Tz. tn Lyc. 1369. Staphylus cit. Clem. Alex. Cohort. p.
33. cd. Poller.
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into whose keeping that woman had been consigned under the
sanction of a general and solemn oath.
The powers over whom the Aga-Memnon presided are
called, in the Homeric phraseology, the Ach-aians or the
Pan-ach-aians. These are the pam-phylian or omni-gentile
league whose united efforts against Troy are among the pre
dictions attributed to the Sibylla, saying,
II a. ii tp v A 8 troXspoio iai)jiovai b%Bt' dvccyxas.

Ach-aia signifies (as I conjecture) the land of water (or of the
hawk, which bird is a symbol of the Narayana or Spirit who
moved upon the water, imitated from the cherubic symbols),
and the Pan-ach-aians are the subjects of Merops the /Ethi
opian Titan united in one rebellious church upon the plains
of the river Oceanus,

the same plains, into which the people descended from " Ida
" of many sources" at the time when
'IXios Jfij
'Ev iteSnv ireitoMro, iraAij /x s p o it ui v dti^untiuv.
The name, Ach-aia, was borne by a lophos or high-place in
Euboea, by a certain barbarous country situated near the
Caspian, and by the inhabitants of a maritime district in the
north of the Peloponnesus, Pelasgi of that division who were
called ./Eolians. But it was never borne by the people to
whom Homer figuratively applies it, namely, by the people of
Greece at large. The poets indeed, affecting to Homerize,
used to call the Greeks the Acheans, but that custom had no
propriety, except in reference to the language of the Iliad,
because the Achaian district was not even a famous or predo
minating one. The Romans, again, in parcelling out their
conquests, called all Greece to the south of Macedonia and
Thessaly the Province of Achaia ; which they did, not so
much in imitation of the poets, as in honour of the league of
the Peloponnesian or proper Achaians, in whose hands the
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sum of Grecian affairs resided, when the Romans came into
the country. But the best solution of that Homeric title
may be found in the language of the Eleusinian mysteries, in
which (as it seems) the name of the great mother Earth, the
nurse of Triptolemus, and foundress of the Sabian Hellenism,
was Qb Achaia. Nicander says, of the serpent who slew Trip
tolemus at Eleusin, and whom Ceres punished,
tov [isv r' !{££i paris, ovvex 'A%aiy
Ay-pijryp IfiXatytv, 6S' etyea. trtvaro ircuSos
Ka.AAi^opov irafa fypstap.
Homer also designates the same league as the Argeans, of
which the force is equivalent to Argoans,
Magnanimos Minyas Argoaque vela,
•
but it also relates to a district of the European Isle qfPelops
in which Mycenae was situate ; and Homer fixes the residence
of Agamemnon in Mycenae. But Homer extends the name to
the whole continent of his empire,
IT''AAaiTi njc-',im xai 'Kpyt'i itoivri Fa.vairtrctv,
and opposes it to the Pelasgic Argos, Hellas proper, or Pthiotis, over which the father of Achilles reigned, being (as it
plainly appears) rather an epicure or auxiliary than a direct
subject of the Atreid king. He here uses Argos as we do
England, France, or Austria, naming one kingdom or duchy,
out of many, to designate the whole empire, because the lord
paramount resides in or especially belongs to that particular
state. Erech, one of the four Nimrodian cities, signifies the
Ark, and has bequeathed it's name to the whole interamnian
island of Babylonia, Erac (or Irac) Arabi, and I apprehend
that the district of Erech was that in which the Aga-Memnon had his seat of supreme government, during the rebellion
of the nations against Cush and his capital city of Babel.
The poets, by a like mimicry of Homer, affect to style the
*s Elym. Mag. in 'A^a.m.
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whole Grecian nation Aryans and Arg'wes, but I am not
aware that they ever really had such names in any age or
dialect.
A third Homeric designation of the leaguers is the Danaans.
I am not aware that the Greek nation, or any part of that na
tion, were at any time so called ; indeed I am almost con
fident of the contrary. The explanation of that word is by no
means obvious. I have learned to be more suspicious, than I
once was, of that style of etymology, which would resolve this
word into the demonstrative ta (the) and naus or Twos a ship
or ship-temple. The sense is admirably suitable, but we are
not authourized to employ all means for getting at what we
want, and to make solutions instead of finding them. We
have already observed 48 upon the conformity of these names,
king Danans, king Tanaus, king Dai-danus, the rivers Danau
or Danube, Tanais, Eri-danus, I&r-danus, and Api-danus.
No reasonable man will accept the article ta in payment of so
long a score. The word, which we find so frequently applied
to rivers, is one denoting longitude or extension either in space
or in time ; and it is either the root or the derivative of the
verb retvui. Homer uses it to express the persistency and mi
raculous duration of the olive tree's leaves, lavv-fyvWof iXcua,
and the long silence of death, ravv]Xeyeos Savaroio. And I be
lieve that Cush was called Danaus and Tanaus in reference
to his very great longevity, rather than his great stature.
The Orphic poems style the Phrixean ram o/Jinjxa. ravaov
ancient, or long ? To rivers the like appellation belongs, by
reason of their elongated form, in which, as well as in the
silent sinuosity of their progressive motion, the resemblance of
a riTer to a serpent consists. Indeed, speaking according to
the etymon, a river is a serpent ; and this idea was closely
associated with the worship of the river Euphrates 87 Oceanus
or Nilus, a branch of Styr. Cham, the Satrap and third

Vol. 1. p. 55.
v Vol. 1. p. 52, 3.
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Cory bant of the mysteries, and second Ophion, prayed that he
might obtain the serpent's extension 2*,
Ipse precor serpens in longam porrigar alvum,
and the circumstances of his obscene apostacy were described,
in the Orphic mysteries, as the machinations of the titan
Oceanus, who was Hammon or iEgyptian Jove, 'kiywimt
Zsu NeiAt ; but the small river which Homer employs, in his
mystic allegory, for a type of the ocean Euphrates, is named
Cham-undcr, the man Cham. Dar-danus invented the mys
teries, and the art magic, and he was himself that greatest of
the Samothracian ** Cabiri or Corybantes, who (as Orpheus
saitli) " by the counsels of the great mother Earth assumed
" the beast-like form of the dragon of darkness." I have said
that, when the nations rallied under the name of Noah their
common grand-sire, or rather under the names of Bacchus and
Sabus by which they were pleased to call him, they did by no
means depart from the blasphemous abominations of which
Cham (by the inspiration of the serpent) had laid the founda
tions ; but they merely pretended and (I believe) falsely pre
tended, that the peculiar doctrines of that patriarch were such
as the whore of Babylon had then lately thought fit to promul
gate, and not such as Nimrod had professed and advocated. If
they simulated a veneration for the ancient father of Jove, they
still with persevering depravity followed the A t o s iSov tfapa.
K t. o v s u rufiriv. Nay, the very sect which was denominated
Sabaism and held sacred to the planter of vines, was also Hellenismus from that great cabalist and bisexual daemon Jupiter
50 Hellen-Helena. It has also appeared to us, that Dar-danus
was the name by which (for some reason or other) Cham was
especially venerated by those Babelians, who were not Cushim,
but were collected from the various peoples, and " were there
«s Vol. I. p. 30, i, 2.
'!i Ibid. and p. 276. Sehol. Ap. Rhod. 1. v. 916, 7.
*i See vol 1. p. 468, 9.
3' Above, p. 9, 10.
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fore called the Xaoi. Upon these grounds I offer it, as a sur
mise, that the title Danaans is made use of to signify the tribes
of Noachidae united under the banners of the Corybant
'Appov au<{ii/3oijrof otp i s, " the king" (as Lycophron 38 hath
it) " of the thrones of Ophion." Whatever it signifies, it
was given by Homer to the confederacy against Babel, and to
the Grecians as the type thereof, but never belonged (as the
other two names Ach-aian and Argcan did) to any portion of
the Pelasgic or Helladian races either in Greece or in Italy ;
it was however a name, among the most illustrious in Hiberno-Celtic romance. And I shall have to show that Ireland
is an island not unknown to, or unconnected with, either
Homer or the Homeridae. The Tuatha de Danaan (Noble
Lords of the Danaans) waged a famous war in Achaia against
the M Assyrians, and triumphed over them by their skill in
the occult sciences. But on a subsequent occasion their magic
lost it's efficacy, and they were expelled from their own coun
try, and came to Ireland.
Fourthly, we find the subjects of Aga-Memnon distin
guished by a title of marvellous universality, which however
they have in common with that body of Priam's subjects, who
were called the Dardanians, MEN ;
Fa.va.l- drfyiuv 'Ayapepvtuv.
To Priam, the Eummelian, such a style is never imparted ;
nor is it to any other king, Dunaan, or Trojan, Pelasgic, or
Epicure, excepting only ./Eneas king of the Dardanians. The
reason is, that Homer's Aga-Memnon was the leader of the Si
byl's irafi-puAoj voXipos, like Tidal the Assyrian he was King
ofNations, and he domineered over all the communities of the
human nice descending from Noah, excepting the great over
s' V. 1 192. His thrones are 1hose of the tlirec worlds ; and he himself is
triplicis mundi summus quem scire nefastum est.
« Heating's History, p. 423.
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weening nation of the Scythic, and even of them (as we shall
see) over no minute or obscure portion.
It may be as well here to finish what must be said con
cerning the king of men. He was honoured with the same
appellation as that deity, unto whom the Pergamus M of IKon
was a temple and a tomb, Jupiter Agamemnon, and be de
rived his descent and had received the sceptre of his power
from Pelops, unto whom the Olympian games were dedicated,
and whose bones were the palladium of Ilion ; and it is plain
that Jupiter Agamemnon, Jupiter Pelops, and Jupiter Olympius, are but one personage, and that the king ofmen assumed
to be the Great Cham of Asia, that is, he affected to represent
the theocracy of the arch-apostate, Cham son of Noah. Pri
mogeniture or the right of Saba, the eldest grandson of Cham,
has been surmised to be the ground of his claims ; and the mu
niment or pledge by which he claimed it was the sceptre,
wand, or rod of that high-priest of Satan. This was wrought
by Tubalcain and given by Jove (i. e. the supreme deity) to
Hermes, the messenger spirit, who gave it to the man-god
Pelops, who gave it to Atreus, and Atreus dying left it to
Thyesta, and Thyesta left it to Agamemnon.
This genealogy presents us with difficulties, which it re
quires some attention to surmount. Atreus cannot be Cash,
because the latter (the son of Pelops Laomedon, whose bones
were the palladium) was living until the end of the Trojan
war, whereas Atreus had previously died ;
Ar^evs pev Qvyrxoiv sXiirev iroXva(vi Query,
Auraf iy' dore Quir' 'Aya/xgpwi tents tfiofijvai.
But the Atreus of Homer appears to be Saba the eldest son of
Cush, whose son or grandson the Aga-Memnon should be
esteemed, accordingly as we regard Atreus and Thyesta to be
brethren of each other, or father and son. The words of
Homer do not intimate that the lineal course of descent was
M Sec vol. 1. p. 406.
111.

c
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interrupted ; and the foisting in of Pleisthenes (a man un
known to Homer), as son of Atreus, and father of Agamem
non, seems to have arisen from a consciousness that Aga
memnon was not really a son but a grandson of Atreus. It
is much to be doubted, whether Atreus and Thyesta were
brethren; and this is apparent, that subsequent minstrels
have mixt up the most loathsome fables with the history of
those heroes. The incest of Thyesta, the cannibal infanticide
of Atreus, the darkening of the sun, nay the entire change of
his course in the heavens, all these enormities (I say) were
unknown to Homer, as applicable to Atreus ; and they really
belong to an anterior age and a different people. To whom,
and to what, they belong 3b we will hereafter shew. It seems
(I say) that we cannot understand Cush by Atreus, because
the latter was dead before the Trojan war, and the former
lived till the capture of the city by the Danaans. But Atreus
is Saba his eldest son ; and, in the course of theocratic suc
cession from Cham to Agamemnon, as asserted by the Sabians, Cush is entirely pretermitted.
The thing may probably have happened in this manner.
The order of primogeniture had been completely overturned
in the family of Noah by the election first of Shem by the
Lord, and afterwards of Cham by the apostates. But it was
not the design of Cham, that the succession of supreme hier
archical power in his family should be thus precarious and
irregular, and that it should be exposed to such an inroad as
actually was made upon it by Nimrod the youngest of many
brothers. The circumstances of his generation 36 and birth,
his mundane primogeniture, and the possession of the libri
ritualcs magiae naturalis, which his s7 father had given him,
abundantly secured to Cush the " primogeniture jus quoad
" sacerdotium et regnum ;" but the fortunes of Saba, his
eldest son, were by no means so certain and inviolable in that
35 Sec vol. 3. p. 342. ett.
* See vol. 1. p. 167.
" Postel tle nova 5tella, p. 1 .
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age of daring imposture and diabolical illusions. In order to
secure to this young man the reversion of his grandfather's
and his father's authority, the former, at the close of his life,
handed over to him his wand or sceptre, which was the sym
bol not only of his power over men, but of his sorcery with
Satan, and of his necromantic power over the spirits of the
unrighteous dead, being the prototype of all magical wands,
as Helen's cratera or sancgreal was of all witch's cauldrons ;
and to such honour did this rod of Pelops attain, as not only
to be esteemed the warrant of theocracy in whoever was ap
pointed to wield it, but to be worshipped in Boeotia as a god 3*
superiour to all other gods. When the nations were roused
to indignation by the tyranny and bad faith of the Babel go
vernment, they set up the primogeniture of Saba against the
imposture and usurpation of Nimrod, and rested the claims of
his lineal representative upon his possession of the wonderful
sceptre of Pelops, by which he became entitled to the pos
session of his temple, and tomb, and palladium bones, and to
the sovereign hierarchy. And they artfully represented a
measure, which had been adopted with the approbation of
Cush, and for the purpose of securing the inheritance in his
family, as a pretermission of him, and as a tradition of the
supreme power, directly, and de manu in manum, from Cham
to Saba. The sceptre was the succession, and it did not run,
" Pelops begot A, and A begot B, and so forth," but it ran
" Pelops gave the sceptre to A, and A gave the sceptre to B,
" and so forth." The order of divine right, as asserted by the
confederates, was probably as follows ;
3* See vol. 3. p. 251, a.
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so

Jupiter Pclops Agamemnon

——-tOj— Cham.

Atreus

— Saba.

probably bis son.

Thyesta

/Egisthus, bastard.

Mcnelaus. Agamemnon

— Sabas' grandson.

w
Agamemnon and his brother as the representatives of Saba
were the Atreide and the 'Afpeos u'*oi, and we are not to
understand of necessity by such an expression, that they were
his own sons ; for Orestes the son of Agamemnon, and the
lineal heir of the same line, was also Atreides ;
'Ex yap 'Opsrao runs fatrerai 'AtpBiiao,
and Hercules likewise being the grandson of Alceus ** was
therefore commonly called Alcides. iEgisthus, the bastard
son of Thyesta, was not Atreides, but 40 Thyestiades. I have
shewn, in the preceding volume, that the golden-fleeced ram
of Pelops, which occasioned so deadly a quarrel between Atreus
and Thyesta, is the palladium of Ilion, of Colchis, and (in
reality) of Babel. And the only meaning (as applied to the
times and persons whereof we are treating) of Thyestes de
bauching the wife of Atreus, in order to steal the golden
ram, his talisman of empire, (regni 4t stabilimen sui) is, that
the Thyestiad iEgisthus debauched the wife of the Atreid
39 Serv. in ,En. vi. 39'2.
10 Od. iv. 518.
41 Sec vol. 3. p. 343.
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Agamemnon, the lawful representative of Saba, and his own
natural half-brother, in order to wrest from him the palla
dium and the empire. That is the ** fraternal incest. But
the details of that monstrous fable are borrowed from the
history of the antediluvians.
The name of Atreus seems to me to signify the dark deity,
and the first part of the name is the ater of the Latin dialect ;
but it was not unknown in the Homeric language, in which
the opaque and humid principle is called dr^-vyrrtv, upon the
same analogy as irvpsros, vuperos, and, I may venture to add,
deros, which is a noun formed from dui, flo ; and, although it
signifies a bird, it is that cherubic bird by which the 'A/io*
II v s v /i a. was typified. The same name (for eus is a mere
deifying or heroizing termination) was celebrated among the
Hellenistic sects of the East. The giant Atri 43 formed the
sacred island of amber; his seat was on the lesser mount
Mern, or Atri-sthan, that is to say, on the imitative, or
pyramidal Babel mount, at which place Deva-nahusha,
Deonaush, or Bacchus, (the Sabian deity) paid him a solemn
visit after he had conquered the world. A royal hall of pre
sence, or court of justice, was atrium ; and the words xeAa.j,
KsXaivos, (as also x.iXwp, a son, and Seot(eAoj, having divine

authority,) are formed from a verbal root implying power and
command ; and these very adjectives seem to be sometimes used
in that sense, and without reference to colour ;
'EQpa.uiriv o'A/3a xi A a.ir or ** dpp&.

A part of the progeny of Cush were so affected by the climate
of Africa, as to contract a black colour. In what manner
the climate so acted upon the Southern ,Ethiopes and other
African peoples has not (I believe) been discovered. But the

v The fratricidal incest of iEgislhus, and the vengeance, and mental derangement, of Orestes all unite in the history of Hamlet, which is a northern
romance of the same original mythology.
a Asiat. Res. vi. p. 500. xi. p. 35. v. p. SiGO.
« Eurip. Herc. Fur. v. 780.
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climate certainly did effect this change; because the Holy
Spirit (when delivering by the lips of Solomon a beautiful
allegory, wherein the pilgrimage of the queen of Sheba, and
the spiritual love of that saint for his wisdom, is likened to
the zeal of the faithful church for her king, the Preacher,
the son of David, the king of Jerusalem,J makes the daughter
of Cush exclaim, " Look not upon me because I am BLACK,
because the SUN hath looked upon me." So suith the -/Ethi
opian in unequivocal words, but few are willing to believe
her; because the spirit of the Homeric Margites is abroad,
which

In this, as in many other things, " The Queen of the South
" shall rise up in judgment against many."
IV. The party of Cush, who as to numbers were admitted
to be dvSpss 45 ffaufor£foi, consisted for the most part of his
own vastly numerous progeny, who had grown up in the
course of about 500 years that he had then lived, and of the
refugees who had repaired to the asylum or ixvofioj A0<jiof.
His own posterity were not only the offspring of the phylarchs,
his six real or seven nominal sons, Saba, Havilah, Sabtah,
Raamah or Sheba and Dedan, Sabtechah, and Nimrod, but
those of his numerous other sons. For, when we read of
Cain, Abel, and Seth sons of Adam, Jabal, Jubal, and Thubal sons of Lamech, Japhet, Shem, and Ham sons of Noah,
(important triads, and closely connected with the pagan super
stitions) we are not to suppose that those fathers of such pro
tracted longevity had no other male issue. So likewise we
are not to suppose that those six were the only sons of Cush,
or any thing like it. The patriarchal feodality was a compli
cated system concerning the laws and usages of which we are
unto this day extremely ignorant. But there certainly were
distinct nations owing obedience as such to the supreme father
« Iliad. 2. v. 122.
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of any great race, and the number of these nations was regu
lated by the number of sons of the original patriarch, who were
erected into phylarchs or heads of sovereign communities,
(in order that national societies might neither remain in one
mass, nor be too rapidly fritter'd down and subdivided) and
whose seventy-two names are enumerated in Genesis. These
names were significant and (as it has been supposed) were
imposed prophetically, and with a view either to their own
actions and fortunes or to the fortunes of God's church and of
the human race in their time. Such was undoubtedly the
case in some instances, and I harbour very little doubt of
it's having been an established part of patriarchal theocracy.
Polygamy, borrowed from the example of the Canutes, was
sanctioned by the Magian religion, and the law of concu
binage, which was a sort of legal but subordinate and lefthanded marriage, pervaded the patriarchate in the days of the
general apostacy, nor was the ordinance of marriage restored
to it's full dignity, and the patriarchs interdicted from the
commerce of their hand-maidens, even in the families of the
faithful, until the Lord's final abandonment of the catholic
patriarchal church and the exclusive deposit of that church in
the hands of the Israelites. I have shewn in other places that
the hebdomad, into which the family of Cush was divided,
was a studious division, made out of an affection for that
sacred number, imitated remarkably by Keturah the wife of
Abraham, and cherished in the institutions 49 or legends of
the Cushim to a great extent. Although they are not enu
merated, those six sons of Cush had each of them very many
sons; it was not peculiar to Raamah to have Uvo, and no
doubt he himself had many more. The naming of those two
certainly arises from their being heads of tribes, and from two
recognized, distinct, and substantive nations having sprung up
from the loins of Raamah. I conceive that amidst polygamy
* See vol. 1. p. 166. vol.3. p. 68. n. 175.
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and concubinage there was always (as there now is in Turkey)
a selection of one wife only at a time, who alone had the
privilege of bearing children as legitimate heirs to the
sovereign power ; and if Nimrod, a child of incest, be found
superadded to the list, I have said repeatedly that all his pre
eminence was founded upon imposture, usurpation, and upon
miracles real or pretended, and not upon the laws and usages
of the patriarchate, those laws (on the contrary) having been
trampled under foot by the tyrannis. For these reasons we
must regard the seven phylarchs as seven sons of Cush, and as
the seven kings who reigned over all the descendants of Cush ;
but we must by no means regard them as being the whole or
even a large portion of the entire number of his sons.
" The sons of Cush were Seba, and Havilah, and Sabtali,
" and Raamah, and Sabtechah.
" And Cush begat Nimrod. He began to be a mighty one
" on the earth."
This mode of announcing Nimrod's generation seems to
imply, that his origin was a matter of doubt with many ; and
may also be thought to imply that he was much younger than
the other six. And so I am persuaded he was, and in such a
degree that the deaths of some had occurred a century or
more before his birth. Ilioneus was the youngest of the sons
of king Amphion whose family was set up against the gods of
heaven, and the unhappy father had expected that he at least
would survive him. The life of Cush is represented in several
fables as being protracted to a very unusual length. The
king of Assyria, Tithonus, to whom and to Aurora or Tito,
Memnon king of the ./Ethiopians was born, was a proverb for
longevity.
Longa Tithonum minuit senectus.
Some pretend he grew so old as to be carried 47 about in a

*7 Tz. in Lycophr. i: 18.
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cradle like a baby. He was transformed into a locust, which
means that he was the ancestour of the autochthones 48 or
earthborn Teucrians; and Bochart, in his Hierozoicon, in
forms us, that some people have referred king 49 Solomon's
ingravescet Locusta" to the fable of Tithonus, " even the
" grasshopper shall become heavy with years, when the man
" draws nigh to his long home." Cinyras another king of
Assyria to whom Aurora brought forth an hero, whose history
minutely corresponds with that of Memnon, was at least
equally renowned for his length of days, xarstyijpa<raf 50 TiStuvs
fizforepov. Homer had no knowledge of any Tithonus son of
Laomedon and brother of Priam, for no man can believe that
the bedfellow of Aurora mentioned in that poet 51 is intended
by him to signify the brother of the then reigning king of
Troy, and the pretended genealogy in L. 20. v. 237 etc. is
totally false and insititious. Laomedon, it may be true, had
five 54 sons, and Tithonus was the eldest of them ; but the
making two of him and Priamus is quite a jumble. If
Tithonus, being different from Priam, was the eldest, why
did he not succeed Laomedon as king of Troy ? or if there
were reasons for setting him aside, why are they not men
tioned ? why is not the eldest prince of Troy a character in
the history of Troy ? In fact, Homer knew not of the mother
of Memnon by the name of Aurora, nor of any Asiatic king
by the name of Tithonus, nor of Memnon by that of Lucifer
or the Son of the Morning. The country of Susa, Shushan,
or Chus'utan, avowedly bears the name of that ancient king
Chus iEthiops ; and we read of Susa (in Strabo) that it was
founded by Tithonus s3 the father of Memnon. The mother
♦8 See vol. 1. p. 178, 9. p. 439.
• Eccles. c. 12. v. 7. Hieroxoic. iv. c. 8. p. 493, 4. And our ancient
poet Joseph of Exeter seems to have had the same idea,
Tithonum superesse piget, poscensque sepulcrum
Odit vlcturam per taenia tonga cicadam.
L. vi. v. 377s° Suidas in nomine.
si L. xi. v. 1.
Cush, Miser 1, Miser 2, Phut, and Canaan.
u Strab. Gcogr. L. 15. p. 1031.
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of that hero, vulgarly Aurora, is called by the same geographer
Kissia, and she certainly either derives her name from or gives
it to the M Kissdne bulwark, of which iEschylus sung,
Kou ro vahaiov Ki<r<rivov kpxos
'AvTiSousw kwera.t,
which I take to have been the Tower or Pergamus of Susa,
or it's Chalctdicum, the Memnonium being its Basilica.
Tithonus king of Assyria, and Priam king 55 of Asia, sons of
Laomedon, are but one man viewed in two different lights
and mythically divided i8 into two brothers, the former being
Cush considered as 57 god of the Sun, and the latter being
the same patriarch allegorically described by Homer and the
Homeridoe as king of Troy. But Priam, the longaevum *8
Priami caput, is ever spoken of as of a man stricken in years
and feeble in body, though certainly not imbecile in his mind.
And as Shem the eon of Noah lived 502 years after the flood,
and was dead in the last year 59 of the siege of Babel by the
Danaans, that must have been at least the 503d year of his
life. We read, that the Zoroaster whose bones were pre
served as the palladium of Iran flourished 60 500 years before
the Trojan war, and Cham's celebrity as the Magian Zoro8• There is no need of attempting to force the etymology of this word from
the name of Cush. It was a tower clothed with ivy, rn inttx inx•int
>irrt>, But it does not follow that it was dedicated to the Bacchic orgies
and
'Til/ Mtt^tram.
Ivy was the evergreen vine of sobriety, opposed to that which yielded it's
maddening juice and then became subject to the wintery death ; *«« ™t
«UTToV <PVT0V '(V/^iSo£. irfOMtZ^'fftU it 9 1tS BpVlXoV TflEfTflV T^i; 71JV UptronT.', 'but
Tt Ttjv /tit QvWn^oouv, rn Ti Turra. xgi•o■ atrfaXti iue/ttmr. Diod. Sic. £,. 1.
c. l 7. And probably that plant was held in honour before the drunken orgies
of the Bacchic heresy were invented.
m See vol. 1. p.SOG.
* See vol. 1. p. 348.
i' Vol. 1. p. 173.
s« Propert iv. 1. 52.
» Vol. 1. p. 470.
* Suidas in Zotousltr. Ccdrcn. Hist. Comp. p. 16.
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aster dates from the flood, immediately after which Scythism
commenced and Cham's apostacy took place, and Cush was
begotten in the ark and horn immediately upon his mother
quitting that vessel ; therefore he was born not less than 500
years before the Trojan war.
But Hercules Thrasy-Memnon, whether we read of him
perishing by the hydra's poison and ascending to heaven,
wounded by stratagem under the walls of Ilion, and removed
by the winds into the gardens of Aurora, or slain a-hunting
by the mystic wild-boar, will always be found to die in the
bloom of manly beauty. His grandson Eurypylus was killed
very shortly after him ; and if he were twenty-five (about
the age at which he usurped the sovereignty) when he begot
his first son, and he again twenty-five when he did the like,
and the grandson again twenty-five when he fell by the hands
of the Pelasgi, it would follow that he was seventy-five when
he died himself. And that is a longer time than either those
three generations or the series of events in Nimrod's life seem
to require. If Cush therefore (who died in his 503d year at
the earliest, and enjoyed the longevity of the preceding gene
ration) begot a son when he was thirty years old, his eldest
son, the grandfather of Agamemnon, would if living have been
four hundred and seventy years old, and very nearly four cen
turies older than Nimrod.
A father upwards of four hundred years old, which was an
unusual age among the Noachide of the third degree, would
with difficulty obtain credit for having engendered his putative
son ; and the offspring would pass either for a supposititious
child, or else for one born of the mother, but falsely filiated,
or lastly for an anti-god. In the kingdoms of the east, and
among the superstitious of most nations, the doctrine of
demoniacal incubation has met with a general belief, and the
wicked Rosicrucians are said to have forged a book under the
name of the lost Book /if the Wars of Jehovah, giving an ac
count of Incuhi and Succubae, and the heroes their children.
The nauseous details of this theory may be found in the
Dimonology of king James the first ; and it was upon the
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revival of that theory that Alexander son of Philip founded his
title to the realm of Asia. Tho absurd story of Attila being
engendered in a high tower by a dog is not so totally foolish
and ridiculous as it appears at first sight, because the meaning
was a daemon incubus assuming by glamour the form of dog ;
a notion which would square with the credulous opinions of
many grave men. The setting up of an anti-god or anti
christ, in opposition to the true one, was and yet will be the
favourite work and master-piece of the Devil, and it may
fairly be supposed that he and the impenitent spirits called
daimoncs and daimonia contributed to give colour to that im
posture by all means that lay within their faculty. It has
been a general opinion among the fathers of the church, that
the wonders exhibited by the evil spirits at the call of sorcerers
and theurgick naves were merely prestiges or deceptions, not
real, but (as Scripture expressly designates them) "false
miracles." And this opinion is perfectly just and worthy to
be accepted. None but God the creatour can create any thing ;
and, if Cyrus thought that Cambyses had made him (thus
fearfully and wonderfully) in the womb of his mother Mandane, he was in error, " / girded thee," saith the Lord to
him, " though thou hast not known me." The rabbis main
tained that magic could not produce even an animal C1 smaller
than a barley-corn ; and it follows that the wands of Jannes
and Jambres were only transfigured and not transubstantiated,
in as much as they could by no means compete with Him
" whose hand hathformed ei the crooked serpent." The mira
cles of Simon Magus are in like manner recorded to have been
mere operations of glamour, and unable to stand the test of
reality. Out of the stones Christ could raise up children to
Abraham. But all the witchcraft of Cybele could not have
raised up a son from the loins of Atys, nor could any con
trivance of the devil have reopened the fountains of fecundity
in the womb of Sarah. What then is the nature of that power
which both men and other created beings arc permitted to
*1 Claud. Berigard. Cite. Pisan p. 231.
*• Job, 26. v. 13.

Tata v. 1061.
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exercise in the world ? They are permitted to employ, and to
combine together, and within certain limits to direct to their
own ends, the substances, faculties, and qualities, which are
created by God, so long as they exist and are created, but
without any the slightest power of calling into existence the
thing which hath not been, or of recalling that which is no
more. If we apply this distinction to the case in question, we
shall observe that there is no law of nature which sets bounds
to the prolific energy of a man ; a Parr, or a Jenkins, and in
the days of the earlier patriarchs a far older man, stands in the
same 'predicament with respect to generating, as with respect
to riding, walking, or running. Old age with it's concomitant
infirmities is apt to weaken and will frequently take away the
natural functions of the human body ; but when the Lord
makes a very aged man be a father of children, he can no
more be said to " make a new thing" or miracle, than when
he continued to old Nestor the activity of a warriour. Ener
gies, the existence whereof is not contrary to the laws of the
creation, but conformable to them, may be in a degree repaired
and resuscitated by human skill, care, and ingenuity, and
much more may they be assisted and reinvigorated by the very
superiour knowledge and cunning of Satan, who (although,
like ourselves, merely impotent in works of creation) has a far
more extensive knowledge and comprehension of the works of
God than we have, and can perform such manner of operations
as are compatible with the nature of a created being with far
greater efficacy. If the art medical (I say) might have been
ancillary towards the procreation of Nimrod, much more so
might the magia naturalis or influences of the Devil directed
to that end. Contrivances of this kind in every age since the
first apostacy of mankind, have been foremost among the arts
of magicians ; and it seems that they can only be carried into
effect by means so disgusting and wicked as to shew unequi
vocally of what spirit they are. Doctor Cohausen, in his
Hermippus M Redivivus, gave his pains to the elucidation of
*3 P. 72, 3, 4, etc. p. 79- 80. ed. London, 174'J.
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the subject; he collected together many curious aneedotes,
and a multitude of most astounding lies, but he evidently be
lieved in the reality of it's being possible to purchase of the
Devil a partial rejuvenescence, and the sincerity of his belief
upon that topic renders doubly odious the character of a man
capable of publishing such an impure and hypocritical book as
Hermippus. The brothers of the Rosy Cross were so far in
toxicated with vanity, as to outstep the limits of masonic
taciturnity, and publish with but a certain degree of disguise
the nature of their filthy 64 and cruel orgies. Better reasons
may be given than any that Cohausen has adduced. Mankind
are wicked for an object, and not for no object,, and if they be
found to have followed with secrecy and with stedfast undeviating perverseness any given illicit career, exposing them to
the wrath of God, and often to the just animadversion of their
rulers, through all ages from the cauldrons of Medea and
^sculapius to the days of Postel or St. Germain, we may be
assured that the subject matter of their nefarious proceedings
has been something and not nothing. It is therefore probable
enough that the generation of Nimrod was so far preternatural,
as to be brought about by means of that superiour knowledge
of created nature which the Tempter is able and willing to
impart to those who will sell their souls, but not in the sense
in which his mother, in order both to disguise her incest and
to magnify her issue, pretended.
The natural resemblance and opposition of the Babelian and
Christian Churches is remarkable, and has been (I believe)
already remarked by us. As of Cush, in Nimrod, came the
first anti-christ, the rebellious temple, the confusion of tongues,
and the discords and wars of nations, so of Abraham, in Isaac,
comes the promised Christ, the Temple of God, the Lord of
Tongues once more manifest, and the reunion of the nations
in peace. In both lines came an universal monarchy founded
•i See Pomponatius de Incantationibus, p. 9 1 . Basil, 1 567. and Roger Bacon
de Retard. Senect. c. 12. p. 21, 2. Oxon. 1500. Dc Arte Chymire. p. 52.
p. 54, 5. Francof. 1603.
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upon and cemented together by a catholic church, the tyrnnnis
of Satan, and the basilea or patriarchate of God which is to
come. The age of Isaac's mother was, at the time of his
conception, like that of Nimrod's father, so far advanced as to
excite mistrust and laughter. " It had ceased to be with
" Sarah after the manner of women .... wherefore did
" Sarah laugh, saying, shall I of a surety bear a child which
" am old ?" Abraham thereupon called his son Isaac or
Laughter, and Sarah said " God hath made me to laugh, all
" that hear will laugh with me." I observe that the like
circumstance was also regarded in the pagan mysteries as an
inseparable accompaniment to the birth of the regenerating
theanthrope. That child at whom his mother laughed not,
might neither hope to ascend to the table of the Gods and
feast upon ambrosia, nor to share the bed of Hebe, although
ten months of gestation 6i might indicate his divine concep
tion.
Incipe parve puer risu cognoscere matron,
Matri longa decem tulerunt fastidia menses.
Incipe parve puer. Cui non there parentes,
Non Deus hunc mensa, Dea nee dignata cubili est.
Nimrod was the fourth in order of the five Zoroasters, and we
read in Pliny that Zoroaster broke into laughter on the very
day of his birth, risisse eodem die, quo genitus est 6B, unum
hominem accepimus Zoroastrem. This alludes to the laughter
and scoffing at the birth of Nimrod, an idea which made the
stronger impression upon the minds of the apostates, because
of the laughter and ridicule to which Thubal-Cain the youngest
of the three Lamechidae was exposed, by reason (as it is said,
at least) of his personal deformity ;
"Air/3*roj S' d$ Ivwpo yeAws paM.a.ptriri Qsoitrt.
<•* See vol. 3. p. 449, 50.
N. H. vii. c. 15. p. 92. Franz. Solin. Polyhst, c 1. p. 5. eil.
« Plin. "
Saumaisc.
naisc
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The laughter of those who surrounded Sarah when she said,
" all that hear will laugh with me/' was not wholly volun
tary, and beginning in insolent derision it ended in that dread
ful passion the Sardonic laughter, whereby (as it is explained
to us) the irreverent scoffer was made to laugh an unextinguishable laughter at ills which he knew not of, yvafifiowv
dWoT^iomv, an Homeric phrase nearly corresponding to our
vulgar notion of " laughing on the wrong side of the mouth."
Such was the passion to which the gods became subject, when
they were minded to laugh at the bruised heel of Cyllopodion,
and the lewd suitours of the mysterious bride, when the retri
butive hour was at hand,

Those who laughed with Sarah were the subjects of Abhnelech the Philistine, grinning sardonically at the child whose
progeny should smite their's with the sword, and drive them
out before the hissing fly. The laughing of fiends is a common
incident in preternatural romances, and it alludes to the unextinguishable laughter excited by the demons in the deriders
of Vulcan and Nimrod ; and perhaps upon those occasions the
Saipovss themselves were heard to laugh aloud.
We have a curious legend relating to the extraordinary
generation of Nimrod in his father's extreme old age. Clymenus or Infernal 67 Jove was king of the Minyan Orchomenos and had five sons. Erginus was the eldest of them,
and the pilot 68 of the ship Argo ; and he succeeded to his
father's kingdom ; and he laid the Thebans under tribute,
which gave rise to a great rebellion against him, and to the
capture of his capital city by stratagem and the destruction
thereof. It is related of this king that he consulted the Py£7 Damaget. Epigr. 5. in Jacob's Antliol. tom. 2. p. 40. Aristodic. Epigr.
2. ibid. p. 236. and see vol. 3. p. 26.
68 Erginum falo vocat ipsa monenti Quercus. Val. Flacc. b. v. 65.

thian oracle in his old age, to know if he might have issue of
his body, and he received this response, which is by no means
so obscure as some which the Pythonissa was wont to deliver ;
'Eiyive KXvy£v'jio isa.'i llfstr^wviaJao
'C^' ijxS£j ysviijv Ji^/xsvoj- aAV zt1 xai vvv
'lro/3oiji yepovn *f^ fortfizMe xo^tuiyv.
Erginus, faithfully obeying the mandate of Apollo, begot
Trophonius and Agamedes ; it was whispered however that
Apollo himself, and not Erginus, was really the father of
Trophonius, who indeed, by his preternatural gifts and the
oracles which he never ceased to deliver for ages after his
death, did in some measure deserve to be so esteemed. Ac
cording to 69 Cicero, Trophonius was the infernal Hermes.
Trophonius 70 and Agamedes are to Nimrod what Tithonus
and Priamus are to Cush, the division of one man into two
brothers, with reference to the supposed duplicity of his na
ture, divine and human. They built the temple of Apollo
at Delphi, and the treasury of king Hyrieus. But Hyrieus, as
we know, was the putative father of Orion.
V. The family of Cush (however it's number and the
number of it's allies may have been dvoces itavporepoi as placed
in opposition to the league of the Noaehidae) must have mul
tiplied with an extraordinary increase to enable it to assert
it's superiority and contend almost single-handed against the
world. Of the great fcecundity of this family we find several
traces ; and generally in the history of some man havingfifty
sons. Lycaon son of Pelasgus ifevnjMrta. irouSas iytvvr^e,
who were men of a most overweening character ; but Jove
destroyed them all except the youngest of them Nyctimus.
IIoAA01s ya.fiois StSevKto itevryx.ovraitais'"
'A>X airifies (3AajTJ/x« rwv rexvwv *tp'v.
<* De Nat. Deor. 3. c. 22.
:* See vol. 1. p. 335,6.
" Iambi ap. Tz. in Lye. v. 48 1 .
ttt.
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154Nicholas of Damascus represents Lycaon son of Pelasgus as a
good man who tfyvXa.rre ra rou 7i rtarpos snrrlyyu.ara. tv iocauo<rurtj, but he adds that his fifty sons were impious men, intro
duced human sacrifices, and were destroyed by lightning.
However false the account of his goodness may be, it is true
that he adhered to his father's institutes, and governed with
some justice, that is to say, patriarchally, until Nimrod con
verted his family into military tyrants. Lamech the Cainite,
that man of blood who was cotemporary with Deucalion, and
whose reign was cut short by the universal deluge, is called
Lycaon by Ovid ; but he is a very different person from Ly
caon o vtvri)Kwra.irouc, who was the son of Pelasgus or the
Schismatic, that is of Cham so termed with respect to the
first (and in truth by far the most important) schism, that be
tween him and his brothers. Although king Lycaon was, by
cause of the vastness of his progeny, styled penteecontapais,
the fact was nevertheless remembered that he had sue sons, the
phylarchs of as many tribes ;
'Tt££f £ f; 73 lytvovro Avxzov!/s dtriSeoio
'Ov •nor inure TleXairyos.
In a legend of somewhat later date we meet with king jDgyptus and his fifty sons, and with
Aavaos i vevrvjKwra. fayarepvov varyi 74.
These prolific fathers were the twin sons of Belus. Danaus
means Cush, and it is the male form of Danae the harlot of
the brazen hyperovium, and it is likewise the same name
(putting the fie<rov for the vJ/iAoc) as that of Tanaus founder of
the Scythian monarchy, whose reign extended into 75 JEgypt.
1• Fragm. ed. Orell. p. -1 i .
73 Hesiod. ap. Strab. L. 5. p. 313.
74 Eurip. Archel. ap. Strab. L. 5. p. 313. JEsch. Prom. v. 350.
7* See Justin. /.. 1. c. 1. The murder of the sons of /Egyptus by the
daughters of Danaus, and consequent expulsion of the latter from /Egypt, is
a fable alluding (as I am persuaded) to the murder of the first-born Israelites
by the midwives, the smiting of the first-born /Egyptians, and the departure of
the Israelites and Philistines out of ./Egypt. See vol. 3. p. 137, 8.
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We are almost weary of observing upon one personage mul
tiplied into two brothers by ignorant minstrels and fabulists.
Cinyras, the aged and incestuous father of Adonis, was an
other penteecontapais 7S with fifty daughters. The giant Pallas
had fifty sons, the Pallantide, by whom Theseus is said to
have been expelled from Athens. The first inhabitants of
Britain were ''' hideous giants 77 ;"
But whence they sprong or how they were begot
Uneath is to assure ; uneath to wene
That monstrous error which doth some assot,
That Diocletian's fifty daughters shene
Into this land by chance have driven bene,
Where companing with fiends and filthy sprites
Thro' vain illusion of their lust unclene,
They brought forth giants, and such dreadful wights
As far exceeded men in their immeasured mights.
A spiritual tyranny, such as that of the Cushim, is well
enough described in romance by the detested name of Diocle
tian, but in Sprott's chronicle 7* they are the fifty daughters
of Cecrops. There was an adage upon fecundity, " she
breeds like a79 Chalcidic woman," and it related to one Combe
or Chalcis, who is said to have borne her husband one hundred
children. We have shewn that the chalcidicum was the con
secrated part of Cush's imperial dwelling, a shrine imitative
of heaven, and the ovum or hyperovium of his fatal concubine ;
and it is plain that the Chalcidic century of children are the
fifty sons and fifty daughters of old Priam. For so many sons
had that king,
fl£vrijxoi'ra u.01 r^av or* iJXuiov mes 'A%a.twv,

l*
7J
7*
w

Kust. in Iliad. xi. p. 8'i7. t'<!. Rom. 15 t.').
Faerie Queene. Book. a. c. 10. at. 7. and 8. Fabyan. p. 7Part. '1. p. 83, A.
Zra.nl. cent. vi. proverb. SO.
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and every son had a wife,

But, however the incest of Cinyras and Myrrha might be
regarded, I conceive that the collateral intercourse of the
children of Adam was not discontinued in this impious and
proud family, who paid no regard to the precepts of Noah,
and sought to keep their blood pure as a divine and titanian
race. The wives of the fifty sons .of Cush are therefore de
signated as the fifty daughters. Combe the mother of an
hundred children was also distinguished for having seven
sons, the Curetes or warriour Corybantes, whose brazen
armour was an invention of her's to which she owed her title
of Chalcis, and whom

Stuxos aXigwvoio ifa-Ttfi votrtpttrtra.70 irarpijs
Koj*/3i)j sirrar txo v para. pijrapos.

This again is the hebdomad of the Cuthaean phylarchs.
Cybele is described as
centum complexa nepotes
Omnes ccelicolas, omnes supera alta tenentes,
but it would be an hard thing to enumerate 100 Dii superi.
The posterity of Cuth were called gods and goddesses, and
from his name comes the gentile appellation Goth, which is
now our vernacular name for the Deity. The Deity in the
Gothic language is Gottha, in the Persic *l Chuda, and in the
Turkish Khorla, which are all derived from the father of
Nimrod. The Pelasgic Cushim were distinguished from their
allies the Achaians as Divi. And the centum coelicole, chil*0 Nonnus, L. 13. v. 146.
" Rudbeck de Ave Selau. p. 21.
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dren of the great mother**, are the fifty sons and fifty daugh
ters of Cush. The hundred heads of Typheus, Briareus, and
other monsters representing the Scythian giants, may receive
the same solution.
The numbers fifty and one hundred, like the number seven,
are in all probability studiously selected for the methodical
division of his family according to some superstitious idea.
The hundred gates continually recur in " the great cities of
the Cushim, their sacred book is called the hundred gates, and
the greek word for hundred appears to be the same word in
it's neutral form, which in it's masculine is a name for Apollo,
and in the feminine for Diana. I cannot explain it ; but I
think we may perceive something of Amphion's presumption,
who magnified his children, by reason of their number, to an
equality with Apollo and Diana. That I am not wrong in
arguing that Cush was the pcnteecontnpais of whom so much
was fabled, and consequently that the Scythian or Cutheaa
nation was that of the fifty clans, may be shewn from the
express declaration of Timonax ** the historian of Scythia,
that there were riuv SxuSa* Mvy wsvnjxovra.
But I see no good reason for supposing that all those, who
are mentioned by Homer and others as the sons of king Priam,
and active warriours in the last years of his life, were gene
rated by him. Hector indeed calls Hecuba his mother, and
she was not an 85 aged woman, and may have given him birth ;
but his calling her so is no proof of it. We have seen the
grandson of Alceus called Alcides, and of Atreus, Atrides.
»i Ku/Six, is~the Ark, and as' Cush was begotten in the Ark, his posterity
were in a peculiar sense descended from that ship. The Ark was also the
rnysfu ash-tree or nymph Melia, from which the iMeliai ihefinl race of men
were sprung (Paleph. de.Incred. c. 36.) and especially Talos Orion and the
other heroes of the brazen or argonautic age. These were *he descendants
&&»i*. ttf'«i««. that is, of Arkitc Cush. See vol. i. p. 203. vol. 3. p. 272.
*3 See vol. I. p. 197. 8.
*i Tiinon. /-. 1 fit. scliol Ap. Ilhod.iv. o. 341.
>s See Iliad. xvi. 716.
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" These," saith Moses 36, " are the sons of Bathshemath Esau's
" wife," when speaking of her grandsons, the children of her
son Revel. Some lovers of paradox have endeavoured to ex
culpate Cham to the prejudice of his son Canaan, and with
that view they argue that Noah's younger son means his
younger grandson ; I regret having lost the reference to the
book from which the following extract is made, " il faut tra" duire . . . . le plus jeune de ses petits-fils, car le Hebreu ben
peut s'entendre d'un petit-fils." So long as the direct progeny
of any patriarch resided under his paternal roof and protec
tion, they were without impropriety called his sons. We
have mentioned that Nimrod was slain in about his 75th year,
in all his vigour and beauty ; &nd some verses, which occur in
the text 87 of Hesiod, intimate that it was not uncommon for
men to attain the age of fourscore under their mother's roof,
having never been forisfamiliated. And it is like enough that
Alexander, Deiphobus, Troilus, and other chiefs of the Troes
or Sennaarian Cushim, were unemancipated grandehildren,
sleeping in the chambers and dining at the board of their
venerable ancestour. But unhappily they were not " ol'rce
" branches round about his table."
The extraordinary multitude of this race (who were doubt
less called locusts not only for their being earth-born, but from
their swarming numbers and habits of preying upon the labours
of others) is attested in two conspicuous passages of Greek
history. " The nation of the Thracians," says ** Herodotus,
" is the greatest after the Indians of all men, and if governed
" by one man would be irresistible, and, in my a-stimation,
" much the greatest of nations. But that is difficult, not to
" say impossible, for them, and for that reason they are weak."
Of this nation he says the Getce were a portion. According
t* Gen. a 36. v. 17.
*- There is nothing else in the whole text of the Works and Days so abo
minably absurd as this interpolation ; but it is probably founded upon the
manners of the primitive patriarchate, as explained above.
» Herod. L. 5. c. 3.

to Thucydides 59, " no one nation in Europe or even in Asia
" would be able to resist the Scythians, were they unanimous.
" But neither in that respect, nor in other matters of prudence
" relating to the immediate concerns of life, are they like unto
" other nations." These two sentences are equivalent in their
meaning, and the latter is evidently written with an eye to the
former, and concerning the same people ; but Herodotus uses
the name Thmciant which belonged only to a part of the
Scythae, and was not given to the whole body : in this point
Thucydides, (who for the rest hath nearly transcribed his re
mark) when speaking of the armament of Sitalccs the Thracian, corrects him. We may estimate the greatness of this
testimony to the Scythe, when we have recollected that the
historians speak ordy of the warlike and nomad peoples of
Europe and central Asia, to whom the designation of Scy
thians was then proper, whereas the house of Cush had fur
nished the population of the Nilotic Cush, of Barbary in
Africa, and a very large portion of that of Greece and Italy ;
probably also the chief rulers, military and sacerdotal, of the
other tribes. It may be conjectured, that the Psalmist unfolds
the secret of the great power of the archer Rephaim, and of
Hercules " who reigned over all the earth from the rising to
" the setting sun, '
Tvu-rov to£ov iyjuv xai est nvmtyn iifov,
when he says " like as are Q° the arrows in the hand of the
" gtant, even so are the young children. Happy is the man
" who hath his quiver full of them. They shall not be
" ashamed when they speak with their enemies in the gate."
The sons of old Tithonus were not afraid to debate with all
the nations of the earth at the gates of Ilion, and they might
have flourished to this day, had they borne in mind that,
" except the Lord build the house their labour is but lost,
B3 Time. L. '2. c. 97
*" Psalm 1L'7.
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" who build it, except the Lord keep the city, the watchman
" watcheth but in vain."
We have noticed, in touching upon Roman history, that
their census or enumeration of the people was ascribed to one
Servius Tullius the predecessour of Tarquinius the Superb,
and we have shewn 91 that this fabulous character in their
annals is a type of the father of Nimrod tov irx^a.trXa.s'e voSs.
We have also seen the father of a surprising progeny, Amphion, offending heaven in the pride of his paternity, and so
bringing down ruinous judgments upon his whole race. No
doubt the numbers of the Scythian family not only constituted
a source of their power, but one main subject of the impious
boasting and assurance, whicli provoked the indignation of
Divine Providence. It is said in some ancient authour, (but
the place has slipped my memory,) that the Scythians were
the first men who ever enjoyed a regular code of laws, but
that afterwards in consequence of their great pride they be
came the most unfortunate of men. Among the various
causes assigned of old for the misfortunes and humiliations of
Cush and his house, his pride in causing them to be numbered,
with a view to the revival of castes, and consequent aggran
disement of his own offspring, was one. There was a man
proverbially famous in Greece (like Margites) for his folly,
by name Polydorus or Coicylion, of whose infatuation this
proof is cited, that he endeavoured to number w the waves of
the sea. That story must have an occult meaning, for the
silly recreation of some half-witted natural (such as there are
hundreds) could never be drawn into example and made pro
verbial. But we know that Polydorus was Cush, the son of
Cadmus and Harmony and heir to their kingdom, in the ad
ministering of which he was, however, eclipsed and quite
overpowered by the tyrant Pentheus.

91 Vol. 1. p. 387, 8.
X iElian. Var. Hist. L. 13. c. 15. Eust. in Hom. Oil. L. 10. ]). 1669.
*il. Rom. 1 549.
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'Affionij veov vtz ytytt%ri yuva.ro KaJoui »'

And the numbering of the waves is the numbering of the
people, the wisdom of which action sober folks appear to have
estimated no higher, than Joab did the similar conduct of
David. I have read an account of the superstitions of GeJ>
many, entitled Popular Tales of the Germans 94, giving a de
scription of a most eccentric daemon who was called Number
Nip, because of his strange fancy for counting the roots in
every turnip field. This is but another version of Polydorus
the foolish enumeratour, and his turnips (which he had the
power of converting into human beings, when he wanted their
services) are his subjects the y y y « v S 1 f. His residence was
called the giant-mountain. A charming bride was the pro
mised reward of his toilsome numeration, which was long un
successful ; but as soon as he had completed his laborious task,
the goblin bride mounted upon a fiery winged horse and va
nished from his sight for ever. Hereafter we will speak of
Margites. I believe that all the fools of ancient heroic satire
relate to the folly and ill success of the Nimrodian and Semiramian rebellions of mankind against God. Mamma-Cuthus 98
presents to us the very name of Cush ; and Melitides06,
who tried to count with his fingers and could not, is again the
foolish enumeratour, and the same man, when he did not know
whether his fathrr or his mother had brought him forth, is also
Cush wavering between arrhenotheism and gynoecotheism,
ambiguus mod6 vir modo foemina Cuthos 07.
[3
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Kfonnus, L. 5. v. 207.
Vol. 1. p. 37,38.
Eustath. ubi supra.
Eustath ibiJ.
Ovid. Met. iv. 280.
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Mandrabulus, whose affairs wentfrom bad to worTe, is proba
bly the same man, the planner ofthe mandra or tower of Babel.
And to these we may add iEetes, the foolish navigator and
Midas the foolish rich man, both of them great and fabulous
kings of Asia. Achaius, or the Achaian99, who found an
earthen-ware pitcher too hard a pillow for his head, and filled
it full of water to make it softer, is the Achaian confederacy
revolting against one system of tyranny and wickedness to set
up another as bad or worse. Coroebus, king Priam's foolish 100
ally who came tuo late, avowedly belongs to the Trojan rera ;
and perhaps it is a fling at Nimrod himself, whose arrival was
somewhat of the tardiest.
At a period of king David's life, when he appears to have
been flourishing 101 in righteousness and in the favour of God,
that creature, whose functions and character belong to the law
of the universe, and are therefore in all probability imperfectly
understood even by himself ; seeing that the full intelligence
of efficient and final causes can hardly belong to any, except
ing only to him who is the Beginning and the End, and those
to whom he may give it ; and who is called by the Chronicler
So tan, and by the author of Samuel (who sometimes 104
used that style of nuncupation,) the Wrath of God 105, was
again kindled against Israel, and provoked the king to give an
order, saying, " Go Number Israel and Judah." This order
was executed with the greatest reluctance by the lieutenant
of the kingdom, Joab, the king's nephew, a man of splendid
virtues and abilities, but whose life was at last forfeited for
his unlawful and violent deeds. Upon the whole of a cha
racter so mixed and chequered it is expedient for a mortal to
pronounce no judgment. It is observable that David, in his
*
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testamentary charge, mentions " what he did to me," meaning,
what I humbly conceive to have been his honourable and pa
triotic conduct in destroying Absalom, but Solomon in giving
order for his death entirely suppresses the improper motive put
forward by David, and only mentions his shedding of " in" nocknt blood," that of two men " more righteous and
" better than he," to wit, Abner and Amasa. David was a
man accessible to all the temptations of humanity, and among
others to that cruel and selfish compassion which would have
sacrificed the peace, the property, and the lives of a nation
entrusted by God into his keeping, and even God's own reli
gion and laws, to the preservation of a scoundrel who was
connected with him in blood. As a vulgar notion exists, that
the conduct of David in that respect meets with favour in
Holy Writ, it is useful (especially in such mawkish times as
the present) to point out the untruth of it. Such as he was,
the son of Zeruiah stood up like a faithful and free counsellor
to oppose the mandate for the numbering. " The Lord make
" his people an hundred times so many more as they be ; but,
'•' my lord the king, are they not all my lord's servants ? why
" then doth my lord require this thing ? Why will he be a
" cause of trespass to Israel ?" In consequence of David's
perseverance a pestilence fell upon the people and destroyed
seventy thousand, and a personage called the Messenger stood
between heaven and earth with his sword stretched out over
Jerusalem, but God stayed the hand of his Messenger, and
David and the people made a public humiliation before the
Lord. Deplorable errours have crept into the protestant
church by misur.krstanding the word faith (mr£j orinrevsiv)
to signify belirf in any thing, where it does really signify the
placing of confidence and reliance upon it. And hence it was
imagined that the belief in God was the sum of a Christian's
life, whereas it should rather be said that an exclusive reliance
and trust in the wisdom, truth, and goodness of the Lord, is
the sum of Christianity, and the only mother of good and ac
ceptable works. A reliance on human power and wisdom is

ll
the common failing of us all, and a reliance on Satan is the
sin against the Holy Ghost. Now, God had promised to
Abraham, that " He would multiply his seed as the stars 104
of heaven, and as the sand which is upon the sea-shore." His
posterity were the sand, and those of Polydorus the wuves,
vl/ai^ua T affiSU.of xai p-er^a. 6a,\a<r<njf. Therefore if David
was doubtful of his numbers being sufficient for all good and
useful purposes, he had not faith in the express word of pro
mise ; and if he trusted in the number of his subjects and the
long muster-roll of his mighty men of valour, for his pros
perity and his defence against his enemies, his reliance was
no longer upon his God but upon the brittle staff of worldly
greatness. But even so the 105 trespass (as Joab terms it) may
not appear to be such, as will account for the portentous commination which immediately followed it ; and which can only
be compared with Christ's appearance on the last day of the
gentiles, to confound the congregated rebels " with the bright" ness of his coming." Satan had provoked the king, wc are
told, and it is my impression that the tempter had allured
David into the sin of Cush, which is that of the <mii-christian
conspiracy, so that he was disposed to apply to his own person
the prophecies relating to the Messiah, and had imagined to
establish with his own hands the kingdom of Shiloh ; which
is an errour similar to that, into which the same tempter after
wards sought to seduce whatever was of human infirmity in
his incarnate master, that is to say, into a premature mani
festation of the glory and power which are hereafter to be dis
played, and of the kingdom which is to come. It is true we
do not hear of any sect of Davideans, agreeing with that of
the Herodians, but we hear in the Psalms of liars and flat
terers, who made a pit for his soul, who held of superstitious
vanities, etc. The strongest passage to my purpose is this,
" Keep back thy servant also, O Lord, from presumptuous
"i4 Gen. 2^. v. 17.
i«5 Sec vol. 3. p. 360.
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" sins ; let them not have dominion over me ; then shall I be
" upright, ami I shall be innocent from the great 106 trartt" gression." It seems to require such an interpretation. In
that case the census of David would have had a close analogy
to that of Cush, being mainly directed to this great object, the
distributing of the people among the surrounding nations as a
caste of royal priests, or magistrates of the theocracy. I have
sufficiently observed 107 upon that analogy already. For a
moment the spirit of anti-christ, that man of sin, appeared to
be revealed, and already had Michael the prince stood up to
vindicate his own principality, and his sword was extended
over the glorious holy mountain, appearing between heaven
and earth with the sound of a trumpet and the voice of the
chief-messenger. However the hour was not yet come, nei
ther had the evil taken root ; but the diabolical illusion passed
away from the sound heart of the king, like the fumes of mid
night intemperance from a strong man's head.
VI. The eldest son of Cham is rarely mentioned in greek
history or chronicles without the addition of a remarkable
word, Chus iEthiops, and Cushim is always rendered into
greek 'Ai^iortj. The word 'Aih-o^, is of doubtful significa
tion, but those are entirely wide of the mark, who would
understand it of the swarthiness of the skin ; because otJ, sig
nifies voice and voice only, and it has only been confounded
with aJ\J£, visible form, by the ignorance of interpreters. The
best opinion I can form of this word is to suppose that in the
ancient holy language, or that of the Gods, it was equivalent
to dsmtres, having the voice ofthe eagle. The Gods were born
10* upon the banks of the river Nilus Oceanus, and the first
name (except Oceanus) which that river bore was 109 'Aeroj,

"* P*. 19- *. 13.
1•i See vol. 1. p. t GO.
10* Diod. Sic. L. 1. c. i'J.
•0* Diod. Sic. L. 1.e. iy.
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the eagle. The same bird was not only the messenger and
armour-bearer of the god Jupiter, but he was tjie power that
conferred upon the man 110 Jupiter his godhead and universal
monarchy. The worship of that bird is borrowed from the
mystic form of those sacred beings the Cherubim, in which
the supreme stability of God the Father is symbolized by the
bull, the irresistible power given to his Son by the lion, his
assumed humanity by the man, and the Holy Ghost or Spirit
by the eagle. The words ghost and spirit convey the idea of
wind, or air in motion, which the greek word vvevu.a doth yet
more unequivocally, the propriety of which phrase our Saviour
explained to Nicodemus, saying, " The wind bloweth where it
" listeth, and thou knowest not whence it cometh nor whither
" it goeth." And the actual descent of the Holy Ghost upon
the apostles was accompanied by a " rushing mighty wind.''
If the Holy Ghost appeared under an other and more pacific
symbol than the eagle, it was still a bird, a denizen of the air,
moving along with the winds of heaven. The iEgyptians had
another symbol almost equivalent to the eagle, but inferiour
in dignity, and representing (as I believe) the lesser or incre
mental Jove, Mars Acci-piter or Accus Pater ; that was the
sacred Hawk, a bird which I mention not only because they
esteemed it the bird 111 of prophecy and oneiromancy, and
called it the tripod, but because that river Oceanus, Nilus,
Melas, or Aetus, was called by Homer the river dt-yvvroc,
river of the land of the hauk, and from thence in process of
time the whole country came to be denominated Ai-gypt in
stead of it's ancient appellation Chemia or Chamia, the Land
of Cham ; " Jacob was a sojourner in the Land of Cham."
Knowledge from on high hath always been considered (no
doubt, from a certain analogy between divine and created
"0 Euhemeras cit. Lactant. Inst. L. 1. c. 1 1.
1,1 See ./Elian. Hist. Anim. xi. c. 39. A hawk brought to the Egvptians
in the times of the beginning a book bound in purple, containing the written
ordinances of their religion; for which reason the scribes and interpreters
thereof used to wear hawk's wings upon their heads. Diod. Sic. 1. c. 87.
'AivirTitv' i/Soj ajroti...ii vvTis. Hesyehius.
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things) as an inspiration. The Romans called their Jovial
and Martial priests by a name that means a blowing wind,
Flamen. The hymns of the Pythian Apollo are called by his
poet winds,

and the thrilling song of the necromancer, which could soothe
the ears of Hell, and awaken even those of Death, was a
wind,
Atque Ixionii vento rota constitit axis.
The Rabbins call the Holy "* Ghost Sephyrah or the Zephyr,
which they interpret to be wisdom, the divine afflatus ; and
the seven spirits of God they call the seven Sephyroth. The
old Homeric verb iriirv.fit.2i, I am gifted with knowledge, in
flated, in-spired,
(rw ptv iroce T[g^tritpoviia.
'Oiui 'aeirvvtrHou)
and which sometimes is used simply for, / am alive, agrees
with the substantive irvevwa, and the adjective irivuros evinces
that the original and true words are invsuaa, ireiri>ivi*.ai.
'AsTos (as I have lately noticed) "3 is a noun which means
a blowing or spiration, as mptos doth a burning, or vitptros
a mowing ; and it is the name of the eagle, so that Jove's
eagle is the great coelestial Flamen Di/i/is. Now, what do we
read concerning Memnon the prince of the iEthiopians ? Zephyr,Boreas, and Notus"4, were the sons of Aurora and the
brothers of Memnon ; and when Memnon fell wounded under
the walls of Troy, the Winds (his brethren) bore him away to
the grove of the Nymphs. Zephyrus (the third person of the
Jewish trinity, whose name also is the same as that of the
Aios KofivSaj only adding the intensive fa) was especially
celebrated as Memnon's brother,
1» See Tomline Elem. Theol vol. 2. p. 80.
p. 201.
"3 Above, p. 21.
s "4 Hesiod. Theog. p. 378. etc.
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Memnonis /Ethiopia
Unigena impellens nutantibus aera pennis.
He was a giant and promoted the fatal elopement of Helen,
who sailed from Sparta,
'EXBva.s, iXavfyos, iXeirroXis,

and he was 1 1 5 accused of having violated the chastity of Flora
or Venus Arsinoe. It seems as though Zephyrus had been
sometimes identified with Memnon. The comrades of Memnon used to frequent his tomb every five years in the form of
hawks, which ' is a great confirmation of all my foregone re
marks. And as the jEthiopians were the wind*, and were also
hatohs, and as the Nile was both an eagle and a hawk, and as
the eagle is the old, original, and true symbol of the wind or
Ttvevfia, from which the hawk only differs in the same degree
as the hawks Memnon, Adonis, Daedalion, Mars Accipiter,
and the magian-pic Mars Picus, differ from Jupiter Enyalius
and Jupiter Picus, or as the masonic daemon Cham ibn Cush
116 differs from Cham ibn Noah, I may conclude that the
/Ethiopians are the aeti-opians or Speakers with the Eagle's
voice.
And if we ask the reason, we shall find abundant answer.
They were the most ancient (in what sense, I have explained)
of men. They first promulgated "7 (as they boasted) laws
and rites of religion; Plrfegyas t" was their lawgiver and
the founder of their mysteries, but he was the huntsman
eagle, 6 fajprpryp, and the arrows of Hercules were winged
with his feathers,
MoptpvoK tpXsyvao xa.XairtoptvQi irre^uyeir7iv "9.
"5
"6
1»
",
"9

Ovid. Fast 5. 2C1.
Niebuhr, Voyage. 2. p. 359.
Diod. Sic. L. 3. e. 2.
Steph. Byzant. in JEthiops.
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The iEthiopcs, or Cushim, the eldest born of Jove's lineal
descendants, were so highly honoured by the king of gods and
men, that he would sometimes leave Olympus and go out to
dinner with the ./Ethiopians, (the amymonian jEthiopes, as
they are called by an epithet of unknown meaning, and bejonging to the language of the gods)
'AAV i [Mr, 'A*Sioiras psrextaie rtjXtti hvras lao
'EvS' oys «firero Sxiri ita.^lj/xsvof it Se Sy aAAoi
Zijvoj hi [nyapaiFtv 'OAu/xflftoi dfyooi ijtra.v,
and we hear of Neptune paying them the like honour,
12 i£ 'Aihoirwv dviwv %pnuiv 'Evotrt^tuv.
Cush was the favoured depositary of the books of Ophion or
Dardanus, being those which contained the occult learning of
Cham, and were deposited in his tomb the Tower of Babel, of
which Cush was the high-priest. And I cannot but suspect
that the truth of all this matter concerning Priam and Troy
is understood in the synagogues of Satan, not only because the
great hierophants of the gnosis, Antiochus Epiphanes and
Simon Magus, seemed to understand it, but also from the
tales narrated with respect to some of their magical and
theurgic books. The Ciranids of Ciranus or Coiranus king of
Persia (which he presented to Hermes Trismegistus) made a
noise in the world formerly. Of one of these books it is re •
lated that 1ls Harpocration (i. e. the god of sworn taciturnity,
premens vocem, digitoque silentia suadens) was travelling in
Babylonia, and about four miles from a city called Seleutica
(i. e. Seleucia) he found three towers which had been built
by the giants ; and among them columnam cum turre magna,
and with a temple to be ascended by 365 silver steps. Upon
'» Hom. Od. 1. 22.
i« Ibid. 5. 283.
1*1 Liber Phvtico-medicus Kiranidum Kirani. p. 4. p. 5. no place, 1G38.
and see Prosper Marchand, Diet. Hist. torn. 2. p. 5. in Kiranidci.
111.
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that column the book of the Cyranids (which treats of the
occult properties of 24 stones, 24 fishes, 24 herbs, and 24
birds) was found inscribed. This story evidently alludes to
the column 155 of Acicharus or Jupiter Triphylius at Babylon,
which (as I have shewn) was probably an iEthiopian sarco
phagus in which he was buried. But another volume of
Ciranids treating upon astrology was found in the tomb of
Priam king of Troy 1!4 together with his bones. The most
illustrious of the brothers of Rosy Cross, Monsieur Postel, 155
was well aware and has informed us that Cush received from
his father the books of antediluvian sorcery. As the iEthiopians (therefore) were the depositaries of the mysterious
doctrines and of the obsolete but sacred dialect of the Dii
Titanes, they were for that reason accounted a godlike race,
and the mysteries and sacerdotal ministry of all the various
tribes were entrusted into their hands.
So far the great nation were united together by the bonds
of a common pride and ambition, and united they might have
continued, to the total discomfiture of all the Noachide, if
Providence had not raised up a rival superstition among them
to divide their family. Philomela, daughter of Actor, prac
tised a deception no less audacious than that of Helena Semiramis. She pretended to be in a human and feminine form
that eldest of things Oceanus, from whom Jove and all the
other gods proceeded
'ClKsavor re fewv yevt<riv kou pyrepa Trfiuv,
in a word to be the goddess Styx, boasting that in the days of
the flood she had received Tubal-cain into the caverns of
Oceanus ; and the name under which she gave out these pre
tensions was Thetis. She was the wife or concubine of a
prince of the family of Cush, who, like him, was exceedingly
stricken in years,
"3 See vol. 1. p. 272, 3.
"4 See Marcliaod, Diet. Hist. tom. 2. p. 7.
•« Cit. abore. p. 18.
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which I believe was reckoned a favourable circumstance for the
getting up of a miraculous birth. Cheiron the Centaur (who
is Jupiter son of Saturn) was desirous, as we are told, to en
noble the house of Peleus, and for that purpose he gave out a
rumour (i. e. an oracle) that Peleus was about to marry Thetis
l— by Jove's consent, and that she would shortly make her
appearance in the midst of rain and tempest ; after which, and
upon the first apt occasion of tempestuous weather, Philomela
(or 127 Polymela) the daughter of Actor the Myrmidon was
brought to Peleus, and passed herself off for the queen of
Ocean. She bore to him a son who was named Achilles,
Achilleus, or Achileus, for some 19a unknown reason. He was
also called Liguron, Aspetus or the Infinite, and Pyrissous or
Saved by Fire. It appears certain that all the resources of
sorcery and all the expedients which could be suggested by a
study of the occult powers of nature were put in use (as they
had been in the 1S* nurture of Nimrod) for the purpose of
endowing this child with extraordinary qualities of body and
mind, with invulnerability, and immortality. One story is,
that he was i-^eiAsuj for having lost 130 one lip in the fire in
which his mother baked him, to purge away whatever was
mortal in his nature. She stewed him in her 131 magic
cauldron, and anointed him with the oil m of ambrosia.
These were devices to get immortality, or at least to restore
in him the antediluvian tenacity of life. Invulnerability in
war, that is, an empire over chance and circumstance, belonged
1,5 Staphylus cit. Schol. Ap. Rhod. iv. v. 816. Deimachus cit. ibid. in L.
I. v. 558.
"7 Tz. in Lye. v. 175.
"> See Drelincourt's Homerieus Achilles, Lugd. Bat. 1694.
iw See vol. 1. p. 353,4, 5.
'J0 Agamestor Pharaalius cit. Tz. in Lye 5' . 1 78** iEgimii auctor cit. Schol. in Ap. Rhod. iv. 816.
iti Ap. Rhod. iv. 86j). et Schol. ibid.
F.2
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to direct sorcery, rather than to occult medicine, and for this
end she dedicated him (in the peculiar spirit of her Thetidian
imposture) to the powers of the oceanic abyss. Being ter
rified by evil dreams she consulted the demon Proteus (the
deus pantheus of chaos and ever-mutable nature) who ordered
his immersion in Styx, with certain horrid orgies, and under
a suitable aspect of the heavens.
"5 Hos abolere metus magici jubet ordinc sacri
Carpathius vates puerumque sub axe probato
Secretis lustrare fretis, ubi litora summa
Oceani, et genitor tepet illabentibus astris
Pontus, ubi ignotis horrenda piacula divis
Donaque.
He was bathed with the most atrocious rites and ceremonies
in some unfathomable pool of the infernal labyrinthus. But
as he, like all the rest of them, paid the debt to nature, there
was supposed to have been some 154 interruption or neglect in
weaving the spell which was to charm his life ; by one account
Peleus surprised her in the act of casting him into fire, and
broke the charm 135 by screaming out, which marr'd the im
mortality of Achilles, and so disgusted the mother, that she
left Peleus and retired to live with the Nereids; and by
another, Thetis herself neglected to immerse his heel,
136 progenitum Stygos amne severo
Armavi, totumque utinam.
Cheiron the centaur (who lived in a subterraneous cavern
under Mount Pelion) had the charge of educating Achilles,
and indeed he educated every great hero "7 of the Iliac or
Argonautic age ; for Cheiron the centaur is the equine Jove,
son of Saturn and the mare Philyra, and being educated by
'33
'34
'»
'3«
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him is only being initiated in all the lore of Cham. In this
course of education he learned the occult or magical medicine,
or (as it is figured) to heal wounds with the spear of Cheiron ;
he became a master of music and poetry ; and in the arts of
war and hunting he became (what he was meant to become) a
rival to Nimrod himself. It was a part of the natural magic
to endeavour to instil into human beings the qualities of the
most highly gifted animals (the lion's fierceness, the goat's
salaciousness, or the strength of the bear,) by making them
suck their milk in infancy, and afterwards feed upon their raw
flesh and drink their blood and marrow ; by violating the
commands of God and drinking their blood " which is their
life" they trusted to produce an assimilation of natures. And
that commandment, while it condemns the filthy mysteries of
the c^aspay/a, seems to recognize in some measure the truth
of the opinion upon which it was founded. The nutriment o*
Achilles in conformity with the Cheironian precepts was the
entrails "* of lions and the marrow of bears and wild boars
and that of 139 stags ;
Non ullas ex more dapes habuisse, nee almis 140
Uberibus satiasse famem, sed spissa leonum
Viscera semianimesque libens traxisse medullas,
Haec mihi prima Ceres, htec laeti munera Bacchi.
Sic dabat ille pater. Mox ire per avia secum
Lustra gradu majore trahens visisque doccbat
Arridere feris, nee fracta ruentibus undis
Saxa, nee ad vastae trepidare silentia sylva<.
Such was the nurture and education by which it was en
deavoured to render this man superiour to his fellows in
mental accomplishments, and in bodily faculties equal to the
most active of the brute creation. He was in the prime of
youth when the Sabian or Achaian league was formed against
■3* Apollod. L. 3. p. 348. ed. Heyne, 1 80 ?.
139 Elym. Mag in 'A^iXAii* .
'*i Stat. Ach. 2. 384.
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Nimrod and for the settlement of affairs in the patriarchate,
and he joined in the engagements into which the princes of
the tribes had mutually entered, certainly not (however) from
any cordial fellow-feeling with them, but in hatred and jealousy
of Nimrod and in furtherance of his own and his mother's
ambitious designs. By these means a considerable portion of
the godlike family were united in alliance with Agamemnon
and the league of Danaans, and were distinguished from the
merely human subjects of the a'va£ dvSpuat as the S i f o t
TleXa.ayai. The same nation afterwards, and when the con
fusion of tongues took place, emigrated into Greece, and held
that country undisturbed for several centuries ; and besides
their name of Pelasgi, they were called by another of which
some vestiges are to be found even in their eastern settlements,
but which was almost their exclusive designation in their great
western country the peninsula of Italy, Ttfaixoi or Tefaioi,
Greci or Graii. It means the Ancients, because they only
among the grand confederacy of the nations (to whose fortunes
they had attached themselves) were df that iEthiopic or Scythic race which alone of nations, both arrogated to itself and
obtained from others the palm of being 141 most ancient, by
reason of the circumstances of Cush's generation and birth. In
the hall of Deucalion (that is, Noah's Ark) Jupiter begot
Graicos (the ancient of days) who was the ancestor of the
Graicoi ;
sv \itya.iWiv dya.ua 144 A£Uxa>J«/voj
IIixvJwjij Au var^i .... rexe T^ouxov ^iveya.pfj.r(v.
Deucalion, Jupiter, and Gr&cvs, is the same succession of
patriarchs, as Deucalion, Hellen, and Xulhus or Csuthus ; but
the name Hellas as applied to Greece, and that of Hellenes as
applied to its inhabitants, belongs to a later period and to
those events in which the glory of the Pelasgian name was
extinguished.
'4i Diod. Sic. 3. c. 2. Justin. 2. c. 1.
<4i Hcsiod. cit. Lyd. de Mens. p. 5. ed. Schow.
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The Pelasgi were so named from the fact of their separating
and dividing themselves from the interests of their brethren,
and bearing arms against the old patriarch of their line ; they
were therefore Pelasgians or Pelagians, from peleg, schism. It
has been pointed out to the reader that Peleg patriarch of the
Shemites was significantly named, because in his days God's
judgment against the apostates began to develop itself in the
great division 143 which took place among them, that between
the Sabians, Hellenists, or Bacchists, and the Magians, Scythists, Barbarists, or Buddhists ; and between those two great
heresies and the separate heresy of the Pelidae or Danaizing
Schismatic Cushim the earth teas divided. Cham invited his
brothers to the tabernacle of Noah " in order to shew them (as
" the Rosicrucian Giordano Bruno 144 informs us) the organic
" principle of their generation, that they might understand
" wherein consisted the restorative principle," but they were
by no means such depraved men as Cham and Jordanus
Brunus were, and their utter reprobation of the ithyphallic
apostacy was the first schism that arose after the flood among
the posterity of Noah. Cham was therefore styled Pelasgus,
the schematic, and was said to have been the father of Lycaon
with the fifty proud sons. When Jupiter was in the ark or
arkesian Mi cavern he was fed with honey 14* by Melissa and
the other nymphs ; and he is the personage called " Pelagon
" l47 fed with honey," by whose mystical lunar cow Thebes
was founded. As much may be said for Pelagon, the rape of
whose daughter Megisto occasioned the ten years' Holy 14*
War. The deluge subsiding left the hollow places of the
earth's surface rilled with water, the necessary result of which
was that, where one side of the cup or trough in which the
water lay was not strong enough, it would burst, and parti
ia Vol. I. p. 404, 5.
'44
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cular portions of the globe were ravaged with violent inunda
tions, but in course of time it settled in those places which
were either agreeable to it's level or which had barriers strong
enough to resist it's downward propensity. It may naturally
be supposed that the reservoirs below were inadequate to
receive back all the waters they had sent up, all the solids
which they swept away with them in the violence of their
resorption, and also all those additional waters which had been
poured down out of the windows of heaven ; the chambers of
Oceanus and Styx, where

were filled to overflowing. There is no reason to believe that
before the flood there was any effusion of bitter waters upon
the surface of the globe, as likewise hereafter in the day of
promise there will 149 be none. By this effusion the earth was
divided not in a moral but a natural sense ; and the bursting
of some of the inadequate barriers made a fresh and (from it's
situation) a most memorable change in the form of that divi
sion ; because it was one affecting the countries in which the
./Egyptians, the Greeks, and the inhabitants of Syria, and the
Lesser Asia, were most interested. By this event 150 the
region, of which the Greek islands and peninsulas were the
high lands, was submerged, and likewise a large territory
called Atlantis by Solon and the iEgyptians, which occupied
the west of what is now called the Mediterranean sea and
stretched farther out into the Atlantic ocean. It is most im
probable that this irruption should have been procrastinated
until the sons of Noah had settled themselves with splendour
even in the Western ocean ; on the contrary, I do not doubt
of it's having happened long before Europe and Libya were
colonized ; and the history of the wondrous works of the
Atlantide and their destruction is very plainly a mythical
tradition of the Titanes, " who were mighty men of yore,"
'«i Sec Rev. c. xxi. v. 1.
'5• See Plat, in Tim. and Crit. Eratusth. ap. Strab. L. 1. p. 83. Oxon.
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and whom the universal deluge overtook and utterly demo
lished. But the natural phenomenon (upon which the fable
is engrafted) really happened, and it was the breaking of one
of those cups which the subsidency of water from an uneven
surface must of necessity leave full; and at that time the
waters of the Euxine were drained through the channells of
Bosporus and Hellespontus and that other
qua medius liquor
Secernit Europen ab Afro,
and by the opening of that channell the sea of the Argonauts
became euxine instead of axine, that is, accessible instead of
inaccessible. From the secretion or dividing of the countries,
which the flood immediately or mediately produced, the unabsorbed and effused portion of it's waters was denominated
pelag, the divider, or the division.
But the Pelasgi were called from the division which they
made in the Scythic bond of union, in the Herculean telamon
or belt of Orion ; or rather from their division among them
selves upon that subject. For the schism was a complicated
one ; and that one of the seven phylarchies in which it occurred
did not wholly apostatize to the new league,
Res Agamemnonias victriciaque arma secuti,
but they split among themselves and took opposite sides, and
were opposed to each other in battle. From these their civil
dissensions the Pelasgi were called iy^£in—fuopoi, m infatu
ated in war, which expresses the sentiment of " quis furor O
" civet ?" In the catalogue of Homer we find the other
Gentile names kept entirely distinct, on this side or on that ;
the Pelasgi alone are mustered on both sides.
Nuv 3' do rovs iir7tn to II*Aatryixov 'Afyos evcuov
'Oi r' 'AAov, oir' 'Atasrtjv, it re Tfij^i/ lvep'jrrt,
'5i Hom. Od. L. 3. v. 18B. The passage in the Catalogue, which so calls
(he Lvrnessians, is an interpolation.
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'Oi t' eixov *Siyv, rjS' 'EAAaJa xaXXtyvvatva.,
Twv du mm/aura. vsuiv rjv a.^yt,i 'A^iAAeuj.
and on the other hand,
'Imrofoos &' dye tpuXa. neXatryoav iyytiripw^wv
Twv oi Aafitnrav eptGiuXaxa. vcusta.a.tniov,
Twv ijf^' 'IitwaSooj re IlvXouos r otyj 'A^ijos
' Vis cvw Aijfoto TleXa.ayov TeutxiiiSa',.
The remarkable compound words of Homer have been
ignorantly and most unjustly thought to have such a paucity
of meaning, as would evince the extreme (at least) of simpli
city ; but on the contrary they are full of meaning. Even
the Iliad is a mysterious poem and meaneth not that which it
saith, and much more so is the other poem, whose allegorical
sense is unfathomably profound. The land of the Pelasgi in
Europe was not called Hellas in his time, but a little district
thereof in Thessaly, (or rather a city, perhaps "i Pharsalus)
wherein he has been pleased to fix the thcrapna of Thetis or Thetideum, as he did that of Helen at Lacedaemon or Sparta, was so
designated. Now, Hellas and Sparta are two names to which
he gives the epithet calligyne, and it is meant to signify that
in those places the divine perfection feminine essentially was
manifested in the persons of Philomela and Helen. The only
other instance is in the treaty for a single combat between
Menelaus and Paris, in which the. whole territory of the
Achaians is called 'A^auJa xxXXiyuvcuKa, on account, as the
scholiast tM says, of their love for Helen.
Larissa was a city of Assyria on the Tigris, which Xenophon passed by on his retreat. " They reached the river
" Tigris. There, there was a great deserted city 154 by name
" Larissa. The Medians inhabited it formerly. It's wall is
tsi See Strabo, ix. p. 6'2b, 6.
■53 Iliad. 3. v. 75. Schol. iU p. 100. ed. Bekker.
iM Xeaoph. Anab. 3. p. 182. ed. H. Steph.
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" 20 feet wide and 100 high, and it's circumference is of two
" parasangs (about eight miles) ; the buildings are of brick
" tile with a stone basement 20 feet high. When the Per'' sians took possession of Media they besieged, but could not
" take it. At last the inhabitants being terrified by an eclipse
" of the sun abandoned it." It is the opinion of Bochart
and the general opinion that this Larissa upon Tigris is Resen,
the fourth city of Nimrod's Assyrian tetrapolis, " which same
" is a great city ;" it's situation corresponds, and it is not im
probable that the Chaldee and Greek words resen and rissa
may come from the same root ; la is not uncommonly prefixed
to names, as to La-pithe and La-persae. What convinces me
fully of the truth of Bochart's opinion is, that Larissa was
the seat of the Pelasgi, and that the Tyrrheni or Tyrseni of
Italy (whose name was used as an absolute synomyme for 15*
Pelasgi) declared that they were anciently and properly called
the 157 Rasenes. But Rasen is the same word as the Hebrew
or Chaldee Resen, the vowel being of no moment. Resen
Larissa must certainly have been the head-place of the family
to which it belonged, and we find that the Epicure Pelasgi
came from thence ; the king of that city and head of the family
being faithful to the government of Nimrod, upon whose
Ninevite kingdom he was dependent.
Of which of the six or seven families composing the heb
domad of Cushim were the Pelasgi ? I believe they were of
that of Raamah fourth son of Cush. Six of the sons of that
patriarch (probably the six only sons of his first wife) were
formed into seven tribes, for a superstitious motive, and that
was done by dividing the tribe of Raamah (like that of Joseph)
into two. No doubt it was the most numerous. And that
circumstance would naturally fill it with ambition, which it's
extraordinary erection into a double nation would increase.
The sons of Raamah were Sheba and Dedan ; and I quite dis'ss Geogr. Sacr. L. iv. c. 23. p. 291 , 2.
•sf See vol. 3. p. 96, 7.
'57 Dion. Hal. Arch. Rom. L. 1. c. 30.
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believe in the Tightness of deriving the word Dodona from the
sons or posterity of Japhet, called Dodanim. It is but a
corollary to the impotent theory by which the Greek nation
are referred to Javan son of Japhet, because one of their
tribes was called Iaones. The Pelasgic centre of religion was
the oracle of Jupiter of Dodon or Pelasgicus,
Zev dvx AtoSwvoue HsXaayMS.
Dedan and Dodon are the same word expressed with a dif
ference in the vowels, which are not of the essence of language.
Those who would derive Dodona from Dodanim are themselves
forced to turn the broad sound of A into the contracted sound
of O. A writer of iEthiopic history says, " when Cush
" was dead Regma (Raamah) his son reigned in Mthi" opia, and t5s after him Dodan." That comes near to the
point. In the Septuagint it is Dadan. The broad sound is
often used by rustic peoples, being easier and more ancient, as
by the Dorians and Scots. I believe that the name of Roma,
a Pelasgic city, is the same as Raamah ; and in that case we
shall have the vowel E concurrent with A and O, for Remus
was always spelt 'Pwpos in Greek, and the name Romulus on
the contrary was sometimes spelt Remulus. And Livy con
firms me as to the indifferency of the vowels by deriving
" J?a?wnenses a Romvlo." In the sacred poems of the Brahmens, which one and all describe the struggles for power be
tween the Giants, Dityas, Assours or Assyrians, votaries of
Mahadeva or Ithyphallus, who are also the Barbaras, Germanas, etc. and the army of Buddha, on the one hand, and
the Devatas, votaries of Vishnu or Bacchus, on the other, the
name of Rama is repeatedly given to the divine hero by whom
the war was conducted and the king of the giants killed.
The same story is thrice told, in the three puranas of Parasu
Rama, Chandra Rama, and Bala Rama. It is true that the
sum of affairs was not nominally in the hands of the Pelasgi,
«& Fray Luys de Urrela Hist. ile la Etiopia. /.. 1. p. '2b. Valencia, 1610.
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but in those of the Aga-mcmnon king of nations ; the dis
gusting fables of the Indians would, however, be too highly
honoured by accurate criticism, and it is sufficient to say that
so many Puranas are probably correct as to the Raamidae being
found in the ranks of the Vishnavas.
t
The Hellenizing Cushim who abandoned the religion of
their family for the worship of the great mother consisted of
two great bodies, the Pelasgi of Greece and Italy, and those
who passing south of jEgypt settled at Meroe upon the Upper
Nile, and sacrificed to Jupiter, Bacchus159, Hercules, Par,
and. Isis. We shall here find many proofs of our proposition.
No manner of credit is due to the stories of Meroe in /Ethiopia
and Babylon 160 in JEgypt being founded by Cambyses son of
Cyrus. Cambyses was the name of that king's father as well
as his son, nor I presume was there any time so old in the
history of the Perseidae, or Achaimenide, that you might not
find among them
The story of Cambus-khan bold 1*1.
But the religious tenets of the Nilotic Cushim might (inde
pendently of other testimonies) be inferred from the impotent
rage displayed against them by the iconoclast Cambyses, a man
who had the ill fortune to be alike at variance with the old
college of Magi and with the priests of .Egypt, and whose
memory has been in consequence cruelly defaced. He was
neither a Magian, nor a Sabian, but a Christian of great and
intemperate zeal. That magnanimous king, after he had over
turned the idolatry of iEgypt, made two expeditions, the one
purely religious, to the oasis and oracle of Cham, and the other
against the iEthiopians. Those places were not within the li
mits of Iran or the kingdom lM of Asia, apitrpa. Se 'Atriij xeu

159
1*"
'*'
•t*

See Herod. 2. c. 29. Slrab. Geogr. 16. p. 1163.
See vol. 1. p. 505.
See vol. 1. p. 483.
See vol. 1.p. 127, 8, 9.
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Ai/3»5 oiSafuv iSev hv o'f5to Xoytu si |tMj rs-f 163 'Aryuvriiuv a'fouf,
and his attempts were 164 visited with signal discomfiture. The
word Pclasgia signifies division or partition, and the word
Meroe signifies the very same, u.s^os being a part, pepi^nT to
divide. But I have yet to bring the matter much closer.
The temple and oracle of Jupiter Hammon was the joint work
165 of the Nilotic iEthiopes arid the iEgyptians ; or rather, as
I apprehend it, it was founded at an early period when the
entire banks of Homer's 'Atyvvros vovafMs were subject to his
dfivfjAiies 'Ajfl£ovijij in their capital city of Diospolis or Theba
Hecatompylos, there being then no kingdom called JEgypt by
name, nor any sovereign independent dynasty of the progeny
of the two Misers. The latter afterwards got hold of Dios
polis, and the Meroetic and Macrobian iEthiopes lost very
much of their consequence. The oracle of Jupiter Pelasgicus
at Dodona was founded by the Pelasgi, and was the oldest re
corded seat and centre of their religion. And what do we learn
concerning the foundation of those oracles ? A pair of black
doves 168 were sent forth together from the ./Ethiopian Thebes,
and one of them flew to Oasis in Libya, and the other to
Dodona in Epirus. Now, what is there in common to the
oracle of Hammon and the sands of Libya with the Druid groves
of Dodonaean Pelasgic Jove ? Nothing either in local history,
in geography, or (so far as we can learn) in the peculiarity of
customs and ceremonies ; but this only, that they were the
two sister tribes of schismatic Raamidoe, who took their flight
at the general dispersion, the one to Greece and Dodona, and
the other to the Nile and the oracle of Hammon. Sheba and
Dedan were the half-tribes of Raamah, and Dedan or Dadan
was the authour of the Dodonean schismatics ; but with re
spect to those of the Nile, we know from Scripture that the
national designation of that woman, whom our Saviour terms
•*
'«i
'6s
'<*

Herod. 2. c. 17.
See vol. l.p. 130.
Herod. 2. c. 42.
Ibid. e. 55.

the Queen of the South, the " black but comely " heroine of
the Song of Songs, was Queen of Sheba. As we find two kindred
establishments of religion in Europe and Africa, figured as two
sister doves, and belonging to the Cushim, and the one bearing
the name of Sheba and the other of Dedan, to deny that they
belonged to the house of Raamah would (I think) be rejecting
proof. " The merchants of Sheba and Raamah, they were thy
" merchants," saith 167 Ezechiel.
The Odyssey of Homer is from beginning to end a poem
of such obscure mystery, that if we give a plain sense to any
thing it says, we are likely to give a false one. He mentions
the ,Ethiopes as a nation bifariously divided,
'AiS,orej 01 Si%fia. ssJaiarai taya.tbi dvS^uiv,
'Oi fiiv <Jinro/xev« 'Tir£^tovos, oio" aviorfos.
This has great difficulties if understood of a geographical
division. There were at least three illustrious countries de
nominated ^Ethiopia, the Assyrian kingdom of Tithonus and
Memnon, which is also the kingdom of Merops the Titan, the
Nilotic jEthiopia south of jEgypt, and the Barbary iEthiopia
or kingdom of Hecatompylos in Fez or Marocco. And there
were divers other settlements of ,Ethiopes, in so much that
.Eschylus called them the 7ravrorfopoi 'AiQuntee. Not to add,
that Homer is unacquainted with, or does not use, the names
of Scythae and Teutones, and may be conceived to designate
as .ffithiopes all the posterity of Chus iEthiops. But of those
three great iEthiopias, the Memnonian was the Eastern, and
the Mauritanian was the western, while that upon the river
,Egyptus (of which he is treating) was situate duly south of
Greece, and quite as much south as west of the Asiatic con
tinent. But Homer means to say that the Cushim " were
" divided even to extremity, differing toto ccelo, even as the
" east does from the west." Indeed his phraseology in this
instance squares exactly with that which he uses to describe

■*7 Eieth. c. 27. v. VI.
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the two rival cities of his mystic Syria (Niniveh and Babylon)
which were diametrically opposed to each other in all respects,
'EvSx Sum mXies, Siya. Ss trtpm l*B ita.vra. SeSarai.
And he might well make such a remark when speaking of the
half-tribe of Sheba, because that people were not contented
with adopting Hellenistic notions, and asserting the essential
superiority of the feminine gender, as the sons of the Misraim
169 did, but they set up a positive and practical gyna?cocracy,
being governed by a succession of queens or candaces who de
duced their descent from "0 Semiramis of Babylon ; regnare
foeminam Candacen, (says Pliny) quod nomen multis jam annis
ad rcginas transiit, in which he is fully confirmed by Holy
Writ, as we there find the ,Ethiopians under the distaff in
king Solomon's time and again in that of the apostle Philip
and his Candace. Cand-aor the wheeling sword is Orion,
Candi-ope the voice ofa wheel is his incestuous sister and mo
ther, and Cand-ake is the wheeling "1 she-hawk, pxivas opvis,

'Ev dXvfw ZivyQstira.. xuxAui.
The Macrobians, near Meroe, who had a king, selected him
for his beauty, in which we may recognize those degenerate
votaries (Syrian and not Assyrian) of Nimrod, who wor
shipped him as Adonis or Ganymedes. The hundred-headed
Typhon, oceanic deluge, simoom or fiery blast, serpent, giant,
huntsman, tyrant, and tower-builder, (for all such we find
him) is a name belonging both to the Titanian struggle and
to the long wars of the giants ; and he was the opponent of
Bacchus Hos-iris {the vine-planting saint of the rainbow),
that is, of the Sabian and pseudo-Noetic heresy. The giants
were the Cushim ; and, because the seceding Raamidae were
16*
■*9
'70
iv

Horn. Od. xv. r. 411. *ee vol. 1. p. 447.
Uiod. Sic. L. 1.e. 27.
See Jul. Valer. G**t. Alex. 3. c. 44.
See above, p. 46.
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the only large body of that family in the Danaan confederation,
Lycophron calls Achilles the Pelasgic or schismatic Typhon,
ov nor 'Oivunys tpvyas
Mu^poov Tov sweats ^ov avfyuxrctf rparov
II £ Aafy ixov T v tp w v a. yevvdrai vaxr^ "4.
The fable of Peleus turning the ants into men, to make Myr
midons over whom he might preside, comes to the same point,
and means that they were earthborn 173 giants ; for which
reason the Pelasgi used to wear a locust in their bonnets, that
animal being the symbol of Tithonus and of his subjects the
Assyrian iEthiopes, because of it's also being earthborn, which
idea was so strongly imprest upon the Arabian theologcrs m,
that they pretended, that God, having some to spare of the
clay out of which he made Adam, made the locusts with it.
And when we are told that Achilles was one of seven 175 bro
thers, and called S vepvros, the fifth, we are to understand
thereby, that he belonged to one out of that far celebrated
hebdomad of Cuthean tribes whereof we have more than once
spoken, and that one the fifth in seniority. Which, then, is
the fifth of the seven tribes ? 1. Saba. 2. Havilah. 3. Sabtah. 4. Sheba. 5. Dedan. 6. Sabtecha. 7- Nimrod.
Achilles was therefore a schismatic giant or typhon, of the fifth
or Dodonean tribe of the Rephalm. The Scythian guides 178
who were chosen to conduct the Danaan expedition may either
be understood of the Myrmidons, or of the chiefs of the gen
tiles, their anakim or war-kings, who by virtue of the system
of castes, were all Scythae.
The method adopted by Nimrod of dividing his father's
house into the sacred number seven, according to the number
of six sons of Cush, seems to shew that there were not seven
171 Lyc. v. 1 78.
'73 Vol. l.p. 178, 9.
"74 Theolog. Maliom. cit. Both. Hierozoic. L. iv. c. 6. p. -186.
175 Lyc. v. \ T2. 178. Serv. in /Eneid. 1. v. 34.
'7o Sec above, note 1 5. p. y.
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sons applicable to the purpose. His own case stands distinct,
being founded upon audacious fraud and violent usurpation ;
but what were the elder five ? I can only understand them to
have been the sons of Cush by his first wife, (his own sister,
no doubt, as the iJioscuri would hardly have given their
daughters in marriage to the son of the apostate, begotten in
sin, and the heir apparent of perdition) to whom and to whose
representatives after them the highest degree of dignity was
attributed. If Cush was no younger than 50 when his fourth
son was born, the war of Ilion would take place near 450 years
after the birth of Raamah. Teutamus "7 was the king of
Assyria whose armies Memnon commanded, and Acrisius the
father of Danae "* was killed at the court of Teutamus; in
short, it is one of the old king's many titles, and from which
the great Gothic or Teutonic race are named. Strange as the
alteration may seem, it really seems that Cuth and Goth, and
Theuth and Thoth, Gotham and Gautam, (names of Buddha)
and Teutam, are the same words diversified. I suppose that
Lethus Pelasgus, whose sons Hippothous and Pyltous
'Tie Svui Arfisio HeXairya Tevra.y.iSao
came as epicuri to Ilion, was Kaamah ; and that those two
leaders were his sons in the patriarchal sense, as Agamemnon
and Menelaus were Arpeos 6m, that is to say, his lineal off
spring governing whatever remained faithful of his two halftribes. Larissa is the only place named as furnishing the Pelasgic contingent, and probably the great city of Resen was
nearly all that remained to Nimrod of the RaamicUe. Being
the head-place, and Sheha being the eldest of the semi—phylarchs, it belonged to his half-tribe. But the aged "* Peleus
•77 Ctesias ap. Diod. Sic. 2. c. 22.
•7* Apollod. L. a. c. 4. s. 4.
irs The mythology, of jEacus and his three sons is veiy little to the purpose. It merely describes the two Corybantes, sons of Noah, and the third
Corybant, Jupiter Phocus, father of Amalthea, (Clem. Roman. Homil. 4. p.
659.) &i/*a%titTx KunvvtiTCfit in iirnt. Phocis, in which Delphi was situate,
was called from him.
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(as I suppose) was Dedan son of Raamah, who had lived better
than four centuries, and who in his latter days (yypeu Xoypai)
was played upon by the daughter of Actor and her perfidious
and bloody son, almost in the same way as Cush had been by
Semiramis and Nimrod. His residence was at Argos Pelasgicum, whatever Asiatic city is so termed in the allegory of the
Iliad.
It may be supposed that the son of Philomela and his fol
lowers the Jifoi TleXaayot were not the most cordial and sub
missive allies ; and that they regarded the ignoble subjects of
the t£»«£ dvScwv with the haughty scorn of a divine race.
They would never have marched under his banners at all,
if it had not been their only chance of bringing their own
schemes to maturity. We find accordingly that the Myr
midon prince, although he was bound by the vow of con
juration, was not without much ado prevailed upon to make
it good; and that afterwards a violent quarrel broke out be
tween the king of men and his god-like allies ; which ended
in their temporary secession. And the result most fully evinced
that they had by no means either exaggerated their own im
portance, or underrated the prowess of the gentiles.
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TROICA.

I. The events of this war are familiar to every body in
their glorious garb of allegory and fable, but it is expedient
to obtain (if we possibly can) some faint notion of their reality.
The heathens, or posterity of Noah almost universally apo
state, had submitted their consciences to the spiritual sway of
the eldest son of Cham, the depositary of his written and un
written secrets, and of so much of the wisdom of perdition as
his father had preserved out of the wreck of the Nephilim ;
and in lieu of the oracle of God and the theocracy, they had
accustomed themselves to resort to the necromantic oracle of
Jupiter Belus, Panomphaeus, Agamemnon, Pelops, or Herceus,
whose effata were delivered from the temple-tomb of Cham in
Shinar ; and the chief patriarchate, or supreme government
and moderating power over all the tribes, which ought to have
been seated in conjunction with the theocratic oracle under
the tent of Shem, was transferred into the hands of the old
iEthiop, and rendered dependent upon the witchcrafts and
diabolical vaticinations of the oracle of Hammon. Hence it is
that the earliest kings of whom the Grecian priests had any
tradition were persons chosen to that rank as ais-hymmetes 1
or singers offato ; the god Bacchus * was an aishymnete, and
was worshipped as such in Patre in Achaia. The two schemes
of patriarchal government (the Christian and the apostate)
■ Aristot Polit. L. 3. c. 14. p. lie. c. 15. p 120. L. 4. c. 10. p. 154.
eel. Oxon. 1810. Teiorum Dira. o. 8. ap. Chishull, p. 9.0.
1 Pausan. L. 7. c. 20. a. 1.
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bad thus much of resemblance, that even the latter was not a
tyranny, but on the contrary was entitled only to limited rights
and honours, and was rather (in it's scheme and purpose) a
moderating, rectifying, and uniting power, than one of direct
and onerous government, and the fathers of the tribes lived and
governed in peace according to their ancient customs, as wc
may see from Homer's pictures of human society. False doc
trine, impiety, and the worship of evil spirits were daily
plunging mankind deeper in vice and errour, and each gene
ration grew up in sin and mox daturi
Progeniem vitiosiorem,
but no man had " begun to be a mighty one upon the earth,"
and the hard times of tyranny and of the men of valour and of
blood had not yet arrived, when that meteor 3 of storm and
shipwreck, Helena, appeared above the horizon; the great
whore of Babylon.
That woman obtained from the fondness and imbecility of
her aged forefather the knowledge of all his secrets, and she
possessed a genius admirably calculated to make use of them,
and to elicit worse from bad, to engender lie upon lie, cor
ruption upon corruption, to add fresh usurpations to the first,
and to fill the golden goblet brimming full with every kind
of whoredom and abomination both moral and spiritual ; the
world was then become ripe for such sort of machinations and
impiger hausit
Spumantem pateram, et pleno se proluit auro.
But she did not establish her own personal supremacy uponher horrible throne until after great struggles among mankind,
who were unanimous in nothing, except their contempt for their
Maker and his laws, and were divided by the pursuit of dif
ferent worldly interests and the belief (more or less sincerely
professed) of several different lies. She was a Sibyl, and un
3 Slat. Thib. vii. 792. Soiin. Polyhul. c. 1. p. 4.
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dertook to deliver prophecies herself; and thus by her artifices
or by a real commerce with Satan she got the oracle of Belus
entirely into her own hands, and became in a manner the
arbitress of the fates of mankind ; and it was during the time
of her officiating as the high-priestess and prophetess of Jove
that she became incestuously connected with the eldest son of
that false deity, his high-priest and rex sacrificus, and brought
forth Nimrod. In what proportions shame, superstition, or
ambition may have contributed in her mind to the great de
ception she practised with respect to him, I cannot determine ;
but it was completely successful, and overthrew the patri
archate, set up the tyrannis, locked up the liberties of mankind
in castes, and organized the military system. But that bad
mother (like Agrippina and like most of those who outstep the
modesty of their sex to grasp at power and corrupt their own
children for that purpose) found at last, that she had bred up
a hero to domineer over mankind, but not to be a slave to her
base propensities ; and when she had made that discovery, she
turned against him and sought to work his ruin. He departed
with the main strength of the military race, and settled in
Assyria. But the Sibyl, who was in possession of the keys of
religion, made use of her power over men's minds to preach
up the Sabian or Hellenic creed, founded (as I have already *
explained) upon a superstition then first propounded by her
with respect to Noah's ark.
The conspiracy originated in her accusing Nimrod of inde
cent violence towards her person, and it was ripened into a
solemn league and covenant between the different nations,
including old Cush himself and the arrogant Cushim of Babel,
for the redress of grievances and mitigation of the tyranny
which Nimrod had exercised. The impious charge which she
made against him was taken up, and converted into a means
of political intrigue in favour of the house of Saba, by a finished
dissembler called in the Roman legends Brutus the Iounian ;
4 Vol. l. p. 398, 9.
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and his efforts and exertions seem to have been the life and soul
of the Argean or Danaan league. He was the famous Ulysses ;
and I know not whether Iounius is the same word as Ionius,
intimating that Ionism, or the revolt of the Ionijas (wor
shippers of the Dove or of a certain symbol) against the
Lingayas, or worshippers of another symbol called Linga or
Lingam, was instituted by him and triumphed by his means ;
but it is a name of Mercury, who is called by Homer Ep-i*{iv,is
and, by the Homerists who Wrote an interpolation in the Iliad
and a hymn to Mercury, 'Ej-iouhoj. Apollonius the sophist
in his Homeric Lexicon forms that word from epa. the earth and
Iwnos, very rightly I believe, and the old authour of the Phoronis explained the entire name to be expressive s of his astute
ness and furtive arts, which agrees equally well with the actions
both of Mercury and of Brutus, whatever may be it's etymo
logical merits. But Mercury was a deity closely connected
with Ulysses, (although it is a connexion which his poet has
not put forward) he was father to Autolycus Ulysses's grand
father, and the same person (Pan) was variously said to have
been Penelope's son by Ulysses or by Mercury, which is in fact
a mythic identification of them ; and some part of the mytho
logical history of that eloquent, ingenious, lying, and stealing
god was founded (if I mistake not) upon the fraudulency and
versatility of Ulysses, who was one of the anti-thei.
When once the whore of Babylon had invested herself with
oracular authority and had gotten credit for being inspired with
the spirit of Jove, it became evident that great power must re
side with those who had her. And that will appear the rather
when we consider the nature of vaticination, whether delivered
in a direct effatum, or in the relation of an onar or dream, or
of an uirap or second sight, or in any other way. It " came
" not in old time of the will of man, but men spake as they
" were moved ;" and this was not more true of the effata of
God, than of the demoniacal predictions and hariolations, for
5 Phoron. cit. Etym. Mag. in 'Efavmi.
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it appears from all that we read of the persons called Sibylla
and Pythonissa, that all such were agitated with a strange and
irrational phrenzy, and driven on by the over-mastering power
within them. For the time they were mad, or like mad, and
because the authours of their ecstacy were the daimones who
were supposed to dwell in the moon, they were called lunatic,
mantic, or maniacal, and out of the superstitions of the great
mother, and of Trivia or Hecate the fury of the moon, with
their raving fanatics, a wild notion has crept into medicine,
which obtains a spurious verification, and is made more per
nicious than most errours are, by the vast force which belongs
to a distempered imagination. The prophetess of the Tower
of Babel was entitled Sibylla, which some critics derive from
Sios (the jEolic form of ®tos) and /3sAij, but without alto
gether convincing me ; it may be the eastern-pelasgic form
of what in the western would be sibila, she who hisses,
that is, who utters the voice of the Serpent, and that is ex
actly Pythonissa ; and her violent possession was expressed
by the verb tri(3uAAiaeiv, to sibyllize, which was extended me
taphorically to any violent excitement of the mind. They
consequently did not, or affected they did not, comprehend
the meaning of the verses which escaped from their lips ; but
we have a valuable account in the Timaeus of Plato 6 of the
way in which that matter was managed. There were two
persons concerned in heathen prophecy ; the Mantis, who was
wholly phrenetic and ignorant of the meaning of the words
which he involuntarily delivered, and the Prophet, whose
business it was to note down the incoherent words of the
spirit of Python and interpret their signification ; which
latter office Homer calls Hypophet,

Sot vomsj' wVopijrai.
The harlot Phryne was the 7 Hypophetis of Venus, and pub
s Plat. Tim. vol. ix. p. 391, 2. Bipont.
7 Atheneus, xiii. c. 6. a. 59.
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licly represented her emerging from the sea at the feast of the
Eleusinian Neptune, and she was the model of the celebrated
Venus Anadyomene. It is scarcely necessary to remark that
prophecy does not signify prediction, but all preaching which
is inspired and which therefore is not (substantially) the work
of it's apparent authour but of a superiour power ; it relates
to the removal of either of the veils of time, and to the decla
ration alike of the past and the future, to the removal of the
veil of ignorance from things actually present in time, and to
general precepts or definitions of good or bad, and licit or illicit ;
of which four things we have examples, where Moses reveals
the secrets of the beginning, where Daniel unfolds the de
stinies of empires yet unborn, where Simon declares " Thou art
" the Anointed-one, the son of the living God," and throughout
Scripture where moral and religious duties are inculcated and
vices prohibited, many of which philosophy even recommended
to use ; all that is requisite for prophecy is, that if past, it be
no tradition from uninspired sources, if future, no human hariolation, if present, no human gloss or construction, and if
legislative or doctrinal, that it be no philosophy or conclusion
of argument from human premises. We are not to imagine
that because the prophets of God obeyed the Spirit, and taught
what He dictated, that their lives were spent under that vio
lent compulsion to which the pythonesses and sibyls of the
apostacy were said to be subject, or that under which Balaam
laboured. They were willingly and joyfully obedient, but the
matter they delivered did not come by their will, nor was it
either discovered or invented by their intellect, any more than
the songs of Balaam were. It is a mistake to suppose that
the colleges * of prophets were assembled in Israel merely to
foretel future events, or to infer of necessity that Saul foretold
any such, because, when he met the company of prophets,
" the Spirit of God came upon him and he 9 prophecied among
* 2 Kings, c. ir. v. 38. 0. vi. v. 1. 1 Kings, c. xviii. v. 13.
o 1 Samuel, c. x. v. 10.
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" them ;" and I believe the source of that errour (militating
as it does against the scriptural use of the word) is gramma
tical, and comes from thinking that irpo in the compound word
trpo-tpyfys means bejbre-hand, but it means nothing of the sort.
Hpo vivos is vice alicujus, and that person who speaks not of
himself, nor by his own will or wisdom, but speaks for and
instead of an other, which other speaks not unless it be thro'
and by means of his organs, is a pro-phete or vice-speaker,
just as a vice-consul is a pro-consul. In Greek a pro-consul
is dv*)-vira.ros, and in the same way the sibyl Eleusinian Ceres
was 10 Anti-ope, the pro-voice, and the bloody Lamian king
was Anti-phates, the antiphet or prophet. Those who laughed
the sardonic laugh, when their mind was filled with terrour
and their 1 1 eyes with tears, did not laugh of themselves, the
laughter was not theirs, nor came it by their will, and their
risory organs belonged for the time to some other power ; and
daemoniacal prophecy was in like manner delivered by the
organs of the speaker, but yet yvaipoiiriv dXXorptaitnv. The
pro-phets of God were his vice-speakers (and his only), but
the voice of God was not always delivered vicariously, as,
when it conversed with Adam and others, and when it was
heard to exclaim " This is my beloved Son !" or, " Saul, why
" persecutest thou me ?" and hence arises the false doctrine (as
I conceive it) of the la Bath-col, for the Rabbis maintained that
God always conversed with his people, while it was a people,
and they admitted that Malachi was the last instance of God
speaking vicariously, and they consequently feigned that from
the departure of prophecy to the fall of their state they had
Bath-col, a voice the daughter of God. But where a visionary
state of the mind was produced, either by the horrours of
demoniacal possession in such as had " a spirit of Python," or
by the intervention of natural magic and the vile contrivances
10 For that personage, see vol. 1. p. 482, 3.
" Horn. Od. xx. 345. ..50.
■* See Talmud Babylon. cit. Prideaux, vol. 2. pt. 1. p. 328, 9. ed. 1718.
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of maddening drugs " and vapours, and animal magnetism, and
the like, not only the communications made were not governed
by the judgment and will of the speakers, but the perturba
tion of reason was such that neither they nor others could
distinctly perceive the drift of them,
Horrendas canit ambages antroque remugit
Obscuris vera involvens,
and the leaves which the Sibyl wrote upon and committed to
the winds (although founded upon the practice of writing upon
palm and plantain leaves) are a symbol of incoherent discourse,
as the wind is of inspiration,
verso tenuis cum cardine ventus
Impulit et teneras turbavit janua frondes,
Nunquam deinde cavo volitantia prendere saxo,
Nee revocare situs, aut jungere carmina curat ;
it was therefore needful to have an experienced person, well
practised in the style of prophetic language who should gather
up, as they fell, and preserve and connect together the disjecti
membra poetae. This was the heathen prophetes or hypophetes
as opposed to the mantis, of whom he was the immediate vicespeaker and only in the second degree of the deaster or spirit
who inspired the mantis, whereas the prophets of the Lord
spoke directly from Him. We cannot but perceive what
immense power the prophet or those who employed him must
have enjoyed ; he had abundant opportunities to suppress,
interpolate, or forge, or if the Seun Saipovta. of the age deterred
him from such daring malversation, he would scarcely want
either for the ingenuity or (among a superstitious people) for
the authority necessary for giving such glosses and interpre
tations as were desired. To limit such a dangerous power the
Milesians 14 used to choose the prophet of Apollo Didymnius by
lot ; from out of the number of competent persons, I presume.
13 Seevol. l.p. 462, 3.
14 Seethe Milesian Inscriptions inChishull, p. 9'2, 3.
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II. It was therefore the great object of the discontented
people, after Nimrod's regifugium, to remove the witch and
prophetess upon whom so much depended out of the hands of
their oppressours the Babelian Cushim, and it was the object of
the Atreids and their shrewd coadjutour to get her into their
own hands. Up to the time of the conspiracy against Nimrod
by his own mother and this man, he had secured to himself
both personal safety and a degree of influence by means the
most disingenuous. He assumed an air of the merest insig
nificance and an almost idiotic weakness of mind, by which he
became a sort of privileged person, and was surnamed the
Brute ; and moreover enjoyed this advantage, that whenever
he deigned to utter any sense it would be thought oracular, an
opinion which prevails unto this day regarding fools, especially
in the East. It seems he had feigned brutishness so long that
he could scarcely divest himself of it afterwards, and until
warmed by discourse he was wont to stand motionless and
downcast, diSpsi 15 tpum htx'jus. The game of chess was one
of the inventions of that age, and ascribed by some to Ulysses
himself, and it no doubt was one highly significant 16 of the
affairs and opinions of the age ; and one of the high-caste com
batants in that warfare whom we call bishop is in French the
Jbol or maniac. The subversion of the Nimrodian empire by
the arts of this Mercurial character is remembered in other
traditions besides that of Roman Brute. Ulysses when about
to consummate the ruin of Polyphemus (the king of the free
Cyclopes) gave himself out for Outis, Nobody, and assumed
the disguise of a sheep. Faunus or Pan (who was not essen
tially distinguishable from Ulysses) was called Fatuus, the
Fool. Vishnu chief of the Ionijas disguised himself in the
form of a dwarf, in order to cheat the giant Belus or MahaBali out of the kingdom of the world ; and the same Vishnu
made his appearance as the son of 17 Cuntha or the Ideot.
'5 Iliad 3. v. 129.
See vol. 1. p. 251.
As Res. vol. x. 13!)
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The goddess Maha-Cali Durga (the bloodiest monster of all
Hindoo mythology) made war upon the giant Mahisha Asura
after he had conquered the world with his club, and destroyed
him by the assistance " of the dwarfs. Ulysses was surnamed
Nanus, ■9 the Dwarf; Tzetzes says it means a wanderer in
the Hetruscan, but he adds, that he had ascertained that
Ulysses bore that name in early life and before he obtained
that of Hodysseus; consequently before his wanderings.
Ulysses Nanus is the same personage as Baius {the weak or
little man) the pilot of the ship of Ulysses, from whom was
named the sedes Ithacesia ao Baii in Italy. In a fabulous age
Nanus S1 reigned in Marseilles, from whom the Protiadae were
descended, and I refer both his name and the feeble decrepit
Hercules of that country, called Ogmius, whose eloquence
drew all men in golden chains, ** which were fixed from his
tongue to their ears, to Ulysses. The dwarf in all these tra
ditions is the self-abasing dissimulation of the iwp Sftuos 23 or
twice-born thief. His identity with Brutus the confederate of
Lucretia and expeller of Tarquin is farther to be shewn by a
minute but striking circumstance. Brutus was distinguished
in his effigies upon old coins by the pileus or cap of liberty, a
conical cap without a brim, like a candle-extinguisher, and
Ulysses was not ; but Nicomachus Aristodemi fiilius £4 Ulyssi
pileum addidit. Why did he so, unless because he found out
that Ulysses was himself the Brute, or liberating fool ? Cer
tain shrewd mother-wits, called fools, were not placed about
kings for their amusement only, as I conceive of the origin of
that custom, but as monitors having (by virtue of their sup
posed infirmity) a great privilege of speech ; and their insigne
the fool's cap is the pileus or cap of emancipation. That of
1*
'9
»
31
*
«
«

Seevol. 1. p. 331.
Tz. in Lye. v. 1244.
Sil. Ital. viii. 539.
Atheiueus, xiii. c. 5. s. 36.
Lucian. Herc. c. 2. tom. vii. p. 313.
Dosiad. Ara. 2. c. 16.
Plin. 35. c. 36.
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Ulysses was literally a fool's cap, insaniam simulans ai pileum
sumpsit. The tyrannis and war were the two grievous in
ventions of.Nimrod, and the patriarchate and peace were what
the nations sought to reconquer; the pilous was therefore
opposed to the pomp of the diadem and the terrours of the
helmet. The mitre of our chess bishops is the fool's pilous.
The pileus is also the distinguishing head-dress of Mercury
the 2C truiMs ip-tovnos, the terrene thief of socage. Sioxew is
used for -1 valeo, I am strong enough and able, but the genuine
sense of trwxoj isjree, duratfxijj, exempt from all burthensome
and villenous dependency ; and it was written with both of
the convertible vowels o-mega and long a. The Saturnalia of
Babylon, at which the slaves and their masters changed places,
and which were commemorative of the pristine freedom of
mankind, M were the Sakaia. The free Scythae who were
equal among each other and erect even in the presence of their
kings,

ITai Sicv ij J* dXo^tuv, sT dWr/Xuir a Aey8tnv,
were all called 29 Sakai by the Persians, who wondered at
their freedom and envied it; Saxou Se oi SxuSai irepi /aiv rriri
xetpafaifi xu^jiatrtas es e£u dx\,yptms 30 i^fas *iyov itnrtlyma.sThis Cyrbasia is the pileus ; and the name of the Sacae seems
to be intimately connected with that part of dress, for Aurelius
Victor 31 says of Trajan that vires Romanis trans Istrum propagavit, domitis in provinciam Dacorum pileatis sacisque
nationibus, Decibalo rege ; in fact it means sack-men, for the
pileus is nothing but a small sack or bag. The Saxon Scythse
(whose name is from that of the Sace or Sacasenas) called
** Hyg. fab. 95.
•*
•J
w
•9

Iliad. xx. v. 72.
./Esch. Kumen. 36. Soph. Electr. 1 19.
Allien. xiv. c. 10. s. 44. et Scbweigh in Euiul.
Herod. vii. c. 64.

30 Herod. ibid.
3' De Cesar. p. 126. Delph.
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liberty or privilege 3S soc, whence places were called sohes and
people, sokanen ; and they spelt it both ways, liberam sacam
et socam Sac and Soc 33 have been distinguished by some as
positive and negative, as jurisdiction over others, and exemption
from that of others. But there is no good reason for it, that
I can M learn, and I conceive them to be the same word
variously pronounced and repeated in both forms for better
assurance. Ulysses pretended madness or rather a sort of
idiocy, and his dissimulation imposed upon the court of Nim»
rod, but did not escape the penetration of another highly gifted
and desperate intriguer of those days, Palamedes, 3i who with
very different views from him entered into the cabals of Ulysses
and Helen, and gave an unsteady treacherous shew of support
to the pretensions of the Atreidae. Ulysses at last arousing
himself from his feigned imbecility proclaimed the pretended
wrongs of the Harlot, and drove out Nimrod into Assyria. I
have said 35 once before, and shall hereafter shew by farther
analysis, that the early history of Rome is a continual and
varied repetition of a few aboriginal mythi. Iunius Brutus
was descended from another who came to Italy with ./Eneas ;
as Ulysses is also related to have done. But in the Romulean
legend we meet with an event, which is not indeed the
calumny of the Regifugium, but the rape of Helen and her
attendants, I mean the rape of the goddess and Sabian or
Sabine princess Hora Hersilia and her virgins at the Consualian feast. And these persons were called the Brutides,
iupfia.vitv r^a.tiuiras it^os ya.fiov iraplisvss, as ex.a.Xttrav 3T
B p a t i 5 a. s. Wherefore ? Because the solemn sanction under
which those ladies were placed, and which ought to have ren
dered them inviolable, was the grand contrivance of the Brute.
3-' Blackst. Coram. 2. p. 79. Edit. 1809.
33 See Jacob's Law Diet- in Sac and in Soke.
34 See Heywood on Anglo-Saxons, p. 147. • . 154.

35 Hyg. Fab. 95. etc.
* Vol. l.p. 386.
37 Chron. Pasch. p. 113.
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It was he who so strongly persuaded the chiefs of the nations,
and of the schismatic Cushim, of the importance of removing
Helen from the seat of the government, that they all assem
bled and swore 3fl a solemn oath to defend the rights of any
person the old king should select for her husband ; and by
the same system of intrigue procured the choice to fall upon a
brother of the king, whom he contemplated setting up as the
Aga-Memnon and king of men. This extraordinary treaty
was carried into execution ; and I conceive that the marriage
in this case is not a mystical term relating to the spiritualities,
but is literally meant, because the people had suffered as much
from her beauty, her lasciviousness, and her trick of breeding
spurious gods, as from her oracles and witchcrafts, and an ab
solute controul over her conduct and an undoubted lawful
father for her issue were both equally requisite. The character
of priest was not then, as now, wholly separated from those of
king and general, rfsWijyos yaf iji' xai Jo*aris o (5a.triXsvs xai
tuiv 39 itjos rovs Qeovs xvpnis, but certain great men did by pre
ference affect the study of magic, philosophy, poetry, and such
acquirements as gave them an high share of ecclesiastical power.
Such were Menelaus, Palamedes, Ulysses, Paris, Antenor,
Polydamas, and Helenus, and (except the first) they were all
infamous for treachery. They may sometimes also be di
stinguished by their dwellings, as Paris, *0 who resided in the
pergamus of Ilion. Menelaus and Helen inhabited a sort of
temple called the Chalcopylum, and Dares Phryius, speaking
of the rape of Helen, says Helenam de Jano 41 eripiunt ; and
when he had recovered the possession of her at the end of the
war, Telemachus compared his dwelling to the 42 hall of
Olympian Jove. His union with Helen, sanctioned by the
3B Apollod. L. 3.c. 10. p. 322. Troica, ap. Bibl. Uffenbach. tom. 1. part. 2.
c. viii. p. 622, 3.
39 Aristot. I'olil. 3. c. 15.
vi Quint. Smyrn. vi. 144.
*' Dares, c. 10.
« Hom. Od. iv. v. 71.
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oaths of all the kings, was of a sacerdotal kind, however it was
not only mystical but literal, and he was i£fsus x r i A o c 4s
'AepoSirqs, so that her extraordinary beauty, as well as her
power, rendered her an object of general competition.
III. Nimrod had gone forth into Assur and to the northern
banks of the Tigris with the greater portion of that fierce and
warlike family who were the terrour of the gentiles, and he was
busily employed upon vast but pacific works. Cush remained
heavy with years at Ilion, and supported and controuled in
the government by his proud offspring, who were directed as
to military affairs by a hero called the Holder or Possessour,
having the omni-terranean helmet, 44 xifuS-«t-oAoj 'Exrwf, who
was so named as being the locum tenens of Nimrod, and as
to the hierarchy, or stewardship of the tower, by one Paris,
whom his enemies called Alex-andros, the opponent of man
kind. But their preponderance was greatly diminished from
what it had formerly been, in as much as the Sibyl, to whom
all eyes were turned, was detained at a distance in the therapna
of the lesser Atreid, the hollow cetoean Lacedaunon Calligyne.
And a deceitful calm prevailed.
The vice-pontiff, who resided by the tomb of Assaracus, and
temple of Jove,
Nijov re ?aSe** T^truiviSos, i*Sa & dyy}
Atuaar' iira.v, xai /3»fwj dxyparos 'E^xii',io,
saw with bitter regret the Temple of Belus curtailed of it's
glory and influence, and a rival shrine and grove of sorcery
springing up under auspices the most adverse to his family and
faction ; and he did not hesitate in his mind to violate the
« Find. Pyth. 2. 31.
« Among the vulgar interpretations of Homer, which have contented the
critics, there is scarcely a more wretched one than that of the various coloured
helmet, as if one man only of Greeks or Trojans was adorned wi*h bright
colours ; and they forget that iuX*s means various, only in as much as the
whole earth (the richly embroidered veil of Isis) comprehends all the variety
of natural forms.
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oaths which the powers of the whole earth had sanctioned,
and to refer the whole matter to the arbitrament of the sword,
in the use of which the gentiles were not well experienced.
And therefore he was not unaptly figured as a firebrand issuing
from his mother's womb to embraze the world. He went to
the Lacedemonian thcrapna upon a friendly visit to the new
husband of Helena, between whom and the hierarchy of the
Tower of Babel it may naturally be supposed that some inter
course subsisted on matters of religion, and upon occasion of
it's feasts and solemnities; and he introduced himself there
shining with all manner of accomplishments, subtle, brave, and
persevering, skilled in music and poesy, and blooming with
more beauty than beseems a man,
xiSaf is, ra r* Snip 'ApfoJirijs,
'H re xo/xij, to -re. FeiSos-

He addressed himself to one his similar in genius, beauty, and
diabolical wickedness, represented to her, that she was no more
than an honourable captive in a place where the jealousy of
the sworn confederates had lodged her, and held out to her all
the allurements of pleasure if she would return with him to
the Pergamus, and the visions of a greater power and domi
nation over men's minds than she had ever yet possessed. He
came like a new Ophion offering to a second Eve the empire
of the world apostate, the golden apple from the Fortunate
Garden, and the exclusive possession of the arcana of forbidden
knowledge. She listened, and accepted the apple of discord,
lighted Hecuba's firebrand to fire Troy,
And like another Eve betray 'd another world.
Paris and Helena absconded together and went to Babel, taking
with them the 4i brazen tripod of Pelops, in which resided the
knowledge of things past and present and to come. In com
mitting this great crime he acted in the spirit of his family's
« See vol. 1. p. 436,7.
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ambition, and was pertinaciously supported by them to the end
of his life. But there is good reason to think that the blow
was prematurely struck, and that even those, who supported
him, heartily cursed his rashness and praxipitation, by which
he exposed them to the brunt of a war with all nations, at a
time when Nimrod and the best part of their forces were ab
sent, and neither at leisure nor in good humour to assist them.
Certainly no man did ever so unite in his person the hatred of
all parties, notwithstanding his beauty, valour, and accomplish
ments ; and perhaps no single action ever produced such an
amount of discord, misery, and ruin. He returned, as the
Poet saith, bringing not a bride to Ilion, but a fury for his
bed-follow *6.
'iAwu attiretva. Tla.pis a yapov, dAAa -riv' 'Atov
Hyayev evvcuav is SaAO^*ous, 'EAsvxv.
War was now virtually declared by the House of Cush : they
hod not only violated the laws of hospitality and of marriage,
but they had trampled under foot that solemn sanction which
all the tribes of men had bound themselves to maintain. How
ever, the same allies, who were ready enough to swear in
support of a scheme in which they were interested, showed
themselves very slow in taking the field against a people who
were terrible for their strength and fierceness ; and it seems to
have needed all the eloquence and restless activity of the quon
dam fool, Ulysses, in order to gather together the armament
of his friend the king of men. It is recorded by the authour of
the Troica and by 47 Tzetzes that ten years were consumed in
getting together the Danaans or Panachaians, they assembled
h oAt; StxaSt iviauraiv te, dating from the rape of Helena, xa/
^sra. tooto ittLrrn xa.ra. rys Tpoius *xirXeatrtv, which is a period

* Eurip. Androm. v. 104. This is the plain meaning; but Ivraix vr.ny
mean in dugui*e, *ecret. See Sopbocl. Fragm. Ap. Lexic. Sophocl. in
vocab. ivHLi*t .
« Ante-Homeric- v. 163.
* Troica. c. vii. in Bibl. Uflenbach. part. 2. p. 6(5 1.
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equal to that of the active war, giving twenty years from the
beginning of hostility to the taking of Babel. The delay is
chiefly to be ascribed to the reluctance and shuffling of the
Pelasgi when called upon to make good their engagement ;
because their absence, which after eight years' incessant war
proved nearly fatal to the Panachaians, was at that time, and
before they had gained any military experience, an absolute
bar to the project of assailing Babel. The schismatic children
of Raamah had joined themselves to the chiefs of the tribes
out of hatred to the Nimrodian party, and in the pursuit of a
similar and eemulous ambition j an ambition, which was greatly
promoted by dividing the forces of the Regifugium from those
of the old capital city, and by separating Helen and her tripod
from the Cushim and uniting them to the Gentiles. But
when the latter of these arrangements was suddenly undone,
and they were summoned to take part in a war of most doubt
ful result, of which they of necessity must bear the brunt,
(from their possession of the various great qualities, in which
the iEthiopic house had not only exercised themselves to per
fection, but which they had monopolized to themselves) and
bear it for objects and interests not their own, for the triumph
and exaltation of the Sabians and not of the Dedanim, they
made every evasion in order to decline taking arms. The
harlot of Resen was as subtle as her of Babylon, and withheld
her son from the contest, feigning (as it seems) that the oracles
and signs from heaven forbade the enterprise and predicted
his death if he embarked in it. This was therefore the great
labour which Ulysses had to surmount ; all hopes of Troy
were in Hellas Calligyne and the Pelasgic Argos, and it must be
sought for there or not at all. And it seems that he ultimately
succeeded in alluring the hero of the Myrmidons from his dis
honourable retreat by his eloquence and ingenuity, filling his
ferocious mind with such a zeal for martial glory, that he
resolved to set at defiance all the warnings of prophecy, and
meet death in arms ; probably also suggesting to him that his
only chance of atchieving his own vast speculations was in
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such a course, and simulating to be himself a friend to those
designs. The memory of these transactions has crept into
several of the idler and worse mythologies ; it is the reluctance
of Amphiaraus to march against Thebes, defeated by the trea
chery of Eriphyle ; that of Philoctetes to bring his arrows to
Troy, in which Ulysses overreached him ; and they have even
gone so far in absurdity as to represent Ulysses, the prime
mover and the very life and soul of this war, as an unwilling
party to it, and feigning that folly to avoid it, which he had
really feigned in order to promote it's great objects.
The years of preparation were partly employed in negotia
tions and embassies, the most memorable of which is that which
Menelaus himself and Ulysses undertook, and which was frus
trated (I know not how) by the influence of one t9 Antimachus,
a creature of Paris. But from what we read of his great riches
we may suspect that he was a priest of the Tower, who found
means to work upon the credulity of the people. Not only
did tie embassy fail, but Paris and Antimachus had even the
wickedness to propose the assassination of the two legates,
hoping that the death of the rival, Menelaus, and of Ulysses
who was the soul of the enterprise, would dissolve the league ;
but these infernal counsels were rejected. Paris however per
severed in retaining Helena, who abode with him and the old
king in the acropolis, which was the Priami domus
Septum altisono cardine templum,
and consisted M of the chalcidicum or temple of Jupiter Belus
and the basilica or regal palace, which two were connected
together by the bridge and the tunncll under the river.
e Iliad. xi. 123.
s* This is the solution for a seeming inconsistency in what Pausanias relates
concerning the Theban legends ; in one place, that the Cadmea or forum of
the acropolis was the house of Cadmus ; and in another, that the temple of
Geres the Law-giver was the house of Cadmus and his lineal successours.
L. ix. c. 12. ibid. c. 16. The former was erected in order to typify the palace,
and the latter, the temple of Babel ; Cadmus being he unto whom all Babel
was built a sacred city, and it's acropolis ttk house.— Divum domus Ilium.
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IV. The treaty of the marriage of Helen had been con
cluded with old Cush, in recognition of his supreme authority,
and with a view to conciliate the legitimate freedom of the
nations with that authority, in the same way as they had ex
isted in harmony before the intrigues of that woman and the
usurpations of the Mighty Hunter ; or as nearly so as might
be, under circumstances so greatly changed. But the violation
of the treaty by the priest of the Tower, the vacillation of the
old man, and the overbearing conduct of his warlike. issue (the
T^wcs iitepQvp'ji) in refusing to repair that violation, put
an end to all allegiance. The confederates finding every at
tempt to modify and render tolerable the government which
was exercised in the aged monarch's name, by any guarantees
of law or good faith, to be an ineffectual mockery, proclaimed
the eldest male heir of Atreus or Saba to be the immediate
representative of Jupiter Pelops Aga-Memnon, by tradition
of his magic rod, and consequently the lawful possessour of
the Pergamus which was 51 his tomb, and of his bones which
were the palladium i2 deposited therein, and the lawful heir
of that religious and patriarchal supremacy of which those
sacred things were the outward visible signs and muniments.
And nothing less than the dethronement of the effete and de
ceitful veteran and total abolition of the Scythismus at Babel
would satisfy them.
I believe we may find, in the circumstances of this great
conjuration of the kings which Ulysses brought about, an early
instance of those vows which were so well known among the
Northern heathens and the chivalrous Christians, whereby
they bound themselves to some sort of irksome abstinence, not
to sleep under cover, or drink wine, or shave their beards,
And ne'er to comb their raven hair
Or Live their visage in the stream,
until they had liberated or avenged the object of their reb'gion,
5' Vol. l. p. 26.9. *7fi.
s* Vol. i. p. 489.
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loyalty, or love. The tow not to cut or shave the hair was
called by a sort of technical phrase x o p a. v fw Qiw. And
such a tow was (as I greatly suspect) taken by the chiefs con
federated to recover the whore, the sancgreal, and the golden
tripod. The Pan-Achaian host are continually denominated
by the poet the hairy-headed Achaians, Kap^Koy,a.ovrts A%aiot,
by which he cannot mean that the Trojans, Dardanians, and
Epicures had no hair upon their heads by nature; but he
means that for some particular cause they were themselves
clothed with a profusion of flowing locks ; and we may collect
from the scholiast that they were so called in opposition to the
soldiers of Nimrod, ss who used to cut the hair from the front
of their heads. Notwithstanding the capricious perfidy of
which Semiramis had been guilty, the original foundation of
the league against the Cushim was her work, and her name is
a type of Sabianism and of the great Sabian alliance ; but we
read a fable of her M (otherwise told of some queen Rhodogune) that she was dressing her hair, when she heard of the
revolt of her subjects at Babylon, and she took the field against
them with her locks dishevelled as they were, and remained in
that condition during the whole siege, nor did she set them in
order again until she had subjugated all the world ; for which
reason a golden statue was made of her with half the hair
platted and half hanging loose. It is even to be believed that,
that inconsistent and fanatic woman hearing of the vow made
concerning her (Eterys ivtx ijuxo/xoio) may have made a
like resolution that her hair also should grow, until in the ful
ness of time she could dedicate it in the hyperovium, in token
of having atchieved the triumph of her sex, and made all the
kings of the earth (who were seeking to drag her back an
ignominious captive) her slaves. And that would be the con
stellated hair of the ravished Sabine or Brutid woman Venus
a Didym. Schol. in Iliad. 2. v. 1 1.

Plutarch, vit. Thes. c. 5. Polysn.

Strat. 1. r. 1.
M Polyen. Strat. L. 8. c. 26, 7. 'Phlegon de Mulicribus in Bibl. Alten
Liter, und Kunst torn. 3. p. 19- Valer. Max. Mem. ix. c. 3. s. 4.
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Hora Hersilia, and the corona of Venus Ariadne ; hence also
would be derived the flatteries of Conon and Callimachus to
Berenice queen of JEgypt, comparing her mother to Flora or
Venus Zephyritis and describing the catasterism of her own
hair, and hither would be referred the indescribable " crinosity
of Zabba, (i. e. Saba) the bloody queen of Mesopotamia, and
the fatal luxuriance of the traitoress Nesseira's locks. As the
giants were the SvXoTc^h TeTavts revivers of the tyranny of
the Nephilim, " beginning to be mighty ones upon the earth"
in emulation of those who had been " mighty men of yore,"
the insurrection of all the Noachidae against their tyranny was
assimilated mystically to the rising of the many waters in the
days of Noah to swallow up the Cainite Lamechidae ; a circum
stance which contributed to the confounding together of the
two distinct families of Cainite Titanes and Sethite Gigantes.
But it was known and remembered that a 56 Comet ushered in
the darkness and storms of the deluge with it's portentous
glare ; and that Comet was said to be the Pleiad or Dove-star
Electra 57 (mother of Dardanus, of the Whirlwinds, and of
the Rainbow) who sent the fatal 58 palladium to Dion. Now,
Helena was denominated 59 the Dove and the Pleiad ; and the
name of Semiramis was equivalent to Peleias, and she was the
Syrian Goddess 60 who assumed the form 61 of a Dove and in
habited' high 64 towers; therefore the long dishevelled tresses
of the Babylonish queen assuredly were meant to symbolize a
comet meteor, which
" from it's horrid hair
Shakes pestilence and war,"
and thus ancient is the superstition which regards the appass Price Hist. Arab. p. 124. 145.
See vol. 3. p. 347.
« Vol. 3. p. 349.
s8 Vol. 1. p. 487.
59 Vol. 1. p. 451. 454. and see p. 471. l. 28.
60 Lucian deDea Syria. p. 662. ed. Amst 1687.
61 Diod. Sic. /,. 2. c. 2a
m Orid. Met. iv. ti. 46.
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ritions of those luminaries as so many dismal prognostics. The
Sibyl Elissa, Lamia, Origo, Theiosso, or Dido, (for she bore
all those names) dying surrendered up her hair to Iris the
daughter of the Comet-Dove ; and it M will be clearly shewn
that she was the great harlot, Aurora Semiramis. Servius
gives us to understand, that, as her life was protected by the
consecration of her hair, she could not die until ** discharged
(exauctorata) from that consecration. The like may be ob
served about Ulysses.
Among the warlike Iounians or Ionijas, who led the forces
of Bacchus Osiris or Parasu Rama, there was one general pre
eminent for his skill whom the Greeks 65 call Pan, and the
Indians, Hanuman ; and that wise man was concealed by the
disguise of a Brute, being made a goat and jEgi-pan by the
Grecians (se in capram eo tempore converterat), and an ape
(or ** cercops) by the Brahmens. That person was none other
than the great Hodysseus, although Herodotus, and many others
after him, would have Pan to be his wife's son, and a native
of Ithaca; but any one that hath ever looked into mythology
knows how common it ia to multiply persons in this way, con
founding the God with the Priest, the Master with the Ser
vant, the Father with the Son, and so forth. In consequence
of the oath he had himself taken and administered to so many
for the recuperation of Helen, his head was loaded with a
meteor stream of votive hair, and on that account he was called
KifHjfijf, the Comet, or literally the Long-Haired,
'Ties Tlr^BXomjs xepaaXxea Hava. KOMHTHN w.
This was not Pan the Arcadian 6* Huntsman and towerbuilding giant, but the seafaring Pan who wandered upon the
face of the deep,
*s
**
*5
a
t
•*

Vol. 3. p. 142, 3.
Serv. in ,Eneid. iv. 694. See Eurip. Alccst. ti. 77Polyaen. Strat 1. c. 2. Diod. Sic. 1. c. 18. Hygin. F*b. 196.
See vol. 3. p. 103, etc.
Nonnus. L. 84. r. 196.
Vol. 1. p. 00.
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'l<u Tlav, Uav d A i ir A ay xr e,
the same Cometes "9 who was fabled to have been enclosed in
an ark, who was a perfidious 70 counsellour to the hero Diomede son of Tydeus, whose cave 71 is an exact counterpart to
the cave of the Nymphs at Ilhaca, and the Faunus Fatuus to
whom (as to 78 Ulysses) the ancient olive tree was sacred,
Forte sneer Fauno foliis oleaster amaris
Hie steterat, naulis olim venerabile signum.
The Comet Ulysses (ideot, dwarf, or brute) is the deformed
priest who cursed the king of Magadha, and swore that he
would never tie 73 up his hair till he was revenged upon
him.
The Hellopians n were the countrymen of Orion, they
marched under seven leaders, and sacrificed to the winds, who
were the sons of the long-haired Pleiad and the brothers of
Memnon ; and they were mtiaioxopoi, having no hair but on
the back of their heads,
&is treXi iraiTpy
Xa.XKts '"•ivux&oxofiuiv ^rpovroXi s 'EAAoiriijaT.
Their seven chiefs represent the seven Ks^res Kof vfia.vres or
Tonsured Cherubs. The soldiers of Theseus were bald-headed
in front, in allusion to which Homer is said to have used the
word xafijxoju,aovrEf, and we are told that they were so in order
to prevent the enemy seizing them by the hair ; an absurd
reason (even if the helmet had not been a regular portion of
heroic armour), because no warriour could seize another by
the hair, until disarmed and beaten, and in that case the hair
89
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"
7•
73
«
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Theocr. Idyl. vii. 78.
Tzetz. in Lycophr. Cedrenui. p. 141.
Schol. in Theocr. ibid.
Homer Od. xxiii. 190.
Wilford Chron. Hind, in As. Res. vol. 5. p. 266.
Vol. 1. p. 122, 3.
Nnnnus, L. 13. v. 166.
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behind would be as dangerous as that in front. The Curdians
of Assyria still shave 75 their heads bare ; and the Asiatic
,Ethiopes (the ancestours of the same people) used the like
artificial baldness, as I may shew in the following manner.
Herodotus 77 in his catalogue of the army of Xerxes describes
in a most remarkable way the dress of those Cushim, having
their heads decorated with the skins of horses' heads, and
Chcerilus Samius in his poetical catalogue of the same army
described a people whom he called Solymi in exactly the same
manner, and they must therefore be the same people as Hero
dotus speaks of, and came from the neighbourhood of Solyma
7* in Assyria ; now, Chcerilus said of them, that they had
" squallid heads shaven all round,"

I am persuaded that the Cushim as well as the long-haired
Achaians had a superstition upon this subject, the imitation of
which is forbidden to the Israelites, " the priests shall not
" make m baldness on their head," and has been very idly and
improperly revived in the Christian church, continuing to this
day in the unreformed parts thereof. Whether this fashion
arose among the Cushim in detestation of the comet and of the
flood, and in honour and imitation of the sun's disc and of
Cush their progenitour (who was the spirit of the sun *1 reap
pearing in heaven), or whether they had a vow never to let
their hair grow till their supremacy, shaken by the events of
the Regifugium, was completely reestablished, I cannot pro
nounce, but incline to the former opinion. The hair of Nisus
was the palladium of Megara, and Scylla betrayed that city
by cutting off his hair, a fable of which the explanation must
be sought in these superstitions, if any where ; the strength
i* Jaubert Voyage en Armenie, p. 81.
<7
'"
''
*•
*

Herod. L. vii. c. 7.
Slepb. Byzant. in voc. Solyma.
Chceril. cit. Joseph. adv. Apion. L. 1. c. 22. p. 199. ed. Lips. 1836.
Levitic. c. 21. v. 5. and see e. 19. v. 27.
Vol.l. p 170.
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of Samson and the treason of Dalilah clearly contain an allu
sion to the like notions prevailing among the Philistines ; but
I cannot perceive a clear solution to either narrative. But as
the life of Samson appears to have been marked with several
circumstances of irrision directed against the false doctrines
and idle customs of that people, such as their reliance upon an
ass's jaw, and their palilia or feast of foxes, the hair of Samson
the Nazarite was probably chosen for a talisman of strength
and prowess in rebuke of the belief which those Royal Scy
thians entertained in the virtue of an artificial baldness. That
errour having prevailed in the Assyrian Solyma, it would be
probable that it also existed in the neighbourhood of the Jebusitish Solyma, even if the prohibition expressly given to the
Levites upon entering that country and the name of Calvaria
or the Mount of Baldness did not combine to prove it. There
is another reason why the party who recognized the worship
of the great mother 84 Achaia should be the xafijxofMiomf
'A^aioi. " Doth not nature itself teach you, that if a man
" have long hair it is a shame unto him ? but if a woman 83 have
" long hair it is a glory to her, for her hair is given her for a
" covering." And the god in whose name they were gathered
together was himself an instance of the feminine principle
wearing a male form, but yet distinguished by long and flow
ing hair. Bacchus s4, the son of the

Kepauvou ra.vveQst-f a Seu.sAa, .
was axef<rexofiys and used to give to the winds a stream of
luxuriant tresses; and that head-dress was ritual, and neces
sary in his orgies. It in like manner belonged to the fanatical
soldiers of Sparta xaAAiyuvij and Hellas xaAAiyuvij, who both
though in different forms affected gynaecothcism.
8« Above, p. 13.
* 1 Cor. c.xi. v. 14, 15.
N Eurip. Bacch. v. 150. and Barnes, ibid, see below, cap. Scmiramis. s 1!.
ad finem.
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That sense of shame in a man which St. Paul declares to
be natural,
his hyacinthine locks
Clustering, but not beneath his shoulders broad,
is not of such obvious explanation as the honour of long hair
to a woman ; for it is obvious that long hair would to a woman
sitting down serve the purposes of original modesty. The
reason of the other instinct must (as I conceive) be sought for
in an important distinction of the sexes with respect to the
passion of love. That passion operates with about equal
force upon the minds and bodies of both, but the causes
which excite it have always been very different. Beauty is
the quality which usually and most forcibly stimulates the
affections of men, in so much that beauty in women and love
towards them have become kindred ideas ; beauty has de
stroyed the peace of thousands of families, and it has set the
world in arms. But beauty is so far from being the leading
object of feminine concupiscence, that it must be astonishing
to every one who looks around him, how a sex endowed with
the most acute and delicate taste in discriminating the ele
gance or deformity of visible objects should be so little removed
from indifference as to the visage, hair, complexion, and other
attractive or repulsive features of those among whom they have
to select their lovers. Wit, learning, valour, or the reputation
of possessing those qualities, dignity, opulence, good breeding,
and among the wiser of their sex, piety and virtue, are the sti
mulants of a woman's inclinations, and personal beauty can
scarcely rank with the least prevalent of those attractions.
While feminine beauty kindles up a flame in the sphere within
which it moves, a moderate degree of downright deformity
will not exclude the other sex from the hearts of women.
And this is a wise law of the authour of nature. The orna
ments of beauty are not instruments in the natural ceconomy
of love as respects the brute creation, and as respects a man
they are so in but a very slight degree, and no pains need be
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given by him to their encouragement. But the adornment of
the form by luxurious charms and graces is more than useless,
and becomes infamous and abominable, by the seductions of
Satan and the pravity of human nature which can elicit evil
from things which are indifferent. If a man were decorated
with the golden locks of Helen, it would be to him " a shame,"
as it was to Ganymede, Hyaeinthus, and Hylas. Having ex
plained (as explicitly as I may) for what reason the flow of
hair is a natural glory to the woman, and to the man a shame
which nature repudiates, it follows in order, to explain why
the riazarites of God were akersecomee, and " no razor came
" upon their heads ;" why that which is " a shame to a man"
was no shame to them, who were men. The service of God
in general is the giving a decided preference to his kingdom
over the kingdom of this world, which together with it's sub
jects passes away into perdition ; but the especial service of
God consists in the absolute renunciation of the temporal king
dom, so far as we can renounce it without laying down that
burthen of life, which as it was not taken up by us cannot by
us be lawfully set down. And that is, by abjuring all it's
gratifications except those which arise from the daily contem
plation and performance of that which is spiritually good ; it
is the life of the true and faithful ascetic, which becomes mis
anthropic indolence in the anachoret, and often degenerates
into hypocrisy and hidden vice in the colleges of coenobites,
but which is the most glorious of earthly triumphs to those
who can walk amidst the allurements of society and minister
to all it's laborious duties, and yet renounce the enjoyments
which are of the earth and earthy. Such were Samuel judge
of Israel and that voice in the wilderness which prepared the
way of the Lord. Jehonadab son of Rechab 85 imposed upon
his posterity a law of abstinence from wine, and a law of po
verty as regards fixed and' immoveable possessions, that they
might be as sojourners upon the earth and in readiness to
* See vol. 1. p. 136, 7.
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depart. Thus he consecrated his children for ever to the
Lord ; but he could not give to a nation a law which in the
terms thereof would prevent a nation from growing up. It
was otherwise with individuals, and those who were nazarite
or separated for ever, like Samuel and the daughter of
Jephtha, were interdicted from the commerce of the other sex.
It may occur to some readers that there is no specific mention
of such an interdict in the terms e8 of the law. But that is not
the case, for the words " separate themselves unto the Lord"
and " days of separation" have that peculiar " meaning, and
(as I believe) they have no other meaning, in so much that the
minor particulars enumerated in the sixth chapter of Numbers
are superadded, because the general sense of " separating unto
" the Lord" would not include them. The vow of Jephtha
was in the most general phrase, " whatsoever cometh forth
" . . . . shall ** surely be the Lord's, or I will offer it up for
" a burnt offering ;" yet we find that virginity ** was conse
quent upon that vow, as a thing of couwe and necessarily
implied ; " and she knew no man." What follows ? " And
" it was a custom in Israel." Now I am not aware that sacred
or profane history makes mention of any custom in Israel unto
which this can be referred, except that of separation to the
Lord. The lives of Samuel and St. John Baptist appear to
have been governed in the like manner ; and they and such as
they (whether separated by a legal vow, or only by the spirit
which animated them, and by the love of the Kingdom in which
is neither marrying nor giving in marriage) were those persons
who were not IwHyi7iirtes viro rwv dvfywwv, but who iuvaXitm itumvs fa a. njv /3 a. iri Xe i a. v *0 rwv oupa v w v those
also are they o* y.fta. yvrouxuiv ax ipo}jiv6i)ira.v, ita.^itvu yap
£i#»• ivroi iiriv 6i dxaXe^Svres rw dpttuf wroi ijyopatrSijtra* diro
*J
*
**
9*

Numb. vi. 1...8.
See Levit. xv. 20. 25.
Judg. xi. 31.
Ibid. 37, 8, 9.
Matt. xix. v. 12.
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ruiv dvQpuntwv, dit a.pyy01 rV ®ef xa1 ^V °-ivtfi- Samson
alone remains to move any difficulty ; he contracted espousals
which were never consummated, because the spouse had al
ready betrayed 8* him even in the course of her seven days ;
and afterwards he allied himself to a pagan harlot, by whom
he was again betrayed, and in whose arms he lost the honour
able badge of nazaritism and the endowments which God had
(in his case) connected with it. In a word, he was not a
faithful child of the separation, and his fortunes varied under
Providence according to his behaviour. " Let him who can
" go that length, go it," saith the Lord, (o SuvapBvos ywpw,
•/to^svtoi) but the son of Manoah was not altogether such a
man. But those who underwent the creremony of dedication,
whether for ever, or for their days of separation, did in that
manner abjure virility and all it's distinguishing particu
larities, not with the cowardly fanaticism of an Atys or an
Origen w (assassinating an enemy whom they dared not meet
in the field), or with the infamy of a Bathyllus, but by their
triumphant forbearance which had made them " the world's
" great masters and their own." And that is the reason why
that artificial badge of virility, the keeping of the hair close,
was not to be worn by them. We should bear in our minds
that such manner of vows did not lead to such evil consequences
as those of Essenians, knights Templar, or coenobite monks,
being often cloaks for vice, fanaticism, or ambition ; because
91 Apoc. xiv. v. 4.
"" Judg. xiv. 1 7. see Gen. xxix. v. 27.
S3 That celebrated father ran wild in his presumption of interpreting scrip
tural narrations as allegories, and the names of places and things, as symbols
for qualities and ideas, so that he became almost a Platonic visionary, and came
under that great touch-stone of heresy, a thing being " called .after his name."
Yet he ended with mutilating God's image, and intruding himself into the
sanctuary " a blemished priest" (Deut. xxiii. v. 1. Lev. xxi. v. 20.) such as
were the Galli of Cybele. I am slow to speak of express providences, but it
is an instructive lesson to see a man, who had all his life been turning substance
into shadow and plain truth into vain theosophy, falling at last into such bestial
folly from the quibbling and literal interpretation of an elegant and easy me
taphor. Matt. xix. v. 12.
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the power which a man possessed of dedicating himself and
" separating himself to s4 vow a vow of a nazarite" was only
for a limited time, " the days of his separation," after which
he was to present himself to the priest and perform certain
rites. But all those who were made nazarites for ever were
dedicated by their parents without their own participation,
as were Jephtha's daughter, Samson, Samuel, and St. John
Baptist ; and it doth not appear that any one was permitted
in the fervour of his own zeal to make himself a nazarite
for ever. However there was a freedom and a merit in such
persons, because no one could be irrevocably devoted, but might
regain his liberty upon paying an .estimated 95 fine.
V. In the enumeration of these confederated powers we
are told, in agreement with the allegory under which Homer
and the Homeridae related that history, that they came in so
many ships. We have deduced the origin of the nautic
mysteries from the religious tenets of the Danaans who had
fallen away to the worship of the Magna Mater, of whose
supremacy an imitation of Noah's ark was for good reasons
made the symbol. That vessell was however at all times a
type of salvation from the perils of the world by God's mercy ;
and it was a custom as well received in the true church as
among the Hamite heretics, or pagans, (as we usually call them)
to carry before them a type of the ark of God in all important
marches whether of peaceful emigration or warlike expedition.
It was so done by the Israelites whenever the absence of God's
visible glory from the ark of the covenant permitted it's being
moved, as in the march from iEgypt, when the glory and
the cloud were marching before them, and in the days of Eli
when the Lord had departed from Shiloh, which emboldened
his sons to remove the ark * out of the sanctuary into the

* Numb. c. vi. v. 2. Acts xviii. v. 18. xxi. *i. 21. Amos. 2. 1 1.
* I,e*it. xxvii. v. 2.ets. see Rehnd Antiq. Hebr. pt. 3. c. 10.
* t Sam. e. 4. r. 4. and see rol. 3. p. 317, 8.
1tt.
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camp at Ebenezer. The nations emigrating from Armenia
into Shinar of Babylonia under the command of Cush fol
lowed the ark in which their palladium, the body of Jupiter
Enwhalius, was enclosed ; and I presume that the late Dr.
Heber spoke upon good authority, when he thus described
Pharaoh's expedition to the Red Sea,
And stoled in white those brazen wheels before
Osiris' ark his swarthy wizards bore.
The journey to Babel in Shinar was commemorated by
many of the gentiles in their mythical origins. But 1 must
first observe that the ark (upon such occasions) was placed
upon a carriage or wain and drawn by cattle, which cattle
were either supposed to direct their course according to a pre
ternatural inspiration, or actually did so, as the kine did who
automatously conducted the ark of God from Ashdod to Bethshemesh. The bull, moreover, was the ruling power of the
cherubic union, to which the leonine, aquiline, and human
natures were annexed ; it was the highest type ofdivinity and
of power theocratic. Consequently when the abomination of
adoring the pretended Female Principle, Eternal and Increate
Matter, the Magna Mater and Ineffable Womb, was brought
into use, the honours of tauriform Jove began to yield to those
of 'H^T) fiouvis, the vacciform great mother,
T a v p ij X Jaw 91, fintrfi sVoft' av iusrii)s,
and as the ark of Noah was another holy symbol of that allgenerating and all-preserving womb the arks of the nations
and the cows who drew them became equivalent symbols.
Theba means the Ark, and the ./Egyptian city in which Sesostris was said to have built his enormous ship was so named ;
but the cow which they worshipped as a form of Isis, and in
deed all sacred kine, seem to have been entitled Theba ; aVa
W Metrod. de Vaccaeis cit. Pilisc. Lexic. Am. Rom. tom. 1. p. 9&. in roc.'
annona.
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7Tjf /3osf tpxtri ©y/32< x.Xrfii,vou 0*, 0ij/3ij ya.'- i; /Sowj I u f i r i<
But the Syrian orlunite haeresy a'3 was that of the cow-goddess
Io, and Io was known to be Isis. Upon this principle I was
saying that various mythic origins were framed. Ilion was
founded by king Ilus, who followed the footsteps of a cow,
and began to build upon the spot where she halted. Mnos in
Thrace 100 was built by ,Eneas, who was led thither by a cow.
A lady by name Corsa followed a swimming cow through the
sea to Corsica 101, and gave her name and it's first inhabitants
to that island. Following the steps of an heifer i02, Attila
found the sword of Mars and the iron monarchy of the world.
But the most famous instance is the founding of Theba in
Boeotia by Cadmus. The Pythian oracle los said to him,
" Cadmus, thou wanderest in vain, seeking the bull whom
" the womb of a cow brought not forth, a bull whom no
" mortal can overtake. But I bid thee renounce the Assyrian
" guide of your expedition ; follow the terrene cow, and seek
" not the bull of Olympus
Settle among strangers,
" and found a city having the same name as your native
" .Egyptian Theba, on the spot where the demoniacal cow
" lying down shall repose her weary foot." The title of the
cow Theba is (according to Tzetzes) Syrian, the Olympian
bull is an Assyrian guide, the one is essentially Sabian and
the other Magian. The fabulous Syrt/s l04 was own brother
to Cadmus, unto whom this oracle was given. The same
oracle, as reported by Johannes Tzetzes l05, commanded him
" to go from Eos or the East to Holy Pytho, where he was
" to tend the covvs of Felugon fed upon honey, and to select
" one who was adorned on both sides with the figure of a white
*
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Tzetz. Exeg. in Iliad. p. 145. p. 16, 17.
Johan. Antioch. p. 'A'J, 3.
Canon. c. 43.
Claud. Rutil. I*in. LI. v. 437.
See vol. 1. p. 49.

'"3 Konnus. iv. v. 2'.13.
"4 Johan. Antioch. p. 34.
,05 In Iliad p. 16 and see vol. 3. p. 249.
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" moon ; she was to be his guide, and he was to follow her
" footsteps until she lay down, and upon that spot he was
" to do sacrifice to the dark underground tribes, and to build
" a broad-streeted city upon a lofty high-place." Jove was
fed upon honey in his Idaean cave, which cave was 106 the
Arhesium, and Epimenides was fed by the nymphs in that
cave with the viands contained in a cow's hoof, kv ^ijAr jSoof.
Now this ^ij\tj is the old Homeric word p£ijAo£, an ark or
coffer, from which we must derive our phrase the keel of a
ship. Simmias Rhodius in his punning poem called Ara,
gives Pan the epithet of XapvaxoyvKis, having arks to his legs,
because he had hoofs to them, upon which the scholiast says
Xa^veutoyvios, -^ysv j^jjAMrsj- Xl^oj yzp To tufiuiTiov xai ij
Xzpva%, xai yvty ° °vo$' Bacchus 107 was implored by his
votaries at Elis to come into his marine temple, dXiw vaov,
with his cote'sfoot, ficeu voSi Qvuiv, that is, with the ark of his
mysteries, the mystica vannus Iacchi. The water of Styx 108
was so corrosive that no vessell would hold it except the canthon or hoofof the Scythian ass ; what is this, but the ark
which alone was enabled to resist the waters of the abyss ? The
cow of Cadmus had an oracular hoof,

and, again, it is called " the city-bearing hoof of the tower" building heifer,"

I have enlarged thus much upon the matter, that we may
not seem to be venders of paradox, or to be fathering upon
Homer any strange or unlikely sort of allegory, in maintain
ing that the ships of the confederates were the arks under
which the armed patriarchs (priests and war-kings alike) led
"*
"i7
"*
"tf

See above, p. 55.
Plutarch. Quaest. Rom. p. 299. Xylander.
£Uian. Hist. Anim. L. 10. c. 40. sec Schol. in Soph. Tracli. v. 702.
Nonnu8. iv. 348. xliv. 41.
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their respective tribes against Troy. They were the propria "0
legionum mmima, and contained (as I suppose) the sacra used
in their religious sacraments and the consecrated ensigns and
talismans of war. The ark of Erichthonius contained living
serpents, and there were golden serpents in that of Ion, and
(whatever age we would assign for the first use of ensigns in
war) none is more ancient and general in the east than the
dragon banner. It is therefore not improbable for these ships
of the Danai to have contained serpents either familiar or talismanic, or else the serpent standards around which they
rallied in the field ; I mean, among other things, for the con
tents of the mystic arks were strange and foul, that of the
Drusian Curds contains " the nature of both sexes," and they
all were filled with ineffable things, occultis conscia cista
sacris. That opinion would come well in aid of my con
jecture that the Danaans 1" were called after the serpent.
The Parthian dragon belonged to legions of m one thousand
men. Homer, if we would believe the authour of his contest
with Hesiod, describes the number of the Pan-Achaians thus 1 " ;
" there were fifty hearths and fifty spits on each hearth, and
" fifty joints (*f£a) round them, and thrice three hundred
" Achaians round each xf ta.s." If we take. this in it's proper
sense that each spit had fifty joints, the produce will be
50x50x50x900 = 112,500,000, a number which would be
absurd if we understood it of the army assembled under Ilion.
Supposing one joint only to each spit, it would be 2,250,000,
a number within the limits of poetical exaggeration. But I
conceive that the first is the true interpretation and gives the
population of the whole mundane empire who were leagued
under the Pelopian sceptre, and were all liable in their turns
to serve against Ilion. As to the army, if we may compare
the arks of the tribes with the Parthian dragons, the force of
"•
"•
t"
"3

Tacit. Ann. 2. c. 17.
Above, p. 16.
Lucian dc Hist. c. '29.
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the millae carina would rise to a million of men ; but the
number of ships, if I am correct, was 1 186, making 1,186,000
men, a force which might well be maintained in an irrigated
country of unrivalled fecundity and enriched by ages of peace.
Dares Phrygius states the numbers of the Danaan army at
806,000, and that of the Trojans at 278,000. It is impossible
to give accuracy even to our conjectures, in as much as the
ark-bearing legions appear to have been of unequal force,
those of the Boeotians having a complement of 120 men, the
xdfoi Boiurrwv, while those of Philoctetcs had no more than
fifty iftrai. We must now explain who these were, who are
called the curi and erete. Wherever there has been nation
set over nation, and a noble caste holding preeminence, the
martial array has consisted of a certain number of the noble
warriors counted by name, and a multitude of their followers
counted by number only, or capite censi, whom they engaged
to lead into the field. Of this kind were the Men at Arms,
who rode to field at the head of a retinue of Gauls and Saxons
in the old wars between this country and France : and in much
later times, when a different system of discipline was esta
blished, the nobles retained the privilege of being military
officers. So long as the spirit of castes continues in it's vigour,
prudence as well as oeconomy precludes the governors from
equipping the governed with the same arms and appointments
as they themselves use. The horse, the chariot, and the pa
noply, were reserved to the men at arms, while the crowd of
retainers were lightly armed either for offence or defence ; to
hang on the skirts of the war, to harass and plunder, and
annoy with missile weapons, was their province. And hence
we may understand why the legions of Raamidae were. of such
disproportionate importance, as they appear to have been, since
almost every thing that was achieved was achieved by them,
and the secession of the Pclasgi reduced the whole mundane
league to the brink of ruin. These were a pure race, all hi
dalgos, and warriors to the back bone ; whereas the other
armies were made up of men as different from their leaders as
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sheep are from the dog that guides them. In this way the
armies of Sparta were often composed ; the force of Leonidas
at the straits was about seven thousand, no small body to man
a post naturally impregnable, but the servile multitude were
scarcely carried into account, and it has been a common thing
to say that he guarded the pass with three hundred men,
which means, with three hundred men at arms. Those
persons, of whom the Boeotian arks had 120 each, and those
of Philoctetes only fifty, were irpuXiss or men armed cap a pie,
being the Cuthean or Cush-Atriyan chiefs, of the war caste,
who led the nations to war, and bore the brunt of it with
their own bodies, which defensive art had rendered almost
invulnerable. The importance of individual strength and
prowess in the Homeric battles may be heightened poetically,
but the poet's right of fiction in such matters is confined to
the specific instances and to the degree of them, and it could
not have been extended to the kind, without disgusting every
hearer ; we must therefore conclude that the anactes and their
principal officers were the men at arms. The Oar, from which
the Erelae are called, is (in the argonautic method of fabling)
a badge of command, whereof we have a most conspicuous
instance in the great allegory of the Odyssey, when the Judge
of all the earth appears 1 14 a'SijfijAoiyoi' iyjav dvx tpouSiy,ui c/J/xau.
VI. When there was an end of negotiating, the next
business of the king of men was to assemble his allies in some
convenient place and take the auspices of the war, according
to the then established modes of divination ; the principal of
which were, sacrifice and inspection of the victim, augury and
the observation of all things shewn (inonstra or ostenta) by
the actions of animals, and astrology, including all inferences
from the appearances of the heavens. In the days of Cicero
a dispute existed whether those means of fore-guessing the
future were at one time real and daemoniacal but subsequently

"1 Od. xi. 127.
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reduced to mere forms, or whether they had all and at all times
been illusions of priestcraft. That illustrious person adopts,
as it would seem, the latter conclusion, wherein I can by no
means agree with him. Another method of ascertaining the
favour of the deity was unquestionably real, that of laying a
victim on the altar, and waiting for a preternatural fire to
come and consume it. A modern critic can hardly deny that
such manifestations of favour were really made by certain
powers, when unrestrained by any superior influence, without
exposing himself to great disadvantage. For any one indi
vidual may from the strong prejudice of his times, or from
natural dulness, be almost imbecile in reasoning upon such
matters ; but a body of four hundred and fifty men could not
have the simplicity of born fools, and least of all could that be
predicated of the learned and cunning priests of Tyre and Sidon,
or their Samarian disciples. And surely it requires no stretch
of thought to perceive that the line of conduct, which such a
critic must be prepared to impute to the clergy of l" Ahab and
Jezebel, in the affair of Mount Carmel, amounts to a mental
derangement, and is (in moral possibility) impossible for them
to have pursued.
At the mustering of the allies, which Homer (in his alle
gorical geography) feigns to have been "6 at Aulis in Boeotia,
it may be imagined that the turbulent priests and sorcerers
were busily at work ; and it so fell out that when the AgaMemnon sacrificed, the powers whom he worshipped sent no
fire. In pursuance of the poetical figure which represented
the expedition as a voyage in ships, this event is described as
a refusal of the gods to send them a propitious breeze, which
should speed them on their voyage. But the word employed
to denote such a breeze is o'ufos, properly signifying "7 sacred
fire. The Deity was sometimes manifest to the faithful as a

"5 See 1 Kings, c 18. and 2 Kings, c. 9. v. S'2.
•■* Iliad. L. 2. c.303.
"'i See vol. 1. p. 10, 11.
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Fire or Luminous Glory, and sometimes as a Rushing Wind,
but the latter was (as I conceive) that which aura properly
signifies, namely, air in motion and strongly impregnated with
light. Whenever a wind was especially sent by the Gods it
was called i x ju, e v o j ovpos, why, I cannot conjecture, and no
doubt the word is a relique of that aboriginal language of the
Gods, which Homer occasionally cites by name. But from
the ouros Jupiter was known as Zsvs 'Ovpios "*, under which
name he had a temple at Byzantium, and it is much to our
purpose to know that the Ourian Jove presided over the
command of armies ; Jupiter Imperator, quem Graeci Urion "*
nominant, saith Tully. Upon that occasion the sophist Palamedes raised a violent faction against the Atridae and Ulysses,
and attempted to dethrone the king of men. But they ma
naged to prevail over his intrigues, which were for the time
overlooked but never forgotten. The evil spirit, with whom
these wicked usurpers of human government held commerce,
was not to be propitiated by any common sacrifice ; and at last
the deadly sagacity of that man who ruled the counsels of the
Sabian court, the hortator scelerum iEolides, discovered the
price at which the kingdom of this world must be purchased
by the Aga-Memnon. He persuaded the king to sacrifice his
favourite daughter Iphi-genea (daughter of the Serpent) as a
propitiation to the daemons, and by this deadly gin he obtained
from Baal the ivpos which should auspicate his journey against
Troy. The name of that illfated virgin is never breathed by
Homer the murderer's kinsman and panegyrist ; but one of
the Homeridae in after times, interpolating as was their wont,
has endeavoured to get rid of that foul stain by oblique means.
Agamemnon notifies to Achilles that he has three living and
unmarried daughters, and the rhapsodist claps in a line made
of their names,

"> Arrian. Peripl. Euxin. p. 137' and see Inicript. in Chishull. Antiq. As.
?• 59.
"* In Vcrrem. iv. p. 410. cd. Dclphin.
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TUpoirtitfUS, xzi Aa.oSiKi), xai 'IpitXvettrex,

which is not only a botch, but a tie of the grossest kind, for
when criticism had succeeded to mere rhapsodical recitation,
there was not a tiro, but knew that the triad was as follows,
'HA£xrfsc, xai Xfumtitus, kxi Aa;Jix;ia.
The wonderful works done by the Lord in Israel could not
fail to impress the surrounding nations, but their priests by an
obvious policy purloined and engrafted those events upon their
own complicated records of wonder and miracle, so that we
stumble upon some fragments of sacred history in the midst of
heathen mythology, although the name of the Hebrew church
and nation was scarcely alluded to until the age of the Ma
cedonian dynasties. There are two famous incidents in
sacred history, that of God's demanding from Abraham the
sacrifice of his own child, of the cheerful obedience of that
faithful patriarch, and of the reward thereof by God's sub
stituting a ram in place of the nobler victim, and that of
Jephtha solemnly dedicating his own daughter to the Lord as
a virgin and a nazarite for ever. The latter of these histories
was amplified into a tale of Moloch rather than of Jehovah,
in defiance and contempt of the Scripture text, by the foulminded Rabbis "o who lusted after all that was monstrous in
paganism ; while the Homeridae stole them away in order to
gild over the bad actions of their hero. They described the
sacrifice of Iphigenea as being interrupted by the appearance
of a hind, of a bull, or of a she bear, which was sacrificed in
her stead, and that is the substituted ram of Isaac ; and she
was herself carried off to spend the rest of her days as a virgin
priestess in the temple of Diana, which is Jephtha's daughter
consecrated against her wish and " bewailing her virginity."
''i" Josephus, being imposed upon by these absurdities, says that his offering
was neither lawful nor acceptable to God. Antiq. X. 5. c. 11. p. 271. ed.
Lips. 1826. Although, had lie deigned to inquire after the apostolic writings,
he might there have read concerning " Jcphiha...who through faith sub" dued kingdoms *nd wrought righteousness." Hcbr. xi. 32, 3.
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Thus they did afterwards dress up the wolf of hell in the bor
rowed fleece of the unblemished lamb. But the truth of the
matter was past concealment. The Cercope Eurybatus or
Embarus made a bargain to sacrifice his daughter on condition
of being made hereditary high-priest, for which murder there
was an annual expiation, under circumstances which ^as I
have 1,1 elsewhere shown) demonstrate that Iphigenea was the
daughter thus sold to purchase power. Her terrours haunted
the nations, and the vengeance of her ghost pursued and
overtook the house of Atreus, and she came to be worshipped
as Hecate l4i, a daemon presiding over cruel orgies, in a variety
of places, in the Cimmerian Chersonese, at Comana in Cappadocia
at Scythopolis or Bashan 194 in Syria, at Antioch in
the same country, and at Aricia in Latium. And of being
called the Serpent's Daughter she became Iphis iai, the Ser
pent, or Iphi-anassa, the Serpent Queen. Also Oreilochia14*,
lying in ambush in the mountains, which is equivalent to Diana.
All this can never have arisen from her father's sacrificing a
hind. A variety of legends of the same sort exist ; if they
commemorate in the inaccurate and varying mode of the my
thologies the self same fact, they prove it ; if they allude to
others, they shew that such practices were well known to the
bloody sorcerers of the heroic age, and the Homeridae had np
occasion to be so very coy about the matter. The daughters of
CepLeus, Laomedon, Priam, Orion, Hercules, Leon, Erechtheus, Eurybatus, Matusius1", Demiphon, Callisthcncs 1M, and
"• Vol. 3. p. 102, 3. The story of her being transformed into an animal
at the moment of the sacrifice arises from a consciousness of the real truth.
T*. in Syc. 1 83.
i" Hesiodcit. Pausan. L. 1. c. 43. s. 1.
"3 Dion Cassius. L. 35. p. 83. Reimar. Pausan. L. 3. c. 16. a. 6.
"4 Johan. Antioch. p. 177, 8.
"s Lycophr. v. 324.
'* Anton. Liberal, c. 11. p. 121. Teucher.
'" Hygin.Poet. Astr. L. 2. c.40.
'* Hygin. Fab. 238.
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Hyacinthus, were all devoted as human victims, and except
the two first all actually suffered.
We possess a curious though very obscure account of certain
altercations between Ulysses and another master spirit, Palamedes, during the sojourn at Aulis. It would seem as if the
former had drawn some prognostics from an eclipse of the
moon, which Palamedes referred to natural causes according
to the rules of astronomy. He invented astronomy, we are
told, and at Aulis explained an eclipse of the Moon la9. But
Ulysses rebuked him, saying, Jove who made the Stars knows
their courses, and you would be less a trifler if you attended
more to earthly matters, in the place of affecting wisdom con
cerning those in heaven. Palamedes is made to rejoin, that
he could not know the things in heaven without first knowing
those on earth. The sense of the thing seems to require, that
we should invert the words ascribed to Palamedes, " I cannot
" learn the things on earth without first knowing those in
" heaven ;" in other words he was a great speculatour in
astronomy, and a proficient in the sort of divination called
astrology ; while Ulysses adhered to those methods of which
he better knew the efficacy and denied the figments of the
sophist. The Greeks have set off Palamedes to advantage
(as they always did) by putting into his mouth an undoubted
truth of natural philosophy. But it is not improbable that
the controversies in question may have gone much deeper ;
and that Ulysses, whose strength lay in prudence, cunning,
and a shrewd judgment of sublunary affairs, and who was no
friend to wild and unprofitable speculations, may have had to
contend against a whole scheme of sidereal sophistry, and an
astronomical rebellion of the human mind, bringing in it's
train the errours of the Sabian astrolatry ; and that he made
somewhat light of the pretensions of Palamedes

"5 Pliiloslr. Heroic. ii. UG. ed. l'oiison>dc.
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Aerias tentasse domos animoque rotimdum
Pcrcurrisse polum morituro,
saying to him, as Elihu did to Job, " knowest thou the ordi
nances of heaven, and canst thou set the dominion of them on
the earth ?" He probably denied the progressive motion of the
earth, and maintained that God had laid the foundations of it
that it should never be l30 removed, and that the sun, moon, and
stars, were merely vehicles of light and warmth placed at con
venient distances for it's use. And this he may possibly have
known not only from the revelations of the patriarchs, but as
an historical fact, supposing that of the many miracles which
must have occurred in the long ages of patriarchal theocracy any
were analogous to those in the days of Joshua and Hczekiah.
Such a one is on the records of mythology, but seems to relate
to the deluge ■M, during which there was neither sunrise nor
sunset, but it was a caloulas or a darkness like that in Chaos
before there were " the morning and the evening." The
motion of the earth, if it do move, must be indesinent, for if
it were to stop, all things upon it's surface would be thrown
down and demolished and brought into a lifeless and shapeless
ruin, being projected by their contingent motion at the instant
of the primary motion ceasing. If therefore it were known
as a fact that the luminaries of heaven ceased their apparent
revolution during the deluge, it would also be known as a fact
that the change was above and not below. Human astronomy
is certainly very ancient, and it's antiquity, coupled with it's
early failure and suppression, gives countenance to the idea
that Palamedes first engendered it ; because when that strange
character perished, all his literary works were suppressed with
him, and nothing but his practical inventions appear to have
survived him. The system in question and the pantheistic
atheism to which it naturally leads were together revived by
'*i Ps. 104. Eecles. c. 1. vs. 4. and 5.
'3' See Plato. Politicus. vol. vi. p. 28. Bipont. and vol. S. of this work.
p. 345, 6.
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the man called Pythagoras and his disciples ; who were in
like manner destroyed and their doctrines in a great measure
suppressed. But I suspect that the charlatan so called had
found access to some of the secrets of Palamedes, and was
indebted to him for his notions of the mundane system.
Apollonius of Tyana undertook to revive the Pythagorean
discipline, and he pretended that a vision had commanded him
to set up the "9fatten statue of Palamedes. And some other
circumstances lead me to the same inference ; of which anon.
The divination upon which (after necromancy) Ulysses
seems to have chiefly relied was augury ; for the writer, who
was so intimately concerned in his opinions and actions, puts
into his mouth an account of the "5 prognostics at Aulis, from
which it appears that the number of the years of the siege was
foreshewn by the same number of birds. And the Deceiver
kept his word strictly with the king of men ; at the promised
time the cup of victory was presented to his lips, and then
instantly dashed to the ground.
VII. When the auspices were completed they fell upon
active measures, and began the conquest of Shinar with their
joint force of Danaans or United Noachidae and Pelasgi or
Schismatic Raamide, to which latter I should add the nine
legions of Tlepolemus U4 son of Nimrod, who probably were
disciplined in the manner of the war-caste. He was a prince
imbued with the heresy of Achilles, and therefore expelled
from his father's court. Telephus son of Nimrod died soon
after the Regifugium to the extreme grief of "4 his father,
and in such high estimation with him, that it seems as if his
warlike effigy was made the prylis of the Curetic war-dance.
How he died I cannot say ; but I do not haesitate to discredit
"« Phil.vit Ap. iv. c.4, 5.
1** Iliad. 2. v. 308.
•M The sons of Thcssalus the Heracleid, grandsons to Nimrod, were among
the allies, but upon what foot I cannot tell Iliad. '2. r. 679.
'35 See vol. 1. p. 91, 5. p. 411.
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the fable "0 in the Cyprian Epics, of his being wounded by
Achilles, healed again by the receipts of the Cheironian magic,
and persuaded to accompany the enemies of his father and
family against Troy, in defence of which his own son Eurypylus fought and fell. If it were true, what became of Teleplaus ? was he at the siege, was he killed at it, or did he live
till the taking ? none of these can be answered affirmatively.
The oracle likewise, in obedience to which his life was re
stored, that Troy could not be taken without the aid of a son
of Hercules, is inconsistent ; for so there would be two sons,
Tlepolemus and him. But the whole story relates to the
Heracleid Tlepolemus, and the confusion has been assisted by
the similar commencements TU and Tele. If the events ever
literally happened, they happened to him ; but they are rather
allegorical. His wounding by Cheiron's spear "7 wielded by
the arm of Achilles is the ruin and disgrace that fell upon him
by reason of the Achillean or Thetidean haeresy, his being
healed by Achilles means that he was kindly received and
assisted by that king, and the residue is literally true, that in
gratitude for that assistance, or as the price of it, he united his
arms to those of the conjurati.
The little we know of the events of the Trojan war fully
shews, that the Pelasgi were the only effective force which
the allies had ; the residue were only available for the purpose
of keeping up a lax blockade. In the eight years preceding
that of the quarrel which Homer describes, twenty three towns
were besieged and taken in the kingdom of Troia, and they
were all of them t3* taken by Achilles. Until the secession of
the latter compelled the Danaans to make exertions, it does not
appear that they made any. The most famous of these twenty
three towns are called Hypoplacian Theba, Pedasus, and Lyrnessus, the fabulous geography of which places has fallen into

'3* Procl. Clirestom. in Bibl. Alten Liter. und Kunst. p. 25.
'37 Hygin. Fab. 101.
■3B Iliad. ix. 328.
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some confusion. Ilypoplacus was in Cilicia, and Lyrnessus
(as we M0 read) was a city in the territory of Ilypoplacus, but
Pedasus was upon the Hellespont ; yet the interpolatour of
the twentieth book 141 has thrown them together, and de
scribes the attack of two places so wide asunder as one single
operation. The whole of this geography belongs to the scene
of the Homeric drama, and not to the reality of events.
The fall ofsome strong place, which we are to call Lyrnessus,
brought on, in some degree, the secession of the Myrmidons,
and the events of the ever-famous Was. In dividing the spoils
of that place l4a, Astynome daughter of Chryses and a priestess
of Apollo had fallen to the lot of the greater Atreid, and pre
sently afterwards an epidemic, such as armies might naturally
suffer in the warm and richly irrigated plains of the Euphrates,
fell upon the allied army, and the augur Calchas, at the re
quest of Achilles, declared the secret cause of this visitation,
and ascribed it (probably at the secret instigation of the Pelasgian) to the detention of that woman by the Great King.
Achilles supported the soothsayer with such zeal that the
King gave up his captive, but insisted upon that general
giving up to him a favourite captive of his own, Hippodamia
Briseis ; whereupon the Cushim being highly incensed against
the Aga-Memnon, and probably being weary of the siege and
shaken in mind by the now ripe preparations of Hercules
Thrasy-Memnon for the raising of it, withdrew in disgust
from active operations.
The quarrel about Astynome was the immediate and osten
sible cause of the secession, but the ostensible causes of such
things arc very seldom more than pretexts, or at the most they
do but kindle into flame some animosities which have long
been smouldering. Such was the case between the Panachaian leader and his unwilling disdainful ally ; but it was
'» Iliad, vi. 3.97.
i*i Schol. in Iliad, xx. 92.
'«i v. 91 ... 102.
Troica, c. xxxvi. in Bibl. UfTenbach. tom. 1. pt. 2. p. 679.
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Homer's design to colour and misrepresent the nature of those
dissensions ; and indeed he could not probe the causes of schism
to the bottom without mentioning one famous name, which he
had firmly resolved should never " escape the barrier of his
" teeth." But the learned Byzantine John Tzetzes, from the
Cyprian Epics, the anonymous Troica, and other sources, gives
a fuller explanation of those cabals. A general discontent
prevailed among the Panachaians concerning the rich spoils
of Lyrnessus, which Achilles in great measure kept to himself,
together with the captive Hippodamia queen of Lyrnessus, the
widow of king Mynes, and the daughter of Briseus ; and upon
the subject of that distribution he entirely set the King of
Men at defiance. He was set on and abetted by the herophilosopher Palamedes ; and obvious topics could not be
wanting to such a factious orator, who might say that the
labourer was worthy of his hire, and that the divine race
who performed all the exploits of the war were entitled to be
the first in honour and emolument. Nor was Palamedes a
disinterested advocate on that subject, because he had attended
Achilles in all his exploits, and had taken conjointly with him
the us twenty and three cities of Troas. Abydus in particular
was subdued by his exertions ; and in every thing which be
longs to a civil or military engineer, as in sieges, passing of
rivers, cutting through of isthmuses, the army had been
mainly indebted to his inventions.
The cabals of Achilles and Palamedes were not, however,
confined to such narrow objects as the plunder of Lyrnessus.
At Aulis, when the auspices were delayed, and discontent was
spreading among the people, Palamedes openly declared him
self against the rights ofAga-Memnon and his Pelopian sceptre.
Some authorities go so far as to say that Palamedes 144 pro
claimed himself king at Aulis, but that is more likely which
•a Tz. Ante Homer. o. 400. Philostr. Heroic. p. 1 52. Boissonade.
t* Dares Phnrgiui. c- 19. 2O. 25. Ptol. Hepha'st. Nov. Hist. L. 5. p. 1 50.
Berol. lt)*J-
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Philostratus 145 intimates, that Achilles the general of the
Schismatic Cushim aspired to the supreme command at the
instigation of Palamedes. That would in effect have been
setting up a second Nimrod in their own camp, which was
what the nations especially desired to avoid, while it was the
secret and insidious motive which really induced Philomela
Thetis and her son to join their cause. It was at this critical
season that the Atreid sold his daughter and his own soul for
an earthly crown, and by the horrible wickedness and unri
valled subtlety of Ulysses he prevailed over the intrigues of
Palamedes, and forgave or pretended to forgive them.
And upon the subsequent occasion of Lyrnessus, the factious
proceedings about the spoils were not the heaviest charge against
Palamedes. He was accused of acting in secret concert with
the Trocs, and the money which king I'riam had sent to him
was found in his possession. The discovery of his treason is thus
described in a declamation which bears (falsely, as I conceive)
the name of Alcidamas 14s the pupil of Gorgias Leontinus;
Ulysses saw a Trojan archer shoot an arrow at Palamedes,
which missed him, and fell near to Ulysses. Palamedes flung
his spear at the Trojan, who picked it up and departed with
it. Ulysses gave the arrow to Teucer, th6 only hero of the
Danaans who made use of arrows, and Teucer found this
writing upon it, " Alexander to Palamedes—All your stipu" lations with Telephus shall be performed. My father will
" give you Cassandra to wife as you desire, but do you perform
" your part quickly." He wore a trident upon his shield that
the enemy might know him from the other Danaans and avoid
hurting him. We have seen that Helen was the Cassandra
of the Post-Homerical writers, and that Tlepolemus the apos
tate Heracleid was their Telephus ; the meaning therefore is
obvious enough, he was intriguing for a compromise of the
war, by which the claims of the Atridae and the oaths of the
kings should be set at nought, and Paris should surrender the
Ms Philoslr. Heroic, in Palamede.
'48 Alcid contra Palatned. ap. Reltie OraL Graee, vol. viii. p. 6-1, etc
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sibyl and her tripods into his keeping ; and the parties engaged
with him in the plot were Achilles and the young Heracleid,
who were naturally desirous to conclude a war on their parts
so unnatural. Another accusation brought up against him
was, that after the rape of Helen, when the conjurati were
in course of being assembled, he was sent by Agamemnon to
Cinyras in 147 Cyprus to ask for succours ; but secretly advised
him to send none, and received from him great sums of money.
This is an obscure and vitiated legend. Cinyras U9 was the
aged Assyrian king, father to the Son of the Morning, and
the same person as the Homeric Priam ; and his name has
been idly foisted into 149the text of the Iliad. But the legend
means that he privily advised old Cush to stand all risks in
support of Paris, having ends of his own to answer. The
descendants of the Eastern Pelasgi vehemently espoused the
cause of his posthumous fame, maintaining that the finder of
the money was the hider of it, and that the whole story was
trumped up by Ulysses; of which idea traces 150 also exist
among the Pelasgians of Italy. Some people imagined that
Ulysses hated Palamedes because the latter had succeeded him
151 as commissary-general to the army. Whatever was the
truth, he was found guilty of treason and put to death. And
we may infer that his designs were immediately aimed against
the house of Saba, because Diomede and Ulysses "s, the two
most immediate supporters of Agamemnon, were the men by
whom he was drowned. Or, according to the Heroics of
Philostr.itus, he was stoned to death by the Peloponnesian and
Ithacan troops ; but that is exactly the same thing, for My
cenae, Sparta, and Argos Achaicum, were the poetical king-
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Alcidamas, ibid.
See vol. 1. p. 68. 173, 4. 363. 449. and above, p. 25. 35.
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doms of Agamemnon, Menelaus, and Diomede respectively,
and Ithaca that of Ulysses. My own persuasion is that a
great treachery was going on, and that Ulysses was on this as
on so many other occasions, the main stay of the cause, such as
it was, which he had determined to uphold.
VIII. Such is the historical catastrophe of Palamedes, but
many and curious remarks are yet to be made upon his cha
racter. The Thetidean haeresy of Philomela the daughter of
Actor was set up in the court of Dedan son of Raamah, and
it's leading feature was a veneration of Hell or Hades, and
especially of that portion thereof, which ever since the deluge
had been most dreaded, the oceanic and stygian water. The
trimundane system, of which we discerned the earliest vestige
in the three l55 Cainite Lamechidae, again forces itself upon
our notice. Of three who affected divine rule and cosmocracy,
the coelestial kingdom of preference appertained to Nimrod tov
A o v s trociS' AiSioira, the terrestrial to the sons of Saba whose
counscllour was Pan god of the earth, and the son of Thetis
was a knight errant sent forth from the abhorred waters
vitoxatui tij< yi)s. Not that either was inclined to exercise a
divided authority, but they entertained conflicting sentiments
as to the comparative dignity of the three worlds, and chose to
place their reliance accordingly. This was the foundation of
the superstition of Stygobaptism, of which the rites were
solemnized in such rivers or lakes as were esteemed and called
" branches 134 of Styx," and (probably) the more gloomy and
atrocious part of them were had in certain subterranean pools,
like the Hundred Wells 15i in the Mauritanian province of
Cush. The Dodoneans had also a cauldron of brass, which
was a type of the Stygian waters, used in some of their lustra
tions and enchantments, and bearing a close analogy to the
■a Vol. 1. p. 135,6.
■M Vol. 1. p. 53.
i55 Vol. 1. p. 321, 2.
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Levitical Sea in the Temple and the Corinthian Sea 14S in
the Acropolis ; in which latter was an infant Venus (Venus
Urania was 157 called Dodona by some), and it was supported
by Nereids, and was a vessel consecrated to the honour of
Achilles. The cauldron of Dodona by repeated pulsations was
kept indesinently ringing out it's brazen chime,
AaJWijfi* IIeAacyoi,

The Stygobaptist heresy did in great measure rely upon an
indistinct remembrance of God's oath which he swore to Noah
concerning the abhorred waters, and of which the rainbow
bears witness. Thence flowed the idea that all covenants of
God were sworn by Styx, that it's waters were the fountain
of truth, and as such inviolable even to Jove himself, and that
the rainbow was the messenger of Persephone, Pherephatta,
Proserpina, or Infernal "9 Juno. Philomela, therefore, when
she baptized her child in Styx, charmed his life with a charm
that was nothing less than fate itself, and which even the gods
could not gainsay. But another declaration of God was re
membered and misinterpreted. He had declared to the Magna
Mater that her Seed should bruise the serpent's head, but that
the serpent should bruise his heel. This is the mythology of
the vulnerable heel ; that of Talos Orion, whose body was
all brass 150 save one vein in his leg, which if wounded would
bleed to death ; that of Orion, whose heel was stung by the
scorpion of the earth ; that of Hercules, who while he was
crushing the hydra's last head, was stung in the heel by a
'5* Pausan . L. 1. c. 1 . s. ". >. 8. Not only the Acropolis of Athens was
filled with religious memorials of the deluge, and said to be the centre of the
earth, and the first spot which was discovered after the flood (Theodoret de
Graec. Affect. X. 5. cit Fray Luys de Urreta Hist. /Ethiop. L. I. p. 20),
but that of Corinth was equally so. See vol. 3. p. 30.
157 Clem. Kom. Hom. 4. p. 653. 5. p. 659.
i5* Callim. Hym. Del. v. 286.
159 Virg. /Eneid. vi. 138. Stat Sylv. L. 2. carm. 1. v. 147.
'*i Vol. 3. p. 271, 2,3.
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land-crab; that of Cheiron 1** the centaur, whose foot was
wounded with a hydra-poisoned arrow ; Philoctetes wounded
with the same ; t!he name and wounded feet of (Edipus ; and
lastly the heel of Achilles. A Stygobaptist might have ob
tained exemption from death, and wounds, and decay, and
become
dQavaros xai dyy^aii tpara. itavra.,
had it been possible for him to keep that little portion of his
body, his left heel, out of harm's way ; the covenant was in
violable so far as it extended, but it extended not to the heel
of the neophyte. The Baptists of this sect regarded their left
foot as being so completely in the hands of Predestination, that
it was not lawful to guard it by any means of human precau
tion, and therefore they always had it bare. Jason of Thessaly
is the Achilles of the Argonautic school of poets, and when
Pelias the tyrant saw the bare left foot of Jason he trembled,
find said in his heart, " king of men, I know thee now."
Taps &' dvriKa, ira.Aejrite^w JU.0V0Y ««£« iroSi.
The .32toli were the purest and roughest remnant of the an
tique Pelasgi, of any that remained in Hellenized Greece;
and they had the custom of marching to battle
to X«tov I%*os dvapfivtoi 16s irahs,
Tov S' h irtSiXots, ws sXA^iXfiv yo>»
'Ej£&isv, is Jij iratr,v 'kirioXois v0pas.
The Hernicians of Latium (who were the descendants ac
cording to Virgil of Ceculus son of Vulcan, but according to
Hyginus ie* of Hernicus the Pelasgian)
i*i Hygin. Poet Astr. 2. c. 38.
1*i Kurip. cit. Macrob. Sat d. c. IB.
■ft Hygin. cit. Macrob. ibid.
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vestigia nuda sinistri
Instituere pedis ; crudus tegit altera pero.
The Romans (a colony of Pelasgi) had the like opinions with
respect to a volcanic pool, whereof their ancient annals made
mention, called the Lacus Curtius ;
Hie quoque lucus erat juncis et arundine densus,
164 Et pede velato non adeunda pa/us.
It follows, that Philomela was not guilty of any omission or
neglect, but observed the express conditions of her creed, when
she forbore to immerse one heel of her child in the Stygian
water. And it was not a circumstance peculiar to him ; but
the immersion of the foot was forbidden to the whole college
of the priests of Styx, who expounded the oracles of the
Jupiter of the Schismatic Dodanim. Achilles invokes him in
these words,
Zev dva., Aivduinais, IlfAa<ryws, rijAofll vcuwv,
Zoi vaia<r' vvo$-yTa.t, dv iir r ok o S e c, jfapoMinai.
Alexander Pleuronius 165 affirmed that their having " unbathed
" feet" was an haereditary custom belonging to their worship
of Jove. Thetis assumed the form of a phoca 168 or sea-cow
in order to destroy Helena ; and those same animals are called
in the Odyssey 167 by a name which signifies having no feet,
and are said to belong to Halos-Hydna the Beautiful,
fyuiruu vtvoSe s JcaAijf ' AAo<ruoVijf ,
which is a name of Thetis,
QtTiSos, itaAijf 168 'AAo<rtfSvyf.
i«4 Ovid. Fast. vi. 412.
Cit. Schol. Iliad. 16. 234.
•«6 Ptol. Heph. 4. 149.
i«7 Pseud-Homer. Od. iv. 404.
Iliad. 20. 207.
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The heel of Achilles was of so insecure a tenure, that it was
not even his own ; when Thetis baked him in the fire his heel
got burnt, and Cheiron dug up the body of Damasys the giant
and fitted 1*9 on his heel to the foot of Achilles. And when
he was pursued by Apollo the borrowed heel dropped off, and
so he was killed. It may seem extraordinary that the works
of Homer should not present us with -a single trace of a legend
so famous as the heel of Achilles. But I will hazard my
opinion that Homer rarely mentions the hero, of whose glory
he is the unwilling herald, without some allusion to that
mystery. The words «Jaj wxvs are applied to Achilles so
often as to excite ridicule, and (one instance "0 excepted, from
the Odyssey) are applied to no other man in the works of
Homer. I believe that we ought in all those places to read
itoS' dtrwxos 'AjciAAsuj, for trtuxos means having privilege, im
munity, or socage, and such had Achilles obtained for all the
rest of him, but to one of his feet that immunity did not ex
tend ; the alteration of u into o is as nothing. We are told
that Iris and Area "1 were the daughters of Thaumas, that
Area assisted the Titans against Jove, for which offence her
wings were cut off, and that Thetis obtained them as a present
from Jupiter, for which reason Achilles was ■irooapxtjs. This
word has given rise to the imaginary word irooWijs, which is a
mistake for iroSapxys wherever it is applied to Achilles, and
where it is applied to Dolon the construction of the sentence
evidently shows the proper spelling of it,
'Os Sy rot piv iijv j t Sos xolko s, aAAa. iroS' wx o c,

that is, iroSs wkvs. Iris was the superintendant of that stream
of Stygian "2 water from which the Gods obtained the sanction
of their great oath, and it was administered to the Gods by her.
'* Ptol. Hcph. 6. p. 152.
,'0 Od. 13. 260. It is never applied to Achilles in the Odyssev i it only
occurs in tli.it one instance.
'7' Ptol. lleph. 6. 152.
t7i Hesiod. Thcog. 780, etc
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She therefore presided over the rites of Stygobaptism at Dodona and the river Titaresius,
'0^x8 yap Jeii'8 Trvyos uJarsj £$-iv airof f »£,
and as I observe that the like phrase iroJas coc£a is constantly
applied to Iris, and never applied to any one else, and never
used at all in the Odyssey, it seems to follow that in all those
places (eight in number) we ought to read iroS' dtrurny Fipis.
The instability of her feet may also be collected from the ex
pression iroSyviiiis wx.sa. Ftps. If Iris w&s windy-footed,
so Thetis also was wa tcry-foate&,
'Apyv{ o* sra Qsnc fjvyafrfl aAisio yepovrts,
for silver was a type of water as gold was of coelestial fire ;
nay, the former was a.fixing or alchemy of water, as the latter
was of fire ; therefore the chambers of Oceanus "3 were sup
ported xiotriv oifyuf£SiMi'. Orion was produced by a shower
from the Gods in the house of Hyrieus at the town of Hyrie ;
and the lake of Hyrie "4 in Thessaly was made from the tears
shed by the mother of Cyenus,
Delicuit, stagnumque suo de nomine fecit.
These names are all formed from vui, and arg-hyros in like
manner signifies the rain-water of the ark; so that in Area
child of Thaumas, who had wings, and lost them when she
had saved the remnant of the Titans, we perceive the ark which
drifted on the flood, and afterwards rested to move no more ;
in windy-footed Iris, the rainbow, which shone out upon the
subsiding Ocean attended by the m desiccating blasts, and in
the watery-footed Thetis the diluvial waters themselves.
Those mystics who remembered the bruised heel of the Seed of
Eve did not fail also to bear in mind that it was a wound in
flicted in earnest of victory, and of the total overthrow of the
'73 See vol. 1. p. 54.
W Ovid. Met vii. 380.
'» Gen. viii. v. 1. The 'A(th*i or Whirlwinds were alio sisters of Iris.
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enemy of mankind ; the infirmity of the foot was coupled with
it's glorious all-sufficiency ; therefore he who was iroS' diruix.cs
was also iroJapxijj. The idea was akin to that of redemption,
and king Priamus who took that name from *fta.pa.1, 1 redeem,
was "6 also HoSx^xi)s. It is only in conjunction with the lat
ter, and not with the former title, that Achilles is called divine,
iroSa^s SiFos 'AyyWevs. From this persuasion, immemorially
old, the city Narayana-pura, resplendent like an hundred mil
lion of suns, where is the fire that shall consume the world, is
the " place of the 1" most excellent feet." The Grand Lama
of the Boodhists "s is saluted as " the most excellent feet,"
and the Emperour of Ava as " the golden feet." The com
mon word patam ending the names of Indian cities appears to
mean feet ; and the name so endlessly varied, pervading all
languages, and perplexing their etymologists, of Boodha, is in
my suspicion the same as those cognate English words foot
and boot. The British Museum contains a gigantic gilded
foot, a type of Buddha, the sole whereof is divided into com
partments and covered with mystical figures. This brings me
back to the quoit, which I believe was of two kinds, the Sktxos
which was round or rfis/z-shaped, and the iroAos which was
oblong and like the sole of a foot ; that of Achilles was troXos
dvro^asvos, a remarkable term "9 which we have heretofore
discussed.
The priests of Dodonean Jove were called Selli by Homer,
and Helli by 1*0 Pindar, and their name is derived from Hell,
the Infernal Regions. Dodona was situated in a district called
Hellopia. Some derived the Selli l*1 from one Ilellus of
Thessaly, to whom the Dove first revealed the oracle of Do
dona, and others from a colony of 1*J Tyrrheni, both of which
"*
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legends connect them With the people called Pelusgi. And I
believe that Palamedes was the inventour of their sect, and
the instigatour of the woman called Thetis, as he was after
wards the friend and counsellour of her son. He was (as it
were) the Ulysses of Pelasgianism. Palamedes was the son
of_ Nauplius, who was said to be a fisherman; but that is
clearly a mystical title, (like Nimrod's of the mighty hunter)
and not a literal one, for Nauplius was the son 183 of Neptune
and Amymone ; it means that his business was in the third or
oceanic world. All that is said of Palamedes shows plain
enough that he did not come to Troy the satellite of another ;
therefore at the mustering of the forces, by which Homer's
catalogue is introduced, and which was almost immediate after
his death, his forces must have remained under some com
mander or other. The ancients, imbecile in the criticism of
authors, could not see this, and so they feigned that he came
without a ship 184 or a companion, except Oiax his brother.
Homer, as he never mentions him, of course can mention no
one as his successour. But his successour should be some per
son of great importance, sparingly mentioned by Homer, but
closely connected with Dodona and the Selli. He is to be
found in the lines which follow, the last enumeration excepting
one;
Ybmsuf £x Kupcu ijyc Sow xai boum vijasTow S' 'Eviyvss eirovTo ju,£vejrroA«fioj re II«fai/3o*,
'Oi irefi A ui S w v y v Swr^eifie^ov oW eQevro,
'Ot T dpup' Ipe^rov Ttrapy<riov fepy' Iceaovro,
'Os f ks riijv£iov olei xaXXippoov liJwf
'OvS' oys Tliptitp ovfjquoyerou d^yv^oStyp,
'AAAa yt jiiv xaQuvt^ev svip'peei, tjuT' sXouov
'OpKov ya.^ SetvB 'Srvyos vSaros Ir'v dirtppu%.
From this passage of Homer we may collect the great antiquity
at which he lived, because it was before the oracle of Dodona,
i8j Nauplius ap. Hoffman .
18« Philostr. Heroic, p. 715. ed Olcar.
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the great centre of Pelasgic worship, was removed eastward
into Thesprotia, and while it still remained 18* in Thessaly.
Achilles is the hero of the Iliad, and Guneus was the general
of that country which he held most sacred, that of Dodonean
Pelasgic Jove. But in the forty-eight books (as now divided)
of his works, Homer never once again names his name ; never
again does he name an Enienian, or a Peraebian, or the town
of Cyphus. Was Guneus, then, such a faineant that nothirg
could be said of him or his people, or did other motives operate
to seal the lips of Homer ? Let Ausonius, who wrote a book
of epitaphs on the heroes, answer that question.
Gunea pontus habet. Tumulus sine corpore nomen.
Fama homines inter. Coelum animus repetit.
Cuncta elementa duci tanto commune sepulerum.
Que ? coelum, et tellus, et mare, et 188 aura virom.
A fame thus described must have been great, ulthough it is
now a prey to oblivion. He must have been the successour of
Palamedes in the command of his forces, and probably in the
hierarchy of the Selli ; and he was the personage sometimes
called Oiax brother of Palamedes. It seems that Baii in
Magna Gracia (called 187 after Ulysses) enjoyed likewise the
ancient Graic title of Selle ;
Graia refert Selle, 188 Graius qua puppe magister
Excidit.
And it is chiefly from that name, that we learn the causes of
the banishment of Tlepolemus from his father's court, and his
connexion with the allies. He was the son of one Astyocha
who came from the banks of the Sellean river, and by whom
't8 See Steph. Byzant. in Dodona. p. 743. ed Berkel.
m 1 have made bold to substitute the popularis aura for the unmeaning
word ora. He lived also in the fourth element, air ; but how ? in the air
breathed out of the lips of men.
"7 See above, p. 77.
Stat. Sylv. 5. 3. 127.
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he was consequently bred up in the doctrines of the Selli, and
when he grew up to manhood was driven out by the other
Heraclide, who had all reason to be jealous of the Stygobaptist
haeresy. An idle story of a murder has been introduced by the
rhapsodists ; but we should read the passage thus,
Tiuv pev TA.r\-toXsjios SoupmXvros flyeu.ovevev
'Or rexiv 'hrvo^eia. Bii) 'H^axXr^iii,
Tyv dye? i£ 'Epufys vorapB Tta.pa. S £ Wy e v T % f.
TXyvoXejMs & smi ouv rpa.tpy h peya.pui euTuxTuj
By tptvyujv avi vovTov dvsiXrfia.v ya^ ii dXXoi
'Tites utuivot Te Biijj 'H^axAij£djf.
'Awaf oy U 'VoSov ija9ev dXyii.svos, etc.
Homer, I say, never makes mention of Palamedes. But he
mentions one Thersites as a factious oratour and a wit, who
openly raised his voice against the Atridoe in the great crisis
which ensued upon the death of that heresiarch. The passage
in question afforded a good opportunity for some of the buffoon
rhapsodists, and has therefore been cruelly interpolated, the
lines 216 to 220 both inclusive, 252 to 256, and the verse 262,
must be regarded as forgeries. The first passage is an infa
mous and dastardly allusion (and probably untrue) to personal
deformity, and is moreover written in language which resem
bles 189 not Homer, if it resemble any thing but the style of
the lowest strollers. Thersites was not the commander in
chief of any of the contingents of troops, for he is not in the
catalogue. To which of the allied corps did he then belong ?
To the Palamedean. His harangue against Agamemnon is on
the same subject, which brought on the death of Palamedes
and caused the secession of Achilles, namely, the distribution
of plunder from the towns. In the sculptures, which adorned
the temple of Delphi, Thersites was represented playing at
What has Homer to do with ,ri,•t^«,**r« ? or with ,p•A*«,
and
.iiiin-f 'mtrmti occurs in L. x. v. 134. aline which seems to be itself an
intruder ; but wherever it occurs it is a corruption of ifr-tv-Wii by people who
itere only accustomed to the contracted form ntttT.
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190 dice with Palamedes ; and by such a sculpture in such a
place, we must not understand a mere game, but the practice
of 191 astragalomancy.
Palamedes was venerated by the Greeks for his learning
and ingenuity, to an absurd extent, and as the inventour of
almost all arts and sciences ; of 194 alphabetic writing, arith
metic, astronomy, navigation, the division of time into hours,
months and years, coined money, weights and measures, long
measure, beacons or telegraphs, all sorts of engineering, and
the games of dice and backgammon. Others say that he did
not invent the alphabet, but only added to it the double 1M
aspirated consonants, theta, ksi, chi, and phi. But even from
that statement I withhold my belief; because I cannot think
that the character theta was invented until after the letters t
and h had ceased to be distinctly articulated and had coalesced
into the lisping sound which theta represents, and at the same
time I would not impute such a barbarous way of speaking to
Palamedes or to Homer. The reader will feel the extent of
this corruption, if he will compare the two ways of pro
nouncing the letters o t h in the following sentence, " it is
" nOT Her, it is anOTHer." The French/who speak th as
a simple t, offend less ; but in that ancient Celtic articu
lation called the Irish brogue (perhaps in ridicule of their
lawgiver, king Brian Boroghe) the words another, mother,
etc. are more properly spoken. The same remark applies to
phi ; and there is the like difference between the pronunci
ation of the letters u p h in up hill and that of o p h in
sophist. And I am far more ready to think that those cha
racters were devised either by Simonides or Epicharmus, in
order to meet the degeneracy of pronunciation then prevalent.
•9° Pausan. x. c. S3.
"9i Sueton. Tib. c. 14. Julius Caesar Rulenger de Oraculis, c. 108.
19* See Philostr. Heroic, in Pulamede. Gorgias pro Palam. in Reiske
Orat. Gr. viii. p. 118. Sophocl. Fragm. Nauplii. Brunei.-. Oxon. 1808.
Troica in Bibl. U&enbach. p. 667.
iro Plin. Nat. Hiat. vii. e. 57. p. '267- Franz.
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Whatever he did or did not invent, he left a reputation of
being ira.viro(fos, and all the world arc familiar with the verses
of Euripides,
'Exaver' exavere
Tav tra.virotpov, rav whv «A-yvvovtra.v dtfovx Moumwv.
However his enemies thought (and with more probability)
that he was rather iravapyos. He was deep in all the ma
chinations of his day, and an active authour of the new reli
gious doctrines which then agitated the church of Satan.
There is a wide difference between the Sabian or Bacchic
religion in general and the horrid Bacchanalian orgies, which
latter the Romans, who celebrated the Libtralta from the
earliest times, would not tolerate for a moment ; and between
the worship of the Great Mother, and the frantic ravings of
her howling eunuchs, which were barely tolerated in Rome
even after the Idaean mother was brought from Fessinuns,
although as Rhea and Vesta she had been known to them
from the beginning. The total silence of Homer with respect
to these frantic orgies makes it probable that Palamedes was
their inventour. The authour of such rites must have been of
a terribly fanatical temper, and like mad ; for madness was
affected and openly professed by the votaries of Cybele and
Bacchus, the gallantes and bacchantes, who were called Mainades, and Bacchus himself was honoured by the title of a
maniac,
/xaivo/xsvoio Aiwvutroio 194 tiOijvai.
Confitetur (said Varro) a Bacchantibus talia fieri non potuisse,
nisi mente 195 commota. The first of the Galli was in a
phrenzy,
Stimulatus ubi furenti rabie, vagus animi,
Devolvit ilia acuta sibi pondera silice,
'»• Pseud.- Homer. in Iliad. vi. v. 132.
'95 Fragm. incert. p. '230. Bipont.
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Ubi capita Maeiiades vi quatiunt hederigenc.
Although Homer is silent altogether respecting Palamedes,
(even in describing the visit of Ulysses to hell, where he meets
his old friends and one enemy, Ajax) yet he did indirectly
bestow some tributes of his ill will upon the sophist's memory.
Besides the Ilias and Hodyssea he writ another poem whose
loss we sorely regret, the Margites ; all others ascribed to him
are the works of his posterity and imitatours in later times.
Margites was a satire against a fool, and the name became a
sort of proverb for a fool. But pa.pyos, from which the name
is formed, does not signify stupid imbecillity, nay, it is incon
sistent with such a feeble character ; it will signify a blas
phemous defiance 196 of the gods, intemperate and 197 running
into excess, declaiming 198 violently and falsely, indulging in
wild 199 imaginations, embarking in rash 900 and headlong en
terprises, in a word, all desperate infatuations of the human
mind
'Hv £7ri5u(X(a r^vioyji pa. ^y o 1 <r I 501 ^aAiroif.
There are diverse sorts of fools ; some, who are contented
with supine ignorance, and whose inoffensive obscure life is
no object for the satyrist, and others, full of pride and conceit,
aiming at all knowledge and all power, bent upon all manner
of innovations in human affairs, and of rash speculations upon
divine things, " the beginning of the words of whose mouth is
" foolishness, and the end of whose 90'- talk is mischievous
" madness." That is to say, the greatest and worst of fools
may be such as are accounted preeminently wise in their ge
neration ; and such was Margites. He was a man whose
isf Iliad. 5. B82. Odyss. 16. 421.
'97 Odyss. 18. 2. Pind. Olymp. 1. 82.
'98 Pind. Olymp. p. 2. 175.
'99 Odyss. 23. 11.
*» Pind. Nem. 9. 46.
Ml Linus in Poet. Minor, p. 466. ed. Winterton.
8M Ecelesiasics, r. x. v. 1S.
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studies were dedicated to no end of practical use, or, as Homer
figured it, the Gods neither taught him to dig nor to plough,
Tov a* dor' a tnuntripx &eti Qctrav, 4r tipoiij^a,
but his attainments nevertheless were great and various, altho'
such was the perverseness of his understanding that all his
knowledge turned into folly and mischief,
II o A A' ijinra.ro Fepya., xamgj S' yirira.rt iravra.
In all that, I clearly recognize rov tta.vtrotpov, the ambitious203,
fanatical, and highly gifted priest Palamedes, and I harbour
not a particle of doubt that the bitter poem Margites was di
rected against his memory. Dion Chrysostom M4 makes men
tion, out of that poem, Mafyirou .... ayvoairss on -£fij
yij.aavra yj,y7Qai rr, yuvcuiu. In which we have not only a
sample of Homer's mode of deriding the phrenzy of Palamedes,
but also a key to some strange doctrines and actions of the
latter. He stood forward to support the rebellion against
Nimrod, and to set up the dogmas of gynecotheism. But he
pointed out the danger, as well as the spiritual impurity, of
intrusting the beauteous Helena to any prophet or hypophet,
as his wife or concubine. He contended that it was really of
slender importance whether Menelaus or Alexander shared her
bed, and that true religion could only prosper in peace, by in
trusting her into the safe keeping of some eminent priest who
would not or rather who could not betray the sanctity of his
trust ; and whose own nature should be rendered more con
formable to that of Deity feminine-essentially. For this high
charge Palamedes offered himself, no mean or unworthy can
didate, and made to his wild ambition that sacrifice which the
hunted beaver made to his love of life. He was accused as we
have seen of intriguing with Priam to procure the sibyl Alex
andra for himself, but, Margites-like, without the wish or the
»3 See vol. 3. p. 104, 5.
•H Dion, orat. 2. ie Glor. p. 614. Casaubon. and see Suid. Lex. in Mar.
gitei.
ttt.
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power j^ij<rSai rr, yvtaiKi. He was the first of the semivin,
the first man who said,
Ego Maenas, ego mei pars, ego vir sterilis ero.
His Selli or college of hypophets were styled chamai-eume,
sleeping on the ground,
a pipi Sa Z£AAoi
Soi vam<r uvo^Tou, civnmvoSes , %a. fia i e v v a i,
which they did in hopes of receiving '-05 the geomantic afflatus.
But of all greek etymologies the most curious is that, under
which a word synonymous with chamai-eune, chlo-eunae,
sleeping on the grass, signifies 808 emasculate. Chloe means
grass, and it was also one of the Athenian titles 407 of Ceres.

What remote affinity is there between castration and sleeping
on the ground ? There is none whatever. But the word ob
tained that anomalous meaning from (he fact that the Dodonaean fanatics acre semiviri. Thus ancient was the enormity
of mutilating God's noblest work, an evil which He saw good
reason to interdict in his laws of Leviticus and Deuteronomia,
forbidding such persons to " enter into the congregation of
" the Lord ;" but, in the place of that odious maiming, the
law given to Abraham devised a more innocent ceremonial, in
which the excision of an unclean part was made to symbolize
the extirpation of C0!i evil from a man's heart. And I observe,
not without a little surprise, that iEschylus 910 has made
8°5 Thi« was technically called lvKsifiuini, and many of the dii daimones
were supposed to send dreams and visions to their incubators, whence the
proverb, ille incubat Jovi. Serv. in JEn. vii. 84. Minerva. Pind. 01. 13. v.
1 1)7. Amphiaraus. Fausan. 1. c. 34. s. 3. 2. c. 13. s.6. Nor.nus. 13. v. 69.
/Escolnpius. Cic. de Div. 2. c. 59. Plnut, Cure. act. t. sc. 1. v. 60. and Pasiphae. Cic. de Div. 1. c. 43.
Suidas, in Xx«w and in Ti/•w(. Schol. Hom. Iliad, ix. 535.
•"I Pausan. 1 . c. 22.
Eurip. Erechth.ap. Clem Alex. Strom. L. vi. p. 739.
"S See Rom. c. 2. v. 29.
310 Kumeniden. v. 183.
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Apollo deliver from his adytum at Delphi a like explanation
of the unnatural sacrifice of the chloeunis, x a. x o v rB ■y.Xavis,
the excision of evil. Palamedes was remarkable, above all
other warriours who served in the war of Troy, for his *"
chastity ;. and, what is more conclusive, that mighty sage was
the only general who appeared at the siege of Troy ':l* without
any beard, rwmts irAiji' HzXzfii)foi yeveiz ert roic dWois. It
is now my time to remark that Homer, who never names Pa
lamedes, does allude to his itapyotrvvy and to his mutilation in
the Iliad, upon occasion of mentioning Dorium, or Dotium,
the place where (as he says) it happened ;
xa(i Amuw, *v',aSs Marry.:
'Avropsvcu Qa.y.upiv tov Qpyxa ira.uirav do t $y s
'Oi^a.AiijO£v hvra. ita.p 'Euf urou 'Oi^aAiijos .
Sreoto yap iu^o/xtvos vtxyripLSv, Lirt^ dv dvrai
M8tm dBiSouv x.ovpcu Aiof d\yvi%w
'Aj Se yioXwtrau.tva.i irypov Ssirav, dump aoiJijv
©£OTr*tnijv dpetovro xai inki>.ahv Ki6auruv.
The word irijfos, mutilated or maimed, has been arbitrarily
construed to mean loss of n'gkt, but it here means something
very different ; and the context points to such a mutilation as
spoilt his singing, which blindness could never do. It points
to the orgies of Atys. With Thamyris son of Agriope and Philanmion (Carmine vocali clarus citharaque Philammon) sprang
up certain enormities closely connected with hemiarrhenism ;
irpturns d^scfievoe *13 Isav d^evuiv. And Thamyris *14 is said to
have carried music to such a perfection that the Scythians elected
him to be their king on that account merely, and although he
was a foreigner ; which is another way of describing the at
tempted usurpations at Aub's and at Troy Of such a man as

''t
«•
"3
"'i

Philoslr. vit. Ap. Tyan. L. 4. c. 5.
Pausan. L. 10. c. 31.
Apollod. L. 1. p. 17. Heyne.
Conon. c. 7.
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Palamedes, and in such an age, it need scarce be said that he
excelled in music and poesy ; Suidas s" assures us that all his
poems were suppressed and destroyed by order of Agamemnon.
Those of his pupil Corinnus appear to have survived.
The fabulous war of the Centaurs and Lapithe was waged
in support of an injured bridegroom who claimed the possession
of the ravished Hippodamia or Deianira. But who was he ?
Pirithous the *16 eunuch ; and he slew Centaurus the son of
Lamius, i. e. Nimrod, who did in reality fall a victim to the
talents and intrigues of Palamedes. The Lydians took their
name from Lydus son of5" Alys, who in a time of public
famine invented 21s the games of dice, of draughts or back
gammon, and another to be played with balls, in order to
divert the people's minds from their sufferings, and was cotemporary with king Cotys al0 and his son Asius who dedicated
the palladium in Ilion. And the Tyrrheni a30 whose name is
used as synonymous to Pelasgi, and who were Pelasgians from
the kingdom of Resen in Assyria, claimed Atys **1 for the
founder of their state. These aneedotes will square with no *21
character in mythology but that of Palamedes, who invented
dice during the long delay at Aulis. But Atys is renowned
far and wide as the first man, who in the phrenzy of enthu
siasm, laid aside his sex ; and Lydia was so famous in it's early
days for the Bacchic orgies, that Bacchus was surnamed 2M
Lydius. Atys was beloved by the goddess Rhea Cybele, but
her love towards him was of that spiritual kind, that ' instead
of cohabiting with him she enjoined to him a vow of perpetual
virginity,
"5
"6
"7
Jl*
"9
«0
*"
—
"3
613.

Suid. in Palamcde.
Ptol. Heph. L. 3. p. 1 49.
Herod. 1. c. ?. vii. c. 74.
Herod. 1. c. 94.
See F. Creuzer. Hist. Graee. Fragm. p. 149. 152, 3.
Above. p. 50.
Herod. 1.94.
Philostr. Heroic. c. 1 0. p. 70B. ed. Olear.
S*atiua. Sylv. 3. 3. 61. Nonnus. 43. 171. Plutarch. Sympos. L. 1. p,
Xyland.
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Phryx puer in sylvis facie •M spectabilis Attin
Turrigeram cmtu vinxit amore Deam.
Hunc sibi servari voluit, sua templa tueri,
Et dixit, " semper fac puer esse velis."
Puer is here equivalent to the greek 5ji5£oj, unmarried and
even uncspoused, and therefore quasi-deus. But in a moment
of frailty he violated his vow, and went raving with remorse,
Hie furit . . . . et cursu Dindyma summa petit,
onus inguinis aufert,
Nullaque sunt subito signa relicta viri.
The vow, and it's violation, are very likely to have been the
real precursors of the desperate act in question.
Combabus was ordered by Seleucus ™ king of Assyria to
take charge of his queen Stratonice, while she was employed
in founding the temple of the Dea Syria, to establish the
sacred rites of that temple (ra. ha. reteirai), and to command
his armies. Foreseeing the temptation to which both the queen
and he might be exposed, and the jealousy that might arise
against him, Combabus determined to seek refuge in the ar
gument ab impossibili, and having performed a remarkable
sacrifice, he sealed up in a jar and offered to the Dea Syria a
no less remarkable oblation. It presently appeared that his
apprehensions had not been vain, and Stratonice becoming
enamoured of him importuned him with prayers and menaces
to gratify her desire. He was thus compelled to reveal to her
what he had done, and Stratonice continued ever after to cul
tivate his society, as a solace to her fruitless passion. He was
celebrated for his wisdom and the purity of his life throughout
Assyria. He received divine honours as a hero in the temple
of Hierapolis. And some people said that the goddess Juno
had been enamoured of him, and that the race of fanatics called

•« Ovid. Fast. iv. T'23.
«5 Lucian? de Deft Syria. c. 17. ..'29. See vol. 3. p. 372,%3.
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Galli and the orgies of the phallus deduced their origin from
him. If any one should at this day be disposed to maintain
that the Babylon of Seleucus and not the old city was the real
scene of these adventures, that there were heroes and ena
moured goddesses to be found in the days of Nicator and Stratonice, or that the Galli and the phalli were brought into use
under those recent Macedonians, I would not waste time or
patience in discussing those matters with him,
Non me vocabit pulcra per Cotyttia
Ad feriatos fascinos.
I will rather endeavour to point out the circumstances which
led to the revival of so ancient a mythology, and the bringing
of it down into the Seleucian court. Seleucus was the rebuilder of Babylon ; that is to say, he founded in it's neigh
bourhood, but upon the river Tigris, the city of Seleucia,
which was called Babylon, and which began before long to be
even confounded with ancient 2M Babylon. And his queen
Stratonice was in the spirit of flattery called Venus, as I collect
from the mention of the Asylum SrfarovixiJoj 'AtyoSnijs s^
in a treaty between the republics of Smyrna and Magnesia.
The scandalous 22* and strange adventures of her life were also
weD suited to the revival of such traditions as belonged to old
Babel and it's harlot Venus Mylitta. The diversified cha
racter of Combabus, undertaking the dedication of temples and
the institution of religious mysteries, and at the same time the
command of armies, honoured with the love of a goddess and
an Assyrian queen, but avoiding its carnal fruition by selfmutilation, can be reconciled to no fabulous personage but
Palamedes. Indeed it was on record that the temple of the
Dea Syria was built by Semiramis sa9, or otherwise by Rhea
w0
M7
■*8
«*i

See Steph. Byzant. in Babylon.
Inscr. in Marin. Oxon. p. 43.
Appian Syriae. c. 53, GO, 61. Valer. Max. L. 5. c. 7.
Luc. de Dea Svr. c. 14.
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and 00 Atys ; but Scmiramis and Rhea are the same woman,
who in the time of Palamedes personated the Magna Mater,
and who in later times was called the Dea Syria431 ; it was a
temple erected by her and also to her; Atys and his votaries
consecrated certain crypts or subterraneous nuptial-chambers
(ia.XafUts vvoytias) to Ithea, q*b eK.rc^.v'j^tvoi ra 431 u.ycea.
xturenSevio, and the action ascribed to Combabus is precisely the
same, a terrible fanaticism, the details of which are totally
inapplicable to the alleged motives of precaution. Combe 453
is a name clearly allied to that of Combabus, and Combe is a
woman as clearly agreeing with Semiramis in the circum
stances of her life and of it's miraculous 434 termination. The
last illustration I need offer is that of Panionius who I^trafis
zoXXus and so gained his fortune ; Hermotimus, one of those
whom he had thus abused, became preceptour to the king of
Persia's sons, and inflicted a terrible vengeance upon him,
which may be read in 435 Herodotus. But Panionius is a
name about equivalent to Semiramis, and denotes the ancient
leader of the Pan-ionian or Pan-achaian sect. His enemy
Hermotimus (the Hoiiourer ofMercury) is meant for Ulysses ;
he was worshipped by the 936 Clazomenians, who admitted no
women into his temple, and related incredible things concerning
him. The tihemies of Hermotimus who brought about his
death were the 437 Cautkaridae, and if we look into the
mythology of the Cantharus we shall find Palamedes. Cerambus436 was son of Euseirus, son of Neptune and Eidothea,
(Palamedes, son of Nauplius, son of Neptune and Amymone)
and kept sheep on mount Othrys in Thessaly. He invented
iy 1bid. c. 1 5.
*3' See vol. 1. p. 289.
•3* Schol. in Nicand Alex. v. 8.
•» See above, p. 35, 6.
n See Ovid. Met. vii. 383.
H Herod, viii. c. 103. ets.
«3« Apollon. Dysc. Hist. Comm. c. 3. Plin. N. H. L. vii. c. 53. p. 241.
Franz,
w Plin. ibid.
'* Anton. Liber, c. 22.
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the shepherd's pipe and the lyre, and composed such delightful
melodies that the nymphs made themselves visible to him and
danced to his music. By means whereof Cerarnbus was elated
with vaingloriousness even to infatuation, and he threw out
unguarded and opprobrious words against the nymphs, that
they were not really the daughters of Jove, but of Neptune
and a daughter of the river Sperchius. The nymphs in their
resentment turned him into a creature iotxws t39roi} psyxXots
xavSafoij, being (I believe) what we call the stag-beetle.
No reader can refuse to recognize Thamyris and the xo^sti
A i o s dtyto^oto who
'Awo/xsvai ©ajxuf iv rov ©fijixa •sauiraii a'oiJijj.
We may also observe some vestige of the peculiar doctrines of
the Selli in setting up the Oceanic Muse or Spirit of Prophecy
against the Celestial. The river Sperchius was an object of
great veneration to Achilles, who nourished his long hair as a
votive offering to that demigod ; and the first lieutenant of
Achilles, Menesthius the myrmidon, pretended to be the son
of Polydora daughter of Peleus by the river god 240 Sperchius.
The Cantharidae therefore who were such sworn enemies to
Hermotimus were the descendants of Palamedes, and Panionius
(as we must conclude) is that sophist.
There is an old superstition that Palamedes derived his
learning from the Cranes, and some were so fanciful as to
think that he made the letter 4i in imitation of a crane roosting
upon one leg, and T of a crane flying :
Et gruis effigies Palamedica porrigitur Phi241.
Before I part with this sage, I will try to explain what this
means. The Cushim boasted to be the oldest of men, or rather
to be the representatives of the ancients, and the postdiluvian
depositaries of their sacred lore ; and as the Bird was the
*» Anton. Liber. c 22. p. 100. ed. Teucher.
H* Iliad. 16. v. 174.
1*■ Ausoniusde Literis. v. 25. Phi lostr. Heroic, c. la p. 709. ed.Olear.
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symbol of the Holy Ghost, and represented the God of the
inspiration of wisdom, they were therefore figured as birds,
such as Eagles, Hawks, or Cranes. Their wars with the
other races of men, who were their inferiors in stature and
prowess, were by a grotesque fable turned into the wars of the
Cranes and the Dwarfs, which absurdity is not wanting in the
yet imperfectly cleansed Augean stable,

The root of the word yefavoj is yefaf, age, or antiquity, and
from that also the Pelasgi were called Tifcuxoi. Pelasgi is the
greek name for storks, the birds most nearly allied to cranes,
and that most ancient historian Myrsilus of Lesbos 349 main
tained that the two words were in fact the same, and that the
nation called Pelasgi were so called because they wandered
about like storks. But the crane was not a symbol confined
to the Cushim of the Thetidean schism ; the Asiatic iEthiopes
from near India 844 used the skins of cranes to cover their
shields. -/Elian in his Natural History Ms informs us, men
are said to have learned the art of navigation from the skill
displayed by the flights of cranes in steering their way through
the air. The connexion of Palamedes with the cranes cer
tain!)' tends to rivet more closely his connexion with Achilles
and the Pelasgi.
IX. To return from this long digression, a variety of
circumstances caused Achilles to secede, The tardiness of the
war, the epidemic pestilence, and the intrigues of Palamedes,
which probably were not quite unconnected with the great
preparations of Memnon. The death of the philosopher seems
to have immediately preceded the secession according to ProIliad. /.. 3. p. 6.
•« See vol. 3. p. 97. and Strabo, L. 5. p. 313.
•M Herod, vii. c. 70.
Hi ML Hist. Anim. 3. c. 14. Conrad Gesner in his edition seems to mis
take T»• KuHt^iririxv, navigating or piloting, for civil government ; a some
what gross errour for so great a man.
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clus's account of 446 the Cyprian Epics, llaXapySis bavaros . . .
xai Aiof /3sAij, o7ftuj eirtxutpi<rii rus Tpuias 'A^iAAea a'7rocTJ<raf.
The Dios Boulee of the Cyprians is worthy of notice, with
reference to the fifth line of the Iliad. Nothing is more na
tural than for a proud man, strongly suspected of a partici
pation in a detected treason, to fly off upon the first showy
pretext that offered itself, such as was the matter of Briseis.
But if Philostratus borrowed from authentic sources, bitter
allusion was made to Palamedes in the quarrel of the Kings.
Achilles having recounted his achievements, especially the
capture of the twenty-three towns, said, " And such as these
" were the treasons of Palamedes ; bring me also to trial, for
" his actions are mine also, dvo ruiv oLvricv rpui." Ulysses
declared that it was treason to justify a traitor, and expelled
him from the council with the approbation of the Achaians,
who were offended at the discourse of Achilles. Thus, ac
cording to Philostratus a47, began the famous secession. Not
only Achilles, but Ajax also (a kinsman of Achilles, but a
gentile chief), was indignant at the death of the sophist ; and
buried him fl4£, in defiance of an edict which denied him the
rites of sepulture. Ajax however was loyal at heart and soon
pacified. After the schism between the allied nations and the
Cushim, the Iliad gives a curious account of the rascality of
Paris and Pandarns, and the operations ofthe war, which were
highly disastrous to the confederates. Driven to their ships,
that is, to the Stations of their Legions, they found themselves
compelled to raise a line of circumvallation, with ditch, ram
part, and palisadoes. They seem to have laboured at this
work with vast diligence, and somewhat of Themistoclean
faith, during a truce for the interment of the dead : it is true,
that if faith were a debt to man (and not, as it is, to Almighty
God), they owed but little to the friends of Alexander and
Pandarus.
Prod. Chrestom. p. x. ed. Bckker.
*t Heroic, p. 734. ed. Olear.
MS Philostr. Heroic, p. 7 1 4.
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The Achaians thus left to their own resources, with the
greatest difficulty maintained even their rampart against the
Trojans, become assailants, and all their principal leaders were
disabled by wounds, when the cousin german and brother in
arms of Achilles obtained leave to go forth to their assistance.
His fall, which soon after happened, turned the hero's stormy
passions into a new channel, and the revenging of his friend
became a duty in his mind paramount to all others. His re
conciliation with the King of Men was easily and, as it would
seem, cordially effected, and the lady M9 who had been the
ostensible cause of their quarrel was restored to him undefiled.
The army of Priam now felt the bad effects of that temporary
success which had drawn their forces into the open field ; they
were completely worsted, and the military viceroy of Shinar,
Hector, the wearer of the iEolian helmet, was slain in battle.
By this means the allies, although the tug of the war was yet
to come, were fully redeemed from all those difficulties which
the Wrath of Pelides had so quickly brought upon them, and
therefore the business of Homer's Epic was full and ended.
The discomfited garrison withdrew within their walls, and
waited, in hope,
eKfoklr ixSjJ

The fable of the Amazon Penthesilea was made by the Cyclic*
to fill up the gap. In the interval Thymcetes and Polydamas,
gifted seers and men of pacific temper, advised submission, but
Priam, and his sons, relied upon the faithful promises of the
King of the Giants, CatrtAijsi ireXwpiov, that he would raise the
siege,
'Ayraf by aViratrituj ju.o» uitetr%£t0 ita.vra t£Xeortrcu
'EAOsiv h T^'itav, xa« (mv aytSw etotofMU eimi.

,

*49 L. xix. v. 261.
*so Quint. Calabr. L. '2. v. 30.
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The firebrand Paris was especially vehement in opposing those
pacific counsels of Polydamas, who appears to have had the
women on his side,
IIsAuoafia on fiev £<r<ri tpvydvn>Jtfias xou a.'vaAxif . . .
$u£a. fa npria^om, xai euafav rjfa yuvaify,
Keirns Suaov Ioixa.f,
and it is from this passage of the history that Persius is led
to call the effeminate and degenerate Romans Polydamas and
the Women of Troy,
An quia Pulydamas et Troiades Labeoncm
Pretulerint ? Nuga !
Soon after, a p.t?a. Sypov 451, Nimrod arrived in person at the
anxious solicitation of his father, and brought with him the
main force of the iEthiopians who were settled under his
auspices beyond Tigris,
Et quot Susa colunt Memnoniamque Ninon ss4 ;
for the rebellion which threatened to overwhelm the city of
Bel extended, as I conceive, from the Euphrates to the Sea
and the Nile ; the lower Mesopotamia was the debateable
ground in which this war we treat of was waged ; while the
chief strength of the House of Cush had retired into Ashur,
Elam, and Persia. The arrival of Lucifer, the son of the
Morning, changed for a time the character of the war ; it was
no longer a blockade, in which the heroes of Troas, with a
few bands of Epicures, laboured to defend one city, but an
open struggle between the forces of those two great powers
which, as I have shown, may properly be called Assyria and
Syria. The host of the former was great in number as well
as unrivalled, unless by the Pelasgi, in all martial qualities,
and the earth-born children of the locust Tithonus are well
ts- Quint. Calabr. L. 2. v. 100.
w J Milton. Eleg. 1. v. 67.
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enough resembled to the swarms of that insect, " and the
" shapes of the locusts were like unto horses prepared unto
" battle, and the sound of their wings was as the sound of
" chariots with many horses running to battle."
'An{,a S' df etrXij^y itcSiov dttay ot J* ixe^uvro
'Axpitrt irvpoGopois IvaAiyxiot, dt re tptpovrcu
'Xlj vstpos, 1} itoXvs o[tG^oSi vnp ^Sovoj ivpviriSoio,
'AirAijroi, pi{0X£trtfiv d£txea Ai/xor dyaircu.
'ils it etra.r iroAAty re xai i'-siy-ot, dpp Se ycua.
Steivet' BVctrauu.svwv, wo S' iy^ro itwiri yavuiiv 255.

Imagining ourselves to be reading a production of the fifth
century, we are roused as it were with a peal of thunder.
The truth is that the second book of Quintus is but an
abridgment of the five books of the iEthiopica of Arctinus,
one of the more ancient Homeride. If the army was formi
dable, it's leader was many times more so. Though Achilles,
Ajax, Hector, Sarpedon, were the Coryphei of that passage
of the war which the editors of Homer call Mas, they shrink
into littleness before the power and genius and divinity of
Hercules Thrasy-Memnon, who, as Tlepolemus his son well
observed, was a very other-guise man,
'AXXoiov wa. pij/xi, Bnjv 'HcaxAijeiviv,
'Eivai £/xov irare^a ®pa.trvy.itivma. Su/xoA£0»r«.

His military skill and prowess were among the least of the
causes which rendered the approach of Nimrod terrible to his
enemies ; they knew that the eyes of mankind were lifted up
towards him. The descendants of the Myrmidons affected to
set their leader upon a line with this hero, and boasted that
he had slain the stratarch of the ./Ethiopians. But Homer
uses no such freedoms with his name : he compares his war
riors only one with another, tidv dXXuiv Aavauiv /*sra IhjAew Quint. Calabr. 2. 0, 196.
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(tt'va, but not with others who were at a distance : and when
he mentions Memnon or the Heracl&m Virtue it is with awe
and reverence. Ulysses, after all was over, is made to say of
Eurypylus,
Kstvav Si; xaWtrov hfov pLtra Meprova. Sifov e54,
and king Priam in Quintus thus loftily commends him,
Kai yap Si\ paxapefffftv dreipeffi kavra hixas

He was equally modest, temperate, and magnanimous, as we
may learn from that beautiful book of the
Paraleipomena ;
but whether his virtues are the fictitious ornaments of a poeti
cal hero, or whether they were the fruits of a better 457 mind
in that great man, who had experienced a variety of fortunes,
and had abundant opportunities of knowing good from evil, I
cannot say. His undertaking was kuvra. TeXt<r<rai, to make a
complete settlement, but of what kind it was to be and in what
spirit it was conceived we are unable to pronounce.
His lieutenants whose names, or the greek versions of
their names, have reached us, were Pyrrhasides, Halcyoneus,
Nychius, Alexippus, Cladon, and Meneclus, SEVEN in
number ; the seven champions or Curetes, military phylarchs
of the Cushim. Memnon came " from the dwellings -i£ of
" immortality where his father and his mother resided, and
" the streams of infinite Tethys, and the holy waves of the
" subsiding Oceanus, and the boundaries of the earth, and the
" risings of the sun." In fact, he came from Nineveh and
from the parts of Curdistan and Armenia, stretching north
ward to Van or Semiramocerta and it's lake, which was the
tm Od. xi. v. 5?1.
«55 Quint. 2. v. 132.
*i* See Quint. Cal. L. 2. c. 148. v. 3u0.
«s7 See vol. 1. p. 403. 408.
Quint. 2. v. 1 1 5. etc.
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most famous of the Oceanic sources, being that out of which
the Euphrates originally flowed, and into which the garden
of Eden was absorbed. The armour in which he came to
Ilion
(quibus Aurorae venisset Alius armis)
had been procured "s by his mother long before from among
the reliques of metal from the forges of Thubal-Cain,
(Te potuit precibus Tithonia flectere conjux)
and was esteemed a masterpiece of talismanic enchantment.
His 'HpairoreuKroj teo iravoirXla gave rise to the superstition
of Talos Orion being the last of the eummelians (or titans
born out of the mystic ash-tree) and having a body of solid
brass with only one vulnerable point; in him the goddess
Aurora did especially delight,
'ilfHoiv' sXero p'jSoSa.x.ivXos 'Hwj.
X. Upon his way to Troy Memnon encountered and utterly
destroyed the holy army of the Solymi,

i6x 'A'{yaXeuiv SoAujuu'v iefi* rpa.rtv, it /xiv hvra.
'Eipyov o xai trpiiri iri)[ia. xai dtryeiw wira.tre mrpo*.
In this particular the son of the Morning manifestly identifies
himself with Bellerophontes (and through him with Perseus,
a6a Hercules, and Triptolemus) who,
sm Asuref ov aw SsAujioiotv i/Mt-pva.ro xvHaXipounv,
Ka^firij*' Ji; ftp ye /xa^i}v fyaro Svpevou dvS^uiv.
The Solymian name seems to have been not uncommon in the
«9
«*i
*i'
•*•
«ft

See vol. 1. p. 385. l. 20. vol. 3. p. 274.
Procl. Chrestom. p. x. ed. Bekker.
Quint. Calabr. '2. v. 12.'.
See vol. I. p. 79... 90.
Pseud-Homer. Iliad. vi. v. 184.
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original ages of paganism. Immediately behind Phaselis of
Pamphylia rose Mount Solymus a84, and close to it (probably
one of it's peaks) was Mount Olympus surnamed "foivixoeij or
the Red, and emitting a lambent flame, which flame (as Maximus Tyrius 965 affirms) was both the temple of the deity and
the visible form of the deity himself. Also a lophos or conical
hill above Termessus in Pisidia was called 2oauju.os 866 Xotpos,
and hard by it there was a work of antiquity called the
Rampart of BeUerophon. One or other of these ridges are
supposed to have been the Solyma from which Neptune took
his survey,
M7 To8y i£ 'AiSmvuiv dvituv xeeituv 'Rnw^uiv
TijAoflev ex LoXvfjuav opeion ifev.
The nation of the Lycians in general seem to have been called
468 Solymi in the most remote times of which there remained
any tradition. In Gaulonitis 469 in Syria there was a place
called Solyme. But the most illustrious of all is a city of the
maritime Syria, of immemorial sanctity, and containing within
it's purlieus several high-places dedicated to the mysteries of
the Syrian or Ionian religion, especially the Mount Moria,
Calvaria or the Mount of Baldness, and the Mount Sion.
That city, founded by the Jebusite Canaanites, was called
Solyma, and by way of honour Hiero-Solyma. It was taken
from it's subsequent possessors, the Jews and Benjamites, by
Nebuchadnezzar the Great, a prince of the Syrian religion,
which haeresy he raised to an unexampled pitch of splendour ;
and after the destruction of Hiero-Solyma he founded a new
city 47°, Solyma, in Assyria, as a grateful dedication, no doubt,
to the Olympian Gods. Hiero-Solyma was the chief place of
*1
*5
*6
*

Strabo. xiv. p. 952
Dissert. 8. c. 8.
Strab. xiii. p. 904.
Od. L. 5. v. 283.
Herod. L. 1. c. 173. Steph. Byzant. in voe. Mihia.
Reland Pnlaest. a. 1 121.
*l° See Asinius Quadratus apud Steph. Byz. in Solyma.
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that land which the Lord had reserved for his own demesne,
but which various tribes of the apostates had presumed to
occupy. Of these, the Philistim, a potent and warlike race
of Cushim, occupied the sea-coast, from Gaza to the Citician
Gates, and seem to have been divided into two great leagues,
the one commonly called Philistine or Palestine, and the other
Phoenician. These two were, I believe, of the same stock and
family; 'AoTcaA(uv iroAij Tvpiuiv, says the Geographer s71 Scylax.
But to the Israelites it was known as the Land of Canaan, by
whose posterity it was mainly occupied. Hiero-Solyma was
not occupied by the chosen people till the time of Joshua, but
it was solemnly consecrated to the uses of the Christian wor
ship in the days of Abraham, by the symbolical offering of his
son ; and the same Abraham having vanquished a league of
kings, met in this neighbourhood with a personage named
Melchisedek, King of Salem, who initiated him into the
mysteries of the Christian sacrament. Sacrifice, with immo
lation and libation, was appointed for anticipation of an atone
ment to come ; but the two latter were thought sufficient for
the commemoration thereof when complete. Abraham there
fore was placed (by anticipation) in the same situation as if
he had actually witnessed the fulfilment, and, like the Apostles,
he received the bloodless elements from the hand of the King
of Peace. Therefore did the Lord say that Abraham had
seen his day. We are not told what place it was, that was
called Salem in the days of Abraham, but we find the Israel
ites, when in possession of Hiero-Solyma, invariably calling it
Ieru-Salem, Behold Peace ; and Josephus tn informs us that
it was so called from the time of Melchisedek downwards.
Here then we have the truth ; The name Solym was changed
to Salem, and Hiero-Solym to Ieru-Salem, by a sort of Parodia upon the gentiles such as God often resorted to by way of
rebuke to them, and upon the occasion of Abraham Seeing his
Day and Beholding Peace. " In this place will I give peace,
*»i Hurts. Geogr. Minor. torn. 1 . p. 41i.
*:t Ant. Jud. L. 1.e. 10. p. 33. Lips. 1826.
tt1.
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" saith the Lord," speaking by the mouth of HaggaY. Jeru
salem from that time forth was solemnly appropriated to " Shem
" the father of the sons of Heber," and received in the Chaldee
language (which was that of the descendants of Heber) the
name which it was always to bear. It would be absurd if I
pretended to affix a meaning to the word sol-hym ; it was cer
tainly a pagan word of superstitious import, and it may be
conjectured to mean discus terrce.
The Solymi who encountered Memnon were (I believe)
people from Solyma in Assyria, who as I have already *"
shown were an iEthiopian tribe. It is of course a consequence
of that belief, that Nebuchadnezzar did not originally construct
the Assyrian Solyma, but adorned it with the spoils of Jeru
salem and peopled it with the captives. The remains of the
Jebusites *74 or ancient Solymites and of the Sodomites were
probably removed to the other Solyma. Sodotna may be
thought to be another way of pronouncing the same word
which in Greek is written Solyma.
In the Roman mythology we read of three hundred and six
persons (that is 300 divided into companies of fifty, with their
six captains) going forth to meet an overwhelming enemy and
perishing to one man. The division into fifties s75 occurs in
another curious instance of pagan bigotry. They were called
Fabii (that is to say, Beanites, of or relating to beans), and
they undertook to maintain with their own. swords a contest to
which the whole power of Rome was not more than ade
quate 276. Vos alia bella curate ! Fabios hostes Veientibus
date. They were certainly fanatic enthusiasts of some sort.
But, even supposing that part of Roman history was not my
thical, Dionysius of Halicarnassus 277 has shown the absurdity
and impossibility of the circumstances told of the Fabii. That
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Above, p. 91.
Judges. i. ii. 21.
See 1 Kings. c. 1.
See Livy. 2. c. 48.
L. 9. c. 21. c. 22.
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name 478 was used as early in their mythology as the reign of
Romulus, in a sense avowedly sectarian and not gentile ; and
the Roman £79 superstitions thought much of beans. The
Cylonium scelus was a sacrilegious crime equally famous among
the Pelasgi of Greece and those of Great Greece or Italy
Proper, but they gave very different accounts of it : which in
my estimation stamps it to be a mythus, and to have certainly
taken place in neither country, and as certainly to have oc
curred in some quarter from which they both derived the
memory of it. At Athens they described it as a murder com
mitted by the Alcmaeonide !8° upon the followers of a factious
chief called Cylon, in violation of the sanctuaries of Minerva
and the Furies, in which they had taken refuge. All perished
except two. But the other legend is of a 581 college (sodalitium) of three hundred enthusiasts formed by Pythagoras at
Crotona, and who were destroyed by the people of that city
under one Cylon, except two m who made their escape.
Iamblichus pretends that they were banished by Cylon, and
that several years afterwards, when they were recalled, they
marched out to meet the Thurians who 483 were invading their
country, and all died together, like the Fabians. But Pytha
goras and his followers were eminently fabian, they expressed
the greatest abhorrence of beans as an article of food, while
yet they venerated the beans as if they were their !Mfathers,
l<rav yap XDOfUij re payeiv xstpaXas Te Toxyuiv.
The miracles of God were for the general purpose of making
manifest His resolution to reward and uphold his faithful ser
vants, and to overwhelm those who ventured to stand up in
*» See vol. 3. p. 59.
Vol. 3. p. 60, 61.
•* Herod. Hist. 5. c. 71. Thucyd. Hist. 1. c. 126. Diog. kaert-Epimenid. c 3.
Justin. L. 20. c. 4.
** Porph. vit Pythag. c. 55.
* Iambi de Pyth. Vita. c. 264.
*M See vol. 3. p. 57, 8. '
l2
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defiance of their Maker ; but in every instance there were
many modes of doing that, and as it is certain that the modes
selected by Him were often highly significant, so it is probable
that they always were. It was sometimes His pleasure to
display his power in derision of the heathen gods and their
sorcerers, and to turn their own superstitions against them.
" By three hundred se8 men, said the Lord to Gideon, will I
" save you, and deliver the Midianite into thine hand. Let
" all the other men go every man to his place." Not only in
the number, but almost in the very words, this declaration of
the Lord is the vaunt of the Fabii repeated. But the men of
Gideon did not go forth as warriours mad with confidence ;
they had no weapons except trumpets and dark lanterns, and
it was a victory atchieved by the Lord himself. " Jashobeam
" the Hachmonite lifted up his spear against three hundred,
" 486 slain by him at one time." And Abishai the brother
of Joab lifted up his against 487 three hundred and slew
them. It seems therefore that the heathens of those parts
attached some peculiar notions to a select band of 300. My
conclusion is, that the Fabians marching to meet the Thuscans,
and the Pythagorean Beanites marching against the Thurian
Sybarites, and being all cut off, is the legend of Memnon
Bellerophontes and the Solymi.
It does not appear to us whether Nimrod destroyed the holy
Solymi by means of his army, or whether he " lifted his spear
" against three hundred." I understand that the Philistine
bands came down as challengers, and that the Hachmonite,
and the prince Abishai, accepted their challenge, and fought
them not collectively but seriatim, being armed with strength
from the Lord to prevail in three hundred single combats
without intermission. And such was perhaps the nature of
this battle fought by Nimrod, in which case he might well
say,
•Us Judg. c. 7. v. 7.
586 1 Chron. c. xi. o. 1 1 .
•87 1bid. v. 20.
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ryv yt /xajfijv xapnrij)' Sufuvai civSpwv.
After the Pelasgians of Alba Longa had removed to the site
of Rome and founded a new commonwealth there, distinct
from and independent of the Hetrurian league, the usual con
fusion began ; and the name A by which the Romans and the
name B by which the Hetrurians called the man C were
turned into two people, father and son, brothers, friends,
rivals, etc. : all in the regular way of mythology. Nimrod in
the imaginary catalogue of Roman kings is Tarquinius Superbus, and by bis side (like his own reflection in a mirrour)
appears king Lartes sB* Porsenna his ally. But these heroes
are one. Some time after the Regifugium king Porsenna
marched upon Rome and encamped before it. And while he
was there a young man named Mucius came into his tent to
slay him, and displayed a mind so ecstatic with fanaticism, as
to burn off his own hand in the fire without any seeming
sense of pain. His words 2*a are mach to our purpose ;
" longus post me ordo est idem pctentium decus." ....
" TRECENTI conjuravimus principes juventutis Romanae,
" ut in te hac via grassaremur. Mea prima sorsjuit." If the
Romans had not disgraced their narrative by making him a
detected assassin, this would be exactly a defiance to " lift a
" spear against 300."
No such people as the Solymi are mentioned in the Homeric
Catalogues as serving on either side, and by all we can learn
of the word it seems to be of religious import. Who then
were the Solymi who attempted single-handed to stop the
march of the Son of the Morning and his tremendous host ?
They were the college of Selli or Chamai-eunae, the fanatic
wizards and warlike eunuchs of the army of Guneus, which
Palamedes had commanded. Pythagoras is a name to which
innumerable fables are attached, but circumstances indicate a
*■ See vol. 1. p. 319. 320.
"9 Liv. L. 1. c. 12.
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connexion cs0 between his perilous sophistries and those of
Palamedes, and the indignation excited by his abominable
proceedings in Italy and the consequent ill treatment and
expulsion of his fraternity was compared to the fate of the
Palamedean Solymi (after the constant practice of the old
semi-mythic histories), and the circumstances of the latter were
related as of the former. Such (for one) is the circumstance
recorded of Pythagoras being an officer in the army with
which the king of 891 Babylon conquered Asia. The beans,
which the Roman and Pythagorean mystics made such a talk
about, are certain things with respect to which Palamedes
(we have shown) entertained strange notions. The following
lines, describing the phrensy of Atys before he did himself
injury, seem to indicate that the country of Solyma Salem was
no stranger to his peculiar species of spiritual insanity.
Hie furit, et credens thalami procumbere tectum
Effugit et cursu Dindyma summa petit.
Et modd, tollefaces, remove modo verbera clamat,
494 Saepe Palaestinas jurat adesse Deas.
The rites of the Stygian pool and the orgies of hemiarrhenisni
were celebrated, I know not how anciently, at the lake of the
vale of the Siddim or Demons ; and the Lord swallowed up
the most offensive communities of those filthy sorcerers into
their own cauldron. Hence the idea of the Deae Palestine.
I certainly am strongly impressed with the suspicion that Sodoma is a Chaldee pronunciation of the same word which in the
Greek is Solyma, in like manner as solum, the ground, cor
responds with the Teutonic word sod, the turf. So the
Cadytis of 495 Herodotus (Gath of the Philistines) is Calytis
in Stephanus ; and Chasdim (the descendants of Chesed) is
•'» See above, p. 109, 10.
Abydenus cit. Euseb. Chron. p. 25. ed. Milan. 1818.
•t• Ovid. Fast. iv. 23P.
«t See Reland. Palaest. 2. p. 669.
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converted into Chaldei. It seems doubtful whether «* Engaddi and Engallim are not variations of the same word. If
that be so, it has a tendency to connect the Solymi with the
Selli, for Sodoma *93 has been interpreted to mean a heel.
The names w6 Jebus and Jebusi are explained, treading or
trodden under foot, and tumbling ; in short it is something or
other about a foot. Now, the Jebusites when summoned by
king David to surrender their city of Sion, made this extra
ordinary 297 answer, " Except thou take away the blind and
" the lame thou shalt not come in hither, thinking, David
" cannot come in hither." This has been thought to mean,
" we will resist so obstinately, that even the lame and blind
" will take up arms against you." But a little reflection will
show that specious explanation to be absurd. First of all, the
women, who could be really very useful in defending a strong
place, would have been mentioned in preference to blind men
and cripples ; and secondly, it implies a resolution to sell their
lives and possessions dearly, but it does not imply any con
fidence that David could not take Sion. But a stronger reason
remains ; David gave orders to smite the Jebusites, " and the
" lame, and the blind, that are hated of David's soul, because
" ** they had said, even the blind and the lame, he shall not
" come into the house." Therefore it seems that the lame and
Hind were not a mere hyperbolical phrase to express every
body, but they were a set of people abominable in the eyes of
David, peculiarly loud in their vaunts, and apparently guar
dians of the temple or house that was in Sion. The lameness
seems to refer to the ideas contained in the etymology of Jebus,
and the lame would be '01 iroS' aVwxoi. The blindness cannot
reasonably be regarded as an euphemia, like the construction
"M Ibid p. 763.
*» Oliver Scripture Lexicon, p. 241.
*• Ibid. p. 125.
"I 2 Sam. c. 5. v. 6.
''•* 2 Sam. c. 5. v. 9. This is the version in the margin, which alone
appears to make sense of it
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get upon the word irybos (mutilated) in Homer's Thamyris,
but it is rather a superstition of the Palestine Solymi by
which another kind of fanatics, those whose " eyes had of" fended them," and who had " plucked them out," were held
in veneration. The people of Sodoma (the Heel) may be
thought to have laboured under the same delusion, as we find
that a general blindness was the first miraculous infliction upon
them. The Theban mythologies are rarely susceptible of any
thing like historical analysis, owing (as I conceive) to the gross
and illiterate style of fable used in the Hesiodian school as
compared with the Homeric ; and this remark strongly applies
to the history of CEdipus, which considered as a man's history
is susceptible of no analysis. But it bears some strong traces
of the superstitions of Sodoma and Solyma Jebus. Laius (inventour ,M of the sin of Sodom) had a son Ioccas whom he
exposed with thongs 300 through his feet, or with his feet in a
sort 50 1 of fetters called the cuspus ; but he was reared by a
shepherd, and surnamed Oidi-pous by reason of his swollen
feet. He discovered 509 the mysterious cenigmas of a cruel
woman called Sphynx, who reigned in Moab. Afterwards
having committed incest, he put out his own eyes. I cannot
but discern in this farrago a manifest allusion to the same
erroneous doctrines which prevailed in Palestine.
My supposition that the Selli were the Solymi of Memnon
explains, what otherwise would want an explanation, why
Sellos is a boaster, and selUzing is extravagant vaunting. S«AAj?«f 305 2£AAiw?£iv dXaXflntveiv. Achilles was by his bap
tism invulnerable, and he was also by the conditions thereof
aniptopous, from whence it follows that the Selli aniptopodes
had the same pretensions to invulnerability as he had; and
thence arose their infatuation. One of the Fabii returned to
.m
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Rome; from the Cylonium scalus at Athens Cylon and his
brother escaped ; and Guneus was not slain upon this fatal
day of the Solymi, because he lived till after the taking of
Troy and till the reign of Semiramis. The hyperbolical
praises 5tH of Guneus filling (as it was said) the world and all
it's elements, combined with the almost entire silence as to
his actions, and with the profound mystery under which this
business of the Solymi (seemingly not even mentioned in the
./Ethiopia of Arctinus) was concealed, shows that he enjoyed
a sort of secret glory, perhaps in the Pythagorean sodalitiis
juris *i* Sacramento quodam nexis ; and convinces me that he
was the leader of this wonderful band of warlike devotees.
He was the one who returned to tell the fate of his comrades,
being dismissed by the magnanimity of the conquerour; the
Scaevola of the heroic Porsenna. But the story of the burnt
hand is nothing but a fiction, got up to account for the name
Scaevola, SxaifoAas, of which the meaning is to be sought
for not in the defect of the left hand, but that of the left

Jbot,
to. Az.w Iyv',s dvapfiuXov iroJoj.
Guneus surviving the Trojan war figured under the Semiramian dynasty of the kneade, and we must regard him as
being the Solymus to whom the town of Sulmo affected to refer
it's origin.
Serus ab lliacis et post Antenora flammis
Attulit ./Eneas in loca nostra Deos.
*1* Hujus erat Solymus Phrygia comes exul ab Ha
A quo Sulmonis moenia nomen habent.
Sulmo indeed was only a corruption of Solymos,
v* See above, p. 12-1.
305 Justin. xx. c. 4.
** Ovid. Fart, iv. 7*,
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307 Ex sese dictam Solymon ; celebrata colonis
Mox Italis paulatim attrito nomine Sulmo.
Hercules claimed the sovereignty of Epirus, because he had
vanquished the Selli ao', Chaones, and Thesproti, when they
sought to take from him the oxen 509 of Geryon.
The probable site of the Solyma of Palamedes is near to the
lake Arethusa through which the Tigris flows. The cir
cumstances related of that lake are so similar to those told of
the lake of Sodom, that it is likely to have been the scene of
similar superstitions. Influit in lacum Arethusam 310 omnia
illata pondera sustinentem, nitrum nebulis exhalantem. Homer
says 3" of the river Titaresius whence Guneus came, " it does
" not mix itself with the silver waters of Peneus, but flows on
" the top of them like oil." That is a circumstance that seems
connected with the very name of Arethusa, with whom
Doris amara suam non intermiscuit undam,
and it was a name much used among the tribes of Greek
origin; there was an Arethusa in Sicily, in Bceotia, in
Eubcea, and in Macedonia ; and also another in Syria proper.
And the property in question belongs in a remarkable degree
to the lake Arethusa on the Tigris. Aquae " dulccs mari in,' vehuntur, leviores haud dubie. . . . Quaedam verd et dulces
" inter se supermeant alias. . . . Nihil in Asphaltite Judeae
" lacu qui bitumen gignit, mergi potest, nee in Armeniae
" minoris 312 Arethusa." Solinus 5" says, Influit in Arethu
sam lacum omnia pondera sustinentem, cujus pisces nunquam
se alveo Tigridis miscent, sicut nee amnici pisces in stagnum
w
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transeunt Arethuse, per quem dissimilis colore volucri meat
cursu. Mr. M'Donald Kinneir 314 thinks the lake Nazook
at the foot of Mount Nimrod is the lake Arethusa. Between
that and Niniveh lay the kingdom of Resen Larissa or that of
the Raamide, a portion of which helonged to Dedan, the father
of Achilles and head of the Danaizing Pelasgi.
XI. Having overcome this curious obstacle, Memnon came
to Dion, and his campaign against the allies is confined by
Quintus to one day, but Dictys seems to imply a longer term, by
saying, in hoc 315 bello Antiochus Nestoris Alius obvius forte
Memnoni interficitur. The events are very indistinctly known,
but it is certain that he was slain. Quintus gives a tedious
and vague account of a combat between him and Achilles,
hand to hand, and Pindar makes a boast of the same,
314 Aeye1 nvts Kvmov, rives 'Exrofa vecpvov

But the Odyssey is quite silent as to this unparalleled atchievement, and other sources represent the pretended victory to
have been a very disgraceful business. He was first (says 317
Tzetzes) thrown down by Ajax and then furtively (xswjSJijk)
stabbed from behind by Achilles. Ctesias, physician to Artaxerxes Memnon, consulted the royal parchments of the
Kings of Persia, from which he collected that Memnon was
slain by an ambuscade (Ao^os) of the Thessalians or followers
of Achilles. With his death the short campaign ended ; and
the whole iEthiopian army broke up in the most profound
grief and consternation. A Syrian calendar records that Nim
rod was killed 318 on the eighth of July, and the Soman
>•4 Journey through Asia, p. 382.
sit Diet Cret. L. W. c. 6.
3'« Pind. Isth. 5. ». 49.
V) Post-Homer. 334. aud see Diet. iv. c. 6.
3" Cit. Hyde de Vet. Pers. Rel. p. 74.
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calendar fixes the death of Romulus on the Quintile nones or
seventh of July ; the day in question, be it seventh or eighth,
is the " summer's day" of Thammuz yearly wounded. Phae
ton was not only prince of the ./Ethiopians, but son of *19
Tithonus, and his fall from heaven is indisputably the same
event as the death of Memnon. " How art thou fallen from
" heaven, Lucifer, son of the Morning ! thou art cut down to
" the ground, which didst weaken the nations. For thou
" hadst said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I
" will exalt my throne above the stars of God, I will sit
" upon the Mount of the Congregation in the sides of the
« North."
The Hellene authours inherited such poetical histories as
they found in vogue among the Pelasgic governments ; the de
testation of Ulysses, the hyperbolical admiration of Palamedes,
were hereditary in Greece ; and whatever subjects were too
tender to be described in their true colours among the violent
Pelasgi remained in obscurity ; such as were the intrigues of
Thetis and Palamedes, the shocking fanaticism of the latter,
his treasonable plots with Achilles, the adventure of the Solymi, and lastly the murder of Nimrod. For we cannot doubt
that his great expedition undertaken in order to settle the
affairs of men, thus miserably perplexed, was cut short by
treachery and murder, of which the moving springs were to
be found within and without the walls of Babel. The fac
tion of Palamedes and Achilles had been for some time in
communication wiih Helena and others in the city. To her
the triumphant return of Nimrod from his ancient Regifugium was the completion of shame and ruin.
In almost all the legends which relate to the close of his
wonderful life we meet with mystery and a strong smell of
murder. The death of Orion by the scorpion, by the arrow of
Diana aimed at him when bathing, or fay the fascinations and
evil eye, the venom, and the familiar spirits of Medea, are to
3" Apoliod. BibUoth. p. 304. Heyne. 1803.
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that purpose. She said "0 to the confederated Argonaut* ;
" Hear we / for I alone can subdue for you this man, all
" brazen though his body may be." Orion or Talos Tripator
made of brass was Memnon i xxA%oa^ys, the Brazen sai
Mars, whose armour of brass was enchanted by charms al
most indissoluble. Hercules in the moment of his victory
over the many-headed monster was stung from behind by a
land-crab or scorpion ; or (with the veil of allegory a little
raised) he was consumed by a fiery poison administered to
him by the 52* Bacchic amazon and harlot Deianira ; I say
karlot, upon this ground, that she was the woman whose
abduction set the world in arms. Thus did Thrasymemnon
the Heraclean Virtue exchange life for immortality. King
Romulus, the god Enyalius, and Quirinus, departed from this
world in the midst of terrific portents ; he ascended like Her
cules to heaven. That was a fine tale. But the truth cleaves
to the very fable, that he was cruelly murdered by the great
men of his day who had plotted his destruction, because they
saw that the affections of the people were fixed upon him.
Adonis, the deified Son of the Morning, was slain in the
course of his mystical hunting, by Mars concealed in the dis
guise of a wild boar. Meleager of Calydon was murdered in
the halls of Deianira's father and his own, by the witcheries
of his own mother. Theseus, after his maledictory departure
from Athens at the Place of Cursing, was assassinated by
Lycomedes king of Scyrus ; but Scyrus was the pretended
lurking place of Achilles, where he learned the Bacchic 393
orgies. Hippolytus the huntsman died a miraculous and
monstrous death by the contrivance of his own father and
mother. Acteon died by the magic arts and glamour of the
Terrestrial Diana, and by the hands of the 3** Bacchiadae (off
3»
3»
3"
3*3
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spring and votaries of Bacchus) who tore him piecemeal. But
his ghost haunted and pursued the authours of his death ; I
will venture to say, that no ghost of a man slain hand to hand
in a fair field of battle ever did so, or was ever feigned in fable
or romance to have done so. The warriour and god of war,
Triptolemus 325, was hospitably received at the court of Carnabon 326 king of the Goths, otherwise 3*7 called Lyncus king
of Scythia, but ere he had been long arrived a plot was laid to
murder him, from which he was rescued by the interposition
of Ceres ; but that interposition was merely apotheosis (like
the departures of Hercules and Quirinus), because Tripto
lemus 328 was murdered at the fount of Callichorus in the
therapna of Eleusin by Ambas or Ascalaphus son of Metaneira, and became after his death one of the "9 Infernal
Judges. Perseus 330 the founder of Magian fire-worship
at the close of his wonderful career was engaged in war
against Cepheus king of the ,Ethiopes, who by reason of his extreme old age was blind, and the Medusoean head had there
fore no effect upon him ; Perseus wondering at it's sudden
inefficacy turned his own eyes upon Medusa's head and was
instantly destroyed, but his posterity reigned in Babylonia.
He fell by the arts of Medusa in the last period of his father's
long protracted longevity ; and Hecate or Infernal Juno (whose
Gorgean head was in the abyss of Herebus) bore the name
of Perse-phonea, the murderess of Perseus. iEsculapius the
huntsman offended Astronoe the mother of the gods, and was
ultimately destroyed by Jove's lightning. Pentheus was si1
destroyed by lightning as some say, but was generally under
stood to have been murdered by his own mother. Iasion (the
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huntsman and husbandman of whom Ceres became enamoured)
was consumed by lightning,
Zevs xa.tBiretpvs fiaXtov cifyijn "2 xtfaura,
yet Hyginus 3M numbers him with those who were hurled from
a four-horse chariot. It follows that Isision is the same person
as Fhaethon the jEthiop, son of the morning, whom Jove ful
minated as he rode in his father's car,
Intonat, et dextra libratum fulmen ab aure
Misit in aurigam.
Cyanippus the Huntsman, having refused to worship Bacchus,
was dragged to the altar and there sacrificed by the incestuous
Cyane. Amphion, being at variance with his own subjects
and with Dirce the favourite of Bacchus, was waylaid by a
party of his M4 revolted subjects and privily cut off'. Anthems
. the giant was cajoled by the harlot Clcobrca to descend into a
well, and when he was there she dropped a millstone upon his
head. The whole tenour of tradition, as we trace it through
it's various channells, evinces that Nimrod did not even die by
an ambuscade, in the more honourable and warlike sense of
the word Aa^os, but by a foul and mysterious murder.
The truth is that very little blood was shed by the great
army of the Cushim, and their king was destroyed at a solemn
conference had under pretence of coming to a settlement, by
means so awful and mysterious as to deceive even his own
followers. In the legends which bear upon the subject, we
find the idea of a sudden apotheosis, and also that of magic
and veneficous arts ; Hercules and Phaethon in particular
were scorched with a preternatural fire, and iEseulapius and
Pentheus were consumed by lightning. Romulus disappeared
in the midst of a portentous storm. Zoroaster the founder of
the Magi was co-aeval with Ninus king of Niniveh and with
331 Pseud-Homer. in Od. b.v. 128.
333 Fab. 250.
334 See vol. 1. p. 382.
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Semiramis, and he was burned byJirefrom heaven at bis own
request, being told by Oromasdes, that if he were 333 immortal,
the dive Tourbratoresch would be immortal also, and there
would be no resurrection of the dead. In other words Zoro
aster was an Anti-Christ. But the Sad-der says that Zoro
aster 936 was murdered by Turbratur ; and others again deliver,
that Zoroaster was a bloody tyrant and a sorcerer who had
daily conversations with the devil, and who was surnamed
Zohawk or the Serpent, and that having wearied human
patience by his cruelties he was at last seized by his enemies
and thrown 537 into a pit of burning sulphur. Tyrannus
primus 338 fuit Phalaris, and he set up the atrocious worship
of the Tauriform Magian Fire, or Moloch (which is also
meant by thefirebreathing bulls of JEetes the Scythian), but it
was his just retribution to perish by the same contrivances of
magic fire which he had devoted his youth to establish ;
Utque 339 ferox Phalaris, lingua prius ense resecta,
More bovis Paphio clausus in aere gemas.
Cai Cosrou (the Persian Perseus 340 and Bellerophon) was
struck from his horse by one of the seven magic fires or azurs.
And it is the general tradition of the Christian fathers and in
the Mahometan parts of the East, that either God or Satan 341
destroyed Nimrod by fire from heaven. The cosmocrator and
god Sesostris who reigned over the Assyrians, iEthiopians,
Scythians, and iEgyptians, returning home from his travels
and conquests was met by a plot to assassinate him ; the house
in which he sojourned 34s was surrounded with combustibles
3tt ZendavesU, tom. 'i. p. 2.1.
338 Hyde. Vet Peru. Rel. p. 440, 1.
337 Mos. Choren. Hist Armen. p. 80- See Herbelot in Zohauk and in
ZeriuAt.
338 Plin. L. vii.c. 57.
339 Ovid. Ibis. v. 441.
34° See vol. 1. p. 89, 90.
34i See vol. 3. p. S1, U.
34t Herod. 2. c. 107.
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and set on fire. We are told he was not burnt ; but we must
remember that the .^Egyptian priests pretended, that he (whose
subjects they were sure enough) was an jEgyptian king, and
that they never told any thing inauspicious as concerning their
own country, where it was possible to give a false colour.
The alleged scene of Nimrod's catastrophe is the Birs el
Nemrood, a pyramidal .-edifice of wliich a large ruin remains ;
and of which rabbi Benjamin of Tudela 3*3 says, hoc a-dilicium ccelitus igne tactum fuit, qui ad ima usque omnia diffregit. The art of making chemical preparations, by which
violent eruptions of fire, and detonations emulating the thunder
of the heavens, should be produced, is so ancient, that no con
jecture can assign a time for it's first contrivance. No doubt
the feu gregeois and gunpowder (or compounds nearly similar
to them) are 944 among the oldest of human inventions ; and
they may be regarded as secrets of Thubalcain and the antedi
luvian Cyclopes who were said toJorge thunder and lightning
for Jove in their caverns, and of theJirebreathing Titanes who
rebelled against heaven. And these were among the number
of those great secrets of natural magic, which the son of Noah
received from the Nephilim and delivered into the custody of
Gush his son, by means whereof that patriarch and his family
subjugated all mankind ; and they were preserved as secrets for
an extraordinary length of time and to an extraordinary degree.
Although it is said that in Assam and China they have been
long used for warlike purposes. The pretended Christian friar,
Roger 34s Bacon, received these secrets, together with the most
blasphemous and absurd superstitions, and with those com
pounds of cruelty and obscenity upon which the notions of
Rosicrucian medicine are founded, from the secret associations
wliich had been formed in Palestine during the crusades,
under the auspices of the Assassin patriarchs and other batlwniuns or illuminated pantheistic atheists ; for although he
'H3 Benj. Tud. 1tin. p. 136. ed. Elzevir.
344 See vol. 3. p. 8, ft.
.• Bacon Epi*t. de Mirabili, tHc. c. xi. p. b9. ed. Humb. 1618.
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might have learned the existence of such secrets from the
books of Avicenna and other Arabs, he could not have thus
obtained the actual possession of those arcana, whereof he
makes such great boasting in his letters to his friends William
of Paris and Raymond (Lully) of the Green D.>go-.i. His
whole delight in these curious prescriptions k centered in the
idea of keeping them a snug secret, as a means of doing
mischief, and of deceiving, terrifying, and oppressing others ;
of which ruling passion his works afford many examples.
With a most lively intellect he had a soul profoundly masonic,
and is very unworthy of the respect with which he is often
mentioned. Certainly no authour ever was more fully sensible
than he was
How clear, convincing, eloquent, and bold,
The downright lie with manly courage told.
Since that time the whole matter (as concerns gunpowder) has
been made public, to the great improvement of the art of war
and mitigation of it's horrours. Magianism was not in the
outset a mere worshipping of the elemental tire, as a natural
idol of the deity ; it was armed with mimic but not inoffensive
lightnings and Salmonean thunders. When the God was
supposed to visit the hyperovium, or Heaven of the Tower,
thunders and lightnings and sheets of chemical fire seemed to
enwrap the Aioj xaA^o/3arej Sm, and when mysteries were
celebrated in the infernal labyrinthus, the noise of thunder
and the fires of hell astonished those who were initiated.
That species of natural magic was never made use of in war,
unless where it was intended to give the idea of a preterna
tural victory, and to impress both the conquered party and the
uninformed portion of the victors that a god or daemon had
interposed. A transaction of that kind seems to lie at the
bottom of Homer's fable in the 21st book M* of the Iliad.

M* o. 34 1 . et*.

Old Raoul Lefevre 147 describes a battle between Hercules and
Cacus, in which thelatterassailed the army or' his antagonist with
such eruptions of fire and smoke, that they took it for thunder
and lightning. Hercules consulted Atlas oh the subject, who
said, scachez que cette fumee est une chose faicte par art, arid
told him that Vulcan first invented the art and imparted it to
Cacus . Hercules after building a very high tower and burying
eleven giants in it, devoted himself so exclusively to the study
of the sciences, that he learned to make artificial fire like Cacus.
By means such as these Nimrod was killed in the place which
has never ceased to bear his name, the Birs el Nemrood. It
was given out at the time that he had suddenly disappeared
from their sight, and been carried up as a God to heaven, in
the midst of an appalling fiery tempest ; the piety of the
Fathers and the Musulmans, looking to the impious behaviour
of Nimrod's early life, explains it to have been a stroke of
judicial fire from heaven ; but those, who have examined it
more carefully than Benjamin of Tudela did, pronounce that
the great fissure in the Birs el Nemrood was occasioned " by
" the bursting 34* out of internal fire." A strong and, con
sidering the vast distance of time, a curious evidence of the
murder of that hero. The giant Hirinacasipu (as we read in
Brahminic legends) denied the omn!presencc of God, and
struck his foot against a lofty column, saying " God is not
" there," But God, in the form of the Lion Nara-Singh, burst
out from the interior of the column and devoured him ; now,
the lion is known to be a type offire.
The name of Nimrod has led Benjamin and many of his
followers to suppose that this tower was the tower of Babel.
But it is utterly incredible that such a transaction should have
taken place in that Tower, which was in the very central point
of the great city; Achillas and the Pelasgian leaders would
not have trusted themselves alone within fortifications which
"7 Second Livre du recueil des Histoires de Troye, pages not numbered.
M* Buckingham'! Travels in Mesopotamia. p. 48'2.
m2
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removed them so many miles from their followers ; nor would
either Nimrod or Paris have admitted their army within the
walls. Neither is it to be thought that the Tower, being the
Upov x.{ijfoy.vov of Babel, and containing the palladium of Jove,
would have been subjected to any such rough treatment as the
Birs has been. But we have shown by strong arguments that
the Tower of Babel lay to the east of M9 the Euphrates,
whereas the Birs el Nemrood lies to the west. Justin says of
"0 Alexander, ob hec omissa Babylonia, in Bursiam trans
Euphratem, desertam olim, concessit, and this agrees with the
Birs, for Alexander was coming from the East. The Birs
appear to have been as far removed as possible from the
central tower, being situated 3M on the outermost line of the
several concentric enclosures of Babylon. And I believe it
to have been that place upon the outer line of the defences of
Ilion, where there was a temple of Apollo Thymbraeus, and
which was called the Scaian gates. This was not the only
deed of darkness perpetrated at those gates ; and there is more
difficulty concerning them than people are commonly aware
of. In a fortified place which is not battered in form, but
only blockaded, as appears to have been the course of pro
ceeding in the siege of Ilion, a person who only comes to the
gate and no farther does not expose himself at all to the be
siegers. But Achilles describes the conduct of Hector during
the whole time anteriour to his secession in these terms ;
'Oux IfteAeirxt y.a.xv a'*0 r*i/C£t1* 6^vv/iev 'Extaip, 5b2
'AAV oir',v cr Xxcuas re irvXas xai ftfyn Uavsv.
'EvQa. mr' oiov Biu/ive, psyis Ss juv ix^vysv 5f/u.ljv.
Which implies that coming to the Scaan gates was a movement
in advance, and something intermediate between an entire
confinement in garrison, and a position in the field. There
M*
W
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was a notion of the importance of those gates, not as a mural
defence, but as having a talismanic virtue ; one of the fates of
Troy's fall was 5"
quum portae Scicau limen superum scinderetur ;
and the fable (false as it is) of the palladium bones being
there deposited evinces the reverence in which those gates
were held.
The truth of the case is, that the plan of Babel was laid out
and its line of fortifications traced, but the outer enclosures
were not inhabited or filled with houses, but contained a
quantity of fertile and cultivated land. And at the principal
gates of the outer wall there were stupendous towers and
temples erected. And the forts upon the outer wall were
not by any means so secure a station as the inhabited city 3M,
which I believe ended with the third of the seven walls. The
Scaean gates, on account of their sanctity as containing the
Shrine of Thymbnean Apollo, and their remoteness from the
body of the city, were the place of interview and pacific
meeting, when any such occurred between the belligerents ;
Priam and all his court repaired thither, during the truce
for the single combat of Paris and Menelaus, and we shall see
farther negotiations there presently. The city of Babel being
built in the form of a regular square, with the river drawn in
a straight line through the centre of it, was probably built to
the four points of the compass ; and in the middle of each of
it's sides was a principal gate, being not merely what we call
a gate, but a strong fortress containing dwellings and a con
siderable temple. Of these four, one was the Scaian gates
containing the Temple of Thymbraean or Thyberine Apollo,
said to be so called from a certain river Thymbris, which is
even now to be seen in Troas ; that river gave it's name to
the Roman Thymbris or Thybcris. The principal gates of

353 See vol. 1. p. J98.
3M See vol. 1. p. 252, 3, 4.
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Babel with their forts were situated upon that artificial stream,
of the Euphrates which surrounded it and formed the wet
fosse ; and there, also, there were (as I presume) the outlets- of
the subterraneous canals belonging to the Labyrinthus, of
which such remarkable imitations were 5M made at the iEthiopian Thebes and at Rome. So that they were stations of the
greatest security, even if an enemy should penetrate into the
plains enclosed by the exteriour walls ; and they were also
admirably fitted for deeds of darkness and mystification. The
waters of the surrounding stream communicating with the great
Cloace of Babel were the real Thymbris. The left gates will
vary, according to the hebla or quarter of the heavens which
is assumed for the standard point of the compass. If it be the
East, the North is on the left hand. But if the aspect most
honoured was that which looked towards the Mount of the
Congregation in the sides of the North, and towards the an
cient paradise and Olympian mount of which Babel was sym
bolical, then the left was to the West. And the Scaeae portae
were on the western wall of Babel. It does not appear that
any regular investment of that great city was kept up, but it
was assailed on one side by the confederacy, and expeditions
chiefly of Pelasgians were sent to take in or to devastate the
surrounding country with it's towns and forts. As the con
federates came chiefly from the west of the Euphrates, and as
it would have been dangerous to divide their army by the
interposition of so great a river, the site of their camp must
have been on the west, fronting the Birs. el Nemrood.

»5 See vol. 1. p. 321.
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That edifice was the temple of Apollo Thymbraeus, and the
sacred tree called fagus was planted in it's purlieus, and fur
nished to the authour of Argonautica "* his " deadly fagus"
upon which the golden fleece was hung. Opinions differ
whether the Birs el Nemrood actually coincides 5" with the
outer line of the ruins of Babylon ; or whether it falls two
or three miles 33* beyond the walls. But the long deserted
Bursia of Justin lay a little on the outside of the Babylonian
walls to the west, in the time of Alexander, and was probably
the Birs. The dreadful crimes and disasters of which it had'
been the scene are sufficient to account for it's being early
deserted, and being left outside of the walls by Nebuchad
nezzar. The greater fame and sanctity of the Scaian gates
and their connexion with all the mysterious mechanism of the
city, points them out for the scene of Nimrod's death ; altho',
as far as mere topography goes, Homer's
356 Orpheus. p. 766. ed. Herman.
357 Buckingham, p. 490.
33= Ibid. p. 476.

'I*a tnjaa itaXxiov AajJaviJao55"
might be the Birs.
The two legends of Hercules and Quirinus are those which
approach most nearly to the character of history, being given
with some consistency, and relating to persons whose names
have been sometimes considered historical. Deianira sent to
Hercules a robe impregnated with combustible fluids of so
subtle a nature, that they would ignite if exposed to the
action 360 of the sun, and charged him to put it on at the
moment of performing a solemn sacrifice with incense,
Non ante vestes induat conjux jube 361
Quam thurejlammas spargat, et poscat Deos.
His garments took fire and scorched him in so dreadful a
manner that, in order to escape from his torments, he ascended
a lofty funeral pile and burned himself outright. But while
the pile was burning, Hercules 362 was sent up to heaven in
a storm of clouds and thunder. Concerning Romulus we
learn, that he either summoned his army 3M to harangue them,
or his people in order to give 364 them laws, to certain marshes
called Capreae, and that in the very moment of his addressing
the multitude a fiery tempest broke out,
Hinc tonat, hinc missis abrumpitur ignibus aether,
and Romulus ascended to heaven in the midst of it.
From which I draw this inference, that he was invited to
preside at a great act of pacification at the temple of Apollo
Thymbraeus, and that the internal mechanism of that building
was so charged with chemical fire as to destroy any man whom
358
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should be officiating upon the summit of it. But, lest he
should by any chance escape from the destruction prepared
for him, he was supplied by his cruel mother with a suit of
sacerdotal robes tinctured with unextinguishable fire, and it was
contrived that the strong spirituous or resinous smell of them
should be merged in the overpowering fumes of incense. As
soon as he approached the altar he was of course in a blaze,
and at that moment the mine was sprung which sent him like
a blazing rocket into the air, and throwing him probably
within the walls dashed him to pieces, while to the supersti
tious multitude without he seemed to disappear amid thunder
and lightning and the portents of the Gods.
It is said that when Memnon died there was darkness in the
heavens ;

'H^Ai/vSij J" dpa. ycux.
And that tradition is repeated in so many s66 quarters, that we
cannot easily deny it some degree of foundation. A prophecy
which is with good reason thought to describe the fall of the
last Anti-christ, declares that " the light shall not be clear
" nor dark 367, but the day shall be one which shall be known
" to the Lord, not day, nor night," which seems as though it
might describe some imperfect and frustrate attempt of the
" principalities and rulers of the darkness." A perfect miracle
will follow after this ambiguous day, for " at evening time it
" shall be light."
Whatever were the natural and artificial wonders of that
great day of the Birs el Nemrood, they completely overawed
the minds of Nimrod's army, in so much that a superstitious
panic took the place of that insatiable thirst of vengeance which
they would otherwise have felt and quenched to the last drop
of Danuan and Myrmidon blood.
3*5 Quint. Smyrn 11. 548.
3"* See vol.3. p. 18, 1.9.
3*J Zech. c. xiv. vs. 6, 7. see Matth. xxiv. v. 29.
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The Winds were the sons of Aurora 369 and the brothers of
Memnon, and we read in Quintus Calaber that the winds
carried away the dead body of Memnon to the banks of the
river ,Esepus (whence he came) and the nymphs his daughters
buried it ;
vbxvv S' dnau-avres drrai
IIop irorxpoio pcrfpa. etc.
which Tzctzes explains thus,
Mepvovx. Se tr/xufvrj re xcu 'Ktrru^m tp^vyaviSim
'AtQtoires rapyvravres feirav aiu.Qtfopyi,
very improperly ;. for the winds carrying off his body means
that it was blown to pieces, and dissipated to the winds of
heaven in the tempestuous moment of his death. They could
offer him but a cenotaph.
Nor did his body obtain sepulture at the hands of his
enemies. But one part of him ultimately did, his hbad,
whioh has been a cause of terrour and superstition to after
ages, and whether that superstition is yet at an end, they best
know to whom the light of day is poison and the very element
of whose existence is secrecy. The head of Memnon was taken
up ; and there is a story, that one of his chief assassins, Achilles,
burned it as s70 an offering upon the funeral pile of Antilochus.
But this was not so. His head was preserved and applied to
magical uses by the monster to whom he owed his shameful'
birth, his worse education, and his cruel death. When the
Bacchic furies found Orpheus irreclaimably their enemy, they
scattered his limbs far and wide, like Memnon's to the winds,
Discerptum late juvenem sparsere per agros,
but his head was preserved, and spoke after he was dead,, call
ing upon her who had occasioned his death,
*» Above, p. 47,8.
3*9 Tz. Post-Hom. 346.
370 PhHostr. Heroic. p. 699. Olear.
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Eurydicen vox ipsa ct frigida lingua.
The head of Orpheus was removed (saith Philostratus) to
Lyrnessus 5" (the favourite conquest of Achilles and Palamedes, mark that) and gave a musical sound to the stones,
which (he says) may even now be heard issuing from the
rocks of Lyrnessus by the sea shore. This head of Orpheus
at Lyrnessus is the bust of Memnon which sung at the sunrising. Another story tells, how the head "* of Orpheus was
placed on a lyre, and was driven by the winds (which all the
way made sweet music from the strings) to Lesbos, and was
buried in the Baccheum. " His head inhabited a 973 chasm in
" the earth" and gave oracles, which not only the Ionians, and
^olians, but even the people from Babylon used to consult.
The first Cyrus sent to consult him, and Orpheus, foreseeing
his fete, answered, ra iu.a., to Kvpe, na.. Had he happened to
say, iyuiv, UJ Kvpe, tru, he would have spoken more to the
purpose. The character of that heroic patriarch, who was
called by God (and called by name before his birth) to restore
his altars, has been described to us by a man whom both Mi
nerals adorned, and in whose bosom virtue and wisdom seem
to have built their nest ; his knowledge was derived from his
residence in Persia, and from an intimate acquaintance with
the second Cyrus. But Herodotus was not a man whom
education had so well armed against being deceived, and it
was his fete to be cramm'd by the Egyptian and Chaldee
lodges. The latter held the name of Cyrus in the last de
gree of abhorrence ; nor could Herodotus obtain from the
conquered subjects of Belteshazzar any thing better than a set
of hobgoblin stories, about bitches suckling children, kings
killing children, and fathers eating them, burning kings alive,
dividing rivers. into 365 parts, because a grey horse was
drowned, a man chopping offhis ears and nose in order to become
371 Philostr. Heroic. p. 713.
.it ' Lucian. adv. Indoct. c. 11.
3~3 Philostr. Heroic. p. 703.
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governor of a city and then betray it, and cutting a man's
head off and ducking it in a tub full of blood ! But this last
mythus is the catastrophe of Nimrod's life. His head fell
into the hands of a cruel amazon374, Tumyris, whose name is
the same as Homer's Thamyris. Cyrus being killed, she
procured his head, and cast it into a vessell filled with human
blood, saying, I will keep my promise, that I would give thee
thy fill of blood. There is no account of the rest of Cyrus's
body. The story had thus much pretence of truth, that Cyrus
or Coreish was a title ofNimrod, as well as of the great founder
of Persia and Judaea ; it is the name of the Pegasean horse
man Cai Cosrou, upon whom fire came down from heaven.
At the moment of Orion's murder by the arrow of Diana,
" his head alone 375 was visible." Every year, at the feast of
Adonis, his 31B head (and no other part of him) was found upon
the Phoenician shore. The fulminated Pentheus incurred the
hatred of his mother by his determined opposition to the
Bacchic orgies, and was lacerated by her and her adherents
in such a manner that his limbs were scattered abroad, but
his head and only his head was brought home in triumph by
her. It was first an object of savage exultation and afterwards
of terrour to her. At the burning of Hercules it is said that
he seized one Lichas and shot him into the skies like an arrow ;
but that is only a double of himself, expressing how he was
projected like a sky-rocket from the tower of Thymbraean
Apollo. The head of Lichas was separated from his body, and
fell on the dry land,
In astra missus fertur, et nubes vago
Spargit cruore ; talis in caelum exsilit
Arun do Getica visa dimitti manu.
corpus in pontum cadit,
In saxa cervix ; funus ambobus jacet.
374 Herod. 1. 212. ets. Getarum regina Tamiru. Jortund. Getic. p. 91.
375 Hygin. Poet. Astr. L 2. c. 34.
37s Auctor.de Dea Syria. c. 7.
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Neither head nor body obtained the honours of sepulture, for
I understandjacet as a verb of negation. Tarquin the Proud
found upon the Capitolium (where he was about to build a
temple) the head of a recently slain man 377, with warm blood
still streaming from it ; it was afterwards revered as the head
of Summanus or Pluto. It was struck uith lightning 37* and
burled into the river Thyber. Rahu or Graha, a king of Barbarnsthan, was deprived of his head by Vishnu ; but his head
fell to the earth and was conveyed to Rahusthan, where it
was worshipped 379 and gave oracular answers. Nimrod's
head was the first and greatest of the postdiluvian teraphim 3*0,
heads of murdered men animated by magic to deliver responses.
And images of it were the Gorgon or Charon of Antiochus
Epiphanes and of the Marcionite heretics ; it was worshipped
with atrocious rites, which occasioned Prudentius to say of
that head,
csede frequenti
Humanas animas non cessat plectere Nembroth.
Mr. De Fourmont, who published the result of his in
quiries into the magical practices of modern times, says,
Nembroth 3*1 recoit la pierre qu'on lui jette le mardi. Astoreth est appelle le mecredi. The gorgon head of Medusa was
that of the whore of Babylon, which was made into teraphim
long afterwards, and when her turn came. The origin of the
superstition was older than the flood, and was connected with
the mark which God set upon Cain. The head of Nimrod,
after it had long been the sport of his enemies, was at length
solemnly interred in the Tower of Babel, from whence the
idea of the head of Summanus, Infernal Jove, or the mur
dered 3** Olus Vulcentanus, being solemnly interred in the
"» Dion. Hal. Arch. iv. c. 60.
w Cic. de Divin. L. 1. c. 10.
"9 Wilford on .fligypt. As. Res. vol. 3. p. 333.
*• See vol. 1. p. 79. p. 16. p. 107. vol. 3. p. 282. 298. n. 883.
* Sur les exorcismes magiques, in the Hist. de l'Acad. Royale des Inscr.
tom. 12. p. 55.
* See Arnob. L. vi. c. 7. and compare Herod. L. 5. c. 1 14.
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Capitolium, was derived by the Romans ; and that is the story
of the head 383 of the youngest of the three Corybantes being
brought in a shield and buried at the foot of 01ympusi the
mythologists having confounded the body of Cham (whereof
they really meant to speak) with the head of Nimrod. The
same is likewise the funeral of Pentheus's head,
Colla caputque ferens supremo tradidit igni
QueSta quod hoc solum 384 nato rapuisset Agave.
Princeps, bicepsos, tricepsos, and so forth, signify the first,
second, or third head, and Necepsos, founder of the college
of Magi, means the Man without a head,
Quiqtie magos docuit mysteria vana Necepsos 385 ;
and men without heads, saints without heads, and even whole
nations without heads, have arisen out of the Gorgon head of
Nimrod to people the realms of superstition. Plutarch 386 men
tions that he observed during his sojourn in Crete, that a feast
was there celebrated in which they displayed the image of a
man with no head, saying that it was Molus father of Meriones, who having forced a nymph, was found without his head.
In all the contumely to which Nimrod's head was exposed,
the dvivnmSes or knights of the vulnerable heel, undoubtedly
did not forget their favourite prophecy, " it shall bruise thy
" head, and thou shalt bruise his heel." The magian king
was ne-cepsos, while the son of the sea-cow Thetis was only
ue-pous. And that is the sense in which Nimrod's head has
obtained secret veneration j it is the type of the Head of Satan.
Rahu was king of the Berbers or Barbaras (Cushim) and was
at the same time said to be a cruel dragon or monster with
four talons, and his amputated head (as I have said) was teraphim ; but Rahu 387 was worshipped as Hailal or the Dcv'd.
*3
38«
#5
*•
387

See vol. 1. p. 32. vol. 3. p. 264.
Lucan. vi. 35R.
Auson. Epist. 19. v. 1B. see Varro Ling. Lat. L. 4. p. 10-.
De Orac. Defect, c. 23.
Wilfortl on jEgypt. \s. Res. vol. 3. p. 334.
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To those who were not in the secret, the whole affair of Nimrod's aphanism might and did appear in various lights ; in that
ofa hero who was taken up to heaven and deified ; of an impious
tyrant whom the bolts of Jove had smitten like the Titans of
yore, or at least of a man whom some hostile deity had de
stroyed ; or of a man deprived of life by the fraud and wick
edness of others. To those who were within the walls of
Babel and saw his head and the other shattered remains of his
body, the first idea could not even be pretended. But it was
admitted by the Whore of that City, that some awful miracle
had deprived her son of life ; and she undertook by her ma
gical arts to restore him to life in due season. Semiramis of
Babylon 3*s conceived a violent lust for Araeus the Beautiful,
prince of Assyria, which gave rise to a war in which Araeus
was killed ; and Semiramis determined to attempt his resus
citation. She published this declaration, " I have given orders
" to my gods to lick the wounds of Arums, and resuscitate him
" from the dead ;" and at the same time she really " did hope
" to recal Araeus to life by her magical praestiges, so mad was
" she with libidinous desire." At last, and when his remains
were putrid, she flung them away ; but she pretended that
she had been successful, and erected a new statue to the gods,
and performed splendid sacrifices, giving every one to un
derstand that by the power of the Gods she had raised Arams
from the Dead. The stories of Medea 3*9 chopping up the
bodies of people and stewing them in her cauldron, that they
might come out in fresh life and youth, do probably originate
in the scattered fragments of Nimrod's body being collected
by his mother and subjected to her filthy practices. But if
you have brought him back to life, where is he ? Oh ! he is
bound by a spell which forbids his returning to rule the earth
for an appointed number of years, known to none but Jove.
Meanwhile he resides in an enchanted paradise, and his mortal

#* Mos. Choren. Hist. Armen. L. 1. c. 14. p. 42, 3.
3* Vol. 1. p. 477.
>.
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wounds which he is doomed to suffer afresh each succeeding
year are annually healed by my wonderful arts Such was
the tale which the hyeona told and has deceived many people
even to the day which now is.
t
On the anniversary day of the death of Nimrod, the river
of Adonis ran red with blood to the sea at Byblus, and on that
day 390 thefinding of his head was solemnized with great re
joicings ; it was nothing but a piece of wickerwork made in
the shape of a head.
His annual wound in Lebanon allured
The Syrian damsels to lament his fate
In amorous ditties all a summer's day,
While smooth Adonis from his native rock
Ran purple to the sea, suppos'd with blood
Of Thammuz yearly wounded.
When Memnon was slain at Troy walls, many drops of blood
flowed from his wounds ;
them the gods3'-"
Into a rushing river did collect
By natives call'd the Paphlagonian stream.
Whatever tribes round leafy Ida dwell.
When Memnon's mournful day, his day of death,
Annual returns, along the fruitful earth
Gory and red it runs, and from it steam
Such odours, as when ulcerous drops distill'd
Flow from a purulent and tabid wound.
And the name Adonis did not entirely supersede that of Mem
non even in Syria ; near Apamea Pella in the vale of the
Orontes, which flows to Antioch,
Ilavnj epya. [iocuv Sa.Xepas ^sfipiiav oAtua, 3P4
Mtft-voeiov vtpi vyov, 55' 'A<r<rupioi vasrypes
Msavora xwxva<rt xXvroPyovov 'Hsiymojf .
w Lucian de Syria Dca. c. 7.
»' Quint. Cal. 2. b. 358.
w• Pseud-Oppian. Cyneg. 1. c. 151.
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King Arthur was wounded to death, and he took his leave of
his friends saying, " I will into 599 Avillion to heal me of my
" grievous wound ;" and he has never yet returned. He con
tinues to reside in Damalis or Innis Avalon, in the bowers of
Morganda the Fatal or Urganda the Unknown, who annually
heals his vulnera quotannis 394 recrudescentia. The last of
these superstitions was one fostered in secret under various
names and disguises, after it had by God's mercies become
unlawful to bring such abominations into the open market.
The dealers in secret Satanism believed in the prophecies of
God to a certain extent, and used them as guides in their own
hariolations. Their daemon god, Nimrod Anti-Christ, who
was to return after stated years, was " the man child who
should rule all nations with a rod of iron," and who was car
ried with his mother into the wilderness to be fed there for s95
1260 years. Nimrod reappeared in Attila, the Arthur or Artegal of Taliessin and of the knights Templar. But he again
received " a grievous wound" in his premature attempt, and
was packed offagain to Innis Avalon. When Roger 596 Bacon
tells us that one Artefius was then living, who had already
been kept alive 1250 years by the occult powers ofnature, and
who had seen Tantalus upon his golden throne, and received
homage from him, it is only an other way for that 597 man to
w See vol. 1. p. 465.
* See vol. 3. p. 492.
» Rev. 12. v. 6.
»• Epistok do Mirabili Potestate Artis et Natures, c. 7. p. 50.
OT The blasphemies of that hypocrite priest are the most shocking I have
met with. He announces a mixture of all the elements, which could heal all
diseases, keep the young in their present state, multiply blood mm To trnyut,
make the old young again, and bring the dead to life! And he ushers in that
filth with the following words, " Let the secret ones hear the secret of
" secrets which I speak of, and let the beloved ones hear the words of my
" mouth. The Spirit bhweth vheresocver He listeth. And therefore may
" he be burned in the abyss of repentance who shall reveal this great secret to
" u evil or a foolish man;" i. e. to any Christian, or to any heathen having
1he ordinary feelings or morality. De Arte Chymia;. p. !i85, 6. ed. Franc.
1 60S. It is impossible to read this passage, and compare it with many others of
his writings, without an awful declaration of the Lord's recurring to our minds.
111.
N
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say that Anti-christ was about to return in 10 years from that
time. Creditur, he says, ab omnibus sapientibus 38*, quod non
sumus multum remoti a temporibus Antichristi, and in another
place he says that the time of Antichrist might be fixed ss"
with certainty by comparing scripture with the prophecies of
Sibylla, of Merlin, and of Joachim of Calabria, with history,
with the books of philosophy, and the courses of the stars.
I have said that the Aetiopians, or men inspired with the
eagle's voice, were sometimes contented with the symbol of
the hawk, which was also a bird 400 of prophecy. Daedalion
Son of the Morning
(illo genitore creatus
Qui vocat Auroram cceloque novissimus exit)
was transformed into a hawk, and sldonis likewise took the
form of the hawk 401 Cyris. Memnon it seems had also some
what of the hawk in him for his companions were changed
into black hawk-shaped birds called the Memnonian birds, and
used to assemble at his monument, and fight till they destroyed
each other,
rostrisque et aduncis unguibus iras 40*
Exercent, alasque adversaque pectora lassant. \
Cremutius Cordus (as cited 40s by Pliny) affirms that the
combat of the birds was renewed every five years at the Memnonium of Susa. The meaning of this is, that quinquennial
games with the gladiatorial anthropothysia were had in his
honour and in expiation of his death ; the Babylonish Olym
piads of Jupiter Pelops (which Nimrod himself established in
Babel) were revived at Elis in Greece, and the games held in
commemoration of his premature death were the Nemeans of
Greece ;
3* Opus Majus, p. -2bi.
3"*
**•
tt"
i"
t"3

Ibid. p. 169.
See above, p. 46. and Diod. Sic. L. 1.e. 87.
Hesychius in Kijfii.
Ovid. Met. 13. v. 613. -Elian. Hist. Anim. 5. c. 1 . Quint. Cal. 2. 645.
Nat. Hist. 10. c. 37.
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Archemori Nemeaea colunt quinquennia Thebae40*.
" People will have it (says Lactantius 40i Placidus) that the
" Archemorian games are celebrated in honour of Jove, for
" they believe that Archemorus was the great increment of
" Jove."
Clara Deiim Soboles, magnum Jovis incrementum,
said Virgil, when his wicked patron was aspiring to sit in the
" siege perilous." The great mysteries at Eleusin were the
" mystery of iniquity" or of the three worlds, the great " de" ception of unrighteousness ;" but the little mysteries at
Agrae, near Attica, were sacred to Diana the Huntress, and
were *oe named after her hunting, of which that place had
been the earliest scene, but they were celebrated in memory
of the death of Myuns the Huntsman 407, who was said to haire
been killed there. They were in expiation of the murder of
Nimrod.
Whatever was said or done, the spirit of the Cushim was
subdued for a moment, and they withdrew to their own
country ; leaving the contending parties still unreconciled.
XII. By the death of Nimrod the management of affairs
returned into the hands of Paris, who was hard put to it to
defend the now leviora tolli Pergama Graiis. Therefore he
proposed in the name of old Priam to conclude a separate
treaty with Achilles, and to give him the princess Polyxena in
marriage, for the solemnization of which double treaty they
were to meet at the temple of Apollo Thymbreus at the Scaian
gates. As no event of the war is recorded to have intervened
between the death of Memnon and that of Achilles, I regard
the transaction in quaestion to have been a sequel to the mur
derous compact which hod so lately been made between the
*0*
w
406
«"

Ausonius de Ludis. p. 157. ed. Tollii.
Schol. in Stat. Theb. 3. v. 479.
Pausan. L. 1.e. 19. s. 7.
Clem. Alex. Cohort. p. 10. Potter.
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ruling spirits of the city and those of the Pelasgian camp.
And Achilles reaped the full recompense of the crimes he had
committed, and of the folly which could lead him to trust in
his own accomplices and step into the very pit he had dug for
his rival's feet. He repaired to the Scaian gates in full con
fidence, as a peace-maker and a bridegroom, and he was there
murdered by Paris and Deiphobus. The accounts of this trans
action are various ; some say that he was stabbed with 408 a
dagger in the sanctuary, and others that Paris concealed him
self behind the statue of Apollo and shot him in his fatal heel.
Quintus, degenerating into mere fable, pretends that he was 409
shot upon the field of battle by an arrow of the God Apollo.
Homer, who never alludes but with a cautious delicacy to any
of those deadly crimes which disgraced not only Ulysses, but
all the age in which he lived, puts a prophecy into the mouth
of dying Hector which divides the responsibility of Aohilles'a
death between Paris and the God,
I knew thee well, nor might to ruth persuade110
Thine heart as stubborn temper'd as thy blade.
But think on me, Thou Mighty, at the date
Foredoomed of old, when by the Scaian gate
Phoebus and Paris bring thy turn of fate.
The force of this guarded language is, that Paris really slew
him as he was accused, but that he did so with the sanction
and command of the Deity. The mode of his death is left by
Homer in complete obscurity, but the place is ascertamed.
The Alexandra of Lycophron predicting the death of Achilles
says,

«* Diet. Cret. L. iT. 11. Dares, c. 34. Tzetz. Post-Homer. 395. T«. in
Lye. v. 296.
** L. 3. r. 61.
Iliad, xxii. 355.
i" Lyc. v. 273.
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in allusion to a story that he was buried in a vast golden
goblet full of wine and oil,
'Oivw kv ix^yrw xai dXtifya.ri, Sams Ss f-iJTTjp 414
X^v<rsov cfytp^ofija, Aiuivuiroio Se Jaifov
•bourn' tfj.evcu, spyov it rrepocXvra 'Hpairoio.
A sentence of condemnation having been unjustly obtained
against George Duke of Clarence by his brother, the latter did
not venture to face the indignation of his country, by a public
fratricide ; but had him privily dispatched in the Tower ; so
that no man knows to what end he came. A romantic and
ridiculous tale was set afloat by Fabyan the historian of his
having been chucked head-foremost into a butt of 413 Malvasia
wine, and so drowned. In about an other century, when
Shakespeare writ his Richard 3, it was altered to their first
stabbing him and then throwing his body into the wine cask,
Take that, and that—if all this will not serve,
I H drown you in the malmsey-butt within.
The application of this fable probably arose in an ill-naturedjest
upon the Duke, as if a drowning in wine were the appropriate
death to follow his intemperate life. But whence doth the
matter of it proceed ? Probably from a romance of the murder
of Achilles, in which the circumstances of that event were
more truly given, than in the productions of the Greek poets ;
for it cannot be supposed that Simon Magus and those from
whom he 414 inherited his wisdom, Joshua Jason and Onias
Menelaus, were not infinitely better acquainted with the
truth and reality of these things, than we are ; and those in
whom Romance originated, and who composed the allegories
of Arthur king of Britain, Lucius emperour of Rome, and
Morganda the fatal, or of Lucius king of Britain, Sir Amadis
4" Pseud-Homer. Od. L. pseudo—xxiv. v. 73.
4'} See Fabjan's Chron. p. 1660. Ed. 1811.
4'4 See vol. 1. p. 486. vol. 3. p. 402.
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of Gaul, and Urganda the unknown, inherited in a direct line
the wisdom of Simon, though of course in a less perfect and
classical form than he enjoyed it. The authour of fire-wor
ship died in the midst of fire, by means of the natural magic
of the Magi ; and the great champion of Stygobaptism pe
rished by a similar immersion in one of the harlot's golden
sancgreals or cups of whoredom and abomination. Whether
by Providential decrees in order that the ends of their lives
might form a bitter rebuke to their actions, or by the crue L
mockery and derision of their enemies, or by both.
XIII. The death of Achilles left the most important part of
the confederacy without a commander, and the Vulcanian arms
which seem to have been the pledge or muniment of that com
mand, without a wearer. And a dispute arose about the choos
ing a successour to Achilles. That is the only rational inter
pretation of the contest, who should have the arms of Achilles.
The Myrmidons looked to the famous Ajax, a kinsman of their
murdered chief ; but the king of men desired nothing less than
to give such a trust to a prince as proud and independent as
the former one, and who had shown a similar feeling to his in
the recent affair of Palamedes ; and he prevailed in obtaining
it for his prudent and useful counscllour, Ulysses.
Ajax, overpowered with rage and grief, became insane, thus
fully justifying the choice of which he complained. Quintus
Calaber, speaking in his own person but in the character of
Homer, says
Dfio'fujj cv SaveSoKri vepvKXvra. ju,ijAa vepwri,
meaning that he educated that famed college of poets the Homeridic, and the authour of Hesiod's Theogonia means the like
when he says that the Muses visited him
'A f v a. s voifmtvovfi' 'Euxtovos uVo ?a(3£0io.
Kings were called shepherds and their subjects their flock,
(ZloXvavS^a J' 'Airiaj Soupios dp%ivv i1*
«* Perra. v. 72.
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'Em irarav %Sova. it o i ju.
©ei0* g'Aavrgi)
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in the same allegorical sense ; which is likewise of frequent
occurrence in holy writ. The Cushim, who were men at
arms commanding a comparatively feeble multitude, and who
regarded themselves as a superiour race of beings, were espe
cially similar to shepherds set over sheep. Therefore when we
read that Ajax in his phrenzy clothed himself in his panoply,
and rushing out sword in hand made havoc among the flocks
of sheep, we must understand that he made a desperate car
nage among the people. His insanity was the furor Berserkicus. And when he recovered his sanity of temper, and beheld what he had done, he fell upon his own sword and killed
himself.
The greatest discontent now broke out against Ulysses, and
he was even more hated among the Pelasgi for the death of
Ajax than for that of Palamedes, and under his command their
services could not be relied on for a moment. In addition to
so many misfortunes, the grandson of Nimrod had gathered a
fresh army to raise the siege, and revenge the fate of his fore
father. In that cruel dilemma Ulysses abdicated the com
mand of the Pelasgians, and undertook to go himself and
bring to the camp the son of Achilles called Pyrrhus or Neoptolemus 4t6, who was now adolescent, and resign to him the
Vulcanian armour. The place in which the son of Achilles
and Deidamia was said (in the fictions of the Homeridae) to
reside, was the isle of Skyros. The fable of Philoctetes re
maining in the isle of Lemnos, and being brought from thence
by Ulysses much against his will to join the siege of Troy, is
a compound made out of the original reluctance of Achilles to
march against Troy, which Ulysses surmounted, and of the
expedition of that negotiatour to bring Neoptolemus his son.
The lame and wounded foot of the pretended Philoctetes is the

i'* Quint. Cal. vi. 77. vii. 104.
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vulnerable heel of Achilles, of which his son as the prince of
the Stygobaptists might be considered the lawful heir. Philoctetes was the son of one Poians, who set on fire the pile
u-hich burnt Hercules, a crime of which Achilles was certainly
a prime mover. Ulysses and Diomede went to Skyros to fetch
Neoptolemus, and the same two heroes went together to 4"
Lemnos to fetch Philoctetes and his arrows ; but the latter
story is only a mythical way of describing what the former
relates in plain intelligible terms, and is a superstructure
erected upon the verses 721, 2, 3 of the catalogue. The verses
724, 5, are a subsequent interpolation.
We have seen that upon the death of Nimrod the assembled
powers of his empire broke up without attempting to strike
another blow: but this superstitious panic was not of long
duration, and his successour was soon enabled to bring a re
spectable force into the field again, to which renewed effort
the death of Achilles was a great encouragement. And the
son of Achilles arrived not an hour too soon, for Eurypylus
had previously arrived and gained a great victory, in which
Machaon, Nireus, and other heroes fell, and was about to
storm the rampart or contravallation in which the allies had
sought refuge 4".
Eurypylus was the grandson of Nimrod, and the son of
Telephus qui divinis patris virtutibus propriam 419 gloriam
equiparaverat. He was the favourite child of his father, and
his death (by whatever means it occurred) was the lost Hylas
of Hercules and the cause of Nimrod's 420 madness. It is not
unlikely that he may have fallen in battle against the Myrmi
dons, in some of the first quarrells that arose between the
Nimrodian government and the Resen schismatics; but I
have shown that he was confounded by the Cyprian Epics
and other cyclic poems with his brother Tlepolemus, who
*"
t■*
41*
*"

See vol. 1. p. 311.
Quint. Calsbr. vii. 416. Od. xi. 508.
Dictyi. L. 2. c. 4.
Vol. I. p. 411.
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died fighting against his own father's cause but a few weeks
before the death of the latter. Homer is entirely silent
respecting the fate of Telephus, and doth but obliquely name
him by calling his son Telephides. Telephus and Eurypylus
are by some called Marians, by an Homeric interpolator
Ceteans, and Dio the historian of the Goths 441 not untruly
declares that they were kings of the Goths. The Troes were
the Asi or Royal Scythians of Asgard or Scandinavian Troy,
whose laws and religion prevailed among the Gothic nations ;
and the forces of Memnon and Eurypylus were the warlike
tribes of the free Scythae extending from Niniveh on the Ti
gris to the Tanais or Don (which was the north-western limit
of the kingdom of the Asi, and has continued to be so accounted
in the mere ideal geography of later times), who vainly at
tempted to relieve that city ;
columen eversum occidit
Pollentis Asia, coelitum cgregius labor ;
Ad cujus arma venit et qui frigidum
Septena Tanain ora pandentem bibit,
Et qui renatum primus excipiens diem
Tepidum rubenti Tigrin immiscet freto 4M.
John Tzetzes, whose sources of information were many com
pared with ours, and whose judgment was far from being so
contemptible as his poetical talents were, calls the army of
Memnon sometimes /Ethiopians, but at others Indians,

by whom he means the Indo-Scythae, so much extolled by
Dionysius the geographer, who used to flourish in Transoxana,
Cabul, and Cashgar ; and Dictys also says Indi et iEthiopes
4•i Dio cit. Jornand. de Rebus Geticis. p. 90. ed. Lindenbrog. Hamb.
1611. See vol. 3. p. 241, 2. n. 691.
«" Senec. Troad, act 1. v. 6—11.
♦«3 L. iv. e. iv.
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The word Indian is often used as nearly synonymous to /Ethi
opian, because a great nation of iEthiopians inhabited the
banks and sources of the river. But that river was only the
western frontier of the country toe call India, and it was the
eastern boundary of the kingdom of .Asia proper. The revolt
in Alexander's army was not made at random, but it was a
refusal to proceed extra terminos. John also repeatedly uses
the word Arabians or Arrabians, as,
Kai tote TpuHXS i)J' 'A£iafiirtra ^oci&st' Evuw,
and
Mspvuiv btrtrx luirs ytpovr' ApaCijiJi tpwvr* '*.
We have already said somewhat concerning Arabia. That
country has, from an injudicious veneration for every name
which the Bible mentions, been almost appropriated by Chris
tians and Mahometans to the twelve tribes of Ishmael ; but
upon the whole it should be regarded as a country both named
and settled by the sons of Cush. Cush himself is called Arab
424 in the Targum upon Chroncides.
Paris most earnestly supplicated Eurypylus to save the city,
as he was it's last remaining hope, to which he thus magnani
mously replies, in verses probably borrowed by Quintus from
the Little Iliad ™,
Hpixp-iSij [uyafmps, Sepas ftaxa.^strtnv ioiiuus,
Tavra. ptv 'AQavaruiv hi yevavtv trr^ixrai
'Os ts Sav-j] xara Jijpiv vve^iov ij'Je irawSv
'Hp.eis &' w7ife^ ioixe, xai uis ir'jivos sri /xa^etrSaf,
Srlj«/*.eSa irfo iroAijof iirura. Se xai roJ' oy.ovpa.i
Mij *fiv faor{efaiv, irfiv ij waptv, ij d*oXetr&ai.
« Post-Hom. v. 258. 283t« See vol. 1. p. 105.
t* Quint. Cal. vi. 309. But ought it not to be 'Of xi fan

;>
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But after a tremendous campaign he was completely beaten
and slain by Pyrrhus and the Myrmidons, and as far as we
may judge this was the greatest of all the achievements per
formed by the besiegers of Troy. Ulysses says that, although
Neoptolemus slew multitudes of the enemy, they were all
widely different from Eurypylus, whom he killed even when
surrounded by his comrades, and who was second to Memnon
only;
'AAAoiov rov TijAspiJijv xarevr,pa.ro xaX%w
Ketvor Si) xaAAirov FiSov pera. Mevova. SiHv.
And here ends the genuine speech of Ulysses.

XIV. By the fall of Eurypylus affairs again returned into
the hands of Paris, in a worse state than they had ever before
been. The next event of moment is the death of Paris, of
which event we have neither any clear account nor any that
I can distinctly elucidate. He was shot by Philoctetes with an
arrow dipped in the same poison which had killed Hercules ;
and the witch CEnone (who is the Canace of the anti-christian
Romancers in the middle ages) had the gift of healing all
wounds and ailments, but refused to assist him, so that he
died. CEnone is but a mythical duplicate of Helena, although
described as her rival; the minstrels of later times, unable to
fathom the profundity of that woman's wickedness, thought it
could never be his wife who refused to preserve him from
death, but must have been some injured and jealous woman.
The truth latent under this veil is, that Paris was murdered
by means analogous to those by which Memnon fell, by the
contrivances of Neoptolemus and Helen. There were not two
women in Ilion (believe it who will) at the same time, to
' whom Paris could say,
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Nam te nee Phoebi solertior artibus ulla est 427,
Phoebeaeque Hecates somnia vera vides,
Te quum sideribus te quum deducere Lunam
Nubibus et memini surripuisse diem.
He was a man long inured to crime, but much superiour in
valour, sagacity, and power, to the reputation which he vul
garly enjoys. Propertius well says, qualemcunque Parin.
At this time the whore of Babylon began to see her great
designs arriving at maturity. The two contending factions
had exhausted one another by long hostility, and the principal
leaders on both sides had cleared the field by assassinating each
other at her instigation. A great treason and a little more
murder might (as she reasonably hoped) open the way for a
complete civil and spiritual gynecocracy, which had long been
the darling vision of her mind. All hopes of effectual relief
from without seemed now to be at an end ; the Epicures were
worn out with service ; and especially the Dardani or Aawi of
the city were weary of expending their blood for the fierce
grand-children of Cush. The party among the Trojan aristo
cracy who had all along been opposed to the ambition of Paris
under Anterior *** and Helenus (to whom 4*9 Dares adds
Polydamas, Ucalegon, Amphidamas, and Dolon) united them
selves to iEneas king of the Dardani, in order to betray
Deiphobus, who after the death of Paris had succeeded to the
possession of Helena and the command of the city. But
.^Eneas, under Helena, was the prime agent in the plot ; and
he had the command of the Dardan citizens of Babel, employ
ing the two sons of Antenor as his lieutenants. The city was
in itself quite impregnable to the engineers of those days, .and
the garrison were strong in the conviction that while they
held the temple and the palladium the Gods would defend
m Aul. Sabin. Epist. Paris CEnon. v. 81.
4« Tzetz. Post-Hom. v. 617.
tn Dares- c. 39.
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their walls; the idea of famine does not seem to have been
ever mooted as one of the chances upon which the issue de
pended. Babel was almost overgreat to be regularly invested,
and the besiegers were as likely to be short of food as the
besieged ; and the more so if we reflect, that Babylon in it's
most populous days contained a great space of vacant and
ornamental ground which might produce grain; that, that
ground was irrigated, and of the most fertile in the world ;
and that the Asiatics have always been temperate and abste
mious in the use of food. So that the inmates of Babel might
be a very host, and yet not yield to the pressure of a lax
blockade. Here we say nothing of the enormous magazines,
perhaps not less than those of Joseph's Pharaoh, which were
collected for the use of the place, during the long interval
between the crime of Paris and the actual commencement of
hostilities. The warriours of the city were under an efficient
leader.
A deep conspiracy was therefore necessary in order to effect
the work of treason which she was meditating. She now
pretended to regret the fault she had committed against Menelaus, and to 430 have a longing after the daughter she had
borne to him ; and agreed to deliver up the city to the Atridae.
Ulysses having disguised himself in rags and lacerated his body
with stripes (aixitra/xtvoj 4" iavrov) fled into the city in the
capacity of a fugitive slave and deserter. But Helen soon re
cognized him, and received him kindly, and when she had
pledged her oath to him not to betray his secret till he got
back to the camp, he unfolded to her the sentiments of the
Achaian leaders,
452 itavfa voov x.a.reXt£w 'A^aiuiv,
at as the Lesser Iliad 43s expressed it, " he made an agreement
o0
43i
tm
Ml

See CM. iv. 261.
Ilias Minor. ap. Procl. Chrestom. p. xi. ed. Bekker.
Od. iv. 256.
Ilias IMin. ubi supra.
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" with her concerning the taking of the city." That cunning
man was aware of Helen's real intentions, or else he would
not have set the least value upon an hundred oaths of her
swearing.
Let us here pause a moment to contemplate this same pas
sage of primitive history recorded under other names, and
firstly under the true name of the place. Some time after the
bloody Amazon queen had slain Cyrus (the eastern Quirinus)
whom the Shepherd had saved, and the Bitch had suckled,
Babylon was besieged by the host of Darius, who could not
take it. In this dilemma, Zopyrus 434, one of the Persian
septemviri, presented himself at the gates with squallid hair
and raiment, lacerated with stripes, and mutilated of his ears
and nose, and was received as a deserter, and admitted into the
counsels of the Babylonians. He had previously concerted
with Darius to place bodies of troops at the principal gates,
two of which were in due time opened to him by the self-de
voted spy. This is one passage of the Pseudo-Cyreian history
collected by Herodotus from the Chaldees, which included the
marvellous birth and bloody death of Nimrod, the exploits of
the cruel queen of the Goths, the more obscure fable of the
Thyestean banquet, not to mention some other legends of
supreme antiquity.
There was an abominable Princess of Jczira 4s5, Irak Arabi,
or Babylonia, called Nayla, or otherwise Zabba by reason (as
it is said) of the exuberant growth of hair which hung from
her loins to her knees. The seat of her government was a
fortified palace communicating with another fortress by a sub
terraneous tunnell, and when the two Amrus from vindictive
motives wished to get possession of her, they hit upon this
plan ; Kesseir, their faithful counsellour, had his nose cut off,
and his back lacerated with stripes, and in this condition went
over to Zabba, who admitted him to her entire confidence, and
<3< Herod. 3. c. 157.
J3s Price Hist. Arab. p. 124. Kinneir Geogr. Pers. p. 2U7. Juzeerah
means island, but it is used for Mesopotamia. Male. Hist. Pers. 1. p. 07. n.
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he shortly found means of delivering up her palace and herself
to the besiegers.
•
Ravan king of the Giants had ravished and carried away to
his impregnable city Sita the wife of Rama Chandra, who was
an avatar of Vishnu ; whereupon Rama in conjunction with
Hanuman 436 king of the Apes levied war against him. Ha
iluman penetrated under several disguises 437 into the city and
palace of Ravan " to explore Sita, the wife of Rama his
"sovereign and master." He obtained access to her, conversed
with her, and gave her a ring which Rama had sent ; and,
returning in safety, he encouraged Rama to attack the city.
The treason of Tarpeia who delivered up the capitolium to
the Sabines is another version of this famous legend which we
shall have occasion 438 more amply to illustrate hereafter ; we
have already alluded to the fables of Medea and Scylla. To
those may be added the romance of Moses besieging the king of
the iEthiopians in his impregnable fortress of Saba or Meroe,
and despairing of success, until Tharbis459 the king's daughter
aimiring his valour and sagacity fell in love with him, and
sent private messengers to him, offering to betray her father
and her country into his hands ; which she actually performed.
After the interview Helena made her arrangements with
./Eneas, Helenus, Antenor, and the rest of them ; and Ulysses
o6 See above, p. 89<37 Maur. Hist. Hind. 2. p. 241. etc. Ram's wife Schita was beautiful and
white, and is said to hare been a native of Great Tartary. She waa carried
off by treachery by a subject of the king of Zeilan. Hermand the monkey
went tbither with the ring of Ham and demanded her of the king. Upon his
refusing to give her up, Hermand destroyed the trees in the royal garden;
and the king's soldiers gashed him with their swords but were unable to kill
bhn. At last he cunningly said, " the only way to kill me is to tie cotton
" clotha to my tail and set them on fire," which they had no sooner done than
offharan, embrazed the whole island with his fiery tail, and carried off Schita in
toe midst of the confusion. Such is the version of the story in the Voyages
ia sieur de la Boullaye le Gouz. p. 179. Paris. 1657. Theory (ail of
Hanuman clearly belongs to Ulysses Cometes.
& Vol.3. p. 14, 15, 16.
cri Joseph. Ant. L. 2. c. 10.
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occupied himself with his own preparations. He employed
skilful engineers to form the Durean or Duratean horse.
An ark was spoken of as of a **0 cow with reference to the
cherubic symbol of the Deity, a bull. But the apostates of the
lineage of Cain in their 441 cherubim substituted the horse for
the bull, and that was the symbol which the Scythians more
particularly affected. The horse **2 was their oracle and their
God of war. The horses which Neptune gave to Pelops and
which could skim the surface of the ocean, signify the ark of
Noah. For this reason the great struggles for spiritual ascend
ancy among the sects of those days are represented as the
carrying off of kine or horses, as Hercules did those of Geryon,
and Cacus those of Hercules. Laomedon promised to give
Hercules, as the reward for his services, the wonderful 4t'
horses he had received from Jove, that is to say the tower of
Babel with the three contiguous quadrilateral temples forming
the ark or ship-temple upon the summit thereof; and upon the
non-fulfilment of that engagement, Nimrod seized upon Babel
by force of arms, which was the first taking of Troy by Her
cules, and " the beginning of his kingdom."
The Ark of the Covenant in Israel was overshadowed on
either side by the eherubs or winged tauriform images, and
similar images no doubt ornamented those of patriarchal times
which mythology has described as cows. The arks of the Scythistic model had winged horses (Pegasiorhippogriffins, " the
" winged horse of Curdistan") for their supporters, in imitation
of the cherubim of Thubalcain, and were for that reason called
horses. Such was the Duratean horse, an ark of immense size
and of costly materials, *** adorned with gold, and silver, and
ivory, and precious stones. As soon as the artificers had COm140 See above, p. 98, 9.
441 See vol. 3. p. 275.
44" See vol. 1. p. 77. 1. 1. and Elias Schedius de Diis Germanorum. c. 45.
p. 667.
443 See vol. 1 . p. 80.
444 Tryphiodorus, v. 65. etc.
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pleted this costly fabric a certain number of the most power
ful men at arms entered into it, of whom thirty, including
Mcnelaus, Ulysses, and Neoptolemus, are enumerated by 445
Quintus; but the names and numbers are variously given.
Having done thus much they abandoned their lines and
broke up as if in full retreat, but halted in sufficient num
bers wherever the unevenness of the ground or the growth of
wood was sufficient to conceal them from the walls ; for the
grand seats of speculation, the Tower of Belus and that of
Apollo Thymbraeus, (which in that champaign country had
been such a great resource to the garrison) were in the hands
of Helen, of Antenor, and his wife Theano, and the other
conspiratours, who had only to deceive the aged king and
Deiphobus. At the time of their feigned retreat they caused
one Sinon (grandson of Autolycus **6 and cousin-german of
Ulysses) to desert to the enemy ; he was tutoured to tell this
tale, that the allies had renounced their enterprize and had
constructed the ark as a propitiatory oblation to the offended
Deities of the Pergamus, adding, that they had intended at
the suggestion of Ulysses to have sacrificed him as a votive
offering to the God for their safe return home, but that he had
fortunately made 447 his escape. As those individuals among
the Trojans who were most celebrated for their wisdom and
skill in divination were parties to the original concoction of
that lie, it was not difficult to persuade the king and people of
it's truth, and of the necessity of conveying the Duratean
horse into the Temple of Jupiter Belus. It is however con
fidently related, that some person expressed his suspicions 4"
which were not attended to, and that the dangerous contents
of the horse were heard by the infatuated ears of the Trojans
to rattle within it as it passed the gate,
utero sonitum quater arma dederunt.
4« L. VJ.v. 310.
«* See Serv. in TEneid. '2. v. 79. The name given to this mm *igni6ei
doing mischief.
«7 Quint Smyrn. xii. 366. Virg. /Eneiil. '2. 80. etc.

4** Laocoon signifies he of the people who hath understanding.
It1.
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When Kesseir 449 had obtained the full confidence of Nayla
the Hairy he offered to go forth and procure for her the richest
merchandize of Irak or Babylonia, which he undertook to bring
in two thousand large sacks of hair-cloth. He went to the
camp of his royal master and rilled each sack with an armed
warriour, and returned in due season with his caravan ; but
on entering the gate one of it's guards struck a sack with his
partizan and heard the soldier groan within,
Et si fata Deom, si mens non Leva fuisset,
the whole trick was discovered. But he merely exclaimed,
" these loads peradventure contain no good," and gave a free
passage to the convoy, which took the palace, the tower, and
their connecting tunnell.
When the Duratean horse was enshrined, the people wearied
by ten years of unremitting warfare burst forth into joy and
mirth, and a careless confusion pervaded the whole of that
populous city.
At the close of the day 450 the concealed divisions of troops
began their forced march towards the city ; an operation of
difficulty in a country so level and overlooked. But I believe
they had recourse to the expedient of carrying young trees or
huge branches of trees, a phenomenon to which the treacherous
soothsayers Helenus, Antenor, and the rest, might give what
interpretation they pleased in order to lull suspicion. In the
fables of Arabia, when the Arabs threatened the strong hold
called Yemaumah, the garrison placed Asdrak of the grey
eyes 451 in their highest tower, a woman who could see for the
distance of three days' journey, but whose long sight was from
their incredulous fatuity of no avail. Presently Asdrak began
to exclaim,
As I did stand my watch upon the hill
I look'd towards Yemen, and anon me thought
The wood began to move,
M9 Above, p. 190, 1.
4s° /urumrui iXXufuu. Eur. Hec. v. 914.
«' Price Hist. Arab. p. 1 38.
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but they only mocked at her,
that will never be ;
Who can impress the forest, bid the tree
Unfix his earth-bound root ?
The second day she espied a man behind one of the moving
trees,-and again they disbelieved her. But on the third day
the embattled groves of Yemen marched into the unguarded
city. When certain Scottish exiles after skulking fifteen years
returned to their country, from which they had fled in an hour
of murder and probably of parricide, they did not fail to load
their antagonist with every evil imputation and every kind of
absurd fable, which in their rude age is not wonderful, seeing
what was the impudence of even the house of Tudor and their
creatures in all things touching their immediate predecessour ;
and the legend of the moving forest figures conspicuously in
the last war of Maccabeus king of Scotland. That service,
into which the spice-trees of Araby the blest and the rugged
pines of Caledonia have been indiscriminately pressed, was I
believe in reality performed by the farfamed willows of Babylon
upon the harlot's night of treason.
When the besiegers were nearly arrived, Helena and . her
accomplices let the warriors out of their cage, and kindled on
the summit of the Bcrgamus such a blazing beacon as might
tell the enemy of their success, and make known to the citizens
in the midst of their rejoicing that the tower and palladium
were taken, and that the immortal Gods had abandoned the
defence of Ilion ;
Ilia chorum simulans evantes orgia circum
Ducebat Phrygias ; flammam media ipsa tenebat
Ingentem et summa Danaos ex arce vocabat.
The aged king was in the temple paying (no doubt) a solemn
tribute of thanks at the altar of Jupiter Agamemnon or Herceus, and there, at the very altar of the god, he was butchered
by Neoptolemus, who from that and other atrocities obtained
o2
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the name of Pyrrhus, which is equivalent to Typhon or the
Devil. It was an act appalling to the whole world to slay a
king and a high-priest at the altar of the great Asylum, the
eldest born of Jupiter Belus, and engendered in the ark of
Noah, upon whose head five centuries of years had stamped a
divine antiquity. I have already mentioned where the speech
of Ulysses concerning Neoptolemus ought to end ; the dis
gusting absurdity of supposing these ruffians in their panoplies
of brass to cry and drop tears when they were in danger, is
reason enough ; but it was quite inconsistent with the cautious
discretion of Homer to allude to that fatal day, when he was
praising the son of Achilles. His epic poems were written as
an apology and a peace-offering to the Pelasgic nation. Deiphobus was surprised in his bed and destroyed with every re
finement of vengeful ferocity, another
scelus exitiale Lacaene ;
but Deiphobus was one of the assassins of Pyrrhus's father,
and the old king had not escaped some suspicions of conniving
at that crime, and these were probably the main exciting mo
tives to such enormities on his part. Polyxena did not escape
his vindictive rage, and was sent to consummate her fatal es
pousals in the grave. But to the Whore of Babylon these
bloody passions were but as instruments to work out the ends
of her unrelenting ambition, by removing every competitour.
In the midst of all the terrours and confusion made by the
taking of the Priami arx alta and by the death of the king, the
besieging army arrived and sacked the place, destroying with
out mercy the lives and property of it's defenders. But they
first set guards to protect the houses 4i9 of the traitors jEneas
and Antenor. Dionysius quotes a valuable extract from an old
writer of Aoyoi concerning the perfidy of /Eneas, it's motives,
and it's reward. " Menecrates of Xan thus avers that the city
" was betrayed by him to the Greeks, for the hatred he bore
*.« Dictyi. 4. 5. c. 4. c. 12. Dares- c. 42.
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" Alexander ; and that for that good office the Greeks fa" voured him by preserving his house. His narration begins
" with the sepulture of Achilles in this manner ; The Greeks
" were much afflicted, and thought themselves deprived of the
" head oftheir army ; however, having buried him, they waged
" war throughout the land, until they took I/ion by rfineas be" traying it. For Mneas being slighted by Alexander, and
" excluded front the honours of the pontificate, overturned
" King Priamus ; and having done this, he became one of the
" Achaians 4M." This comes well in confirmation of what
Homer had informed us that iEneas " had 4M a continual
" grudge against divine Priamus, because he did not honour
" him although he was excellent among men." The honours
unto which this discontented man aspired were nothing less
than the succession of the crown. The taunts of Achilles to
him seem to imply a knowledge of his sordid and designing
character ; " what brings 4" you here ? (he asks) have they
" made a new bishoprick for you, with a rich glebe ?" The
havoc upon such an occasion must have been immense, and the
city must have suffered greatly as well as did it's inhabitants ;
but we must by no means accept as a literal fact what the
post-Homeric poets relate, of it's having been then entirely
destroyed, for it flourished as a seat of government for long
years afterwards.
XV. I will here observe upon a striking resemblance be
tween this infamous treason, and the circumstances of another
transaction mentioned in Scripture. Babylon and Jericho
were both besieged in the course of a religious war, and both
were entered by spies who came to learn the temper of the
cities ; the spies were harboured by the whore of Babylon and
by the whore of Jericho, who both kept the secret entrusted

453 Dion. Hal Arch. L. 1. c. 48. p. 38. Hudson.
tst Iliad. 13. v. 460.
455 Iliad. 20. p. 184.
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to them until such time as the spies had returned safe home ;
the cities were soon taken, and the two harlots were treated
with the highest honour by the victors, and their friends es
pecially protected from harm. In these respects the harlot of
Jericho, although " justified by her works 45s," and a proge
nitrix of Christ457, bore a minute and nice resemblance to
Helen. The Lord says 458, " I will make mention of Rahab
" and Babylon to them that know me," and the Prophet
calling upon the Lord of Hosts to arise and take arms against
the second Babylon, its harlot, and the old serpent its spirit,
as erst against the former, saith, " Awake, Awake, put on
strength, O arm of the Lord ! awake, as in the ancient days,
as in the generations of old ! Art not thou it which hath cut
Rahab, and wounded the Dragon 458 ?" The word cut here has
the force of fisfi?etv, tnta.^aXTsiv : thou hast torn piecemeal the
harlot of Babel, and scattered her members over the earth.
Probably the Holy Spirit did not intend to institute any com
parison between these different persons and places, but Rahab
(interpreted proud or strong) is rather one of the many titles
or names which were applied to the old queen of Babel. Af
terwards a similar scene was repeated in Jericho, and the
identity of names and circumstances was a mode of rebuke to
the similar superstitions of Jericho. Cadmus, following the ark
or cow, erected the Cadmea, or Acropoly of Theba ; it was
Mesopotamian in it's site,
Tas 'Aptpwvias re Xvpas vno 'mi^yos dvery
A l i u ju. 01 v v or a /x to v,
and it was called Manapiov Nij<roi i6°, the islands of the blest.
In a word, it was a type of the acropoly, and paradisaical
4s«
457
nuit.
458
459
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mount and gardens, of Babel. And such was the city of Je
richo, not only strong, and stored with wealth, but celebrated
as a paradise abounding in palms, myrobalans, and balsam trees,
in the midst of an arid desert. Josephus calls it 4" Seiov
^wpiov, and the same superstition concerning Jericho was un
diminished in the sixth century, when the curious Itinerary of
St. Antoninus was written ; de Jericho usque ad Jordanem
sunt millia rex, Jericho 4*a verd in oralis omnium ita videtur
ut Paradisus. It was a daphne and' one of the abominations
of Palestine, wherefore the Lord said " cursed be the man
" before the Lord, that riseth up 463 and buildeth Jericho ;" a
prohibition which was respected until the reign of Ahab. The
name Jericho is interpreted to mean a sweet smell, which can
hardly be unconnected with it's famous balsams and myrobalani. And the modern name of it is Raha, which seems to
be closely allied to Rahab. The manner in which the walls
of Jericho were demolished, by martial music, without the ap
plication of any force, is the very converse of the Amphionian
architecture ; and it must lead us to infer that the towers of
Jericho had the tradition of an enchantment similar to that of
the Theban, Meguran, and Trojan walls ;
Ilion adspicies firmataquc turribus altis
Moenia Phoebee structa canore lyr.e.
This occasion will also serve to clear up another point in
ancient literature. The embuscade of the heroes in the Duratean horse is called in both the passages of Homer (interpo
lations probably, but very ancient) which mention it, Xrtyos .
Pitana was an obscure little place near the fabulous or Ho
meric residence of Menelaus, Lacedemon, and according to
Euripides it was the actual place at which he and Helen mi
nistered to the temple of Minerva Chalciiruus,

i•>' Cit. tteland. Palest. 1. p. 386.
t*« I tin. Anton. Martyris. p. 1I, Juliomag. 1640.
tfn Josh. vi. v. 26.
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itoXiv Wra-vas
XaAfcoiruAov re ®sa.s.
So much being premised, we read in Thucydides 464 that people
commonly said there was a body of men at Sparta called 6 ILta.va.Ti)i Ao^os, whereas in fact there was no such thing as a
Pitanate lochos in existence. It is very strange that people
should have said such a thing ; but it is somewhat stranger
that a non-existing band of men at Sparta should be called
the army of the Greeks ! Hira-va.rys rparos' saith Hesychius,
i tuiv'EXXyvwv i)'toi diro /*£f ouj , ij Sia rov MsveXaw oc r;v Tlira.varys. 'Eri Ss i{ rTiravij puAij. The nira.va.tys >-oyos was the
Xtyos of Menelaus, and his chosen comrades, concealed in the
Duratean horse ; of which famous enterprize the Lacedae
monians no doubt kept up a lively remembrance in their sacred
rites at Pitane, and they worshipped Menelaus in 46i a temple
of his own with heroic (if not divine) honours.
XVI. We are best acquainted with the transactions of this
war through the medium of those who were leagued against
Babylon, from the poet of the Laertiad house, and from the
numerous minstrels of the Danaizing Pelasgi ; but the lions
painted very little, and the few works that existed upon this
subject by writers of the Barbar kingdom enjoyed no celebrity.
jElian mentions a Persian Iliad 46* translated from Homer by
order of the Persian kings, but it was more likely a Persic
poem upon the same topics, and may have been the foundation
and remote origin of the Shahnameh and other extravagant
productions of Mahometan Iran. However the same Histo
rian assures us as a fact, that a work was extant at the time
when he wrote called the Phrygian Iliad, and bearing the
*6t Thuc. 1.e. 20. and see Dion. Chrys. p. 191, ed. Casaub. That learned
Sophist has wanted his usual accuracy upon this occasion, for he calls it the
Scythe lochos, meaning the Scirite, and moreover the Scirite lochos did exist.
See 'I hue. 5. c. 33. c. 68. Steph. Byz. in Scirut.
t65 Paus.3. c. 19. s. 9.
tw Var. Hist. L. VI. c. 48.
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name of Dares, nv ipvya Aa.prpa «' *fuyiav i61 'ls.ta.6u. hi xcu
vs> airoira^o/wnjv oiJa. Of this curious work (of which I know
not with certainty whether it were prose or verse) a short
Latin abstract has come down to us, together with a transla
tion made by Quintus Septimius Romanus, in the time of
Diocletian or of Constantino, from a Greek book written by
Eupraxides of Crete in the reign of Nero, under the assumed
name of Dictys the friend of Idomeneus. The abstract of the
Phrygian Iliad bears the name ofCornelius Nepos as its author,
but no one who reads it can believe that its date surmounts,
if it equals, that of Septimius Romanus, for the style of it is
bald and harsh. But I see no manner of reason to doubt that
it is taken out of the work mentioned by /Elian, for what was
extant and called into public notice in the time of the Antonines is likely to have been extant long after. That little
book is written in many respects with such feelings as would
animate an Asiatic writer jealous of the honour of his Con
tinent, and (if we supposed the Phrygian Iliad to have been
older than Alexander of Macedon) of his king ; for we may
collect from Herodotus that the Greek legends about Troy on
the Hellespont were a sore subject with the Achaemenide and
their people. Dares lays great stress on the prior rape of Hesione by the Greeks, as excusing an act of retaliation. He much
underrates Agamemnon, making him to be dethroned with
great ease by Palamedes, to whom he assigns the chief com
mand of the war and the title of King, and gives him the
credit of killing the famous Sarpedon. Agamemnon acted as
a mere scout to him, Palamedes Agamemnonem legatum
mittit ad Thesidas *e*. Not a word is breathed of Palamedes
being either convicted or accused of treason, but on the con
trary he fell gloriously, surrounded by Alexander Paris, and
his Phrygians ; and then only, begb occiso, Agamemnon re
covered his ascendancy. Dares will not deign to speak of the
taking, or even of the siege of Troy, but says, 806,000 Argives
#1 Vgr. Hist. L. 11. c. a.
*" D*res, c. 26.
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flocked together to the betrayal of Troy, ruerunt ad oppidi
pboditionem 46g. This is either very bitter language, or that
of a man affecting great bitterness. He also exaggerates the
resistance of Ilion, saying that it was taken in the eighth month
of the eleventh year, when we know it was taken in the tenth
year, rw otxara/.
There are some other particulars less obvious to a forger,
and therefore stronger in argument. The resistance of one
town for ten or eleven years is glorious, its ruin may raise
feelings of regret but not of shame : and Dares makes a proud
boast when he says, " we resisted eleven years, and were only
" betrayed at last !" But the affairs with the garrison of Troy
were a very minute part of the war (in importance, I mean, not
in duration), and the great collision of the Hellenismus and the
Barbarismus took place when Memnon first, and next Eurypylus, brought down the powers of Nineveh and Upper Asia into
Troas ; and the empire which was foiled in these great struggles
must of necessity hide its diminished head. But Dares is as
mute as the grave upon any attempt to relieve Dion : even the
Homeric story of Rhesus, though he was only a powerful
epicure 470, is suppressed : the very name and existence of Eurypylus are not alluded to: and what is yet a good deal
stronger, the famous armament of Memnon the Son of the
Morning, and his march to Ilion with all the force of Assyria
and Persia, are buried in silence. But to omit his name was
impossible : all the world would have laughed at an history
by Dares the Trojan priest of Vulcan 4", who never heard of
Memnon ! so the author of Dares has gone very cunningly to
work ; he gives some account of Memnon's exploits and death,
but he puts him in the middle of the list of Epicures, or con
tingents for garrison duty, who were on service all through
#9 Dares, c. 44.
47° I have constantly abstained from translating Homer's word l<rix«/;«,
(auxiliary.rvarriouri), lest it should be thought that their service was merely
a voluntary alliance, and not of duty, as I suppose it to have been.
47i Hom. Iliad. 5. v. 9-

the siege from the beginning, de Paphlagonia Pylaemenes 472,
de iEthiopia Peises et Memnon, de Thracia Rhesus et Archilochus, etc. In all that I have remarked, there is evidence
pregnant with the conclusion that this is a genuine abstract
of the ancient Pseudo-Dares.
But there is another ground as strong. Forgeries such as
Orpheus, Dictys, or the Dares of iElian, profess oh the face of
them to be what they are called, but this does not profess to
be Dares's own book, but quotes m express terms the original
work from which it is abstracted, sicut Acta Diurna indicant
que Dares Phrygius descripsit475. The original work was
certainly entitled Aa.fijroj *» ipvyos 'Epij/i£ptJsj (therefore
probably in prose), and was the work of some Asiatic, Hellenizing in his studies, but Scythizing in his feelings and preju
dices. It has been rashly imagined by some recent *>* critics
that Joseph of Exeter, or Iscanus, wrote this book as an epi
tome of his own poem, and that others have clapt the name of
Dares to it. But the usurpation and reign of Palamedes 475
are so slightly and obscurely touched upon by him in his poem,
as to show that he was afraid of copying Dares in that strange
history, rather than the inventor of it. Besides, it was well
known to Ptolemy, son of Hephaestion. Whoever will attend
to the last section will see that it must be taken from some
book called Dares, and not from the poem of Iscanus. Jo
seph of Exeter fills a respectable place among the Latin poets,
and this is a saddish composition to come from the pen which
wrote such lines as these, on the supposed drowning of Castor
and Pollux,
tamen acrius alto 476
Incumbente Noto, nil jam sperante carina,
c* Dares, c. 18.
473 Dares, c. 12. c. 44.
*7* This is positively asserted by Mr. Schoell. Hist. Lit Ltt. *om. 3. p.
123, 4. and Hist. Lit. Grecque. tom. 7. p. 4.
as Jos. Isc. /.. v. 112-120.
«* In the editions acto ; male. de Bel. Troj. 3. v. 450.
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Ledei juvencs nexis per colla lacertis
Nata simul simili deponunt corpora fato.
And for what earthly reason should Iscan play the Trojan,
both in what he says and in what he suppresses, as I have
shown that this author does ? How shall we account for the
way in which Dares's name is twice quoted, if it be a fiction
of Iscan's, and not an epitome of the Phrygian Iliad ? We
may prove the same thing in this way ; Guido de Columnis, in
his History of Troy, repeatedly cites Dares Phrygius, and in
some instances he expressly cites from him passages which nei
ther exist in our Dares nor in the poem of Iscan. Exempli
gratia, he gives an account of Priam sallying out at the head
of 150 chosen heroes, to avenge the death of Hector, " like as
Dares maketh mencyoune," and he describes the reconstruction
of Ilion after it's sack by Hercules, the pergamus, and palace
of king Priam, in language 477 similar to the descriptions
quoted in the preceding 478 volume.
There were y-wrought of large and gret roundness
(As sayth Dares) and iv'ry the pillers, etc. etc.
All that is given in the epitome 479 of Dares in these few
words : " Priamus . . . ampliora meenia exstruxit et civitatem
" munitissimam reddidit, et militum multitudinem ibi esse fecit.
"... Regiam quoque aedificavit et ibi Jovi Statori aram con" secravit. Ilio portas fecit," and then their names. The
description at the end of the first book of Iscan is very different.
Then, as Guido de Columnis took his elaborate and in some
respects very curious details, neither from Iscanus nor from
the epitome, did he invent them and father them. upon Dares
Phrygius ? He did not ; because they are given almost as fully
by Martinus Polonus who wrote in the middle of the 13th
477 Guid.de Columpnis by John Lydgnte. L. 1. c. xi. L. 2,xxvi. London,
1 555.
478 Vol. 1. p. 444.
479 Dares, c. iv.
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century, and died in the year 1278, whereas the Trojan His
tory of Guido de Columnis was not composed by him until the
year 1287. Martinus compiled a general Chronicle, and was
far removed from any thoughts of fiction. It follows that both
Martinus and Guido had a Dares Phrygius different from and
more ample than either the exstant Dares or the poem of Iscanus, in a word, that Iliad of which the exstant Dares is an
epitome.
The prefatory epistle to our Dares is upon every hypothesis
an impudent hoax, played offby some person who got possession
of the manuscript. But if any one were to say that Joseph of
Exeter, being in possession of a complete manuscript of the
Phrygian Iliad, made this abstract from it, roughly, and
without any thought of publication, to assist him in the poem
he was about to form out of it, I would not contend against
him. His day afforded store of old manuscripts that have since
been destroyed or over-written, and his poem is illustrated
from other sources besides our Dares, and those, I believe, not
exstant sources. Whence did he draw this, that Astur (whom
SQios makes to be Memnon's armour-bearer) was guardian of
the Palladium ? Where did he read of Orontes ? and that the
Chaldees were employed in the defence of Troy ? The death
of Orontes in opposing the landing of the Greeks is finely de
scribed.
Stabat in occursu pelagi ChakUeus Orontes :
Dumque rateis inhibere parat suspensus in ictum,
Fallit arena pedes et inanes excipit ausus
Praecipitem mersura Thetis. Premit Inacha pubes
Desuper. Ilie pares in gyros brachia spargit 48°,
Nunc caput immergit pelago, varioque timore
Aut longos haustus aut tela prementia vitat.
Tandem, dum fluctus gravior rimatur opacos,
Incidit in puppes frontemque infigitur uncis.
*° L. 5. v. 171. The shortening of a vowel before such words as spargit,
is one of the few traces of barbarism in that fine versifier.
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The celebrated St. Thomas Becket patronised both Joseph of
Exeter and John of Salisbury. If the latter could read the
lost Satyricon of Petronius Arbiter, why should not the latter
have read and epitomized for his own use the Phrygian Iliad of
Dares ? Camden 481 positively affirms that " Joseph of Exeter
" . . . . turned Dares Phrygius so happily into verse, that it
" hath been printed not long since under the name of Corne" lius Nepos." It is the more likely that Iscan may have
read the genuine (that is, .Mian's) Pseudo-Dares, from that
learned critic Perizonius having shown that the Greek original
of Dictys was in the hands of John of Antioch, who wrote his
Chronicle in the ninth century.
It is to be hoped that in these chapters we have come rather
nearer to the truth than Mr. Bryant did, or Monsr. Guerin
du Roeher, who maintains that the Iliad relates to the defeat
of the Sisera and Jabin, and is borrowed and amplified from 489
the song of Deborah. I have but three volumes of his work,
and I believe the residue, in which he promises to explain his
scheme, were never published. I am unable to elicit any thing
intelligible from the little he has said upon that subject. It
would seem as if it were a grave vindication of the same ideas
which Mr. Waller in the exuberance of his fancy introduced
into his poem of Divine Love,
481 Remains concerning Britaine. p. 279.
481 Histoire Veritable les Tema Fabuleux. tom. 1. p. 55. Paris. 1776.
This work was published after the two first volumes of Mr. Bryant's Analysis,
and before the third, but I believe without any knowledge of their existence.
It is a work of extraordinary learning, and it's appearance at the same time as
Bryant's must be regarded as a curious coincidence. The authour is hardly
known, because he was not only a Christian but a minister of the gospel, and
the rule at Paris was to consign every writer to silent oblivion, unless he was
either so weak as to be safe game for ridicule, or could produce his certificates
of atheism.
Herman von der Hardt maintained that Homer described a siege (what siege
I know not) ofOrchomenui in Bocotia, under the disguise or allegory of a siege
of Troy upon the Hellespont ; H. von der H. in Musaei carmen in tom. I. in
Jobum. etc. p. 655, 6. But he was
tribus Anticyris caput insanabile.
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Homer's Scamander with the Trojans fought,
And swell'd as high, by her old Kishon taught.
To that ingenious French clergyman, and to all others who
are filled with Biblical prepossessions, so as to see all things
in the Hebrew dialect and in the sacred books, as in a ma
gical mirrour,
'Oixai■ d.vvsXnw, evsi o'wxeTi Syere Tenft.wp
'iXta dtireivys.
XVII. It would be impossible to bring within such few
pages, as I can spare, a general analysis of the mythi which
describe the heroic war against Babel. But a few remarks
upon two or three of them may be of use.
The superiority of the Pelasgi over all men in polite liter
ature was not (as I conceive) a circumstance of their character
developed in Greece, but it was one which had distinguished
them in the days of Palamedes and Achilles, long ere they
had quitted their ancient seats in Assyria. Homer was not
one of their nation, although his writings were in a pecu
liar manner addressed to them ,- and most of the Homerizing
cyclics were Homeride. But the Pelasgians had several
mythi, or established types of the great war, which were rei
terated by different schools of their bards in their various tribes.
In Thessaly, which Homer had chosen for his type of the
Achillean and Palamedean kingdoms, the Argonautic 485
scheme was invented. And that scheme differs from the Ho
meric in as much as it loses sight of Agamemnon and his
subtle minister and is entirely a Pelasgiad or Achilleid, repre
senting how the Stygobaptists of Thessaly conquered Scythia.
The fable was more romantic than Homer's in it's original de
sign, and instead of relating facts historically and (excepting
parts of the machinery) naturally possible, it describes things
impossible or wildly preternatural, and bearing a generic re
semblance to the fables of Arabia, Persia, and Hindostan, but
♦ft See aboTe, p. 5.
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differing from them as a fine and cultivated taste differs from
dulness or from bombast. And as those who respect not them
selves are not respected by others, it so happened to the Argonautical fiction; it was varied ad libitum by the poets who
handled it, and so was cast into great confusion : while Homer's
legend stood nearly unaltered, although frequently interpolated,
and served as a standard text to preserve the tale of Troy in
it's original form. Another cause of difficulty in the interpre
tation of these poems lies in the occasional confusion of the
war-ship Argo with the Ark of Noah or great mother IsisArgo.
The name of Peletu the father of Achilles means god of
mud, and it alludes to the origin of the Myrmidon autoch
thones whom he was fabled to have raised out of the earth.
The same sense belongs to Pelion, the mount of Thessaly, and
to the name (although shortened in the vowel) of Pelias, ty
rant of the city Ta-holcus, that is, Jehovah's ship of burthen.
Philomela or Polymela, the daughter of Actor, was brought
to old Peleus in the midst of a great tempest of rain and
whirlwinds, and was imposed upon him, or at least upon his
subjects, for a goddess ; and that story was introduced into the
Argonautica in this way : Jason (having been privately edu
cated in the cave of Cheiron 4M the Centaur) was returning
home to Iaolcus 4*5 to claim his birthright, and he had to pass
the river Enipeus or Evenus in a violent storm, where he
found a poor old woman standing on the bank unable to pass,
but he humanely carried her over, and in so doing lost his
right shoe, which stuck in the mud of the river. The old
woman then cast off her disguise, and vanished in the awful
form of Juno, and Jason appeared before king Pelias with his
dpiyrwro* TrtStXov

The following are the words of Jason in Valerius,
t** Pindar. ap. Tz. in Lye. 175**i Apoll. Rhod. Arg. 1. v. 9. Val. Flacc. 1. 8.3. Hygin. Fab. 13. Serv. in
Eclog.ir. r. 34.
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Omnipotens regina, inquit, quam turbidus atro
/Ethere coeruleum quateret cum Jupiter imbrem
Ipse ego praecipiti tumidum per Enipea nimbo
In campos et tuta tuli, nec credere quivi
Ant£ Deam, quam te tonitru nutuque reposci
Conjugis et subita raptam formidine vidi,
Da Scythiam Phasinque mihi !
The construction of these enigmas is tolerably easy. The de
claration of Philomela's arrogant pretensions to be the consort
of Oceanic Jove, brought in the heresy of the aniptopodes and
the mystery of the heel of Achilles.
As soon as Pelias perceived the bare left foot he remembered
the prophecies, which had warned him to beware of that man
among his people, who should have one shoe,
ovri»' JJoiro
AijftoS«/ oiovsSiXov.
He was accounted but an impious man by the Argonautics, and
though he worshipped Neptune and the other gods, he had no
sort of regard for the Pelasgian Juno,

And when he saw that Jason was the man predicted to him,
he took this plan to get rid of him ; he desired him to under
take an expedition against Aia, capital of the Scythians, in
order to take their golden fleece, well knowing that Aia was
so terribly defended, not only by warriours but by the firebreathing bulls of the Magi and the sorceries of the ancient
dragon, that whosoever embarked on such an enterprize was
never like to return from it. Jason was a man of heroic
temper, and lent a willing ear to the old man's exhortations,
Tu cui jam cureque vigent animaeque viriles 487
I decus ! et pecoris Nephelaei vellera Graio
Redde tholo ac tantis temet dignare periclis.
4s6 Apollon. 1. 14.
Valer. 1. 55.
nr.
p
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The people were strongly opposed to the adventure, and espe
cially 4** Alcimeda, Polymeda, Polyphema, Arna, or Scarpha,
who deplored her only son's hard fate ; but he encouraged her
to hope for the best, and set forth upon his journey without
fear.
It appears that the father of Achilles was not a willing party
to the imposture which was practised in his family ; nor was
he on good terms with the pretended goddess who had con
trived it. The plan for making Achilles immortal is said to have
failed by his interference4*9, and in consequence thereof he
became irreconcileably quarrelled with Philomela Thetis.
The mythologists, not comprehending that the father of Jason
could have an interest opposed to his, invented a father Aison
for him by transposing the first vowels of his own name Iason,
and turned Pelias into a crabbed old uncle. But they need
not have been at that pains, had they known that the Argonautics were an Achilleid, because one of the main prophecies
upon which the Thetidean fraud was founded, declared that
her offspring should supersede and dethrone his oumfather,
it£irpuijiiiiov ijV, tpep- 490
-teptv ywov dvciKta. itar^os reKsir

rioi'nav ®et/v.
It is therefore no wonder that old Peleus (even if he were
free from superstition) should apprehend the fulfilment of that
prophecy by the inventours of it, and should wish to see his
son (as he was called at least) employed at a distance from
home. Achilles and his people were with great difficulty
prevailed upon to join the confederates, and their great reluc
tance arose from the opposition of his mother ; from our Argonautic analysis we farther learn that his ultimate consent
was not solely owing to his own high spirit and the counsels
of Ulysses, but to the jealousies of his own father.
*** Apollon. 1.878—'291. See Muncker. ad Hygin. Fab. 13.
t** See above, p. 52.
«• Pind. Isth. viii. 69. JEsch. Prom. 926. etc. Quint. Cal. L. 5. r. 340.
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Different as are the Homeric and Thessalian schemes, we
find them agreeing in one point ; the heroes who assembled
from various quarters to serve under Jason are denominated
the Pan-Achaians ;
Z*v dvx, f\s lit Xiao voof ; «Si toirtrov o/x«Aov
'Hptotuv youys nzva%au Jos ixroii pa.>.tei 491 ;
The scholiast says that Achaiis was 49a a part of Thessaly, and
indeed Phthiotis was 4M called so ; and he adds that 49* PanAchaiis is Thessaly, which cannot be ; for the word must be
formed upon the same general principle as Homer's Panachaians, and as the words Panhellenic, Panathenaic, or Panionian, and upon that principle adding Pan to one district of a
eountry will not give the whole of it. Besides, the crew of
Jason were from all parts of Greece and even from Thrace.
But their more usual designation is Mlnyce, a word to which
the ancients could affix no rational meaning. The Minyan
Epics *ai of Prodicus of Phocea seem to have related to the
punishments in the shades below. The Minyan Orchomenos
is sometimes 490 said to have been in Thessaly, but more gene
rally to have been 4i" in Boeotia ; and there is a story of it's
having been entirely submerged in the lake49* Copais. But it
is not any how evinced that the Argonauts were connected
with the Minyan Orchomenos ; indeed how should they, being
neither Thessalians, nor Boeotians, but people from all the va
rious tribes ? Nothing in mythology can be more puerile than
the explanation offered by 499 Apollonius, that they were called
" Minyan heroes" because they were most of them descended
from the daughters of one Minyas. It is a name inseparably
491 Apollon. 1. 243.

*s» Int. \.v. 177.
vo Strata, 1 . p. 64. Oxon.
*4 Schol. in L. 1. v. 243.
va See Paus. L. iv. c. 33. L. ix. e. 5. L. x. c. 28.
«6 Plin. iv. c. 15. p. 64. Franz.
«7 Homer. 2. S1 1. Thucyd. iv. c. 76.
49s Steph. Byz. in Athen*e.
499 L. \.v. 229.
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Linked with the legend of the Pagasean ship, but the signifi
cation of it had perished out of memory long before the time
of any exstant Argonautical poet,
stat magni nominis umbra,
and it serves to evince the great antiquity and mystical cha
racter of that romance. The nations who rose up in a body
against the king of the Scythae, in order to extort from his
custody as well the palladium 500 of the Phrixean or Pelopeian
ram (the bones and skin of old Jupiter Hammon) as the
wretched woman called 501 Medea, were driven to that step by
the tyranny of the Scythic or (as some of the Argonautics
term it) the Cytaic nation, and their rising up was the first
rise of the Bacchic or Sabian superstition ; their leader Aga
memnon was afterwards worshipped at Lacedaemon as Bacchus
504 Enyalius, and his campaigns against Troy, conducted by
the advice of Ulysses Pan were transformed into the wars of
Bacchus Hosiris and his friend Pan or Hanuman against the
tyrant Deriades or Ravan. The person intended by Bacchus,
Hosiris, or Sabus was Noah, and the Sabians rose in arms to
assert the free and independent rights of all the Noachidae, that
is to say, of all the nations that existed. Noah reigned in the
neighbourhood of Mount Ararat, where the first Argo landed,
and he cultivated the vine tree at Erivan in Ararathia. He
was the Armenian patriarch, having lived in that country both
before and after the flood, and he died there without being a
party to the emigration of the people into Shinar of Baby
lonia. The full expression of the name which we call Ar
menia is Ararath Minni, " call against her (Babylon) the
kingdoms 503 of Ararath Minni, and Ashchenaz ;" which in
the Targum is 504 paraphrased Ar-mini. The Minyae there
fore are the Noachidsj, a just and appropriate designation of
5"°
s0'
»»
s°3
5°«

See vol. 1. p. 4.99, 500.
See vol. 1. p. 477—480.
Macrob. Sat. 1. c. 19.
Jerem. 51. v. 27.
Cit. Bryant Anal. vol. 4. p. 3. 8vo.
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the confederates, and peculiarly applicable to the allegory'
of the great ship Argo. The Mount of Jason Mi in Ar
menia, where Medus son of Medea is said to have reigned,
affords nearly a demonstration upon this point.
Hercules did not join the Argonautae, being at the time in
a state of mental insanity on account of his son's death ; that
was true, but he would not have joined them had he been well.
On their voyage they founded the temple of the great mother
Rhea *0* Cybele at Dindymum ; that also has truth, for her re
ligion and orgies were set up by the confederacy in quaestion.
Upon the same coast, at a place called the Spear of Jason, a
fountain was to be seen im, Fount Helena by name ; and that
indicates the identity of the Ilian and Argoan voyages. But
there is another point more worthy of notice, and which chiefly
led me to discourse upon this expedition. The authours who
treat of it (with the exception of Valerius) give no account of
any military operations in Colchis, but describe king jEetes as
placing his whole reliance upon his enchantments, defying
Jason to take the palladium until he had yoked the fiery bulls
and lulled the dragon to sleep. But unfortunately for him,
the woman who held the clue to all those diabolical prestiges
was betraying him. She removed every obstacle to Jason's
progress, introduced him through the seven enclosures into
the temple of Mars, and delivered up to him the golden fleece.
So that instead of a decennial war we meet with a coup de
main effected by treachery and without resistance. It is more
over an astonishing thing that sixty nine b0*, fifty four b09, fifty
two "0, fifty 5", forty nine M2, or forty five M3 individuals should
sail in a single ship to attack a fortified city and a kingdom.
**
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They had not so much as a boatswain or a pilot ; the heroes
worked at the rudder and at the oar. The truth is, that the
Argonautic expedition is nothing more than the catastrophe of
the great ten years war ; it is the adventure of the taking of
Troy, and the ship Argo
(quae vehat Argo
Delectos heroas)
is the Duratean horse. That structure was an Ark ; it con
tained but a chosen few of the most renowned generals and
heroes, it passed the sevenfold walls and gates without oppo
sition or bloodshed, escaped from all the terrours of Magian
sorcery, and took the temple and Pelopeian palladium, by the
treachery of the cruel Whore of Babylon. The Argonautical
poets selected the ultimate catastrophe of the war, and fitting
it up with a beginning and a middle of moderate dimensions,
converted it into an integral poem. By doing so they obscured
the truth, and hitherto their meaning has lain undiscovered ;
but as relates to the art of poetry they had reason on their side,
because the history of a Decennial War would be a mere
chronicle in metre, and not an epic, and an 'IXiou Uit<ris, like
those of Arctinus or Tryphiodorus, being avowedly the con
tinuation of a begun narrative, is the same thing ; a chronicle
is not the less a chronicle because A wrote the first 12 books
and B the last 1 2 ; but the Argonauticon is an epic romance,
and is therefore of higher antiquity than the cyclics.
Medea is said to have murdered Jason ; but still the death
of Jason is not an incident in the Argonautic poem. But
Achilles died at Troy ; how then is that ? Having chosen the
capture of Troy by the Pelasgi for the fact upon which their
elegant allegory was to be built, they could not go back to the
death of Achilles (an event as irrelevant to the taking of Troy,
as the death of Ajax) without destroying the unity of their
work by introducing two heroes in succession, Achilles and
Pyrrhus. It was therefore necessary to consolidate those two
persons into the one character of Jason, and to describe the
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same bare-footed Pelasgic leader sent against Scythia by his
father, and triumphing by the harlot's treachery. We cannot
but desire to know who first made the Argonautic poem which
so many people wrote. Epimenides 514 of Crete wrote 6j00
verses upon the building of the Argo and expedition of Jason.
Herodorus wrote Argonautics, which are often cited by the
scholiast of Apollonius ; who also quotes those of Cleon. But
I suspect the origin and foundation of all these poems to have
been the Naupactic Epics (or poem of the Ship-buiUing) by
Neoptolemus, to which the same scholiast several times refers,
and from which he quotes these verses,
Aij ToT' dp 'Atyrri voSov eufia.Xe St' 'ApfoJirij 515
KijJojXScij f^£<riv ii<rtv, <ntuis f-er' aUflAov 'Iij«ov
Noj-Tj<ri) oixovSe <rvv dyj(i^.%yjt\s kTa.poKriv.
I think that those who first attached the name of Neoptolemus
to the Naupactic epics intended to represent the son of Achilles
as the authour of that poem ; and that the Orpheus who made
the voyage in the Durtan horse, and himself sung the exploits
of that vessell was intended to signify Neoptolemus, who was
the most illustrious chief of the delecti heroes at Ilion.
XVIII. The Calydonian and Centaurean wars merit some
few words of observation.
CEneus king of Calydon refused to worship Diana, but sa
crificed hecatombs to all the other Gods ; and to punish him
she sent into his country a monstrous wild boar, which is said
in the allegory to have desolated the country by its ravages,
but was in reality an object of superstition and a cause of reli
gious war,
'Ei/w repa.f KakoSuivos dytu 5' 'AireoAov 'Afija.
i't Diog. Laert. Epim. p. 76. Lipi. 1759.
sis Naupactiua cit. tchol. Ap. Rh. iv. p. 86.

It was a monster exceeding the size of the largest bulls, with
tusks like those of an elephant, and breathing fire and light
ning from his mouth,
dentes aquantur dentibus Indis 51s,
Fulmen ab ore venit, frondes afflatibus ardent.
A confederacy of heroes from all parts of Greece assembled to
hunt this boar, and all the principal names are the same as
those of the Argonautae,
Tyndaridae .... primaeque ratis molitor Iason,
Theseus, Telamon, Peleus, Cepheus, Ancaeus, etc. etc. : In
credible ! that the same motley assemblage of kings and
princes should unite both for an affair in Scythia and for one
in iEtolia.
Meleager son of CEneus killed the boar, and presently a war
broke out for the possession of his head and skin,

in which the Curetes of Pleuron (where Thestius reigned)
were the aggressors, and the Calydonians the defenders.
When Meleager took the field, the Pleuronians durst not ap
proach the city ; but, when he quarrelled with his mother
Althaea (who had cursed him and invoked the infernal deities
to destroy him) and refused to take any part in the war, Calydon was reduced to the last extremity. At length, when the
Curetes were assailing his own palace he came forth, at the
entreaty of his wife Cleopatra, and saved Calydon. Such is
the account given in an ill-written and tedious interpolation
of the ™ Iliad.
The cause of Althaea's rage is said to have been, that Me
leager gave the head and skin 518 of the boar to the amazon
Atalanta. We have mentioned that woman before; she
5i6 Ovid. Met viii. 287.
5'7 L. ix. v. 529—595.
s,e Ovid Met. viii. 4C6.
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lived M9 at a mount covered with vines and ivy, in a delightful
garden, and practised hunting, and waged a war against the
Centaurs. She also received from the hands of the wild
hunter Hippomenes, or Milanion (son of Mars), a golden
apple from the Hesperides, which proved her ruin ; and she
was an harlot who made Jove's Temple the place of her for
nication. To her the reliques of the boar were consigned,
which enraged the sons of Thestius and brought on the war,
the 'AirwAov 'Apyou
Excepting the Trojan and Argonautic stories we have no
regular account of any of the pretended heroic wars ; we have
but some scattered allusions to them. Coluthus of Lycopolis
wrote some books of Calydoniacs, which are lost. It appears,
from what little we possess of this ill-conditioned mythus,
that the adventures of Achilles angry at the ships and his
timely return into the field, are transferred to the defenders
of Babel and to the Mighty Hunter. But this is plain, that
the league of heroes is the same league as that against Aia and
against Ilion, and that the skin of the boar is the palladium,
just as the skin of the golden ram, the skin of the giant Pallas,
the skin of Pherecydes Cham, and the skin and bones of
Jupiter Pelops Agamemnon, are the palladium. Professour
Heyne MO says, ut autem intelligas non tenue aut vile munus
exuvias has apri fuisse, tenendum, iis indutum victorem mox
incessisse, conspicuum adeo factum hoc virtutis praemio per
omnem Graeciam. So Mr. Heyne thought that a memorable
war was really waged for the possession of a real hog's-skin,
and the said skin was, in his opinion, a very sufficient ground
for those dreadful hostilities. In that case the heroes of an
tiquity must have been very absurd people ; but they were not
so, terrible as were the delusions under which they laboured.
We will say more about the wild boar presently. It is no
less clear that the ferocious strumpet Atalanta, who was the
sis Vol. 1 . p. 307.
s* In Apollod. p. 49.
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cause of the war, and in whose keeping the palladium was
placed, is the Medea of Aia and the Helena of Troy, the
Trojae et patriae communis Erinnys,
who received the golden apple ofdiscord from the hands of the
overweening Scythe.
The war between the Centauri and Lapithe was the subject
of an epic by the ancient poet 541 Melisander of Miletus.
Pirithous (said to have been a eunuch) was espoused to a
certain lady ; to Hippodamia i8s daughter of Ixion or Adrastus (Adrastea or Nemesis), Hippobotea M3 daughter of Butas
(Buddha), Dia 584 daughter of Butates, Hippocratia 545
daughter of Athracies, Deianira 546 daughter of Dexamenus,
of CEneus 587 great-grandson of Deucalion, or of Bacchus 448
and Althaea, or lastly to Ischomache daughter of Lapithas,
Qualis et Ischomache (Lapithae genus) heroine 549
Centauris medio grata rapina mero.
But his nuptials were interrupted by the violence of the Cen
tauri, who got drunk and carried away his bride. Not less
than sixty 530 heroes combined their efforts to recover her, and
succeeded after a bloody struggle ; among them were several
Iliac, Argonautic, and Calydoniac chieftains, such as Theseus,
Peleus, Mopsus, and Nestor.
It may be shewn in many ways that the Centauri were the
Cushim. They were in their form half horses, and the horse
is the Scythic symbol. They were the very first inventours
9"
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^lian. Var. Hist. ix. c. 2.
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of that art by which Nimrod introduced the warlike tyrannis M1,
hunting. They were devoted to Mars, and beloved of him,
who ultimately destroyed their antagonists,
Mars perdere gentem
Immanem Lapithum valuit.
When Mars made his appearance in Colchis,
monstrum irrevocabile belli
Concutiens Scythiceuue super tentoria sistit,
and summoned all the clans of the Cushim to the defence of
Aia,
Impulit et dubios in Phrixei velleris ardor
Centoras.
A principal leader of the Centaurs was Asbolus the "3 prophet,
Ktvraupoi A" krepiiiQev tvavnot rjyepeQovro

but Asbolus Mt is known to be a name for Cush, father of the
./Ethiopians. The Centaurs made war against Atalanta, the
Bacchanalian amazon. The Centaur Ms Epistrophus (an hairy
man to his navel, and an horse below) served against the Greeks
in defence of Ilion ; and that is equivalent to the Centaur Asiu*,
for Asia i3B was called Epistrophus until it assumed the name
of the " philosopher and mystagogue" Asius who consecrated
the Palladium. Moses of Chorene M7 says, that the true name
of the tyrant called Zoroaster Zohauk, or Az-dhahak Byraspes,
was Centauries Prydes. We may infer that the Centaurs were

531 Oppian. Cyneg. L. 2. v. 5—8. Xonoph. de Venet. c. 1.
5*i VaJ. Flacc. vi. 1 50. duiioi means " ambiguous whether man or horie,"
not " lukewarm and haesilating."
S3 H*Viud. Scut. Here. v. 184. schol. ibid.
s» Vol 1. p. 175.
ki5 Gobelin. Persona. Coam. p. 51.
& Johan. Malal. p. 138. see above, vol. 1. p. 488.
537 Hist. Armen. p. 80.
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of the party of Ithyphallus or Mahadeva, and supported the
lingam against the iona, from observing that the word hippocentaurus 5s8 was employed to signify that which the phallus
represents.
Deianira was an amazon, and Ischomache is termed by Propertius an heroine, so it would seem that the ravished bride
was none of the most delicate. She was the Bacchic virago
for whom all nations in the " deceivableness of their un" righteousness" toiled and bled. Not only was Deianira
daughter to Oineus the vine-planter, or else to Bacchus him
self; but we find by other means that this war was Bacchic,
and that the Lapithae were the Bacchant party. They were
opposed to the Scythe, who abhorred Bacchus. The quarrell
first arose about a great wine-vat of the Centaurs, which they
refused to have opened, Tw xojvov rtuv Ktvrauftuv 559 avoijfau
v i fl o v, but that word irifloj, a cask or vat, is the root of the
name La-pithian. It has moreover been fully shewn in a
former section who the eunuch Pirithous was, and what was
meant by his wedding.
The rout of the Centaurs by Hercules was an incident
which occurred in the course of the chace of the Erymanthian
boar. Hercules, weary with the pursuit, sought refreshment
in the cave of Pholus the centaur and opened the fatal vifos,
the smell of which brought down the Centaurs in multitudes
to attack him, but he defeated them with slaughter. Eurytion
(the ravisher of Hippodamia) and a few others escaped by
flight. Hercules resumed the chace of the Erymanthian boar,
and brought him captive to Mycenie. We must not be of
fended at finding Hercules in alliance with the Argonauts and
the Lapithae, because the Pelasgic and Hellenic poets finding
Hercules among the Gods of the Pelasgi, introduced into their
farrago of the Cyclic Heraclcis many stories in which that
hero is turned into an Hellenist. The destruction of Diomede
538 See Vegetius de Art. Veterin. sive de Mulo-medicina. L. 1. c. 46. s. 2.
53." Apollod. p. 168. Hcyne.
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and his horses is an instance of that. The main point to ob
serve upon is the boar.
As the war of the /Ktolians broke out in the course of the
Calydonian boar-hunt, and that of the Centaurs in the course
of the Erymanthian boar-hunt, we can scarcely doubt that
we have accounts of the same war delivered somewhat dif
ferently by ,Etolian and Thessalian minstrels, and as of two
wars, both Bacchic, and the former for the palladium and the
latter for the ravished bride, ideas which we have shewn to
be inseparably connected. But the hero god Adonis M0 set
out upon a boar-hunt, and the boar, like that of Calydon, was
a portent ofwar, it was Mars in disguise, and it was a portent
raised up against Adonis in order to revenge the death of Erymanthus; we may therefore pronounce with some confidence
that Adonis died in the course of the war called Calydonian
or Centaurean ; but Adonis is Memnon, Son of the Morning,
and he was murdered at the close of the great Decennial War.
It has been shewn that the boar is that being, whose skin is
the palladium. The name for a boar or an hog is written
either with the thick or the sibilant aspiration, hys or sys, and
it is from the verbal root uui, pluo. The Hyades or stars of rain
are (in Latin) Suculce, the little sows. The boar's skin is the
skin of Jupiter Pluvius or Nephelegeretas, the daemon of the
flood. Dardanus (Cham) son of the Pleiad Electru and brother
of the Rainbow and the /Whirlwinds, was cotemporary with
king Nyctimus, (king of the catoulas) Mt " in whose reign
" Deucalion's cataclysm took place," and he escaped from the
waves by sewing himself up in a skin " in the likeness of a
" four-legged Istrian wild-boar ;" Lycophron speaks of
'ArXavtiSos M*
Auirra xeXtopos os iror iv patrtw xvrei

'Oiro/a irogxoj 'Irpieus rercatrneXiji
'Atrxw ftoryes dfttpeXut^wtras Ssfias
(Pviiipviati)s x.£i«pos ws) Ivrfearo.
s** See vol. 1 . p. 68.

M' Apollod. L. 3. c. 8. p. 303.
w Lycophr. 72. Tz. ibid.
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In his Vara or Boar Avatar Vishnu appeared wading through
the waters of the flood and supporting 545 the Moon with her
groves and temples upon his tusks. The boar Dardanus
swimming in the flood, and the ram Hammon swimming in
the sea of Helle, are exactly the same ; and more is not ne
cessary in order to shew how the boar's skin is the palladium.
But the boar is never spoken of by the Greeks in a favour
able sense. It is either the evil spirit or the power of God
displayed in works of destruction. The fierceness of the boar,
coupled with his gross sensuality and habit of wallowing and
grubbing In the earth, made him a fit image of evil ; Epicuri
de grege porcus. The Goat, from his extreme salaciousness,
was the symbol of Pan or Azazel, the prince ofthis world and
lord of all it's filth and abominations, which in the Latin is
called caper ; the same word is Greek for a boar. Homer re
lates an oracle of Proteus to Menelaus, assuring him that he
should not die, but should be removed to Elysium, " where is
" the yellow Damanthys,"
'AXXa <r' If 'RXu<rtov keStov M0U irsipara. youtfi

Upon this line (ill read) the subsequent fabulists built up the
story of the judge Radamanthus. But the name means "the
" subduer of him who personated the boar ;" so Neptune hav
ing conquered the greater part of the earth at the time of the
flood, and retained possession of it, is 544 A0cfi-aisj and Vaiij'jX°s- Cheiron the centaur, in order to supply the loss of
Achilles's heel, adapted to his foot that 545 of Damysun the
Giant, which means the conquerour of Hysus, and bears a
close analogy to Dam-ant-hys. It is not easy to say who was
'AvQ-vs, the anti-boar, nor indeed to answer any question
relating to the Odyssey. But considering the intense hatred
and abhorrence in which the eunuch Palamedes was held both
by Hodysseus and by his poet Homer, and that the Homeric
M3 See vol. l.p. 263, 4.
544 Pindar. Olymp. xiii. v. 98.
545 Ptol. Heph. ap. Phot. Bibl. p. 1i2.
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rhapsodist who speaks of the Caly(Ionian boar calls it%Xovn)v
suv a'yfiov, which is interpreted to mean a hog or gelded boar,
it becomes probable that Palamedes is meant. The deity who
subdued him, and who waited in Elysium for Menelaus is
perhaps the god Sabus or Bacchus, of whose new religion
Agamemnon was the champion, and Menelaus the high-priest,
the Liber of the Roman Liberalia, and not the Bacchus of those
frantic and lascivious orgies which disgraced human nature.
The Crommyonian M9 sow Phaia, whom Theseus had such
trouble to destroy, and who (as some said) was a virago,
tyrpts, 4iov»«j, kou dx.oXa.rosi is of course the Babylonian
harlot herself. The territory of the Xanthians in Lycia was
ravaged by a wild boar, which Bellerophon M7 slew; but
when he found them ungrateful to him, he cursed their
country, and it became sterile.
The appearance of the Hog, as a portent producing war, is
a part of the Scandinavian superstition. 1 lyndla the Huntress
sings M*, " The dwarfs Dainn and Nabbi made for me the
" Hog of War with golden bristles," and she is Atalanta in a
northern dress.
M* Plutarch. Thes. vol. 1 . p 4. Gryll. vol. 2. p. 987. Xylander.
5P Plutarch, de Virt. Mulier. rol. 2. p. 248.
«s liyrullac Carmen. st. vii. inSaemund. Edda, tom. 1. p. 319.
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SEMIRAMIS, AENEAS,
AND THK

JENEADjE.

I. The fall of Babel, the destruction of it's haughty ty
rants, and the repeated discomfiture of the Ninevite armies,
had at last rewarded the persevering ambition of the King of
Men with a triumph not the less valuable for being purchased
by the loss of nearly all those powerful and jealous allies who
might have been his rivals. But the earth had not drunk up
the blood of his daughter, nor was the golden goblet of Helen
full until his was added to it's ingredients.
The Greek poets, in their fabulous mode of telling the
history, would give you to think, that the dispersion of man
kind, by which so many countries were peopled from Troy,
took place immediately upon its capture by Ulysses and Aga
memnon, and that the ruin and abandonment of the place
then happened. But that is a great error, arising, as I will
show, very naturally. In my chapter 1 of Ilia*, I have ob
served that a tenderness and fear of offending the minds of
their hearers prevented the bards who fled from Babel at the
confusion from entering into any detail of that dreadful event
and its consequences, and that this topic required a yet thicker
veil of metaphor than even the wars did. But the mystery by
which Homer and his school had chosen to express the latter,
1 Above, p. 3.
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afforded so obvious a similitude, and one bo poetical, of the
former, that they could not choose but avail themselves of it.
They sailed to Ilion a mighty fleet, and the number of their
bands was designed by that of their ships ; the judgment of
Providence scattering this league of all mankind and dashing
it to pieces, was, therefore, finely imaged in the dispersion and
shipwreck of the Panachaian navy by a storm of winds which
the offended deity sent against them,
Haurra. yap dWuSis aAAa xaxcu Su^tuoY dtXXcu *,
but a moment' s thought will show us that the scattering of
the mystic fleet must be represented as immediate or within
such time as a fleet might continue assembled, and could not
possibly take place one hundred and forty years after. But
there are several curious considerations that give a still
greater propriety to this imagery. 1st. It was literally true
as concerning the Ships. Those Ships were the arks of the
Gentiles, which each of their tribes or patriarchates had borne
before them on their march, being small imitations of Noah's
Ship of the Covenant, and serving for the numina of their
legions, as was explained in the last chapter. But when the
Omnigentile League (or Feudal Syro-Hellenic Monarchy)
was broken up by the cleaving of the tongues, and the exiles
set out upon their journey into the vast regions of Europe,
Africa, and those parts of our quarter Asia which were not
included in the kingdom Asia, they again took up their Arks
and followed them until something indicated that they had
reached their destination, and might build themselves a town.
So that the dispersion of the ships had as much of literal truth
as the gathering of them together had, and most of them were
probably the identical same vessells which had marched under
Agamemnon.
2dly. It was literally true as concerning the storm of wind.
For the Pseudo-Sibyl, who had access to all the records of
• Qu. Cal. 13. v. 503.
11t.

Q
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antiquity, will have it that a windy tempest from God over
threw the Tower of Babel. And that statement has some
foundation, for when the division of tongues was partially re
pealed in order that the messengers of the Lord might reunite
the faithful of all nations, " there came a sound from heaven
" as of a rushing mighty wind."
3dly. There was truth in the fable as regarded the persons
of the actours therein. For divers of those who took and of
those who betrayed the city, lived to behold the dismember
ment of the empire and the dissonancy of tongues. We must
be contented to take a known quantity for an average of un
known quantities, and the life of Serug is a fair type of the
longevity of those times ; and he lived 230 years ; and as we
have no reasons for placing him above the average of human
life, the old must have considerably exceeded that term. The
person called Nestor may have fallen but a generation short
of the years of Cush himself ; and Helena, who was about an
hundred years old at the time of her admitting the allies into
Babylon, lived to witness the going forth of the nations, or at
least to perish in the confusion of that catastrophe.
4thly. The Scattering of the Danaan leaders happened, if
not in the very same war, in the course of the same struggle
between Ashur and Syria, the Scythismus and the Ionismus :
for those powers did not cease to be at variance, until God
humbled the latter before the sword of the Epigons or Re
turning Heraclide. For all these reasons we may understand
the purport of the Homeric chronology, and we will not crowd
the events of so many years into one, in order to conform the
etymon of history to the mereir«|U.ci!7iv ofioia of the poets.
II. We are not therefore arrived at the consummation of
these primitive affairs, but merely at a conjuncture, at which
the metropolis and all the muniments of theocracy were to be
transferred out of the hands in which Nimrod had placed them
into some others. By the taking of Babel the Aga-Memnon
seemed to have reached the pinnacle of greatness. But his
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destruction was already planned by Her unto whose secret
ends all things were made to work together, and in the threads
of whose fatal web the heroes were one and all entangled.
Animated by their own passions and desires, they did in effect
but labour for her emolument ; whoever conquered, it was her
victory, and whoever was slain was to her a rival removed.
And the hour was at hand when those who had revolted
against their Lord and Maker to set up a cruel tyrant, and
had again revolted against the idol of their own hands, should
become the ignominious slaves of the most dissolute of woman
kind.
Agamemnon was married to a sister of the whore of Ba
bylon, to whom his success might seem to open prospects of
ambition. She had however formed an adulterous union with
-/Egisthus, the bastard son of Thyesta, and she was led by her
passion and the intrigues of her sister to lend her hand to the
destruction of her own husband, in order to obtain for the
bastard his father's kingdom of Argos, probably Erech. The
agent by whom this intrigue was conducted was 3 Oiax, bro
ther of-Palamedes, a name unknown to Homer, but the same
person as Homer's Guneus, upon whom the command of Palamedes's army had devolved. Returning home to his family
soon after the capture of the city, Agamemnon was murdered
in the bath, and his possessions seized by his wife and her
lover. There is (I believe) no authentic record concerning the
death of Menelaus, how, or when it happened. But Homer
relates an * oracle given by Proteus, which he avers to be true,
(yeswv dxios vij/x£fri)j) promising Menelaus that he should
never die, but should be transported by the Gods alive into
Paradise ; which was well enough for those who believed that
Magic could exempt a created man from death, but to us (who
reject with scorn those impious pretences) it is evident that he
was spirited away. How soon, and under what circumstances

3 Hygin. Fab. 1 1 7.
* CM iv. 561. see Ptol. Heph. iv. p. U8, 9.
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cannot be explained ; nor can we safely place reliance upon the
visit of Telemachus to Menelaus as upon an historical fact.
By this time there was hardly a competitour left to dispute
with Helen for supremacy. The son of Agamemnon was in
stigated to revenge the death of his father upon the heads of
his mother and her lover, and then upon the pretence of his
parricide was excommunicated and driven away under every
circumstance of superstitious terrour by the witches of the
mystic Hades called Erinnyes. Neoptolemus, now branded
with the name of Pyrrhus, was an equally sacrilegious cha
racter, and was sacrificed at the altar of Apollo by Orestes, in
evident retribution of the slaughter of old Priam at Jove's
altar ; whence retaliation was called proverbially the Neoptolembnn punishment.
III. But although the hidden designs of the Sabian Hel
lenism were now matured, and the days of Rehu or Argu
(following the schismatic period of Peleg) were arrived, in
which multos annos 5 occupavit femina regnum Sabae, and
although she had no formidable competitor left, there were a
variety of angry feelings to be soothed and conciliated. The
Pelasgian or Stygobaptist faction being a sort of middle term
between the Magians and the Sabians, were the fittest instru
ments of conciliation. Guneus was the statesman employed
by her for those purposes ; he was (as we are told) the wisest
and the most just of men, and he was employed by 8 Semiramis to reconcile the Phoenicians and the Babylonians who were
at variance with each other. He was the minister who formed
the Semiramian empire, and as such Ausonius 7 might fairly
speak of him as a man whose renown filled the whole world.
The Cushim of Shinar, the Dardani of Babel, the Pelasgians,
and the nations of the great Danaan league presented a variety
of sects and opinions, which were to be united into one gynae5 Ebn. Amid. cit. Pococke Hist. Arab. p. 87.
6 Tzetz. in Lyc. v. 1 28.
7 See above, p. 12-1.
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cotheistic model of blasphemy, superseding while it combined
all the various abominations of the apostacy. This could
scarcely be done in any way, unless by resolving all things
into an ineffable principle of maternity, assuming all forms in
necessary succession, the deus pantheus Nature, of which all
the forms, as well lingam as iona, and all the avatars, as well
male as female, were venerable and efficacious in magic orgies ;
but of which the ultima ratio and primary amorphous ele
ment was to SijAu, the materia or mother of all other things.
Metamorphosis, and the fictions of emanation, axiA.of metempsy
chosis, were all ancillary to the pantheistic atheism, and were
revived and published at a late period by Pythagoras. I know
not if Mr. Faber be right in supposing that the rites of Jug
gernaut were instituted to reconcile the Brahminic and Buddhic creeds, and to shew that they were essentially and ulti
mately the same, although formally most opposed to one
another. It may be so ; although I should rather refer it to
the great principle of all the Sabians that good and evil are
alike from God, and that there is no evil deity. But we do
not want for indications of a crasis or conciliation ensuing upon
the betrayal of Babel by Helena. Romulus and his party ra
vished the woman Hers-Ilia, Ilia, Rhea Sylvia, Brutis, or
Hora, princess of the Bacchic Sabines, and a war ensued, in
the course of which the Capitolium was betrayed by an harlot
into the hands of Tatius king of the Sabines. A compromise
was then made, by which the Romans and the Sabines became
one nation with one senate ; their religions were united, and
the various gods and goddesses of the Sabines were enthroned
by the side of Romulus's only god, Ithyphallus, or Jupiter
Stator, and to these religions were added the orgies of Her
cules Sancus and the Sememes Alterni, a modification of Pelasgianism ;
Sic Sancum Tatii composuere Cures *.
The peace and fusion of the contending parties in the king* Prop. iv. eleg. 9. v. 74-
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dom was made by the medi'ition of those very Sabian women
whose sacrilegious abduction had caused the war ; Helen and
her attendants. Their descriptions accurately agree, for as
Helen was taken from her husband with her attendant
maidens, so of the Sabines only the demi-goddess Hora or
Hers-Ilia * was taken away from her husband, but the residue
were virgins. Nonnus in the 47th book of his Dionysiacs
describes Perseus and Bacchus about to engage in deadly
strife, on the occasion of Bacchus coming into the country of
Argos and proclaiming the Son ofJove. The Argives do not
deny that a Son of Jove was indispensably necessary, but they
maintain that they have one, and a better than him, already,
'Afyos i'/ei llepa-ija, xai a yarnci Aiovvott l0
'AXXtr iyw Aioj via. y.ou s Bax^oio ya.rit,ui.
But Mercury interferes and effects a compact between them
Qi/rpov 6jiotppoir'jyi)s x.ai Tlepasi kou Amviru/ ",
the terms of which are that Bacchus, Jove, and Perseus,
should all three be worshipped by the Argives,
'AAA* &uij«Aiijv Ssortpirea. pilare Bax^ou 1*
Kai A» xsw lief <nji %opivtra.r£, xou Aiomtror

The same idea is contained in the amicable introduction of
Bacchus to Hercules Astrochiton at Tyre, after he had de
stroyed the army of Deriades, upon which occasion Hercules
gave him a starry tunic, and he gave to Hercules that crater 13
or goblet, which was supposed to exist in Alexander's time,
and seems to have hastened his death. His crater was the
Cralera of Helen 14 filled with the consecrated wine of am*
1*
"
'*
■3
M

Serv. in ,Gneid. viii. 638.
v, 499.
v. 715.
v. 7-28.
Nonn. Dion. L. 40. v. AW. bUO. etc.
See vol. 1. p. 45 1.
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nesty or of the oblivion of griefs ; and again, after the king
Pentheus had fallen by the rage of his mother and Bacchus,
we find the latter mixing up the like oblivious Lethaean nectar
for the afflicted Cadmus lb,

Awas irofov AijSaiov o'Jufofi£voio Se KaJaa
ri£vdi/xov *irpyvvs ya',v iraiyovi f/,v9iu.

Long afterwards when the Halys, the ancient boundary of
Croesus, divided the Sabian from the 16 Magian haeresy, we
find a custom mentioned by Diogenes the tragecdian, in
Atheraeus, which shows that a compromise of this sort had at
some time taken place between them :
For Lydian virgins oft in laurel shades
By Halys' stream with Bactria's Magian maids
Kept concert, on their frontier bounds to raise
Joint anthems in Timolian Dian's praise.
Then sweet to the three-corner'd plectrum's stroke
The Sardian magadis in answer spoke,
And friendly pipes, from East the barrier flood,
Join'd their shrill concord in the Persic mood.
In the course of her grand conciliation of opinions and passions,
the witch of Babel introduced the fiction of the hero Memnon,
Adonis, or Arthur, enjoying effeminate pleasure in gardens of
'5 Nonn. Dion. L. 46. v. 359. There is no end of this poem's my
thology. The great anti-Bacchic king. Ninus ol the Assyrians, and Nim-rod
of the Chaldees, called Deeriades or Ueeruj by the Indians, aud Lycurgus,
Perseus, and Pentheus, by dirers tribes of Greeks, is presented to us a«ain
and again. Killing him is of no sort of use.
16 That is the reason why the Lydian kings, and especially Croesus, were so
much beloved by the Iones and other Asiatic Pelasgians, while they enter
tained such an abhorrence of the Persic supremacy. The Teians and Phoceans
to a man quitted the soil which had been in their estimation polluted by the
armies of the excellent Cyrus. Such conduct in the face of so honourable a
conquerour, and by a people habituated to monarchy under Crcesus, could only
arise from religious antipathy, for that is the only impulse of the human mind
adequate to such an effect.
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female sorcery, and immortal life by means of her annual care.
And in the course of the same, the Phoenician and Meroetic
Cushim embraced the doctrines which separated them so re
motely from the rest of their race,
'Oi fitv Swopsve 'Tir£piovos, ot J* awovroj.

The adoption of the tonsure 17 by the worshippers of Bacchus 1*
in Arabia savours of the fusion of sects and ceremonies, being
a departure from the true form of the ®yXu[U'jp$os.
IV. Having effected a peace in order to secure the power
which she had obtained by promoting war and discord, it was
necessary to dispose of the sovereign power ; or rather it was
impossible to begin upon those changes until it was disposed
of. It would have been too violent an innovation to assume
the kingly name, and it was much more expedient to assert
the feminine supremacy under the form of a man, and to ex
ercise it from behind such a stalking-horse as she might set up.
For this purpose she selected a son of her own. Helena, as
we know from Herodotus, Ptolemy son of Hephestion, and
Julius Firmicus Maternus, was worshipped as Venus in Egypt,
at Epidamnus, and in Cyprus, and by poets perhaps one thou
sand years after Homer was celebrated as the Idaean Venus of
the Royal Shepherd, Alexander Paris. Herodotus gives us
clearly to understand (what otherwise is not doubtful) that
Venus Mylitta or Salambo, the Whore of Babylon, and the pa
tron goddess of all the abominations and harlotries of that city
(which he describes in so astonishing a manner from infor
mation obtained on the spot) is the same person as Smyrna the
Venus Meretrix of Cyprus. That person was but too general
an object of heathen worship as 'Apfo&rij 'Ercupa, Ilccvij,
I\1=A«mf, or Ha.vSyj/.os, of whose temples at Athens (esta
blished by Solon), at Abydus, Samos, Ephesus, and Corinth,
we may read in the thirteenth book of Atheneus. But Ho" See above, p. 92.
"i Herod. L. 3. c. t*.

mer's Venus was neither that woman nor any other avatar
then living, but an apotheosis, and a goddess residing in the
invisible Olympus. It is reasonable to suppose that she is the
spirit of Naamah, the sister of Thubalcain, whose incestuous
marriage with her brother, and adultery with her half-brother
.Tubal, the dweller in tents, furnish the song of the minstrel
Demodocus. The cyclical mythologists have made JEneas to
be the son of Venus, which is not untrue in one sense, but it
is HomericaUy false ; and the Poet has rarely been able to
mention that general's name without some strolling poetaster
foisting in that of Venus ; to which they were the rather en
couraged by Homer's describing that Goddess saving his life
upon one occasion. We must therefore rectify, ere we proceed,
those corruptions of the Iliad. The true text of the Catalogue
runs thus,
Aa.{Sa.viwv dor %^y£v evs *a.7s 'Ay^itrao
'Airefaf a.fi0. rcy ye Sum A»tijvojioj uie
'Af^iAo^oj r , 'Axapat re, pa.'/ifs eS FeiSore ira.trijs.
The words ifx oios at the beginning of v. 822 are a test of
forgery. The intervention of the deasters or daimones, in the
fifth book, and the alleged combats of some of them with men
afforded one of the happiest opportunities for the rhapsodical
reciters to exhibit their nullity of genius. Some little pains
have been bestowed on the disembroiling of this part of the
poem, but there is not place for it here. It suffices to give the
passage into which the fable of Venus has been inserted ;
Kou fu xev IvS' aVoAoiro fava£ dvSpwv 'Aivefaj 19
'Ei ,aij a'i o'£u voijtr£ Aioj Svyaryp 'Apfo9Vij*
[IpoirSs St 01 iretrXoio tpxevv8 itroyp' ixaAinJ,e.
'OuS' vtos Kairavijos eXiftero truvWiawv, etc.
Some words by their position serve as tests of interpolation ;
they have been used as the needle and thread with which
" unus et alter Assuitur pannus ;" and such is Mijryp in v.
» Iliad. 5. 311.
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313. Verses 314, 316, 317, and318,are adscititious ; and 248
is equally so.

The combat of jEneas and Achilles has been

more daringly maltreated, and must be given at more length.
Apollo in the form of Lycaon exhorts ./Eneas to fight Achilles,
but he answers
riflaaiiij, n ju,e rouira. xai tix &eXwra xeAeuei; *0 ;
Oo fisv ya.^ vvv ir^tufa. 1toS3.px.£os drr 'A^iAijoj
Snjtro/xar aAA' lj'&j pB run a.AAot£ Sovpi ^ofrjtr**.
Tov S' dure itprxretems Fa.va.%, Aioj mos, AiroAAtuv
'Rpws 2l aAAa. ye xat tro ©eoij dLieysverrpiv.
ils Feiituiv ifAitvBvtri jitvos psya. wapevi Aawv
Ttuv $' oLirav sirXyaSi) tteSiov, xai sXa.y/Keto p^aAx*
'AvJfwv ij J' htituiv x.a.{kM^s Se youa. iroSetrnv
'OpvvflBviav dy.vSis.

Avo^S' dve^es £&y' a'ri5~0'

'Ef jiBtrov diutpore^wv truw-ijv, (X£ixaa-rs (U.a^;eir&ai,
AivsFaj r' Ay^ic-ia&jf xai Jifos A^iAAeos.
'AivsFas Ss it^uitos aVeiAijauvj IfeSijx£i
N*ora£t*■i' xopu$i Gpiapy, drap aWiJa. Sapiv
UpotrSsv B%* ss^voio, rivairtrg re ^aAx£ov eyyos.
IIi)AiiJijs 5* itepwBtv svxvnov 'wpro, Xew tus
Sivnjj, 5v te xai a.vJp£s a.Voxra/x£vai fisy.oux.inv,
'Effietar d>X ori kev ris dpr'&owv dityuiv
Aaf i /3aA-ij, eaAij ts %a.vwv, irspi r clfyos oSovras
Tiyvercu, ev Se w x*atfcij rsvsi dXx.iy.ov yrop,
'Ovpy Se irAeufa.j re xai invito ofi<pvrs^wfosv
Ma.rierai, Is J' aWov sirorpvvBi y.a.yvra.irSa.irXavxiawv S' iSuj psf£tcw ;aeve7, ijvriva irecfivr.
*Oi o" 3rs &j tr^eJov ijouv iit' aAAijAoioiv iovrej,
Tov irpot£pos itpW£BWB irooafxijr ftfoj 'A%iAAetij.
'Aivsfa, ri trs Sopo? sf3-ot f«i^£irair&ai dvuiyci ;
'H vo ri troi Tptu£s refXBvos ratpov £jjojfcov dWuiv,
Ka.Aov tpvta.Xm xai afovfijj, oppa. vtaijai,
'Aixev £/xe xreivrj ; yateiruis Se tr' ioAira roS s£siv.
*i i. 20. c. 87.
•i " But remember that thou as well as he art a demigod in the eyes of the
" immortal Gods."
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'HSij pBv iri ye, tpyfu, xai aAA&te S8pt tpoSi)trx'
'AAA' 8 rvv tj epvsrSxi oiopxi, wj *vi Supw
Ba.Wia.i- aWa. a lyur/ dva.yj">p-rpa.vra. xeAeuw
'Es irXySvv Uvxt (f«jJ' a'vrios iratr' eueio)
IIftv Ti xaxav iraSssiv piyhtv Ss re vrptios iyvw.
Tov S' dvr' 'AtvsFxs aVa(X£iStr', l^uivijirtv te'
ITijAe,StJ, JU.1J S1) (X' £«£(Ttn ye vij7ruriov ias
'EXiteo SiiSifyoSxr iirei tra.tpx FoiSx xai dvros,
'lS[i.Bv J* a'AAijAwv ysvsyv, ifyt£v Ss tokjjas.
'AAicijj J* o'u ju.' £ir£giririv dirorpetyBis [/.iy-a.una
Ylptv ^aAxou pa.ytirxaha.1 svxvnov oiAA' a.ys, Satrirov,
r£uira/xeS' aAAijAwv ^aAwjfsinv ly^£iroM'' etc. etc.
It will be seen that Apollo reminds iEneas that he is him
self as much an Hern, Indigete, or Epichthonian, as the son of
Philomela Thetis ; and iEneas, when he advances to the duel in
reliance upon Apollo's encouragement, makes the like obser
vation. " Affect no airs of superiority with me, for we know
" each other, who we are waft.from whom." iEneas was the
person upon whom his mother had determined to confer the
mundane crown ; and his great influence as chief of the Dardans (a.va£ a.vS'^iav and 7rc//xijv A a wi') paved the way for
his elevation. And the jealousy and hatred he had long been **
known to entertain against the old king had made him a ral
lying point to all the disaffected. No matter how, iEneas
obtained the sovereignty of Babylon with the consent of most
of those who had besieged it ; and he became the head and
ruler of that omnigentile Achaian or Danaan union with
which he and his mother had made their treasonable composi
tion. His reign is made known to us by Homer himself, who
makes Neptune to exclaim,
'fi nWoi 17 y.01 dyps [uyaX-qropis 'Aivefao23,
Oj toyx IIijAeiuo'i Sapns djSotrSs xareun
Uci^oy-tvos /xuSoitriv 'AiroAAtovoj 'Exa.roio,
« Iliad. i*iii. 460.
a3 Iliad. 20. v. '293. Acusilaus ap. Schol. ibid. Homer. Hym. Ven. v.
197. Apollo Hecatus is the infernal Apollo or evil genius, agreeing with
Hecate the malignant Diana.
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'A A.A' oiy*S' ij|u.eij irtf jwv tV ex davars dyaywpev.
'HJij yap TJfia/xs yev£ijc ij^3'i)f£ Ktowwv,
Nuv is Jij 'Aivefao Ciij Tftuswi favosa
Kai vaiSuiv TmScs roi xtv fj,tTovi<rht yemvrcu.
It was observed 44 of old, and is worthy ofbeing observed, that
./Eneas was preserved in order to reign over Troy, by one of
those demons who were reputed most hostile to the Troic
nation ; while the tutelary god of Homer's Ilion seems to be
alluring him to his destruction. In fact he proved a most
deadly and deceitful enemy to that nation and (as Menecrates 85
Xanthius says of him) he became an Achaian. Ascanius 48 his
son succeeded him in the kingdom of Ida or Troas ; and his
name signifies Khan of the Asi or king of Asia.
./Eneas was a Bty, that is an Energy or Virtue, one of the
powers and principalities under an human form ; and what
virtue he was, must be collected from the title he bore. 'Efa,
which in the latter Greek spelling is changed into ha., is a
common termination for heroic feminine titles, and it signifies
an Eva, or a personage born in the similitude of Eve. Efa
signifies 47 a daughter in the Cuban dialect of Caucasus. The
sin of Eve and her eating the forbidden fruit, her denuncia
tion by the accusing angel, and the death which she brought
upon the man, (both upon him who fell and upon " that other
" Man" who should
Restore us and regain the blissful seat)
by her seductions, are commemorated in the name and history
of Perse-phon-Eva, kvatvy Tle^iretpoveFa. For Perses or
Perseus is one of those heathen names for the theanthrope,
which were older (as Plato says in his Critias) than the deluge
itself. 'Aiv-Efas is a title equivalent to two of the elements of
«
*
*
*7

Schol.in Hom. Iliad, xx. 329See above, p. 197.
Canon, c. 41.
Williams's Primisive History, p. 54. Chichester, 1789.
•
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the title iir-aivij II*f ir£-ifw-EFa, and it signifies the awful Eva.
His mother was called Semi-ramis, tltc ccelestial Dove, and
Cassa Peleias, the harlot Dove; but the word irsX-eFa.}, pelewha.i, is the eternal or self-existing Eva, and is just such an
other title of the Magna Mater as Ain-ewhas. Mercury the
Er-iounian was another daemon of the Ionismus in whom a
feminine nature was disguised under a masculine form, he was
Herm-Aphroditus, and Herm-Athena ; but his Homeric name
is 'Ef/x-Efaj. /Eneas was M entitled Dardanus; being ho
noured in the place of that elder Dardanus, who invented
magic and the mysteries, and sailed upon the deluge in the
skin of the mystic boar or vara avatar ; being invested, I say,
with the honours of Cham. Nimrod reigned as Jupiter
Thrasy-Memnon, the warlike increment of the Enwhalian
Jove ; the greater Atreid had styled himself Aga-Memnon as
representing Jupiter Pelops Agamemnon, and iEneas was
deified as *9 Jupiter Indiges and i(aTijp Qeos XSowoj. But he
was the male avatar of essentially feminine Jove, and he with
his mother completed the bisexual godhead of 30Hellen- Helena.
iEneas was god of the river Num-ikius, that is to say, vo/xoj
'ixptvos, a law sent from heaven ; which I observe the rather
because it is the same derivation as that of Numa, or, in Greek,
Hou.as s 1 , the great lawgiver who succeeded Romulus. Tatius,
who commanded in the war against Romulus, and to whom
the Capitol or Cronian Tower was betrayed, was assassinated
presently after his victory. He was murdered by his own
family, and no steps were taken to punish the offenders ; but
a great funeral was solemnized and the feast of3* armilustrium
instituted in expiation of his death. And the people then
agreed to confer the throne upon a Sabine of comparatively
obscure condition, whose whole reign was devoted to a system
of superstitious legislation,
* See p. 9. note 16.
•* See vol. 3. p. 49.
30 See vol. 1. p. 468,9.
3i Dion. Hal. 2. c. 58.
v Plut. Rom. c. 22.
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primus qui lcgibus urbem
Fundavit Curibus parvis et paupere regno
Missus in imperium magnum.
He was the chief of that people, who bore the name of Sabinus,
the " 33 ivy-crowned" " planter of the 34 vine," and who
laudes ore ferebant "
Sabe tuas, qui de proprio eognomine primus
Dixisti populos magna ditione Sabinos ;
and he completed the crasis of religions and laws in such a
manner as to give a complete ascendancy to the Sabian prin
ciples, Sabinorum 36 mores populus Romanus secutus est. He
ordained superstitious ceremonies, and various courses ofpriests,
and rules for the keeping of the ancilia, the palladium, and
the hearth of Vesta. But in all these matters the nominal
king neither was nor assumed to be the master spirit, and he
merely obeyed the dictates of a mysterious woman ; she was
a 37 goddess, an Oread nymph 38 and a Muse, and lastly an
harlot,
nocturne Numa constituebat amiee.
He used to converse with her at the Capene gate, at which he
lucum cum fonte Camoenis consecravit, quod earum sibi consilia 39 cum conjuge sua Egeria essent. She was not only the
nymph Egeria (Me Resurrection), but she was the muse Tacita (the Silent), from which we may infer that the woman
Conjuge qua felix nymphd ducibusque canioenis 40
Sacrificos docitit ritiu
33
M
u
I6
37
38
39
*i

SO. Ital.3. 5£6.
.Eneid. vii. 178.
Sil. Itil. H. 421.
Serv. in ./En viii. 638.
Liv. 1. c. 19. Florui 1. c. '2.
Plutarch, in Num. Dion. Hal 2. c. 60.
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dealt in such manner of sacrifices as were unfit for any cars but
those of the chosen and sworn few. From her king Numii
learned ^.xmAiiojv 4l irotjitav, and, had we the lost works of
Anacreon, doubtless it would appear that this same was the
ropeunKT! ** siririj/xij of Callicreta the daughter of Cyane.
A curious incident of Roman history connects the Sabine le
gislation of Numa with the worst parts of Bacchism. We must
carry with us that, however the Roman annals were filled up
with the changes and revolutions of primaeval history, those Pelasgi did in fact adhere to a severe and in some respects a right
handed is system of paganism. The god Liber or Bacchus, the
goddess Libera or Proserpina, and their feast, theLiberalia, were
of old immemorial sanctity ; but it was only in the year 565 from
the city-building that the sinister orgies of the Bacchanals **
were brought in, with all manner of lusts, with secret murders,
poisonings, and the frequent sacrifice of human victims. That
plague was vigorously repressed. However, about five years
after the abolition and punishment of those Roman illuminati,
two arks or coffers were found under the Janiculum, of which
one was inscribed as containing the body of Numa Pompilius
the son of Pompon, but was empty ; and in the other were
4' Dion. Hal. i.e. 60.
f See Plato Theag. vol. '2. p. 1S. Bipont.
4) In every religious sect of the 1ndians, there is a righthanded and a lefthanded method, of which the latter is full of blood and obscenity, while the
former is cimparatively innocent. Colebrooke in As. Res. vii. p. 280, 1 .
And I observe the same distinction in the Latin language ; the righthanded
mysteries of the Bona Dea were solemnized by matrons only,
Sacra Bonae maribus non adeunda Dcx.
but Juvenal says of the same rites when perverted and celebrated by the vilest
of men travestied into women,
scd more sinutro
Exagitata procul non intrat femina limen.
Sat. 1. v. 87.
Lucan also describes the atrocities of the Druids as lefthand usages,
Vos rjuoque Barbaricos ritus moremque sinistrum
Sacrorum positis Druids: repetistia ab armis.
« Liv. L. 39. c. 0. eU.
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seven Latin books upon Pontifical law and seven Greek ones
upon philosophy, bearing his name. Other accounts vary as
to the number. Upon the praetor's making a report that their
tendency was to dissolve the religions of the state, the 45 senate
had them burned. It is plain to my mind, that this was a fraud
hatched by the same foul faction which had lately experienced
such wholesome chastisement, in order to revive their orgies
under a divine sanction ; and they justly esteemed that Egeria
and Numa were the fit persons upon whom to father such a
system.
Numa is said to have introduced the college 46 of Salii, but
the same is also ascribed to 47 JEneas ; and again to one Murrhius 48 king of Veii in Hetruria. That name naturally invites
a comparison with the Morrheus of Nonnus or Myrrhanus of
Diodorus 49 Siculus. Morrheus was the principal lieutenant
of the tyrant Deriades, but is nevertheless treated with a
marked respect and admiration by the Bacchic poet ; and the
reason is, that Morrheus betrayed his country into the hands
of the Bacchic army at the instigation of Chalco-Medea, soon
after the death of Deriades or Nimrod ; and by so betraying
it obtained the sovereignty of it for himself. His wife Cheirobia pronounces the following prophetic curse against him,
and then we hear no more of him ;
Cheirobia's husband, now her country's bane 50,
An useless warrior serves in Venus' train.
His some-time valiant but inconstant mind
Is now in counsel with Lyaeus join'd.
My foe is in my nuptial bed. My spouse
Hath India's city ruin'd by lewd vows.

«
46
47
48
49
50

Liv. L. 40. c. ii9.
Plutarch. Numa, c. 13.
Serv. in Mne\i. viii. 66J.
Serv. in /Eneid. viii.
Diod. L. 3. c. 64.
Nonnus, L. 40. v. 163, etc. «eci. 36. v. 431, 2. e4c.
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By him I lost my Father. I have been
The daughter of a king, in Ind a queen ;
But now shall serve, and, held in menial thrall,
Chalcomedca my proud mistress call.
This day by treason India thou hast won,
Morrheus ! but to-morrow thou shalt run
Self-driv'n to Lydian realms, by lawless love
Mixt with the wandering Bacchanalian drove.
Mean while, securely boast thy famous whore,
For king Deriades is now no more !
This is the Etrurian king Morrhius, who founded the Salii,
for Lydia and Etruria are names often commuted by the poets.
And Virgil was well acquainted with the tradition of iEneas's
wife having made such a prophecy, though he softens down
the character of that ancient traitor and usurper, in order to
serve the designs of another. The words of Creusa to ..'Eneas 31
are the same as those of Cheirobia to Morrheus, omitting the
reproachful part,
Longa tibi exilia et vastum maris equor arandum
Et terram Hesperiam venies, ubi Lydius arva
Inter opima virdm leni fluit agmine Thybris.
We thus obtain a cogent proof of the identity of the Bacchic
and Trojan wars, as well as the confirmation of the treason
and enthronization of ./Eneas.
It is impossible to determine what manner of person Homer
means to describe by the name Anchises, but it is evident that
such a character as .'Eneas must have laid claim to natalia far
less obscure than the name of Anchises conveys to our ears.
I strongly suspect that youth to have been passed off by his
mother for her son by Nimrod, against whom she had pre
ferred a charge of violating her, immediately before the Rrgtfugwr.. Venus 5: Helena or Venus Myrrha, the mother

V Vol. 1. p. 458.
t1t.
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of Adonis, used to share both the labours and the conch of that
huntsman, and fable reported that she bore him issue ; their
son was named 53 Golgus, or M Taleus, or Hystaspes king i5 of
Media, or Zariades king 56 of Caspia. ,Eneas was Ninyas the
pretended son of Ninus and Semiramis, who succeeded Ninus
in the kingdom and reigned under the regency and controul of
his mother. Having explained the name Aiuewhas, I will
show that Nin-Hyas (Ninus the Hyad) is equivalent. The
Magna Mater with her concomitant witches and menades was
represented in the language of Ionism as M Pleione or Peleias
and the seven Peleiades, that is to say, as the seven-fold (or
ccelestially perfect) Dove of the Ark ; but she was also described
under the type of the seven Hyades 5* or Rain-stars, that is
to say, Nymphs of the Deluge. The Peleiades or seven stars
in the neck of Taurus were, the nurses of the god Bacchus
or Sabus ; for such was the legend of the Sabian astrolaters.
They were pursued and driven into exile by Orion. And
there were seven other stars in the horns of Taurus to whom
the same office was ascribed,
Ora micant Tauri septem radiantia flammis
Navita quas Hyadas Graius ab imbre vocat.
Pars Bacchum nutrisse putat.
They were nymphs of Dodona, with whom Jupiter put Bacchus
to nurse, as soon as he was born out of Meru. They rambled
about with Bacchus and planted vines, but they were driven
into the sea by Lycurgus, a descendant of Orion. Nay, Hyat
was (as Suidas assures us) a name of Bacchus, to which honours
were paid during rain ; Semele his mother was Hyn, and his
a Schol. Theocr.Id. xv. v. 100.
54
55
s»
57
5B

Serv. in Eclog. x. v. 18.
('hares cit. Athen. xiii. c. 4. s. 35.
1biJ.
Ovid. Fast. 6. v. 83. Schol. Pind. Nem. 2. v. 16.
Schol. Arat. v. 172. Ovid. Fast. 5. 165. Apollod. 3. 4. 3. Sch. Hom.

II. xviii. v. 486. Christopher. Landini in Horat. L. 11. Od. 19. Suidas.
Strab. Geogr. L x. p. 687- Demosth. de Cor. p. 150, ed. Oxon. 1725.
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nurses were the Hyades. And the same name obtained in the
kindred orgies of Cybele and the eunuch Atys or Attes, in
which the cry of the phrenzied rmenades was Evi ! Sabi !
Hyes ! Attes ! " Ye male Eves ! ye Lords of the Hosts !
God of Rain ! Semivir !" But the Pleiades were stars of rain
equally with the Hyades ;
. . . Hyas inserena nimbis
Terras obruit et soluta Pleias 5*.
In short, Apneas, Ninyas, and Peleiat or Semiramis, are all
three to the same effect.
There is no doubt that Ninyas was a mere tool in the hands
of his mother. According to Eusebius, Ninus was succeeded
by Zames, or Ninyas, subject to the regency 60 of his mother
Semiramis. And Pompeius Trogus 6l related that Semiramis,
after the death of Ninus (whom she had murdered 6a in Ba
bylonia) personated her own son Ninyas, who was not then
adult, and so usurped the government ; and invented for that
purpose the ambiguous mode of dress which has ever since
prevailed in those countries. Nor is that the only general and
lasting usage which she introduced for the purpose in question.
The invisibility of oriental kings who lie concealed in their
seraglios, while the ministers issuing from it's recesses, like
priests from the shrine of their god, execute his real or alleged
orders, and sometimes after the supposed king is dead, ori
ginated with Semiramis at Babylon, in order (as the learned
Godfrey of 65 Viterbo says) to govern in the uame of Ninus
her son by the first Ninus, at a period when neither the king
doms of Persia, Media, Chaldaea, Israel, Lydia, jEgypt, Corinth,
Thessaly, Macedon, Lacedaemon, Troy, Argos, Rome, Teutonia,
Gaul, nor any other in the world, except only Babylon, ex
isted. She ordered that he should reside in the palace and be
59 Stat. Sylv. 1 . 6. 22.
t* Euseb. cit. Hyde dc Rel. Peri. p. 45.
*' Jurtin. Epit. 1.e. 2.
'* llygin. fab. 240.
*3 Pantheon, p. 89, 90. cd. Francof. 1533.
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worshipped but not seen by the people, and his commands pro
mulgated by the officers of the household ;
Nescit turba foris, quis sit labor interioris.
While the " pious iEneas" personated the Feminine Prin
ciple, his mother put on the semblance of virility and reigned
in the name and behalf of that base and degraded usurper.
If Ilion is Babel, and Memnon son of Tithonus and Aurora
Semiramis is Nimrod son of Cush iEthiops and the whore of
Babylon, it follows as an absolute and certain corollary that
the roi faineant Ninyas is the Homeric jEneas. However I do
not suppose that the feminine Mayoralty of the Palace de
scribed by Eusebius and Gothofredus could have been com
pletely established on the ruins of manly government, until
after the death of the first ^5neas, who was both an intriguer
and in some degree a warriour, an event which she probably
accelerated, as she did all others which were necessary to the
entire consummation of her plans.
V. The reign of the ,Eneadae lasted 140 years, for that is
the time which (as we shall hereafter see) intervened between
the taking of Babel by the duratean horse and the confounding
and separation of the peoples. It is not easy to say with cer
tainty how many of them reigned in succession, or how long
their reigns were, but we have reasons for believing that four
reigned in succession, exactly agreeing with the smallest num
ber that Homer's verses will admit of, videlicet, 1. jEneas.
2. o naij. 3. 6 flaiJo,' Ilaij. 4. 6 IlaiJoj IIais fieroitisSsv.
Four young kings successively filling a pageant throne, while
a strumpet governed the world.
The various peoples of men, though they adopted and lite
rally believed the Homeric fable of Troy, did yet very gene
rally cherish the remembrance, that from that place the, foun
ders of their state first emigrated. This was kept up by means
of their priests, who must have had some esoterical knowledge
of the truth, for the Erythraean Sibylla avowedly came from
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Babylon, and yet it is said that she prophesied the wars of
Troy, and also foretold that Homer would relate a tissue of
falsehoods concerning them. Now, the existence of such
matter in the Sibylline books is an indication that the Priest
hood had some notion of the reality. But, no matter how,
they did cherish the remembrance of the fact, and attributed
their foundation of preference to those heroes who flourished
in the Syro-Semiramian kingdom and really were the Spartarchs (if I may so say) or leaders of the dispersion, Antenor,
/Eneas, Ulysses. Dionysius tells us that tombs of jEneas M
were shown in a great variety of places ; and many 6i authours
affirmed that iEneas himself was buried in a city called Brrecynthia (that is, the Magna Mater's city), and that one of
his posterity and his namesake founded Rome in Italy. How
ever the Romans imputed to Homer's jEneas the first bring
ing of their ancestors and of their Dii Penates to Laurolavinium, although he had been dead long before the Outgoing of
the People. That errour may have arisen in various ways ;
from Helen or Semiramis living through the whole 140 years,
which in respect of her were considered as only one reign ;
the name jEneas may be used as the type of his dynasty, the
..Eneadu! ; or the successors of Homer's ./Eneas may all have
borne the same title as he did, being employed by her for the
same purpose and in support of the same principles.
Virgil announces the flight of iEneas from Troy, his pre
destined establishment in Italy, and the pretended descent of
Julius Caesar from him, with a curious reservation, by which
he intimates to the sagacious few that his story was in truth a
piece of political knavery ; it was a vision from the ivory gate,
which is the gate of lies. The poet Ausonius was well aware
of the falsehood of that narration, putting these words in Dido's
mouth,
Namque nee jEneas vidit me Troius unquam66
Nee Libyam advenit classibus Iliacis.
'■i Dion. Hal. 1. c. 54. p. 43. Hudson.
£5 Cit. Pomp. Fest in liomu.
w Auson. in Didus imag. cpigr. 3.
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Aboriginal Rome was founded at an early period after the
dispersion from the Meropian Ilion ; but Rome of the Romans
was not established till ages afterwards and in the course of
another dispersion, which was mythically assimilated to the
former, and celebrated under the more ancient names of iEneas,
and of the sibylline harlot Elissa-Lamia, or Aurora Tito. Of
those matters hereafter, and especially in the third volume.
For the four centuries preceding the establishment of the
Saxons, the people of Britain, whose clergy were learned and
carefully educated men, had free access to Roman literature,
and through the medium of the Romans to the literature
of Greece, the study whereof was made much lighter to them
by using an alphabet 61 of letters closely similar ; and their
access was not unto our sorry remnants, but to all that ever
existed of written works in those countries. To such men and
so furnished, the task of comparing and identifying the things
which have come down to us disguised under such multifarious
names must have been more easy than it is to us ; especially
as they were soon put in possession of the Bible, in which
they had the means of rectifying and better understanding
their own valuable Celtic traditions.
It were superfluous to add any thing to the triumphant
vindication of Geoffrey of Monmouth by his editour Aaron
Thompson, against the senseless charge of having fabricated
the legend of Brute ; a legend not only cited by earlier Latin
historians than him, but extant in the remains of Anglo-Saxon
poetry and in the Bardic poems of the Welsh. Mr. Edward
Lluyd68, in his catalogue of the Welsh MSS. known to him,
cites the Brut y Brenhinoed as one of the vouchers for Geof
frey's mythic history. It would be as reasonable to deny to
the Druids (or rather to the half-druidic half-Scythistic apos
tates from Christianity in Attila's time) their Merlin and
Arthur ; and to pass them off for creatures of Geoffrey's ima
gination. The very close resemblance of the jEneid to the
67 Caesar de B. G. vi. c. 14.
68 Arch. Britan. p. 255. sec Girald. Cambr. Desciipt. c. 7. p. 2B7. c. 15.
p. J23. vol. 2. ed. Colt Hoarc.
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Odyssey led them to regard ./Eneas and Ulysses as one and the
same person, and as a standing type of the wandering flight
from Troy ; and they had also the means of discovering that
Lucius Iunius Brutus was no other person than Ulysses.
They read of iEneas and Ulysses visiting Italy 69 at the same
time, and of the first Junius Brutus coming with JEness to
Italy ; by which means they arrived at the idea of the hero
Brutus of Ilion. Aware that the first settlement of their
islands dated from the great navigatour Ulysses, they were
not aware of the wide difference between him and the spartarch ,£neas, who both fled from the kingdom of Babel,
Diversa j xilia et desertas quaerere terras
Auguriis acti Divom.
They deduced their origin from Brute, but they did not err
so far as to identify him with iEneas ; they made him one of
the iEneadff.
Brutus of Ilion therefore stands for the same value in chro
nology as the last of the iEneian kings of Ilion, and according
to Nennius abbot of Bangor, (an historian who flourished 70
about A. D. 620, and compiled his work " from the annals of
" the Romans, the chronicles of the holy fathers, the writings
" of the Irish and English", and the traditions of his own
" forefathers" the Welsh), he was thefourth; JExxeas, Ascanius, Sylvius, and 74 Brutus Troianus, or /Eneas, Ascanius,
Sylvius, and Posthumus 73, Brito or Brutus being the brother
«8 Tz.in Lye. 1242.
^i See Voss. de Hist. Latin. L. 2. c. 25x
7i Neon. Apolog- p. 94.
7• Neon. c. 3. p. 99. ed. Gale. When the heroic genealogiet are of 1 3 or
14 descents, instead of 3 or 4, they take in the antediluvian patriarchs. Nimrod was 13th from Adam, and so the Prometheus of jEschylus says of Hercoles,
Nennius, not understanding that, has made the following genealogy ; Noah,
Cham, Jupiter, Dardanus, Erichcthonius, Tros, Assaracus, Capys, Anchises,
jEneas, Ascanius, Sylvius, Brutus.
" Ncnn. c. 4. ibid.
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of Posthumus. The Welsh manuscript which Walter arch
deacon of Oxford put into Geoffrey ofMonmouth's hands, gives
74 exactly the same pedigree as the first of those in Nennius.
Ralph of Chester says that the third king of Latium Sylvius
Posthumus filius iEneae et Ascanii ex Lavinia noverca progenitus cepit regnum et regnavit 35 annis, quo anno Brutus75
filius Sylvii, filii Ascanii, secundum historicos Britanniam occupavit. In another experimentum mentioned by Nennius as being
found in old books, we meet with the names of Numa and of
Rhea Sylvia, strong symptoms of female government; the twobarbarian names between brackets have probably crept into our
old classical fables from the Hunnish camp ; it is, /Eneas '",
Ascanius, Numa Pamphilus, Rhea Sylvia, (Alanus, Hisicio, 77)
Brutus. Rejecting the two barbarians, and the great mother
Cybele, whose reign was concurrent with the ,Eneadae, and not
one of them, it stands jEneas, Ascanius, Numa Pamphilus,
Brutus, the same number of descents. Nennius writes Silvia
for Sylvia, and for Pamphilus also we should read Pamphylus,
Numa the Omnigentile.
The agreement of time affords us no slight confirmation of
these opinions; The period of time between Troy taken and
the great Ionic emigration or diromsSztris of the Iones (the
Dispersion from Babel), which is the period allotted for the
reigns of the Homeric iEneadae, is set by the principal Grecian
chronologers at 140 years; the ancient Briton, Nennius, gives
the four reigns of /Eneadae thus, ,Eneas 3 years, Ascanius 37,
Sylvius 72, and Posthumus brother of Brito 39, total 151
years ; and Eusebius 7* in his chronicle gives the reigns of the
Semiramians (four in number) thus, Semiramis 42, Ninyas
Zames 38, Arius 30, Arasius 40, total 1 50 years, and then
''* Geoff. Monm. L. 1.e. 3.
7s Ranulph. Higil. Polvchron. L. 2.p 2 1 2.
* Nenn. c. 12. p. 101.
~ I know nothing of that name; but have conjectured either Hildico,
Edeco, or Visigothut.
9 L.l. p. 44. L. '2. p. 241. ed. Milan. 1818.
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follows Xerxes Baleus 7s, a Magian title clearly denoting the
end of the Semiramidae and restoration of the Scythic su
premacy. The queen who lived to govern the four -/Eneadae
in succession and their kingdom, would not exceed the re
corded longevity of Serug.
VI. Whatever was the number and descent of this dynasty of
iEneas, it was by no means the intention of his extraordinary
mother that they should exercise the efficient sovereignty, but
on the contrary she did so far take to herself all matters of
war as well as peace, that her fame has almost obliterated the
recollection that such a family ever reigned. With the taking
of the city the Greek mythologists have pretty nearly done
with her, and the history of heT long reign or regency in Ba
bylonia is to be sought in such narratives as the Chaldees
thought fit to publish and communicate to the Greeks. The
name of Semi-liamis will occur to every reader ; she was both
a queen of unrivalled celebrity, and also the Goddess Mother
worshipped under the form of the Dove that accompanied
Noah in the ark.
Her name signifies the Supreme Dove, and is of precisely the
same value as the Pekias or Pleias of the Greeks, and the Iona
of the Syrians, Babylonish Chaldees, and Culdees or Hebridean Chaldees. The learned Lycophron calls Helen a Dove
by two names of that bird, Peleias (which has been explained)
and Oinas or the Bacchic Dave. Helen was born out of a
waterfowl's egg, and that which Hyginus relates evinces fully
that she was the Babylonian Venus and the Dea Syria. In
Euphratcm *i ^\umen de coelo ovum mira magnitudine cecidisse
dicitur, quem pisces ad ripam evolverunt ; super quod columbae
consederunt, et excalfactum exclusisse Venerem, que postea
Dea Syria est appellata . . . . et ob id Syri pisces et columbas
ex deorum numero habent, non edunt. Thus we identify
* Xerxes wan the foutth of the Achscmenidx, a zealous and crusading
Magian ; and Balen was a name signifying King, by which ihe Persian Magi
invoked the infernal Hermes in their necromancy. JJsch. Pers. 656.
* Hyg. Fab- 137.
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Venus Helena emerging from the egg of Leda with the Ba
bylonian Dea Syria. The tradition of Semiramis having been
nursed in her infancy by the river ,l Simois connects her with
Helena, or, at least, with the history of Homer's Ilion. But
we have more explicit information, that she was the Dea Syria
to whose birth the deified Jish was instrumental. Lucian, or
whoever writ the book de Dea Syria, says of her temple at
Hierapolis, " and some esteem this temple to be of Dionysus,
" some of Deucalion, and some again of Semiramis, for this
" reason, that a golden dove stands upon her head. On that
" account they fable that the image is of Semiramis." He
also reports that, according to some, she built the temple in
honour of her mother Derceto or Atargatis, the fish goddess of
Joppa in Palestine, and was afterwards turned into a dove;
of which Ovid also speaks,
et dubia est de te, Babylonia, narret,
Derceti, quam versa squamis velantibus artus
Stagna Palaestini credunt celebrasse figura,
An magis ut sumptis illius filia pennis
Extremos altis in lurribus egerit annos ,s.
Dercetis is said to have brought forth Semiramis at Ascalon of
the Philistines ; that however is (I believe) an errour pro
duced by confounding the country between the Euphrates and
Mediterranean called Syria with the Syrian religion, from the
practice of which that country was named, but whereof Ba
bylon was the original and, until it's capture by Cyrus, the
principal seat. The " high tower" of the " harlot dove" was
not at Ascalon. But Ascalon gladly accepted the mytholo
gical honour of her birth, and as long as it was a city the tale
of the Babel tower-building was told as of Ascalon. " Ao
" cording (saith Geofirey *3 Winesauf) to the testimony of the

" Vol. 1. p. 449.
* Met. iv. 4*.
*3 It. Reg. Ric. L.b.c. b'. See vol. 1. p. 99.
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" ancients who knew the truth of it, and to public report, the
" most powerful of the sons of the famous Noah, Cham by
" name, generated 32 sons who reigned after him. They built
" the city Ascalon, and they (as fame asserts) collected nu.ri" Unties from all parts within their jurisdiction, in order to
" complete the city they had begun ; and in order to conciliate
" their favour, and to obtain an cvrrlasting name, the girls are
" said to have built the tower called the Tower of the Girls."
We cannot but recognize the building of Babel to " make us a
" name," the asylum, and the temple of Belus where all the
damsels of Babylon consecrated their lewdness.
According to *4 Diodorus, Semiramis was fed by Doves in
her childhood ; which same thing was said of Jove and of the

Tpypttnes, reu t* dyfi&',tmiv An irarfi tpepovw ".
But she was the female essence and subtracted Pelopeian rib
of Jove himself ; as we have sufficiently shown. In India her
name is likewise Sami, being " the same (says Mr. Wilford)
" as Urvasi who married Pururava the grandson of Noah,
" exactly in the same degree of descent with the founder *6 of
" Niniveh. The same is called also Aila in the Puranas, and
" Lailan-shah by Persian romancers, Ninus by the Greeks, and
" in the Tamuli dialect he is called Nilau, Their amours and
" their quarrells, and ultimately their reconciliation, are the
" subject of a beautiful drama." She is also the same person
as Parvati, the daughter of the mountains, who was transformed
into a Dove. The disastrous love of the dove Sami for the hero
of the pyramid is celebrated in the legend of Pyramus and
Babylonian Thisba. Thkba doth in some way or another
signify a dove. The poet Ovid says of the Hawk into which
Dadalion son of the Morning was transformed,
t« Bibf. L. 1. c. 4.
•5 Horn. Oil. xii. 63.

*

*6 Mr. Wilford adhered to the strange notion of Niniveh being founded by
Ashur son of Shem.
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Et nunc Thisbeas agitat mutata columbas ;
and Thisba of Boeotia was one of the places which Homer
dignified with the title of polytreron,

Poly-treron is synonymous with Semi-ramis, for the word iroXo
in composition doth not always express a number of indivi
duals, but sometimes also the surpassing greatness of one indi
vidual, as in the names of the giant Poly-botes B7, the great
Buddha, Poly-phontes ** andPoly-phonte, the Great Priest and
Priestess, Poly-archus *0 (or Hades) the Great Ruler, PolyGai-On " (or Hades) the Great God of the Earth, and Thyestes Poly-arn, or the Great Lamb. Even so, Messa and
Thisba (Homer's polytrcrons) are titles of the Supreme Dove ;
and as her votaries cherished those birds and held it a sin to
kill them, they of necessity abounded there ; but that is not
the meaning of the epithet. There was another Thisba in
Syria, in the land of Gilead, where these superstitions no
doubt were very rife, and especially that of the feeding of Ju
piter Hellen-Helena by the Doves, and the abhorrence of the
Raven, which bird the Goddess Minerva was supposed to ex
clude from her temples91. From Thisba came the prophet
Elijah, and it was most evidently in rebuke of the supersti
tions and idle figments of the Syrians that Elijah was fed by
the mouths of ravens 9* ; in order that " what God had cleansed
" they might no longer 95 call profane."
The story of Thisbe is well enough known ; that she as
signed a meeting with Pyramus at the mound or tomb of

"7
Lib.
"
"9
9"
91
*•

Apollod. 1. c. 6. s. 2. Pausan. L. 1. c. 2, a. 1. L. 2. ad finem. Anton.
c. 21.
Hyg. Fab. 137. Anton. Lib. c. 21.
Phurnut. de Nat. Deor. c. 35.
Phurnut. ibid.
Plin. Nat. Hist 10. c. 12. Apoll. Dysc. c. 8.
1 Kings. c. 17. v. 1. *i. 4.

» See Acts. c. 10. :. 15.
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Ninus ; that a lion, from whom she escaped hy flight, smeared
a cloak which she had dropped with the blood of his former
prey ; from which Pyramus inferring her death slew himself;
and she returning, and finding him dead, did the like. And
here ended their disastrous loves ; but the mulberry tree, under
which all this happened, did ever afterwards bear bloody fruit.
The Romance of Romeo and Juliet is near a-kin to that of
Pyramus and Thisba ; but it adopted the names of Romus or
Romulus, of lulus and Ceres Iulo, and that of Alexander
Paris. The Indian drama mentioned by Mr. Wilford and
the Loves of Hero and Leander are mysteries of the same
stamp.
VII. We are told by Ctesias that Ninus was the first great
king upon the records of history, a conquerour of all Asia from
the Tanais to the Nile, who built the great city Ninus on the
Euphrates, and waged war against Bactra. At the siege of
Bactra he was attended by one Menones, who had married
Semiramis the daughter of Derceto, and he took it by means
of her valour and skill. Ninus, enamoured of the woman,
compelled Memones to resign her to him, from grief at which
event he hanged himself. Ninus soon died, leaving a son hy
her ; and she raised in his honour a stupendous mound, which
was said to remain in his days (those of Ctesias), although all
traces of Niniveh had disappeared. In emulation of Niniveh
she then founded Babel with all it's vast works, and also many
other cities. Lastly she attempted to invade the Indian realm
ofking Staurobates or Taurobates, but was expelled from thence
with dreadful slaughter; and was only preserved by the pre
judices of the Indians, who then (as now) thought it impious
to cross the river Indus in a body. Finding that Ninyas her
son was plotting against her life, she took the form of a dove
and flew away ; in which form she was afterwards worshipped.
This statement is full of errours ; it is no wonder that Ctesias
found no remains of Niniveh if he sought for them on the
Euphrates; and it is false that Niniveh was founded before
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Babylon. Menones was an ancient king to whom the94
Egyptians ascribed the invention of alphabetic writing, and
it is only another way of saying Memnon. The names Memnon and Ninus are mixt up in one story, and then distinguished
from each other as rivals.
Athenoeus gi the historian related that she was a concubine
of Ninus who, having prevailed on her husband to let her reign
for five days, took the opportunity of usurping the throne and
throwing her husband into prison.
Others more correctly said that Semiramis was 0* the mother
of Ninus, was said to have lain 97 with him incestuously, drove9*
him out ofBabylon by the enormity of her vices, and murdered
him at last " in Babylonia. Those facts are a summary of the
real truth.
Ctesias was deceived by the Chaldees, whose ambition and
interest it was to ascribe the honour of founding Babylon to
their own queen and Dea Syria, in which particular the hea
thens very generally laboured under errour, as did Propertius,
who says,
Persarum statuit Babylona Semiramis urbem 100.
But there were two circumstances combining to give colour
and vogue to the lie of the Chaldean priests.
1st. The notoriety of this fact, that the great Babylonish
empire succeeded in order of time to the Ninevite empire, upon
the downfall of the latter. I mean, the Babylonish empire of
the Syrian 101 king Nebuchadnezzar, (the destroyer of the
Assyrian capital) which was exceeding famous in the times of
Ctesias and the other Greek historians, while the memory of
*
95
tf
97
9*
»
"»
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Plin. L. 7.c. 7.
Cit. Diod. Sic. '2. c. 20.
Michael G lycas Annal. part. 2. p. 1 29.
Ibid.
Mos. Choren. L. 1.e. 16.
Hygin. fab. 240.
Prop. L. 3. el. 11. v. 31See vol. 1. p. 280, 1. and Diod. Sic. cit ibid.
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the first short-lived kingdom of Babel under Cush and Nimrod (when Cush fuit rex los territorii Babel et residebat in
Erac) had nearly vanished away. This later succession of
Babylon to Niniveh 1M is pointed out by Herodotus.
2nd. At the time of Semiramis coming into power, the city
had suffered such extensive damage by fire and every sort of
violence that a numberless host exasperated by nine years of
resistance could exercise, that it was the first business of her
and her son to repair and in great measure to rebuild the place.
Nor did she content herself with restoring it to the flourishing
condition in which it had been
To irpiv, Iv h{ijvx, irptv eX%sir vias 'Kyatuiv,
but she continued completing the vast original design of the
founder ; a work so enormous, that only at last, and when the
divine indignation scattered them in hideous confusion from the
'AiTjj Xatpos " they left off to build the city." The walls in
particular, although experience had shown them to be im
pregnable, had not, it would seem, attained their full splen
dour till the reign of the woman, if we may credit Ammianus
Marcellinus 1M, a correct writer, who says, that king Belus
built the arx of Babylon, and Semiramis the walls ; and Theo
critus does not say that she founded the place, but only that
she reigned there and built walls,
xat biry irXarv rei%ps 103
'Atr^iaXrw Syiratra. 2sf,iipa.iMS s^a.tniKivsv.
Flattery would not fail to salute her as the founder of what
*he had thus restored and embellished. Jornandes, historian
of the Goths, has delivered the truth of the matter with the
greatest precision ; hanc dicunt 106 quasi conditricem, quamvis
im Tabari cit. Hyde de Vet. Pen. Rel. p. 40.
"a Herod. L. 1. c. 178. t. 2. c. 150- see Plin. L. vi. c. 16. and Beros.
ap. Joseph- cont. Apion. 1. c. 28.
"** Hist. L. 23. p. 371. ed. H. Valois.
"» Idyll. xri. v. 100.
106 De Regn. et Temp. p. 1. ed. Hamb. I (i 1 1 .
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non legatur quia condidit, sed quia -upararit. Under the
names 107 of Semirem, and Hotnai (the eagle or bird «f para
dise), the Persians have commemorated her extraordinary
works of architecture, and among others the Hall of Many
Columns, and the city of Semirah or Semirem ; and they
have also recorded her incest with the king her father. They
pretend indeed that she was the mother of Darius Codomannus
and the seventh sovereign of the house of Caianidae ; but the
chronicles entitled Tarikh Cozideh and Montekher make no
mention of her in that dynasty.
The murder of Ninus in Babylonia (by means of which she
usurped the government) implies the previous existence of
Babylon.
Her fortune was indeed a singular one, to have been shut
up in Babel during the whole decennial war, pursued as a
fugitive and a criminal by all the nations, and to see Babel
taken by her pursuers only to accept her for their sovereign
mistress. They besieged both Babel and her, and by her
Babel was both betrayed and tahen. Hence, the historical
legend of Semiramis besieging l0* her rebellious subjects in
Babylon with her hair dishevelled, and tying up her hair when
she took it. It may be supposed that from the very hour of
the Regifugium she meditated nothing short of absolute and
universal domination, and made all the various heresiarchs and
heroes in succession the tools and the victims of her remorseless
ambition, working unseen (like an inferior Providence) with
a thousand engines, wheel within wheel, and little dreaming
in her day of triumph of Him who would assuredly have His
day.
VIII. The studies of Semiramis were not confined to the
affairs of peace, but she bent her mind to prepare against those
attacks which the warlike Scythians would not fail to renew
107 See Herbelot in the words llomai, Homaioun, Semirah, and Simrah,
and vol. t. p. 352, 3.
"* Frontin. Strat. L. 3. e. 7. s. 5. above, p. 87.
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in due season. And, prosecuting that design with all the
audacity of her temper and in the peculiar spirit of her re
ligious impostures, she added to her other titles of fame that
of a heroine and consummate mistress of the art of war. He
lena (we 109 have seen), soft and lovely as she was described,
was nevertheless a martial virago. She was, as I nothing
doubt, the armed Venus 110 of Sparta, or Lacedaemon Cetoessa,
sacred to the Noetic ark or great fish Derceto 1 1 1 from which
the Dove Semiramis proceeded ; and the same was likewise
that warlike goddess Enyo whom the sea-monster 118 Ceto
bore to her own brother Phorcys. Venus Meretrix, for whom
Cinyras built a temple and founded the priestly college of
Cinyradae, was his own daughter or grand-daughter Smyrna ;
but Smyrna 113 was a renowned Amazon. The Myrtle-tree "*
was sacred to a goddess (called by the Romans Venus Cloacina)
who excelling all woman-kind in beauty, did also surpass all
men in speed, fortitude, and strength. The most celebrated
Amazons of mythology, Antiope "', Hippolyta 118 mother
of Hippolytus, Deianira "j, Tomyris118, Athyrtis"9, Lyttusa 140, Lilith 141, Combe
and Atalanta 14S, are all by
divers remarkable coincidences identified with the mother of
Nimrod. Denmark celebrates in her popular legends the
amazons Alvilda and Gro, whose martial character is thus

-8 Vol. 1. p. 457.
— Pausan. L. 3.c. 15. s. 8. Lactant. L. 1. c. 20. Auson. epigr. 42, 43.
111 See above, p. 249, 50.
Pseud-Heiiod. Theog. v. 270.
"3 Strabo. xii. p. 550. xiv. p. 663. Casaub.
"4 Geoponica. L. xl. c. 6. p. 306. Needham.
Vol. 1. p. 483.
»« Vol. 1 . p. 67. p. 384.
Vol. 1. p. 480. above, p. 168. 218. 220.
•'• Above, p. 172.
'•8 Vol. 1. p. 471.
'«i Vol. 1. p. 476.
Vol. 1. p. 482.
i« Above, p. 33, 6.
••» Vol. 1. p. 457, 8. above, p. 216,7
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explained by 114 Saxo, fuere quondam apud Danos faeminae quae,
formam suam in virilem habitum convertentes, omnia fere
temporum momenta ad excolcndem miiitiam conferebant ; but
Gro (it will be remembered) was the princess whose rape 14J oc
casioned a war remarkably corresponding with that of Troy.
We have already discussed 188 Brynhilda. That the fable
told of the Amazon 147 Penthesilea was meant of Helen, ap
pears from the mythus of Helen being killed in single combat
with Achilles. She has a different character according to the
different lights in which she is viewed. As an evil spirit of
discord, and the fatal cause of schism, war, and dispersion, she
was the Rhamnusian wrath, the Cynopid Fury or bitch of
hell, ''EXc/as, 'EAavJpsf, 'EteirrsAif. As the source of effemi
nacy and lasciviousness she was (like Eve or Naamah of yore)
a Daemon of Love seduced by the Idwan shepherd, and selling
her soul for an apple, or an amorous and fair-haired harlot
detaining the inglorious warriour in her perfumed chamber.
But as the Heroine who taught her sex to assert their dignity
and power, and humbled in arms the pride of the Rephaim,
she was what the Roman poet describes,
nudis eapere arma papillis
Fertur, nec fratres erubuisse Deos.
Minerva Pallas was represented as a warriour goddess starting
in complete armour from the head of Jove, brandishing her
spear, withering all beholders with her snaky teraphvn, and
terrifying both heaven and earth with the alnle or war-whoop.
But Simon Magus dressed up in the garb of Minerva 188 an
impostour who attended him, and who was (as he averred) not
only that goddess, but Helen wife of Menelaus, the great mo
ther of all visible nature. Upon the forehead of Helena Semiramis was written, if I read aright, " A mystery, Babel
•1
la3
"*
"7
"8

Sax. Gramm. L. vii. p. 115.
See vol. 1. p. 435.
Vol 1. p. 472—5.
Vol. 1. p. 457.
Set vol. 1. p. 485. p. 487. vol. 3. p. 413.
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" the great, the mother of harlots, and abominations of the
" earth."
Xfuireo/x,rfa., Sautppuiv dvonira.,
Teu.v0v d vousis siti yds 'OAu^nro* !
The Heroine Roma "0 was said to be wife of ..Eneas or Ascanius, that is, she was a queen at the same time when they
were Kings. Helerna 131 daughter of Janus succeeded her
father in his kingdom, which was situated on the river Thyber,
and was a woman of masculine spirit and virtue, who reigned
over men without the counsel or assistance of men, and sub
jugated nations by her valour and princes by her beauty.
Aroum or Iioum *** is said in the Zendavesta to be the city rf
the Amazons and the place at which the Euphrates rises ; the
Euphrates rose in true Paradise, and the city of the Amazons
was that in which Semiramis completed the temple of Belus
and the Hanging Garden, her " venerable Olympus upon
" earth."
She had seen the inefficiency of the gentiles when placed in
opposition to the family of warriours, and was aware of the
danger of depending (as Agamemnon had done) upon the tur
bulent Pelasgi ; who moreover had rival schemes to hers and a
rival harlot-goddess, and laid a dangerous stress on the virtues
of the t(ota-ii.ov ItWysvros . She consequently hit upon a most
wonderful and daring scheme. We have observed that king
Ninus (and the like is recorded of Sesostris, Quirinus, and
Tarquinius Superbus) effected his usurpation by attaching the
flower of the Scythian youth to his person, under the pretence
of hunting ; and his mother (who had learned warlike habits
when she hunted with him) conceived the idea of forming an
"* Penthesilea was called 'A<i*£ tuvxTtif. Quint. Calab. 1. v. 55. Diod. Sic.
2. c. 45.
'*i Plut. Vit. Rim. p. \ii. Xyi.ind.
'3' Heywood's Gutiaikeion. p. '-."i.
'» Tom .'t. p. Ml. and n. vJ. ibid. Rmm is interpreted '' a chieftain" and
A-roum "without a chieftain." Gabr. Sionit. (ieogr. Nub. pt. 5. p. 197.
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army of women, inured to the chase, to swimming, to war, and
every sort of hardy and fierce exertion. Novelty and paradox
have something that inspires the mind for a moment, and it
might be more easy in a very degenerate people to raise up
heroines than heroes. However that was not her only reason.
She was the goddess-mother, and her claim to supremacy was
that of her whole sex, being founded upon her false tenet in
thcosophy that the feminine is more excellent than the mas
culine, and is entitled to supreme worship in heaven and
passive obedience upon earth ; and it was an ordinance of the
Sabian religion 1M, " that a man should wear a coloured wo" man's gown when he appeared in the temple of Venus, and
" that a woman should put on a coat of mail and carry warlike
" arms whenever she came before the god Mars." In which
particulars the ritual of the oriental Sabians nearly resembles
that of the androgynous Venus ; Philochorus in Atthide eamdem affirmut esse Lunam, et ei saciificium facere viros cum
veste muliebri 134, mulieres cum virili. When Hercules de
clared that he would never suffer a nation to be yuvaixoK^aTouptvcir, that doth not only mean governed by a queen, but
governed by a viuman in right ofthat essential superiority of her
sex which the jEgyptian priests inculcated as a dogma. Eng
land has had her queens and even France her ladies regent, for
peace and good order of succession, although they profess that
religion of which feminine subordination is a main principle,
only tolerating the anomaly of a sovereign woman, in so much
as the blood royal is an exceptive and anomalous case. Those
peoples have never been yivaixoxparoufi£voi. Semiramis was
aware that people would hardly believe in the superiority as
serted to her sex, so long as they saw the other sex in every
respect superiour de facto, and to all appearance superiour by
nature and not merely by law and education. It was there
fore her scheme to raise the chosen women of her empire-city
Sabianorum lilier Tumtum cit. rabbi Aben Tybbon qui cit. Holtinger
Hist. Orient L. 1. c. 8. p.'liO1.
iu Macrob. Sat. 3. c. 8.
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and it's subject provinces to as great an eminence as possible
in learning, politics, war, and every thing wherein the Cushim
had their pride. The Amazonian system is said to have risen
to it's aeme by the following steps ; there was a certain na
tion 13> governed by a queen, and in that nation both women
and men equally took part in warlike affairs ; and in process
of time the queen collected an army all of women, and gave
it discipline, and conquered all the neighbouring nations.
Being elated with her successes, she then styled herself the
Daughter of Mars, and appointed the men to labour at the
distaff and in all matters of housewifery, and made laws by
which the women were to be perfected in all military accom
plishments, and the men reduced to a low and servile state ;
they even used to mutilate the legs or arms of male children,
so as to make them unserviceable in war. The new policy
was to make the women independent, energetic, and powerful,
and to degrade the men by effeminacy of dress, manners, and
doctrine. The former effect was transitory, and has long
since been numbered among fables, but the latter has never
ceased to infect the societies of the East. She personated
Ninyas her son (that is, she declared that both together they
represented
dppyrov dv ottrtr e*v,
'Aptrsva xai SijAyv, Sufui), hutrciov 'lan^v,
and that she was the more excellent form of that bisexual
being) and governed in his name; in order to which, she in
vented that mode 1** of dress which has ever since been used
in Asia. The same is ascribed to Medea "7 the eiyapFqv aryra,
and to the anuizon witch 15* Lyttusa, other names of the my
■35 Diotl. Sic. L. 2. e. 45.

The interesting chapters of Justin are to the

same effect; and they farther explain that Amazonism sprung up in the
Scythian empire of all Asia, at the time when the warriors of that nation were
absent L. 2. c. 3. c. 4. That is, after the Rcgifugium.
■3* Justin. /. 1 . c. 2.
137 Vol. 1. p. 479.
i# Vol. 1. p. 476.
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rionymous monster. Ctesias agrees in fixing upon Semiramis
the invention of that middle dress affecting more modesty than
the garb of a man, but more succinct and fitter for warlike
uses than the robes of a woman, Si ij'f oun 1)V itayvwvu vorefov 139 dvvjp tnv yuvy. Her soldiers, of whichever sex,
were no longer the s S xvy pi : e s 'hyou'ii v^am Aga
memnon had led into the field.
It is in vain to argue that the word am iron relates to the
idols of an androgynous deity with only one breast, or to in
vent other etyma for the mere name. Because all that will
not explain away the widely spread history or tradition of
fanatical and warriour women, of the Antianirae Amazones,
imitative or anli-men, and of the Bassarides or Mainad women,
who, under a king of ambiguous gender (atfijT5j dinur<ra.)
conquered Deriades and India.
The Amazons are celebrated as the enemies of Nimrod
under three of his mythic names, Hercules, Theseus, and Bellerophon ; and the Bassarides under four others, Pentheus,
Perseus, Lycurgus, and Deriades. Hercules made war upon
them conjointly with his friend Telamon or the Belt, in order
to recover a certain valuable belt out of the hands of the
Amazon queen ; but the 140 Herculean or 141 Orionic belt was
the symbol of unity and coercion in Nimrod's universal tyrannis, and the Amazon's belt was the symbol of universal
gynaecocracy. The Amazons are sometimes described as a
nation residing in the plain of Themiscyra in Pontus, be
tween the rivers Iris and Thermodon. And the division of
them into three tribes (the
Pentheos in triplicex funera grata gi'eges)
indicates the grand purpose for which the Sabian confederacy
was originally formed, the overthrowing of the tyranny of the
Scythic hebdomad, and liberation of the Noetic triad or whole
'» Ctes. ap. Diod. Sic. 2. c. 6.
'*i See vol. 1. p. 45.
Mi Vol. 1. p. 41, 2, 3.
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human race, by the god Liber, Lyacus, Lysius, Lyseus, or Eleuthereus. They were recorded to have been tri-phylians, or
divided into three tribes or districts, but one of them had a
famous Capital City ; for we read
'EvOa Se A',tavros -nsfStov, aytlbbiv oe TrtXy*i
TPISXAI 'A(u&on&m>,
and again,

Ksxciix£i'ai xara. $vXx lia.vpiya- vaieraanv 14*.
The three tribes were the Themiscywe, Lycastiae, and Kadesie,
but the last named had a city called Chalybia or Chalcobia.
Here are strong traces of Babel, with it's three dependencies,
Erech, Accad, and Calneh.
Some authours 1'" placed the Amazons in Libya and the
country of Atlantis, some in Ethiopia, and again others would
have it that they were 144 originally Thracians, but removed
to the banks of the Thermodon,
Threici<e cum flumina Thermodontis
Pulsant et pictis bellantur Amazones armis.
Diodorus 145 Siculus has preserved out of the lost works of
Dionysius the mythologist an account of the Libyan Amazons,
who inhabited a paradisaical island in the lake Tritonis, and
there founded a great city, Chersnnesu.'., which Scylax liS de
scribes as being near to the Gardens of the Hesperides, and
having also several xyitot of it's own. Myrina was their
famous queen and heroine, and her conquests were nearly
universal ; they were (he says) far more ancient than the
Amazons of Pontus. He was led to that supposition by the
occurrence of the name Myrina in Homer;
<w
'43
'44
'u
14*

A poll. Rhod. 2. ti. 373. ». 996. sehol. in v. 375.
Dionysius and Zenothemis cit. schol. Ap. Hhod. '-'. v. 985.
SeePropert. iv. eleg. 4. v. 71, it. Sil. Iul. '2. v 73.
Bibl.L. 3. c. 51. etc.
p. 44. ed. Isaac Vossius, Amst. lti.J-1.
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'Er* Ss tis Kpoirxporie iroXswi ditruiu xoAkihj
Tijv ijr0i avSpss Barufav xotAijirxs(nv,
'AOavaroi Je ts otjju.* iroAuirxa/iS/xwo Mupivijj.
Perhaps that tumulus (at which Hector assembled his forces)
may be the same as the elevated knoll or throsmus of u7
the plain, and the Callicolone us or Mount of Beauty. But
there is no connexion between Myrina Batieva and the
Amazons. Batieva being distinguished by another name in
that most ancient of all nomenclatures, the language of the
Gods, was undoubtedly one of those antediluvian women
whose evil fame had been preserved among the children of
Noah, either Eve, Azura, Ada, Zilla, or Naamah. In my
opinion the mound of Bati-Eva was a high-place erected to
the memory of the first woman, outside of the walls of the
paradisaical city, in commemoration and expiation of her day
of sin and shame, when she gathered fig-leaves to conceal a
nature which was no longer robed in innocence ; and that her
monument is the look-out or elevated spot upon the summit of
which the wild fig-tree grew :
'Oi Ss tiapx rxoit tyv kou e piv tov dvvspMsvra 1*',
TuytQs disv Jir' ex, kit dpM%irov *rtrcuovro.
It was the scene of certain lugubrious orgies like those dedi
cated by 150 the Romans to Juno of the wildfig-tree, upon an
ill-omened day of their calendar called the Nones of the Figtree. The grief of the Magna Mater for the fall of her
human avatar, and the presumptuous desire of the heathen
sorcerers to work a premature restoration, their endless and
unavailing " quest of the Sancgreal," are conspicuous features
in the mysteries of the apostacy or church of the Old Serpent
Those are the fall of Proserpine and her subjection to Pluto

'«'
'•«
'*■
■50

Iliad, x. 160. xi. 56. xx. 3.
Iliad, xx. 53. 151.
Iliad, xxii. 145.
See Varro. Ling. Lat. L. 5. p. 56. Bipont.
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by culling the forbidden pomegranate, and the frantic wan
derings of Ceres Erinnys and the Cabarni ; and the fall of
Psyche by seeking a forbidden knowledge, and her weary
pilgrimage and descent into Hades. Wo-tnan is a word de
noting that sex of the human being from which evil or wo was
derived ; and the Orphic poems ascribed to Onomacritus did
not scruple to avow
'CIs a /Siyuv ijV xcu xvrrepv aXAo yuvaixos
Among the exstant hymns of Orpheus there is one describing
a baleful fury, the cause of grief and terrour to all men, and
the name by which he invokes her is MijAtcoij or Having
knowledge from an apple. Mupstv or i/.ufe<rSa* is strictly to
shed tears or to mourn, and Mvp-wa means the woeful
daughter. Homer knew nothing of any amazon Myrina ;
but Semiramis for many reasons inherited her fame, and at
the Hesperian Gardens of the lake Tritonis she enjoyed that
mythical title. It is in effect the same name as that given to
the Babylonian harlot in Syria, Myr-Rha, or Rhea the Woe.
Mor-Rheus, the title of her son and colleague -Eneas, is
Death in the male form of the great mother, and Diodorus
makes it Myrrhanus, which is nothing but Myrrha turned
into a man's name. But S/vjfca, which is the Greek for
Myrrha, is only Mufiva with the sibilant prefix (given also to
KuSaj, Kafwt8Jf or, xiSzui, etc.) and the last vowel suppressed.
The amazon Smyrna (who founded the Ionian city) is the
amazon Myrina ; and the balsamic tears which she has never
ceased to weep, since she was turned into the myrrh-tree, are
the very etymon of Myrina's name.
Herodotus had heard of a body of Amazons in Scythia
isi Orph. ap. Clem. Strom, vi. p. 738. The two epithets in that verse are
particularly appropriate to the Helena of the Houierites, the former being the
root of Homer s remarkable word -'viian, and the other a comparative (as
grammarians say) from «w>. However it certainly means evil in a general
sense, evil suffered, and not only moral pravity, in that famous verse,
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called lilthe Man-killers, whom he describes as baring waged
war against the Scythians, but afterwards been reconciled to
them, from which union the Sauromatf sprung, a people of
mixed blood, but using the Scythian language ; a fable which
was revived in the mixed origin ascribed to the Huns, who
pretended to be the descendants of the Nimrodian Scythae by
certain Alirunae or Runic sorceresses whom they found in
the woods surrounding the Palus Maeotis, dwelling in tents
without men, etfestum tu.'.ec et choreas ducentes. They were
the wives and daughters of 155 Bereka ; or rather perhaps of
Berserka, for the furor Berserkicus was that martial fana
ticism, love of carnage, and contempt of death which the song
of the Alirunes used to inspire. The feast of tubilustrium
(here alluded to) is one of the orgies of the Idaea Mater.
That such a mixture between the children of Cush or the
Scythae and the posterity of Japhet did once occur, and that
the Sarmatians or a part of them were so descended is pro
bably true ; and that is the reason why both Japhet and
Cham appear in the fabulous pedigree of Attila. The tra
dition of such an event, which was an ancient tradition in the
days of Herodotus, constitutes, as I suspect, the knowledge
whereof 154 Plato (a man who loved the most villainous per
versions of human nature) makes boast ; " / know (saith he)
" that innumerable myriads of women live upon the Euxine
" sea called the Sauromatides, who not only in the use of
" horses but of bows and other warlike weapons are equal to
" men." It seems to be a constant tradition that, although the
Amazons suffered no men to enter their encampments, they
used at stated times to go and indulge their desires with the
men of the neighbouring tribes. Strabo pretends that the
Amazons dwelt to the north of the Caspian Albania 15i, among
'st Herod. L. 4. c. 110. There is good reason to suppose that Herodotus
was misinformed that the Sauromatte spoke any dialect of the Scythic language.
'3 M. J. de Thwrocr Chron. Hungar. ap. Belli Scr. Rer. Hung. tom. 1.
p. -18.
'54 De Leg. vii. p. 0'34. ed. Lugdun. 1590. see Pomp. Mel. L. 3. c. 4.
'» Strab. Geogr. xi p. 73.S. Oxon.
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the Scythians, and wore wont to cohabit promiscuously during
two of the spring months with the Gargariana ; and if girls
were born they reared them, if boys, they sent them home to
their fathers. The country of the Gargarians was divided
from that of the Amazons by a mountain. According to
iEsopus 156 the historian it was a river and not a mountain by
which the Amazones were divided from their annual para
mours ; he represents them telling Alexander, sicubi nobis ad
naturam consulendum, annuiim sacrum est quod Hippophama
vocitamus; ejus sacri causa ad mares nostros qui ultra amnem
extrinsecus perpalantur omnes fer& transiffius. Horses are
symbols of the Scythian men, and mares of the fierce Ama
zones. It is manifest, that the mares, whom Venus used to
drive across the Gargarian mountains and the river Ascanius,
raging with a sort of uterine furor called Hippomanes, are the
Amazons of Strabo and iEsopus ;
Illas ducit amor trans Gargara, transque sonantem
Ascanium, superant montes, et flumina tranant.
Among the enormities ascribed to Semiramis was the love of
a horse; equum adamatum a Semiramide usque ad coitum
Juba l" auctor est. She was, therefore, the Amazon mare
driven mad by the foul hippomanes or horse-madness. Juba's
fable is an allegory of her vile and inhuman passion for her
own son Nimrod, the Winged Hone of Curdistun, as another
fable makes manifest, that a king of Scythia was
desirous
to have a foal from his favourite mare by an admirable horse
of her own breeding, but could not persuade the horse to cover
his own dam. However he deceived him by clothing her in
a false skin ; upon the discovery whereof he ran wild with
grief and shame, and dashed himself to pieces among pre
cipices.
It is pretended that one hundred of those armed women
•s« iEiof. a Jul. Valer. Geat. Alex. L. X c. 71.
•'7 Plin. Nat. Hitt. viii. c. 61. Hygin. fab. 843.
Aristot. Hist Anim. L. ix. c. 47. Oppian. Cynejj. L. 3. v. 240—270.
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were presented to Alexander the Great by the Satrap of Media,
a tale which Arrian rejects, while he very judiciously argues
that their history must have some original foundation 1S9. Of
that we have stronger evidences than Arrian could possess, for
we have since learned that the earliest modern navigators,
those of Portugal and Spain, found the Amazonian history
rife both in America and Africa, and heard traditions of them
in Brazil, Mexico, and Monomotapa l6°. Those Amazons have
never been found : and that is well enough, for we find in all
the swarms of the human race their primitive and common tra
ditions, but the reality must be sought for in the parent hive.
An interesting traveller in Asia has expressed himself thus,
1'opinion des savans 161 est depuis longtemps fixee sur l'existence des Amazones ; but (in utter defiance of those wise
men of the West) we may venture to affirm that they did
exist, and where they existed, and by whose agency they
began to exist. The savans argued like Palaephatus
who
in his book of Incredibilia denies that there was ever a race
of warriour-women, onJe yap v a v evSapw. The land of
Amazonia (saith Sir John Mandeville) is close to Chaldaea,
and there was formerly a king there, and marriages were had
as in other countries ; but he and all the good blood of his
realm were slain in a great war with the king of Scythia.
Then the queen and the other noble ladies, seeing themselves
to be widows, abjured the state of marriage and betook them
selves to arms. Their paramours dwell beyond the water
which environs the isle of Amazoine lM, unto whom the
women pay occasional visits. The island of Babylonian Shinar, environed by the rivers Euphrates, Tigris, and the Royal
River, is the Chaldaean isle of Amazoine and the fortunate
'» Arrian. Exp. Alex. vii. c. 13.
,6° Purchaa's Pilgrim8, 4. p. 1358. Nuno de Guzman cit Purch. 4.
p. 1 559. Purchas. 5. p. 760.
Jaubert Voyage en Armenie. p. 3H5.
Incred. c. 33.
,s3 Mand. Voiage, p. 185, 6,7.
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island "4 or circumfluous paradise of the Libyan Amazones.
The famous authour of the 16b Koran (whose earliest spiritual
encounter was with the ancient Bacchic orgies of Alilath and
Orothal or Venus Meretrix and Bacchus in Arabia) gives us
to know that those enormities took their rise at Babylon, in
subterranean places, and under the auspices of a woman to
whom fornication was made the price of apotheosis and the
road to heaven. Bacchism, then, being a Babylonian in
vention, we can farther say that the Amazon warriouresses
belong to the origins of Bacchism, and if the Amazones were
not the very same people as the Bassarides, they were another
set of fanatical strumpets embodied at the same period and
under the same government. Bacchus (says Polyaenus) in
one army ra.s ' kpaXflva.s xu xai ras Bax^aj iraj-jr/. Semiramis, whose name signifies the Dove of Heaven or the Dove
of the High-places, who was transformed into a dove, who
flew away in company with a flight of doves, and was wor
shipped as a dove, was beyond all doubt the
Alba Palestino'sancta columba Syro
and the great mother Pleione whose daughters were the seven
Pleiades. But Callimachus (one of the most learned men of
all antiquity) declared that the Pleiades were the daughters of
the Queen of16'1 the Amazons. That is a finishing argument.
However, as it may be still an objection that the Amazons
fought on the Trojan side in the great war, I will add that,
that is a false story, discredited 16* by Strabo and others, which
has no higher authority than that of the Cyclics, and is a
superstructure built upon a false reading of the line
'Avrap 'A A i $ to v w * 'OJiof xai 'Eirtrpotpos ypy0v 169**
t85
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Above, p. 26.3.
See vol. 1. p. 390.
Pol. Strat. L. 1. e. 1. Diod. Sic. L. 3. e. 65.
Callim. cit. Schol. in Theocrit. idyll. xiii. v. 25.
Strab. 1'2. p. 799. Philostr. Heroic. p. 257, 8. ed. Boissonade.
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Whether it originated with Arctinus, author of the JEth'wpis,
or whether the 170 Amazonian Epics were a poem of earlier
date, I cannot conjecture. But although Homer makes no
mention of the Amazons, he has a remarkable phrase, which
he never would have used, had it not been for the monstrous
proceedings of Helena Semiramis. Those proceedings had a
double object, the mystical assimilation of sexes, and war; but
nothing so much distinguishes a woman's form from a man's,
or so unfits her for war, as the prominence and tenderness of
her breasts. It was therefore the study of Semiramis in
training up her warlike Peleiades to prevent the swelling of
those organs, either by early pressure and confinement, the
extirpation of the lacteal glands, or such other means as a
wicked wisdom could suggest. Hence they were the a-mazones
or women withnut-brenals. A woman's breast was SijAjj in the
language which Homer wrote, and he occasionally speaks of
the feminine sex as yuvaix<ov 9 ij Xvrspauiv, which every
boy at our schools is in the habit of construing female women,
and so inveterate is the custom of construing Homer almost
into nonsense for want ofa clue to his real sense, that neither
is the taste of either master or pupil shocked or their curiosity
excited by such an astonishingly silly expression. But Homer
had beheld the frightful vagaries of an age, in which those
whom God had made women were divided by perverse human
artifice into two kinds, the woman feminine in the form of her
body and in her habits and occupations, and the breastless
virago trained to war and hunting, discarding maternal affec
tion, humanity, timidity, and shame, with all other instincts
belonging to the bosoms which feed and cherish infancy, and
imitating in every possible way the peculiarities of the stronger
sex. Therefore the word yuvij merely explained the natural
gender of the persons, but left their condition as members of
society quite uncertain, and so gave rise the distinction of
women dv-fia.ve^uiv and QyXure^auiv.
These were the more remarkable features of the military
"° See Suidas in Homcrnt.

system of Semiramis ; which included moreover all that the
sciences of that day afforded, and the secrets of the magia
naturalis.
IX. When Semiramis had procured the murder of the
Aga- Memnon, and had effected her grand conciliation, hy the
means of Guneus or Oiax the successour of Palamedes, certain
interests and passions there were, certain ingredients (if I may
so say) which would not mix up with the others in her golden
cratera of the abominations of the earth. Ulysses and Diomedes
the persevering friends and supporters of the Atreide and slay
ers ofPalamedes, Orestes the son of the murdered Aga Memnon
and the excommunicated slayer of the Great Harlot's sister,
and so many of that proud race the Schismatic and Danaizing
Kaamidic as adhered to their sacrilegious king, Pyrrhus Neoptolemus, in preference to Guneus, were elements which could
hardly enter into that oblivious goblet. Although it is said
that Orestes slew Neoptolemus at the altar of Apollo, we must
not conclude that the Pelasgians under Neoptolemus were al
together at variance with the party of Orestes. Orestes was a
man whom misfortune and superstitious terrour had (at one
period of his life) deprived of sound reason ; but Neoptolemus
had been brought into the Achaian camp by Ulysses and Diomede, the former of whom had conciliated both him and his
subjects by cheerfully resigning to him the Vulcanian armour.
They were now united in politics by a common hatred stronger
than that with which they hated each other ; and that con
nexion between the family of Ulysses and the Dedanim Pelasgi
was established, which made Homer afterwards be numbered
among the Graikian or Pelasgic poets. The Sheba Pelasgi
were those who under Guneus exchanged the Thetidean doc
trines for the Semiramian, and ultimately went to Meroe on
the Nile. The Norsi, which were an allegory of the disper
sion from Babel, related that Guneus was driven by the winds
to 171 Africa.
i1i Lyciphr. r. HDT. Apollod. cit. TV in v. 9»'J.
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There was only one quarter to which the Atreidae, Laertiadae, Tydidae, and the non-conforming portion of the Dedanim
could betake themselves ; to the Scythian court and kingdom
of the Heraclidae at Niniveh. Diomede was famous for his
horses as Memnon was for his armour, and the great question
concerning him was,
Nunc quales Diomedis equi, nunc quantus Achilles ;
but when we read that Diomedes, a king of one of the Barbar
nations, a Thracian, or a Goth, had cannibal horses who de
voured human bodies, we must not suppose that a different
person was meant. The contrary is manifest. The stigma
of anthropophagy has adhered to the Tydeid family ; it ex
cluded Tydeus himself from the honours of apotheosis, and
made Diomede be termed Wis "* dvS^^uiros, the man-eater's
son. Diomede of Argos 175 was worshipped as a hero in Venetia, and the Veneti kept a herd of consecrated mares in his
grove, having the figure of a wolf stamped upon them as his
mark. And, lastly, Homer informs us of the solemn rati
fication of friendship between Diomede and Glaucus ; but
Glaucus had anthropophagous mares, and was himself de
voured by them. The truth of the matter is, that Diomede
went over to the Ninevites with his friend Sthenelus son of
Capaneus, and addicted h' elf to the Scythian rites, the
bloody worship of the Wp .' rlorse ; and as the Amazons of
Semiranm were called mures, his Scythizing followers were
called his horses.
Orestes and his friend Pylades offer scope for a more curious
inquiry. He took his departure from the scene of his father's
and his mother's death in a state of mind bordering upon mad
ness, and accompanied by one Pylades, son of Strophius, whose
friendship for him and constant devotion to his fortunes has
become a proverb, and would deserve admiration if the age we
t7i Dosiad. are 2. v. 18''3 Strata, 5. p. 3i3. see vol. 3. p. 119.
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treat of were not such a one, as to expose all it's heroes to the
most hateful suspicions. Ulysses had been the counsellour of
Agamemnon in all the great affairs of his life, and the main
spring of all his actions ; and it seems to follow of course that,
when he died, and his son was left a persecuted orphan dis
tempered in his understanding, he would remain under the
tutelage and protection of that subtle minister. And the
meaning of Strophius is exactly the Latin versutus, and is ap
propriate to the twice-born thief,
is itatrt JoAoKnv
'AvQpuntoitri f«A£i.
But the murderer of Iphigenea himself was not a safe or
proper person to approach her violent brother. We must
therefore presume that Pylades, son of Strophius and the
companion of Orestes, is the son of Ulysses. And indeed we
must expect, that a man so magnificently extolled in those
transactions of which the Odyssey obscurely treats, would
make his appearance in some other passages of mythology.
Heraldry is derived from the old and original officina gen
tium ; and it was not lawful for Ulysses or any other noble
Babylonian to be without a symbol or crest, as of an eagle, a
lily "4, or the like. The distinguishing sign of Ulysses was
a dolphin on his shield and upon his ring, for which Lycophron calls him the dolphin-mark'd "5 thief. He chose that
crest because his son Telemachus "6 fell into the sea, and was
preserved from drowning by dolphins, who supported him
on their backs. This legend, however, or closely similar
ones, pervaded his family. His wife Arnica fell into the sea,
and was preserved from drowning by 177 the sea-fowls called
Panelopes, who came from the extremities of the ocean,
iK
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HavsXoiris t75 mnuteSeijtt ■ta.vwtitrapoi,
from which circumstance she got her name of Panelopea.
Ulysses was persecuted by Neptune and miraculously pre
served from drowning, after he had lost all his crew, according
as Teiresias had warned him,
Alone, deploring all thy comrades' fate,
Late shalt thou reach thy home, and hardly late ;
and he undoubtedly is the hero Coiranus {the king), who was
preserved by a dolphin from drowning, when all his followers
perished,
nevnjxovr' dvSpwv Aiire Koif avw ijVioj XlotrsiSuiv.
Coiranus lived to a great age, "s and all the dolphins in pro
cession followed the ship which carried his remains from
Miletus. But Arion 190 was king of Miletus in the days of
Priam king of Troy.
The philanthropy of the dolphin is a mythus of natural
history, so widely diffused, so often repeated, and so boldly
authenticated, as almost to stagger incredulity. But yet it
must be regarded as an allegory. Enalus the SLolism (i. e.
Maritimus the hortator scelerum sEolides) 1*1 was saved from
drowning by riding upon a dolphin. Melicerta 16* jumped into
the sea to escape from the rage of Athamas, and was carried
by a dolphin to Corinth, where Sisyphus (a name for Ulysses)
established the Isthmian games in his honour. The story of
Melicerta and the fish is the same in substance as that of Phrixus
and the ram. The dead body of the poet 153 Hesiod was carried
by dolphins to the Nemeeum or place of the Nemean games.
1~9 Alcei fragm. p. 218. ei. Stange.
i~9 Plutarch, de Aniin. Sulcrt. p. 985. Arcliiloch. cit. ibid. Allien. L. 13.
s 85.
"0
1*1
■si

ed. Argent.
Tz. in Lycophr. v. 467.
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The dolphin was also noted for his 184 vpas vaiSscs cpurrts xai
eviSviua. A dolphin saved a boy from drowning and brought
him to Iassus in Caria 185, but pined away and died for love
of his youthful rider ; Alexander the Great hearing of it, and
conceiving that boy to be most pleasing in the eyes of the
maritime gods, made him high-priest of Neptune at Babylon.
Another dolphin (also at Iassus) loved a boy 188 (Hermins),
and used to carry him about ; but one day he unluckily
wounded him with his dorsal fin, and killed him, for which
he died of grief. Hermias is the son of the Mercurial or
Er-iounian thief Ulysses. The fishermen of Iassus 187 were
often assisted by the dolphins, who hunted for them like dogs,
but one day when they caught a dolphin and made him
prisoner, the whole army of dolphins came into the harbour to
demand '8* his liberation. The truth is, that Iassus was like
Sparta and Joppe of the Phoenicians, a MtXy Xa.Ke-Souu.uiv
xrjTuie<r<ra., and the mystic legends of Dagon or Derceto were
mistaken for facts in natural history. The love of the dolphin
for .youths was also 189 recorded at Puteoli and Alexandria.
All nations 190 abstained from injuring the dolphin except the
Thracians and Byzantines,
'H ficy' clraprrjp'ji xati dTa.<rSa.X^i.
At Hippo Diarrhytus in Africa there was a tame dolphin on
whose 191 back people used to ride. Pausanias says that he
saw a dolphin 199 at Poroselene, who, out of gratitude to a boy
who had cured him of a wound from a fisherman, used to
carry the boy upon his back. Maecenas 195 related that in his
'8t
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time there was a dolphin in the Lucrine lake who would come
when he was called hy the name of Simon, and who used to
cany a favourite boy into the sea and bring him home in
safety. In Gallia Narbonensis the dolphins would come and
assist the fishermen if loudly invoked by the 194 name of
Simon. It seems, therefore, that when Simon 19i Magus had
his altar inscribed Simoni Deo Sanco, and not Semoni, he
used an orthography perfectly well known in his day ; for
Semo Sancus and the two Semones Alterni are brothers, and
the two last are those paragons of fraternal love Castor and
Pollux ; but the name of the fish delphis or delphin signifies
brother, and the office of the alternate Semons was to preserve
*nen from perishing by sea.
The wide diffusion and implicit belief of these allegorical
narrations shews that the dolphin-mark'd thief was really as
great and widely celebrated a man as the most sublime of his
bardic family could wish to make him appear. The meaning
of his symbol is not obscure. A great fish preserving men
from the rage of the sea is a known and undoubted symbol of
the ark of Noah, and the Sabian system which Ulysses was in
the first instance conspicuously instrumental in framing was
founded upon the memory of Noah and the deluge. A word can
have but one real etymon, but the gradual association of ideas
and words will give it many apparent ones, which are not the
origin of the name, but are highly explanatory of the nature
of the thing. In that sense (at least) we may adopt Monsieur
de Fourmont's 196 remark that " Tsab, a ship, is the probable
origin of the word Tsabi and Tsabaism." Rehu, in whose
days a woman seized upon the realm of Saba, was called Argu,
because the ship Argo was first worshipped in his patriarchate.
Babylonian Belusor Hercules Astrochiton, (i. e. as worshipped

i« Plin. ib. p. 290.
•*s See vol. iii. p. '255. 257.
'!* Sur le Sabiisme ou la Religion lies anciens Sabiens, appellez Sabis,
Salmites, Mandaites, ou les Chretiens de St. Jean, in Mem. de 1' Acad. do
Inacript. tom. xii. p. 22.
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by the Sabian t97 Astrolaters) was tv -E.XXa.Si AiA^'S AiroXXuiv,
and we are told that when Castalius l9* of Crete sailed to
Pytho, his ship was conducted by Apollo in the form of a
dolphin swimming before her, or (otherwise) the dolphin-god
sailed in the ship 1" and jumped into the sea as soon as he ar
rived at the port of Delphinium. Again, it was said that
either the dragon 800 Delphynes or the she-dragon Delphyne
gave the name to Delphi, being there slain by Apollo. His
oracle the umbilicus of the earth was at Delphi ; but the navel
symbolized not only the Great Mother's nutritious nature, but
also the centre of the so1 Argo or ship of Hammonian Jove
Delphusa or Telphusa was a nymph or magic fountain *0*
near Delphi, the nurse of Typhon. There i05 was another
fount in Arcadia sacred to Ceres Erinnys, called Thelpusa,
Telphusa, Telphussa, and Thalpusa. And also a mountain
and a fountain of Tilphusa 204 or Tilphossa in Boeotia. These
are all variations of Delphusa. Another symbol of the Great
Mother, the S05 os tincae or orifice of the womb, otherwise
called the navel of Vishnu, is Delphi in the Sanscrit. And
from these roots the fish Delphin derives it's name, whether a
fish, a ship, or a member of the human body, be the radical
meaning. And Ulysses venerated that ship as the preserver
of mankind and the female principle, though he does not seem
to have acknowledged Helen's pretensions, or approved of her
system of harlotry. He was the sea-wandering god Pan,
Haliplanctus, whose form was that of a " cetaceous 206 fish,"
and his wife was really called from the fish Pan Helops or
'» Beidavi Comment. in Alcoran. cit Hottinger. Hist Orient L. 1.e. 8.
p. 169.
■s* Orion Thebanus Etym. MS. cit. Ruhnlten. ep. crit. 1. p. 99. ed. 1808.
'» Orion, ibid.
:wi Schol. in Ap. Rhod. 2. v. 706.
»l Quint. Curt. iv. c. 7. s. 23. p. 142. ed. Amst 1687.
*" Hom. Hym. Apol. v. 244. 377.
"3 Antimach. Fragment. p. 64.
=0t Strab. Geogr. ix. p. 597.
-"s At. Res. vi. p. 502. or in old obsolete Greek ; the writer's meaning is
ob scurery expressed.
"* iEsopus Ponticus cit. Suidas in Pan.
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Ellops, of which we hear so much at the close of Ulysses's
life ; her name was Pan-helop-eva. Helen had the great fish
!07 Pan for her symbol or sigil. Palamedes also (the great
opponent of Ulysses) had Neptune's trident -os for the ensign
of his shield, being a votary of Stt/ar or the abhorred destroying
waters, and therefore choosing the emblem of Neptune in his
terrific form of Ennosigieus, Enosichthon, or Tinactor ; while
the shield of Ulysses exhibited the philanthropical great fish, or
ark of preservation.
Having traced the legend of dolphin-preservation to Ulysses
and his doctrines and armorial bearings, let us proceed to Arion.
Arion of Lesbos was a famous poet, of whose poems nothing
authentic is known, although his date is made no older than
that of Periander, and he was chucked overboard by the sailors
as he was sailing from Tarentum to Corinth, but a dolphin
whom the sound of his lyre had attracted bore him upon his
back to Corinth. The age which produced Hystaspes, Pisistratus, Pherecydes, Epimenides, Pythagoras, Solon, Aristeas
Proconnesius, and others, was one of perilous mental excite
ment and religious imposture, set at work by the fall of
Babylon and restoration of Israel ; and in that Era the Gre
cians became acquainted with some of the later Israelitish
histories. The name of the bard Ar-ion, and the Story of his
being thrown overboard and saved by a fish whom his song
had charmed, bear allusion to the miracle of the prophet
Ionah. That miracle was displayed by the Lord within sight
of the port of Jaffa where the mysteries of the goddess Derceto
and the fish Cettis, and the memory ofPerseus and Andromeda,
were the subjects of pagan idolatry ; and with obstinate infa
tuation they preserved the bones of the monster which swal
lowed Jonah, without turning their hearts to Him who sent
and preserved that prophet. The age of Jonah was not vastly
remote from that of Periander, but the fabulous errour of
«7 Ptol. Heph. 7. p. 153. cd. 181M.
*i' Above, p. 1U.
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assigning him to that age may arise out of the chronology of
Nineveh, Jonah having lived at the time of that city's partial
ruin under Sardanapalus, and Periander at the time of it's
destruction hy Nebuchadnezzar. But whatsoever of Jonah's
story may appear in that of Arion is only engrafted upon a
far older heathen mythus. The son of Tarens 909, son of
Neptune, was shipwrecked, and carried on the back of a
dolphin to the coast of Italy, where he founded Tarentum,
which event was recorded in the sculptures of that city.
Tarentum was in Messapia, a country sacred ai0 to Pan, and
called from Messapus*" son of Neptune, a man wonderful for
the dangers he had eschewed by sea and land. Phalantus of
Lacedemon was another founder (mythical, I think, rather
than historical) of Tarentum, and he too was shipwrecked in
the gulph of Crissa or Corinth, and carried from thence to
Tarentum 2l2 on the back of a dolphin. Those Tarentine
legends are clearly repetitions of the story of Arion in the
ship of Tarentum; and it is equally clear that Tarens or
Messapus was the great navigatour with the dolphin shield,
and that his son was the dolphin-borne Telemachus.
We have seen that Ulysses and Telemachus were preserved
by the great fish, that the great fish was the ensign of Ulysses,
and that Ulysses was the great fish himself. But Homer re
presents Ulysses escaping upon a plank, on which however he
rode as upon a horse,
HtXrfi' ws iViro» eXauvuiv.
And in like manner we find the bard Arion a rider upon the
sea, and also Arion a horse and (what is more) a sea-horse,
Nereidum stabulis nutritus Arion213.
«*
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Statius says that he was
Sepe per Ionium Libycumque natantibus ire114
Interjunctus equis omnesque adsuetus in oras
Coeruleum deferre patrem.
He was also a black war-horse upon dry land, drew the cha
riot of Hercules, who exhorts Iolaus
fjsyav Ivvov 'Apwa. mavoyturrp 4lb
Ilaynj dvarpuxpiv, xai dpyyeptv cis xe Juvijai,
and carried away Adrastus, when he fled alone from the fatal
expedition of the Seven,
'EifjMTa. Auypa peftuv <ruv 'A^iovi xuavoxairr, s16.
But even the horse Arion had a considerable spice of the bard
in him, and whether he won the prize of running or of sing
ing at the first Nemean games is not very clear,
Qualis et Adrasti fuerit vocalis Arion 417
Tristia ad Archemori funera victor equus.
And his master Adrastus was no less proficient in harmony
than him, according to the line of Tyrtaeus,

The horse (as well as the bard) Arion connects himself with
the sacred fish delphin, having been begotten by Neptune upon
Ceres Hippa or Erinnys at the fountain of Thelpusa or Delphusa,
Kaifov re Kpaivvov xai 'Aptova. <5) e Xv a <r a i o vsl8,
from which circumstance that God was entitled Hippeus4"
Stat Theb. L. vi. v. 307.
«s Scut. Here. v. 120.
316 Theb. Cycl. cit. Pausan. L. viii. c. 25.
"7 Propert. 2.eleg. 31. v. 37.
214 Antimach. cit. Paus. viii. c. 5.
"9 Antim. Fragment, p. 65.
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Poseidon, a title closely allied to that of Agamemnon's and
Diomede's Argos Hippion.
The unintelligible romance of CEdipus and his sons, and the
siege of Thebes, are represented to us as adventures anteriour
to the siege of Troy, and conducted by the fathers of those who
served in the ten years' war. Yet we have seen that the siege
of Thebes was itself one of the mythic 840 Decennial Wart.
The funeral rites performed by the Seven in honour of," Jove's
great M1 increment Archemorus," argue that it was an event
subsequent to Nimrod's mysterious death. And Horace ap
pears to have entirely disbelieved the poetical chronology of
those cyclic authours who pretended to date their inelegant
fictions above the age of Homer's war of Ilion ; for those fic
tions had not only obtained a respectable celebrity from the
cyclic Thebaid, Epigoniad, Expedition of Amphiaraus, and
(Edipodian Epics, but had been crowned with the immortality
of Sophocles, and of other famous authours, yet he does not
scruple to say,
Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona
Multi, sed omnes illacrymabiles
Urgentur ignotique longa
Nocte, carent quia vate sacro.
The charge here implied against the Cyclic poets, of having
compiled romances of fictitious antiquity, in order to fill up the
. dark void of the XPor<is 488 dSipus, whose heroes (if it had uny )
were unknown to them even by name, is a perfectly just one ;
and whatsoever of the Theban horrours is not borrowed from
the incest, lives, and misfortunes of Cush and Nimrod, but is
of a distinct historical value, relates to the events following
upon the deaths of those kings, and upon the setting up of the
TEneian empire in Babel.
— Vol. 1. p. 424.
mi See above, p. 179.
See Varro apud Cenaorin. c. 21. p. 1 1 1.
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The war which the Seven Champions undertook was a war
of revenge ; the Wood of the two great rivals, of Thrasymemnon king ofthe Gods or Cushim, and Agamemnon king ofmen,
cried for vengeance. Adrastus erected the first altar to Ne
mesis (the Avenging Fury) on the hanks of the river jEsepus,
(the same to which the Winds had carried off the remains 44*
of Memnon)
'Eri Je ris Neju.£<rif, piyakrj fleof, vj ra.Se rtavra. 884
' Ex juatapwv sXa^e, /3tu(tov it it iura.ro vpuiros
'Ai^s'os vorapoto ntefa poor 'Atinjisoit,
'EvSac rerijiyrai re xai 'AJsijrsia xa.Xsirat.
The war was undertaken under the guidance of Adrastus, but
under the auspices of a mysterious character called Amphiaraus, the Prophet of Curses. One of the cyclical poems
falsely ascribed to Homer was entitled the Expedition of Am.
phiaraus. He was Nimrod ; whose deified spirit was wor
shipped by the Assyrians as the god of war and vengeance,
and whose prophetic maledictions, uttered by him at the time
of the Regifugium and at the Place o/'885 Cursing, were held
in remembrance. Hercules Triptolemus (the wild 4!6 hunts
man of Curdistan) was entitled the Great 457 Curser. The
treason of the harlot Eriphyle is a fable comprehending in one
action those two cognate crimes, the murder of Nimrod, and
the betrayal of Babel for the well-known Tarpeian iis bribe,
a bracelet or necklace. The golden chain for which Eriphyle ;89
betrayed Amphiaraus was wrought by Vulcan, and given by
Venus to Harmonia, daughter of Mars, at her wedding 430 with
Cadmus; it was certainly none other than the famous belt
"3
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"7
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«•

Above, p. 170.
Anthnach. Theb. frag. 23. ed. ScheTlenb. p. 71.
Vol. 1. p. 380, 1.
Vol. 1. p. 40. nole 50. vol. 3. p. 370. p. 379, 80.
Proverb. Vatican. cit. vol. 3. p. 387.
See vol. 3. p. 14, 15, 16.
Pausan. L. ix. c. 41. s. 2.
Nonnus, L. 5. v. 138.
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of Hippolyta the Amazon, representing the band of the united
Babel empire upon earth, and the universal dominion and har
mony of the great mother Nature, for Harmonia was the uni
versal mother, her palace was a type of the whole world,'
(AWoc 'Apu.ovii]s it a ft pi) r o fo s, oirVoSi ivpvy
'IxtXo* oiKov hats rintixi 231 rer^aX/iyi xotr/xoo),
her veil was an embroidery of the heavens, the earth, and the
sea, and the Amazons*3* were the daughters of the nymph Har
monia daughter of Mars. The Pleiades were daughters of the
Amazonian Queen, and we may therefore readily comprehend
why some people said, that the Pleiad Electra M5, and not the
nymph Harmonia, was wife to Cadmus ; the two stories differ
in name only. When Menelaus consulted the Pythian oracle
about his intended expedition against Troy, he was ordered to
dedicate the 23* necklace of Helen to Minerva Pronaia ; and
Semiramis, at the close ofher career, when she could no longer
escape from her pursuing enemies,flung her 235 necklace into the
sea, whence hath arisen a proverb in the East, tnnnilia Semiramidis in mart, meaning (as I conceive) " you have caused
" another to lose what nevertheless you have not gained your" self." The bards, who in the fifth century laid the foun
dations of the Scandmavian Eddas and Sagas, celebrated the
magic M6 necklace of Frigga their 237 Amazonian Venus.
Helena Semiramis betrayed Nimrod unto death in order to
get for herself the golden chain of gynaecocracy. Amphiaraus
was the greatest of the human souls that descended into Hades
»• Nonnus, 41. v. 277.
«*i Pherecydes tit. schol. in Ap. Rood. 2. v. 992. Ap. Rhod. 2. v. 990.
w Schol m Eurip. Pboen. v. 7.
=31 Eustath. in Hom. Od. L. 3. cit. Meurs. de Reg. Lacedaem. c. 5. in
Gkmiov. Thes. Grec. tom. 5. p. 2229. Atheneus, vi. c. 4. *. 22.
5» Moses Choren. L. 1. c. 18. p. 49. The necklace given to Cadmus at
his marriage was thrown into the sea by ScmiranM, and the tripod given to
Pelops at his marriage was thrown into the sea by Helen. It is all one ; the
chain is universal empire typified, and the oracle was the means of maintaining
that empire.
•a8 See Helga, vi. o. 2616.
w Olaus Magnus, t- 3. c. 6. p. 100.
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and their king, for which reason he was called Pampsyehus,
the Universal Soul,
uito you-as Ha^v^os avairtrei "*,
which shews him to be the Hercules of Homer, whose ghost
was in hell (while his godhead was in heaven) surrounded and
followed as he went by the congregation of the dead,
'Ajitpi Se jiiv xAayyrj vskuwv ijv, omiviev wsHe was the lesser or incremental Jove ; for we read in the
remains of Dicaearchus that there was a temple of Jupiter *39
Amphiaraus, near Oropus. It appears that the Cushim of
Nineveh (always distinguished by their seven 240 phylarchies)
intrusted an army to the conduct of Orestes of Argos, who
undertook the task of vengeance, and rather borrowed his title
of the Argive Adrastus from Adrastea Nemesis, than gave it
to her. He undertook to restore Babel to the Heracleid prince
who claimed it in right of it's great founder, and he sought to
recover for himself his own paternal sovereignty, which was
probably that of Erech or Irak-Arabi. All that we read of
this contest breathes the spirit of madness, and is worthy of
the furiis agitatus Orestes ; both Scythists and Hellenists were
now so wildly and roaringly drunk with the wine of spiritual
fornication, that their religious and political doings can scarcely
be distinguished from the delusions of morbid insanity. It
was probably on this occasion that the Sibyl found reason to
say **•,
mXtS h tntoiteXiv ruvta. xotr/xov
'Oixouou trfuxprj, x^atriruiv N i v s dtp p a i '; a tr ig s.
The son of Agamemnon and the seven generals, cor

*•*
J39
H0
ibid.
*ti

Sophocl. Elec. v. 844.
Die. de Vita Grcccix. p. 184. ed. Creuzer.
See vol. 1. p. 166. above, p. 65. p. 142. vol. 3. p. 68. and note 175.
See vol. 1. p. 455.
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responding with the seven 848 lieutenants of Memnon, marched
against the Cadmian Theba, then held by the usurper Eteoclcs.
His name would not in itself explain who was meant ; but
another Boeotian legend says that he was king of Orchomenos
andfather of the three Graces 843 who challenged the God
desses to contend with them in dancing. But Nonnus informs
us that his mysterious city Beroe, W^unatywrfi, diujvos ipoir*ofof, was the real " Orchomenos 544 of the Graces," and that
the Nymph Beroe was a Grace herself,
Tpt<r<rouuv Xapntuv Bsfoy j5AajTJ''£ Tera^ry 445.
She was the daughter of Venus and Assyrian 846 Adonis, de
livered from the womb by 547 Hermes, washed in the waters
of Oceanus by the Four Winds, in order that they might learn
her laws and ordinances, and blow them into all quarters of
the earth, and swaddled in the garments of Justice by the
prophet JEon, who was coeval with her, having commenced
one of his cyclic renovations at the time of her birth, and
nursed upon honey by Astraea, and upon the waters of Delphi,
Ilissus, and Pirene by the Graces 248 of Orchomenos. She
was also an huntress who hunted with Diana,

Bacchus became enamoured of her 950 and went hunting with
her, and was loved 851 by her, but Venus determined that she
should be a prize for Bacchus and Neptune to dispute in war.
w Above, p. 142.
•O Theocr. Idyl. ivl. v. 104. Geoponica, L. xi. c. 4. p. 304.
Nonnus, 41. v. 149.
•U Ibid. v. 46d.
s«« Nonn. 41. v. 167.
•B Nonn. 41. v. 161.
•K Ibid. v. 218.225.
•49 Ibid. o. 230.
«st Lib. 42. v. 125.
/5' Lib. 43. v. 12.
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And, after a fierce contest between them and their respective
armies, Bacchus was terrified by the lightnings of Jove and
compelled to give in. Beroe, according to Ovid, was the nurse
of Bacchus's mother, whose form Juno assumed in order to in
spire Semele with that ambition by which she perished,
Ipsaque fit Beroe, Semeles Epidauria nutrix iM.
It is evident that the Bacchic legislatress, huntress, and Grace
of Orchomenos, is the versatile harlot of Babel and telerrima
belli causa. It follows from these observations that the 453
Biij 'Er£oKXrlsiy who defended Thebes against the seven cham
pions was the reigning prince of the Venereal -SSneadae under
the Semiramian laws.
./Eschylus (with whom Apollodorus agrees, and who de
scribes Polynices the claimant for the sovereignty of Thebes
as the chief of the seven champions, and Adrastos of Argos as
a leader distinct from the Seven against Thebes) gives the
most correct idea of the expedition. Orestes was a melancholic
madman, and venerated both then and for ages after his death
as the high-priest of Nemesis-Adrastca or Divine Vengeance.
Under his auspices the Seven Lochagetae performed atrocious
and gloomy rites, and swore an oath by all the fiercest of the
Daemons,
'Afijv, 'Evvtu, xai pitau/»a rov $0/3or

that they would either Sack Thebes, or perish upon the spot,
and they advanced with blasphemous vaunts and hideous aM
devices on their shields, and under the guidance of the angry
ghost of Amphiaraus Pampsychus, or Jupiter the Cursor, to
assault the city. But he failed them in their need ; for,
having led them under the wonderfull walls, the earth

«s« Ovid. L. 3. v. 278.
Pseud-Homer. Iliad, iv. v. 386.
»4 Eurip. Ph<£n. 1 114—1 146. jEsch. Sept. adv. Thel). 389—650.
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opened, and he suddenly descended into his kingdom of ghosts
and shadows, and fairly left them in the lurch ;
ecce alte praeceps humus ore profundo
Dissilit, inque vicem tremuerunt sidera et umbra.
Ilium ingens haurit specus et transire parantes
Mergit equos. Non arma manu, non frena remisit;
Sicut erat, rectos defert ad Tartara currus.
The Seven Lochagete persevered notwithstanding in their/
fanatic enterprise, and Eteocles the reigning sovereign of Babel
was killed in defence of that city ; the same event (it should
seem) as the death of jEneas s" in battle with the contemptor
Divom Mezentius. He was compelled much against his will
to go forth from the gates, and it was probably an artifice of
the harlot to get rid of him. Tydeus, wounded by Melanippus,
gave it in charge to Capaneus to bring Melanippus alive into
his power, which commission that hero performed, and Tydeus
feasted himself upon the head of his living enemy, crushing the
skull with his teeth and devouring his blood and brains.
Hence was he called 25a dvSpifyuis, the man-eater. Minerva
departed from the field of battle, and purified her eyes with
fire and water from the enormity which they had witnessed ;
fugit aversata jacentem*57
Nee prius astra subit, quam mystica lampas et insons
Ilissus multa purgavit lumina lympha.
Capaneus scaled the Theban towers, blaspheming heaven and
defying the thunders of Jove, but was 25* burned by fire from
the clouds, his hair ascending like a glaring comet to the skies,
and his limbs being projected to a great distance and falling
dismembered and blasted to the earth. Those were Salmonean

*55 Dion. Hal. Arch. L. 1. c. 64.
*i* Eurip. Meleag. cit. *chol. in Pind. Nem. x. v. 12. Do*iad. ara. 2.
v. 18.
«J» Stat. Theb. riH. 765.
* Eurip. Phoen. 1 190. Stat. Theb. x. 927.
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thunders, the secrets of the Tower of Babel preserved (in ac
cordance with Friar Bacon's dark imaginations) from the
knowledge of the vulgar, in order not only to destroy hostile
assailants, but to terrify the minds of men by a false opinion
of powers more than natural, or of immediate divine interpo
sition ; the mode of Capaneus being killed was similar to the
death of Hercules, or of Phaethon son of Tithonus and the
Morning. The upshot of the matter was, that all the seven
chiefs of those raving daemoniacs perished under the city walls,
and the Argive priest of Nemesis fled alone iifiara Auyfa
psf wv, and leaving his unburied comrades to the mercy of their
enemies,
'Aifijrov fa pwov iiwof Ste<rw<rev 'A^iwv
nor would even he have escaped the effects of his own Areimanian or Berscrkic fury, had not his horse been wiser than
him,
Jala monentem 46°
Conversumquejugo propellit Ariona.
That is to say, Orestes was preserved from the consequences of
his dire infatuation by the wholesome influence of his friend,
the dolphin-crested son of Ulysses.
The invention of the worship of Nemesis by an Argive
king naturally leads the reader's thoughts to Orestes, who in
all parts of the world, in Scythia Taurica, in Cappadocia, in
Syria, and in Italy, was the daemon and high-priest of venge
ance, with human sacrifice ; his sister 461 Iphianassa, Taranis,
or Tauric Hecate, to whose and to his father's manes (to the
murdered and the murderer) his gloomy soul was devoted, was
regarded as his coadjutrix at the vindictive altars. At Megara,
however, Adraslus 484 enjoyed heroic honours with Hecate
Iphigenfia, the Megareans pretending that they both died at
Megara. Adrastus ended his days in exile, and the Sicyonians
t» Antimach. cit. Apollod. L. 3. c. 6. p. 291.
*° Stat. xi. 442.
See above, p. 107.
«* Pausan. L. 1. c. 43. f. 1.
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celebrated -*5 his qfflicliont in their tragic festivals, which in
all the rest of Greece were sacred to Bacchus. Polynices and
Tydeus also were exiles from their respective patrimonies, and
Adrastus had sworn an a64 oath that he would reinstate them
both ; but the reinstating of Tydeus could have nothing to
do with the war of Thebes, as we are taught to understand
that transaction. The ,Etolian mythology and the fable of
the Calydonian epics have become interwoven with the fable
of the Thebaid ; but the story which would make Tydeus,
father of Diomede, a son of Cush under his /Etolian name of
CEneus, is no wise tenable. Orestes was king at Mycenae with
a superiority over Argos, the fief of Diomede ; and that is the
patrimony to which that monster Tydeus was to be restored.
The family of Agamemnon and their friends, and especially
those who, like Ulysses and Diomede, were involved in the
matter of Palamedes, were exiles under Semiramis and Guneus.
With them, Sthenelus the companion of Diomede was also a
fugitive at the court of Niniveh. The heroes of the wild ex
pedition we have just spoken of were many of them sons of
the heroes of the Decennial War. Adrastus was the son of
the king of men. Polynices was an Heracleid of the family
of Eurypylus. The man-eater Tydeus was the son of Diomede
and the chief of his anthropophagous Horses or Scythizing
JbUowers. And Capaneus was the son of the brave and freespoken Sthenelus whom Homer describes as Diomede's com
rade and brother in arms. The errour arose or the pretext
(if the Cyclics were really disingenuous in magnifying the
antiquity of their histories) was furnished by that ancient
custom of alternate names, as Cambyses, Cyrus, Cambyses,
Oicles26*, Amphiaraus, Oicles, Strophius, Pylades, Strophius,
Cimon, Miltiades, Cimon, Niceratus, Nicias, Niceratus, Hipponicus, Callias, Hipponicus, Hipparinus, Dion, Hipparinus. In
like manner Tydeus son ofDiomede son of Tydeus and Capaneus
f-3 Herod. h. c. 67.
*i Eurip. Phcen. r. 430.
«*s fee Dind. Sic \r. c. 'A'2.
111.
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son of Sthenelus son of Capaneus marched against Babel. I say,
the son of Ulysses, 'Afiiuv xuaco^aiTTjf, went and returned with
his melancholic friend Orestes ; but the xAanJ/ SeXtpi•o0r)p.os was
not there : and it would have been ill for him, the immolatour
of Iphianassa, to have approached the madman who wielded
the avenging sword of the Tauric Diana. His own wanderings
had already commenced.
One remarkable proof of the confusion, into which the Cyclics
have thrown the history of this running a-muck of the seven
chiefs against Thebes, is the incongruity of the actions with
the argument. Except Polynices himself, not one of the
parties engaged in the business had any thing to do with it ;
most were mere adventurers, and those who were connected by
marriage with Polynices assisted him from voluntary good will,
and without any such previous engagement, as when the
heroes supported the rights of Menelaus. Yet this war (in
which the wonder is, what made them undertake it at all) is
described from beginning to end as if hell was broke loose, it's
outset marked with horrid oaths and orgies, not only the wor
ship but the first recorded apotheosis of Revenge,
(nos te
Nos facimus Vindicla deam coeloque locamus),
and it's progress conducted with such insane temerity and such
loathsome ferocity as no ordinary resentments could excite in
the most violent minds. The Thebaid, as it has come down
disfigured to us, is (if I may so say) every thing, and more
than every thing, credible about nothing: it describes passions
and actions without their motives, which even with them would
be no fitter a subject for an epic poem, than any horrours which
Bedlam may conceal. It was delightful to the imaginations of
such men as Statius was.
Corinnus of Ilion was a pupil of Palamedes, and wrote an
epic poem upon the war of king Dardanus 886 against the
M Suidai in Corinnim.
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Paphlagones. There were two Dardani : one a mystagogue
and magician, who lived in the time of the flood, and from
whom the rhapsodists traced down all the genealogies of the
princes of Ilion, but who lived in the Armenian patriarchate
at a time when there were no wars upon the earth ; and an
other who was iEneas or Jupiter Indiges, who commanded the
assemblage of people called Dardani, and was called Dardanus
himself, and who bore arms in the long war of Troy, and at
the close of that war became king of Troy. He must have
been the hero of the Dardaniad of Corinnus. The stream
which, according to the Homeridae,
Ran puqile to the sea, supposed with blood
Of Memnon yearly wounded,
was the river Paphlagoneus,
Tov pet re naQXtzywetw stnyJwrA x.xXtovtri *"
Flavr£s o~oi vaiuiri [t.sfx.ors uVo Scipatnv Uijc.
We may therefore conclude that the Paphlagones of that re
motely ancient and Ante-Homeric mythologer were the same
race of warriours who marched under Memnon and the seven.
And the name is one very suitable to the odious debate which
was then carried on between the Heraclidie or Lingancitas *»
and the Semiramians or Yonyancitas, whether the beauty,
strength and virtue of the offspring proceeded from the superiour generative influence of the male or female parent, for
the etymon of P.iph-lagones is the Loins of the Father. The
Dardaniad of Corinnus was, as I conceive, a judicious allegory
(like Homer's Iliad) describing the attack of the Adrasti'an
army, avengers of the blood of Nimrod, upon the Babel king
dom of iEneas ; and the apotheosis of the latter,
(quum te veneranda Numici
Unda deum ccelo miserit Indigetem)
•*i Quint. Cal. '2. v. fi60.
** See As. Re*. 3. p. 362, S.
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was it's probable catastrophe. Were it now exstant it would
go far towards the solution of our difficulties.
X. Adrastus leading the seven against Thebes stands in
mythology for the same real power as Memnon leading the
seven to the defence of Ilion ; that real power is the whole
united force of the Scythian or ancient Assyrian empire. The
destruction of that force under her walls laid the Upper Asia
open to the arms of Semiramis in her new character of a warriouress. She overran Media and adorned Egbatana and other
places with monuments of her splendour, and now (if ever)
she constructed those extraordinary works at Van in Armenia
or Semiramocerta, of which I have already a60 doubted the real
existence. She conquered magianism in the person of Zoro
aster, and the scene of that struggle between them was at
Bactra or Boot-Bamian, where Oxyartes, Zaravastes, or Zo
roaster reigned. Having with difficulty forced the defiles
which lead into Bactria, Semiramis took the impregnable city
of Bactra, as General Wolfe took Quebec, by scaling the most
inaccessible part. That has been absurdly told as of an enter
prise 270 conducted by Nimrod jointly with Semiramis, but she
was not an amazon or a warriouress during his lifetime, nor
did he ever wage war against his own Magian altars. And Cephalion271 more justly stated that the Assyrians first governed
Asia and performed wonderful actions under Ninus the Belide,
and that Semiramis succeeded him and conquered Zaravastes
the magician, king of Bactria. Bactra was the asylum to
which the heads of the Nimrodran empire withdrew in this
period of calamity, when Assyria and Persia were overrun by
the whore of Babylon in arms ; as in later times, after the
ultimate destruction of Niniveh, it became the seat of revived
fire-worship, and continued to be the head of the Zoroastrian,
*9 VoU 1. p. 317.
1* Diod. Sic. L. 1. c. 6, ". S. Hieron. in Hoseam, c. 2. fol. 6. tom. 55.
eil. 1516.
*7i Euseb. Chron. L. .p. 11. Mos. Chorcn. L. 1.e.' 17.
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Samauaean, or Buddhic religion, until its own entire demoli
tion by Zingis Khan. It's site was not that of Balch, although
the name of Balch is perhaps derived from that of Bactria ;
but it was at Bamian or Bamiyan, a city upon the frontiers of
modern India to the north of Cabul, where stupendous ruins
may yet be seen. Persae volunt Abraham vixisse in Balch,
pro qua subintelligenda est antiquior urbs 272 Bamiyan. It's
religion was celebrated to the west by the name of it's sacred
element, Fire, which made the Persians take it for the Ur
Chaldaeorum, and to the eastward by that of it's god Booddha,
whence it was called Bout. The Samanas, Sarmanas, or Germanas, were the Scythizing and Buddhic sect in ancient India,
who were opposed to the Brachmans, and St. Cyril asserts that
they proceeded from Bactra ; dm Bzxrpwv 275 r»v Ilsf trixaiv
Zataavaisi. The conquests of Semiramis, adding to her own
kingdom all the rest of Asia from the Tigris to the Indus,
constitute the fabulous conquest of Libya, Egypt, and Asia,
by the invincible Amazon queen *74 Myrina.
The conquest of Bactria left but one considerable province of
the Memnonian empire unsubdued, that of the Indi. These
were the Indo-Scythae occupying the extreme limits of the
Nimrodian kingdom of s" Asia, the limits whereof may be
fairly stated thus : the Nile, the Mediterranean sea, Propontis,
and Euxine, the Tanais (and a line connecting that river with
it's near neighbour the Volga, also called Tanais), the Caspian
sea, the Jaxartes, the Indus, and the Erythraean sea. The
river Sindus e7* or Sinthus (Sindhuh), improperly Hindus,
and yet more improperly Indus, was the eastern limit. And
as that river's descending course ended in the delta of Patalene,
so was it also formed out of a sort of inverse delta, or hand with
«• Hyde de Vet. Pers. Rel. p. 29. see Wilford, As. Res. vi. p. 470.
p. 530, 1. viii. p. 258. Hamilton, East Ind. Gaz. in Bamian.
TO Cyril. adv. Julian. L. 2. p. 123.
*H Diod. Sic. L. 3. c. 54.
"5 Vol. 1. p. 129,30.
•J* Plin. N. H. vi. c. 23 p. 626. ed. Fran*. Arrian. Peripl. Erythr cit.i
not. ibid.
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thefingers expanded, now known as the Punjab, or land of the
five rivers. The Indus in it's full signification comprehended
the most eastern channell of the Patalene, the great river where
it flows in one stream, and lastly the most eastern stream of
the Punjab. Abul Fazel 877 considered the north-east branch
as the true Indus. The India of Semiramis denotes the
marches of the Indus, a strong and fertile territory. But the
rest of the enormous territories called India within and without
the Ganges are no more entitled to that name than Normandy
is to that of Rhenia or Scotland to that of Thamesia. The
resistance of 878 Alexander's army at the Hyphasis was not a
casual event, a sudden disgust then arising, or a long-rooted
discontent accidentally called into activity at that time and
place ; but it was a reasonable and seasonable measure. Their
expedition was against the Great King and to conquer Asia,
and they had then, and not until then, accurately and fully
performed their undertaking, by taking in the whole kingdom
of Asia, from Syene, on the Nile, to the most oriental of the
five streams constituting the river Indus : if they had advanced
the march of one more day, they would have entered upon a
new enterprise having no limits but those of natural possi
bility, or of the king's ambition, and they would have been
making new enemies, over and above those against whom they
originally came, namely, the subjects cither in fact or by an
cient right of the kings of Iran. It is even a doctrine among
the nations of Hindostan at this day, that their armies must
not cross over to the west of the Indus. From that pro
hibition they have given to a part of the Indus the name of
Attock 879 or the forbidden, but the whole river from it's
source in a lake near Bamian is subject to the same. The
natives are so persuaded that no man could cross that barrier
stream by ordinary means and yet prosper, as to have invented

*n Ab. Faz. rit. Hamik. E. L Gaz. in Indus.
*A Arrian. 1.. S. c. 26, 7. Quint. Curt. L. 9. c. 2, 3.
Wilford in Caucasus, As. Res. vi. p. 531.
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a story **0 of the Macedonians crossing it on the backs of wild
geese. It may have been wondered why the army of Memnon
was said to contain Indians, the people vulgarly so called
being Sabians and Hellenists of the same stamp as the ancient
./Egyptians, a degraded race with humbugging colleges of
clergy ; but the Indians of Memnon were the Cushim called
Indo-Scythae, who were settled along the eastern river from
the mountains of Paropamisus or Indian Caucasus down to
it's mouth at Patala ;
'IvSov iap itorxpov Notioi 2 x u S a t hvawiriv **1,
'Os /3a t' 'Ef vQpaiys xarevavriov Iitti SaAatrtrijs
Aa/Sfotariv 'poov wxvv eici vorov o^o* iXavvwv
'Ap%a.fievos ra.x^urr' diro Kauxatrs ijvsf*osvrof
Alt(ra h 6i roju-af* lj-i, /x*tnjv S' Imfctyope vi)trov,
Nijs-ov «}•/ xxXeaatv ImyQovun Hara.Xijvyv.
Indus M2 rex in Scythia (suith Hyginus) argentum primus invenit. The country which Dionysius knew, and which we
know, by the name of India, was distinct from Indo-Scythia,
and lay east of it,
Ilfos $' dvy a s , 'IvSuiv *^areivi) ifeirrafcu aia ***
Ha.irawv iru/xarij, itupa. %etXitrtv ooxsavoio.
That people preserve the recollection of their having originally
come from the west of the Indus, upon which river they
therefore look with a superstitious reverence ; and the word
India means those countries either within or without the
Ganges which, lying to the east of Asia proper, were
colonized from India proper and the banks of the Indus.
I do not know what the word Sindus is supposed to
mean. The river is called Sindhuh in Sanscrit, ab-sind
or water of Sind in Persian, and abai-sin, or father Sin,
«• Ibid. p. 537«1 Dionyi. Perieg. o. 1088.
*• Fab. 273.
"1 Dion. v. 1 107.
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in the Pastoo language. As I remember that Patala SM was
esteemed by the Hindoos as Hades (the third world, or world
of hydras and serpents), I should suppose the river was sacred
to the destroying, or as it was esteemed the evil principle of
the deity, and derived it's name from the same root as «ito
(I destroy or injure) and <rihtjf, and the word sin or &yn in
our language. Whatever it originally signified it was by no
means peculiar to the eastern river, but was a name of com
mon occurrence in the catalogue of towns and nations, as the
alphabetical geography of Stephanus Byzantinus suffices to
show.
The Indo-Scythae (I say) were the only portion of the Memnonian empire remaining for Semiramis to conquer. Those
people were strongly defended not only by their rivers, but by
elephants, a beast of war with which Semiramis was not pro
vided ; however, her never-failing ingenuity supplied the de
fect of them by dressing up a multitude of camels 885 in their
likeness ; which she effected by means of the skins of black
oxen. The stratagem succeeded, and enabled her to force the
passage of the Indus ; but as soon as some deserters had made
known the contrivance, her camels fell into contempt ; and
she was defeated with the loss of two thirds of her army.
Staurobates, king of the Indi, might (as it is said) have de
stroyed her, had not divers signs from Jove and oracles of his
prophets deterred him from crossing the Indus. That is an
errour. After the dispersion of the nations, the colonies were
well aware that a divine mandate had forbidden their return
into the kingdom of the Asi ; and for that reason the nations
who settled in India do now, and, when Ctesias lived, did hold
it an impious thing to pass the river Indus in a body, though
on the contrary it is a pious act for individual pilgrims to make
the same journey. The emperour 888 Akbar had some pain?
to persuade the Rajpoots in his army that it was lawful for
*4 Ramayuna of Valniceki, p. 3. note. ed. Dunstable. lBOij.
i8s Diod. Sic. L. 2. c. 16.
566 As. Res. vol. vt p. 536.
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them to cross the Indus, even at his express command, and to
chastise a rebellion. Ctesias imagined that he was describing a
war between the kingdom of Assyria or Iran, and that of India
beyond it, of which latter country he has shown a correct know
ledge in this instance. But these were the Norm SxuSai and
not the Hindoos; the war in question was waged witInn the
Asian limits, and that event which made the river Indus a
sacred barrier had nut yet taken place. The destruction of
Medus (son of487 Medea the £ifiaf uyv stj"<x) in his attack upon
the Indi, after he had conquered the rest of Asia, is clearly a
relation of the same facts as those which Ctesias hath told of
Semiramis.
The same historian informs us that her disaster in the attack
of India was the crisis of her affairs, and that soon afterwards
she flew away in the form of a dove, and in company with a
whole flight of those birds. We have noticed how Combe,
mother of the Seven Curetes, joined with their father in ex
pelling them from their native country,
Santos a'Ai^iuvoio varyp vo<r$t<r<raro var^s
Koju,/31jj egra.rM.ou psTa. pjTSfof,
and Ovid informs us how in her turn she took the form of a
bird, to escape from the vengeance of the injured Seven,
trepidantibus alis
Ophias effugit natorum vulnera Combe.
Ctesias and Cephalion agree that she overpowered the Zoro
aster of Bactra and then proceeded to attack Staurobates in the
Punjab ; where she met with her grand defeat. But the Syrian
historian Maribas 589 Catinensis was (apparently at least) in a
different story. His account was, that she wrote to Araeus
the beautiful, king of Armenia, offering to marry him and put
him in possession of the whole kingdom which Ninus had pos*n Tz. in. Lyc. v. 175. see vol. 1. y. 478.
Cit. Mos. Choren. 7.. 1.e. 14. c. 1fi.
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sessed. And upon his refusal she marched northward, over
powered him in battle and slew him, and afterwards entrusted
the management of Assyria and Niniveh to certain annual
vice-queens called 889 Zoroasters. Some time afterwards she
heard that the Zoroaster she had appointed was preparing to
rebel against her, and she marched towards Niniveh to chas
tise him, but was entirely routed, and upon her return was
slain by one of her own sons. The interpretation of this is as
follows: after the destruction of the Seven against Thebes
she made proposals to the young prince of Assyria, which he
disdained to accept, and fell in the unequal struggle ; she over
ran Asia, conquered Bactria, and was defeated at the Indus,
which had no sooner happened than the Assyrians and Arme
nians revolted against her, and joined with the' pursuing Baetrians and Indo-Scythae in atchieving her destruction. The
Zoroaster of the Magians was the lineal representative of the
great Fire-king, Nimrod, and she was now pursued either by
the same Zoroaster whom she attacked in his eastern pyreum
of 13actra, or by his successour. This was the march of the
Epigonian Seven against Thebes.
The Epigoni were said to be the sons, and were certainly
the successours in their respective commands, of the former
seven ; and like the former they consisted ofseven heroes under
Thcrsander son of Polynices, and of another vindictive leader
(corresponding with Adrastus in the former), Alcmaeon son of
Amphiaraus, by whose 190 assistance the oracles had declared
that the Seven should triumph. In this personage two cha
racters are confounded, the wrathful spirit of the Curter, the
king of the dead, who was to lead them to victory, and
the representative of the murdered Agamemnon. The au
thority of Pindar
is, that Amphiaraus was present in
person,
<*t Samuel Presbyter, part. 1. c. vii. s. 7. ed. Milan. 1818. Mo«- Chorea,
ubi supra.
wo Apollod. /.. 3. c. 7. p. 202. Diod. Sic. L. iv. c. 66.
m Pyth. viii. v. 55. eta.
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'Ovor art 'kyysos i}AtiSov
Aevrepatv iSov 'Effiyovoi,
and that Adrastus in person conducted that expedition " with
" better auspices and a divine mission." The man Alemaeon was either the Adrastean Orestes himself or his son.
But we should rather say it was himself; firstly, because
Adrastus was distinguished for his aw longevity, and secondly,
because the facts of Alcmeon's life are specifically those of
Orestes. Alcmeon killed his mother Eriphyle to revenge the
death of his father Amphiaraus, and was therefore driven mad
by the furies, who pursued him into banishment, and haunted
him till he obtained expiation. Setting Eriphyle the mother
of Jupiter Amphiaraus for Clytemnestra mother of Orestes,
there is no difference.
Eriphyle was still alive and in possession of the golden chain
of Harmonia, and still practising treachery, for on this occasion
she betrayed her son Alcmaeon, upon condition of receiving the
veil of Harmonia. But what sort of treason she committed
against Alcmaeon, it is impossible to comprehend. The mean
ing of the obscure legend is, that previous to the expedition of
the former seven she had obtained the Amazonian chain of
gold uniting all the league of nations or subjects of the king
of men under her theocracy; and, previous to that of the
latter seven, she had laid hands on the veil of 995 of Harmonia
or the actual possession of the whole inhabited earth aM.
The victorious Indo-Scytha, united to the now liberated
forces of Ashur-Niniveh and of Chusistan and Persia, were
pouring down upon Babylonia ; and it seems as if the Semiramian government, weakened as it was in it's forces and still
more so in the moral resources of superstition, made but a feeble
resistance. The Epigoni commenced their operations as the
former Seven had done, by celebrating the 485 Archemoria or
Stat. Theb. 4. ti. 74.
*93 Apollod. L. 3. p. 595.
5M See above, p. 283.
Ws Pausan. x. c. 25, s. 2.
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solemn obsequies of Nimrod, whose blood they were requiring
at the hands of the Harlot. They afterwards worsted the
successour of Eteocles in an action fought near a place ** called
Glissans, and drove the Thebans within their walls. We might
expect to hear of a second ten years' siege. But no; the people
abandoned the city at the admonition of the prophet Teiresias,
and fled into a country called Hestiaea, and the Epigoni en
tered and laid it waste. Teiresias himself (or herself) drank
of the waters of the fountain Tilphossa *97, and so ended an
unusually long life.
Teiresias means (I believe) a setter of the planets or astro
loger. The Teiresias who figures in Homer's Odyssey as a
living man among the dead is an *0* antediluvian character.
The fable of Actreon the huntsman is likewise told under the
name of *M Teiresias. But the Teiresias who was in Thebes
during the attack of the Seven, and who perished in that of
the Epigons, is a different person. That Teiresias was a per
son who alternately assumed the form of a woman and a man,
an androgynous prophet, and the changeable form was mas
culine at the times of the two expeditions of the Seven. The
androgynous being who was then in Thebes, and by whose
counsels the king and people were guided on both occasions,
is the famous harlot turned into an antianeira. His daughter
Daphne was carried to Delphi (he himself died at Tilphossa)
and became the greatest if not the first of the pythonesses
there, and obtained the appellation of Sibylla. Homer bor
rowed 300 largely in his poems from her's. The sibyl Daphne
is only Teiresias himself in his feminine form, the sibyl Helena
from whom 301 Homer copied his Iliad, and the Babylonian
Sibyl who so* complains of his plagiaries ; the bisexual enor*s*
w
**
«9
**
**
3■»

Pautan. L. ix e. la s. 3. c. 19. s. 2.
Apollod. L. 3. c. 7. p. 294. Pausan. L. ix. c. 33. s. 1.
See vol. 3. p. 353, 4.
See vol. I. p. 62.
Diod. Sic. L. ir. c. 66.
See vol. 1. p. 454.
Vol. 1. p. 455.
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mity, alternately a fair and delicate woman, and a turbulent
fierce virago. Teiresias in those legends was arsenomorphous ; but we find the same monster also in it's other sex, m
the (Edipodian Thebes. A being called Sphinx, Sphix, or
Phix, part woman, part beast, and part bird, resided in the
Acropolis or Cadmcan tower, which her aenigmas (or dark
oracles) and sanguinary atrocities rendered an object of terror
to the whole city,
importuna crepido 305
CEdipodioniae domus alitis.
Her effigies are found in conjunction with those of the Phrygian
Sibyl. But she was an Amazon as well as a Sibyl : and car
ried on a praedatory war both by sea 304 and land, until (Edipus
(as we read) overpowered her by a superior force and slew her.
Cadmus had yuvana. 305 'Au.atyviSz, i) or'jfj.2. 2ipiy£, who re
volted against him, and took possession of the Sphingian hill
with a great army. In vain, saith Plutarch, might the Sphinx 30"
have uttered her amigmas and griphes, sitting in a high place,
if she had not subjugated the Cadmeans by her power and her
prowess. The Acropolis from which she delivered her oracles
was called the Spikian or 307 Phikian hill. John of Antioch 308
describes her as a widow woman of frightful appearance, who
resided on a high place, and was a commander of robbers. She
succeeded to the power after Nimrod's fiery death ; therefore
does the Sibyl 309 prophesy, that after the burning of AntiChrist, " the world shall be governed by the hands of a woman,
" a widow shall be the queen of the whole world.'' Sphinx
3M Stat. Theb. 2. v. 505.
vt Pausan. L. ix. c. 26.
3°s Palreph. Incred. c. 7.
v* Plutarch. Gryll p. 988. Xyland.
3"! Apollod. L. 3. c. 5. s. 8. Lyc. v. 1465. Pompeins Festus lias this
gloss. Picati—quorum pedes format! sunt in speciem Suingum, quod eas
Dorii phicas vocant. de Verb. Sign. pi 344. Delph. Probably the name of
Jupiter Picui, inventour of magic and glamour, comes from tlx? same root.
v* Chron. p. 60. Oxon. 1 6U1. '
wi Sib. L. 3. v. 13.
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is from rptyyui, I compress tvithin a circle, from which also
certain muscles cf the body are called Sphingters ; and it al
ludes to the Amazonian belt or osj*of of the traitoress Eriphyla.
The return of the Epigons was adopted into Grecian history
under another name, the Return of the Heruclide. The Regifugium of Hercules and his laborious wanderings were the
result of Juno's malice and the tyranny of Eurystheus. Hyllus
his son 310 was commanded to wait for the third crop and then
return ; and at the expiration of three years he invaded his own
patrimony and was beaten back with loss. But the oracle
meant the third generation. When that arrived, Temenus
collected a great armament at Naupactus, but the whole was
dissolved and ruined, owing to the death of a prophet or ma
gician who was slain by one of the Heraclidae. Temenus was
ordered to make a third attempt under the guidance of the
Trioculous man ; and meeting 311 with one Oxylus, who was
flying-from his country for homicide upon a horse with only
one eye, they chose him for their leader. Have we not here,
the fatal disappearance of the prophet Amphiaraus ? and the
homicide Orestes, the " rex fugitivus," commanding the Nimrodian armies ? Upon this last occasion the Heraclidsc re
conquered the Isle of Pelops. iEgialeus, son of Adrastus, was
the only one of the seven Epigons who fell before Thebes, and
Tisamcnus (He who hath inflicted vengeance) son of Orestes,
was slain at the Return of the Heraclidae. That return was
effected into the kingdom of Orestes, and therefore by a na
tural errour it has been said to have been undertaken against
hisfamily. In other respects the exile and returning of the
CEdipodae and of the Heraclidae are sister fables. But the
latter is remarkable from having been appropriated to a com
paratively recent historical event, to the conquest of the four
kingdoms ofArgos, Lacedaemon, Messenia, and Elis, by a small
but very warlike nation of Greece, the Dores ; people who, so
far from returning, never were there before, but who were
i" Apollod. f„ 2. c. P. p. 832.
Apollod. ibid. p. 237. Pausan. 5. c. 3. •. 5.
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Heraclidae, or princes of the blood of Nimrod. And when
their successours hud obtained to be the generals in chief or
hegemones of all Greece, they were celebrated by the bards as
the Returning Heraclidae.
We have now arrived at the termination of the Babel
dynasty. Niniveh assumed the supremacy of Asia, having
utterly ruined her antagonist (or witnessed it's ruin under
Providence), and the Scythian empire was established from
the Indus to the borders of iEgypt. Babel lay neglected until
the comparatively late aera of Nabonassar, and Babylonia or
Shinar was a fief held under the King of Nations in the days
of Abraham, when we read of Amraphel king of Shinar.
Perhaps that king was of the blood of Orestes, whose awful
celebrity is diffused far and wide, and whose bones both the
31* Lacedaemonians and the Romans 313 pretended to hold as a
palladium.
XI. That she was overtaken at last by divine and human
vengeance can not be doubted : but the manner of her death
is not easy to discern among so many fables. Semiramis is
said to have been slain by the last survivor of her sons ; while
others said she flew away as a bird. I believe that she perished
by that ancient and cruel punishment, crucifixion. Helen (as
we are told) was put to death by certain women dressed up as
furies or Erinnyes (the same no doubt who had been long the
instruments of her own hideous tyranny, and especially towards
Orestes), by 3t* suspending her to a tree: those who say315,
that she was sacrificed to Diana Taurica by Iphigenea, clearly
point out the vengeance of Orestes; and those who say that
Thetis 316 killed her, designate that of the Pyrrhic Pelusgi.
In honour or rather in expiation of her suspension, she was
worshipped as Helena Dendritis. But the modern punishment
3"
3'i
3m
3i5

Herod. 1 . c. 68.
Serv. in JEa. i. 2. v. 116. L. 7. v. 188.
Pausan. /.. 3. e. 19. *. 10. Plol. Heph. L. iv. p. 149.
Ptol. Heph. ibid.

3'6 Mem. ibid.
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of hanging is only a modification of the ancient crucifixion,
introducted quite as much hy the devotion as hy the humanity
of Christendom ; and it was an ancient custom to use trees 5"
as gibbets for crucifixion, or, if artificial, to call the cross or
furca a tree, infelici arbori suspendito. The Deuteronomy says,
" he that is hanged is 5l* accursed of God," upon which "9
St. Paul thus comments : " Christ hath redeemed us from the
" curse of the law, being made a curse for us, for it is written,
" cursed is every one that bangeth on a tree." That (I think)
explains the ceremony of the Erinnyes or Curses suspending
Helen upon the fatal tree. The same tradition mav be traced
in the history of the bird lynx or Venereal Dove into which
Semiramis was changed, but that change was her apotheosis,
and the crucifixion is made into a glorious mystery by her in
fatuated adorers. Erigona :*0 (whose name is the same as
Erigenea or Aurora) and her father Icariu3 were commissioned
by Bacchus to make known his orgies to the Athenians ; but
the latter, when they found themselves very drunk, thought
they were bewitched or poisoned, and fell upon Icarius and
killed him. Erigone in her despair suspended herself to the
branches of a pine tree,
fortes ramos moritura legebat s".
That pine tree extended the shade of it's branches so as to de
solate the whole country until her death was expiated 5M ; the
ceremony of which expiation consisted in the suspension of
small human images called oscilla upon trees ;
Oscilla ex alta suspendunt mollia pinu.
There is reason to believe that the oscilla were only symbols
3'7
3'*
319
3»
3"
3«

See Elias Schedius de Diis Germanis. p. 511. Hal. 1728.
Deut. c. xxi. v.T.l.
Galat. c. 3. v. 13.
Hygin. fab. 130.
Stat Theb. xi. 644.
Lactam. in Slat. L. 1.e. 7.
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substituted in the place 3« of human victims. The suspension
of the oscfflawas called in Greek duo{/i***, tie lifting- up.
Macra, the faithful bitch of Icarius and Erigona, was trans
lated to heaven as the dogstar; but Nonnus speaks of Maera
as the owner of the bitch,

and Ovid says she was a woman transformed into a bitch,
Et quos Maera novo latratu terruit agros.
In short, Erigona or Maera was the cynopid Helena and the
Ids who inscribed upon her obelise " I am she who arise in
" the Dogstar." The 'wheel upon which criminals were ex
tended was a cross, although the name of the thing was dis
sembled among Christians; it was a St. Andrew's cross, of
which two spokes confined the arms and two the legs. The
Dove of Venus (born on the banks of the *» Euphrates) was a
maenad or fanatic bird crucified on a wheel with four spokes,
IloixiAav hyya. re- 's6
-rpawa/M-/ 'OvXupiofisv
'Ev dXurtu Xfiv%a.aa. xuxAcy
McuvaS' ipviv Kuircoyema Qepev
Xlpwtov avQpunroitrt.

The Setrjios 527 rerfaxva/xoj of the wheel is elsewhere de
scribed by Pindar as a punishment of the accursed, the eternal
to
3M
ibid.
W
**
*i

Macrob. Sat. L. 1.e. 7.
Jul. Pollux. L. iv. segm. 54. see Soph. (Ed. Tyrann. 1264. and achol.
Above, p. 249.
Pindar. Pyth. ir. v. 380.
Idem. Pyth. ii. v. 74.
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crucifixion of Ixion. The crucifixion of birds was also known
in a bad sense, as one of the mysteries of the old Cheironian
magic,
Hinc Amythaonius (docuit quem plurima Cheiron348)
Nocturnas crucibus volucres suspendit, et altis
Culminibus vetuit feralia carmina flere.
The positive statement with respect to Helena, and the in
ference from the mystical legend of the Babylonian Dove, may
be considered as strong evidence of the nature of that long
meditated and long deferred vengeance, which the Adrastean
Epigons executed upon the great Whore of Babylon. Traces
of the same truth may be detected in Phyllis, who waited for
the return of Demophoon or Triptolemus, until in despair she
hung herself upon a tree, in lamentation whereof all the trees
shed their leaves,
flevit positis Phyllida sylva comis,
and in Byblis daughter of Miletus, who made incestuous pro
posals to her own brother, and so disgusted him by her vice
that he departed into foreign countries, and she in grief and
remorse hung herself389 upon an oak tree. That fable touches
upon one of the critical epochs in the life of Semiramis, the
Rcgifvge. The name of Slaurobates, the king by whom Se
miramis was finally overpowered, alludes to the cross upon
which she perished.
Now also, the cruel and superstitious mockery to which the
head 350 of Nimrod had been subjected, came into remembrance
with the princes of Assyria ; and the head of the Amazon
queen was converted into a teraphim or gorgon. The aigis
or skin of the goat was a garb of terrour, belonging (according
to Homer) unto Jove, but Minerva, being according to his
scheme of theology a feminine nature of Jove himself, was
3* Columella, L. x. v. 349.
W Parthen. Erot. c. xi. The Demophoon of the Homerites is the same
personage whom the other fabulists call Triptolemus. See Hymn. Cer. v. 234.
ho See above, p. 1 70—1.
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equally entitled to wear his apparel; to Apollo it was only
entrusted by a «i special loan, and to be duly returned when
it was done with. The epithets given to it imply that it had
(like the cherubim of God and their wheels) something of an
ammated nature, and had ornaments to that number, which in
the names Hecatus and Hecate we find mysteriously connected
with wrath and destruction,
'Aiyi*1 ixpo* ipripw, dyypaov, eJava.r^ «3",
Tys ixa.rov (Wstvoi *«.yyjvtrsoi yepiiovro.
And in it was that deadly terrour, which the wisest and the
boldest of men, Ulysses, durst not contemplate, the Gorgean
head,
'Ev Se ts rofysnj xetpaXy Setvoio ireAa^ou 3",
Asivij re, irjiBpSri) re, Aioj re^a-s aiyio^oio.

The iEgis was Jove in his wrathful form, armed with the
rage of his malignant creature, the enemy of mankind with
the bruited head. The Serpent's head was venerated as pars
pro toto in the magic of all ages. Teiresias cut off the Serpent's
head at a place called 'Ofaws «4 Ks^aAij. Semiramis cut off
the head of Nimrod, and enchanted it according to her arts of
sorcery, and surrounded it with snakes,
Anguiferum caput et fumo stipatur et igne "s,
Hirsutos juba densa humeros errantibus hydris
Obtegit, et virides adlambunt ora ceraste.
Hie ille est venator atrox, qui cocde frequent!
Incautas animas non cessat plectere Nembroth.

»'
3"
s*i
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Iliad. 15. i.. 229.
Iliad. L. 2. v. 448. See Hymn. Cer. v. 22.
Iliad. 5. v. 740.
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Merlin likewise brought to the bed of Iogerne king Uther, tki
wonder or portent, Pen-Dragon, the head ofthe Serpent, under
the disguise of her own lawful husband, to engender the
" terrible son," the wild huntsman of Caerleon. The last form
in which the versatile harlot of Babel was seen, and in which
even after death she continued to perturb the minds of «ien,
was that of the beautiful Medusa queen of the Hesperides,
converted by the amputation of her head into a hideous snaky
gorgon. Brass was a 536 metal peculiarly sacred to the Ser
pent; and the ringlets of Medusa's gorgon head were said to
be 337 brazen. Martianus Capella, with good reason, declared
that Babylonia 338 was the true island of the Gorgon. Mr.
Heyne was of opinion, that Homer was unacquainted 359 with
the novi mythi Medusa ; he certainly did not think fit to
mention them.
XII. Before we part with this woman's history, we must
give some farther sketch of her institution and principles.
When women were taught to believe in their own essential
superiority, and to undertake the business of war and politics,
there must have been an end of feminine virtue ; and among
men, who were artificially degraded below the rank of the
weaker sex, little of their virtue could remain. Semiramis
was herself both lewd and bloody in the last degree, as an
eloquent father of the church describes her 34°, Aayvoj yuvij
xai fiiaiijjovoj. Conon says that she committed incest with her
own son, from which example it became lawful among the
Modes and Persians 341 for a man to marry his mother.
336 See vol. 3. p. 275—8.
337 Apollod. L. 2. e. 7. p. 213.
339 Mart. Cap. vi. p. 226. ed. Grot.
339 Heyne in Apollod. p. 125.
34" Athenag. Legal, p. 33. Paris, 1615.
M1 Conon. Narrat 9. Diog. Laert. prooem. c. 6. But that must not be
understood of the Achaemenidae or Caianidae, but only of the Assyrio- Persian
or PeHhdadian kings. The laws of the former did not permit a man to marry
his sister, which is a less violent case. See Herod. 3. c. 31.
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Ctesias mentions 3,i that, after obtaining the supreme power,
she never took a husband for fear of losing it, but used to lie
with the handsomest among her warriours, who, after grati
fying her desires, were secretly put out of the way ;
vestigia terrent
Omnia te adversum spectantia, nulla retrorstim.
The accounts we have of Bacchus and Cybele give us to
understand that their followers did not consist of women only,
but of men, who out of respect for the Magna Mater assumed
in their garb and manners the likeness of women ; and such
was the great conquerour Bacchus himself described to be.
Pahephatus 343 pretends that the Amazonian army consisted
entirely of that sort of people, " who wore gowns down to
" their feet, and bound their heads with mitres, and shaved
" their beards, and were therefore called women by their an" tagonists. These Amazons were nevertheless naturally
" brave and warlike." No doubt she had many a Narses
among her warriours. We have seen that, that abomination
was introduced by Falamedes or Margites among the Sellean
chamai-eunai ; and the high credit of his successour Guneus
or Oiax (her prime minister) with Semiramis may assure us,
that an invention so well harmonizing with her ambition and
strange theosophy was not neglected by her. It is true that
Palamedes and his fanatic disciples set the first example of
such a practice, as a voluntary sacrifice among adults, but it is
no less true that it was first adopted as a part of the social
system by the warlike queen 344 Lyttusa or (as Ammianus
calls her by a more usual name) Semiramis ; ut quaqua inces£erit quisquam, cernens mutilorum hominum agmina, detestetur
memoriam 345 Semiramidis regine illius veteris, quae teneios
mares castravit omnium prima, velut vim injectans naturai,
Mt Ap. Diod. Sic. /,. 2. e. 12.
De Incred. c. 33.
m Vol. 1. p. 476.
m Ammian. Marcell. £.. xiv. c. 6. s. 17. CUudian. in Eutrop. 1. 33.0.
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eamdemque ab institute cursu retorquens. Being guided in
her conduct by views of religion and mysticism, as well as of
civil and military policy, she established the most foul and
ineffable rites, corresponding to the Buddhic worship of the
god Ithyphallus. That old worship being founded upon the
true principles of the creation, as regards the mutual relation of
the two genders, was gross and offensive, but conformable to
the ways of nature. But when it was laid down that the only
Supreme Spirit was a woman, that being it's proper form and
conformable to it's essence ; and that all male forms of the
Deity were merely phantastic, and not essential, forms ; there
was no sort of perversion that did not find place, through the
medium of fanatical rites and orgies. The dignity of the
„ priestess was asserted by usurping the functions of the domi
nant sex, and the humility of the semivir priest was shown in
imitating so far as in him lay whatever appertained to the sex
of Eve. Thamyris (the name which Homer gives to Palamedes in his catalogue) is accused of having introduced some
what not wholly unconnected with his nypuiiris, the ifav
appivujv. Several pages in our chapter Troica were written
in support of the surmise that the noted Pentapolis in Palaestine, as well as the Sulymi of the Homeride, were of the
Sellean sect. The disgusting legends of Daitas and Thyestes,
and that of Polyhymnus, which John Tzetzes 546 has preserved,
show that the revival of the pestilence in question was a part
of the orgies of Bacchus. Arnobius signifies to us that the
Amazonian Venus presided over those inversions of nature ;
etiamne 347 Militaris fenus castrensibus plagiis prasidet et
puerorum stupris ? The Sad-der 348 of the Magi (in it's ninth
gate) utters the most solemn denunciations against that Sabian
enormity, saying, that neither God nor angels were happy
when such corruptions were practised, and that those who
Mew the perpetratours would incur no tax of homicide. It
a* In Lyc. v. 212.
M7 Arnob. iv. e. 7.
«t Porta, ix. in Hyde Vet. Veil. Rel. p. 440, 1.
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adds that, that crime was practised by Aphrosyab, by Dabhuk,
by Turbratur the murderer of Zoroaster, and by Saruregh
(Sarug of Genesis?), who in the time of Sam oppressed and
injured the world. I do not know who Sam was, but Herbelot s48 considered him to be Shem, of whom Sarug was the
lineal representative. He was the third 550 man who received
from Hom god of the clouds all that he desired, and wore the
sacred 551 vestments evanguin and sader£. Sam is still living,
3is but has been thrown into a deep sleep by his enemy
Boschasp the Liar; and I think it would not be easy to say
what person is meant by that name. However these Bacchic
or Semiramian mysteries were but revivals of what had been
before the flood, and as much may perhaps be said of all the
gnosis of the heathens. There was then not only so much
" violence," but so much " corruption" among all men, as in
duced the Lord to visit them all with the same wrath as he
afterwards poured forth upon Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah, and
Tseboim. Therefore the Sadder 553 well observes, that the
said enormity may be traced up to Malcus, whose sorceries
were the occasion of the deluge ; he was Lantech the Cainite,
whose name the Arabs transpose sM into Malec, which means
the king. From the days of Semiramis downwards such
abuses have never entirely ceased to infect human nature,
and the infamy of them cleaves to the name of Ionism, being
not only (as Ausonius intimates) Ionian from Sotades the
poet, but otherwise Ionian,

That author was the first who ventured 356 *ivoufoXvyuv, by
w> Herbelot in Sam ben Nvuh.
w Zendavesta. tom. 2. p. 108, 9.
35' Ibid. p. 112.
tta Boschasp ia kept in chains in Mount Damavad till the day of the
resurrection. Zendavesta, tom 3. p. 410.
353 Sadder ubi supra.
sm J. H. Hottinger. Hist. Orient. L. 1. c. 3. p. 23.
3ss Auson. Epjst 14. v. 29.
»s Strabo. xiv. p. 928. Oxon.
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which we are not to understand such productions as Euripides
and Virgil were guilty of, but others of an almost inconceiv
able kind. He wrote poems in a lascivious rhythm, the nature
of which may be imagined from the beastly fragment 357 in
Athenaeus. He was put to death by Ptolemy Philadelphus.
He also displayed his ingenuity in those sort of verses of
which the words will make sense both ways; Martial says 35B
of such artifices,
Quod nee carmine glorior supino
Nee retro lego Sotadem cincedum,
Nusquam Graecula, quod recantat, Echo
Nee dictat mihi luculentus Attis
Mollem debilitate galliambon,
Non sum, Classice, tam malus poeta.
Turpe est -difficiles habere nugas.
We can hardly refrain from suspecting that the ambidextrous
muse of Sotades had some gross scurrility in the structure of
the carmen supinum ; ea scilicet ratione, ut versus ejus amatorii, iidem vero retro lecti einaedici fuerint And this would
furnish a more pointed and elegant sense to Ausonius's de
scription of the Sotadic verse, 'Iuivikov df,upore^uiQiv, meaning
Sotadis metrum cinaedicum, Ionico 359 luxu lasciviens utrinque
et sive illud prorsum sive retrorsum legeres. The haeretic
Arius promulgated his doctrines in a poem called Thalia, and
composed in the Sotadic metre, an insult to the church and
it's founder so remarkable, as to induce a strong suspicion that
he had learned more things in the heathen mysteries of the
Neo-Platonicians at Alexandria than appeared upon the face
of his work. Quid si sceleratae opinioni, quam inferioribus
saeculis mussitantes aliquos in castris atheorum subaudivimus,
fidem ille babuerit, cum deliramenta quaedam interioris thco357 Alhen. L. xiv. c. 4. s. 13.
»> L. 1. Epigr. 86.
3Ki See llor. li.od. 6. v. 21. Plat. dc Leg. L. 3. p. 113. Bipont.
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sophia1 pro veris acceperit prava et in pessima proclivi credulitate ? His death was one of the most awful of those events
which, without having the characteristics of miracle, have
been thought to bear the appearance of especial providences,
and is supposed to have been the same in it's nature as that of
Judas Iscariot.
The reign of Semiramis brought forth a great variety of
inordinate novelties, it o i x i A a v hyya.. We have spoken of
the poetic genius 360 of Helena or Astyanassa. The great
mother Isis 361 was the first person who was called a muse.
Cybele was the poetess of the Gods, and composed 3S* hymns
for them. Sidon 563 daughter of the Ocean was the first lyric
poetess. There was an ancient kind of song called the Nomian,
and usually composed in celebration of the wanderings of the
lyric poetess Eriphanis, who ran wild in the woods smitten
with the love of 3** Menalcas the huntsman. Orion's wander
ings arose from his love for one Lyrica,
Pallidus in Lyrice sylvis errabat Orion M5,
Pallidus in lenta Naide Daphnis erat.
Lastly, Sappho was a lyric poetess more ancient than king
Phoroneus 36s, and cotemporary with Cranaus son of Cecrops.
She was said to be the daughter of Scamandronymus, and she
was enamoured of one Phaon. The iEgyptians (referring, as
usual, the events of the entire Asian kingdom to their own
province of it) informed Herodotus that their great pyramid
was built by a harlot 367, whom they called Rhodope. Hero
dotus contradicts them by alleging that Rhodope was a Thra
sh
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Vol. I. p. 455.
Plutarch. de Is. et Os. p. 352. Xyland.
Diogenes Tragicus cit. Athen. xiv. c. 9. a. 38.
Euseb. Prap. Evang. 1. p. 24. Paris, 15-14.
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cian friend of Sappho, daughter of Hephaistopolis and slave to
one Iadmon, little dreaming that she was in truth the same
person, the deceitful syren of Babylon, with whose memory
all such RhodopeicE arcex as the great pyramid were associated.
Such was the 'Eraipas Mvypa. 56i, built by Gyges the fabulous
king of Lydia in honour of a harlot, and only surpassed in
height by Mount Timolus; and such also was the legend
concerning the tomb of Halyattes, on the banks of the
Gygaean lake, which is said to have been paid for by the
earnings 389 of prostitutes. It is a reminiscence of Semiramis
or Babylonian Venus, founded upon the system of prostitu
tion 370 which she established as a religious rite in the temple
of Jupiter Belus ; and they showed the Turris Puellarum at
Asctdon (the fabled birth-place of Semiramis) as late as the
12th century. The Sappho who was older than Phoroneus,
the man who " began to be a mighty one," and qui primus
mortalium dicitur 571 regnasse, and was the daughter of Scamandronymus, is the same person as Semiramis the pupil of
the river Simuis. It was not sufficient for that personage to
assume for herself and her handmaids the form and the attire
of men and warriours, and to be dvriave^a. in one respect, but
she must also invent the foul mystery of the eraipirpiou or
rfijSaJsj which Plato (a spirit congenial with her's) explains
s74 through the mouth of a comic poet, whom he supposes to
be present at a banquet, and with such an awkward show of
merriment, that the thing might pass either for joke or earnest.
Mulieres morbo illo pallentes non capite comato 375 sed ad instar virorum delonso gaudebant, eadem ratione qua Romani

368 Athen. 13.c. 4. s. 31.
& Herod. 1. c. 93.
37° Herod. I.e. 199.
37' Hygin. Fab. 143.
378 Plat. Symp. in vol. 10. p. 205, 6. Bipout. and see Lucian. Dial. Meretr.
5. in vol. 8. p. 21 5, 6. Bipnnt
3'3 Lucian. ibid. p. 217.
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consecrabant acdem Veneris *74 Calvce quam Lactantium cum
Lacedaemoniorum Venere Armata comparantem legimus. Macrobius 375 says of the goddess Venus, signum etiam ejus est
Cypri barbatum corpore, sed veste muliebri cum sccptro ae
statura virili. That statue was the Amathusian 576 Venus,
o 377 'AfycSiros, and serves to explain what we read of the
college of Propoetides at Amathuns,
At si forte roges fecundam Amathunta metalli
An genuisse velit Propoetidas, abnuat.
They denied that Venus was a goddess,
Sunt tamen obsccenas Veuerem Propcetides ausae *7*
Esse negate Deatn; pro quo sua (numinis ira)
Corpora cum forma prim» vulgasse feruntur.
The words of Ovid are not descriptive of any thing inordi
nate or monstrous, but those of Nonnus, when speaking of the
Lamiie or daughters of Lamus, correspond so exactly in other
respects with the Propcetides, as to leave us in no doubt that
both poets describe the same thing; and Nonnus says of
them,
'Ev St fou'As S[iM/xtrtv iiri-^poLov '79,

which signifies ancillas domestical lascivis manibus contrectarc
ausae sunt.
There was a poetess at Mitylene in Lesbos called Sappho,
who wrote lyric and amatory verses with inimitable sweet
ness, and who would seem to have been a person of matron
like virtue herself, although she sung of the joys and pains of
lovers ; for when her countryman Alcaeus began to solicit her
m
375
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modesty, saying, " I have that which I would say to you, but
" shame deters me," she replied, " But if you had desired any
" thing good or honourable, your tongue would not have fal" tered, but you would have spoken freely concerning that
" which was righteous." Neither the address nor the answer
are suitable to a monster of flagitiousness ; and several of her
fragments are in the same virtuous style. But that witty
and coy dame was not the only Sappho, and Athenams sso as
sures us there were two of that name, an harlot of Eresus and
the poetess of Mitylene. It will naturally be wondered how
fables evidently belonging to the heroic age, and consequently
classed by Ovid among his Heroicls, should have been fastened
upon a lady living in no very remote period of the historic
age; yet such they certainly were. Phaon was an elderly
man, who plied with a ferryboat between Chios and the
mainland, and Venus came to him in the disguise of an old
woman and asked to be ferried over, in which he willingly
gratified her, and Venus 381 to reward him transformed him
into a most beautiful youth, by anointing with a certain drugAfter this, Sappho became enamoured of him, and being aban
doned by him, threw herself headlong from the Leucadian
rock. We know from a very old Cyclic that the Leucadian
rock is the entrance into the Kingdom of Hell, who speaking
of the ghosts of Penelope's suitors saith,
Ilaf' S' ITclv 'Clxsavou re poas km Asuxa.ia. veTpyvsii
'Hlo'av.
But if an high rock, from which you are to jump, be the
entrance into Hades, do we not manifestly recognize the
Prophetic Totver from the summit of which Psyche rebatur
ad inferos recte et pulcerrime se posse descendere ? It seems
to have been the hill from which Deucalion launched his ark
3*i /,. xiii. c. 7. s. 70. Periplus Asiic. cit. ibid. /Elian. Var. Hist. 2. c. 19.
j"1 Paleph. de Incred. c. 4'J. JEWan. Var. Hist. -2. c. 18.
36* Pscud-Homer Od. xxiv. ;•. 10.
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in safety upon the waters, and others were wont to leap from
it in order to try their fortune of drowning, or escaping, as the
surest test of divine favour :
Hinc se Deucalion Pyrrhce succensus amore sM
Misit, et ilheso corpore pressit aquas.
Hanc legem locus ille tenet, " Pete protinus oltam
" Leucada nec saxo desiluisse time."
mihi Leucadiae fata petantur aquae.
It was therefore a type of Mount Ararat ; and such was the
Tower of Babel.
For a yet clearer assurance that this history remounts to the
fountain heads of mythology, and is no Lesbian transaction of
the historical age, I may add, that Stesichorus S84 sang the
same tale under quite other names ; one Calyca was enamoured
of Euathlus, who disregarded her passion, whereupon she flung
herself down the Leucadian precipice. Now even if Stesi
chorus died after Sappho, still undoubtedly her actions were
to him no matter of poetic fabling, under a diversity of mythic
names, but events of recent notoriety. Ptolemy son of Hephccstion hath much learning concerning the Leucadian leap ;
Venus 385 jumped it, for regret and love of Adonis; but
Helena was ancillary to the loves of Venus and Adonis, and
was therefore worshipped as Venus. In other words, Helen
was his Venus. Tcttig-Idaia Myrrhinaia took the same leap ;
that is, Myrrha the She-Locust of Mount Ida; but Myrrha
was the Helena or Venus Meretrix of Adonis. The same
Ptolemy mentions also Hippomedon, Artemisia, and various
others, as using this watery trial of Sappho, and one, Macetas
by name, was successful in preserving his life, and getting rid
3t3 Ovid. Epist. 15. v. 167. etc.
384 Athen. L. xiv. c. 3. s. 11.
#5 Ptol. Hcph. vii. ap. Phoi. Bibl. p. 15f, ed. 1824.
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of the passion which tormented him. In this superstition, we
may find traces of the Pelasgic stygobaptism ; nor are the
Leucadian fates materially different from the modern trial of
witches by the ordeal of water. Previous to the rejuvenescence
of Phaon 384, Venus hid him in a bed of lettuces, and Venus
hid Adonis 387 in lettuces after his death. Upon the whole, it
seems pretty clear that the despair of Sappho for the not
returning of Phuon, and that of Phyllis for Demo-phaon
(Aijfiopaiuv, contr. Aypotpwv, pseudo-poetice' Aijfiopocov), is
the despair of Venus for her long expected Adonis, of Aurora
for Memnon, and of Morgana the Fatal for Arthur. What
ever is the etymology of Sappho is the same as that of
Sapphira, and it would seem to mean heavenly, because the
whole of the artificial heaven at Babylon was made of the
Sapphire-stone588, iwa.vwra.ry Se art xai ov^avii) ISetv.
Sappho, then, was a name by which the old Whore of
Babylon was commemorated in her character of a musician
and poetess- It was also the name of an accomplished person
who lived in Mitylene about the time when Croesus flourished ;
and the poets of her day fastened upon her, in their playful
compositions, the legendary tales which belonged to the
hetairistrian Sappho. The reason is, that she was wooed,
celebrated, and in the spleen of disappointed love satirized by
contemporary poets, scarce her inferiors in genius. They
compared her to the famous beauty and poetess of old times,
and finding her virtue inaccessible to their seductions, they
said, o'ux l^a.s df^entuv' kraiptgus tiv Kara Try naXaa Sairp».
To the heroine of their romance they adapted all the various
particulars of the ancient fable, and from the fictions of her
suitors, Alcaeus389 and Anacreon, Ovid derived the mythology
i» iElian. Vat. Hist. 2. c. 18.
387 Athen. 2. c. 28. s. 80.
388 Philostr. Ap. Tyau. L. 1. c. 35.
389 See Herrmesianact. v. 47—5.0. et addenda ad notas. p. 88—90. ed.
Lond. 18^5.
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relating to her. It was probably in some such lusus that
Alcaeus 390 sung about his brother Antimenides fighting under
the banners of the king of Babylon.
In after times it appears that poems were circulated under
her name unfit for any person's perusal, and much more so for
a Grecian woman of that early period to publish. Horace
appears to have read ,Eoliis lidibus querentem Sappho puellis
de popularibus ! ! of which complaints she was as innocent as
of the stuff which Chamaeleon m cited under her name, or as
Anacreon 392 is of those poor performances which are now
attributed to him. The ancient lyric poets were both from
their dialects, and the variety and rare learning of their allu
sions, the most difficult of all authors, the least known to the
Romans, and among the first whose genuine works were for
gotten and lost.
So much will suffice for the vindication of that ingenious
lady, and towards illustrating another of the Semiramian
a'ffijra.
It would be well if we might stop here. We have already
observed that the equus a Semiramide usque ad coitum amatus
was spoken of in an allegorical sense, and somewhat of allegory
may be detected in the story of Pasiphae and Dedalus, and
others of the same class. At certum est mythos ejusmodi non
temere confictos esse,sed eos nefandas ethnicorum superstitiones
nimis ad verum exprimere. In vetitis Levitici 393 legimus,
xai ir(is itat t£Tfairwv ov Swirsis Try Mttyv gov hs tntema.tiiriiov,
exjiiOLviyvxt <Bpo; dvro- xai yvri\ ov fi)ostou irpos irav tStpairouv

(3i/3a.tr3ijva(. That law was not enacted merely in anticipation
of a possible enormity, but because " in all these things the
" nations are defiled which I cast out before you." And who
were those nations? The Syri or Ionitae, who from the gates
of Iona or Gaza to Hierapolis worshipped the great mother as
390
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the fish Derceto or as the white dove Semiramis, and boasted
of that Queen as their country-woman from Ascalon. These
things are wonderful, but they are certain ; and when mankind
remember that they happened not in brutal ignorance, but in
the enjoyment of a most refined wisdom, which had repudiated
" the foolish things" of God, and had stored up and sealed
under oaths and curses and an awful taciturnity the arcana
of three worlds, they ought a little to mistrust themselves, the
audax Iapeti genus. I will not endeavour to pursue so vile a
topic any farther, or to analyse all the luxuries and princely
recreations
Principis angusta Caprearum in rupe sedentfa
Cum grege Chaldiea ;
it has sufficiently appeared that one ancient city and one famous
woman was indeed what Scripture calls her, " the mother of
" the abominations of the earth." The mother of Zohawk
(saith the Zendavesta) introduced the ten shames.
XIII. Shocking as these aberrations of human nature may
seem, they were inferiour in their magnitude to that grand
stroke of Scmiramian policy the "forbidding w to marry.''
Marriage has been generally regarded both by heathens and
in the church as a religious rite of great solemnity, but in
Babylon, in divers places which retained and cherished the
philosophy of the queen of Babel, and in the mystic fraterni
ties of conjurati, the opposite doctrine obtained andfornication
was a sacrament. Every woman in Babylon was bound by
the ecclesiastical law once in her life to prostitute her person
for money. She sat in the grove of Venus Mylitta before the
temple of that goddess, and whoever desired her acquaintance
cast money into her lap, crying, " I invoke the blessing of
" Mylitta upon you," and was immediately admitted to the
sacrament of that deity. No woman was at liberty to decline
to 1 Tim. c. i. v. 3.
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any stranger, or to refuse any sum however small, for the
money 395 was sacred to Venus. After this initiation the wo
men (in Herodotus's time) did not in general lead a dissolute
life ; for the Babylon of his time was no more than what
divers other cities were, a type and commemoration of old
Babel.
The Cyprians had a law given to them by the goddess
Venus, that every young 396 woman should sell her person for
money before her marriage, as an expiation to Venus for her
former chastity, and in order that the goddess might have
companions in disgrace and not be solely considered immodest.
The like usages prevailed at Athens in the temple of Venus
the Harlot, in Thessaly of Venus the Impure, at Corinth of
Venus the Black, and were celebrated by the Carthaginians
at Sicca Veneria. Monsr. Chasseboeuf Volney actually found
the same 397 customs in vigour near Hierapolis, the ancient
city and temple of the dea Syria Semiramis. The orgies of
Aphaca, near Heliopolis in Phoenicia, which Constantine 391
abolished, were just of the same character. Aphaca was not
a city, but a paradise of pleasure consecrated to Venus and
Adonis, and appertaining to the city of Nacle, of which the
poet Christodorus 399 writ the antiquities, and the word aphaca
signifies an embrace in the Phoenician, the place being so called
400 because Venus there first embraced Adonis either for the
first or for the last time. Thus it appears that feminine pro
stitutkm was a sacred rite of the Babylonian Venus, and a law
of all those communities that were base enough to persevere
in her courses. " The Lord said to Hosea, go take unto thee
" a wife 401 of whoredoms and children of whoredoms," by
ss Herod. 1. c. 199. Stub. xvi. p. 1058.
Justin. L. xviii. c. 5. Lactant Inst. L. 1. c. 17.
337 Voyage en Syne. 2. p. 149.
»8 Socrat. Hiat. Eccles. L. 1.e. 18. Sozom. Hiat. Eccles. L. 2. c. 5.
*9 Suidea in Chriitodorui.
** Etym. Magn. in Aphaca.
t» Hoe. 1. v. 2.
VOL. 111.
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which we ought to understand a woman of one of those Syrian
cities in which whoredom was sacramental. St. Jerome and
others have laboured to apologize for Hosea marrying a dis
solute woman, but she was not so by any fault of her own,
and those laws were imperative upon all who fell within thenrange.
Semiramis was worshipped with sinister ceremonies in her
capacity of a harlot. She was the Athenian Cotytto, whose
orgies were proverbial for their obscenity, and were also most
sanguinary, as we may learn from Horace, who in his fifth
Epode describes the sacrifice of an human victim under pro
tracted torments, and in his seventeenth denominates them the
Cotyttia or feast of Cupido Liber. The victim was an inadult
youth representing Cupid,
Impube corpus quale posset aspera
Mollire Thracum pectora,
sacrificed in order to form aphrodisiac potions from his marrow
and liver. From Horace's sublime and terrific scene of the
Roman Cotyttia, we may almost infer that the pretended
punishment of Tantalus in Hades was an atrocity of the
tyrant strumpet in the hell of her trimundanc mysteries, in
the labyrinthine crypts,
Qud posset infossus puer
Longo die bis terve mutatic dapis
Inemori spectaculo,
Cum promineret ore, quantum exstent aqua
Suspensa mento corpora,
Exsucta uti medulla et aridum jccur
Amoris esset poculum,
Interminato cum semel fixae cibo
Intabuerunt pupulae.
Cutys, a name common among the kings of Thrace, is Cuth
son of Ham. Manes king of Phrygia was father of Cotys,
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and Cotys was father of Asius, from whom Asia was called,
and by whose incantations the palladium of Ilion was conse
crated. But Cotytto herself (an androgynous monster) was
Cotys among the Thracians,
2£/u.va Kotvs li' rois 'HSumois 40*.

The goddess Cotys was also called Bendis in Thrace, and the
Bendidean feast of the Thracians (from whom under Eumolpus the Athenians pretended to derive their Eleusinian
mysteries) was similar (Strabo tells us) to the Cotyttian, and
was the origin of the orgies called 405 Orphic.
Xenophon
mentions a Bendidean 4tH temple at Athens, near the Munychian haven. Horace alludes to the Cotyttia of Thrace when
he says, Thracum pectora. Near JEnos in Thrace stood the
Bendideum and the temple of Apollo Zerinthius, by which we
may identify the Cotyttian rites of Thrace and Attica with
the Samothracian mysteries ; but Mno& was founded (as the
story goes) by /Eneas, who was led thither by a cow, and it's
religion was that of the lewd queen of Ilion, the JEneadum
genetrix. Cotytto is a feminine form of Cotys ; the wife of
king Eleusinus and mother of Triptolemus was also named
Cothonea. In that name we may trace three kindred ideas,
the forbidden fruit, knowledge, and evil, the first in the
cotoneum or quince, the second in xoSei 403, ocKriocv£rai, and
the third in vAw ,06, /3Aa(3ij. In memory of the first man's
fatal wedding, the laws of Solon directed that the bride should
enter the nuptial chamber holding 407 a quince and eating of
it. The horrible nature of the Semiramian orgies seemed to
require some purification, and it was a part of the system to
reconcile men's minds to such excesses by the mummery of the
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catharmus, which when applied to human criminals is nearly
the same thing as the pretended sacrament of penance, but to
which the daemon-gods were also subjected,
And fain'd to wash themselves incessantly,
Yet nothing cleaner were for such intent,
But rather fouler seemed to the eye,
So lost their labour vain and idle industry.
And the washing or baptizing of Cotytto was the occupation
from which her nocturnal votaries affected to be called, in
order to diminish public odium ;
Talia secreta colucrunt orgia teda
Cecropiam soliti Buptce 40* lavisse Cotytto.
The baptism of Venus was not only washing her images, but
a naked courtesan was sometimes bathed in the sea, as her
proxy ; in that character the celebrated Phryne displayed her
charms to the Athenians.
In fact, harlotry became so sanctified by this perverse wor
ship, that every harlot was by virtue of her profession a sort
of handmaid and inferior priestess of the 'AppoSnt) Hopvij, and
the names which those who followed that life in Greece were
wont to assume had very often something in common with
the queen of Babel, either with her adventures, doctrines,
ceremonies, or with the numberless mythic titles she bore.
Such were the names of Lamia (to whom Demetrius Poliorcetes erected two temples *o9 as Venus Lamia), Ptoch- Helena,
Archai-Anassa, Danae, Antea, Metaneira, Origo, Theoclca,
Theoris, Theano, Hippa, Melissa, Nais, Thalatta, Bacchis,
Nysa, Mania, Mysta, Lais, Demo, Nico, Lychnis, Lampeto,
Thryallis. The noted Harpalus entertained a courtesan named
«* Juvenal. 2. p. 91. The word /assure is merely a blundering attempt to
supply the deficient syllable in lasse, the contracted way of writing lavisse.
For that, and various remarks concerning the ablutions of the Great Mother,
sec note in Hermcsianact. p. 80, 1,2. ed. Loud. 1825.
•i"9 Allien. L. vi. s. 62. p. 469. Argentorat.
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Pythionica, to whom, when she died, he erected a monument
at Athens, and another at Babylon, which he styled the temple
and grove of Venus Pythionica; in allusion to the latter the
comic poet Philemon said 410,
BainAiinr' *tnj Ba/SuAawoj, dv iuriu ru^ij.
Another class of names were equally borrowed from the old
hag of Babylon, but were expressive of a bloody and voracious
beast. The Romans celebrated in their origins the harlot
Lupa or Helena, nurse of Romulus ; and the Athenians had
in one of their temples the statue of a lioness representing the
harlot Leaena 4", who killed a tyrant. That likewise was
Helena, who (as we read in Ptolemy) was daughter of the
Sun and of Leda, and was 411 called Leonti. Leontium, TigriF,
and Gnathaena were appellations of the same stamp.
The difference between the pagan churches and that of
anti-Christ is, that the latter is engrafted upon the church of
God, by pretending to receive His revelations, and perverting
them by mystical interpretations, so as to make them sub
servient to the foulest ends ; being (as it should seem) the
inexpiable sin against Him who spake by the prophets. That
is a work of darkness, and has always been chiefly carried
on by means of secret brotherhoods, in which the doctrines
transmitted from the crypts of Semiramis have been imparted
to weak and depraved minds, as treasures of wisdom and
precious relics of antiquity ; and the terrours not only super
stitious, but often of a different sort, by which the silence of
the mystified was secured, prevented their holding the pre
tended jewel to the light, or consulting better judges as to it's
value. Of this kind were the anti-christ fraternities, who in
the very first years of the blessed church set up " the mystery"
(i. e. secret and symbolical ceremony with an oath of tacitur
nity) " of iniquity," which same, as St. Paul wrote to the
Thessalonians, was even then " beginning to work." It was
4'" A then. /.. 13. s. 67.
*" Lactam. 1nst. 1. c. 2a
t■* Ptol. Heph. £,. 4. p. 149.
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the blasphemy of those " which said they were Jews 415, and
" were not, but were the synagogue of Satan." " It is a
" shame (says 414 St. Paul) even to speak of those things
" which are done of them in secret." Among the most ancient
of these mysteries was the doctrine of the Nicolaitans, " which
" thing (saith the Lord) I hate." Mr. J. F. Schleusner en
deavours to persuade his readers that this is nomen 415 mere
symbolicum, nomen fictum 416 et figuratum. There are some
parts of Europe in which the most learned men will swallow
such absurdities, as would not even deceive the vulgar in some
others, and are by way of reasoning unworthy of notice. But
as that author asserts that " in Apoc. 2. 14. commemorantur
Bileamite," and thence by a wonderful logic infers that, as
the Balaamites were called from their similarity to the man
Balaam, so the Nicolaitans were called from their similarity
to no man 4" at all, it is right to observe, that he has therein
asserted what positively is not. St. John says, lyja xara. irw
oMya., in e^£if exei Xf cltovvtcLs JiJaj^v BaAaaix, as IJiJasxe
tov BaAax /3aA£iv trxav$aAov huntm ruiv uituv 'ltr^ayX, payeii'
iiJwAoSura, xai mpvsvirou. 'Qutws £^£ij xai trv xpanvvrac T
JiJa^ijv ttov NixoAai'rwv, i /aitruJ. But he neither there nor
elsewhere " commemorates the Bileamites," because there was
no such sect in existence for him to commemorate ; and he
does commemorate the Nicolaitans, because they were a per
nicious sect at that time. However unwilling some of the
fathers were to acknowledge a second Judas among the disci
ples, it is not to be doubted that Nicolas was the seventh of
those who were called the seven deacons. The first was
Stephen the Protomartyr, whose sanctity is declared in strong

*13 Rev. c. 2. v. 9.
ti* Ephes.c. 5. ii. 12.
*1* Lex. Nov. Test in WixeXams.
4|6 Ibid- in NmmAiui.
4" From his words " est enim Nicolaus, victor populi," I presume that he
and his friends Eichliornius, Janus, etc. mean that God called false teachers
peopk-conqucroun, because they deceived the people ! ! See Lex. Nov. Test.
in Balaam.
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terms ; the next five are named without a comment, and the
seventh in my opinion with a comment highly significant;
" they chose Stephen 418, a man full of faith and of the Holy
" Ghost, and Philip, and Prochirus, and Nicanor, and Timon,
" and Parmenas, and Nicolas a prosdyte of Antioch." The
structure of that remarkable sentence is suspicious in itself,
and gives abundant confirmation to all that history has said
against that man. The seventh deacon was not an Israelite
but a gentile, who pretended to be a convert to the God of
Abraham, and like several others he " said he was a Jew, and
" was not." He came from Antioch, a city which from the
days of Antiochus Epiphanes had been infamous, not only
for the profligacy of it's Daphne and the pantheistic orgies
there celebrated, but for the unnatural union of Judaism
with the orgies of Jason and Menelaus, Helen and Medea;
a city whose mysteries were the same as those of Simon
, Magus.
Nicolas worshipped the Whore of Babylon, and pretended
to be Nimrod her son. He taught that there was a certain
goddess Barbelo (otherwise called Prunicus from rt^anxevitv,
stuprum offerre), whose mansion was in the eighth heaven.
He said that she was the offspring of God the Father, and the
mother (by some accounts) of Ialdabaoth and (by others) of
Sabaoth. Her son became master of the seventh heaven by
consummate boldness and tyranny, and addressing his inferiors,
he said, " I am the first and the last, and none is God except
" me." Barbelo wept when she heard him say it. It was also
their doctrine that Barbelo used to appear to princes in a
beautiful form and ***••* from them, in order to regain
her power which was divided among many. And this was
the doctrine by means of which Nicolaus introduced into the
world his mystery of 410 obscenity. The Gnostics properly so
4'8 Acts, c. vi. v. 5.
t'• Epiphan. Here8. L. 1. p. 77, 8. Paris, 1622.
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called were those who were immediately connected with
Nicolas 44°, rui NuoXaiu ouiretyuyfuvoi, and they used to wor
ship the prophet Barcabbas, that is, stupri filius, and were
called 441 Barbelite. It is evident that the Son of Fornica
tion, who obtained the seventh heaven by tyranny and to the
regret of his own mother, is Nimrod the seventh of the heb
domad of Cush, Triptolemus the demon and old patron of
Antioch, or Georgius the seventh of seven champions, and it's
more recent pseudo-christian patron ; and it is equally evident
that Nicolas (like Simon) was " a deceiver and an antichrist"
after our Saviour's ascension, and magnified himself as being
the junior of seven brethren, the deacons, and king of the
seventh heaven. His doctrines were exactly conformable to
those which Semiramis originally promulgated in Babel, and
of which the Chaldaean, Cyprian, and Aphacan customs were
but types and reminiscences ; they purported that no day of a
mortal's life was well spent and acceptably to the powers of
Nature, in which he did not lend himself to some 448 sort of
libidinous indulgence.
In Malabar there still are traces of the supremacy of women,
and of those peculiar rules with respect to the propagation of
mankind, which seem to belong to the Amazonian system.
The Nairs or nobles of Malabar marry at an early age, and
make a suitable allowance for the subsistence of those who are
(nominally) their wives ; but these latter remain in their
mother's houses, or after her death with their brothers, and
cohabit with any man they may choose who is of equal or
higher rank than their own. By reason of this strange ar
rangement no Nair knows hisfather, and every man considers
his sister's children as his heirs. His mother manages the fa
mily, and after her death the eldest sister assumes the direction.
A Nair's moveable property is equally divided among the sons
«M Ibid. p. 83.
4" 1bid. p. 85.
«" See Epiph. ibid. p. 83.
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and daughters of all his sisters 483. Among the same people
there is a sort of inverse polygamy, two, four, or perhaps more
men being attached to one woman 444. From the time of
Cheruman Permal (cotemporary of Mahomet 445) to Hyder
Ali, Malabar was governed by the descendants of thirteen
women, who were sisters to so many Nair chiefs 4M. The
woman is as naked as the man, that is, almost entirely so, and
the concealment of her body is no point of decorum among
them 4i7. It must be observed that these are not customs of
a rude people, but institutes of a vicious and highly artful
refinement ; and they are in essential points the same as those
devised by Plato for his Magnesian commonwealth, or rather
received by him from the clergy of iEgypt, Chaldea, and
Crete.
The polity of Plato is by no means any invention of his
own, but it is an elegant display of the Semiramian and
Pythagorean institutes, as delivered from remote ages, and
cherished by him as a dream of philosophy triumphant upon
earth or a Salan's millennium, but which had no where existed
in full glory since the fall of Babel, or (at least) since the
submersion of Sodom and Gomorrah.
We shall see that Malabar is but a type of that egregious
republic. There, the women had no husbands, but lay with
the men on stated occasions, and by lot. The offspring was
taken away by the magistrates and carried to a sort of public
deposit which he calls (metaphorically) the sheep-fold, aypcos,
and the mothers were brought there to give suck ; but not to
their own children ; and it was so ordered that the parents
should never know which were their own. 'lSia. Se /xijfova
fiijosaia cwoixeiv 4M nan rsf iraiJaj dv xwus, xai pjre yovsa.
4•3
it
405
4■*
V
4«

Hamilt. E. I. Gaz. in Malabar,
Zeireddin. cit As. Res. vol. 5. p. 1 2.
As. Res. ibid. p. 9.
Hamilton, ibid.
Zeireddin. cit. As. Res. ib. p. 14, 15.
flat, de Rep. L. 5. p 20. Bipont.
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huyaiw eifcvcu rov dure, /xijte traiSa yovea. But all those that
were born at a given time, say seven 4W or ten months, after
any person had been appointed to generate children, were to
be accounted his children and brethren to one another. By
which means each child might and probably would have many
fathers, and a vast fraternity. He farther provides that the
women should be trained up to the naked exercises of the
palestra, and also to military discipline and the defence of the
state ; xoiv? rpa.revtrovta.i. Nor need we travel so far East as
India to show that Plato's plan was no theory of his, for we
read in the historian Socrates 430 of the laws of Heliopolis in
Phoenicia. " Those laws ordain that all women shall be in
" common, so that there may be no distinction of father and
" child. When strangers visited them, they gave them their
" daughters to defile. The emperor (Constant iue) undertook
" to abolish this vile custom, and having established the ordi" nance of marriage, he thereby enabled families to know their
" relationship." Those Platonic and Syrian commonwealths
have enough of resemblance to that of Malabar to bespeak a
common and if so a most remote beginning ; and as the policy
of the Magnetes of Plato is Amazonian, probably the practice
of the Malabars, though their women have not lately been
warriors, was so likewise.
Let us therefore not suppose
with some scholars that Amazon is a mere religious title, to
which almost any other history or legends might be annexed
with full as much propriety as those which are, but rather let
us, with the charming historian of Alexander, pay a sober
deference to the immemorial and widely diffused testimony of
mankind ; and in it we shall find a strong confirmation for
what the Assyrians record, the primitive gynaecocracy of the
Dove, uniting systematic whoredom with martial fierceness
and ambition.

« Si*; see Censorinus, c. 7. ad finem.
43" Hist. Eccles. /.. 1. c. 18.
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That polity, which nearly abolished paternity, and extended
brotherhood so widely, was not unknown to Venus Naamah
and the Cainite Lamechidw, eadem cum femina viris duobus
vel tribus rem habentibus, erantque vetulae juvenibus salaciores, patres cum filiabus, juvenes cum matribus suis venere
promiscua utebantur, aded ut 431 nee liberi palres suos nee
patres liberos dignoscerent. But her system was not renewed
by Cham, upon occasion of the ithyphallic apostacy, nor adopted '
by Nimrod in the laws of his Magian kingdom ; for which
reason the Athenians said of Cecrops (as they called Cham)
tiof/aSsret xxi yvvaufy rous yotywuj toos vo/xi^otc tsi
'E£ civ ltaifos *yvwKsiirav rovs Soa fyurotriropovs,
To irfiv /iovyv yivw7'x.Wtes, ws stpyv, rijv ^re^a.
However, it was revived and flourished in the Ionian or Syrian
empire of Babel, between the periods of the regifugium and of
the populifugia. And the vestiges of it are to be found among
the Pelasgic nations. To it we must refer the iparptai or
Fraternities of which each tribe in Attica was composed, of
which the members were considered as related together by
blood, whether they were so or not, and which held, each
within its self, those feasts called Asnfva. $f arfixa. 435. Man
kind cannot live without particular and close affections, and
the unnatural sophist who sought to abolish them was obliged
to drown the cries of nature in those love feasts. The latter
agreed with the syssitia of Egypt, Crete, Lacedemon 45\ &c.
which, as we learn from Aristotle *3i, were in their antiquity
nothing less than aboriginal, being ascribed to primaeval names
43i Eutycli. sive Said ebn Batric, Annul. p. 24. Oxon. 1658.
43« Tzetz. Chil. L. 5. v. 662.
433 'Afoarv*' fyareta* ovx i^m, oio* evvvivuiLv. Hesych. in voc. et vide
eund. in voce ^Tf,a. To 2c vfaQl£Sai it revs Qga*rogas W/xZoXov J*fc** rut
fvyyivBMt' Suidas in v. ^i*ro^is.
«H Plutarch. Lycurg. c. 12. Thus much of the old system is avowedly
adopted by Mr. R. Owen of Lanark, in his scheme of philosophical regenera
tion.
435 De Rep. L. 7. c. 10.
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of inventors, Minos, Sesostris, and king I talus. It is worthy
of much notice, as compared with the Malabarian and Platonic
systems, that the feast of Jupiter Fratrius was called Apaturia 43* or the Feast ofMen without Fathers. The Apaturian
feast was peculiar to those tribes of Greeks who were deno
minated 437 Ionians, i. e. Semiramians or Doveites. In the
course of that solemnity, and 43* upon a day called Cureotis,
the children of 3 and 4 years old were inscribed in frater
nities ; there were three fraternities in each tribe, and those
who were of the same tribe and also of the same fraternity were
ws aAAijAwv trvyytveis. The Athenian Apaturia may be use
fully compared with the similar institute of a half civilized
people, the Libyan Ausenses ; the latter associated with their
women promiscuously and (says Herodotus) cattle-wise ; and
if any woman had a child, the men used to assemble as soon as it
was 3 months old, and whomsoever the child was thought most
to resemble, that man was i3a it's father by their law. We must
add that their religion was Amazonian s on the feast ofMinerva
the most beautiful of their virgins was clad in complete armour,
and paraded in a chariot round their sacred lake, after which
the damsels of the country divided themselves into two armies
and fought with clubs and stones even unto death ; and those
who died were not esteemed to have been true virgins. The
Jupiter Fratrius, or Feratrius of the Greeks **0, was Jupiter

436 'EtruSi) iv ra.urr. rn iafrjl revi vin&pivovs it r» inaurzi iMUr& Ttzidai Tort
ivive"i^ai o/xvvvrts it Xlnroti r] /,triv 'Alhiveuavi it auron 'AdrjMUwr.
it vouhes, *rj*T«wWAIlATOPE2*i<rl£, Tort Tarl*ai i^ti*.

'YSixiZt Si

Etym. M. in Voc.

' Ot it fyun, irt ru* *angaiv ojuov fuvtc^iuivuv aist ra.s ran TmS&v lvv^xfas, itn
'OMO11ATGPA XtyieSat tuv Ugrnv o/*otat Tovro* Xtvof*lv xXo%or text a.xoirt*.

Suidas in Vocabulo.
437 Herod. X. 1. c. 147.
43* Procl. in Plat. Tim. L. 1. p. 17. Basil. 1534.
i» Herod. 1. c. 180.
440 The greater part of the words in which a mute and liquid consonant, or
two liquids, coalesce had originally a short vowel, though it is omitted in writing,
and slurred over in pronunciation ; but entirely to omit it in articulate pro
nunciation is (I believe) organically impossible. Such are Forat, Eu-phrates,
Sauromata,Sarmata, fratcr, pater, mater, fiatris, patris, matris, ter, tres, tero, tri-
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Feretrius with the Latins : and closely analogous to the Gre
cian FratrioB were the Roman Sodalitia, introduced among
them at a late period, and (what comes directly to our purpose)
together with the orgies of the Magna Mater; sodalitates
autem, says the elder Cato 44 me quaestore constitute sunt,
tacris Idaes malris acceptis ; epulabantur igitur cum sodalibus
omnino modice.
In the Divine law it is commanded to a man to honour his
natural parents ; but only a little is said of veneration due from
youth to old age in general, nor indeed is our duty even to
parents carried to the account of their superior age, but is a
symbolical injunction. The Decalogue consists of two Pen
talogies, the first of them forbidding those actions which are
immediate against God, and militate against his eternal pur
poses, and the second, those which are mediate against Him
through others of his creatures, and militate against his rules
for the good government of this perishable world ; and these
two series of transgressions are respectively graduated, and
with the utmost nicety, from highest to lowest, beginning with
high treason against the sovereignty of God, and ending with
disrespect towards certain vicegerents and representatives of
his power, and again beginning with the destruction of a man
and going down to the bare imagining of harm against him or
his. Reviewing the two Pentalogies therefore and comparing
them, we shall find that the fifth immediate law, like the fourth,
is to observe a type or mystery ; as also the fourth and fifth
mediate laws are to avoid sins, not of commission, but of ten
dency; as the observance of truth, and of contentedness, do
naturally tend to prevent injustice, so did the observance of
(Us, virago, virgo, vtgetvts, crane, raXa.u rA*», <riAtlgsv, «-Wgdv, *i{«£, *£«Si 3«£«•
iju£, viezjit, Graius, iiSi^is, m\ts, Ogham, Ogmius, canepb, Cneph, Canute,
Cnute, kenow, know, canife, knife, etc. etc. That habit of human language
ihould be borne in mind and used (but with discretion) by those who pursue
etymology. The remark is not meant to justify such productions as those
which Mr. Payne Knight justly impugns as forgeries in his essay on the Greek
Alphabet, p. 116. and Proleg. in Hom. p. 107.
Hi Apud. Cic. de Senect-c. 13.
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an holy day, and the reverence of parents tend to promote
Religion. God is termed our Father, ourselves his children,
and the co-heirs of the only Person to whom that title belongs
by generation and not by mere similitude, and from this com
parison of creation to generation flows that duty which the
accuracy of the ancients termed filial pietv : but which is so
far from belonging to justice or our duty to fellow men, that
it may even militate flatly against it. A son may rescue his
father from the prison in which a just and lawful death awaits
him, because the immediate law overrides the mediate ; the
'O<rion xou 'Avo<riov being an higher argument than the Aixcuov
xm 'AStxuv. Having observed that superior age is no part of
a parent's title to respect, I will farther take notice, that old
age doth not obtain from Scripture that ample testimony of
regard which all heathendom agreed in paying to it. I know
that it is more than once acknowledged that, " the hoary head
" is a crown of glory 44a, if it be found in the way of righte" ousness :" but the veneration of grey hairs was at that time
so much connected with the impostures of Paganism, that there
was good reason for dwelling little upon its excellencies, and
for placing in the highest category of duties the veneration of
parents. And the practice of Divine Providence in the call of
its especial ministers seems to point the same way. The Mes
siah did not undertake his ministry clothed in the imposing
garb of senility, nor did the apostles, as far as I know ; if
Moses was called at an age somewhat advanced, others were
called in the very flower of life, as Saul, David, and Jehu ;
and in Solomon the gifted wisdom of an youth is opposed to
the acquired wisdom of the old. In his scriptures, wisdom (or
daring self-conceit) is continually rebuked, and foolishness or
pious simplicity commended, but without any intimation that
the one appertained to crude and the other to riper years. At
that time when Violence and Corruption (©uju,os x«i 'Eirrivjjua.)
were such in the eyes of God that the end of all flesh was
tf Prov. c. lb", v. 31.
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come before him, mankind did certainly enjoy the experience
of old age to such a degree as never since. And how was it
with king Solomon himself? By Divine Wisdom he governed
a vast empire in peace, and in the fear of God, and every man
dwelt safely under his own vine and his own fig tree ; his name
went far into the islands, and for his peace was he beloved ; and
his wisdom inflamed the curiosity of all kings, and the pure
zeal of that queen who shall rise in judgment against many.
But whither did acquired wisdom and experience lead his grey
hairs ? To the obscene groves of Astoreth and the blood-stained
altars of Moloch. Such are the inferences from Holy Writ ;
which supports, from the marriage of Adam downwards, the
domestic system ; unless any man should be found so infa
tuated as to listen to the new Bible which a French gentleman
has had the astonishing 443 assurance to fabricate, and which
he calls the Essene version of the Scriptures, for there indeed
we read " of old men ruling in and young men breeding out
*' —a civil safeguard most great !" Of those Essenes, whose
name he has thought fit to employ, we shall have a word to
say presently.
But loftier notions concerning senility obtained among the
nations of the Babylonish empire, when the anti-domestic and
gynaecocratic system was set up. Seeing the riot that would
arise from the utter abolishing of fatherhood, they hit upon
this method, of making the aged in general stand in the place
of parents to the young. To age were given both power and
preeminence in public matters, and in private such observance
as we seldom pay to our own fathers. Even when Agamemnon
called a council it is said,
KixAijirxev Se yteavra.s, a^j-rfl.s na.va.ya.iwv.
The Ocrusia of Lacedemon and the Senators of Rome were
called from the same thing. It is usual in the East for an
elder to call a younger person, my Son. And it may be in
ferred in a general way, from the homage paid to seniority*
443 See vol. l.p. 513, 14.
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that there existed, at the time when these maimers first grew
up, very little regardfor kin ; for where particular affections
are formed and intimately cherished, those of a more general
kind are always in a great measure stifled. Were every man
devoted to his consort in that degree which the words of our
conjugal vows express, he would regard all others of the fair
sex with as much indifference as those of his own : and in
proportion as the domestic or particular tie is drawn closer,
the general courtesy called gallantry diminishes ; in so much
that those nations who make it their especial boast do but
trumpet forth their own depravity. In like manner, and by
strict parity of reasoning, the institutes, which brought on a
filial veneration for old age in general, must have been such
as tended to abolish the ties of private and natural paternity.
Had the latter been unimpaired it must have absorbed i,as we
see it now does) the former.
Since it was the regular plan of her Apaturian brotherhoods
that no people should know their own fathers, the first pro
hibition of Leviticus in c. xviii. v. 7. of course became a nul
lity ; but even in such cases as left the consanguinity of parties
not doubtful, the wisdom of Semiramis and great perfection
of her gnosis entirely contemned the fourth of the Noachid
precepts. The language of Venus Myrrha (as given by Ovid
in his fable of her metamorphosis) has such a philosophical
sound, and so nearly resembles the doctrines which are more
or less rapidly diffusing themselves, that it is worth tran
scribing,
coeunt animalia nullo
Cetera delectu, nec habetur turpe juvencse
Ferre patrem tergo, fit equo sua filia conjux,
Quasque creavit ink pecudes caper, ipsaque, cujus
Semine concepts est, ex illo concipit ales.
Felices, quibus ista licent! humana malignas
Cura dedit leges, et quod Natura remittit
Invida jura negant.
The authour of this ribaldry was a Pythagorean pantheist.
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The great policy (I say) of the Semiramian government was
to abolish matrimony and, through it, all domesticity ; those
two things are what philosophy (though cautious in her
phraseology) regards with more dislike than any others.
XIV. The dissolution of manners is never complete without
extinguishing the charities of the human mind ; and the queen
of Babel was truly said to be Aayvoj xai ju. i at <ji o v o s. Under
her names of Medea and Semiramis we find her destroying the
progeny of her womb ; of Semiramis in particular it is said
that she 444 murdered all her sons except one. The meaning
of that is that the .flinead kings in succession, as soon as they
ceased to be tame instruments of her regency, and were not
contented with the office of roi faineant, were honoured with
a private apotheosis ; one escaped, who was living at the time
of the consummation, and was the spartarch iEneas, whom the
poets have confounded with the old .^Eneas of the ten years'
war.
The sacred rites of her church were also defiled with human
sacrifice. King Numa, by the orders of the witch Egeria, ap
pointed the sacrifice of the 445 Argei ; and although the Ro
mans substituted the use of human images made of wicker or
paste, we know from Macrobius 446 that the original institute
was one of human victims. We have already spoken 447 of the
Sapphic Propoetides, and a fuller citation from Ovid will show
that their orgies were not only filled with lust but with murder.
At si forte roges fecundam Amathunta metallis 448
An genuisse velit Propoetidas, abnuat aequc
Atque illos, gemino quondam quibus aspera cornu
Frons erat, unde etiam nomen traxere Cerastie.
Ante fores horum stabat Jovis Hospitis ara
444
445
44<
14?
448
111.

Mos. Choren. L. 1. c. xvi. p. 47.
Liv. L- 1 . c. 2 ] .
Sat. 1. c. 7.
Above, p. 315.
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Lugubris sceleris ; quam si quis sanguine tinctam
Advena vidisset, mactatos crederet illic
Lactantes vitulos Amathusincasve videntes.
Hospes erat caesus.
If it could be doubted that the concerns of the Amathusian
Cerastes and Propoetides, thus intermixed, belong together,
that doubt would be removed by Nonnus's description of the
Lamiae, or daughters of Lamus, who is known to the readers
of Homer as the king of the cannibal Laestrygones. We have
several times adverted in these volumes to Lamia the daughter
of Belus and bloody sibyl of the tower, and to the Lamian
women who were chosen by Jove as the fittest nurses for the
new Bacchus,
'CliCxct Qvya.repetriri Aa/xs Tora/xijitri vvfupous.

The drunken bacchanalian muse of Nonnus, to whom nature
never lent her golden keys, is well suited to the description of
such portentous extravagancies. The vindictive spirit of Juno
drove them into madness, so that they fell upon their hand
maids in a Lesbian phrenzy, and sacrificed a man in the public
place of the city.
'Ev 8e Zofuu Sfwncnv lirtyj.a.w it rpioSois re'*"
Hec/opovw SaUtpevov oJowofoi' dvSf a. [uu/a.\frp
'fcfixaA£ai 8' dXxXaXfiv um rpotpaXiyyi Se ptirr
'OpSaA/xBf tXsXit,'iv dx.oapijroio Kpoirwee.
Tla.vrtj 8' £vSa xai ivOa vooirAav££trtn psvoivats
'Erfs^ov draQiwv tpayaX>> tm^tyjiari ra.ptruiv
Kai •nX',Y.a.y.Hs Botx-^svov es ij*fa $via.Sis dvpcu
IIAa^oji*£va;- xfoxo*,j 8e irtfi rtpvotoriv sxxrys
'At$ip0K0(iw pa.$a.piyyt yjriuv Xevxmviro xsctjc.

The sacrifice of a stranger and wayfaring man clearly points
to the Amathusian Jupiter Hospes. The tower oftke Lamia 4S0
*tK Nonnus, L. ix. v. -40.
t*i Terluilian. adv. Valrnt. c. .'(.
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was a common bugbear for nurses to frighten refractory
children with (a shameful practice), because she was supposed
to devour young children,
Neu pranse Lamiae vivum puerum cxtrahat alvo,
which was no vain or idle legend, but a real crime recom
mended in the pharmacopoeia of the Magia Naturalis. La
mia *bi was the queen of an enchanted and paradisaical valley,
excelling in her beauty, but in her latter years her form was
changed into that of a wild beast by reason of her bestial fe
rocity. But to say more on the subject at present would
be needless 4i* repetition ; and further illustrations of that
woman's cruelty will come in our way.

XV. There are some signs, that the heresiarchs of the first
Pamphylian kingdom did, in the refinement of their false
wisdom, form their human societies with some reference to
those of animals, and descended from their rank to imitate the
instincts of the Brutes who perish. They not only sought to
acquire the corporeal excellencies of brute creatures by drinking
their blood (which was their life) and by eating their marrow,
which (as they conceived) was their instinct ; but they pro
posed certain creatures as objects for imitation. In so doing,
they used a sort of perverse reasoning, saying, " those creatures
" cannot reason for want of words, and consequently for want
" of universals, without which there is no syllogism, nor can
" they transmit the experience of one generation to another;
" but yet their respective systems are perfect and uniform,
" neither diversified by opinion nor corrupted by errours,
" from which it results that they are moved or guided in their
" actions by the great spirit of Nature, and therefore the brute
" creatures are like a sort of speechless prophets conveying
" to mankind a practical revelation for them to imitate."
«' Diod. Sic. L. 20. c. 4 1 .
«« See vol. 1. p. 481, '2.
7.2
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Vanity and folly! which cannot distinguish between the Spirit
of God acting for temporal ends, and the same for eternal.
In some cases there was only a comparison of human com
munities to the brute race, and in others their very policy was
framed in imitation of the latter. I know not what we should
say of Sarpedon, Avxiwv dyoi dvSpwv, chief of the u ol/is/i men
or amitrochitones. He was one of the many births, engen
dered in lawless desire and perhaps in incest, to which the
religion of the times gave a divine origin, and thus he was a
considerable /Sir, or Swanis of the Divine Essence. His name
inured to many places ; to one of the fortunate isles of the
Gorgons 453 or Hesperides, situated on the margin of the
Ocean ; to an oracle in Cilicia, of Diana called 454 Sarpedonia ;
and to a promontory of Cilicia, where Sarpedon had an oracle
and the title of Apollo Sarpedonius, ie^ov 'AvoXXuivos lipuro
SafmjJoHou 4ib v.ou iv TouTui yj^rrlMv. A Christian bishop
commends the martyress St. Thecla for opposing herself as a
barrier against the deceptions and false oracles of the demon
Sarpedon 456 who occupied a promontory of the sea. Count
Zosimus, who zealously supported the declining superstitions
of the gentiles, and did not own the cessation of oracles,
pretends that Aurelian got effective aid from that shrine
when he was marching against Palymyra.
Sarpedon came to Ilion with the Lycians to assist Priam in
it's defence, accompanied by Glaucus and (as Philostratus 457
pretends) by Pandarus ; but Homer on the contrary shows
that Pandarus and Sarpedon came from widely different
countries, and indicates no connexion between them. The
confusion arose from Pandarus being the son of Lycaon, and
from his invoking (while engaged in a deed of darkness) the
m Suidas in Sarpedonia.
w Strabo, L. xiv. p. 90b.
«s Zosira. L. 1. p. 52. ed. Oxon. 1679. Appian de Bell. Civil. L. iv. c. 7?.
i5« Basil. Isaur. de Thecla cit. Jul. Caesar Bulenger de Oraculis- p. 27. ed.
Graevii.
«W Heroic, c. xiv. p. 723.

Lupiform 458 Apollo. The poet does not (I believe) show
him possessed of any moral qualities except furious valour,
but it is evident that few more important or extraordinary
personages were to be met with in those days of wonder.
He engaged in battle with Tlepolemus son of the Herculean
Energy, (Sarpedon son of Jove with Tlepolemus his grandson,
'Ttoj r' viujvos Te A/os v£psXijysperao) ,
and triumphed in that encounter. But he fell soon afterwards
by hands merely human, and Jupiter shed tears of blood 459
from heaven. Homer, who has named the mother or mothers
of Tlepolemus, Ascalaphus, and Ialmenus, but has thought
fit by no means to name the mother of either the Herculean or
the jEneian B»j, is silent concerning the mother of Sarpedon :
and perhaps there is but small emolument in knowing that
later fablers made him the son of Europa 460 and brother of
Minos, or the son of Laodamia, daughter of Bellerophontes.
Whoever he was, he was a man of such moment, that the
Gods held a solemn fast in heaven, by order of Jupiter, on
the anniversary days of his death and Memnon's :
dyoffuiv ruiv Qeuiv aVariav 461

Diana Sarpedonia is, as I suppose, the same person as Diana
Hecate : and Apollo Sarpedonius or Lycagenes is Apollo
Hecatus, the infernal or malign: agreeing with the daemon
wolf of the Goths, Fenris, the dva.% 'E v t p iu v 'AiSwvtus, from
whom the Teutonic name Henri/ seems to be derived. Odin
was doomed by the fates of the world to fall a victim to this
impure being ;
Odin meets the wolf of hell ....
Death must light on Odin's head *S4.

si Ibid. xvi. v. 459.
J6" Herod. L. 1. c. 173.
Arutoph. Nub. act. 1. antep'urb. v. 16. ichol. ibid.
Song of Vala, ill Helya ^nd edit. p. 'Jt'13.
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But he shall return under his other name, " by which he is
" called in battle" Vtder 4M, and destroy Fenris ; Thor at the
same time shall bruise the Serpent's head, but die himself of
it's bite. Fenris and Vider are, respectively, Apollo Lycus
or Lycagenes and Apollo Lycoctonus 464 ; for that Deity was
called Lycian on two opposite grounds 465, for having con
quered Lycius, and also for having himself waged war against
the Telchines and lain with the heroine huntress Cyrene in
theform of a Wolf.
It must not be supposed that the Lycians take their name
from the sacred element of light (although it is not improbable
that the beast may derive his name from that), for the venera
tion of that principle could be no mark of distinction, where
all were either Pyrolaters or Astrolaters. But they were
called from their resemblance to the animal whose name they
bore, and the comparison gave rise to fables of metamorphosis.
There were among the Scythians as we read a tribe of juggling
sorcerers called Neuri 466, who each year were for a certain
number of days turned into wolves : p.nd the like travesty was
believed to be practised in Courland, Samogitia, and other
countries of the north 467. Mr. Herbert's poem Helga is
founded on a war between the descendants of Odin and the
followers of the giant Angantyr, king of the Wolfish. Men or
Ulfhedners, a race of natives whom Gothic fable placed in
Denmark and Scandinavia ; or rather a race who really offered
resistance to the last incarnation of Odin or Buddha who has
arisen in Europe, the Hunn Attila. Their dress was the skin
of the wolf, and their passions ferocious to a degree of phrenzy
surpassing that of the Malayans.
Those horrible superstitions all flow from the tvolfism (that
is, Satanism in it's sanguinary shape) of the original Babel
4s* Herbert's Icelandic Poetry, part 2. p. 46.
Soph. Electr. t,. 6.
J* Serv. in jEneid. iv. i,. 377.
i« Herod, iv. c. 105.
4s7 Olaus Magnus dc Gent. Sept.
xviii. c. 45 and AG- .p. 711 . see
Petron. Arb. c. 62.
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empire. That the Lycians of Sarpedon the anti-god were not
luminites but wolfites is distinctly expressed in the traditions
of their country : for their origin was fetched from Lycus 46*
son of Pandion, who was the Wolf of Hell. His tenement
was the place of judgment for criminals, and in it stood the
statue of Pandion's son, h/wv ton Sijpm jiop^yv 490 ; which
place the comoedian (in his Wasps) jokingly calls Theroon or
the Beast's Temple instead of Heroon, the Hero's. And it is
said of their country, Lycia, that after the Wolves had occu
pied it, to the extirpation of all other living creatures, it was
dedicated to Apollo 470.
The Lycians were a very free and democratic people, and
seem to have kept much of their constitution, although they
were not independent either of Persia or Rome. They annu
ally chose a Lyciarch by the votes of their cities, which were
counted as single, double, or treble votes, according to their
greatness. These institutes bespeak the descendants of an
austere and manly sect at least ; as their names of wolves and
amilrochilones argue a savage excess of rudeness.
The word Mitra is a title of the Deity, given both to the
male and female principle; and it farther denotes either a
tiara or crown ecclesiastic, being a type of Heaven, or else the
girdle or belt, Zuiryp ira.vaiaXos, which figured universal domi
nion, and was, according to the scholiast 471 of Homer, made
of brass, and so placed as to protect and conceal the body
much like that singular article of dress so well known in the
paintings of Holbein and the writings of our old dramatists.
Mars was called Aipn^ios from wearing two such ; they were
•iirpcu .... iirturef ov rrts ,.oyovos, XaP,v dvpz-teW ii %«Axai
teiriSss 47-. To these brazen zones certain integuments called
t>B
•'' '
«•
C
*•*
ibid.

Herod. vii. c. 92.
Jul. Pollux. L. viii. e. 10.
Serv. in jEn. iv. 377.
1n Iliad. xvi. v. 41.9. ed. Barnes. sec Iliad. v. r. 857.
Niccta* in Creuzer Opusc. Myth. part 1. p. 35, fa'. Zonaras Lex. cit.
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fasciae were substituted among the Romans of the Cesarean
age, of which the nature may be collected from the Iambics of
the plain spoken poetess Sulpicia,
Ne me Cadurcis destitutam fasciis
Nudam Caleno concubantem proferat.
The use of these was confined to women, or to such men as
were reputed to be of soft and degenerate character. Every
one has heard tell of the infamous fame of the Sybarites ; and
doubtless their neighbours the Sirites got their appellation of
mitro-chitones 47s, not from wearing the brazen zones of the
heroes, but from their effeminate affectation of the fasciae,
which placed them in the strongest opposition to Sarpedon's
unmitred wolves.
Of these latter the one name argues a contempt of decency,
as the other does of humanity : and it is remarkable that the
sect of Greeks who openly despised the former, but without
violating the latter, were nicknamed Ktmxoj or Canine. The
dress of the Wolfish crew in Sweden was worthy of Diogenes
and strictly amitrochiton ;
The shaggy wolfish skin he wore
Pinn'd by a polished bone before.
No quaintly twisted iron shirt,
No coat of mail was round him girt474.
We cannot wonder that there should have lieen fanatical cynics
in the age of Sarpedon. The Socratic cynics only said, " can
" it be unlawful to display with publicity any things which
" God has created, or any actions which by his laws of nature
" he has enjoined?" But when the wisdom of the nations
flourished in it's supreme glory at Babel, they would say, " is
" it not most honourable, nay almost divine, to exhibit the
473 Athen. Dcipn. /-. 1 .i. e. b. s. 'ib.
m llclga. /,. 1. r. 61.
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" appointed symbols of Deity and creative power ?" Such men
might claim to be the most orthodox disciples of Jupiter in his
father's tent. An essential point of that orthodoxy was the
doctrine of bloody expiation, by sacrifice not of beasts only.
Therefore the same infuriated sophists who would ask, " what
" is decency to the son of Priapus ? or sobriety to the son of
" Silenus ?" might also ask, " what is humanity to the son of
" Moloch or Saturn?" And so did they superadd a lupine
ferocity to the immodesty of dogs : and the whole race of the
wolfites, from their supposed resemblance to an unclean and
bloodthirsty power, the prince of this world, were honoured
with the epithet Anii-theoi.
Glaucus, of whose origin we only learn from Homer that
he was son of one Hippolochus, seems to have been a joint
Lyciarch with Sarpedon, and to have been likewise regarded
as somewhat more than man 47i. They both enjoyed in their
own country a rich Temenos, which means a glebe solemnly
consecrated to the use of sacred personages, with a sacer eslo
to all those who should presume to infringe so solemn a trust.
Glaucus and his friend Diomedes are the persons of whom that
horrid tale is told, that they kept anthropophagous horses :
and Glaucus was devoured by his at Potnias in Breotia, a
place sacred to Proserpine and Ceres Erinnys. Diomede and
Sthenelus retired into Scythia 4'*, where the former adopted
the worship of the war-horse with the sacraments of the wolf;
but Glaucus remained a member of the Semiramian coalition,
and was devoted to the Amazonian mare or war-goddess, a
demon equally wolfish and much more libidinous.
Scilicit ante omnes furor est insignis equarum
Et mentem Venus ipsa dedit, quo tempore Glauci
Potniades malis membra absumpsere quadrigae.
If any of the Cyclics 477 pretended that Glaucus was killed
47s Iliad. xii. *. 31 'A
4* See above, p. '28.9.
<n See Quiut. Cal. /.. 3. v. 278.
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at the siege of Troy, they must not be credited, for he lived
to take his share in the horrours of Helen's kingdom, and
entered deeply into the aquatic mysteries of the Selli, which
were so far congenial to the lupine creed that they worshipped
the powers of the abyss. He was said by the mythologists to
be born of Neptune and a 478 Naiad, or of Anthedon and Halcyonc : and to have cohabited with Ariadne 479 after her
separation from Theseus. He was beloved by the womanbitch or Scylla, the betrayer of Megara, after she was trans
formed into a Sea-Goddess, the
Nisan naufraga monstra canes,
that is by Helena after her adoption of Pelasgianism under the
auspices of Guncus. Or as another said 48°, he loved an Hydna
(or Halos-Hydna), daughter of Scyllus of Scyone. Ariadne
and Scylla are but fabulous names of Helen. Glaucus and
his people were probably addicted to the vilest practices of
sorcery, to the herbas et non innoxia verba. There were
two classes of prophecy. The mantic, including 481 vaticina
tion, vision, and oneiromancy : and the goetic, founded upon
a pious notion of those occult powers or causes which we
call Charter. Both are in some measure 48 1 acknowledged in
Holy Writ ; and both appear to have been practised under the
auspices of the deasters. But the goetic was by far the lowest
style, and the most open to fraud. It included cheiromancy,
oncirocritics, lots by the fingers or digitis micare, lots 483 by books
VIs Evanihes eit. Allien. vii. c. 12. s. 47.
.
.•'9 Theolytus cit. ibid.
48• iEschrion ap. Athen. vii. s. 48.
48' Sec Acts, c. 2. o. 1 7.
4*' See Esther, 3. v. 7. The word purim, lots, signifies in Persic tempered
steel. Retrod. Antiq. Hebr. part. iv. c. 8. p. 4G'2. It is therefore supposed
with some reason that the purim of Human were a mode of divining bv the
flexibility or by the brightness of steel. See Ezechk'l. xxi. r. 14. v."2l.
The Holy Bible was prostituted to this use by some who resorted to
Christianity in the spirit of Simon Magus. And I think St. Augustine is lo
blame for the compromising tone of his rescript to St. Januarius on that sub
ject. Hi vero qui dc paginis cvangdicis sorlcs 1rgunt, ctsi optoudum est ut
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or sortes Virgilianae, which two last are attributed to Helen,
and astragalomancy or tossing up with dice. In Bura of
Achaia there was a cave where Hercules gave oracles by the
throwing of dice : and his adversary Geryon or Pan did the
like in Italy. Falamedes and Thersites were painted in the
Delphian 484 temple playing at dice : but these juggling me
thods were so much affected by the Lycians as to be called
after them: and JEneas came to Italy in obedience to the
Lycian lots,
Italiam Lyciae jussere capessere sortes.
The lycanthropi or wolfish men of Scythia were goetes or
conjurers: and it is not unlikely that after the fall of Troy,
and consequent amalgamation of sects, Glaucus was instru
mental to those baser methods of divination. He seems to
have been skilled in poisons, narcotics, aphrodisiacs, and all
those implements of magic called pharmaca or veneficia. He
discovered a simple of most wonderful virtue planted by Saturn
and sacred to the sun, and upon which the horses of that deity
were fed. Glaucus gathered it, and by eating of it obtained
apotheosis and became a god of the sea. But were Glaucus's
hoc fociant potius quam ad daemonia consulenda concurrant ; tamen ista mihi
displicet consuetudo, nd n5gotia secularia et ad vitae hujus vanitatem. propter
aliam vitam loquentia oracula divina velle converters St. Augustin. F.pist. 56.
ad inquis. Januar. c. 37. tom. 2. p. 143. ed. Benedict.
484 We have shown that the most inordinate vices by which the human body
is denied were the deliberate invention of sorcerers and fanatits, and it is most
probable that the vice of gambling, which had be.n yet more widely diffused
among men, doth no more derive it's origin from natural covetousness, than
those others do from natural concupiscence. 1t was soitilegc or divination by
chances, the event of the game indicating the event of the matter in hand.
But it is our misfortune that they all remain in the form of deadly and de
structive vices, the accursed legacy of Helen and Palamedes, long after their
theurgic or prophetic virtues have been forgotten. See the curious disserta
tion (full of absurdities) upon the most ancient tort of playing cards and the
divination practised with them, by Court de Ciebelin. Monde Primitif. tom,
viii. p. 36.:,. etc. and the learned Tliomas Hyde de Ludis Orientalium Oxon.
1694.

horses really fed upon herbs? Others tell it thus, that laying
some dead fish upon this herb he observed that they came to
life and jumped into the sea, admiring the which he ate some
himself, whereby he was seized with the like desire to plunge
into the deep, and so became a water god. Here we have very
plainly the mystery of the Stygo-baptists, that a watery death
was the passage to immortal life, and the
" Leucadiac fata petantur aquae."
The Sarpedonian Oracle was of the highest class, being deli
vered by ecstatic persons who were filled with the God 4*i ;
but Glaucus, I say, doth appear in his latter days to have
given deeply into the fantastic notions of the Selli and their
Halos-Hydna, and must be regarded as the author of the
Lycian mode of divination by fish : which was practised by
setting baits in the water and observing whether the fish fed
or not, and also what sorts of fish 4e6.
The occasion of Glaucus being devoured, namely, at the fu
neral obsequies of Pelitis, who was murdered by Medea, evinces
that it was an act of religious fanaticism. Hominem immclare, saith Pliny, paul m H*7 a mandendo abest; and the rite
of human sacrifice was not a complete and perfect mystery
unless those who were mystified therein devoured the flesh
and drank the blood of the victim. Lycuon of Arcadia was
the first 4sB cannibal on record and became a vaoif, and his
atrocities and those of his subjects were the cause (as Ovid
says) of the universal deluge ; he was Lantech the Cainite,
by whom those two abominations of desolation, the devouring
of young children, and the sin of Sodom, are said to have been
invented. Demametus of Arcadia attended the festival of
Jupiter the Wolfish where human sacrifice was done, and he
3*5
t*
***
**

Strabo. xiv. ji. 965.
Allien. L. viii. c. 8. Plin. Nit. Hist. L. xxxii. c. SS.
Hist. Nat X. vii. c. '2.
Ovid. Met. 1. v. Tfl. etc.
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ate of the entrails of a boy who had been slaughtered, and
was transformed into a wolf for 4B9 the space of ten years.
And there was another Arcadian family, the descendants of
Aathus4!10, one of whom was always a wolf; they chose one
of their number by lot, who swam across a certain lake, and
taking the form of a wolf joined the wild herds of those
animals, but if he abstained from devouring human creatures
during nine years he was, at the expiration of that time, re
stored to humanity. The Neurian Scythie who were turned
into wolves for a Jew days in each year, are evidently people
who had an annual festival (like that which proved fatal to
Glaucus) both anthropothvtie and anthropophagous. The
gerulphi of the 4" French and werewolfs of 492 the English
and of the 493 Germans mean certain persons who, either
among the northern heathens, or among the Manichees and
other secret assemblies, had been fully and finally initiated in
the great mysteries. A sect of haeretics, of whom the traces
are as ancient as the 12th century, made their appearance at
Puis under the name of Societas Pauperum 494 a little before
the year 1373, in which year they were suppressed in pur
suance of a royal warrant addressed to Jacques de More, one
of the Prechcurs 49i inquisiteurs des b
s de la province de
France. Their books and vestments were publicly burned, and
two of their ringleaders, Johanna D'Aubenton, and a man
whose name is not known, suffered the same fate. Those
people made profession of impudency 4a6, and used to expose
their nature to public view, and lie with their women in the
open market place. It was a phrenzy resembling that of the
Adamites in Holland, and in truth their doctrine was the
3*
«•
49i
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Plin. L. Tiii. c. 34. p. 406. Franz.
Plin. ibid.
Gerv. Tilb. Olia. /.. 1. c. xv. p. 895.
Gervas. ibid.
J. F. V/olfeshusius de Lycanthropis- Lips. 1591Robert Gaguin, Compeud. super Franc Gestis, /.. ix. fol. lxxix.
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Cynic; but what I would here observe concerning them is,
that they bore the appellation of les Turlupins, that is to say,
fratres turns lupinae ; from which we may infer that in their
orgies a wolfish cruelty was superadded to their canine im
modesty, which combination is almost a matter of course
among the Satanolatrous brotherhoods, whether Assassinian,
Templar, Rosicrucian, or of whatever class and subdivision.
The wolfish tower means the same thing as the proverbial
Lamiae turris mentioned by Tertullian, and it seems to have
been one of the mysteries of those British gnostics whom the
bard Merlin led into errour. The Saxons were about to
prevail over king Guortigern, and heaven was averse to him,
by reason of his incest with his daughter, when the magicians
warned him that he should build a tower 497 upon Mount
Heriri (Snowdon), which should stand secure to all eternity.
Three times did the king collect his materials for the work,
but as often did they vanish away in the night-time (or, by
an other 498 account, as fast as the tower was built, it fell down
again), and the magicians then said, that unless the tower teas
sprinkled with the blood of a child, born without a father, it
could not be effectually built. In a field called Electus one
boy was heard to revile another, saying, O homo sine patre !
(or, by the other account, Merlin's mother betrayed him to the
king, by revealing that he had been begotten by no man, but
by a form which came and vanished praeternaturally) and he
was brought to Guortigern, who was about to sacrifice him;
but his superiour skill enabled him to baffle the magicians, by
showing that there were a red and a white dragon under the
tower, and that, until the white dragon (exoterice, the Saxons,
but esoteric^, God our Saviour) was finally expelled, the
kingdom could not prosper. Thus do we find (in that cu
rious Hunno-Celtic period which succeeded the Roman do
minion in Britannia) the blood-cemented tower in close union
with the mystery of Anti-Christ. And so much must suffice
i97 Neunius, c. 39, 40. etc.
i'8 Galfrid. Mon. L. vi. c. 17, 18, 19. L. vii. c. 2.
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as concerning the Lupine or Lycian and the Tur-lupine amitrochitones or fanatics with no covering to their shame, a class
of men whose persevering depravity neither hath time ex
tinguished nor divine revelations mitigated, and which perhaps
is reserved for days of terrour yet to come, in which, as the
apostle prophesies, " the things which are hid shall be ma" nifested, and those which are kept secret shall come abroad,"
and in which, " although it be a shame even to mention the
" things which have been done by them in secret," those things
shall be once again perpetrated before the face of heaven, and
they shall " call evil good, and good evil." It is truly grievous
to see honourable and worthy people lending their sanction to
forms and ceremonies which have their root in the abyss of
hell, profaning their Maker's name by oaths not only useless
but clandestine, and acting (in idle mummery) the question
able part of cim-jurati, when the spirit of their free country
and their own would naturally lead them to " let their light
" shine before men."
The sacred tribe among the Carians were Lice; in the ca
talogue you must read thus,

Oi Mjaij-tov h/ji/ tp',stcujv T' a^os a\pirotpvXtuv.
The Scythian tribes had their high and low, their priests,
princes, and knights, and were marshalled in excellent order,
although the impassable barrier of castes did not subsist among
them. But these Ptheires or lice were divided into no ranks
or degrees, but affected equality. The word Encares also means
lice, and is used by the scurrilous scribbler who interpolated
the speech of Achilles,
Titu 8s fiiv 'E^-Kacoj di<rr„
The Cares were Barbar-spoken, which we shall see implies a
primitive sanctity. Their name is formed from that of the
hear/, and the Ptheires who lived on their sacred mountain
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were en-cares, or (as it were) lice on the head. Those nasty
creatures were certainly considered as instruments of divine
wrath, and were held in veneration by the philosopher Pytha
goras, and it is ,99 probable that the chief Jupiter of the pagans
died by means of them. It is puerile to say of a woody moun
tain that its leaves are not to be counted, for that is true of a
single tree: and moreover xqivui is not simply to number, but
to dinumerate. Thersites did not speak words innumerable,
but indiscriminate and without respect of persons, ©sfirir'
aief*ro/itSe. We ought therefore to read dxpiroSvXwv and not
dxpirofyvXXov.

Those who reflect upon all we have said concerning the
institutes of Semiramis, will be struck with their assimila
tion to the polity of the bee-hive. That will appear in
the doctrine of feminine supremacy, in the energies of that
sex in all labours either of peace or war, in the degradation
of the male sex, in the public property in infants, to whom
the state was in loco parentis, and in the community of
goods and living. The Queen-bee allows to the males of
her species no sort of power or dignity, but only makes
them subservient to her natural inclinations, and it is even
believed that she kills every male with her sting as soon
as she has received his caresses ; but that is the very legend
that we have heard 500,
Qualiter in thalamos formosa Semiramis isse
Dicitur,
and I would wager much that the vulgar notion respecting the
queen-bee is founded upon the history of that woman, the
lewd and bloody queen of an hive from which all nations are
swarms. Those things might pass for my own fancies merely,
did we not know by abundant evidence that the Bee was (from
the very beginning of the nations) a symbol of hierarchy. The
499 See vol. 1. p. 501 —3.
J" Above, p. 309.
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mystides of Ceres and Proserpine i01 were entitled bees ; the
pythonissa of Delphi 504 was a bee ; and so were the 505 nurse
of Jove, and the 504 Nymphs. Lactantius informs us that
Melisseus king of Crete first invented sacrifice, and sacred
rites, and religious processions, and made his daughter Melissa
the first priestess of the Magna Mater ; " wherefore (he adds)
" the priestesses of the Magna Mater are unto this day called
" Melissae." Aristaeus (both Jove 505 and Apollo) was the
father of the mighty hunter Actreon, and he was also entitled
Melhsus,
ouSe M £ >'i <r <rtu
Qa.XXyTsi peyav our.
Aristous having lost his bees in consequence of the murder of
Orpheus by the Bacchanals, (that is, the murder of Actaeon
by the Bacchiadae) obtained a fresh hive by slaughtering a
bull, out of whose body they came. But this bull in reality
was the tauriform Jove, whose name Apis, is common to the
bull-god and to the bee. The bull or cherub was the pre
dominant figure in the symbolical cherubim of the triunal
Jehovah ; and Bees, from being the supposed produce of the
Bull, were denominated 508 bugenees. The cyclic poet Eumelus of Corinth wrote his poem of Bugonia 507 upon that
subject ; it probably handled at more length the topics which
Virgil has epitomized in his fourth Georgic. The fable of
Aristaeus or Jupiter Melissus seems clearly to have prevailed
at Timnath of the Philistines, and to have been parodied by
Sampson, somewhat in the same way as that of the ass's jawso Porphyr. de Ant Nymph, p. 18. ed. Van Goens. Callim. hym. Apoll.
*» Pind. Pvth. iv. v. 106.
s°3 Lactantius, L. 1.e. 22.
9*4 Mnaieas eit tchol. Pind. u. s.
s°5 See vol. 1. p. 62.
Bianor, Philetas, etc. eit. Van Goens in Porphyr. p. 105.
w Euseb. Chron. L. 2. p. 320. ed. Milan. 1818. Betkman in Anlig.
Caryat. p. 36.
111.
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bone at Lachish or 'Ova-Tta.ios, anil the feast of the Paliliai0t
or fiery foxes upon another occasion : " Out of the eater (said
Sampson) " came forth meat, and out of the bitter (or harsh)
" came forth sweetness ;" enigmatizing a lion in whose carcase
there were bees and honey. The Magians delineated their 509
Mithriac lion with a bee in his mouth. The lion was another
of the cherubic forms appropriated to God the Son, the Lion
of Judah ; and Sampson intimates to his wife's heathen re
lations, that out of all-devouring death comes the bread of life,
and out of the bitterness of death, that which is sweeter than
honey and the honey-comb. The Seirens, whose seductive
lore the followers of Ulysses did not hear, are called after
Xsipa, an Hive of Bees 51°. But
is also the golden chain
of Jove, or that pre-established harmony by which he mo
derates all things ; that same is the famous necklace of Cham
and Harmonia which came into the hands of Eriphyla, as the
reward of her treason. Sei^a, an hive of bees, a chain, or a
necklace : here we have explained to us that old symbol of
the Indians, which Sir William Jones admired without un
derstanding the bow of love strung with a chain or string of
bees. That was the band of union and united empire in the
dominions of the Harlot Queen-Bee, and was to the Syrian
empire what the belt of Orion or the huntsman Hercules was
to the Assyrian. The officina of the nations and the disper
sion of them from thence present another lively image of bees,
namely, the hive, and the emission of swarms from it : 'E<rpos or
katMs (a swarm of bees) is from etu, mitto, and Irajv (a queenbee) is equivalent to missor. Nouns in fios like aVfiof, iuyfiof,
denote the effect produced or the thing done, but nouns (being
most often proper names) in ijv, yvos, or (what is the same
thing) in <£V, £vos, do, I believe, signify the possessour of any
given quality or doer of any given thing, as Xiitfv, alvearia,
Tirijv, nutritor, Uti^v, inventor, Tlouav, percussor, Tlav, nus°t See Orid. Fasli. iv. v. 681, etc.
so See plate in Hyde, Rel. Vet. Peri p. 1 i 1. ed secund. Oxon. 1760.
5'° Hesychius in voe.
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tritor or pastor, and so iinnjv, missor But all these words
ore from a verb either extant or obsolete in aw, from the
extant verbs ireifato and iraw, and from the forgotten irsi^ax,
rircue, and ircuxw, of which latter however some trace remains
in the synonymous name Ilaiijaiv. In like manner we ought
not to say that itrmjv is from the radical verb ew mitto, but
from the verb eiriraui, examinare facio; and the Latin word
essamen (which the learned imagined was formed from ex,
but of which the ancient and vernacular spelling remains
in the Gaulish essaim) is regular from essao, as flamen and
stamen are from the old flao flas and stao stas.
I called itroijv a queen-bee, but it is literally a king-bee,
and (from the mystical sanctity of the bee) a hierarchical king ;
the king of gods and men is so called by Callimachus,
'Ov tn Qswv \wsipa. itatoi 6strav, Bpya. Se ^eiftuv*",
and the
Xiriruiv.
Ephesus
properly

Scholiast says eircnjv xufitws i (SairiAeuj r(ev piThe Etymologicum Magnum mentions that at
the word was used for a king, but Pausanias very
restricts that meaning to the hisliator Ms or rex

sacrificulus, who did sacrifice to Diana of the Ephesians.
There was in the Palaestine Syria a sect professing Judaism,
hut in reality pagan and accustomed to worship the sun and
to pray to 4" it at it's rising, who were called the Essenes.
They lived in common in their societies, having no separate
property, and affecting so rigid a catharmus that all indulgence
of pleasure, all ornaments of the person, and all garments
that were not of pure white, were sin in their eyes. La
bour and prayer were the business of their lives ; and when
they lived in towns and not in the ccenobia, every Essene's
house was open to his brother Essene, and all that it contained
was his, although they had never met. Philo, who was a
Platonist and visionary mystic, regarded them or thought fit
to describe them under their outward character, as models
*" Calliin. Iivm. Jor. v. 66.
5'* Pan*. L. viii. c. 13. s. 1.
'■* Joseph. de Bell. Jud. L. '2. c. 8. s. 5.
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surpassing human nature in their simplicity and ascetic purity.
But Josephus, who was a man of business, and cared not one
straw about their nonsense, relates it all as he had learned it.
He informs us not only of their astrolatry, but of their rigid
fatalism, two strong indications of pantheism ; which is atheism
united with magic. And he tells us, that those who entered
into their society were forced to take oaths " which would mahe
" you shudder" (o'fxotif tpptxuiSsts) by which they bound them
selves among other things bU never to deliver to others any
dogmas different from those which they had received, and never
to divulge the hooks in which their doctrine was written or
the names of their angels, and never to conceal any secret from
the officers of the society called Electors, or to reveal any secret
to any other person. I admire the purity and sanctimony of
these cursers and swearers, with their secret books and in
effable daemons ; I admire an hypocrisy which in the per
fection of it's practice almost exceeds belief. Again must we
recognize them " which say they are Jews, and are not, but
" are the synagogue of Satan." They abstained from the
conversation of women, and the flesh of animals, and fed upon
the fruit of the palm tree ; such at least was their visible mode
of life. Their chief monastery was at Engaddi on the margin
of the Dead Sea, situated (as Pliny informs us) just far enough
from the water to escape it's supposed noxious influence, ab
occidente littora fugiunt s", usque qua nocent. Solinus516
speaks thus of them, nulla ibi femina ; Venere se penitus abdicarunt. Pecuniam nesciunt. Palmis victitant. Nemo ibi
nascitur, nee tamen deficit hominum multitudo. The mys
teries of the Essenes were derived from the ancient religion
of the vale of Jordan, and their ineffable angels were the
Siddim or Demones after whom that valley was called. We
read of Asa s" king of Israel taking away the Sodomites out
"4
s15
si*
s17

Joseph Bell Jud L. 2. c. 8. s. 7.
Plin. Nat Hist. [,. 5. c. 17. p 368, 9. ed. Franz.
Polyhist. c. 35.
l Kinga, c. xv. v. 12.
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of the land ; but in the reign of Josiah we fmd the Sodomites 515
again, whose houses were by the house of the Lord. Not only
many individuals must have been absent from home upon
business or pleasure at the time of the visitation of Sodom,
but the little town of Bela (afterwards called Zoar or Segor)
was spared upon the supplication of Lot that it might be an
asylum for him ; so that there was always a remnant of the
Sodomites. There seem to have been two Eugaddis, the former
near the flowing in of the river Jordan, and sometimes called
Engallim, and the other at the southernmost point of the lake,
Engallim enim est in principio Maris Mortui, ubi Jordanes
ingreditur, Engaddi 51s vero ubi finitur et absumitur. Now,
Zoar stood in that very situation ; and the words of Stephanus
Byzantinus are, 'Eyya.Sa, xtupy u.eyaXi), vXy<riov 'Sofopuiv
'Apa.fiias' To Iflxxov 'EyyaJijvsf us Zuiapr/or so that he seems
to have coupled the two names together ; and the mention of
Arabia points our attention to the deserts south of the lake,
and not to the northern parts of it which never were so called.
I conceive that Pliny's Engaddi of the Essenes was either the
town of Zoar itself or rather some laura or coenobium belonging
to it, but placed at a more convenient distance from the lake,
where they had their secret places, books, and ceremonies.
Notwithstanding the marvellous virtue and fraternal affection
of the Essenes, the terrible king Attila thought it fitting to
call himself 540 nulritus in Engaddi. Among the bishops of
Arabia 84' in the first Nicene council the bishop of Sodom is
enumerated, which Reland thought was an errour of the tran
scribers for some other word ; but the travels of St. Anto
ninus in Palestine and the Desert of Sinai (a writer of the end
of the 6th century, with whom I believe Reland was unac
quainted) says exeuntes de Jericho venimus contra occidentem
s" 2 Kings, c. xxiii. v. 1.
f» St. Jerom. in Erech. c. 47. cit. Keland Paint, p. 763. see above,
p. 150, 1.
s» See vol. 1. p. 465.
s" Relaad. Palaest. 2. p. 1120.
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in sinistrd parte et intravimus ii3 villas Sodomae et Gomorrss.
The same author describes Segor as surrounded with palm
trees, (the food of the Essenes, from which also Engaddi was
in the ^5 earliest times denominated the City of Palm-trees)
and with monasteries, of which the Christians took the first
notion from those fraternities ; inter calameta et palmeta, ante
nos, in finibus Segor bM circa mare salinarum there were 15
monasteries of men and 8 of girls. Fulcherus Carnotensis
found Segor nearly in the same state in the crusades ; girato
autem lacu a parte australi reperimus villam unam ; banc
villam dicunt esse Segor i25 situ gratissimam, et de JrvcliLus
palmarum quos dactylos nominant valde habundantem. De
ceteris vebus rard ibi reperimus, aufugerant enim illinc agricole Arabes, jam de nobis rumusculo audito, exceptis] quibusdam inopibus, ut fuligo nigerrimis ... Ibi vidi poma in
arboribus quae, cum corticem rupissem, interius essent pulverulenta et nigra. The doctrines and customs of the Essenes
must have been not only of a far more ancient origin than the
times of Pythagoras, but must have been at least as ancient as
the Levitical law itself, or Pliny 52s would never have employed
such strong words in describing their antiquity ; ita per sceculorum millia (incredibile dictu) gens eterna est, in qua nemo
nascitur ; and in that case we can find no other origin for the
misogynous fraternity of Essenes, but the ruined Pentapolis.
Their numbers were constantly recruited by apostate Jews who
were willing to take the ofxovs tppiKwfais and enter into the
brotherhood ; a practice, which probably commenced after the
triumph of the Maccabaians over Nicanor, when " from that
" time forth the Hebrews sa7 had the city in their power;" for
it is evident that the Jews of the congregation of Jason Bnd
5"
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Menelaus, who worshipped the abomination that maketh de
solate, must from that time forth have resorted to the most
profound dissimulation in order to escape from the law. Now,
what I would say concerning those lodges is, that their title
'£iroTjv signifies a king-bee, and alludes to their apiarian com
munity of goods and habitations, only exchanging the sex of
the Amazon Seirenes or Melissce (queen-bees) for their own.
The Cushim upheld the doctrine of monarchy one and uni
versal, but virile. They were a fierce and aggressive race,
disdaining labour, reaping where they had never sowed, and
" eating the riches of the gentiles ;" nor did they condescend
to any of the works of peace, except learning, religion, and
all those studies which the large term Music embraced. For
these reasons Cush himself was a locust or grasshopper, and
they were aptly compared to two sorts of that insect, one of
which acts in society, not however for labour but for spoil, and
ravages the earth, to which St. John likens the Saracens or
some other destroying people, and the other sits upon trees
pouring forth (as it is said, at least) a melodious song, and is
Homer's simile for the Trojan elders in council,
rerriyBtrtrtv eotxotes, oi re x«S* u'Aij»,

A write/ in the Anthology seemed to think that the same
locusts which prey upon the fields are also canorous,
'AxpiSss, a\ xa.r' dpucav dyfovesThy crowned (saith Nahum 528 to the Ninevites) are as the
locusts, and thy captains as the great grasshoppers. Now, as
the bees are certainly commanded by a queen, so it is currently
received by the Arabians that the locusts are under a king or
sultan, which superstition is refuted by the prophet Agur son

s» Iliad. 3. v. 151.
m C. 3. v. 17. see above, p. 141.
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of Jakeh, saying, " the locusts have no king iso, yet go they
" forth all of them by bands." The Arabs (according to
Bochart) admit that their king is elected by mere 331 chance,
being the one who happens to go first, when they set out upon
their flight ; but that is only the judgment of the less cre
dulous, the popular opinion being that the sultan Jeraad is
larger and more 334 beautifully coloured than the ordinary
locusts. Corax 533 or Callondas, the slayer of the poet Archilochus, was ordered by the Delphian oracle (as we read in
Plutarch's Essay on the Tardy Vengeance of the Gods) to
seek for expiation at Tamarus (hell's gate) from the ghost of
Tettigs. That is the prophetic spirit either of Cush or of
Nimrod, the sultan of the locusts. A large and hideous sort
of locust was called 534 Mantis (the prophet) because it boded
ill to whosoever looked upon it.
Of a third and intermediate polity were the danaizing
Pelasgi or subjects of Achilles. These did in some points or
other so affect the manners of the ants, that it was said of
them they were ants turned into Men ; whence their title,
Myrmidones. The ant, inferior to none in war, doth not like
the nomad locust live by rapine, but practises an industry not
less admirable than that of the hive ; so did these Myrmidones
retain in hie highest and most invincible degree the martial
spirit of their family while they adopted the pacific arts of
the nations ; which combination of qualities was admirably
displayed in many of their posterity. But the essential point
in which these men were ants is this, that they neither had
any queen, nor any king, but were a commonwealth ruled by
their priests and magistrates. With the exception of the
Epirots, they maintained that constitution with great perti13°
s3i
£i*
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Prov. c. 30. o. 56.
Bochart Hitroz. L. iv. c. 3- p. 460.
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nacity in their European settlements ; and I believe the Pelasgi of Europe are the only peoples to whom the commonwealth
model of government properly belongs, all other aristocratic*
or democraties being the fruit of rebellions and revolutions
long subsequent to the dispersion of mankind. Most of the
Myrmidon Pelasgi retained in their fabulous annals the ap
propriated legends of Nimrod, Cush, Mneas, and Semiramis,
but they never had any kings. An autocrat starting up
among them was distinguished as a tyrant, though king was
regarded by them as a lawful and highly honourable title in
all other nations, and even among their own allies the
Heraclidoc ; who went to Macedon and Doris.
Such were the ants of Europe : but one nest of them,
strange to say, took the wings of bees, built an hive, and
elected a queen from generation to generation, and paid her
such worship, that, like the subjects of the assassin, they 45*
would die at her command. Those were that body of Pelasgi
or Cutbic Schismatics who, parting from their brethren, went
with Guneus to Meroe in Africa, a separation which was
figured by the diverging flight of two sister doves. The Eu
ropean Pelasgi, to show that they yet adhered to the manly
institutes of Tithonus and Memnon, wore the locust in their
bonnets, until the change happened which abolished the name
and religion of the Pelasgi.
Such were a few of the more conspicuous assimilations of
human nature to a variety of bestial natures, to which may be
added the cranes of Palamedes and the Pelasgian storks or
pelargi. The system in question flowed out of the pantheism
of the Magna Mater, which represented the world as a great
beast, and the Deity as the instinct which animated it's everchanging form ; " the nations had drunk of her wine, therefore
" were the nations mad." But there still remains a difficulty
of understanding the origin of that endless variety of ecclesias
tical traditions which describe the transformation of human
s>s See Diod. Sic /.. 3. c. 6.
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beings into brute animals, plants, or minerals, of which Ovid
has collected about 240 in his great poem, and 41 others are
given by Antoninus Liberalis out of the Greek Metamorphoses
of Corinna, Boeus, Nicander, and Antigonus. The imitation
of bees, ants, or the like, (as above illustrated) seems rather
too feeble a ground, upon which to erect so vast a structure as
is the mass of classical metamorphosis. Ovid more artfully
insinuates that the ancients had conveyed to posterity under
that disguise the great secret of the pantheists, metempsychosis.
But that opinion, although it will flash off to the vulgar and
injudicious, will perhaps not abide criticism. A simile, meta
phor, symbol, allegory, or parable, is good, when it compares
things different in kind, but similar, as a brave man and a
lion, a musician and a nightingale, but it is vicious when it
compares things the same in kind, but different, as a giant and
a dwarf, a star-light night and a dark one, an accidental death
and a murder. Now, if the priests and poets had chosen to
represent the regular and natural transmigration of dead people
into new forms of existence by the sudden and miraculous
transit of a living person into another form, they would, I
think, have fallen into the great mistake above mentioned.
The little dialogue entitled Halcyon "0, and ascribed to an
Academic philosopher of the name of Leon, elegantly and
clearly states the proposition, that such transformations as
those of Ilalcyone and Philomela arc not more difficult
or more wonderful in themselves than the other changes
which are daily wrought in the creation, but only appear so
to our minds, because we are not accustomed to see them.
And Socrates (in that dialogue) concludes with saying, " and
" the fame of fable concerning thy songs, such as I received it
" from my fathers, O bird melodious in thy griefs ! such also
" will I hand it to my children." The biass in the mind of
that Academician was perhaps in the direction of the truth.
The period of time from the creation to the lawgiving was
aB In Lucian. Op. vol 1. p. 128—13b'.

theocratieal, and was consequently full of miracles, or rather
the Lord used often to " make a new thing," such as were
then in the course of divine and human affairs, but which are
out of that course as it has been established for some time
past, and therefore excite miration in our minds and are called
by us miracula or wonders. But the events anteriour to the
lawgiving are but succinctly mentioned in Holy Writ, and
whatever scriptures had expressly treated of them are no longer
to be found. It is certain (however) that the arm of the Lord
was often revealed under the patriarchate, that is, while the
children of Noah, and not only those of Jacob, continued to
be God's people, and the objects of his rewards and punish
ments. And we know that God did not content himself with
punishing those offenders who sinned from intellectual pride
and superstitious errours, but that_the mode of their punish
ment was often such as to hold up to contempt and ridicule
the particular follies and absurdities upon which they had
pinned their faith, and so to wean from those errors as many
as were corrigible. No punishment was so apt for men who
assumed the names of beasts and imitated their propensities, as
to strip them of that image in which they were made, and
degrade them into the bestial state, which might either be a
permanent infliction, like the Transformations in Ovid and An
toninus, or for a term of years, like the fabled lycanthropy of
Demametus and the Anthidie, or till a certain event should
come to pass, like the asinine form of Lucius and the enchant
ments of the Arabian and chivalrous romances. One of the
most common transformations in ancient fable is 557 into a rock
or stone, which is a superstition relating to the worship of
Terminus and Priapus and the
s37 Battus. Ovid. 2. v. 706. Anton. Liber, c. 24. Aglaurus. Ovid. ibid.
B. 830. Daphnii Idaus. ibid. 4. v. 275. Celmu. ibid. v. 280. Phlneus. ibid.
5. p. 233. Polydcctct. ibid. v. 248. Nlolc. ibid. 6. v. 305. Lkhai. 9. v. 225.
OUhoi and Lethaa. 10. v. 69, 70. the Propoetidet. ibid. v. 242. Cragalcus.
13. v. 714. Anton. Liber, c. 4. Scylla. 14- v. 73. AnaxarcU. ibid. v. 748.
Alcmeaa. Anton. Liber, c. 33. 1'attdarus. ibid. c. 36. Arsinoc. ibid. c. 39.
Calijdon. Plutarch, de Fluv. c. 'XI. s. 5. etc.
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Libidinoso tenta pyramis nervo.
The only direct metamorphosis that I remember to have read of
in Scripture was that of the wife of Lot, who was turned into
a nitrous rock, the " monument of an unbelieving soul ;" of
which I understand the moral thus, that she placed reliance
upon the Ithyphallic stone (which was a talisman in Sodom,
and was fabled to be M* a transfiguration of Bacchus or Daphnis
Mams), and the vanity of her obstinate reliance upon daemons
in the midst of God's manifest wrath was thus severely re
buked. The conversion of Nebuchadnezzar into the moral
similitude of a beast with all it's habits and instinct is a
near approach towards metamorphosis; a species of divine
judgment more common in the earlier periods of theocracy
than in those which succeeded the fall of Babel, because the
peculiar madness of affecting a bestial nature was then more
rife. It even seems that such a judgment was supposed to
have formed a part of that greatest of all the visits which in
dignant heaven has paid to the earth since the flood, the breaking
up from Babel.
539 Emissumque ima de sede Typhoea terrae
Ccelitibus fecisse metum cunctosque dedisse
Terga fuge, donee fessos iEgyptia tellus
Ceperit et septem discretus in ostia Nilus.
Hue quoque terrigenam venisse Typhoea narrat
Et se mentitis Superos celasse figuris.
Duxque gregis (dixit) fit Jupiter, unde recurvis
Nunc quoque formatus Libys est cum cornibus Ammon.
Delius in corvo, proles Semeleia capro,
Fele soror Phoebi, nivea Saturnia vacca,
Pisce Venus latuit, Cyllenius Ibidis alis.
Here we read of the whole Isiac or Vishnavan church, with
the ruffians and strumpets who were it's deasters driven
53* SeeTr. in Lye. v. 212.
533 Ovid. MeUm. L. 5. v. 321.
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headlong in hideous confusion by the powers of retributive
vengeance, and it's leaders degraded into bestial forms and
natures.
XVI. The obscure subjects of this chapter would have been
probably facilitated to us, had we been so fortunate as to have the
treatise which M0 .Esop, the secretary of Mithridates king ofPontus, wrote expressly concerning Helena. For that work, al
though it's contents were obscure and mysterious, had not the
defect of treating of known and trite things ; so far as we can
judge from what Suidas quotes of it, and what Ptolemy son of
Hephaestion seems to have purloined from it. Another work of
his is now extant in print, in the form of a Latin version, the
History of Alexander the Great; which is written in a fabulizing style. It professes to be from the Greek of one ,Esop,
and I have no doubt that it was by the author of Helena. It
mentions the like answer of Alexander to the Carthaginians,
which Memnon ofHeraclea in Pontus made him give to the Ro
mans, x^oLteiv ea.v&c%eiv Suvwvrai, y rots K^eittW/ uirsixeiv Mt.

That variance in iEsop's account is regarded by the editor
Dr. Maio as a' flattery offered to the Romans, and upon that
frivolous ground he concludes that iEsop was a Roman subject.
The truth is, that Memnon, who lived long after him and
under some of the emperors, (for nine books of his history
were subsequent to Julius Caesar) altered the story to the
Romans, perhaps with reference to Livy's speculations about
Alexander and the Romans. The Carthaginians were the
maritime power, and in constant collision with some of the
principal Greek republics, those of Sicily ; and no doubt
,Esopus was right that they were the people who had some
words with Alexander. But the story being repeated by an
author of Pontus, is a coincidence pointing to the Mithridatic
/Esop, for one author of the same district is likely to write
with an eye to what the other had written. What .Esopus
relates in the foregoing chapter does not tend to magnify the
m0 See vol. l.p. 471.
5ti Memnon, excerpt. 26. ed. Orelli.
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Romans, but rather Alexander at their expense. He says,
Alexander went into Lucania, and from thence to Sicily,
which he reduced to suhjection ; thence he went to Italy and
received a crown of gold from the Roman Consul iEmilius 544 ;
and the Romans also gave him four hundred silver talents and
two thousand soldiers. Those things are not true of him, but
it is easy to show whereunto they relate. His uncle, Alex
ander Epirot, did land at Paestum in Lucania i43 and waged war
against the Samnites ; and the Romans, who were on hostile
terms with the Samnites, made a treaty with him. In that same
year Lucius iEmilius Mamercinus 544 was dictator, in the en
suing year he was consul, and in the next but one (that in which
the Epirot died) he was interrex. It is likely this man was em
ployed to give Alexander a crown upon occasion of the treaty,
and also to stipulate for a subsidy of money and contingent
of troops against their common enemy, the Samnites. Those
things have been transferred to the Macedonian by this Asiatic
historian ; on finding them related of King Alexander with
some such epithet as the famous, or the great trarrior, or the
like, he may have fallen into the error. Mithridates M5 studied
the literature of the Greeks and was skilled in their sacred
rites ; nay, although he was a lineal descendant of Zoroaster
Hystaspes, he so far apostatised to their creed as to assume to
himself the title of Bacchus 54". Doubtless the king employed
this secretary to write books for him on the Grecian history
and mythology. He seems to represent himself as an Alex
andrine, and that city was the chief nursery of such like
grammarians.
I believe after Alexander's time a novelty occurred in let
ters. Before that time there was a broad line between mythic
and historic narrations, a man was a man, a God was a God,
fable was fable, and history was history, and a mythology of
m4
mj
5H
«s

JEnf. lit. redd, a Jul. Valer. L. 1. c. 16.
Liv. L. viii. c. 17.
Liv. ibid. c. 16. c. 28. c. 23.
Appian. Mithr. c. 1 1 2.
Ibid. c. 1 13.
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Miltiades or Cimon was no more thought of than a history of
Picus or Endymion was. But the historians recorded the
mythologies of the nations as such ; that they had such and
such traditions, was of itself afact; to treat of them, as of an
authentic series of facts, was the privilege of poetry. But
when Alexander, yielding to the prejudices of the East, com
mitted the imposture of giving himself out for Jove's son, that
(coupled with his wild adventures and his voyages into un
known countries) gave rise to a new style. He had his
historians, some honest like Callisthenes, and others like
Aristobulus rilled with exaggerations; but he had also his
mythographers, like .SSsopus and the Pseudo-Callisthencs, who
wrote fabulous memoirs of him, not indeed equalling those of
Hercules or Bacchus, but as nearly so as the age would tole
rate. Here are the beginnings of romance, which was after
wards varied into several shapes. The oldest reputed novellist
is Antony Diogenes, said by Photius to have lived just after
Alexander; a shameful lapse of the patriarch; for what
Grecian of that time could have been Antony ? It was com
mon for the learned among the Romans to have freedmen who
conducted their literary concerns, such as were Cicero's Tullius
Tiro and Laurea Tullius, and they were wont to take the
names of their masters. C. Sallustius Crispus, the senator
and historian M7, seems to have had a learned freedman, by
name Sallustius Dionysius, and such also must have been the
circumstances of that Dionysius Cato whose stoical precepts
are extant. It is, then, a most unlikely thing that Antonius
Diogenes, being a libertine of the Antonian family, should
have been older -than Mithridates ; and the character of his
work, of which the scene is laid in Thule, might suit well
with the idle humour of the triumvir; who was moreover
a great afFecter of farfetched and specially of Asiatic litera
ture M8 ; nay, he did not scruple to make a public entry into
Ephesus in the character M9 of Bacchus, followed by Bacchant
M7 Plm. Hist. N*t. 32. c. 26.
M* Sueton. Aug. c. 86.
M9 PluUrch. Anton. xi. p. 342. Dacier. ed. Maastricht. 1778.
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women and youths disguised in the form of satyrs and fauns,
and the Romans deduced his pedigree from Anteon son of
Hercules, whose dress he i50 imitated and with whose pictures
and statues he affected to have a personal resemblance. We
shall not therefore readily find a more likely genius to have
fostered the first efforts of romance-writing. But Photius
gives us a glimpse of the truth, namely, that this new plan of
fable, so distinct from the ancient mythology, had it's first rise
in Alexander's reign. It was of divers sorts ; history mixed
with mysteries and fables, like those which were written of
Alexander himself; romantic voyages like the Panchaia of
Euhemerus and Taprobane of Iambulus, and those which
Apollonius Tyanaeus is pretended to have made ; the same
grafted upon a love story, as the Thule of Diogenes ; learned
but ludicrous fables like those of Lucius, of Apuleius, and of
Petronius Arbiter ; most of which were very much filled with
allegorical and mystical allusions to ancient religion, and some
times ran into that extreme of absurdity which Lucian parodies
in his True Histories ; and lastly, mere erotics, like Heliodorus, and many others, whose very names it is a waste of time
to write or read. Had Alexander confined himself, like his
illustrious father, within the bounds of humanity, romances
would perhaps not have existed, or would at least have been
reserved to a later period. Probably the introduction of
Avatarism among the Greeks, by Alexander and his suc
cessors, also contributed to that more active investigation and
analysis of ancient fable which was set afoot by the gram
marians and poets of Alexandria; the ancient Taph-Osiris,
which took the name of the new god whose mortal part was
buried there.
Since we find that .flssop's history of Alexander is yet extant,
and as there is a great probability that Suidas, no doubt a
Byzantine of slender antiquity, had read his Helena, the re
covery of the latter work seems not wholly desperate.
In closing this long chapter concerning Semiramis and her
sso Ibid. p. 309, 10.
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various titles and attributes, I will take occasion to observe
that the word termagant denotes among us a ferocious woman,
much as Lamia did in Latin. But some while ago Termagant
was the name of a daemon or goddess whom, as it was thought,
the Mahometans worshipped, and her name was vulgarly
joined with that of Mahomet. The zealots of the red cross
who overran Syria were shamefully ignorant of the nature of
Mahometism, and Geoffrey Winesauf and others, who wor
shipped images and bones and all manner of trumpery (not to
mention rx diSsia. of Jacquelin de Maillac "1, a knight of the
Temple!) were wont to accuse the Saracens of Idolatry! It
is true -that the Asiatic army contained many tribes impreg
nated not only with pagan doctrines but some of them with
all the honours of illumination ; as were the Turks of Iconium
Curds, Assassins, Carmathians, Publicanes, and others. But
the two objects of worship are improperly confounded together.
Saladin styled "! himself Corrector of the Law and of the
City, Sultan of the Saracens and of the Pagans; that is first
of Mahomet, and then of Termagaunt or the Whore of Babylon.
We find her name associated with one that is unequivocally
pagan, Apollo;
Et devant sei fait porter son Dragon "5,
Et l'estendart Tervagan et Mahum,
Et un ymagene Apollin le felun..
and again,
Plaignent leur deus Tervagan, et Mahum,
Et Apollin, dont ils mie rien unt.
Termagant is probably Ter-Magna or Trismegista ; but whe
ther Tervagan is merely a barbarism of that name, or whether
it means Trivia and Trioditis, I cannot determine.
S5' Galfrid. Vinisat /..1.e. 2.
ssi Ibid. c. 18.
so Turold's MS. Romance liocll. l624.cil.Tyrwhit, notes on Sir Thopaa.
t11.
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POPULIFUGIA.

I. The departure of Nimrod from Babel, which gave rise
to the ruinous Heroic Wars and to the honours ofgynaecocracy,
was the Regifugium 1 of the Roman calendar.
The events which followed the " going out" of Nimrod
into Assyria were described in the mythology of their pontifical
Annals, under the form of wars undertaken by the Tarquinian
or Lucumonian family, in order to recover possession of the
city.
But the ultimate catastrophe of those affairs, the " scattering
" abroad of the people upon the face of the whole earth," was
not unknown to their Fasti ; and it was religiously comme
morated on the 8th of July, being the day following the nones
of that month, which were called nonae caprotime. The name
of that feast differs in number from the other, being in the
plural, Populifugia, the multifarious flights of the people.
The foreign source of this solemnity appears from the inability
of the Romans to give any plausible account of it's origin.
Macrobius 4 pretends that it was held, in memory that on
the nones preceding it a Roman army had fled before the
Hetruscans. Terentius Varro expresses himself thus, dies Popu
lifugia videtur nominatus, quod eo die repente tumultu fugerit
' See vol. 1. p. 385—391.
• Saturn. L. 2. c. 2.
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populus. Non multum enim post hie dies, quam deeessus Gallorum ex urbe; et qui tum sub urbe populi, ut Ficuleates et
Fidenates et finitimi alii, contra nos conjurfirunt. Aliquot
hujus diei vestigia fugae s in sacris apparent, de quibus rebus
Antiq uitat um libri plura referunt. His Antiquities of Human
Affairs are to our irreparable detriment entirely lost ; but it is
plain to the meanest understandings, that so great a feast can
never be explained by some running away of the Roman sol
diers in an obscure skirmish with the Thuscans or the Ficufneans. The latter name is clearly brought into the story,
that it may seem to illustrate the erineus or caprificus of the
none caprotinae. If the Romans were minded to commemorate
their defeats and flights, their history abounded with signal
vicissitudes; but for this very reason, that the Populifugia
was notoriously unconnected with any of those, the antiqua
rians have chosen to refer them to some flight so obscure, that
it may well be doubted if it ever happened, and so trivial,
that no one even pretends that it led to any results ! The
Populifugia are manifestly a counterpart (and their name in
dicates it) of the Regifugium.
Plutarch in his life of4 Camillus has recited another version
of the story, no less fabulous, concerning a flight of the Latins.
But the same authour in his lives of Romulus and Numa, and
the historian Dionysius, approach somewhat nearer to the
truth, and lend us a clue to the mystery. On the day after
the death of Romulus, which happened on the Quintile or
Caprotine nones, the o'^Aou tpvyij was celebrated. At that time
the people, coming forth to the public sacrifice, were accustomed
to call each other's names with much noise, crying Marcus,
Lucius, Caius, etc. They did so in imitation of the great con
fusion and terrour which prevailed at the death of Romulus,
(M/xs/x.£J'oi ryv tore rpomjv 5 xai dvaxXijinv a'AAijAwv /xera Ssas

J Varro Ling. Lat. L. 5. p. 56. Biponi.
4 See vol. 3. p. ij t, 5.
s Plut. Rom. c. 28. Num. c. 2. see Dion. Hal. L. 2.
B b2
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xai rafajpjf . Here we may perceive that awful miracle which
preceded the realjligkts of the people, namely, the confusion
of tongues, all clamouring, none answering, nor understanding
the other's speech. It is true that the hero Quirinus had been
dead very many years, when the Lord came down upon Babel
with the Spirit of cloven tongues. But although the dispersion
of the people did not happen on occasion of the king's death,
it did (in general opinion) happen by occasion of it, and if
Nimrod had learned 6 wisdom in adversity, and came to Babel
in the spirit of truth, there might even be reason in that
opinion. They ascribed their humiliation and their sufferings
firstly to the deep curses he breathed against them on the day
of his Regifuge, and secondly to the cry of his blood and the
vengeance of his deified ghost.
Upon the nones in question Junoni Caprotinas mulieres
sacrificant, et sub caprifico faciunt7, et e caprifico virgam
adhibent. There is the old mystery of the fig-tree. The day
of the Great Mother's expulsion from the garden of the Lord
was the day of the fig-tree, when she gathered boughs from
thence; but the dispersion of the people under Semiramis
from the Olympus of Jupiter Belus was an expulsion from a
second Paradise.
There was one part of the primaeval history which the
nations found a difficulty in adapting to their local histories ;
that was, the final ruin of the city. The Gauls under Brennus
(like the Theban Epigons and the returning Heraclidae) are
used for a type of the returning Nimrodians from Assyria,
but as they were not finally victorious, as Rome was not then
abandoned, nor its national name then abolished, but on the
contrary was yet in existence and glory, it was necessary to
bring in Furius Camillus (or Hermes the Fury), who should
drive away the enemy and rescue the city. History would
not admit of any farther adaptation of the ancient truth : but
the priests retained in their mysteries the reality of the old
6 See vol. 1. p. 403—113.
T Varro, L. 5. p. 56.

story, notoriously false as it was respecting Rome, namely,
that Brenn's invasion had ended in the utter confusion and
manifold flights of the people.
As the Romans acted a sort of play 8 of the Regis Fuga, so
did the Greeks of the Populi-Fugia. At Delphi, the people
every nine years celebrated a sham fight between some king
or tyrant, and those (on the other hand) who assail and destroy
his tabernacle. It is taken silently and by surprise at an
entrance called the Dolonea, and burned. After which the
victorious party fly away without looking behind them, nor
do they desist from their flight till they have undergone
certain expiations 9, called the purifications at the Tempe.
II. The dispersion of the people was a visitation by which
the Sabian or Bacchic confederacy was to be dissolved, and the
monsters of ambiguous sex who presided over it expelled from
Babylon. And the rites of Bacchus therefore had ceremonies
agreeing with the populifugia of the Romans.
In the course of the mysteries of Eleusin the god Bacchus
was annually led out of the city, and his exodus was celebrated
with clamours and shouts and singing ; it was called tinging the
Iacchus. They prayed the god to give them a good exit and
to bring them on their journey,

That deity may be deemed the same as Jupiter Phyxius, to
whom fugitives and exiles were wont to put up their prayers,
KaAtuv in' ev^a.is vXara. iv%nv Aia ".
The pomp of the Iacchic egression contained 1s pvrixas ityets
xai tpuivas <rvv exvXrfcei xai flafi/3c( rwv voXeu.iwv, and a noise
as of voXXwv ipjs dvfyuntuiv. It was the foundation of those
» See vol. 1. p. 391.
9 Plut de Orac. Defect, p. 418. Xyland.
Arisloph. Ran. r. 405.
» Lyc. v. i88. Tz. ibid.
1* Plutarch. Phocion. p. 7 74. ed. Xylandcr.
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pantomimes of the Atellane Opici, called exodia " or the
goings fvrth. Autonoe the aunt of Pentheus and one of the
three leaders of the sanguinary Bacchie was a favourite cha
racter in those rustic dramas,
Urbicus exodio risum mover, Atellanae
Gestibus Autonoes 14,
Agave her sister was surely another, for the exile of Agave is
the catastrophe of the Dacchoc,
'Aij cu, SsSwrai, vpevfiv, rXr^ves tpvya.i 15,
and Ino, the third of those viragos, by whom the limbs of
Pentheus were torn and scattered, was also a subject of popular
song in respect of her wanderings, Tef 16 Xtyoptvss 'Ivaf
S^0|Wtf. The word colony to signify persons emigrating to
a foreign country, is said to have been first used to designate
those Sileni and others who, having wandered with Bacchus,
settled in Italy and planted vines there ; a clear evidence who
those wanderers were, and what event is meant by their dis
persion. The expulsion of that deity and his fanatic Amazons
is the subject of the twentieth book of Nonnus ; they were
scattered and routed by Lycurgus, son of Dryas, son of Hippolagus, son of Orion who is Nimrod.
The Iacchus was not only a song used to celebrate the going
forth of Bacchus ; but it was a preternatural terrour like the
voice of multitudes shouting, by which (as it was believed)
armies were sometimes thrown into confusion. While the Per
sian army was ravaging Attica, one Dicaeus of Athens standing
on the Thriasian plain, and looking towards Eleusin, saw a cloud
of dust as from 30,000 men, and heard the sound of "the 19
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mystic " Iacchus:" he pronounced it to be the same as that
which the Athenians sang at the feast of Ceres and Proserpine^ ;
and it was an omen of ruin to the armament of Xerxes. From
the mystic Iacchus comes the verb Ia.yw, I exclaim or shout ;
or else the converse.
III. When armies or other assemblies of people were thrown
into miraculous confusion and terrour, it was often called a
Panic Fear, and the god Pan was supposed to be it's authour,
either invisible, or appearing by night crowned with a gorgon
wreath of snakes,
patet ad medias per devia noctes l9
Setigerum latus et torvae coma sibila frontis.
Pan (the Hanuman of the Vishnavans) was a general in
Bacchus's army, and he directed the soldiers in the middle of
the night to raise a tremendous *0 shout, which the echo re
verberated from the rocks and woods, by which he terrified the
enemy with imaginary numbers. It is evident that the Panic
is the same thing as the mystic Iacchus.
The shrine of the Serpent at Pytho or Delphi was preserved
from violation by the army of Xerxes, either by prodigies
wrought by Satan, or by some of Roger Bacon's al secrets.
The rout of the Persians was attended with a preternatural
/3ori xai aAaAayju.oj. The same temple was preserved in a
similar way from the fury of Brennus and his Gallo-German
forces; of which event Pausanias M gives an account, which
is eminently curious as connecting the notion of panic fear
with that of the confusion of tongues. " Panic fear fell upon
" them in the night ; for all fears without an apparent cause
" are said to come from Pan. The confusion fell upon the
19
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Valer. Flacc. L. 3. p. SO.
Polyaen. Strat 1. c. v.
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" army at the closing in of the evening, and at first a few only
" were confounded in mind, who imagined they heard the
'. tramp of horses and the onset of some enemy. But in a
" little while, this alienation possessed the minds of them all.
" And taking up arms, and dividing among themselves, they
" mutually destroyed one another, no longer understanding
" their own native tongue, nor yet recognizing the coun" tenanccs of each other, nor the devices on their shields.
" Both divisions alike, in their then present -delusion, ima" gined their antagonists to be Greeks, mistaking both their
" persons and armour, and fancying that they spoke in the
" Hellene tongue. And thus did the madness from the gods
" work a great and mutual slaughter among the Celts."
Something memorable must have .happened (on both occa
sions) to save the temple and it's treasures, although it might
not be exactly what is here described. But we may learn
from hence what sort of thing a panic terrour was supposed
to be, and that a confusion or oblivion of language was one
of it's ingredients. The prophet Zachary93, foretelling the
great struggle between the powers of the second Babel and
those of the Christian church, makes use of language closely
resembling the above description of Panic fear. " In that day,
" saith the Lord, I will smite every horse with astonishment
" and his rider with madness, and I will open mine eyes upon
" the house ofJudah, and I will smite every horse of the people
" with blindness
And it shall come to pass on
" that day that a great tumult from the Lord shall be among
" them, and they shall lay hold every one on the hand of his
" neighbour, and his hand shall rise up against the hand of his
" neighbour."
The Panic fears and clamours were not more intimately
connected with the exodia of Bacchus and his mystic Iacchus,
than with the orgies of the great Idean mother. Pan was the
" multifarious dog" of the Magna Mater,
« C. xii. v. 4. e. xiv. v. 13.
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-Sxttov xCLX£8trtv 'OAn/xirioi.
Plutarch says, ra Myrpwa. xai Tlavtxa. ** koivwvh rote Baxyjxoic ipyiairpoti. But, in describing the superstitions of
,Egypt, he informs us that the Panic terrours M were created
by the Pans and Satyrs at the time when Typhon threw Osiris
into the sea. Typhon afterwards meeting with his body tore
it into many fragments.

IV. We have already observed 27 that the word gargar
and it's cognates denote a vast multitude congregated together,
not without some reference to their noise and clamour ; and
that barbar is also a word of which the proper use is confined
to language.
The cosmographers (saithLeo Africanus M) hold that the first
inhabitants of Barbary were called from Barbara, which means
in their language (as in 29 ours) to murmur, because they speak
Inarticulately like animals. Others say that king Africus flying
from before the Assyrians or /Ethiopians asked advice from his
comrades what to do, and they answered him by crying Barbar !
Barbar ! to the desert ! to the desert ! It is remarkable that
the birds (Bee-eaters) called Meropes * are also called Barbari, the former of those names relating to the division of
tongues.
There were women in Africa (the same as were commonly
called Lamia?) with beautiful heads and breasts, but ending in
the shape of serpents who used to decoy travellers into their
power and devour them,

*• Pindar. cit. Aristot. Rhetoric L. 2. p. 1G8. Oxon. 1805. *ee schol. in
Pind. Pyth. 3. v. \39.
*5 Plut. Erot p. 758. Xylander.
'6 Plut. de Is. et O>. p. 356. 3ii8.
"n Vol. l.p. 216,7.
* L. 1. p. 5, 6. Lyons, t55fi.
w The Arabic, I presume.
*i See vol. 1 . p. 2m
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but they were destroyed either by Hercules, or by a certain
other king, who set fire to the woods in which they had their
accustomed haunts. At the same" time the Libyans fled in
disorder 34 from their habitations pursued by all the wild
beasts whom the fire had driven out of the forests ; and at
last they were stopped in their flight by a river and devoured
by the beasts.
These legends have the same origin ; they are both of them
Populifugia, and they combine the notions of the bloody Lamian queen, the avenging Assyrian, the miracles of God, and
the dissonant clamour and flights of the people.
Certain Sabeans and Chaldeans (of whom the former are
said to have been 33 subjects of queen Lilith or Lamia) laid
waste the property of Job, who is supposed to have been one
of the descendants of Esau. And we read in the book of his
trials that he adverted with much bitterness to the former
miserable condition of those whose posterity then exulted in
his ruin. I believe that his words allude to the same cata
strophe which is shadowed out in the two legends above.
" For want and famine they were solitary, fleeing into the
" wilderness 34 in former time desolate and waste, who cut up
" mallows by the bushes, and juniper trees for their meat.
" They were driven forth from among men (they cried after
" them as after a thief) to dwell in the cliff's of the valleys,
" in caves of the earth, and in the rocks. Among the
" bushes they brayed, under the nettles they were gathered
" together. They were children of fools, yea children of base
" men ; they were viler than the earth."
Hercules waged war against a people called the Meropes
and their heroine Chalciopc, in conjunction with Telamon;
3'
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See Nonnus's Lamiae above, p. 338.
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Suv cJ vore Tpuiiav 3J
Ka.fT£foj TsAa/xaiv
Ilofflij<re xai Merva.s.
And we find that the said Meropians were not a single nation,
but a collection of nations,
'EiA£ Se Tlipyatiuav, irsp- 36
'£ fl v i a.
Hercules and Telamon performed these enterprizes together ;
they took Ilion and the horses of Laomedon, they conquered
the Amazons and obtained possession of the belt, and they
invaded and conquered the Meropes. The Telamonian vic
tories of Hercules differ from his labours; the latter were
either imposed upon him by his evil fortune, or were imposed
by him upon himself as the means of obtaining greatness, but
the former were the wars waged by him or in his name to assert
the doctrine of the belt or of monarchy one and universal,
after he had declared, that he never would tolerate riva. rwv
zfouiv w ypraixoxfarcityttva. But the Telamonian victories are
of two kinds, those which Nimrod himself obtained, and those
which the Heraclidae atchieved in pursuance of his system, in
honour of his name, and in revenge of his wrongs and death.
The conquest of the Amazonian belt is the overthrow of Se' miramis, and that of the Meropians is the event which speedily
followed, when Providence dispersed her subjects before the
face of the Assyrian, and gave to the latter a complete triumph
in the kingdom of'Asia, but without restoring to him the sove
reignty over the nations, and cast the " monilia Semiramidis 38
" in mare." In the Amazonian and Meropian expeditions
Hercules is Nimrod himself, the magnum incrementum of the
Enwhalian Jove, and daemon of righteous war, conducting the
35 Pind. Netn. iv. 40.
3<; Pind. I«thm. vi. 45.
n Diod. Sic. 3. c. 54.
s8 See above, p. 283.
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Cushim to victory, and Telamon represents the actual reigning
Heracleid under whom these things were done ; for Hercules
bequeathed his belt to his posterity, and he who could gird it
on as Hercules himself had worn it, was by that token 59 en
titled to reign over the Scythe. The seven Pleiades (nurses
of Bacchus) wandered for five years flying from the pursuit 40
of Orion or from the arrows of Hercules, until they prayed
to the gods for relief, and were transformed into Doves41, the
well-known metamorphosis of Semiramis and her companions ;
but the seven Hyades 49 were also the nurses of Bacchus and
traversed the world with him teaching the secrets of Bacchism,
and they were pursued and driven into the sea by Lycurgus,
son of Dryas, son of Hippolagus, son of Orion. Orion (there
fore) and Lycurgus are figuring in the same transaction, the
former being Nimrod in all his terrours, and the latter being
his great-grandson, the then reigning Heracleid of Assyria.
It is well known, that those women whom Lycurgus drove
into the sea were the army of Bacchic or Bassarides,
\m' dv8^otpovoio Avxepyn 41
©cicofievaj fiwicX-rjyr Aiuivu<ros fa tpoByQeis
Av<rsfi' dXos xa.ra. xvfta, ©srij S' iinfa%aro xnk<rtp.
Their flying into the sea and the throwing of the necklace of
the whore of Babylon into the sea do both signify their flight
and dispersion over seas and away from the continent of Asia,
at the time when Bacchus led forth the first expeditions called
44 colonies.
We have seen the Amazons described as the Mares of
Venus 45 driven into a phrenzy of lust and of cannibal fero
city; we have yet to observe upon their dispersion, which
39 Herod, iv. c. 9. 10.
«° Schol. Arat Phaenom. v. 254.
«i Schol. Pind. Nem. 2 v. 16.
4t Schol. in Iliad. 1S. v. 486.
« Pseud-Homer, in Iliad. vi. v. 134.
« Above, p. 374.
« Above, p. 267. p. 345.
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began from the east, their faces being turned to the west, but
which was directed to every point of the compass except the
east, from which they set out;
Oer omnes versae in Zephyrum stant rupibus altis
Exceptantque leves auras, et saepe sine ullis
Conjugiis vento gravidae mirabile dictu
Saxa per et scopulos et depressas convalles
Difftigiui!t, nou Eurc iuos neque Solis ad ortus,
In Boream, Caurumque, atque under nigerrimus Austcr
Nascitur et pluvio contristat frigore ccelum.
Nonnus gives the like description of the Bassarides (who
served in the same army as the Amazons, but were probably
viragos of a different class) flying from king Deriades, only he
has corrupted the legend (from not understanding it) in that
very particular wherein Virgil is so correct;
'AraAeis Ss tpaXx.yyes drfiea. xuxAa xeXevfe*6
'Enyov hQa. xou tvSa Stax^iSov, lij irrep a v 'E v pa,
*E(j t£ i-a.ylv Zitpxi^to irap iriripov xMpa. yaiijs,
'At Se Horov •ea.^a. irst,av dxtjpoves di Se Bosrjoj
Ba.or&apiSes xXovscvro, xai af trtvoSuaov a'vayxijv
MaivaSss ljAAaJ-arfo.
The flight of the Amazonian mares is evidently the same
mythical event as that of the mares of Erythras son of Myozscus a Persian of Pasargada. His immense herd of mares
were attacked by lions and mo Stoas i i r p o v A a (5 e tr a. i 4T,
they rushed into the sea and swam over to Erythraea, accom
panied by one of their herdsmen ; and Erythras building a
ship (the first ever built in Persia) sailed in quest of them and
found them in Erythrosa. We may with equal safety pro*6 Nonn. Dion. X. 34. v. 353.
n Boxus (auctor l'ersicus) cit. Agatharc. Hudson. Geogr. Minor, tom. I.
p. 3.
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nounce that the fabulous Erythram is. the Erylhba of the
extreme west on the margin of the Atlantic Ocean, or (as the
false Hesiod 4* ventures to say) beyond that ocean,

into which Hercules sailed in the goblet of the Sun in pursuit
of the cows of Geryon.
The judgments of God against the monsters of the gynaccocracy are more than once depicted under the type of cows,
driven wild from their accustomed pastures.
Proetus was the old king who persecuted Bellerophon upon
the false suggestions of his harlot wife Sthenoboea, Bellerophon
conquerour of the Amazons. He had by his said wife or (as
others related) by *9 Antiope three daughters (the number of
the tribes of Noah, of the tribes of Amazons, of the bodies of
Geryon the cow-herd, and of the Bacchae who murdered Pentheus), by name *0 Lysippa, Hipponoa, and Cyrianassa, who
pretended to equal Juno in beauty, and presumed to decorate
themselves in her sacred ornaments. They were also women
of M extreme lasciviousness. Their punishment was ** mad
ness, by which they fancied themselves to be cows 53, and ran
lowing into the woods, and wandered naked M over various
countries ;
Prcetides implerunt falsis mugitibus auras.
They were exorcised and restored to sanity at last by the arts
of the conjurour Mclampus at the fount of Clitorium, under
circumstances which do not obscurely indicate that their enor
mities had been those of the Bacchic orgies ;
** Pseud-Hesiod. Thcog. v. 294.
*i See vol. 1. p. 482, 3.
so Serv. in Eclog. vi. v. 48.
» ./Elian. Var. Hist. 3. c. 68.
5i Pausan. viii. c. 18. s. 3.
53 Servius. ibid.
M Lilian. ibid.
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si Clitorio quicunque sitim de fonte levarit
Vina fugit, gaudetque meris abstemius undis,
Seu vis est in aqua calido contraria vino,
Sive (quod indigenae memorant) Amythaone natus,
Proetidas attonitas postquam per carmen et herbas
Eripuit furiis, purgamina mentis in illas
Misit aquas, odiumque meri permansit in undis.
The like was also told as of Antiope 58 (the alleged mother of
the Proetides), who was driven read by Bacchus and wandered
about, till she was cured by Ornytion son of Sisyphus. Another
version of the same story is, that the kingdom of the Argives
was divided 57 into three kingdoms, and the women who inha
bited them were driven 58 mad by Bacchus and left their houses
to wander about the country, but were cured by Melampus
son of Amythaon.
Where the name of a person was put for the whole system
of which that person was the head, as the name of Israel,
Moses, or Christ, the destruction of the system was in pursuit
of the metaphor described as the destruction of the person,
and the dismemberment thereof in like manner. Saint Paul
asks, 59 u.ifiipira.1 o Xsiyoj ? and so also the dispersion and
scattering abroad of the nations, is figured as the scattering of
the members of Bacchus or of the great Harlot. " Bacchus
(saith Julius Firmicus) " was 60 a tyrant of Thebes, con" spicuous for his magical powers. He possessed the minds
" of the women by certain drugs and incantations, and com" manded them to perform all sort of cruel actions in their
" madness, desiring to have noble matrons deranged in their
" minds for the ministers of his lust and wickedness." And
the same author 61 relates, that Juno commanded the Titans
55 Ovid. Met. xv. v. 322.
5s Pausan. ix. 17- c. 4.
57 Pausan. 2. c. 1B. a. 4.
* Pausan. ibid. Diod. Sic. L. 4. c. 68. Apollod. I.. 1 . c. 9. 1. 12.
sn 1 Cor. 1. v. 13. see above, p. 198.
«• DeErr. Prof. Rel. p. 11. Oxou. 16P2.
Ibid. p. 9.
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to chop up the body of Bacchus into small parts. Dirce, wife
of Lycus and mother of Amphion, a woman entirely devoted
62 to Bacchus, was torn to pieces by Jupiter in the form of a
bull, and her members were scattered about,
in multis mortem habitura locis.
The Sphinx in her despair tore herself piecemeal, iavrr^ 6'
Sistnra.{a.Ze. Lcucone was pursued and torn in pieces by the
dogs of the wild huntsman Cyanippus. The power of Barbelo
queen of the eighth heaven is taken from her and divided among
the different kings of the earth, but she is constantly endea
vouring to recover 6i from them the various fragments of it.
Typhon slew Osiris and scattered his limbs upon the face of
the earth because of his son Pelorus (i. e. to avenge the murder
of Nimrod), and Isis undertook 65 a pilgrimage in order to
collect the fragments of his body.
Having brought the reader down to the wanderings of Isis,
we must observe upon the same under that title, which more
properly belongs to her erratic life, Io.
Io was the *5 Moon, the concubine of Jupiter Picus; and
the rape of Io *7 with her attendant women by the Phoenicians
is a duplicate of the rape of Helen by the Trojans. She was
worshipped in iEgypt under the name of Isis as the Great
Mother,
Nunc Dea linigera colitur celeberrima turba *\
But previous to her apotheosis she had been transformed into
a cow, and driven wandering by the jealousy of Juno over
nearly ** all the world. She was prevented from settling in
*•
5i
64
*
66
*7
•
*9

Pausan. ix. c. 1 7. s. 4.
Schol. in Eurip. Plum. v. 50.
Above, p. 327.
Athenag. Legat. p. 98. ed. Oxon. 1682.
Suidas in 'Is. Joban. Malal. p. 31.
Herod. L. 1. c. 1.
O. id. Met. 1. v. 747. Lactam. Inst. L. 1.e. 11.
See iEach. Prom. v. 710—855.
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any place by the constant torments and stimulation of the
oestrus or asilus, that is, the gad-fly.
We might have supposed the jly to have been merely an
incident brought in to keep up the metaphor of the cote, did it
not meet our observation in so many places. The Bassarides
were driven out by the gad-fly, for so we must interpret
70 hivopevai fitnrkyyt, and not by a goad, which would be a
monstrous notion, and still less a battle-ax, as the Scholiast
fancied. I suspect that our word gad-fly is probably goad-jly,
from its being a natural goad or spur to the cattle, although
Dr. Johnson derives it, not amiss, from to gad or wander.
MutuJ/ (as iEschylus 71 calls the fly which haunted Io) is, ac
cording to Tzetzes, either a gad-fly or a brazen spur,

'Eri xai Ktvrpov Iit ^a>.xoa Ths hntai xivowv rqeyeH.
The Erythraean Sibyl says of herself, that she fled from
Babylon, driven forth by the gad-fly,
BaHuXwvia reiyja. fiax^a.

The Orphic hymns seem to identify the Panic fear with the
exagitating gad-fly,
navtxov exitcjjivuiv otrpov im re^para. yaiys 7S.
It would be as contrary to Scripture as to reason to suppose,
that the miracles or manifest providences recorded in Scripture,
were all that did ever occur; but on the contrary the theocratic
rule, first in it's catholical form or that of the Adamitish and
Noachid patriarchates, and afterwards in it's circumscribed
T
''
i•
73
1ll

Iliad, vi. 135.
Prom. v. 680.
Chiliad, ix. v. 842. 845.
Hym. Pan. v. 23.
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condition as deposited in the family of Jacob, was marked by
a continual revelation of divine power, of which some only of
the more notable instances have been consigned to writing.
St. John declares, in the figure of hyperbole, that " there
" were also many other things that Jesus did, the which, if
" they should be written every one, he supposed that the
" world itself would not contain the books that would be
" written." If this was in any sense true of a life of thirty or
at most of fifty years, described to us in twenty long chapters,
how much more shall it apply to two thousand years of theo
cracy, sketched out to us in eleven short ones ? Common sense
therefore shows, that the judicial acts of God as recorded for
our instruction (great as they be) are in number at least a
small part of those which were performed. Herodotus doth
not only relate to us the building of the pyramids, but also
the means (perhaps more wonderful) that were employed for
that end; but the brief notice in Genesis doth but merely
mention the fact of the tower-building. So it is of human
works ; and in like manner the sacred writers are often con
tented with declaring the atchievement of the divine counsels,
without detailing all the wonderful means by which they
were brought to pass. We are informed that Noah introduced
into the ark all manner of living creatures, but it is evident
that he could by no means have collected them, and it follows
of necessity that they must have been brought to him by their
Creator. Also, if the fierce and carnivorous animals had not
been divested of their savage nature, they would have devoured
the other beasts, and even the family of Noah; and the danger
would have been equally great when they were turned loose
from the ark. Thus may we very plainly perceive (although
we read it not in Holy Writ) that a preternatural instinct
drew the birds and beasts unto Noah, and also tamed their
fierce or timid dispositions both during the flood and for a due
time afterwards. These things must have been; and that
they were so, we are expressly told in the Syrian account of
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the deluge and of the ark of Deucalion 74, as preserved at the
temple of Hierapolis. The ancient poets (whose fictions rarely
wanted for a foundation in fact) have delivered, that in the
first or golden age of the world the lion used to play with the
lamb, and that the like should be again at the advent of the
promised regenerator,
nec magnos metuent armenta leones.
Daphnis (who was the Idaean Bacchus) had the Armenian
tigers in his car, and in that of Khea Cybele were tame lions,
Et juncti currum domine subiere leones.
The mystic car of which those legends spoke, the Currut
Deorum from which mountains were named,
'A pKro s fl' ftv xcu 'A p. a £ a. v IirixAij0-iv xaXeeaiv,
was the Ark. Orpheus had the power to tame the most
savage beasts by his voice, and they followed whithersoever
he led them. We find, therefore, that many great marvels
must have happened, and actually did happen, which the short
Jlosaical summary has unavoidably pretermitted ; but con
cerning many of which the Book of the Wars of Jehovah,
and other scriptures of the catholical patriarchate, perhaps
were not silent.
It is worth our considering, whether wc should suppose
that the dispersion of mankind was effected merely by means
of their cloven tongues, or whether mythology doth not speak
true, that Bacchus and Io were sent on their travels by the
fitivXrfe, pwli, urpos, or asilus. That vast event, the details
whereof an historian would think modestly compressed into six
quarto volumes, is comprised in three verses ; and the efficient
causes thereof are only described in the monosyllable so, which
follows the mention of the confusion of tongues. They were
scattered abroad in pursuance of the will of God, in rebellion
'« Aiictor de Dea Syria, c. 13. See Price Hist. Arab. p. 17.
cc 2
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against which their forefathers had constructed the Tower of
Unity. The Canaanites were guilty of the same offence, that
of resisting the commands which had been given to the 75
Noachidae, and confirmed (in that particular instance) by the
call of Abraham out of Ur of the Chaldees, concerning the
distribution of the earth, by usurping to themselves the Lord's
own patrimony or demesne lands in Syria. And the punish
ment of the Canaanites was likewise analogous to that of the
Babelian nations, " for afterwards were the families of the
" Canaanites spread abroad." But they were certainly scat
tered abroad flsivojit£voi jStnrAijyr " I sent the hornet before
" you 76, which drave them out from before you, the two kings
" of the Amorites ; not with thy sword, nor with thy bow."
There is an analogy pervading the dispensations of God to
wards men, and the observance of similitude in similars is the
favourite way of Providence ; it is therefore most probable that
the lore of the gentiles is founded upon truth, as regards the
emigration of Io and the Bassarides, and that the stimulations
of the fly were used as well to prevent their loitering within
the limits of the empire from which they were banished, as to
direct their route. Some such indications were expedient,
or several inconveniences might have arisen; weary of their
painful journey, they would have halted and settled far within
the distance over which they were to be expanded, and they
would have destroyed each other in their contests for the
most eligible and fertile seats. The object of Providence was
not only their confusion in order to humiliate and punish their
pride, but also their distribution, in order to carry into effect
that orderly separation of the peoples which had been ordained
from the first. The monitor flies, rushing in clouds from a
given point of the compass, would not only give them a signal
for resuming their march, but would point out to them the
course of it ; and when the plague of insects had entirely ceased,
» See Bryant on Scripture, p. 22j—230. ed. 1810.
rt Josh. *4. v. 12. Exod. c. 23. v. 28. Deut. 7. ». 20. Wisdom, 12. v. ft.
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they knew they were at liberty to settle. They consecrated
the 77 nearest high place, traced out with the plough the en
closure of their little capital, and raised an altar to Jupiter
Baal-zebub, 'Avifj-vios 78i 'AXi%ixaxos, Averruncus, Apopompeius, or Epaphus. Io was delivered from the pursuit of the
fly by Epaphus, whose name is said to mean " touching with
" the hand," from tyzvruj, and the name A-verruncus, the
brusher-off, is the same metaphor, and offers the natural image
of brushing or beating off the gad-fly from cattle.
It has been observed, that the business of the fly was to
stimulate the emigrants into motion, after due rest at their
stations, and to point out the direction of it ; which corresponds
so nearly with the office of a sheep-dog, when flocks change
their pasture, that the likeness could hardly escape notice.
The god of terrours and of the panic oestrus 79 was a shepherd,
Pan ovium custos ; but the same was also the Great Mother's
omnipresent dog, guiding her vast flock in various directions,
luyzXa.s flea xuwv iravroScLnos, and he was the gad-fly that
haunted Omphale the virago of Lydia,
Snjrac oVf£ Zasrraj ro.
Shepherd, dog, and fly; it is remarkable that Mars, when re
viling Minerva as the cause of confusion and discord, calls her
both bitch and jiy,
T.jtT' alur' co x v v o-ju. u i a Qsns ej-.J'i <rvveXavrtis 91.
77 See vol. 1. 1ip. 114. 431.
,s Hercules relieved Elis from a plague of flies by sacrificing to Jupiter
Apomyius. Pausan.
5. c. 14. See Plin. L. 29. c. 24. L. 10. c. 28.
/Elian. rle Animal. L. 5. c. 17. Atben;eus, L. 1. o. 4. s. 7- The last cited
authour says lliat the Eleians used to do sacrifice to the flies, and St. Clement
cf Alexandria says that the Acarnanians used to do the like. The Romans
worshipped Hercules Apomyius.
79 Above, p. 385.
110 Siromiae ara- v. 1 4.
8' 1liad, xxi. 39J.
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Also, where the poet describes the preternatural valour with
which Minerva inspired Menelaus, it is said,
Kai ii fj-viys Qap<ros evi s"ifit<r<rt'8 htjxe,
'l<r%a.va.a. Saxesiv, Aa.fw Si it a'ifi' d-Apvntw
Toiu fiiv Qap<rBs v>.i)<rev ppiva.s aptpi pe\cuvae.
A comparison, which seems extraordinary, if it be not thought
to allude to the visitation of the oestrus. The victory of
Abraham over Chedorlaomir and Tidal king of nations (which
the Rabbis call his battle with Nimrod) was gained by means
which are not detailed, but which do not appear to have been
natural ; and it is pretended 84 by Jonathan ben Uzziel and
Abulpharagius that the Nimrodians were thrown into con
fusion by a swarm of insects, in commemoration of which event
(as it is said) the children of Ammon worshipped the god
Chtmosh, that is, the Gnat. It would seem that the Hebrew
name for a hornet includes the idea of banishment and ex
patriation ; Zeruah is explained to mean 83 a hornet, and Zeru-Babel, banished to Babel or a stranger to confusion. Fore
telling the captivity of Ephraim, Isaiah *4 sings thus. " and
" it shall come to pass in that day that the Lord shall hiss for
" the fly that is in the uttermost part of the rivers of iEgypt,
" and for the bee that is in the land of Assyria." Mr. Bruce
gives a lively description of the fly which haunts the ./Ethi
opian rivers above iEgypt ; but the prophet does not only
allude to the natural but also to the civil history of those
countries, and would remind his hearers of the two great
occasions whereupon the fly of expatriation had anciently been
employed, namely, the hornet which went before the sword of
Joshua out of .SSgypt, and the asilus by which the avenging
Heraelidae were led out of Ashur into Babylonia.
The Semiramian gynaecocracy was an imitation of a beehive,
" Cit. Hyde. Vet. Pers. Rel. p. 74.
83 Oliver Sciipt. Lex. p. 271.
tl C. vii. v. 16.
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and it's votaries were (by various denominations) bees ; Seirenes, Essenes, and Melissae. For which reason it was an
appropriate judgment, that they should be driven out by wasps
or hornets, a more fierce and powerful species, who are ac
customed to plunder the hives of bees. And for the sake of
the like metaphor the birds which we call bee-eaters, were
anciently Meropes, which is dividers oflanguage, and Barbari,
which is a title of the Cushim. For although the breaking
asunder of the Semiramian league was atchieved by divine
Providence, and not by the power of the Ninevitc, " not with
" thy sword, nor with thy bow," yet was that Providence
revealed at the moment of their successful return into the
kingdom of Semiramis,

in the same manner as when portents and panic fear went
before the march of Israel, and for the similar purpose of
driving the one party out of the country and giving it to the
other.
The emperor Nero in his Bacchoe made mention of a custom
of the Bacchanalian women, in their orgies commemorative of
the death of Pentheus, which seems to allude to the terrours
of the gad-fly,
Torva Mimalloneis implerunt cornua 86 bumbis,
for that word is proper to the buzzing of insects, a jSo/tjStuj-a
fjsXiffffou And the curious Diroe of Herodes Atticus also
contain the same allusion, associating the nemesis or divine
wrath with a " vindictive buzzing,"

Tiaorrsu.
The word rhombus is used by Pindar for the whizzing sound
* 1liad, xvi. 259.
*s Pers. Sat. 1. v. 99.
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produced by the wings of a bird or the motion of an arrow
through the air. '.
»
V. The hand of God was seen by the last of the Baby
lonian kings, announcing that his kingdom was taken away
for ever both from him and his, in the midst of a great and
impious festivity, in which he was bidding defiance to Him
whose power and whose mercies his illustrious grandfather
had felt and acknowledged. And we may find reason for be
lieving that the first visit of God to the great temple of re
bellion was made under similar circumstances.
The victorious Indo-Scythae, and Assyrians, and Susians,
were then pouring down upon Semiramis, whose only re
maining hopes lay in the most desperate resources of the
witchcraft which she practised. The arm of Nature's own
goddess was become powerless, and the god of battles was no
longer propitious,

It is my opinion, that upon this awful occasion she determined
to solemnize such a sacrifice as would propitiate (if any thing
could) the great and ineffable Demogorgon ; and that, that is
the memorable crime of the Lamiae or Propoetidas. She de
termined that her msmades should sacrifice the young prince,
who was the hope of her dynasty, and feed upon his flesh.
When the Seven came to attack Thebes, and Eteocles had
gone forth to meet them, Menoeceus son of Creon (who suc
ceeded Eteocles on the throne) sacrificed himself as an expia
tion for the city. The androgynous prophet, Teiresias, being
questioned by Creon as to the means of saving the city, reluct
antly informed him that his youngest son must be sacrificed to
appease the god Mars and the earth-born dragon 87 or infernal
Echidna. HiEmon, his elder son, being espoused, although not
actually married, was an insufficient victim and not 68 lj'iS£of.
87 Eurip. Phoen. v. 940, etc. v. 10^7.
88 Eurip. Plioen. v. 95'i.
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Creon exhorted his son to fly to the altars of Dodona, but he,
pretending that he would go and take leave of his mother,
ascended to the highest tower of the city, where he cut his
own throat and fell headlong into the dragon's pit which was
beneath it. What we read here agrees well with the Indian
theology of the Calica Purana, which teaches that human
sacrifice to be effective must be voluntary, and that piacular
victims were always represented as willing substitutes for
their fellow creatures ; in the same way as the burnt widows
of modern India are. The confusions of the Theban my
thology are innumerable,
(CEdipodioniae quid sunt nisi fabula Thebe ?)
and we may be assured that this tale is wrongly mixt up with
that of theJir.st Seven who came against Thebes. iEschylus,
a much graver authority than Euripides, did not regard it as
forming any part of their history, and the plot of the Phcenician Woman is also constructed upon a model very different
from and less correct than that of Sophocles. The defenders
of the city were not then reduced to any such desperate ex
tremities, but when the latter Seven or Epigons arrived,
then it was that the long-suffering of heaven received this
last and direst provocation.
Teiresias was the prophet and prophetess of Thebes, was
by turns both man and woman, had tasted the enjoyments of
either sex, and remained in the city deeply stricken in years,
until the coming of the Epigons ; which event was the signal
for the flight and emigration of the Thebans and the death
of the bisexual monster. Homer's Teiresias seems to be the
Lantech of the line of Cain; but the Teiresias of Theban
tragedy is that ambiguous Sibylla, whom we have seen alter
nately a fair and delicate woman, and a fierce Amazon leading
armies in the field and in her chamber complaining—puellis
de popularibus ! She it was, who delivered the oracle that
killed Menocccus ; and indeed the scholiast of Euripides says
that his death (according to some) was not voluntary, but that
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he was sacrificed by the Sphinx. But that horrible being, as
we have before intimated, was the Phrygian or Trojan Sibyl.
The aenigmas of the Sphinx were not idle jests or riddles
(which is puerile to imagine), but dark sayings of the mantis,
which the hypophet or prophet had to expound ; and the oc
casion whereof we are speaking, is that on which she gave the
famous effatum, which occasioned both her death and her
sparagmiis or the scattering of her subjects. Being asked
what offering would appease the gods, she answered, " that
" which is quadruped in the morning, biped at noon, and
" triped in the evening." There is an ancient painting
(on the sepulchre 89 of Quintus Nasonius Ambrosius) of the
Sphinx sitting on the extreme edge of a high precipice, and
below her stands a naked man with his finger pressed upon
his lip, as one imploring or enjoining silence, and another
with his clothes on and holding a horse. As soon as the man
with the horse had expounded the fatal secret, the naked
youth would be doomed to perish, and the prophetess would
go headlong from the brink.
The Patriarch Eutychius or Said ebn Batrick 90 thus de
scribes the manner in which the people were occupied at the
moment of the confusion of Babel, " immolabant filios suos
" et filias suas daemonibus." He does not name Babel, but
his description can be applied to no other event in history.
There was a town in Troas called Antandros, which sig
nifies a man vicariously offered; and Conon intimates that it
was called after Ascanius 91 one of the -ZEneadae. Britannia
was colonized by Brutus the JEneod ; and the last of his line
who reigned over Britannia 98 was preparing to sacrifice no
less a personage than young Merlin, in order to cement an
eternal tower with his blood, but Merlin convinced him of
the impossibility of building such a tower in his country, and
*
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w

No. 19. edit Bellori. Roma, 1796.
Sec Eutych. p. 60, 1.
Conon. narrat. 46.
Nennius, c. 39, 40, ets.
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commanded him to wander in foreign parts till he could
find a tower. The fable, thus told of the last of the Brutid
kings in Britain, is true of the last of the Babel iEneadte.
The cruel sacrifice of the last of the ./Eneadae by his mother
(or at least his lineal female ancestor) was mentioned in the
Sibylline prophecies,
93 'Traroj 'kmafiuiv /injr poxr ov o s rfytfUtvtvm,
which line (by a play of which some Greek words were
susceptible, and similar to that which Demosthenes practised
against iEschines) the Romans applied to Nero; for /wjrfoxrovos
is mother-slayer, and ftyrfoxrovos is mother-slain. The same
orgies of human sacrifice are the dreadful banquet of the
exiled and wandering iEneas, which the harpies interrupted.
The dispersion of the Bacchanals appears to have taken
place during a thiasus or religious solemnity, in the midst of
which they were disturbed,
dt dtiee va.<ra.1
©u<rSAa ^afi£w xare^euav, uV dvSpoipovoio Avxoupya

VI. The visitation of Providence in this grand affair of the
Populifiigia was far from weaning the gentiles from their in
veterate errours, but they carried them along into all their
new settlements, from which arises the great conformity of
doctrines and ceremonies which we observe among all the na
tions that have grown up since, the scattered members of the
great Sparagmus.
Their obstinacy in errour clearly shows, that they imputed
their calamities to other causes and other Powers than the
true.
It is out of my power to interpret what is really meant
by the
scelera et furias Ajacis Oilei,
considered as a moral cause of the dispersion from Ilion.
ra Dion. Cassius, L. 62. c. 18. p. 1016. Kcimar.
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The same visitation was ascribed by others to the vindictive
disposition of Nauplius the father of Palamedes, who held out
false lights to the Danaans from Mount Caphareus in Euboea,
and so wrecked their mystic navy. He also went to and fro
among the wives of the 91 kings, seducing them to commit
adultery, that discord might so arise among them and his son's
death be avenged. Cedrenus mentions that Oiax, the son of
Nauplius and brother of Palamedes, seduced Diomede's wife,
which was the cause of his vtrof or populifuge into Italy.
Guneus (of whom Homer barely makes mention, but who was
the minister of Semiramis, by whose means she reconciled the
nations, and who was honoured almost as the deus pantheus,)
is the Oiax or Rudder of Palamedes ; and here (therefore) we
have a fable more explicable than that of the Locrian Ajax.
The death of Palamedes was a source of irreconcileable haired
among men, and (more than that) it was thought to be a great
piaculum in the eyes of the Dii Daimones ; and the idea con
veyed in that fable is, that Guneus was not, as he seemed to
be, a traitour to and an apostate from his sacred memory, but
that he was a " lying spirit" sent to deceive Semiramis, and
lead her astray to her destruction in all her wild schemes of
gynecocracy and amazonism, with those appurtenances which
to have mentioned once is more than enough. That was the
seducing of the wives of the kings. The false Nauplian lights
which wrecked the ships of the nations were new lights in the
spirituality of their kingdom, and the seduction of the queens
was spiritual adultery, because " the sorceries and whoredoms
" of their mother Jezebel were so many." In that manner
the ate or erinnys of Palamedes was supposed to work against
them, " giving them" (for the mere words are not inapplicable)
" statutes that were not good, and judgments whereby they
" should not live;" and the same notion, derived (I believe)
from the same source, is expressed by the Brahmens in their
Scanda Purana. When Vishnu had determined to destroy the
Huflinan in Xuiiplms.
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Trepoor (or Tri-polis) of the Giants, lie assumed a form under
the title of Boodha, who, entering the three cities, wrought
miracles, and preached a seducing doctrine to the inhabitants,
who were led to embrace his new religion and become in every
respect his proselytes : by that stratagem 9S the Trepooras fell
into the hands of Boodha, and were destroyed by Siva.
Those names express the principle to which the Scythistic
church offered it's supreme veneration, and to which the
Hellenistic or Vishnavan paid only the homage of fear mixt
with abhorrence. They were delivered by artifice (according
to these stories) into the hands of their great enemies the
Magian Assyrians.
The prevailing belief (with which belief these stories are
not only consistent, but carefully rendered consistent) was that
the curses and the blood of Nimrod had never slept unto that
day, and were then raised up against them. Ganges m the
giant was king of the iEthiopes, and no man was ever seen so
brave or so beautiful, and he was the founder of sixty cities
and the owner of the seven invincible and adamantine swords ;
but he was murdered by his subjects, and his spirit haunted
them till such time as the perpetratours were buried alive ;
and even then, the Earth would not suffer them to remain
within the limits of his kingdom, but drove them forth. From
that significant legend we may collect, that the horrible ex
piation which the harpies or whirlwinds interrupted was in
tended to pacify his spirit, when they found that the Seven
(with their seven swords of adamant) were led on by their
Amphi-araan Jove, and that the hunted Acteon was turned
huntsman again and
The horseman ghost was thundering for his prey.
The terrours of Nimrod were gorgon terrours, and his head,
which they had gathered up from among the fragments of his
blasted body,
(solum nato rapuisset Agave)
95 Mahoney on Ceylon. As. Res. vii. p. 5f,
* Pbilostr. Ap. Tjran. L. 3. c. 'JO.
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and of which they had made teraphim, haunted them on their
flight in every direction ; as they divided and subdivided, the
omnipresent terrour was multiplied upon them. Io was ex
pelled from her country and pursued through the wide world,
not only by the hissing fly, but by the pursuit of Argus the
giant, who was sent after her because she dared to call herself
the concubine of the most high God. She was not (however)
pursued by the living giant ; he was numbered with the dead
and was one of the eidola or ghosts, ttduiXa. Kopovruiv. The
Earth (who expelled, as we have seen, the murderers of
Granges) gave up it's dead, in order that her foot should find
no rest ; and we hear of her praying 97 to the earth to take
back into her bosom that giant ghost whose eyes were glaring
upon her ;
'EiStuXov 'A/iys yjy£yBj dXiu co Aa'
4ii/38fia(, r8v /xOf/tuirov hnroptoaa. fiourav.
'Ov dSs xzTSavwTOL ysua. xiv&et.
Argus was lulled to sleep by the incantations of Mercury, and
then basely assassinated by him ; and how ? His head was
cut off,
falcato vulnerat ense 98
(Qua collo confine) caput saxoque omentum
Dejicit, et maculat pneruptam sanguine cautem.
and then Juno transformed him into a pejeock, the feathers
of that bird being a symbol of innumerable eyes ; the Indians
also represent their Mars or war-god, Carticeya, riding on a
peacock. But the real reason, why the pursuing Argus was all
eyes, is that he was all head, the phantasma of the too famous
head of Nimrod glaring as if reflected from a thousand magic
mirrours. Digging the foundations of the Roman capitolium,
97 /Esch. Prom. Vinct v. 570.
s8 Ovid. Metam. 1. 7 18. The Jezidlan Curds worship the spirit Satan
with rites whidi they keep a profound secret, and they call him the Peacockangel. See Michel Febvre, Thcatr. Turc. p. 367. cd. Paris, 1682. But
their peacock is (io strictness) not the Old Serpent but the " feed of the Ser
pent" ksee Gen. c. 3. r. 1 5), Orion the sun of Bemogorgon. See vol. 1 . p. 1 .'.
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it is fabled that they found a bloody head, like that of a fresh
slain man, but with no body, and of several accounts one 00
says that it was the head of Argus. The history of that
Mighty Hunter, Actieon 100 son of Aristaeus, includes the
Populifugia ; those who say that his dogs devoured him, in
form us that those dogs in horrour and remorse took flight
and passed over the river Indus, that is, out of his kingdom of
Asia ; and those who say that he was murdered by the votaries
of the god 3acchus, also inform us that his death was the source
of their calamities,

and the cause of their exile into various countries. But the
same history also commemorates Nimrod's avenging spirit ;
Cheiron the centaur raised up the ghost or eidolon of Actaeon,
which long continued to be an object of terrour. The Dis
persion is figured under the type of sowing, or rather spargo
(I disperse) and <rviipui icntapxa. (I sow) are one and the same
Scytho-Pelasgic word; and thus we recognize the goblin
huntsman scattering his foes in Triptolemus of Assyria, who
drove a team of dragons through the air, followed by a host of
demons 101 clashing their iron weapons. The course of Trip
tolemus was from the 104east to the west ; and especially towards
Italy (the land of the New Won) to which country the colonies
of Bacchus were in a peculiar manner directed. We shall in
like manner discern the avenging spirit in what we read of
the nocturnal yelling of the hounds of 103 Amphion, of the
vision of Guido Cavalcanti 104 and his hell-dogs, of Arthur's 10s
goblin huntsmen, and in all the traditions of the Wild Jager.
The head of Nimrod was remembered for centuries and mille» Serv. in .iEneid. viil. 345.
ioo See vol. ] . p. 62—5.
iot See vol. 3. p. 388. Nonnus cit. ibid.
1M See Lucian. Somn. e. 15. in vol. 1. p. 15. Bipont. Sopliocl. Fragm.
p 56. Oxon. 1808.
'"3 Vol. 1 . p. T2.
"ii Ibid. p. 73.
Ibid. p. 100, 1.
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narics of years, and is not even yet forgotten ; and the vile
superstitions concerning it were not founded upon nothingHe fell a victim to diabolical perfidy and treason, whatever
were the circumstances of his march to Babel, and perhaps
that head (so long encircled with the towery tiara of blas
phemy) may at last have put on the everlasting crown of the
faithful witnesses. The Argus which terrified the nations,
while the oestrus goaded them on their way, was no illusion
of necromancers, but the messenger of Him who raised up the
judge of Israel, before Saul, in that hour in which his kingdom
was taken away. And possibly that may have been the sense
in which the yEnigmatistae said, " even as Nimrod the mighty
hunter 106 before Jehox-ah ;" whether or not it was so, I remain
in suspense, but inclining to the affirmative.
VII. Ai-holus or yEolus is a name signifying a ruler of
the whole earth before the days of it's division; Homer in his
allegories describes him as residing in an island where he held
the stormy winds in confinement,
Ketvov
ra.iii\v dvtjuov icwifti K.siyituv 107
'H fisv 'Ka.'jt^a.i, ijj' 6pvifi£v, ov x' iflsAr<ri,
and mythologists have followed the example of that great poet.
The Athenians paid certain honours to three giants called
(collectively) the Tritopators or Propators, and, by name, either
Amalceides, Protocles, and Protocleon, or Cottus, Briareus,
and Gyges, who were either the Winds or (by another account)
the keepers of the winds 108, fopuipw Kai tpuXaxes ivres nev
ivspwv. The Winds were 105 the brothers of Memnon the
./Ethiop, Prince of the Cushim and Son of the Morning, and
they bore away his body from Ilion while Achilles was offering
insults to /lis head. The Winds who were Aurora's sons and
See vol 1. p. 409.
"7 Hom. Od. 10. v. 21.
"* See Etym. Ma«. Suid. and Hesych. in Tfirjtrarsgs;.
'•9 Above, p. 17, 8. p. 171).
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Memnon's brothers were only these three, Zephyrus, Boreas,
and Notus, the directions in which the Mares of Venus were
driven wild,
non Eure tuos neque solis ad ortus
Sed Boream, Caurumque, atque unde nigerrimus Auster,
and Zephyrus especially was his twin-brother or unigena, the
West being the predominant direction of their flight,
Ore omnes verse in Zephyrum.
But it certainly appears that, either the winds were at some
period of antiquity called North, South, or West, according as
they blew towards those points and notfrom them, or else that
the early fabulists inverted the mode of calling them with a
view to conceal their real meaning. The dispersion from
Babel was considered as a dispersion westward and north by
west into Europe and south by west into Africa ; and that
which took place eastward of the Indus was little known or
remembered in Europe. Triptolemus sowed the earth, tra
velling from the east towards the west. The Assyrian Heraclidae, whose march against Babel was the signal for the
miracle of confusion, are the Memnonian winds; and the like
is signified when we read that the violent and stormy winds,
which destroy the fairest works of human industry, are the sons
of Typhosus "0 the giant. No doubt they were the instru
ments by means of which that 1" giant threw all the gods and
goddesses into confusion. It was a mystery of old that the
judgments of God against mankind were according to the order
of the four elements. " That the final consummation of the
** world shall be by fire they (the Brahmins) gather hence.
" Of such as was the beginning of the world, of such shall be
" her dissolution ; but the principles of the world's constitution
" were these four, earth, ayre, water, and fire, therefore by
'' them shall she be destroyed. Which also they gather by

"* Hesiod. Theog. v. 869.
'" Above, p. 36-1.
1ll
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" the destruction of the several "a AGES ; for the people of
" the first age were destroyed by water; the people of the
" second age were destroyed by WINDS, which they account
" the ayre; the people of the third age were destroyed by
" earth ; and the people of the last age shall be destroyed by
"fire. Then shall Rudra carry up the souls of all people to
" heaven with him, to rest in God's bosom, but the bodies
" shall all perish." The third judgment by earth would seem
to be introduced for the sake of conformity, and is not so easy 1 13
to comprehend as the other three ; and accordingly the authour
of Wisdom 114 makes allusion to no more than three elemental
judgments, the water, the fire, and " the air which could on
" no side be avoided," in which he is confirmed by the pur
gatory of Virgil,
aliae panduntur inanes
Suspensae ad ventos, aliis sub gurgite vasto
Infectum eluitur seelus, aut exuritur igne.
Quisquc suos patimur Manes.
The rabbinical book Jezirah does not even admit the existence
of the element earth; " tres matres 115 sunt in mundo, aer,
aqua, ignis ; principio coeli ex igne creati sunt, terra ex aqua, et
aer ex spiritu qui stat medius it is evident that aer in the
first sentence is the spiritus of the second, and that aer in the
second is the atmosphere.
The first universal judgment was by water literally, and it
drowned the Nephilim and swept away the monuments oftheir
greatness. Another by fire was confidently expected in the
time future, so that the ancient poets 116 ntpi ixmpet<riivt
lia Discovery of the Banian Religion by the Rev. Mr. Lord, resident at
Sural, c. 15. in Religious Ceremonies, vol. 3. p. 307. London, 1731.
"s But possibly the Mosaic age, with the plagues of /Egypt and swallowing
up of Corah's congregation, may have been esteemed an age of terrene
judgments.
'M Wisdom, xiv. v. 4, 6, 10.
»s Pseud-Abraham Jezirah, c. 3. s. 3. in Pistor. Art. Cabal, p. 870.
Basil. 1587.
"6 Theoph. ad Autol. 2. p. 115. ed. Paris. 1615. Hystaspes ap. Justin.
Mart. '2. Apol. p. 66.
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xstyui ttMrtis xai pi) QsXovrts a.xoAouffa fyetvov rois fffop^raif,
and that is a literal eepyrosis. But the curse of Babel was not
unto destruction like those ofwater and of fire, but it was a curse
of scattering abroad. To what, then, could it be referred upon
the elemental scheme ? To the powers of air, to the warring
winds, dissipating all the pride of man like the stubble of the
field. The banquet of iEneas was disturbed by terrible mon
sters (in the nature of birds) called 'Aptvtai, but dpvvia. is a
Greek word signifying neither more nor less than a whirlwind.
Of Semiramis and the JEneadae it may truly be said that " they
" sowed the wind and reaped the whirlwind." Aello the
harpy derives her name from the same word by which Quintus
describes the dispersion,
Tlavra. yaf dXXuSis dXXa. xaxai far/tubv d e A A a 1 m,
and the disappearance of Ulysses during so many years of the
Noroi is termed by Homer his carrying off by the whirlwinds,
Nuv it fiiv dxXtiws d^vuiai aKijfeivf/avrfl.
Aedon, Merope, and Cleothera, daughters of Pandarus, were
educated by Venus, and endowed by the other goddesses with
every sort of accomplishment, but they came to a bad end.
Aedon murdered Amaleus son of Amphion and her own son
Itylus, and was transformed into a nightingale, but the other
two were by Jove's command carried off by the Harpyes or
Whirlwinds, and by them delivered up to the Furies;
'Clf are navidf£ou xoufaf dvetovro ©usAAar ",
Twppa. St ras KBfOf 'Afiruiat avijfti^avro

We have good reasons for believing that the idea of WIND,
which we meet with in so many places, is more than a meta"7 Quint. Col. 14. v. 503.
»• See Hom. Od. xx. v. 66—79. Eustath. ibid, and Od. xix. v. ri\8.
DD2
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phor. The authour of the Sibylline poems no doubt intended
to deliver historical truth, when he made the following
statement,
nvpyov sTev%av 119
Xto^r, iv 'A<r<rUfit, ijiopwxii f ^<rav diravrcs,
Kai /3saovT' ava/3ijva.i If upavw drepotvra.
'Avrixa, J' 'Aflavaroj fisyaAijv Iveflijxa-v avayx^v
ITv£ufiaw airraf I»£iT' dvtpot /xeyac u'4toS( irufyov
'PnJiav.
And so far as the Ark or Ship-Temple (which was placed on
the summit of the Tower) is concerned, the overthrow may
be credited. The assertion of the Sibyl undoubtedly receives
a very strong confirmation from what afterwards happened at
the meeting of the apostles. The Holy Ghost in his personal
visit to Babel divided the tongues or languages of men in such
a manner that they should no longer understand each other,
and be no longer willing to live in one united empire; but in
his visit to the apostles he appeared in the form of divided 140
tongues, in manifest allusion to that awful miracle of old, and
for the purpose of imparting to them a knowledge of all the
forms of human discourse, (either by the gift of " tongues,"
which is the faculty of discoursing themselves, or of the " in- 5
" terpretation of tongues," which is understanding what others
said,) arid to repeal in their especial favour the Babel curse of
discord. He came in peace and not in wrath, but in order that
it might be known that the discord and the harmony were from
one and the same power, " there came a sound from heaven
" as of a rushing mighty wind."
"9 Theoph. ad Autol. 2. p. 107. The opinion I have more than once in
timated, that the Stvlites or fanatics on pillar towers were not Christians, but
disguised heathens and Babelians, (see vol. 1 . p. 101, '2. p. 250. p. 3^3, 4.) is
the more probable when we consider that tradition assigns the same fate to
their pillars as to the Tower of Babel. Quo anno Saraceni subactam African!
sibi tributariam fecerunt, ut refert Theophanes, ventui vehement monachos
stylitas, qui in columnerum verticibus habitacula sibi construxerunt, prectpitavit. Claud. Berigard. Circ. Pisan. p. 104.
<*i Acts, c. it. v. 2.
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VIII. From the Semiramis, peleias, or mystic iona, the
haeresy or pagan errour of lonism took it's name ; and ihe
same was affected as a national appellative by certain states of
the Graic or Pelasgian family. Gaza in Syria was called Iona,
and so was Antioch before it received it's Macedonian name,
the capital of Syria, and the lowest sink of semiramian de
bauchery, to which may be added that more ancient city (pro
bably Babylon of Semiramis) whereof Propertius preserves
the memory, saying,
Et quot Iona tulit vetus, et quot Achaia formas.
Homer was acquainted with the gods Cron-ion and Hyper-ion,
but he nowhere uses the word Ionian, for the passage in his
thirteenth book is spurious, and Miletus (which was afterwards
the caput U1 Ioniae) was in his time a Carian and barbar state,
and a type of some part of king Priam's adherents, not of the
Danaans ;
Ka^wv . . . @a.$u^otptuvM

Twelve Grecian cities of Asia, of which Miletus and Mycale
(at least) were known to Homer, and which had attained no
inconsiderable greatness in the early days of Halyattes and
Croesus, were distinguished as Ionian, and held the meetings
of their confederacy at the Panionian temple. The people of
Athens pretended that these were colonies from Attica, a pre
tension which has been generally submitted to, although it
merits nothing better than 154 derision. Cyrus and the son of
Hystaspes abolished the independence of the Panionic league,
and they had' already passed their meridian, when Attica was
yet in her dawn, and as obscure in arms as in arts. The like
unfounded pretensions were advanced and admitted with regard
to the most splendid republics the world ever saw, those of
Sicily and of the western or Great Greece. The Grecians of
Herod. 5. c. 28.
— See Casaubon's diatribe on Dion Chryaostom, p. 26.
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the eastern or little Greece arose late into fame, and, haying
eclipsed the obsolete glories of Sybaris, Crotona, Tarentum,
Posidonia, and Locri, they at last pretended to father them
also.
But Ionia, as we read in other quarters, was a settlement
made by Caunus son of 14s Miletus son of 144 Minos,
'E»fl' dvros uroXieSpov eSeiparo 14i ff p w r o s 'lev voir,
or by the Amazons Smyrna and Ephesus. These engines are
not a jot more fabulous than those from Athens. And indeed
the latter, if put to the test, will be found to expose their own
falsehood. The Athenians say that they were themselves
Ionians, and the Asian Ionia was called after them ; and they
further say that they (of Athens) took that title from 146 Ion
son of Xuthus son of Hellen son of Deucalion, whom they
sometimes called Ion and sometimes Theseus, and with whose
exploits, legislation, and departure from Athens, their Atthides
were filled. But we know that the legend of Ion son of
Xuthus is a part of the widely diffused memory of Nimrod
son of Cush.
The truth of the matter is that most of the Bacchic coloneas
or colonies from the kingdom of Babel took their departure
into Europe and Africa ; but some few tribes of the Pelasgi
or Danaizing sons of Raamah lingered upon the western shore
of Asia. It suited the purposes of Providence to permit such
establishments on the coasts of the Lesser Asia and ofSyria in
order that the Scythian kings might not use nautical power as
a means of demanding earth and water
('ExAvoc tus 'lvfouri ®eos VSXe 147 yam xat uSwp),
i«3 By Cyane daughter of the River Mxander. Ovid. Met. ix. 450.
'*) Or of Apollo and Anacallis, daughter of Minos. Anton. Liber. Met.
c. 30. Or of Apollo and Deione. Ovid. ix. 442. Or ofActius son of Minos
and Alia. Schol. Ap. Rhod. 1. V- 185.
"5 Apollonius cit. Parthen. Erot. c xi.
'*6 Paus. vii. c. I. s. 2. Eurip. Ion. ». 1581—a.
Nonnus. xxxjv. 241. Judith, e. % v. %.
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and reuniting into one what the Lord had divided into many
" and separated 1** the sons of Adam, and set the bounds of
" the people according to the number of his messengers." Of
the Pelasgian settlements in Europe and on the Asiatic mar
gin, some were of a model which they affected to call Dorian,
and which was very austere, and approaching to those more
honourable and simple manners called Barbar; another was
Ai-hollan or of the whole earth, probably so called not with
reference to Graicia or Pelasgia, of which by far the great
mass was of that division, and a third was the Ionian unrivalled
in the ornaments of life and culture of the intellectual facul
ties, but infamous for that flux and tabefaction of manners and
moral character which was known as the /3ios 'Ianxoj , and for
that effeminacy of dress, which the author of the Homeric
hymn to Apollo remarked,

Of that model were the twelve Panionian cities, and Athena)
in Europe ; differing from the Meroetic Cushim in rejecting
monarchy, their religious principles were however those of the
semi-ramis or female iona, and those of Asia referred their
origin to the Amazons, and especially to the incestuous mother
of Adonis, and those of Attica to the goddess Athena, or femi
nine ccelestial wisdom in the ruffian guise of a warlike virago
and armed with the filthy gorgonian or teraphim head, while
her love for the miraculously-created ■*£i olive tree and hatred
of the raven show that her imposture was that of the Noetic
Iona. Not less than seven 130 cities bore the name of the
goddess Athena, three of which distinguished their citi
zens (as Quintilian says) by three different appellations,
Athemei, Atheneis, and Athenopolite. One of the seven
Athenas was the famed Minyan Orchomenus, whose citizens
(as some thought) manned the Argo, and which was sub1* Deut.xxxu.8.
1* See vol. 1. p. 192, 3. p. 271.
1» Steph. Bve. in Ath*n*c. Hardouin ad Plin. 5. c. 31.
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merged and disappeared in the lake 131 Copais, or rather in
the 134 Ogygian flood. The fables of the Minyan and Ionian
Athenas present us with symbols of paradise disappearing in
the flood and of the Armenian mount of olives reappearing
from beneath it's waves ; and a learned Frenchman 153 has
well observed, that Athena is the same word as Aadn (pro
nounced by us Eedn and written Eden), the name given by
Moses to the land of paradise, and that the hostile contentions
between Athens and Atlantis, and submersion of the lake (as
described in the Critias of Plato) have relation to that ety
mology.
Having explained away the false histories of the colonization
of Ionia, we have next to observe, that a great event was re
corded to have 134 happened 140 years after the taking of Troy
and accession of Venus and iEneas, which is called the 'Itwvonj
'Airojxia or Ionic Emigration. That event was the dispersion
from Babel, when Semiramis and her followers fled away in
the shape of doves ; and the age in which it occurred 135 suc
ceeded to the heroic, and was called the ionic age. We learn
from 136 Parthenius that the true Iones of the emigration were
not voluntary colonists, but rather people scattered abroad, ms
dvot7xtSa..<rpevus rore 'Iwva.s- Another event was called the
.Siolian dirotxtta., which is said to have happened 137 four gene
rations previous to the Ionian, and to have been conducted by
Orestes son of Agamemnon. But Orestes (as we have 13> seen)
was the vindictive fanatic who led the Seven in both of their
expeditions, and his presiding over the iEolian emigration is
equivalent to Alcmaeon leading the Epigons. The mistake
i» Steph. Bez. ibid.
'3t Strabo, L. i*. p. 591.
'33 Guerin du Rocher Hist. Veritable des Tems Fabuleux, tom. 1. p.t&
p. 67. See above, vol. 1. p. 259.
'31 Apollod. fragm. p. 410, 1. ed. 18t>3.
'33 See Lucian. Encom. Demosth. c. 9. tom. ix. p. 1 39.
'3* Erot. c. xi.
'37 Strabo, /..xiii. p. 841.
ijt Above, p. 288. p. 299.
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with respect to the two emigrations arose from this source ;
the Ionian happened 140 years after the end of old Priam's
reign, but the readers of Homer did not understand that any
thing was written by him and the Homeridae in an obscure
and symbolical sense, and they accepted for a literal truth that
a grand scattering of people in different directions happened
at the epocha of Priam's death, by consequence of which they
inferred that the Semiramian aera of the four t5ii generations
and of 140 or 150 years intervened between the Ionic aposcedasis and a prior one which they term the iEolian.
The idea of the two rfiroixia/ arose thus. The dispersion
commenced at Babel, and " from thence were the people scat" tered abroad upon the face of the whole earth." The great
multitudes who peopled that sovereign city were the most
depraved in the empire of Semiramis, and it was the seat in
which she had assembled her Amazons, Galli, Muses, Graces,
Fates, Erinnyes, Bassarides, Propoetides, and all the instru
ments of her tyranny and madness. They were collected to
gether in such great numbers that the Ida of Jove might well
be denominated Gargaron, the Mount of Multitudes, and upon
such an occasion as called down God's wrath upon them sud
denly. In the very time of solemnizing their hideous orgies
(quo tempore Glauci
Potniades malis membra absumpsere quadrigae)
the Spirit of Tongues was seen, and the rushing winds or
harpies demolished the pomp of their human hecatombs, and
amidst the discord of various lenguages and the hissing or
buzzing of the oestrus, they took their disastrous flight. That
was the rout of the Bassarides, the Iacchic exodium or going
forth from the city, the flight of the Pleiades from before
Orion the huntsman, and of Semiramis and her doves from
before Staurobates, and the wandering of Io. But Ionism.
was named after the woman Isis Io, not (as the Athenians
i39 See above, p. 247, 8.
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idly delivered) from Ion the hero, and the capital of Syria was
equally called Iona and Iopolia in honour of the wanderings
of Io Selene, and in honour of the same the Syrians at large
were sometimes called the IoniUe. That awful visitation was
the 'Icmxij 'Aroixio.
But the grand instrumental cause of division was the " con*
" founding their language ;" and that was no panic fear nor
partial or temporary judgment, but a lasting barrier which the
intercourse of nations and the studies of the learned during
several millenniums have not abolished. It was a decree
affecting the whole race of Noachidae, by whose three families
the whole earth or 'OixoJfi£JOj (the Pam-phylian kingdom of
the Tri-phylian Jupiter Olympius) was occupied. The change
of tongues would produce between neighbouring and inter
mixed tribes a sort of confusion by far less sudden than that
among the individuals at the capital, (where the temple and
general asylum had congregated numbers from all the various
races of men) but nevertheless greater than we (living when
" since the fathers fell asleep all things continue as they were")
can even imagine to ourselves. After the breaking up of Niro*
rod's kingdom, and the great wars of the Palladium and of the
Chain of Eriphyle, many jealousies and seeds of hostility must
have existed among them. Such a sudden bar to friendly in
tercourse would inflame those animosities, and those nations
who retained the use of the old language and it's dialects,
and by consequence were rather the astonished spectators than
direct sufferers of that judgment, must have regarded those
who babbled in a new tongue, and forgot their own, as people
0iOj8Aa/3ei;, and signally held out to them as objects for ab
horrence. Their contempt and hatred would be met by a
corresponding sense of doubt and consternation in the others,
terrour and Su<rtioUfMHa, with war and violence, the unsettling
of states, and the flight and emigration of the weaker. Such
only as were very great in themselves, like the body of the
Cushim in Iran, or insulated by position, like the Misraimites
on the river iEgyptus, could entirely weather the storm so ex
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cited, and maintain their ground within the old limits of the
kingdom of Asia. And that is the fable of the JEolian 'AKotxia.
or Emigration of the whole Earth, the business of many years,
and much longer a-doing than the dispersion from desolated
Babel and the tower of the Iona ; accordingly Strabo bears
witness that oizr^fixs iXa$e "0 xcu %s &»«/ jtwtxf orepes.
IX. The children of Canaan settled themselves in Syria;
and " afterwards were the families of the Canaanites Ml spread
" abroad." That punishment, expressed in similar words to
those which speak of Babel, was affected by similar means, by
the hornet sent before Israel. Indeed the Holy Land was a
sort of microcosm ; there (as in the great world) a deluge of
fire and water destroyed an apostate generation, and another
paradise " even as the M* garden of the Lord" was submerged
in a lake, another patriarch with his family was singled out
for preservation, and he again was by liquor made a laughing
stock to his own degenerate offspring, and again with an excess
of wine an obscene apostacy crept in, which was the beginning
of confusion to all the chosen patriarch's posterity. There
also was the second oestrus and scattering abroad.
Concerning the lesser dispersion which affected the Canaan
ites, as well as many of the Phoenicians, Anakim, Rephaim, and
the Philistim, as well of Palwstine as those who were during
the same period expelled from ./Egypt, neither history nor fable
is silent. But the traditions of it are mixed up with older re
collections, and with circumstances belonging to the Heroic
Wars and the more famous scattering. Of the spreading abroad
from the coasts of Phoenice Carthage was the head, both in
prose and rhyme. Cyprus also, and the country of Tripoly
received the fugitives,
Sabrata tum, Tyrium vulgus, Sarranaque Leptis 14S.
mo
ui
'4t
•u

L. xHt,p. 841.
Genesis, c. 10. v. IB.
Gen. c. xiii. v. 10.
Sil. Ital 3. v. 256. Justin. 18. c 5. Sallust. Jug. |). 78. Delph.
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Sabrata and Leptis together with Oia made up the Lybian
Tripolis, the circumstances of whose foundation are unequi
vocally declared by 144 Eusebius, Xfva.ra.ioi ifoyov 'dvo
vpoirunrou ruiv uiuiv 'I<rfaijA xai Karumy<rav TpmoUv rys'Xtppacyf.
The celebrated pentapolis of Cyrene in Libya, said to have
been founded by Battus, belongs to the same Syro-Phoenician
dvotxia. ; but Battus's sudden gift of speech is borrowed from
the gift of new tongues at the great populifuge.
The fugitives from Syria did but fulfil, as we are told,
the vaticinations of the ancient Sibyl Helena, Taraxandra, or
Medea,
145 Kai ro MijJstaf dyKoiH<rowr' £iros
'E /3 S o ju, a xcu <ruv S exar a ytvso,
which is exactly the degree of Moses's descent, calculated
from Noah inclusively. From the memory of her African
predictions, she added to her many other titles that of Lamia
or Elissa the Libyc Sibyl. But may we not here detect the
heathens ascribing to the mother of their iniquities a predic
tion which originally belonged to the father of mankind?
" Cursed is Canaan, a servant of servants shall he be."
The spreading abroad of the families of Canaan is thus
described in the Vandalic history of Procopius. " To him"
(Moses) " succeeded Joshua son of Nau6, who conducted a
" people into the Palaestine, and possessed himself of the
" country after displaying a prowess far above human nature ;
" and, expelling the nations from it, he founded many states,
" and all' men thought him invincible. At that time the
" whole sea-coast from Sidon to the borders of iEgypt was
" called by the general name of Phoenice, and it anciently
" was subject to one 146 king, as all those affirm who have
<M Chronogr. L. 1. p. l 1. gtaec. ed. Amsf. 1658.
'«s Pind. Pyth. iv. ti. 16.
1«• Prc«op. de Bell. Vand. L. 2. c. 10. p. 259. That unity of monarchy
in the mariline Syria probably means the subjection of that country first to
Babylon and then to Niniveh, in the times anterior to the great revolt headed
by the Sodomites and the Rephaim of Bashan.
*
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" written upon the more ancient parts of Phoenician history.
" In that country there dwelt many nations, Gergashites,
" Jebusites, and others mentioned in the Hebrew books; who,
" finding the army of the strangers quite irresistible, aban" doned their native lands and migrated into the neighbouring
" country of ..Egypt; and there increasing in numbers, nor
" finding convenient space for so large a multitude, they
" penetrated into Africa, where they founded many states, and
" occupied the whole tract as far as to the columns of Hercules,
" using a semi-Phoenician language and dialect. They built
" Tangiers, a strong place in Numidia, where there are two
" columns of white stone placed by a large fountain, on which
" these characters are engraved in the Phoenician tongue, We
"arefugitivesfrom before Jesus, the robber, the son qfNaul."
The date of the columns may be questionable, but whatever
was their date, they express the belief which prevailed upon
the subject. The whole passage, with some natural errors
and confusions, gives us a pretty fair view of the Punic and
Mauritanian origins. From that time forth the Barbars, who
first had the country and still give name to it, began to be
curtailed, and driven back to the interior ; and Mauritania
began to be talked of, rather than the Western iEthiopia.
Joshua was the Pygmalion of Virgil and Ovid.
X. It is nothing to our purpose to attempt to trace the dis
tribution of the tribes of Japhet, of Shem, and of the younger
branches of Cham. But we should say a word or two upon
those schismatic Cushim who, having joined the federation of
the Gentiles, were involved in their destinies.
The reader should recall to his mind the whole of the Homeric
scheme. The Greek states represent all the nations of Asia
revolted against Cush, and one little portion of Greece, Pthiotis
in Thessaly, represents the Cushim who separated themselves
from the great hebdomad, or the Pelasgi; but that is only a
mystic tale, and a painting of the earth in miniature. In
truth, that union of nations when broken up did cover the
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whole earth; and, so far was even all Greece from being too
big for the Danaizing Cushim, it did but contain some part of
them, while others were in Asia Minor, Italy, and Nilotic
^Ethiopia. However, the district which Homer takes for his
type of those Pelasgi was in fact occupied by them, and in his
lifetime the grand seat of their worship was at the Thessalian
Dodona. So that authours of later ages acted in two ways
by Homer, either they called the people of Greece Achaians,
Danaans, or Argeans, (though falsely) because he had called
them so, or they called them Pelasgi, because such they really
were, although he had never called them so. The Danaizing
Pelasgi who settled in Europe did many of them affect the
title of Geraics, or the Ancients. Those who settled in Italy,
to the south of others called the Tyrsenes or Towerites, gave to
their country the name of Great Graicia ; and to the latest
(even to this) time Homer's microcosmus was in Italy called
Graicia, of which name (although long since obsolete in Hellas)
there are yet nevertheless distinct traces inAristotle and Stephen
the 147 Byzantine. Aristotle says 148 that the " 'EXXa.s dp%aia.
" was round about Dodona and the Achelous, which river has
" several times altered it's channel. The Selli formerly lived
" there, and those who were anciently called Graicot, but now
" Hellenes." They took that name from Greens son ofJupiter
and grandson of Deucalion,
Koufij 5' ev ju,syaf9j<T(v dyoam AeoKaAutwos 149
TlcuHwpi All vax^i Qeuiv <r^woroft kolvTcov
Mi^timf }v QtXoTi)Tt rexe Tpcuxo* pS9t%pfp.yv.
Another Pelasgian tribe were the 150 Latins, who were also pro
perly Graicoi, and those names continue to distinguish the two
remaining dialects of the Pelasgic tongue. The name Graeci
indicates (as it has been before explained) that they were
,*T
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In TDC. T^euKtt.
Meteor. /..1.e. 14. p. 548. Duval.
Hesiod. cit. Lydus de Mcnsibus, p. 5. cd. Schow. Sre above, p. 54.
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Cushim, and it was a proper distinction for those schismatic
children of Raamah and of Nimrod, who alone of their family
took part with the nations ; and (as we shall see) they did not
lose the use of the aboriginal language, when the division of
tongues occurred, which fairly entitled them to be called the
Ancients, had the other reasons been wanting.
Certain of the Heraclidae or Royal Scythians came over with
the Myrmidons, under Tlepolemus a son of Nimrod by a Sellian mother ; and we may suppose that these were they who
founded the Dorian tetrapolis, and also the kingdom of Ma
ce Jon, which was a small and rude principality at first. Macedon (like Graecus) was 1M son of Jove and grandson of
Deucalion, and he l9s and Pan accompanied Bacchus Osiris in
his wars ; upon which I will observe that two words, fiMKa.^os
(by contraction fwotoos, and by a different inflexion ft-axap,)
and /xa.xtJvof signify, by their first intention, altitude, and, by
their second, the gods or heroes who were of immeasurable
magnitude in religious [estimation, and who in truth and fact
were Giants; but subject to these distinctions, that /xaocago/
will mean any longitude, even horizontal, as j/Mxpy iSos, and
metaphorical length, as fiax.pjj vv%, but (iaxeSvos is always used
for lofty, tall, ftaxeSvyS t33 aiyeifoio, lAarw 1M paxtSvais, and
juAxaf is always confined to the second intention. Maced-On
therefore is the Giant God. The Macedonians deduced their
own origins from Nimrod. Perdiccas the wild huntsman, to
whom king Kisseus 1M gave the beams of the Sun (that is to
say the Crown "6 of Scythia) for his inheritance, and who
founded the dynasty of the Macedon HeracleVds, is Nimrod
the Giant, or if you prefer the name of Caranus,
151 Steph. ISyz. in Macedon.
isi Diod. Sic. t. I.e. 18.
'53 Hom. Od. vii. 106.
'M Nicand. Theriac. v. 472.
iss Herod. »iii. c. 1 39. See vol. I. p. 69, 70.
'5* Orph. Arg. v. 816. See vol. 1. p. 172.
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Pellaea dedit qui nomina regum1",
and who erected a trophy or prylis, which the Olympian Lion
(or Nara Sing) overthrew, and then vanished from sight, here
also we must recognize the trophy of Quirinus, and the pillar
of the 119 giant Hirinacasipu. But the hero Macedon brings
us to Tlepolemus himself ; for when Osiris formed the Bacchic
league he was joined by Pan and the Satyrs, by Maron the
Ciconian or 159 Bacchanal and his followers, and by Ma
cedon, to whom, when he came to portion out the earth, he
gave Macedonia 160 for a kingdom. The identity of the true
Dorian race with the Macedonian appears from Herodotus,
who, enumerating several Peloponnesian states 1B1, saith they
were all, ffAijv 'E^fuovsuiv, Auipixov xai MaxsJvov Iflvoj-,
and when describing the Atofixov yevos in his first book he
says, o'ixm ev TlivSw, MaxeSvov xateoptrov lM. Consequently, the
terms Macedonian or Macete and Heracleid may be regarded
as convertible terms in Greece.
The Doric tetrapolis 1,5 consisted of Erineum, Boium,
Pindus, and Cytinium. It is true, that tetrapolis was not
monarchical ; but neither was it during the period of Grecian
history inhabited by it's founders, for they had gone forth
with bag and baggage, woman and child, into the Morea,
leaving their little country to the first occupant and no vestige
of Nimrod behind them, unless it were the tetrapolitan form.
We may farther take notice, that the Macedonians were not
fully recognized as being of the same race as the Greeks, for
although the judges at Olympia admitted the claims of the
first 1M Alexander, yet even his friends shewed the contrary
157 Auson. epiit. 19. v. 17. Pauean. L. ix. c. 40. s. 4.
•s8 See above, p. 163.
•59 See Hom. Od. ix. v. 197. Virg. iv. Gcog. v. 520.
Dlod. £.l.e. 20.
•«' L. viii.c.43.
«*•£.1. c.56.
*3 Strabo, ix. p. 620.
'«< Herod. L. 0. c. 22.
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opinion to be prevalent by surnaming him Philhellen, and
Demosthenes 165 derided the idea, yevatTo yap dv n xaivor£fov
H M a. x e £ u) v dvrft ra Vuiv 'EAAijvcov Jioixwv ?
In the Doric Pentapolis of Asia Minor was situate the island
of Cos, which with some adjacent islets Homer assigns to the
sons of Thessalus 166 the Heracleid. But their history is so
obscure, that I have not reckoned them among the tribes of
pure Cushim who formed the strength of the confederacy;
nor can I judge what truth there is in their connexion 187 with
Thessaly, a country which Homer did not know by that name.
Perhaps we must look to those Heraclidae for a solution of some
vestiges of kingly dignity which we can discover in Thessaly.
The Aleuadte (whose name may be thought to agree with that
of the Thessalian Titans or giants 168 Aioida in mythology)
were descended from one Aleuas who was beloved by a
dragon and treacherously killed by those in whom he was
placing confidence,
Quosque putas fidos, ut Larissaeus Aleuas '88,
Vulnere non fidos experiare tuo.
That family never obtained the title of tyrannus, as the
Pheraans Jason and Alexander did, but that of 170 oiva£ or
/3a.cnAtvc. Herodotus says, even in speaking of Xcrxes's time,
it Se 'AA£uaJai aVot iva.v Qe<r<ra.Xin]s 171 fia<riXyes- It is an obscure
topic. Those who speak most highly of them do not affirm
that they reigned in Thessaly, or that they ever had reigned
there, or that any dynasty ever had; nor yet were they
claimants or pretenders, like the Pisistratidae. But yet they
'« Philipp. 1. s. 5. Olynth. 2. s. 9.
186 Iliad. 2. v. 679. I strongly suspect that verse to have been foisted in
to gratify national vanity, or the pride of some particular family who had
traditions of being descended from Hercules.
Tz. in Lyc. v. 911.
'•8 ^lian. viii. c. 11.
'*8 Ovid. Ibis, v. 325.
'f Theocrit. xvi. ». 3J.
'" Herod, vii. c. 6.
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were honoured with that lofty title, and interfered on several
occasions with the public affairs. At all events they were but
a royal or noble family, and not a nation.
However in process of time the Pelasgian name became
almost obliterated in Greece by another name, and in some
measure another people the Hellenes. That change was one
of many important "9 consequences, flowing out of the lesser
and later Populifugia, the spreading abroad of Canaan ; and
came to pass perhaps 40 or 60 years after the drowning of the
Shepherd King of iEgypt in the Arabian gulph. In the course
of the Syro-phcenician dispersion and the revolutions which
then agitated both JEgypt and Palestine, the new colonies
entitled Cadmian, and Cecropian, and that of Danaus, came
into Greece, while others went into Italy, into Africa from
Cyrene to the pillars of Hercules, and probably into Spain.
The Pelasgians, who were free and warlike republicans, with
that heroic spirit in poetry which brave and mountainous com
munities are apt to cherish and improved by their recollections
of Palamedes and Homer, were nevertheless poor and bordering
upon rudeness, and with little use of written compositions.
The new comers brought writing into vogue and improved
it's mechanism by teaching their own iEgyptian or Phoenician
alphabet, they also introduced as much of their priestcraft and
Hellenistic theology as the country was willing to receive, and
obtained the ascendancy more by arts and superiority in (what
is called) civilization, than by arms ; which fact the ancient
legends teach us, by showing how the people received the
followers of Danaus as supplicants, and presently afterwards 175
determined to be governed by him rather than by their ancient
ruler, Pelasgus of the giant brood,
(T« ytiytvsvs yap hu.' ly<u iraXa^ovos "*
'lvts HcXaayos)
i'' See vol 3. p. 121 — 160. etc.
173 Pausan. /.. 2. c. 19. An. us king of Lacedeemon mistaking the Israelites
who came out of jEgypt for the Philistines, who quitted that country about the
same time, fancied tha* his subjects were Hebrews of the stock of Abraham.
•n .Esch. Suppl. 265.
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whose namesakes the Pelusgi
(dvaxns iuAoytuj *irtuwu.--.-

had territories (he saith) extending. to the Strymon north-east,
and north-west to Perrhebia and the hills of Dodona. The
name Hellenes, which signifies descendants of Hellen son of
Deucalion or Cham son of Noah, and was alike applicable to
the sons of Cush, of Canaan, and of the Misraim, was extended
to all the inhabitants of that large territory; the Delphian
oracle of Apollo and Bacchus superseded and almost consigned
to oblivion the oak-trees and Stygian cauldron of Dodona,
renouncing at the same time it's own ancient name of Pytho ;
the mysteries of Eleusin were probably now established at
Athens or New Sais, and Hellas (as henceforth we must call
it) became so impregnated with the Egyptian and Syrian
systems (which were the same) that later voyagers from
Greece into those countries were brought to confess that their
own religion came from iEgypt. In the wilder and more
barren parts of Hellas, such as Doris and JEtotia, there did
however remain much stronger vestiges of their ancient opi
nions and manners, and they were therefore regarded as profane
by the Cadmian and Cecropian Hellenes who had set up the
altars of Venus Meretrix, Harmonia, and Cotytto. At the
temple of Minerva at Athens there was a prohibition against
the Dorians, " O Lacedemonian "* stranger, turn back, and
" enter not into the temple, it is not lawful for Dorians to
" enter here ;" and at that of Leucothea or Aurora at Cheronea "6 a priest was stationed with a whip in his hand to
drive away intruders, and crying aloud, " Let no man slave
" or woman slave enter here, no iEtolian man, or iEtolian
" woman I" The latter nation even retained that superstition
of the Dodonean anipfcopodes, the bare foot in battle. The
Dorian Heracleids conquered the best part of the Peloponnesus
'7i Herod. b. c. 72.
■7* Plutarch. Quxst. Rom. 16.
B F. 2
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out of the hands of the Pelasgo- jEgyptian Hellenes, which
event is the mythic return of the Heraclidte; but that was
an event long subsequent to the Syro-Phoenician or Mosaic
dispersion, subsequent by 500 or 600 years.
Leaving the god-like Pelasgi, we should of all things wish
to know by what rule of analogy the great poet distributed his
kings and nations upon the little map of Greece, so that a
cunning reader might have a key to the riddle. It was pro
bably by likeness of geographical position. Phthiotis or Hellas
Calligyne, the seat of Achilles, lies in the north of Greece, and
agrees not ill with Larissa on the Tigris, from the neighbour
hood of which he really came. If Erech or Bors-Hippa south
of Babel in Chaldfia and towards the southernment part of the
main-land ofAsia was the 'hpyos "lwrriov,'litito{iorov, or (asPhavorinus hath it) 'Iiritofiuirov of the king of men, it is well repre
sented by the most southern peninsula of the Grecian continent.
The more southern confederates, Rhodus and Creta, may be
types of Arabia and of iEgypt. But a great difficulty remains
for us to conceive in what manner the kingdom of Asia was
dealt with in Homer ; because if Greece be parcelled out by
analogy of geographical position, Asia would scarcely be so,
inasmuch as the principal type, Ilion upon the Hellespont,
was in a northern part of the kingdom of Asia, while the great
antitype was in one of it's more southern regions. Other points
of similitude, besides geographical relation, may have operated
to render his allegory perfect and ingenious, and yet the me
mory of those circumstances may have been entirely forgotten
for more than 3000 years? So that we must not hope for any
full solution, or be dissatisfied at the absence of it.
The eccentric Herman von der Hardt had an inkling of the
truth, as concerns the symbolical geography of the heroic wars,
but whatever he saw was seen through a false medium, and
ended in the exact converse of the truth. He says of the
Bacchic war, sic Graecia pro totius orbis universi "7 notione
1~7 H. von Her Hardt in Bacchum, p. 16. IlelmsL. 1715.
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in distinctis provinciis nomina accepit extera, Phrygiae exempli
gratia, Phoenician, Indiee, Arabiae, ./Egypti, Ethiopiae. Simi
liter terra et mnre illorum poetica arte sunt Achala vetus et
Boeotia, ilia dicitur yaw, hec irovros. Setting the country of
Greece for the real scene of all those things, and the rest of the
world besides as merely symbolical of the little townships in
Greece.
Whatever were the details of the Popidifugia as to their
final and efficient causes, and as to their distribution, they were
the beginning of that state of human affairs under which we
live.
'Aiwaf hm Tlvpyos T' eirs<re yXui<r<rou T' dvfywvuiv
TlzvToSzvais fwrcuffi fats-ptpov, durnt dvcvra.
Tana fyorwv irAijpouro, pt pi^o psv to v /3 a <r i X y tu v.
To reverse that state of affairs and reunite mankind under one
sceptre is a scheme which 179 desperate men (such as Scripture
calls anti-christs) may perhaps have more than once ima
gined, and shall once more again, but the real performance of
which is reserved to the Preacher unto whom is the " inhe" ritance of Jacob and the gathering together of the peoples."
XI. The great schism by which the sons of Noah were
divided into two opposite sects and parties and placed in that
state of hostility which brought on the Decennial war, and by
the consequences of that war were divided into two monarchies,
the one composed of the many nations under the influence of
a woman, and the other chiefly composed of one nation whose
yoke the others had shaken off, was that which occurred when
Peleg represented the primogeniture of Shem, and was signified
in his name. When Itehu enjoyed that dignity that division
was complete, the Scythismus 180 was broken up, and a woman
ruled over the nations. But the dismemberment of her empire
and the dissemination of the tribes over different countries
•* Sibyl. Orac. L. 3. p. 224.
i» See Judith, e. 3. v. 8.
'*i Chron. Paich. p. 49. Sec vol. 1. p. 226. 405.
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independent of each other were the events which signalized
the patriarchate of Serug. The confusion of tongues took
place in 181 his time. iEgypt was reputed to be the most an
cient of kingdoms, and the commencement of it's independence
coincides with the downfall of Babel, at which time it was
separated from the kingdom of Asia and not permanently re
united till the reign of Cambyses; but the ./Egyptian kingdom lf*
commenced in the thirtieth year of Serug. The metrical
chronicle of the Goths says (in the mouth of Eric their first
king) " 1 was the first king of Gothland. Nobody then
" inhabited Scania and Wetalaheeda. I first founded those
" regions and brought them into my power. Therefore they
" should always pay tribute to the Goths. That hero had all
" Wetalaheeda, which is now called Zeland, Mona, Fionia,
" Laland, and Falster. Serug was 185 then living, the grand" father of Abraham." And Magnus archbishop of Upsala 1,4
wrote to the same effect. The Irish bards relate, that at the
time of the expugnation of Troy and the proelium campi Turns
Sru 185 (i. e. Serug) emigrated from the east, taking his journey
out of Scythia through jEgypt. Serug begat Nahor, who begat
Terah, who begat Abraham.
Epiphanius 188 speaks of the age of Serug as one of great
and general revolution. That which he calls the 2xuflixij
Statio%y xcu hvnXy'jij was broken up, after it had lasted from
the flood downwards ; the world was overrun with a variety
of heresies, of cacodaemons, tyrants, sorcerers, and enchanters ;
different gods were worshipped in different countries, Saturn,
Jove, Ops, Juno, Acinaces, Odrysus, and various others, and
the £Sco/u.iSi5f irXavij of the ./Egyptians and their imitatours
commenced. He speaks very inaccurately on the subject, but
'•'
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Suidas in lijou^.
Beda de ratione teraporum. p, 10. p. 49, d. ed. Basil. 1529.
Chron. Golh. cit, Sheringham. de Angl. Gent Orig. p. 144.
Cit. ibid. p. 145.
Gildai Ctemanensis Chron. Hib. in Oconnor Iter. Hib. vol. 1. p. 36, 7L. 1. p. 8. Paris. \tm.

the great revolution of which he had heard was the ruin of
Babel, and the establishment of the various distinct nations
Qupityluvoi /Saer/Aijsf) of which ./Egypt was the most powerful,
with their various customs and re-ligiona.
Notwithstanding the assertion in Suidas that the miracle
at Babel was wrought in the presence of Serug, I question
whether he was actually born at that time ; but the greatest
part of his life-time was occupied with the colonization of the
world and foundation of kingdoms, the great JEollan emigra
tion with it's Siarpifiai xat ^povoi fiaxforefoi 187.
"7 Strabo. dt above, p. 411.
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MEROPE.

I. The facts that mankind consisted of three Noachid
families or patriarchates, and that their earliest establishments
founded by Nimrod in Shinar and in Ashur were tripolies or
trepooras, forming with their common capital city a tetrapolis,
coupled with the prevailing ancient idea of a threefold division
of the world (which we now divide into quarters), invite our
conjecture that the division of tongues was into so many. Mr.
Court de Gebelin 1 divided the languages of Europe and Asia
into two classes, the Japhetic and the Aram&an, under which
latter he included the Persic. But Sir William Jones has
shown that the Persic and Syriac languages are distinct and
even most opposite in essential points. His seven discourses
go very far towards evincing that the languages existing in
the world are of three kinds ", and that the Iranian or AssyricPersian is the source from which they all proceed. Those three
he calls Indian, Tartaric, and Arabic or Assyrian (under the
notion of Assyria being called from Ashur son of Shem) ; and
I cannot perceive that his analysis was made with any wish or
intention of showing that the confusion of tongues was threefold*
or indeed with any allusion to such a miracle having ever taken
' Monde Prim. vol. 2. p. 3.
; As. Res. '1. p. 64, 5. London, 1807.
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place, though he had it in his view to show that Iran was a
centre to the radii of human emigration. Mr. Pinkerton (who
certainly had no wish to pay homage 5 to the Bible) agrees in
the same conclusion, saying, " there were three radical lan" guages 4, the Scythian, Sarmatic, and Assyrian." As each
of the three is a family of tongues, each of those writers has
chosen some one, which happened to be his own hobby-horse,
as the type of all the others. The generality of people might
prefer to say Greek, Sclavonic, and Hebrew, the second having
no one famous language to boast of. The first family is Mr.
Bryant's Ammonian, the second is Gebelin's Japhetic, and the
third is generally called the Semitic. Although difficulties
may remain as to classifying the Celtic and Hungaro-Finnish
dialects, they are probably such as will prove surmountable,
rather than strong enough to overturn the system.
II. The miracle of tongues was remembered in mythology.
" During the reign of Jupiter men lived without cities or
" laws, and they all spoke one language. But Mercury
" taught them how to speak other languages, and distributed
" the nations, from which time forth there was discord among
" men. All that was very displeasing to Jove, who conse" quently made Phoroneus king over them." Phoroneus the
incestuously begotten son of Inachus son of Oceanus, qui pri
mus 5 hominum dicitur regnasse, and whose power was used as
a punishment to the many-tongued nations, is Nimrod, who was
supposed to be an instrument of divine wrath at the time of
the Populifugia.
Homer often commemorates the same event by applying to
mankind the epithet 6 fiepoves, men of divided voice. That
word has been usually construed speaking articulately, and in
my judgment very much amiss. It is well enough for the
3 See Pinkerton on Goths, p. 33. Note, p. 186.
i Pink, on Goths, p. 21.
5 Hygin. Fab. 143.
8 SeeJohan. Malal. Chron. p. 66. Suidas in

Chron. Pasch. p. !i6.
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schoolmen to classify the works of the Crcatour, according to
their generic and specific differences, and to separate the man
from the hrute as animal ridiculum, bipes implume, articulate
loquens, and so forth; and it might possibly suit the manners
of such an age as this to mix up with heroic verse a shallow
jargon of philosophy, but the age of Homer was one of a purer
and simpler taste, which did not seek after such cold and
sophistic refinements.
But there are other ways of reducing that notion to ab
surdity. Ilion was a city of Meropians,
iittl aittu 'IXtos ijsij
'Ev irtSitfi ittiroMro itoXis jis^ottwv dvfyunrun.
If the phrase meant a city of all mankind, it would be im
proper, as that would apply a fortiori to the yet earlier city
Dardania, of which the rhapsodist is speaking; and other
histories show that Ilion was in some peculiar sense Meropian. Priam married a daughter of 7 Merops, by whom he
had a son 'kur-HKos, which means the Hawk of Fate. He
was a great Interpreter of dreams ; but the hawk is the bird
of oneiromancy, reputed in ,Egypt to be dsotfitAos op,e, and
after it's death fixvrevtirfia.1 xou 8 ovitcara. izit:efiKstv- The
same Aisacus p paid court to Merope daughter of Cebren,
called otherwise Hesperie by Ovid 10, whose account of her
death is without any variation that of Eurydice wife of
Orpheus. So that we may conjecture that ,Esacus is the
Thracian Orpheus and the Hawk Memnon.
The name connects itself with the kingdom of Babylonia
and with the birth of Nimrod; for Merops the Titan was
king of the Eastern iEthiopia, and reigned in the city of
Aurora, and was the natural father of the aspiring Phaethon,
whose birth was by imposture fathered upon Apollo. It is
»
*
9
'•

Apollod. S. c. 12. t. 5.
JElim. it Aniin. xi. c. 39.
Tz. in Lye. o. 224.
Ovid. Met. xi. 771.
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connected with the Regifugium ; because Orion was expelled
by king CEnopion, and went forth in the direction of the sunrising, on account of an outrage he was said to have offered to
the chastity of Merope. It also belongs to the Semiramian
empire, for Merope was one of the seven Pleiades, the same
star which disappeared, that it might not witness the final
ruin of Ilion.
Septima mortali Merope tibi Sisyphe nupsit" ;
Poenitet, et facti sola pudore latet.
Sive quod Electra Trojae spectare ruinas
Non tulit, ante oculos opposuitque manus.
It belongs to the events of the Populifugia, because Hercules
and Telamon conquered the Meropes, to whom fable assigned
a residence in Cos, an island of the Asiatic Doris,
'Clyvyiyv /xtv iirtna. Kotov M£fowijiJa vtjow '4

and the like story seems to have been told concerning the
isle " of Siphnus ; and also because Merops the Titan had a
daughter whom Diana expelled from her company of Nymphs
and transformed into a golden-horned hind,
'Av n voT' 'AfT£jWf k%ixppiu<ran 14
X^viroKeptor' ihAfyov, Me^Mos TiraviJa xoupijv,
KaAAo<ruvijf h/cKiv,
and who under that form was pursued " by the huntsman
Hercules. And it's general connexion with the first origins
of the Hellenismus appears from Plutarch, who says of an
image of Apollo in Delos, that it is so very ancient as even to
11 Ovid. Fast. iv. v. 17.). Sisyphus was husband of Merope, and Cos was
the Island of the Meropes ; and hence was concocted the name of Sisyphus
Cous, which was prefixed to a prose history of the Trojan war.
'« Callim. Hym. Del. v. 160.
o Plin. iv. c. 22. p. 135. Franc. Nic. Dam. fragm. p. 120. Oralli.
'« Eurip. Helen. v. 387.
'3 Pind. Olymp. 3. v. 52. Did. Sic. ir. c. 13.
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be supposed a work of the Meropes in the time of Hercules,
and farther from the name of 16 Pam-Mvrope (the Universal
Division of Tongues), who was one of the three daughters of
Celeus the founder of the Eleusinian mysteries.
These positive indications become stronger, if we contrast
them with the absurdity of the other solution. If Hercules
attacked all men, how could they be all in Cos? and on the
other hand, how could the people of Cos be more articulate
than other people ? Did the Titan of /Ethiopia, or the wife of
Aisacus or of Sisyphus, or the daughter of CSnopion, enjoy an
exclusive faculty of articulate speech, while every body else
was either mute or stammering ? The divine gift of elocution
was peculiar to no individuals or nations, but common to all:
and the etymology in question leads to absolute nonsense.
Theopompus informs us, that in the days of the demi-god Silenus
there was a fortunate or paradisaical country beyond the river
Oceanus (which is the Euphrates) in which there were two
cities Eusebes and Machimus (Babylon " and Nineveh), and
which was inhabited by a race of people called the Meropes,
not by articulate speakers, but by certain persons especially so
called, Mtpntas riv as etiu xiAspvss drQpwmvs. But
no people have ever inhabited Babylonia under such circum
stances as to obtain such a designation, except that overweening
generation whose language the Lord from heaven confounded.
Although Quinctilian cites it as an instance of hyperbole, we
should rather infer from Pindar's account of the rout of the
Meropians by Hercules, that it resembled not the ordinary
wars of Nimrod, but was preternatural and portentous, " for
" he makes the onset " of Hercules against the Meropes, to be
" like neither to fire, nor to the winds, nor to the sea, but to
" lightning, those being less, and this only equal."
At the wedding of Pelops with Hippodamia Jupiter gave
'* PauMn. 1.e. 38. s. 3.
■7 Theopomp. cil. Mian. Var. Hist. 3. c. 18.
18 Quinct. Inst. viii. c. (i. i. 71.

See vol 1. p. 447.
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him the golden 19 tripod of omniscience, which passed into the
hands of Menelaus, was carried off to Troy by Paris, and
ultimately flung into the sea by Helen. There are a multi
tude of fables concerning it's being fished out of the sea again,
and given to Thales, to Solon, etc. etc., by all which we arc
to understand, that in the great effervescence of that epoch,
the re-establishment of the kingdom of this world by the Wise
Men was looked forward to ; and the oracle quoted upon that
subject must not be understood of the Coans and Milesians,
but of the discord of Babel, being read in the following way,
'On irforefov tefei veixoj Mefoirwv xai 'luivto* 90,
nptv rfiiroJa %{vtretov iv 'Hpair&s xa/xe irovra
'Ex iroAi 8 yefufnjrg xai is Sou.ov dvSpos Jxijtai
'Os SeSay ra r hrfa, ra. r' ltxiroptva., irpo r iovra.
That is, until there " should stand up a priest with urim and
" thummim," and the theocratic system be restored. The
fourth line of the oracle is Homer's description of Chalcas,
who probably attempted to restore a universal priesthood (or
papacy) at Tarsus, and therefore called his subjects pam-phytianas and hyp-achaians.
From all which reasons we may conclude, that when Homer
called mankind meropians, he did not mean having thefaculty
of speech, but that he meant all mankind " after their families,
" after their tongues, in their lands, after their nations."

III. It appears from these observations that the miracle of
tongues was remembered among the gentiles; but nothing
appears as to the number into which they were divided.
But if the name Merops be understood to allude to the divi
sion of tongues, we naturally suspect that the names Triopus,
Triopas, and Triops, are meant to declare the number of them,
three. Certainly, however, it might have been used in some
1* Vol. 1 . p. 456, 7- above, p. 283.
-" Diog. Laert Thales, 3. vii. vulgo /3«At, trnr«, and irAm.
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different tense. If we show that it was used in the very self
same, we go far towards proving our point. Triopt was the
identical same person as Mtraps. Cos was called Meropis dtm
Yijyevoui 81 M£foirof, and Tfio^ 44 was fiouriXivs 'ri)s Ktu, a.tp a
ro dxptuTYipi'jr ujvopa.f-ou rys KvtSou. The dirge of Apollo who
was slain by Python was sung by three voices ; " Pythagoras,
" 4* when he visited Delphi, wrote an elegy upon the tomb of
" Apollo, in which he set forth, that Apollo was the son of
" Silenus, and was slain and buried in the place which was
" called the Tripod; and it was so called, because his dirge
" was there sung by the three daughters of Triops." Triops
or Triopas was supposed to have profaned the Temple of Ceres,
and was pursued by the wrath of that goddess in her form of
Erinnys or the Triopian Fury, as appears from the inscription
of Herodes Atticus,
'Ovis yap ipflifiov Tfioratu fievof 'AioXiJa.o
'ftva.fi', in vtw b.yp.yTtpos l^dXa«a%ev.
Ttu ij'rai irsiwjv xati £ffwvufi.ijv dXsaaQcu
Xo)f8- fty rsi Wrpa.1 hn Tptoir£W "E^WJf 4*.
The sophist Herod of Athens had a tenement near Rome called
the Triopium, which he consecrated, under the heaviest curses
upon those who should profane it, as a burying place for his
posterity: it is placed in the safe keeping of Minerva, the
Rhamnusian Opts or Wrath, and Pluto. Helen we have before
observed was the Rhamnusian Wrath. What Herod says of
Triopas is more generally told of his son Erysichthon. He
cut down the trees in a grove of Ceres, which trees were
Hamadryads, and the blood flowed from the strokes of the
axe : of those trees he boasted that he would build himself a
banqueting hall. For which sacrilege he was visited with a
raging hunger, that eating only served to inflame, till at last
■
•
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••

Steph. 13yz. in Kaij.
Schol. Thcocr. idyl. 17. v. 68.
Porph. vit. Pythag.c. 16. p. 30. ed. Kiewling.
H*rod. 1nscript. Triop. ti. 36.
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having devoured his whole estate he preyed upon his own flesh
and blood 4*. In this story we may see a dark allusion to those
cannibal orgies which immediately called down the trilinguar
Erynnis, upon the empire which they were meant to perpetuate,
orgies to which Pindar 48 hath given the epithet, so agreeable
to Erysichthon's history, ya<rTpifmpyof. It has already been
shown that the Triopian fury 47 was accompanied with the
buzzing of the fly, and also that the latter was a portent
belonging to the dispersion from Babel.
Triopas was one of the seven Heliadae, six of whom, having
murdered their brother Tenages out of jealousy of the great
superiority of his genius
vavres tfyvyov, into Cos, Lesbos,
iEgypt, &c. The seven Heliadao are the seven heads of
the Cushim ; but defective as this mythus may be, we may
recognize in it the murder of Nimrod and the populifugia. The exiled Triopas was purified of his brother's
blood by Melissus king of Chersonesus. IIefi it row ystSs
raTfioffa iroAAoi ruiv avyy^atpewt xai koi^Twv Stairttywrpuufftv
Li ptv yap dvay^aipwaiii dvrov vm eicai Kacaxijf ryc 'AmAm
v.cu WsxruSumi, it St AAI1I0OT rou An-oAAtowf, xai £r«AC)jr
Tys riijvtiou89. No wonder that many different things should
be said of a character who personifies all the divided fa>
milies of men, the whole ethnic world. Triopas was the
son of Lapithas ; and, aided by the sons of Deucalion (or Noachide) he expelled the Pelasgi out of Thessaly, but that we
know was said to be done by the Lapithe : and it is a mythus
or local type of the great Regifuge, when the discontent of the
Noachid nations drove out Nimrod. Whence we may infer
that the Lapithians who triumphed over the Centauri, but
whom Mars the god of the Centaurs ultimately " perdere
" valuit," were the triphylian and trilinguar people. The
w Callim. Hym. Cer. v. 32, etc. Ovid. Met. viii. v. 741, etc.
«* Olymp. 1. v. 82.
•7 AboTe, p. 39 1 .
* Dlod. Sic. 1. c. 66, 7.
•s Diod. L. 5.c. 61.
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Centaurs were the Cushim and the Lapithe the nations ; and
when some of the latter long afterwards were driven from
Canaan and attacked the Graics, the same mythic denomina
tions were given to those contending parties. We have already
taken notice that Canace daughter of iEolus is Helen. Aiol
got his rank of God of Winds from the Triopian confusion,
which blew the chaff from Babel's threshing floor into so many
quarters.
Ausonius may be thought to bear testimony to the fact of
human languages being in their origin tripartite,
Tergemina est Hecate, tria virginis ora Dianae *i,
Tres Charites, tria Fata, triplex vox, trina elementa,
Tres in Sicilia Siredoncs,
but some have supposed him to mean the variations of musical
tone used in ancient pronunciation, the ordinary or standard
tone, the acute, and the grave.
The last of those triads, the three Seirens, were the sweet
legends and bewitching wisdom of the nations, the three me
lodious tongues of Merope. In a former chapter we have"
noticed that a Seiren means an hive bee, or priestess of the
Queen- Bee, Semiramis ; and that the word from which it comes
did also in Homer's time mean a Chain or Chord, and more
especially that in which Jupiter, prince of the daimones, had
bound the world. Musical harmony, such as the Seirenes
practised, is compounded of sound and number : but this last
is the principle to which the subtlest theosophists have referred
the mundane harmony, and it was therefore named in times
unfathomably remote Nom-Eros or the Law uhich is Love.
The Dog-Star was the Sabian tabernacle of the Bitch or Isis,
who was made to say of herself, I am she that rise in the
Dog Star, and it was therefore entitled Seirius the star of the
Chain or of the Bee Hive. This wisdom of the Babylonish

30 Auson. in grypho numeri ternarii.
3' Above, p. 354.
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hive that sent forth so many swarms was the philosophy of
Eer the Pam-Phylian, who taught that on every sphere of
the world sate a Seiren 5*, cwnjv juiav Ultra dvarovoy ex. iratrtuv
Se o'xrw tiiruiv /nav 'A^poviav trvptpwveiv. But independently of
this numerous harmony which ruled the world, the priests and
priestesses of false religion employed music and poetry with
great effect, to inspire a zeal for their doctrines ; and after the
confusion of tongues that was of necessity done in three tongues,
which are the Three Seirens. The harpyes Aello and her
sisters were the tempests which dispersed the nations, and
broke up a foul banquet, and the Seirens were both nightin
gales and harpyes or whirlwinds,
'A^itwyouvtuv xXui/iaxas r difiwvn 33.
Heedonee is Greek for any delight or blandishment, and the
Grecian name of the most musical of birds is Aheedon, the
Intensely Delightful; to which effect the Scirenes were some
times, as here by Ausonius, termed the Seir-Heedones, that is
the nightingales or charmers of the Seira ; and Lycophron 34,
again, calls a Seiren
'AijSuiv trretpa. Kevravpoxttvos.
As the Centauri were destroyed by the Seirenes, we have a
close link of connexion between the latter and Triopas son of
Lapithas. The union of the harpy with the nightingale seems
to meet us again in the title, given both to the Apollinarian
and wolfish spirit of prophecy, both male and female, SarpHeedon. The word 'Apir-'Tia. is worthy of our attention, and
signifies the Daughter ofthe Sickle, and so doth it's homonyme
'AcK-Ivva, belonging to one of the invincible mares of G3nomaus ; but the island in which we are told the Seirens resided
was that of the Drepanites, Zancleans, or Sickles, XixeAoi.
Some placed their seat at Sirenusa" ai ittn rf*ij Aopoi njj
a*
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IraXtas, others in Crete ,e, others again in Tyrsenia *7 or
Tuscany: but their Sicilian residence was at the Pelorian
promontory of Zancle or the sickle, which as we have seen
was the stupendous pile of the giant Orion, and a type of the
tower of Babel. The Sickle was sacred on many accounts :
as the instrument 18 with which Jupiter Hammon mutilated
his father Saturn as he lay asleep and drunk with honey mead :
as the implement of husbandry, which Saturn or Noah revived
in Asia, and Triptolemus the Avenger spread over the rest of
the earth : but mostly as the weapon of the King of nations
and Lord of hosts, of whom at some times it was said that he
should trample under foot the mystic vintage, but at others
that he should put his sickle into the ripe harvest. " Let the
" heathen be wakened and come up to the valley ofJehoshaphat;
" for there will I sit to judge all the heathen round about.
" Put ye in the sickle '9, for the harvest is ripe ! Come, get ye
" down, for the press is full, the vats overflow. For their
" wickedness is great." Perseus, Son of Jove, the rider of
Pegasus, and wearer of the iEolian helmet or helmet of
Hades, was armed with this weapon when he went forth to
oppose Bacchus.
Achelous son of Oceanus was the owner of that wonderful
horn which stood in the gardens of Bacchus and Amalthea,
and which Hercules wrested from him,
Naides hoc pomis et odoro flore repletum 40
Sacrarunt, divesque tuo bona Copia cornu est
That horn, abounding with vines and every delicious fruit,
was the 'Evirs^iov Kefttf of the iEthiopians, and produced the
golden apple by which Atalanta was deceived, and was the
3' Idem in 653.
37 Idem ibid.
3" Drepanum (in Sicily) a falce quo Saturnus Cesium exsecavit. Schol.
ined. in iEneid. 3. 707. Maio. See Porph. Ant. Nymph, p. 1 7.
39 Joel. c. 3.
l• Ovid. Met. ix. ii. 87.
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hornofCopia. If of Copia then of Sybaris, for Copia 41 was the
Roman name for Sybaris, and if of Sybaris then of the Lamia,
for that cannibal monster was named 42 Sybaris, and bequeathed
her name to a city in Magna Gratia ; and indeed that horn
was the proverbial tower of the Aa/«a BijAs 45 Suyarijp. Achelous was the eldest born of Oceanus and the offspring' of his
mysterious wedding with Oceanus and Tethys (Cham's in
continence in the ark), and he committed incest ** with his
own daughter Cletoria ; he also wooed the fetal Deianira in
which he had Hercules for his rival, to their common disgrace
and ruin. Before he was Achelous 45 he was Thestius (the
pentee-contapais or father of fifty daughters), and he slew his
son Calydon whom he detected in an amour with his own
mother ; a tale, which corresponds verbatim with the history
of 46 Euphrates and his son Axurtas, and tells of the fatal and
ill-founded jealousy of Cush. Achelous, in short, was Cush
the eldest of the sons of Cham. But Achelous was the father
(or rather the progenitor) of the Seirenes,
(vobis Achcloides unde
Pluma pedesque avium, cum virginis ora geratis ?) 47
who it seems were companions of Proserpine and vainly wan
dered over the world in quest of her. As the Babylonish
magna mater affected to be the first mother Eve renascent, and
as her tower and enchanted gardens were a similitude of the
olympus and garden of the Lord, the mythologists in pur
suance of those assimilations, would often-times confound the
curse of Semiramis, and the expulsion of her viragos from
Babel with the curse of death pronounced against Eve and
i'
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her expulsion from Paradise, which latter is the true and
proper Rape of Proserpine hy Hades.
IV. 'Oty in the language of Homer does, I believe, only
signify voice or speech, and 'City, on the contrary, countenance
or visible form ; a distinction which has been so ill observed,
that the fiercely-roaring lion, ya.poitos, has been rendered
•wide-seeing, and he who speaks in thunder, ivpvoita. Zevs,
wide-seeing. In the fragments of Orpheus we meet with
(ia&os X a P 0 * 0 ' 0 8aAatrc7ijj in it's proper sense. And we
must not be afraid to recognize in Homer's oivoira itomv,
having the voice qftvine, the mysteries connected with wine,
and an allusion to the superstitions engrafted by the Noachide
upon the history of their founder and the first production of
that symbolical and sacramental liquor; a vinous appearance
is signified by the proper corresponding term,
i i v ui tr a Ba.xypv imov 4*.
'Oirtj is the voice of the Deity in wrath and judgment,
6vSe Qsuiv iiHv rSetra.r' iuls rpaxtX^av.
•City is visible form or aspect, and is sometimes restricted to
thefaces indeed the history of the latter word is the same,
for fades properly means the entire form ; eis wira. ISetrQai, iij
UJ*a loiwv. I do not believe that wty signified an eye in
Homer's language. 'Oirunty is a somewhat poetical compound
for that organ, the language of the countenance. 'O'nvira. is a
verb rather difficult to dispose of, and it seems to be an aorist
formed like *piAa from tptXto. Probably eVtu-ra is Homer's
verb, which has been corrupted from it's resemblance to eirunty.
I cannot determine whether the Panomphcean altar of Jove
at Ilion denotes the universality of one language, or the esta
blishment of many, at that place ; but either way the allusion
* Soph. (Ed. Tyr. v. 21 1. (Ed. Col. v. 674.
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is the same. We have already derived the word JEthiopes from
the voice of the huntsman eagle Phlegyas, and we farther find
that the giant Tityus and the Phlegytc resided at Panope or *9
Panopeus (the universal language) a town in Phocis. One of
the Nereids was also Panope. Homer, mentioning the de
parture of Minerva from Telemachus, says,
'Ofvtj o" ws 'Avouteia Sieirra.ro.

We may place a comma after ws and render it silent, but that
will give very little sense, because the departure of birds is not
particularly silent. But the Etymologicum Magnum has pre
served to us the true reading, ypaperai xai II a. v o it a. i a,
and the copyists (forgetting the distinction of o\|, and aty)
put in dvoiroaa. to mean invisible. Minerva departed in the
form of the cherubic bird, the holy and omnilinguar Spirit.
She departed yAau x-annj or in the form of an owl. For the
votaries of the Ionian sect chose to worship the Dove of Deu
calion as the Pneumatic Bird. But some of the heathen
mystics, seeking after nice conformities, and remembering that
the earth was wrapped in clouds of darkness while the waters
prevailed, a long chaotic night, chose of preference the bird
which sees in the most profound obscurity, and made it the
symbol of eternal wisdom. The owl was the dove of the
cat-oulat. I do not understand the verse of Nonnus which
describes Idmon the priest of Bacchus,
Auaia *0
2£i(uv evia. Bvptrx xai o'u ir a.voiryiS a (puivrp
Toiov iiros (,mvtwov dvrrfvysv dvhpetuvss,

if it does not allude to the breaking up of the general language
and formation of new ones in the midst of the Bacchic orgies ;
to the terrours of the Iacchic egression.
'O^ as distinguished from Triops and Merops refers itself

49 Pnud-Homer. Oil. xi. v. 5(10.
» L. 38. r. 36.
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to the discourse of the unilinguar age ; and that will help us
to understand the title of those tribes in Italy who were called
Opici, and by successive contractions Opsci and Osci. The
appellation is seldom given but with respect to the language
of the people, as we say Teutonic, Erse, or Basque, as to the
languages, but German, Irish,. or Biscayan, as to the peoples.
Juvenal says of a learned lady,
Nee curanda viris Opicae castigat amice,
Verba ; solecismum liceat fecisse marito.
In the difference of the long and short ops we observe a
relation, and at the same time a distinction kept up between
visible and audible form. The relation without the distinction
may be seen in another kindred set of words. 'Otrj, in the ge
nitive otriros, was an eye, of which word there hath survived
only the dual form oW£. From that noun comes the verb
otrtrw, I see, which doth not merely express direct and primary
vision but the second sight of such as thought they could behold
the future, and even such imaginations of the past or forebodings
of the future as any person may have, the sight of the mind's
eye;
'OoTo/xgvoj itoLrep ierXov hi fyparivKaX^avra xax o<rtroii£vos itpoirisnte.
The verb ex-specto is used upon the same principle. But oVira
in the feminine is voice, not (however) simply, but I believe
always the voice of God either delivered oracularly (from which
one summit of the three-fold mount of heaven was named Ossa,
and the Libyan Sibyl, Thci-osso) or else in it's other form of
fame or rumour (the vox populi vox Dei) by which -a report
was spread among the people for which no one could account,
and sometimes in cases where time and distance did not allow
the means of communication, in which manner (if my memory
is correct) the battle of the river Crathis was known at a distant
place, and of the same kind also were the in praeliis Fauni auditi et in rebus turbidis veridice M voces ex occulto missae, et
5■ Cic. Divin. 1. c. '15.
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Aius istc Loquens M who cum eum nemo norat, et aiebat, et
loquebatur, et ex eo nomen invenit.
noun, as in this passage,

Ossa is either a common

or a personification of Fame 54 who is called the messenger of
Jove.
We have spoken of Pan-ope and the pan-opean bird, from
which we may proceed to mention the architect of the Durean
horse,

The people of Elis, m 'UXiSa. Siai evouov, were not only
remarkable for their sanctity, but for the language they spoke ;
they were the Opici of Greece and 5* Ba^afoptuvoi. But
Homer calls that people the 'EireFot, which is speaking the
language of Eve. Epea has always been understood for verse
delivered in six heroic feet, and whoever wrote upon mythical
subjects in that measure was called an Epic. In very remote
times there were other names for other sorts of poems, the
Iamb, the Dithyramb, the Elegos, and a work in prose was a
logos ; but other titles, as Syngraphfi, Historia, and Hypomnema are of less antiquity. Epos is so limited in it's sense,
that it may be questioned, if Homer had written his dialogues
in any other measure, or in prose, whether he could have called
them eirex itrepoivra.. But again, what is written in that mea
sure does not obtain the name unless it be some mystery of
religious matters, or some narrative of the words and actions
of the Gods and heroes ; the reason whereof is this, that the
heroic-hexameter tone was not of human invention, but it was
the rhythm of the infernal powers in which all their prophecies
and precepts were delivered, down to the latest period of real
s* Cic. Divin. 2. c. 32.
53 Od. 2. v. 216.
54 Iliad. 2. n. 93. Pseud-Odyss. 64. v. 412.
•W Hesychius.

oracles, and until the Pythonissa gave over y^a.v ipfj-eTfia. It
was said by some to be the invention of the Delian sibyl 55
Phemonoe,
(Abdita qua senis fata canit pedibus,)
while others ascribed it to Olen the Lycian, who was the first
of prophets,
Tlpurros S' dpyouvav h-K euiv rexrpar' aJoiiav
His name plainly connects itself with Amalthea the nurse of
the infant Jupiter,
Oleniee sidus pluviale capellae.
Others again, according M to Pausanias, referred the origin of
the epos to the Pleiades who were older than Phemonoe.
Pherecydes is another candidate for that honour, and I have
shown that the fables concerning him relate to Cham 59 the
son of Noah. The perverted or Anti-Christian scheme of
divine redemption and human restoration was the theme of
those profane prophets, who sometimes were exhorting the
mighty hunter and serpent-slayer to arise and be doing, and
at other times were exulting in his triumph and their own
liberation. Hexameter . . . Graecis Dcliacus a Phemonoe,
et Pythicus ab Apolline ,0 quem nymphae hoc versu horlata
dicuntur at the time of his combat with Python. Diomede
says", quum Apollo Pythona necflsset accolae primum timore
(liberati?) carmen heroicum hexametrum initio sex spondeis
compositum texuerunt. Those accounts are substantially true;
but we must be in no hurry to believe that Helena and the
others from whom Homer imitated wrote all their lines thus,
Olli respondit rex Albai longai.
s6
s7
s8
M
60
G'

Paus. x. c. 5. •. 4.
Baen poetriu cit. Paus. ibid.
/.. x. c. 1?, s. 5.
Vol, l.p. 500.
Atiliui Fortunatianiu in Putsch. Script. Grammat. p. 269 1 .
De Orat. L. 3. p. 495. ibid.
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The true origins of the matter will be found to remount to the
antediluvian sorceries, and to the eldest or Homeric Apollo,
" the father of all such as handled the harp and organ." 'Eiros
(inspired and heroic discourse in a measure of six parts) and
ity are words of near affinity, and connected with the original
or Opic language.
To end this topic where we took it up, the name Triops
indicates that the division of the Meropians was tripartite.
V. Homer gives to the inhabitants of the country in which
his Ilion was situated the gentile name Tpuis, and to the country
itself, Tp',iij. But no such names existed in the country of the
Ilienses near the Hellespont, and the name Troas is merely
Homeristic and not appertaining to true geography. Although
Homer mentions no such person as king Tfwj, probably the
Greeks were not far wrong in imagining such a person. Tros
was the father 6i of three sons (Tres Ope progeniti fratres) and
the word Tf uJj is a triplication of ws, w'oj. If that be an equi
valent to the Latin os, a face or head, it would resemble the
allegory of the tricephalous Geryon, compounded out of three
65 brothers and three islands in the ocean, over which they
reigned till Hercules drove away their kine, that is, subjugated
the three nations of the earth descended from the three Noachid
brothers. But if it mean an eye, then Tr'os would be Jupiter
Triophthalmus, of whom (as I have seen S4 it asserted) there
was a statue in Troy with the third eye in the middle of the
forehead. The eye is the type of government by divine right,
blindness of the loss thereof, and being monoculous (Aa^£iv r'
*5 'Apiacntov dvoucra) of the undivided unity thereof. The
mystic eye belonged to the king in his priestly rather than his
civil or warlike character; FeiSoo means indifferently / see or
« Pseud-Homer. Iliad. xx. v. 231.
"3 Vol. i. p. 401.
** Carey and Marshman's Ramayuna, note to p. 14. 8 vo edit. See Paterion
Origin, etc. in As. Res. viii. p. 56. edit. 1808.
*s Plierenicus np Schol Pind. 01. 3. v. 28.
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/ know, and when the bard or seer burst forth into his vaticinium the intensive vowel was prefixed, dfsiSu, I have ex
traordinary knowledge or extraordinary sight. The Indians
represent Brahma with three heads and Siva or Mahadeo (the
god Ithyphallus) with three eyes to one head, and perhaps the
latter was the Tros of the Trojans, for the empire of the world,
taken either way, was that of the three fraternal races, but
the nations stood up for the patriarchate, or government of
three heads, and the Cushim asserted the tyranny of three in
one. This latter is the best explanation of the hero Tros.
Tr'oia 64 is the triple oia, and oia means one or unique, so
that tr'oia is again three in one, the tripolitan and triunal
kingdom. Oia was the chief of a tripolis or of three cities
belonging together in Lyhia, near the fertile banks of the
Cinyps, which was reported to flow from the High-place of
the Three Graces ; and the said 87 Oia, having survived her
two sisters, still keeps to herself the name of Tripoli/.
But Troia was the land of the universal omphe or of all the
omphes, according as you will take the word pan distributively
or collectively, for in that country from it's first beginnings
Ara pan-omphaeo vetus est sacrata st Tonanti.
Omphe is a word for voice or speech, but, like ossa, it is con
fined to such as proceeds from a deity or otherwise in a prater

/

s' The Italian word troja, a sow, and the French truye, are derivative)
from the name of Troy, formed in honour of the sow with thirty pigs. Messala Commit has these words, Troja namnue rulgo Italici Latineque scropha
vel sus dicitur, cui vocabulo fcujus voeabulifj licentia sui allugit poeta.
Quod animal, quia ejus nomen urbi Trojae congruebat, aureo vexillo insignc
armorum statuit Antenor, absumptx urbis Trojae memoria. Ad Augustum de
Progenie sua Libellus. p. 254, 5. Colon. 1 540. The same authour pretends
that Helenus, sayiag,
Vade, age, et ingentem factis/cr ad aethera Trojam,
meant to say, raise high your sow banners, p. 257, 8. But who will be found
to believe in the authenticity of that absurd book, which speaks of the Italian
language, and in its very title sets progenies for prosapia ?
*l Mela. 1. c.7. Solin. c. 27. p. 36. ed. Saimas. 1689. Herod, iv.c. 175.
68 Ovid. Met. xi. v. 1 98.
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natural way. '0,tt,pij e8, fleia xXyStuv. Few of Mr. Bryant's
radicals are made out by him in so satisfactory a way as this
is, which he has traced through many of it's dialectic forms or
variations, omph, amph, amb, amp, iamb, umb, ymp, imp. A
spirit consulted by necromancers is an imp of hell, and in Latin
umb-era (a ghost) is voice of the earth. Mr. B. has resolved
Olympus into al-omph by means of his neverfailing but unau
thorized particle al, the ; and so be has missed the truth which
stared him in the face. Ol-ymp properly Hol-ymp is the
universal voice and equivalent to Panomphaeus. 'OXts, ullus
(first one, then any-one'), whole, all, well and wohl (i. e. en
tire, perfect, whole), oil in 70 the Armorican, and col in
Hebrew, are among the forms of this widely-diffused word.
It has been shown by the same gentleman that the preposition
aupj has the like signification; as a preposition it's usual
meaning is surrounding or comprehending, and it is part of the
Latin compound ambio, denoting that attribute of the Deity by
which " in Him we live and move and " have our being."
That remarkable word is Ham the Serpent; inspiration from
heaven was a bird, the o^ns va.vova.ia.r but from the earth (or
geomancy) it was a serpent, as Antipater says in one of his
epigrams,

ILi in Sanscreet is the Spirit of the Earth, iphis in Greek is a
woman with a familiar spirit, Flipi is an adverb of power from
the power of the serpent, the noun- wife is the same word
(ws v^wrov 'Opjcov 'Eufuvofiij re
'{Ixeavif vttpoevros &%W xfarof 'OuAuproio),
the Latin interjection 7t phi ! and the English fie ! are expres
sions of wonder and dislike, and all are from that old serpent
*
7°
"
"

Suidat in vocabulo.
Lhwyd'i Armoric Vocab. p. 207.
Arts, 17- v. 27.
See Pasquier Recherche*, L. viii. c. 26. Terent. Adelph. eit. ibid.
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which is the devil or Satan. Hence do we so often find the
word am-phi in the names of soothsayers, as Amphiaraus,
Amphilochus, Amphion.
Am!i and iamb are variations of the same root, whence the
name of the magician Iambres. A kind of poetry belonging
to the Bacchic votaries in their most violent and phrenetic
mood was called the Di-thyr-amb, the voice of the two doors, a
name which appears to relate to the ceremonies of mystifying
those persons who called themselves the twice-born.
Another was called the iamb, which (from comparison with
the other word) would seem to be compounded of amb and hs,
one. It's origins lose themselves in the superstitions of the
mysteries. Ceres, wandering after the rape of her daughter,
arrived at Eleusin, where she was hospitably entertained by
Metaneira wife of Celeus,
'oT' h KeA£oio flspst«aif 73

But Ceres refused to drink wine, alleging as a reason that it
was not meet to do so, having lost her daughter, and drank in
stead of it the famous Cyceon 74 of the mysteries which was
flour and water, or what we call gruel ; in honour of which
event, those who were mystified used to fast and drink gruel,
saying, " Jejunavi 75 atque ebibi cyceonem." Ceres at the
same time was sunk in melancholy, until an old woman, by
name Iambe, daughter of Pan 76 and Echo, and slave to Meta
neira, made her laugh by uttering jests in the measure, which
ever after was called iambic. Antoninus Liberalis 77 calls the
Attican woman, who received her and gave her the cyceon,
Misma, which is no doubt the mima (buffoon) of the Latins;
but in the Orphic poems she was Baubo, and the nature of her
73 Nicander, Theriaca. v. 486.
74 Schol. Eurip. Orest v. 962. Ovid. Met. L. 5. v. 450. Orpheus apod.
Arnob. adv. Gent. L. 5. c. 26.
75 Arnob. ibid.
78 Schol. Eurip. Orest. 962. Apollod. /,. 1. c. 5. 8. 1.
7/ Anton. Met. c. 24.
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jests will illustrate the character of those most holy mysteries
at Eleusin, and also that of the earliest iambic poetry.
'£1s hwj<ra. vertXes dve<rv^axo, J£ij-e Se vavra.
Xeipi Se 78 fuv pvrtraim ytlj.bv Bao/3ouf uVo xoA7roic.
'H J' tire/ ovv hoi)ffs Sea. petSyff' ivt fluju.tu
At^aTo J' clioXov dyyosj h uS xuxetuv evexem.
The dithyramb was supposed to be an invention of 79 Arion
the dolphin-rider ; but Archilochus was about the first whose
dithyrambs were extant within memory,
'£1s bitovv<roi dvaxTos xa.A0v e%afiai peXos 80
'OiSa. AiSvpa.pfiov otvui <rvyxi^avvtuQsis tp^£va.f.
The same authour has credit for inventing or at least for per
fecting the iambic measure. But we learn from Aristotle that
parts of Homer's Margites 81 were in iambic, the dialogue parts
as I suppose; another poem called the di% btroaTaros and
evidently satyrical was handed about under Homer's name,
and Herodotus 89 cites two trimeter iambics from an Eiresione
of Homer. If we consider the history of Archilochus, we
shall find nothing that deserves to be esteemed history, but
on the contrary every sign of a vast and unknown antiquity
brought down by main force into the Olympiads. He was
the grandson of Tellis 83 and Cleoboea, who first introduced
the orgies of Ceres into Thasus ; and one of the paintings in
the Lesche at Delphi (which were all upon remote^ and fa
bulous subjects) represented them with their sacred kibotus.
An oracle prophesied to his father how glorious his son should be,
78 Orph. ap. Clen. Alex. Cohort, p. 17. in. Orph. Fragm. p. 475. Herman.
Hit agrees with Ti*r«v.
78 Schol. Pind. 01- xiii. v. 25.
* Archil, op. Athen. xiv. c. 6. a. 24.
t' Arist. Poet. c. 7. p. 12. Oxon. 179-1.
•t Vit. Homer, c. 33. Probably written by the grammarian Herodotus
"3 Paus x. c. 28. a. 1-

'Aia.va.t0s trot itxis xa.i aoifo/xof, u Tetetrixtes,
'Etftrsr h dvQpumois.

Nothing was known of his life and actions, but what was M
collected from his writings. He spoke of the slave " Enipo
as his mother, but that is clearly a name formed from eVixij,
convicium, and meaning Iambe or Baubo, the slave of Metaneira, and the first person on record whom rabies armavit iambo.
His love for Neobule the daughter of Lycambes, and the story
of Lycambes and his daughters hanging themselves, have
more of a mythical than historical character, especially as we
find the same story told of Hipponax and Bupalus. Archilochus died a violent death by the hands of some persons upon
whose name authours are at variance, but his death like his birth
was attended by an oracle of Apollo, which led to the "* de
tection of the murderers. One of them was ordered to repair
to Taenarus and obtain expiation at the tomb of Tettix. As
to his age, we are told that he was more *7 ancient than the
Cretan Thales or Thaletas, and Thaletas was more ancient
than Homer ** and composed the music to which the Curetes
used to dance. Tatiau, in his oration against the Greeks,
assures us that some writers made Archilochus a cotemporary
of Homer. The point relied upon in order to bring Archi
lochus within the Olympiads, the age of Gyges ■9, will not
answer the purpose ; that is a name of Titanian antiquity, and
the Lydian Gyges is celebrated as the owner of the " wondrous
" ring" and " the horse of brass." Homer himself speaks of
the Gygrean lake *• near Mount Timolus. It would be a
thrice-told tale, after writing so much, to argue with any one
who took the mythi of Gyges and Candaules for real history;
r* /Elian. Var. Hist. 10. c. 1S.
%
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Elian. ibid.
Solinus, c. 1 . p. 8. ed. Salinas.
Glaucus op. Plutarch. dc Music. p. 1 134.
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it was indeed in some measure an historical age, but so was
that of the Anglosaxon monarchs, yet we have Guy ofWarwick,
the giant Corbrand, and the dun cow. The name of Gyges,
and the adaptation of certain old Gygean legends mentioned
by Archilochus to the later Gyges, is the very circumstance
which has degraded that virulent old authour into the Olym
piads. His language seems to be Homeric and not written in
any of the dialects, but the digumma was not strictly attended
to by him ; he should be thought to have flourished in the
interval between the exodus of the nations from Asia and that
of Moses from iEgypt.
The words dithyrambus and iambus are formed upon that
curious root omphe or amphi, of which Mr. Bryant has said so
much. The dithyrambic poets were called amphi-anactes and
their profession to ampltianactize. The dithyramb was a fanatic
and mainad effusion, " there is no dithyramb (said '." Epi" charmus) if you drink water," but the iambus had it's origin
in Ceres's water-drinking moments, and was a poem of bitter
irrision without sentiment or enthusiasm ; the former was in
the spirit of Palamedes, and the latter in that of Homer's
Margites. Had we that poem, the Cercopes, and those of
Archilochus to compare with them, we should not be at a loss
what to say. But it seems that when the bubble burst and
the mad delusions of the Asiatics had ended in confusion and
misery, a new spirit arose among them, that of bitter and
galling recrimination. Their bad passions were directed into
a new channell, they abused one another, " and blasphemed
" the God of heaven because of their pains and their sores,
" and repented not of their deeds." I have observed a curious
circumstance; when Cherephon consulted the Delphian oracle,
who was the wisest of men ? the oracle answered Socrates,
and the envy excited by that response 92 is thought to have
been the real motive of his persecution ; but that oracle (and
" Cit. Athcn. xiv. c. 6. s. 24.
» Diog. La*'rt. Socrat. s. [H.
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it is the only instance I ever heard of) was not delivered in
the Pythian or hexameter tone, but in the trimeter iambic,
'AvJfaiv dvavfiuv "Euixparys vopwra.ros.
Was this a spirit of Python? or was it the Spirit which
moved the lips of Balaam ?
Digression, however inviting into greater length, must here
end, and we must return to the tri-linguar confusion. We have
seen that the Populifugia were celebrated at Eleusin by a cla
morous going forth of the god Bacchus and his votaries both
men and women, which was called the mystic iacchus. lacchus
is both the name of the god and of his egression or pomp. But
there was another name also common to that deity and to his
wild orgies, the Tri-omph, which the Fratres Arvales invoked
three times at the close of their chaunt,
Triompe, Triompe, Triompe !
In other dialects of that language (of which both Greek and
Latin are but varied forms) the same is expressed Thri-amb.
Sic triumphare appellatio quod imperatori militcs redeuntes
clamitant per urbem in Capitolium redeunti Io triumphe Io.
Idque a 93 Thriambo, Graeco Liberi patris cognomine, potest
dictum esse. The mystic iacchus was heard praeternaturally
on a plain at Eleusin called the Thri-asian ; does not that
point to the triple confusion in the plain of Tr-oia or of the
threefold Asi ?
There are traditions vastly multiplying the number of Babel
tongues (whereof hereafter), but the triad forces it's way even
into them. A Milesian king of Ireland founded a college, in
which all the seventy-two languages formed at Babel were
taught, but the masters of his college were 94 three in number,
eminent linguists who wrote alphabetically in the three prin
cipal languages.
» Varro Ling. Lot. 5. p. 69.
m Heating's Hist. of Ireland, p. 61.
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Had it seemed fit for us to be informed into how many parts
or divisions the fiery tongues were cloven, we should probably
have derived from thence some illustration ; for we can hardly
imagine that the form of them was so multifarious as was the
number of dialects then to be learned by the apostles, but was
rather a symbol of the greater and more general dividing.
But in the absence of such higher argument, we may raise a
slight inference from the supposed trifarious division of the
Serpent's tongue,
Unguis micat ora trisulcis.
VI. If it be true that for one language there were made
three, we should not therefore suppose that the old original
language ceased to exist. The people " had all one language,"
and the declared object of the confusion was " that they might
" not understand each other's speech." And the rule applies
here, of not supposing a greater exertion of divine power, than
was necessary to give effect to the declared purpose of it.
E ternd God, that through thy purveance 95
Ledeth this world by certain governance,
In idle (as men sain) ye nothing make.
By adding two to one you make three ; but in strictness you
only make the number three, the two new ones only being
really made. And I know not whether this may be the reason
why Homer, contrary to all the other traditions of old time,
acknowledges no more than two Seirens,
'Otp^a. ks repiro[i£vss oV dx.ovrs 2 s i pyv o F iv.

VII. We have yet to reconcile the opinion that three lan
guages existed after the judgment of Babel, with the general
belief of their number being beyond all comparison greater.

as The Krankelein's Tale, v. 1 1 1 77- see Steph. Morin. de IYinikvIi Lin
gua. p. 42.
11t.
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We have seen that the Irish hards had a legend of seventytwo tongues., and of three principal ones. The Turks 98 hold
that the world was divided into seventy-two nations at Babel,
in which number they fancy they have discovered a type of the
number of sects which afterwards sprung up in the three reli
gions, Mahometan, Christian, and Jewish ; being as they say
seventy-two in the first, seventy-one in the second, and seventy
in the third. Here is a plain allusion to the 70 elders of Israel
and the 70 disciples of our Saviour ; but we find the idea of
the triad still adhering to the Babel number of seventy-two.
We must bear in mind that Ba-Bel was a dividing not of
languages only but of nations or sovereignties,

And certainly no one would pretend to say that the states or
sovereign patriarchates established in the world at that time
were but three in number. The song of Moses reminds the
Israelites of " the days of old, the years of many generations"
in which or* 97 Siipi^tev i 'T<J/iroj sflvij, toj Sietntsipev vias 'AJfitfi,
irrlur£v ofia ISctuv xara a'fifyw dy/£Xuov ®tn. Our translatours being aware that the leaders of the tribes of Israel were
in some sense messengers of God, have thrust into the text of
this song a most unreasonable gloss, saying, " according to the
" number of the children ofIsrael." But the messengers there
spoken of are the leaders and patriarchs of the sons of Adam
after their generations in their nations, who were sent forth
by God to conduct them to their appointed habitations, with
signs and miracles as well to prevent resistance to his will as
to render obedience practicable. The want of sustenance was
their greatest impediment in fulfilling their mission
Diversa exilia ct desertas qurererc terras,
but when we read that the Israelites in the wilderness were
>• Rycaut Turk. Empire, p. 1 1g.
w Aii/Ti{j•. xjtxii. 8.
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fed with showers of manna, the " food of the ** messengers,"
we may suppose that the messengers of God, according to whose
number the nations were distributed, were provided for in the
same way. But if it be said that the words " man did eat the
" food of the messengers" implies that the messengers were
more than living men, and that I therefore must suppose that
the nations were directed in their course, regulated as to their
boundaries, and established in their places by messengers of an
higher nature than mortal, I am not reluctant to acknowledge
that so it may have been. The almighty Father hath many
messengers, and one chief-messenger or arch-angelus, to whom
alone he said, " thy throne, O God, is for ever and ever," and,
" thou Lord ! in the beginning hast laid the foundation of the
" earth, and the heavens are the works of thine hands ;" but
when the division was made according to the number of the
messengers, the Chief-Messenger and Angel of the Covenant
came in for his share, " the Lord's portion was his people,
" Jacob was the lot of his inheritance." That is calculated to
raise our opinion of the other messengers. We hear of the
Chief-Messenger again as the peculiar guardian messenger of
the people of the Covenant ; " at that time shall " Michael
" stand up, the great prince which standeth for the children of
" thy people." And Zachariah in his third vision beheld the
prince which standeth for the people pleading before the throne
of the Father for the charge committed to him. But Daniel
also heard in his vision of the angel or prince of Persia, and
beheld another Spirit who was going to fight with the prince
of Persia, " and when I am gone forth (he added), lo ! the 100
" prince of Grecia will come." This Being, of such marvellous
and resplendent form, would seem to be the Paraclete of whom
St. Paul saith that he " restraineth and will restrain until he
" be taken out of the way;" for here we find him playing the
same part and restraining the prince of Greece, that he should
* Psalm 78. v. '2h.
"'' Daniel xil. v. 1.
"■ Daniel x. o. 13. 20,21.
G G2
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not prevail until an appointed time. His body was like beryl
and his face as the appearance of lightning, and his eyes as
lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in colour to po
lished brass, and the voice of his words like the voice of a
multitude. " There is none (said that Spirit to Daniel) that
" holdeth with me in these things, but Michael your prince!'
The declaration that Jacob was the lot of the Lord's inherit
ance gave rise to the tradition of the Rabbins that (rod assigned
to Moses for his guardian the Angel "" Mittatron Sar-harpanim, for sar harpanim is prince of the forms, the demiurge
or creatour. The same doctours understood that " the mes" sengers of God ascending and descending," whom Jacob saw
in his dream, were those of the seventy-two nations ; there are
72 angels who 10*ascend and descend. The Clementine books105
say that the dividing " according to the angels" was a division
of mankind into seventy languages. And Origen sanctions
the like interpretation, but without giving any opinion as to
the number of languages ; diversi angeli di versus in hominibus
linguas 1tH operati sunt ac loquelas
et sic divcrsarum
gentium ipsi illi fortasse principes fuerint, qui et linguarum et
loquelae videbantur auctores. Vincent of Beauvais 10i remarks,
fuerunt ex tribus Noe filiis gentes 73 (vel potius ut ratio declarat
72), scilicet 15 de Japhet, 31 de Cham, et 27 de Sem, totidemque linguae esse coeperunt; and in like manner 106 Peter
Comestor, texuntur ex eis 72 generationes, 15 de Japhet, 30
de Cham, 27 de Sem. The 73 are formed by summing up
the names of the three Noachidae and those of their principal
posterity who are enumerated in the first of Genesis and of
Chronicles ; the number 72, which Vincent ofBeauvais prefers,
is obtained by excluding Philistim, a nation only mentioned in
101 Archang. Minorita Cabal. Dogtn. p. 859. ed Pistor. Basil. 1587.
"" Reuchlin de Verbo Mirifico, L. '2. p. 938.
'"'i Pseudo-Clemens Romanus Hornil- p. 738- Antwerp, 1698.
'•i Origen in Num. c. xviii. part. 1. p. 132. ed. latin. Genebrardi. Paris.
1 604.
10s Spec. Doctr. L. 1. c. 44. chart. 6. b.
— Hist. Scholast. fol. xiv. b.
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a parenthesis, and not belonging to the Misraim family, but
described as having once inhabited a part of their territory.
The great schism of mankind was commemorated by the
iEgyptians after their fashion, with an excess of mysticism or
allegory. It was according to them a contest between Typhon
and Osiris. Typhon made an ark of superb workmanship and
of a measure exactly fitting the body of Osiris107. Then he
offered to give it to any one whose body would fit it, and when
all others had failed Osiris lay down in the ark, which he had
no sooner done than Typhon clapped down the lid, sealed it
up, and flung it into the sea. When the Pans and Satyrs
heard of it, they published it to the world, and created the
Panic fears and confusions ; and then Isis went forth u- wan
dering. One Aso queen of the Cushim or Ethiopians was
his accomplice (irvvB{yos) in that business ; and besides her,
he had seventy-two confederates leagued by oath, owoi/aotsk.
In other words, Nimrod under the auspices of his mother, and
with the aid of the seventy-two nations of Noachidae, esta
blished the empire of the Theba or ark city, (Typhon's 'Axf a.
Tupa.vvtxy) and as soon as he had done so made it a galling
yoke upon the necks of all the descendants of the Hos-Iris or
Rainbow Saint. St. George (one of the more modern names
under which 10* Nimrod was worshipped) was put to death at
Diospolis by the king 109 of Persia qui dominabatur supra septuaglnta reges. These coincidences in authours both Christian
and heathen cannot arise out of nothing ; and they induced
me to count the number of commanders in Homer's catalogue,
who are seventy-one, making seventy-two with Philoctetes,
who is mentioned as absent, and seventy-three with Protesilaus
who is mentioned as dead. In fact, there were so many tribes
enjoying national independence, and depending immediately
upon the king of Nations, Cush. If seventy-three be the right
number, and the Philistim be admitted to have been an orii07 Plutarch- Ae Isid. et Osir. p. 356. Xylandcr.
1« See vol. 1. p. 83.
'"* SeeHeylyn's St. George, p. 171. 179, 180.
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ginal nation (as I think the mention of them in the catalogue
entitles them to he), then, as the three sons of Noah are in
cluded in that number, we have got what we were seeking for,
the triad, and the hcbdomecontad ; and the latter was (like
the hebdomad of the Cushim) a mystery of the transcendental
arithmetic. But if seventy-three was the number of the mes
sengers and the tongues, and there were three 1 10 principal
tongues, it follows directly that those three were of Japhet,
Shem, and Cham ; the point towards which I have been
travelling.
If, then, there were three languages of the three great stocks
of mankind, what were all the remainder? The answer is
obvious, that they were dialects. The time which had elapsed
from Noah to the confusion of tongues was sufficient to have
divided the language of that patriarch into so many and such
different forms, that they would not have been intelligible to
each other in their vernacular speech, had not they been united
to a common centre of civil and religious government, in which
one cultivated language was kept up ; but the vulgar speech
of the various tribes had no doubt a variety of dialects diverging
from the original as the great spawn of Teutonic tongues has
done in later times. The love of poetry and of allegory or simili
tudes which we know to have pervaded the most ancient man
ners and literature of our race gave rise to rapid and multiform
variations from the simple and direct mode of speaking. There
fore when we say that two languages were implanted in the
understandings of men with oblivion of the old one, and that
the old one remained in the mouths of one great family, we
mean the old one with all it's dialects as it was spoken by them
" after their families and after their tongues." To adopt the
Turkish illustration of the subject—suppose Mahometanism
and Judaism were miraculously taken away, and Christianity
left—what does that word Christianity, so used, signify? why,
Christianity in all it's sects. And as the several sects are to
their religion, so are dialects to the language whereof they are.
t'• Above, p. 441. p. 448.
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But it cannot escape any reader's observation, that the rife tra
dition of the seventy modes of discourse is confirmed by certain
considerations. Moses says, " these are the sons of Shem
" after their families, after their tongues," and if the house of
Shem received a new language (as it will appear to have
done) in a simple form, these words must lie understood of
dialectical subdivisions which had sprung up between the con
fusion and the date of Moses ; and they might well and easily
be so construed. But a greater difficulty is behind. If the
primary tongue had remained with all it's subdivisions to one
member of the triad, while the two others were endowed with
new ones as simple and uniform as that of Adam's family was
at the first, the miracle of which the separating of the nations
was the declared purpose and final cause would have been very
unequally performed ; and instead of pointing out and pro
moting a separation according to the number of God's messen
gers, it might seem to suggest and would certainly tend to
promote a separation of the two neologous tribes from each
other and from the archeologous tribe, but an integrity and
unity of each of those two within itself. We ought therefore
to suppose that the Lord placed them in a situation analogous
to that in which the other remained, that is to say, that he gave
to each Noachid tribe a distinct general mother tongue, and to
each separated family a distinct manner of speaking it, agreeably
to those shades of difference which had diversified the homophony of men before his interposition. Such a conclusion seems
necessary in order to place the act of divine providence in har
mony with it's avowed motive, and the miracle of the dividing
of tongues with that of the gift of tongues. The positive tra
ditions and the inferences from the Mosaic catalogue which
indicate a triple division and a subdivision of seventy-three
are confirmed and explained, without prejudice to the main
theory of the tri-opian or tri-omphic iacchus.
VIII. It has, I think, been evinced to a complete demon
stration by my Lord Monboddo that language neither was nor
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could be an invention of human ingenuity ; and if his Lord
ship had published his profound reasonings without indulging
in the extravagancies of the Neo-Platonics they would not be
forgotten or the subject be now in dispute. He showed that
without language a man is unable to comprehend universal or
general terms, to frame propositions, or in any way to distin
guish himself from the irrational tribes; having merely a
faculty of human intellect or capability of acquiring it without
the enjoyment thereof; and consequently that a mute race of
wild and savage men, having scarcely even the os sublime and
biped stature, but rather that habit ambiguous between walking,
climbing, and crawling, which is seen in the most nearly allied
species of brutes, could no more either imagine or perfect such
an invention than the brutes themselves. And his Lordship
farther showed that even with care and assiduous teaching a
mute adult could scarcely be instructed in the art of articulate
speech, owing to the complicated nature of that art and the
flexible or plastic state of the organs necessary for acquiring it ;
much less could it be done by brutish men having neither de
velopment of the understanding nor flexibility of the organs.
Being entirely devoted to Paganism and it's mysteries, he
adopts the ridiculous chronology of iEgypt with her Daemon
kings. " I think, it is evident that it (language) must have
" been invented in .Sgypt, for, as it could not have been in" vented without supernatural 111 assistance, which theiEgyp" tians had from their daemon kings—what other country
" besides iEgypt had such kings ?" To such a pass was his
mind brought by listening to those vile beings the jEgyptian
priests, of whom Mendez Pinto was no type at all. But it is
nevertheless sufficiently clear that He who planted man upon
the earth for a social, moral, and responsible agent, endowed
him with that gift by which he is such, and by which he is
not a beast. The Joukiaos or Confucians of China deliver,
that the Tien 114 created man intelligent and endowed with
111 Ancient Metaph. vol. iv. p. 358.
"« Sur la limgue ties Cliinois in Meinoires sur let Chinois. viii. p. 137.
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speech (of which two terms the convertibility hath not escaped
them), and they think no more of inquiring why he possesses
that gift, than why he hath senses, volition, passions, and
intellect ; but they bear in memory the division of that fa
culty, saying, that the world is gone astray out of it's path "3,
ever since the time when language was divided like the
branches and leaves of a tree; an event which they 1M re
gard as a punishment inflicted by the Tien. And such also
is the sure witness of Scripture, which his Lordship was pleased
to exchange for the theurgic dreams of Pythagoras, Apollonius,
and Iamblichus, wandering in quest of more wisdom than
enough, until he arrived where that pursuit will always
conduct our frail generation in the depths of folly almost
a-kin to madness. God said to Adam, " of every tree of the
" garden thou mayest freely eat, but of the tree of the know" ledge of good and evil thou shalt not eat," and when Adam
heard those words he understood them and was responsible for
his obedience to the command, and assuredly he did not learn
the use and meaning of them from the kings of JEgypt. Pre
sently afterwards Eve was created, and Adam said " this is now
" bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh," insomuch that it is
plain he had received with his first animation " a tongue" and
not only " the taterprelation of a tongue," and could speak
himself as well as he could hear and understand. Nay more
than that, the Lord intrusted to him the task of giving their
specific appellations to the different sorts of beasts and birds ;
which shows what a consummate and perfect knowledge he
had of his language, and indeed all God's gifts are good and
perfect gifts, and if our languages be all defective in their
analogy and difficult to comprehend perfectly, it is for this
reason, that human activity with time can mar and doth mar
the use of all his gifts, whatsoever they may be. The trans
action speaks for itself, that the names were appropriate to the

"3 The Ly-ki cit ibid. p. 139.
»l The Yking cit. ibid.
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nature of the thing, and such names could only be given by
inflexions ofthe more general words by which actions, qualities,
and modes of existence were exprest, being withal either com
pound or without composition according to the genius of the
first-given tongue, for in that respect two great families of
languages are found to differ.
The respect entertained for the sacred books has taken a
strange and unreasonable direction with many of the critics.
They first lay down that the books of Moses are the most
ancient of books (a most gratuitous position), and they pro
ceed to infer that the language in which they were written
was that of Adam. Such a mode of viewing it is full of
difficulties or even absurdities.
lstly. The first language was not more the gift and won
derful work of God than the Babel ones were ; but if possible
rather less so, insomuch as the intellect of the nomenclator
Adam was made ancillary to that work.
2dly. If the dignity of Holy Writ needs to be delivered in
the most ancient and (as some also say) the most perfect of
languages, then indeed the archives of the Jewish tabernacle
were doubtless so composed. But by parity of reasoning, at
least, the works of Christ's apostles must have been so like
wise. But most of these latter were originally written in
Greek, and in a modern degenerate dialect of the Homeric
tongue. We must therefore suppose that Adam spoke two
languages, the Mosaic Hebrew and the Syrian Greek. The
plain truth is, that the former being written for the use (at
that time) of one nation only were written in the language of
that nation, and the latter being written for the use of all the
countries round about were written in the then predominant
language.
3dly. Both of those sacred volumes, in whatever language
written, must have been written in dialects so widely deflected
from their original stock, as to be unintelligible to the first
speakers of it. Unless we are to believe that by a lasting
miracle, unsupported by Scripture, by profane tradition, or
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even by any show of usefulness, the flux of human affairs had
been staid on their account. Moses (to say nothing of the
antediluvian ages) wrote from about 800 to about 1500 years
after the flood, and if the longer term be not (as I confidently
believe) the true one, much of these volumes would be but
water poured upon the ground. But even the shorter term is
amply sufficient to break a language into many dialects, the
original form of it being extinct. When only 700 years had
past from the time of the Romans settling on the Thyber,
the language of their primitive poetry was unintelligible ; to
whom ? to the people for purposes of conversation ? that were
enough. But no, the greatest antiquarian Greece or Rome
ever saw, Terentius Varro, avows "5 that he cannot under
stand the poetry of his forefathers. The Maeso-Gothic (per
haps the mother of Teutonic tongues) is *a dead language; nay
the English, one of it's posterity, is also dead, and even this
our Anglo-Celto-Dano-Franco-Latino-Greek chimaera, which
ancient conquests have begotten upon modern pedantry, is
widely removed from the strains of Chaucer, although nomi
nally the same. That sorry dialect of the Homeric tongue in
which Paul and John delivered the word of God is now no
more, and infinitely grosser corruptions have disfigured the
Greek. Therefore we must either suppose (or rather invent)
an enormous miracle, or else the Adamitish and Mosaic lan
guages must in natural course have been so different, that
nothing short of scholastic analysis could have traced their
common origin. Of what use, value, or dignity is such an
identity as that ?
4thly. It cannot be a question whether what we call He
brew was, from it's antiquity and sanctity, the proper medium
of divine communications to Israel, because various chapters
written by Daniel, Nebuchadnezzar, and Ezra, are actually
composed in what is called the Chaldee. The oldest scrip
tural Hebrew, the Mosaic, is the Chaldee of the Urites in
"5 De Ling. Lat. vi. p. 79, 80. Bipont.
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Abraham's time (which was 1300 years before that of Ne
buchadnezzar) carried into Canaan, and from thence trans
planted into the populous land of JEgypt, and brought back
into Syria after four hundred years. Abraham bequeathed
his dialect of the language of Shem and Heber to the twelve
tribes of Ishmael (if not to the seven of Keturah, which may
be doubted), and to the Edomite Isacidae, and no doubt it took
very different forms from that which the Jacobites brought out
of Goshen in JEgypt.
The wish to honour the language in which any part of the
Bible is written is a gross superstition. The truth alone, and
not it's vehicle, is venerable. If God were to give us those
truths by inward inspiration, without the use of any language
at all, they would not be the less so ; and if the account given
by Moses of God's declaration touching the rainbow be, by
one word, more correct and true than that which was handed
down to Homer, by so much it is more venerable. If both
were equally true and clear, and equally well known to be
true, there would be nothing to choose between them. Those
partialities for a dialect, therefore, manifested by Jews, Church
Fathers, and since by Hutchinsonians, are not true religion,
but a species of creature-worship which we may term Glossolatry or Biblolatry. A modern writer addicted to that kind
of superstition has been led by it to inform us, that " it is
" absolutely necessary 1tS for us to know that prior to this
" event" ( the confusion) " there was but one language and
" this was the Hebrew," and in another place to tell us of
'* the heathen mythology which was founded on the Scrip" tures "7." Of a truth this language and these books must
have been very early studied in countries to which they were
entirely strange, by jEgyptians, Phrygians, Scythians, Celts,
Greeks, Tyrrhenes, and Romans; although, until an advanced
period of their history, the last mentioned people were unac"s Bellamy's Ophiou. p. 43.
i" Ibid. p. 21.
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quainted with the neighbouring and sister tongue of Hellas.
In the same school we may learn that " Apollo was one of the
" appellatives of Joshua "*. Apollon means to destroy, and
" Joshua was a destroyer ;" and that " the history of Samuel
" was also preserved in the mythology under the name of
" Attis, whose mother they feign to have conceived by taking
" the fruit of the pomegranate tree : she had a son who was
" brought up by Phorbus, who being on the eve of taking a
" wife was deprived of her by a fatal occurrence. Soon after
" he emasculated himself under a pine tree "9." That is the
history of Samuel !
The strange fable in Apuleius, regarding Cupid and Psyche,
describes the mystery of the Fall and Redemption surely
enough; but whence think you it came ? It was " taken from
" the Scripture account 120 !" Again, " Bacchus had two
" mothers, so had Moses, his own mother and the daughter of
" Pharaoh." " Bacchus "t had a great number of women in
" his army ; so had Moses in his journey to Canaan !" Such
are the dreams of a true biblolater, to expatiate upon which
were " to waste criticism 1** upon unresisting imbecility, upon
" faults too evident for detection, and too gross for aggra" vation."
In truth, the original tongue may have been that whereof
the Jacobite and Chasdaean Hebrew are two dialects, or that
whereof Greek is one ; but the fact of any given portion of
Scripture being penned in any one of those dialects, cannot
possibly raise even a presumption in favour of it's parent
stock.
IX. As soon as the change was effected, the world contained
many ways of talking, namely two new languages newly given
1"
"9
"*
»1
i"

Bellamy Hist. All Rel. p. 101.
Ibid. p. 43.
Ibid. p. 109Ibid. p. 104.
Dr. Johaion on Cymbeline.
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to two races out of Noah'B three, with their new dialects, and
all the dialects into which the old language retained by the
third had broken itself in former time. Many nations of
distinct families remained contiguous to each other in Asia;
the rest settled themselves about the world ; and they had no
sooner done so, than trade and other peaceful conversation
took place among them, as also did war, conquest, and above
all captivity followed by domestic servitude. Insomuch that
one or two centuries could not have elapsed from the mira
culous period in question, before each tribe had borrowed words
from it's neighbour, taking them sometimes in the same sense,
and sometimes in a slightly, and sometimes in a very, different
sense. This deflexion of words, from their rigid signification,
was promoted exceedingly much, by the spirit of symbols and
similitudes which pervaded the religion and prophecies of the
peoples, and from thence came to be affected by them in all
their compositions. By these means, I say, each of the new
tongues, and each of the old one's dialects (unless indeed some
one of these last were kept by vigilance of superstition, like a
vestal flame) must have changed and impaired the form it then
bore by mutual permutation, at a period immensely older than
philological analysis can attain to.
But there are other causes which will account for the early
occurrence of similar words in the same or similar senses. The
old language was held in high regard by the Meropes on three
grounds at least. Firstly, as all things old are. Secondly, as
being that which had been used by those persons, whom their
perverse religion looked upon as so many incarnations of the
deity, the Aatfiov£j of the age of gold,

And thirdly, because that tongue was of course the vehicle of
all the established scriptures, prophecies, hymns, and liturgies,
used in the elaborate haeresies of Babylon ; and also in evoca
tions, exorcisms, and all their commerce real or imaginary with
the unclean spirits.
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For this last motive especially, the tribes of the two
Noachid families, who had received new modes of speech and
become judicially oblivious of the old, would lose little time
in seeking to recover a knowledge of it by learning, or at
least eo many of them as had sacerdotal functions and so much
of it as appertained to those functions. Just in the same way,
a popish priest has need to know Latin well that he may study
the Vulgate, but even the poorest and most ignorant of the
Roman pastors must be able to repeat the mass and the other
sacraments. Therefore, even before the gradual fusion of
languages had proceeded far by means of war or commerce
or casual intermixture, onb language must have lent many
phrases to the two others studiously and ex consulto. If it
be true (as we have shown that there is no reason a priori for
it to be false) that the discourse used by the descendants of
Serug and Nahor was not of the Adamitish stock, it follows to
a kind of certainty that they, who were of the pagan heresy,
and " served other Gods 1M," and (if we may credit Jewish
tradition) were some of them, and especially Terah father of
Abraham, the very smiths that made their unlawful images,
had seasoned their discourse with a spice of the antique vocabu
lary, ages before the patriarch went out from Ur of the Chaldees.
Of this, there is an instance in a word several times alluded to
in these pages, which expresses Fire or the Fiery Manifestation,
and in Hebrew is written with the vowel Aleph, the vowel or
semivowel Vau or digamma, and the consonant Resh, aour,
pronounced, as I conceive, nearly as Italians do the same word
when they apply it to the flame-coloured metal, auro. This
word is most ancient among the seed of Ham ; it is the ovpxvos
of the Homeride, and the verb urere of the Latins. The few
who have studied the remains of that language, and are at
the same time free from any taint of prejudice and glossolatry,
might, by comparing the Levitical writings with those of the
nations who worshipped the images which Abraham's father
"3 Josh. xxiv. v. '2.

made, discover many words connected with religion which are
common to the Shemite Nahoridae with nations of distinct
origin, and which may therefore have come in in the manner
above indicated.
X. The question, which was the primitive language, or
which most nearly resembles it, has often been agitated.
Verius est (says ls4 Grotius) primaevam linguam nullibi puram,
sed reliquias ejus esse in Unguis omnibus. A remark, which
we have shown to be perfectly just in one sense. But if we
separate the idea of language from that of dialect, we shall
conclude that the former must exist in various dialectic shapes,
though the latter may have been lost very long ago ; in other
words, that family of dialects of which the primaeva lingua
was the mother can scarcely be extinct.
In the very earliest times of the world a raging thirst for
knowledge upon the highest and abstrusest matters brought
sin and haeresy among men; and death also, but not until
after great longevity. The stolen knowledge of Adam and
Eve must have excited great veneration for them in all their
posterity, and the compositions of them and of the haeresiarch
Cain, even if not written, could hardly be quite forgotten at
the time of the flood, when long life made the steps of tradi
tion so few ; and Ham, to whose proficiency in the wisdom of
the Titanes the world is exclusively indebted for Babel and all
the paganism with which it is to this day infested, must have
had his mind well stored with the compositions of those who
had known Adam if not of Adam himself. We know from
apostolical authority that some authentic remains of Enoch
survived the Flood, of which they were a prediction, having
however, like most of the prophecies, an ulterior allusion to
the judgments of those latter days, which shall be " as the
days of Noe were." There is therefore good reason for thinking
that many of the sacred words and phrases which the priests
used in the united monarchy, and which were afterwards preIn Gen. imv. 1.
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served among the Separated nations, were authentic specimens
of the language of Adam preserved from his own works and
those of his contemporaries. The attachment of the Heathens
to the original nomenclature is not only a matter of violent
presumption from the natural course of human affections, but
one of fact : when the Persians of ,Eschylus raised the ghost
of Darius it was by incantations in the Bar-Bar or PmiJEolian tongue,
BxpSapa. ira.tpyvy 1"

'levres ra IWatoA' aiai'if
AvtrQpoa. fia.yy.a.ra.,

of which phrases a sample is given,
BaAijv. 'Ap%aios BaAijv 126,
that is, King, Arkite King ! If archceus be in this place the
common word for ancient or primitive, the poet has fallen into
some absurdity by offering it either as a barbarous or a cabba
listic term : and that may not be imputed to a writer of such
severity. The passage does therefore prove what Bryant and
others have conjectured, that Archee means the Ark, from
which animated nature traces its second birth, strictly, and a
Beginning only parabolically ; and the proof is fortified by
this, that the palace "7 of the Achemenid King was styled
r«'Af^£ia., and that of the now Kings of Persia is the Ark ■2*.
The virtue of that sort of phrases was in their pure and un
changed antiquity, the preserving of which was one of the
precepts of Zoroaster,
"5 Perse. v. 635.
"* Ibid. v. 656.
1» Xen. Cyrop. L. t. c 3. t. 4.
1,* See vol. 1. p. 255. The word is properly ' Afi%x, ttix, Arigos, Erecii,
Erac, Irac, Eric, and such is the name of Aricia (the Temple and Grove of
Diana Egeria founded by Orestes king of Irac) which, as Cassius Hemina
declared, was derived from that of one Archilochus (Arichilochus) by whom
the town was first built. Hemin. ap. Solin. Pol. c. 2, p. 10. Salrn. See above,
p. 332. note 440.
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which makes it the more strange that any critics should be
satisfied with the vulgar sense of JEol'uin, and interpret Panaiola, altogether various. For if there be in this changeful
world of ours any one thing whereof it were mere nonsense
to predicate variety, it is of a set formula of words : and here
we demonstrate, ad absurdum, what we have often observed
touching the word Aiolian. Pan-ai-holian speech is that
which the whole earth did once employ; nor are the epithets
pas and holos united in mere tautology, but to distinguish the
real Omniterraneans from those Pelasgians who affected the
name. Sappho the ./Eolian had a friend, Damophile Pamphylia, whose music was called alike ai-olian and pamphylian,
Omnilerranean and Omnigentile 13°. The war of all nations
against Troy is, in the Sibylline poems, the pamphylian war.
Now, we shall find that if certain most antiquated phrases
were pan-aeolian, certain others also were pam-phylian. Fulgentius, a Latin mythographer of the sixth century, semibarbarous in his style but not devoid of learning, has this sentence,
proetos Pamphyla lingua sordidus dicitur, sicut Hesiodus in
Bucolico carmine scribit dicens 15 ',
PEPIgrosis tu fulve ulactis menes emorum,
id est, sordidus uvarum bene calcatarum sanguineo rore.
It is plain that a Greek passage has been written in Ro
man characters and made into nonsense, but so as to give the
outward form of an hexameter. Gronovius has concocted the
following harsh verse,
BfiSw<ri ra.tpi)Xtfi h<ranrijs ^vss ivw^oi,
which after all is nothing to the purpose. It appears to me
from the four first letters being printed in capitals, that they
are abbreviations, as the first indeed certainly is, being the very
'«• Orac. Magic, p. 133. ed. Mattaire.
'3° See Philostr. vit. Ap. Tyan. L. I. c. 30.
<*\ Gronov. in Steph, Byz. de Dodona, p. 297.
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word in question, and that ulactis and tu fulve are transposed
ps well as mutilated words ; the verses being as follows,
•ttpmvog evttysi
Pwfciv kvppayJjai<r 'Evfintea. Aijvos tvuipov,
which is in Latin,
prelumque subactis
Jam sordens maturum Eubulea cogit ab uvis.
The whole interpretation given by Fulgentius is of course (on
that supposition) an explanation of proetos ; but it is suggested
to me by a very sagacious person that it is a ^teral translation of

From this precious fragment of the Bucolicum, which from it's
subject was probably a genuine poem of Hesiod, we may con
jecture the force of king Proetus's name. He was sordidus
sanguineo rore and " his garments were like him who treadeth
" in the wine vat, and blood was sprinkled on his garments, and
" he stained all his raiment." Proetus was a high-priest of
expiation by blood ; and we read of Hipponous (more com
monly called Bellerophontes) resorting to him for compur
gation,
'lvmv<x>s i Koptvkos o rAaixs rs 2.,o-jtpu 138
'iJiov ttretvas dSeX^ov, etc.
'HaSe xaSagSij<ro/xEvof h$ 'Apyos irpos rw Updi-tov.
He was the father of the bestial Proetides. But why is this
antique phrase to be called Pamphylian ? Did the shepherd
of Ascra import his words from the south coast of Asia Minor
above Cyprus ? Assuredly, if he knew or had ever heard that
such a district existed, he could have nothing to do with it ;
but Hesiod, the cotemporary though junior of Homer himself,
did here introduce a word of that most sacred and primaeval
dialect which iEschylus has called the Panaeolian, and which
i» Tzetz.£hil.

v. 810.
HH2
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Homer calls that of the Gods. Gronovius himself, thinking
of Cuma in JEoiia. (whence Hesiod's father emigrated), says
that possibly Pamphyla intelligi potest JEolica, but like all
the rest of them he never saw that the two were synonymous.
Hesychius in his Lexicon observes that a'Jf« was the Pamphylian way of writing dv$pa, an observation made with re
ference to that remarkable line of Homer,
'0/ irorpov yoa.sira. Atirstr' a'vJponjra xai rfiy,
and the foregoing remarks apply with equal force in this in
stance of an omnigentile word. Thus much however is true,
that the -iEolians and Pamphylians so called themselves in
affectation of retaining the customs and expressions of the time
of the earth's unity, and in fact they did cherish certain
striking peculiarities which other people had. disused, of which
the digamma or /Eolian vau is the most illustrious instance.

XL Homer's language bears evident traces of a great anti
quity ; but there was known to him a more ancient dialect or
nomenclature at least, and the words which he cites from it
are those of which (he says) the Gods made use. We are told
that the Gods used to say Myrina, Chalcis, Xanthus, Briareus,
and Selene "3, where men said Batieva, Cymindis, Chamander,
JEgaeon, and Mene, and Moly is likewise a word of the Gods
used in the veneficous magic. It is evident that the former
series of words are old Greek and not of any different language,
indeed in several of them the Greek is not obsolete, but only
the application of the phrase to a particular object. From
which we may collect that Homer considered the expressions
of the Gods to be in the same language as his own.
When the Persian priests employed their Barbar and Panaeolian spells, they deemed it insufficient to invoke the dead in
their own general language ; but it behoved them to retain
■m This 1nst word of the Gods is from Diodorus Siculus and Orpheus, not
from Homer.

m
the archaisms of that very tongue instead of the moderner
forms which ever-changing time had brought in. If we con
tinued praying to St. Edward, and if the use of his language
were thought a requisite in the invocation of a Christian saint,
it would never be enough to invoke him in that thing which
we call English, we must revert to the ivofiaTa. fiapfiafa. of
the old Angli. The people of Elis (it 'HAiJa Stav hvouov)
were fia.pfia.^otpviiiu 1H, that is to say, they were in a manner
a nation of priests, and the religious games and festivals which
engrossed their whole policy kept up among them the barbar
nomenclature. " You ask," says 135 Iamblichus to Porphyry,
" why we prefer the barbar names to our own, when we would
" speak of divine things. There is a hidden reason for this
" also. Because the Gods hold sacred the languages of the
" sacred nations, who are the iEgyptians and the Assyrians,
" we esteem it right to address the Gods in the words with
" which they seem most conversant." What clearer proof
can we desire, who the deasters were ? that they were men,
the anti-gods of the olden time, who (as their sorcerers ap
prehended) could understand no lingo but that which they
used to talk when they were alive.
The king of Babylon (says Philostratus) had his judgment
seat in a palace roofed with brass, and in a chamber whose dome
is a symbolical heaven of sapphire-stone, in which are placed
the golden effigies of the Gods. But, lest he should be inflated
with pride above humanity, four golden birds are suspended
over his head, threatening him with divine wrath, njv 'AJfas-na.v 136 vapsyyvujffou. And these are called the tongues of
the gods. Why, instead of the Triopian erinnys, have we
four tongues ? Probably because the sacred dialect of the gods
was thought of sufficient moment to be noticed with the three
great and general divisions.
XII. Iamblichus assures us that the barbar vocabulary was
in the sacred language of iEgypt, but that is a kingdom un•M Hesychius.
135 Iambi, de Myst. /.. 7. c. 4. p. 151.
'3< Vit. Apoll. 1. c. 2b' p. 34.
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questionably peopled by the posterity of Cham, and is called
in Scripture the land of Cham. From which we farther
conclude that the Assyrian he speaks of is no dialect of the
sons of Ashur the Shemite, of Elam, Aram, or Heber, but
that of Cush king of Babel and Nimrod king of Niniveh.
And we may farther infer the same, from the conservation of
Barbar names being a Zoroastrian oracle, for it follows that
those names must be in the Zend-avesta or language of the
Zend, and the Zend is a dead language of Iran, slightly dif
fering from 137 Sanscrit, and doubtless not differing at all from
the Sanscrit of it's own life-time. But the Sanscrit idiom is
known and ascertained to be of the same kind as the Greek
and Roman.
The children of Cush in Africa assumed themselves to be
the most ancient of men, and the first inventours of religious
ceremonies ; they dwelt upon the river Oceanus, on the banks
of which the Gods were born, and they pretended that Jupiter
and Neptune used to come and banquet in their temples.
The name by which they distinguished themselves is one de
rived from the sanctity of their language, aeti-opians, or
having the eagle's voice; and as we find Homer himself
sending Jupiter to dine with the iEthiopes, and also citing
various words as being made use of by the Gods, we can hardly
suppose but that his iEthiopes and his Gods spoke the same
language ; else the latter would not have been so intimate with
them, and (as Iamb' :chus intimates) would have found the C :nner
parties dull and disagreeable. But ;e the iEthiopian was the
Homeric language of the Gods, it was also in all essentials the
Greek language. We have seen that these words of the zendavesta or <1!vine tongue were barbar names, and we have also
seen that 139 Barbar and Berber are appellations properly be
longing to the descendants of Chus iEthiops ; the Celts being
excluded from it's meaning. From whence it follows that the
most ancient form of Greek, Homer's words of the Gods, was
of the Barbar ii"om.
'37 Sir W. Jones on the Perjiant, in As. Res. 2. ) 51—4.
•at Vol. i. p. 2T2—5.
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Upon all which it may be asked—how could such preten
sions of the Cushim have been maintained with any success,
had they been superseded and thrown back into ignorance at
the time of the Confusion, while another race, that of Shem,
furnished a channel! to the pure streams of Adamitish lore ?
or how could that other race, in it's families, and in it's tongues,
remain in mute and tame subserviency with such great honours
and advantages in it's possession? The earliest instances of
learned nations must be sought for among those who then re
tained, and not those who lost, the literature of ages.
The antiquities of human wisdom and all it's grossest de
lusions are to be found among the posterity of Cham ; and the
lies of the jEgyptians, Indians, and Chinese, with respect to their
antiquity, are so far to be credited, that their remote forefathers
had once abounded in the knowledge of former times, while
others were reduced into a simpler condition. The more ci
vilized of the descendants of Cham never lost for a moment the
knowledge and understanding of the oldest compositions then
extant, some of which were no doubt older than the flood, in
asmuch as three prophetic fragments "9 of that early date are
preserved to us in holy writ. Tradition does so universally bear
witness to the preservation of some antediluvian works, that to
doubt of it were presumption : and from what we can collect,
it consisted of poetical compositions (which the memory of the
arkite Iscariot would carry, even if his father chucked the
books overboard) and of chronology, astronomy, and antedilu
vian geography, marked around cylinders or columns, and
highly interesting even to the faithful after the face of both
heaven and earth had undergone such change. Such are the
columns of Atlas,
ou yaiav re xai aparov a/x^ij iyjsirtv,
those of Sesostris,
'» Gen. c. iv. vi. 23, 21. c. 5. v. 29. Jude, v. 14.
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iis hi navai 'jS'j1 xai irstpar iaaiv 140
ty^is ** T^afepyi Tt vepi% iirmir<ro/ievojw.
Those of Hermes Trismegistus, of Seth, and those of the
Gnostico-Druidic Guiddon or Wyddon Ganhebon, 141 which
" had written upon them every art and science in the world."
The same personage is invoked by Orpheus as the circumcolumnar Bacchus,
KixAijoxoi Bax^ov ircpixioviov fleQvSuiryv 144,
who " having travelled the earth over in his Cadmian house
" then only stopped, when he had caused to cease the violent
" ebullitions of the earth." The books of Cham are said to
have been studied by Pherecydes. John Cassian 14s, a monk of
Upper iEgypt, in the fourth century, says, Cham filius Noe
scelesta ac profana commenta diversorum metallorum
laminis, quae scilicet aquarum inundatione corrumpi non possint,
et durissimis lapidibus insculpsit. The Arabs have a book of
Geomancy 144 which they ascribe to him, the Adassim Kham
ben Nouh. Cham inscribed the seven 14i liberal arts upon
seven columns of brass. His works were the most famous
archives of the mysteries, and were celebrated as the books of
Hermes, Thoth, Cheiron, or Dardanus. Cham was also the
second Ophion, and the authour of those seven volumes con
taining all the oracles and fates of the world, which Beroe 148
the foundress of the oldest city in the world was said to
possess,
•«o Ap. Rhod. iv. v. 280. and see Diod. Sic. L. 1. c. 53. /Esop. de Got.
Alex. L. 3. c. 31.
W. Owen's Cambr. Biogr. p. 17 1.
M• Hymn. 47. o#-l.
'« Collat. 8. c. 21. p. 489. ed. Atrebat. 1628.
MI Herbelot in Kham ben Nmih.
M5 Peter de Aliaco Concordantia Astronomiae. c. 10. see Gothofr. Viterb.
P- 88.
'«» Above, p. 285.
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Tots in vouuXa ira.vra ju.sfMfjM.tva tyevfyara xoit/xb 1'7

To the same origin we must refer the two antediluvian pillars
of Seth in the unknown land of Siriad, which Josephus 148 idly
interprets as of Seth son of Adam. The Seth in question is
Typhon, the tyrannical tower-builder, the Zethus of Thebes'
walls, for so Typhon 149 was called by the Egyptians. Peter
150 Comestor justly esteemed, that if any such thing had been
attempted, it was by Jubal not by Seth. " Cham" (saith the
famous 151 Postel) " stole out of the ark the ritual books of
" natural magic which had belonged to Adam, and gave them
" to Cush his first-born, who imparted them to Misraim, but
" in a much ampler degree to Nimrod, who by means of them
" became a mighty hunter." In the allegorical account given
by Euhemerus of the island Panchaia, he mentions the temple
of Jupiter of the Three Tribes, and in that temple there
stood a golden column upon which Jupiter 154 himself (while
he was a living man) had made inscriptions in those characters
which the iEgyptians call the Sacred Letters, in which he
recorded the afiairs of Uranus and his own ; and Hermes
superadded afterwards those of Apollo and Diana. Babylonia,
JEgypt, and Phoenicia, were the earliest depositaries of the
antediluvian lore. Moses was indebted to -fligypt for what he
had possessed of human learning, before he was called into
the light of God. But we do not discover the vestiges of any
recondite knowledge among the sons of Shem.
The priesthood of the other nations might soon repossess
themselves of a certain number of o'vojeara fiapSa.pz to give a
character of sanctity to their daemonolatrous liturgies ; but it
must have been long ere those who underwent the miraculous
in
'4s
'49
's0
'5'
'5t

Norm. Dion. 4 1 . r. 350.
Ant. Jud. L. 1.e. 2.
Plutarch de Isid. et Osir. p. 367. 376.
Pelcr Comestor Hist. Scholast ful. i\. a.
De Nova Stella. p. 1.
Diod. Sic. £. 5. 46. Lactam. Inst. L. 1.e. 11.
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banishment, in the midst of terror, hardship, and famine, and
seeking their way through the rank luxuriance of the unpeo
pled diluvial mud, could recover the more abstruse learning
of a language to them dead ; and when they had leisure and
means to turn their minds to it, the Ammonians were no
longer willing to part with it. Even such of them as were
dispersed lost the learning of those archives in their perilous
flight to new countries ; and Greece in vain sought, in after
times, to regain them from the jealousy of Babylon and Mem
phis, whose colleges of priests could not indeed produce them
without exposing their own frauds and fictions. The finger
was never removed from the lips of Harpocrates. The abo
riginal learning remained with the Ammonian nations, who lay
within the ancient boundaries of theNimrodian and Semiramian
kingdoms, such as were Chaldaea and ./Egypt, which latter
country at the time of the dispersion became separated from
and independent of the kingdom of Asia, so as in time even to
shake oil' the geographical name of Asia.
XIII. The origin of alphabetic writing is a litigated point ;
but a great light has been thrown upon it recently. It seems
that the sacred characters were pictures of certain things,
which pictures in process of time were used for types of that
motion of the organs of speech with which the name of that
thing began. It is evident that such a system admits of several
155 modifications, which are foreign to our purpose. The fol
lowing remark appears to me unfounded : " the alphabet arose
" from hieroglyphical paintings, but much knowledge must
" have been 154 necessary to ascertain the number of simple
•St The fourth class of Chinese letters are general svmbols with a symbol
of sound annexed, as the picture of a tree with some other image annexed,
which gives the sound of the letter pe, tao, lieou, and so forth, by which it is
defined what sort of tree the general symbol represents. Memoires conceruant
1es Chinois, tom. viii. p. 1 15. In the same way certain symbols (l. e. pic
tures) came to be used for mere types of sound, as in names proper, in
particles or conjunctions, and in the terminations by which nouns are
distinguished from the corresponding verbs. Ibid. p. 1 1 fi.
's« Murray cit. Dunbar on the Greek and Latin Languages, p. 24.
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" sounds, and to apply characters to denote these." No such'
knowledge is necessary, and simple sounds have nothing to do
with it. It was very easy to perceive, or impossible not to
perceive, that the elocution of bull, bear, and boar commenced
in the same manner, and that of cat, caw, and crab also in the
same manner, and it was not a very marvellous idea to let one
type, as a bull's head, or several types, as it might be thought
best, stand for every word commencing in that same way.
Any fool who could speak his vernacular tongue could tell
with a little.reflection how many ways there were of beginning
a word, saying, there's the words that begin like bull, and those
that begin like dog, etc. ; and with a little more reflection he
would probably have known that most of the commencements
were not simple sounds. If it be asked whether that invention,
which is lost in the night of ages,
Inceditque solo et caput inter nubila condit,
came from God, we should rather deny than affirm it. Be
cause it is neither necessary to the well-being of men, nor is
the contrivance of it a matter of any surprising ingenuity, or
of more than falls to the lot of a sagacious man devoting a long
life to such pursuits, as for instance to Cain or Jubal, or some
others of the race of Adam. Plato tells a curious story, that
when Thammuz was king of all iEgypt, Thoth came to him
at Thebes and explained to him the invention of letters,
which Thammuz commended as an useful art for purposes of
reminiscence ; but condemned it as destructive of the memory,
and also as likely to breed vanity and foolishness among men,
who would get a dangerous smattering of knowledge, &i£otropoi
ii* yeywtres dvri trotptov. In the first- part of that answer
there is a profound and just observation. The use of writing
must have invalidated memory to such a degree, that it's
ancient powers would appear as miracles among us, and a
modern invention or practice, the making of complete indexes,
■s P]*to, vol. 10. p. 379, 00. Bipont.
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has perhaps made a still greater inroad upon that important
faculty, and rendered the exercise of it among the learned
scarcely desirable, for authours surrounded with all the me
chanism of a library would rather be blamed for trusting to
their recollection. The learning of the Druids, which embraced
all kinds of subjects, was preserved memoriter ; and the com
monest course of education received in their schools was of
twenty thousand verses. So the Pelasgi, little accustomed to
letters and therefore ignorant of prose, preserved in an unim
paired, nay rather an interpolated and prolonged form, the
great Epics of Homer.
We are told that Europe was indebted for it's alphabet to
Cadmus, an Hermetic title of Cham, and perhaps a corruption
of that very name. He came originally from the kingdom lie
of ./Egyptian Thebes.
Those obsolete characters in which Diodorus assures us that
the grandson of Laomedon wrote his Phrygian Poetry were
called indifferently Phoenician and Pelasgian. But the Pelasgi
were Cushim divided by faction from the body of their house :
and the Phoenicians and Philistines were also I believe schis
matics of the Scythian family, which led Herodotus into the
errour of giving to the Scythians from Upper Asia the mira
culous 157 hemorrhage of the Philistines of Azotus.
The great country between the Euphrates and the Mediter
ranean, Mount Taurus and Arabia or iEgypt, called Syria by
the Greeks, was Aram with the Hebrews, because the people
of the race of Aram son of Shem were it's oldest and chief in
habitants. I know not indeed that they ever gave to Aram
so large a sense as the Greeks did to Syria, including Phoenice,
Juctoea, and the Philistines, but I apprehend that where Aram
was said in Hebrew or Syriac, it was invariably rendered Syria
by the Hellenists, as Aram Damasek, Syria of Damascus.
The coast of Phoenice was occupied by several lordly comConon. c. 37.
ist 1 Sam. a 6. v. 6.
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monwealths of Cushim, who were entirely independent of the
Aramean natives of the country, and these last were as I sup
pose the Syro-Phoenicians. The woman was " of Canaan 15V
and she was " a Greek, a Syrophoenician 159 by nation." Here
seems confusion enough : but it may be thus explained, she
was a native of that country which bore the general name of
Canaan, the promised land ; she was by religion of that class
of Gentiles who were distinguished from the Magi, as Hellenes ;
but by nation or race she was an Aramid woman of Phoenic^,
Idunueae Syrophoenix incola portae.
It is not absolutely certain that the Phoenician letters are callea
from the country of Phoenice. Some people ascribed them to
Phoenice' the daughter of 160 Actaeon, who was Nimrod. And
two other assignable reasons occur to me. They might be so
called from the practice of the Sibyls writing their poems on
the leaves of the phoenix-tree or palm, or because the sacred
parchments and papyri were originally written upon with the
crimson juice of the murex (which was the royal and sacerdotal
colour) by 161 way of ink.
Pliny declares his peremptory conviction that the use of
letters belonged immemorially to the kingdom of Assyria,
rather than to Syria or iEgypt, litteras semper arbitror 16i
Assyrias fuisse ; yet the Assyrian letters must have been the
same as the Ionian, for he shortly after adds, gentium con
sensus tacitus primus 163 omnium conspirayit, ut Ionum litteris
uterentur.
' , .•
Menon the iEgyptian who flourished before Phoroneus, and
to whom Anticlides 164 attributed the invention, is Memnon,
's8 Matt. c. xT. v. 22.
'se Mark. c. vii. v. 26.
160 Suidas in QemxniK r^ap/iara"i For confirmations of the last-mentioned idea, see Nonnus cit. above, p.
473. and Olaus Rudbeck de Borith Fullonum. p. 1 45.
l6• L. vii. c. 57. p. 266. Franz.
".3 L. vii. c. 58. p. 305.
•«4 Cit. Plin. vii. c. 57.
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and we might have supposed that Menona was actually an
errour for Memnona, did we not read of Menones in Diodorus's
history of Ninus and Semiramis.
Thus we are conducted by the authorities to the same con
clusion with respect to writing as to language, that it's anti
quities belonged to the house of Cham. And the two propo
sitions confirm each other, because people who had lost the
use of that language in which every thing was written would
have little occasion for learning to read, while those who re
tained the use of it would cultivate letters with undiminished
The Egyptians affirmed (as we learn from the oldest writer
164 who treats of them) that the Phrygians were the primitive
people, because the Phrygian discourse was innate in man,
and an infant taught none other would utter it spontaneously.
Here is a confusion of ideas : language indeed was given to the
first human couple, but it was afterwards enjoyed by tradition
merely, and children educated by mutes, or deaf themselves, are
unavoidably mute. The iEgyptian priests were not so simple
as this story would make them out ; they could not enter fairly
into the subject without exposing some 166 of their boldest im
postures and falsehoods. But setting aside their absurd reason
for making Phrygian the aboriginal tongue, their testimony to
the fact is exceedingly grave: they had much ancient learning,
and their legends of human affairs, as we see in the Timaeus
and Critias of Plato, went back before the flood: and they
were prone to speak vaingloriously of all their own matters,
which gives them double weight when they step forward to
assign the palm, at their own expense, to an obscure people of
the lesser Asia with whom they had no dealings or connexion.
dat prisca vetustas 167
Principium Phrygibus, nee rex iEgyptius ultra
1** Herod. L. 2. c. 3.
166 See Diod. Sic. L. 1. c. 28.
";- Claud. in Eutrop. L. 1. v. 351.
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Restitit, humani postquam puer uberis expers
In Phrygiam primum laxavit murmura vocem.
Apuleius probably alludes to the circumstance when he writes,
Me Primigenii Phryges P essinuntiam nominant Deum Matrem 16*. If this be (as I doubt not but it is) a part of that
same contest for priority between the Egyptians and the
Scythians, which Justin 16!) mentions, and in which superatis
iEgyptiis antiquiores semper Scythae visi, it follows that the
primitive Phrygian is no other than the Scythian tongue.
Jupiter Pelops was both a Phrygian and a Barbar,

and he was that awful being whom the necromancers used to
invoke (that he might conduct the dead into their presence)
by the names of Aidoneus, Hermes Cthonius, and Pompey ;
the dying Ajax invokes that daemon to take charge of his
soul,

and in the days of the Sassanid kings those invocations were
still used, by which the Persians of iEschylus roused the son
of Hystaspes from his grave, and which were mistaken (I ima
gine) by the writer of these verses for invocations of the old
Roman general Cneius Pompeius,
Fata per humanas solitus pranoscere fibras
Impius infanda religione 1" Sapor
Pectoris ingenui salientia viscera flammis
Imposuit ; magico carmine rumpit humum
Ausus ab Elysiis Pompeium educere campis.
Proh pudor ! hoc sacrum Magnus ut adspiceret !
i6*
'*9
i7*
"1

Metam. L. xi. p. 76'A
Justin. 2. c. 1.
Ajax, v. 1 292.
Burman. Anthol. Latin. vol. 1. p. 203, 4.
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The song of Sapor was the same in substance and perhaps in
words as the Baleen, Archaios Baleen ! and those we may
learn from Hesychius were Phrygian words, BaAAijv, @a<riX£vs
*fuyin- Whence it appears that the most ancient zend-avesta
or Zoroastrian dialect was the primitive Phrygian.
There is a work on record ('H ipuyta. Ilonjinj) which had for
it's authour Thymoetes grandson of Laomedon 178 and pupil of
Linus, dpyouxuis Ti\ rt foaX£».rtu xai rots y^%p\uun yfti<rafisvov.
These words imply that the Phrygian poetry of the Phrygian
prince was nothing more than an oldfashioned dialect of Greek.
But Laomedon is m Cham son of Noah. The oldest music as
well as poesy was no doubt religious ; and of the four ancient
moods of music the Phrygian was the religious, ipvynv 174 n
hieov, and in that mood only might the Dithyramb 175 be
composed.
I believe we may show that Phryx is a personal appellation
of Cham, and consequently that the nation so called are of his
race. The u psilon or Latin y is used in that name indif
ferently with i, for they were either Phryges or 176 Briges,
and their country was called Brigia, and sometimes Be-brycia ;
insomuch that Phryx (a Phrygian) and Phrixus (the hero's
name) are in effect but one word. Athamas or Thaumas was
Noah considered as the demon of Chaos, " when he made
" darkness his secret place, and his pavilion round about him
" was dark waters and thick clouds of the skies," and therefore
was feigned to be the husband of Nephele. Phrixus his son
escaped from his fury by swimming on the back of a ram, and
the fleece of that ram was the palladium for which the Argo
nauts made war against the Scythae. The ram, however, was
the 177 Hammonian Jove, both an escaper and a preserver, and
•f Diod. Sic. L. 3. c. 6fi.
'73 Vol. 1. p. 497, 8.
"4 Lucian. Herm. c. 1. Apul. Florid. L. 1. num. 4.
"5 Aristot Rep. viii. c. 7. and see Plat. Rep. L. 3. p. 287. Bipont
''6 Herod, vii. c. 73. Steph. Byz. in Briges. Strabo. xii. p. 796.
"7 Vol. 1. p. 499. Hygin. Poet. Astr. L. 1.e. 20-
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Phrixus son of Nephele was Jupiter Nephel-egeretas. More
over, his name is always written Phryxus 17* in Apollodorus,
who gives an account of a plan of Ino to destroy him and
his brothers; she determined rov ifupov "' tp pvy tiv, yij Ss
$Ltryou.evovs ras irvpes Je^g/xcti) iruitnovs Kapirovs s'x aviSiS8.

In that dilemma an oracle declared that Phryxus must be
sacrificed, a fate which he avoided by swimming. As Phrygia
is called from ppytiv to bake, and as the Phrygian word which
was sjwiken by an untaught infant was bek, bread, which is
evidently the root of the Teutonic verb bake, it results that
the ancient word in question is the ancient name of Phrygia.
The etymology of Phrygia and the story of Ino's baking are
connected with those fables which represent the deluge "0 as
issuing from a woman's oven. It is clear that the great flood
was (like the Sodomitish inundation) attended by fiery portents.
" The Highest gave his voice, hailstones and coals of fire . . .
" Then the channells of waters were seen, and the foundations
" of the world were discovered." Phrygia is spoken of by poets
as a peculiar scat of the Deluge ; as in this part of Nonnus,
What time did Pluvial Jupiter o'erwhelm 1el
With flowing tides of rain the Phrygian realm,
The mountain oaks were hid, the thorny brow
Of arid cliffs did like a river flow,
The waters moved in darkness, by the swell
Shot from their bases stately mansions fell.
Then Phrygian Priasus went forth to roam
Resigning to the waves his ruined home, etc.
Nor did he return
till Jove relenting late
Allayed the tempest, and the waves of Fate,
And from dry Sipylus his stony head
n*
'79
1*i
"■
111.

Not in Apollod. p. 62. ed. Ileyne. 1803.
Apollod. L. 1 . c- t). p. 62.
See vol. 3. p. 51.54.
L. xiii. v. 522.
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Roll'd back the insurgent billows to their bed :
Them retrograde the Earthshaker did admit
Into the sea's unfathomable pit.
The authour of the Sibylline verses makes the Phrygian Ida
the Ararat of Noah :
The earth shall swim, the mountains, and the sky,
All shall be waves, in waves shall all things die,
And only Noe shall eschew their rage,
Stay the wild winds, and ope a second age.
Thou, Phrygia, first above the topmost line
Of ebbing waters to the sun shalt shine,
Yet thou the first from Heav'n shalt fall away
And God's own due to other phantoms pay.
Sweet sinful pleasures, unalloyed with fears !
But thou shalt find them after many years 184.
And elsewhere in a more explicit manner, saying,
Warm with the sun and towering to the sky 183
In fertile Phrygia stands a mountain high.
Ararat men call'd it, for 'twas safety's shore,
And it had seen their deep regrets before :
But now the stranded ark its summit bore.
And as the life-blood from the heart of man
Thence Marsyas, river huge, thine arteries ran.
The scene of the calamities of the flood, of the destruction of
Paradise whence the sacred rivers flowed, and also of Noah's
landing at Ararat, was Armenia. At Iconium there lived for
more than three hundred years one Annacus, concerning whom
it was foretold that when he died all men would perish;
whereat the Phrygians lamented loudly ; which gave rise to
the phrase 'em 'Awaxu xXaisiv. And some time after, the
Sibyll. L. 7. p. 348. ed. Obsop.
'«3 L. 1. p. 180.
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deluge of Deucalion took place and then all men did perish ***.
Suidas mentions that he was a King who reigned before Deu
calion, and prophesied of the flood, and made supplications
together with the whole assembly of the people in order to
avert the same. The sojourn of Enoch was three hundred
and sixty-five years : and it is impossible to harbour a doubt
that he is here described.
Thus it appears that not only the heathens but even the
semi-Christian writers who composed tho Sibylline verses
confounded Phrygia with Armenia. I remember to have read
in some authour that Noah built the ark at Iconium. The
truth is that Phrygia and Armenia were anciently inhabited
by the same race and imperfectly distinguished. The Arme
nians (said x%i Eudoxus) are Phrygians by nation and Phrygize
in their language; and the name was not confined to the
limits within which it afterwards was, but was large enough
to include all the countries from the Black Sea to Cilicia,
lying on the west of Antitaurus, which was styled 1B6 the Mons
Armenius. The Third Armenia included Comana 1S7 capital
ofCappadocia, a country full ofMagian Pyrea and of theScythic
war-creed. And Phrygia was anciently a part of the kingdom
of Armenia.
There was nothing more uncertain and fluctuating than the
use of the tM name Phrygia. And it seems that the countries
round about Ilium have no real claim to it, but should be called
Mysia with respect to their Barbar inhabitants, or Hm\I& with
respect to their Greek inhabitants. It was a practice with all
the Athenian lM tragic poets, which the Latin authours adopted,
to call the kingdom of Priam Phryoia and the Trojan nation
l*4 Steph. Byz. in Iconium.
•*j Cit EusUth. in Dion. Perieg. v. 6.94. Steph. Bye. in Armenia.
it* Herod. 1. c. 72.
"7 Eustath. in Dinn. v. 694.
iss See Strabo, xii. p. 826. 7.
1*i MkW. Fragm. vol. 3. p. 123. London, 1823. See Allien. L. I. c. 18.
%. 39. Soph. Aj«. 1054- Eurip. Electr. 314. Troad. 1210. Auctor Rhesi.
v. 91!.
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Phryges. But Homer knew of no such thing ; on the con
trary he mentions the Phryges in his catalogue of the allies
who came to Troy, towards the close of the list, and scarcely
mentions them again. I believe I am correct in saying that
no such phrase occurs in Quintus Calaber. Quintus may be
looked upon as the representative of the Cyclic heroics, from
whose vast and various works he abridged his own, from which
it may be fairly inferred that the Cyclics were innocent of that
confusion of names and places. One is desirous of knowing
how it came about, for Troy to be called Phrygia.
After the death of Sennacherib ls0, his sons Adrammelech
and Sharezer fled into Armenia, and are said to have 191 esta
blished themselves in force in that country. And shortly
afterwards, when Niniveh was annihilated, the Armenian
line of Adrammelech must have been the sole remaining type
of the true Assyrian kings, the Peishdadian Scythae. But the
Cyclics were among the oldest of the post-Homeric poets, and
their names and history are nearly as obscure as Homer's own ;
nor can Arctinus, and the authours of Cypria, Bias Minor,
and the Nostoi, be regarded but as far more ancient than
Cyaxares who overturned Niniveh. Whereas the race of
Athenian poets began about his time or in Solon's presently
after it, and in a little while were seen in all the splendour
of iEschylus. When therefore the Memnonian kingdom had
ceased to exist or only existed under a dynasty of kings of
Armenia, Cappadocia, Phrygia, and the mountains of Antitaurus and Taurus, then did that kingdom under it's new
name of Phrygia become famous in western Asia, and it was
identified with Homer's Troy. If there be soundness in these
remarks, the Phrygian empire (of which Homer and the
Cyclics knew nothing) flourished in the interval between the
conquests of Nebuchadnezzar and the first Cyaxares and those

'9° 2 Kings, c. xix. v. 37'!» See Moses of Chorene, L. 1. c. Ti. p. BO. Samuel Presbyter, c. 11.
p. -n.
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of Cyrus, by which latter prince Armenia and Phrygia were
subdued. That Nebuchadnezzar and his allies the Medes
conquered the mountains and fierce inhabitants of Curdistan,
Armenia, Colchis, the Chalybes, Cappadocia, Isauria, Lycaonia, etc. and the two proper Phrygias, after they had taken
and razed to the ground the city of Nimrod, I do not believe.
The notion of the Phrygians having a titular supremacy in
Asia, the taXoux 19* Bsfi^vxwv irayxAijfia, cannot have ori
ginated out of nothing ; I have pointed out at what times that
notion was a thing unheard of, and at what others it was rife.
And more competent inquirers may pursue the subject farther
if they like.
The country of which Homer speaks as Phrygia, in his
catalogue of the contingents furnished to Troy, is Ararathia
in Armenia proper. That country was the earliest peopled of
any ; it was there that Noah before the flood first introduced
the culture of vineyards and, after it, revived every sort of
husbandry, and being the oldest and best regulated of human
settlements it was also the most populous. Cush beholding
the great multitudes of the Panachaians assembled in the
plains to witness the tilting of Menelaus and Paris was re
minded of the thickly peopled vineyards of the Great Father ;
'HJij yap ipvytyv litnjA»So» d.ftiteXttitraa.v 1M
'EvQx FiSsv itXeires fyvyas dvB^as dioXoirwXes'
'AXX' eT oi rotroi f,ira.v oroi iXMuntes 'A^aioi.
The country spoken of is round about Erivan or Irivan. Les
Armeniens 194 tiennent par tradition que Noe planta la vigne
tout proche d'Irivan ; il y en a meme qui marquent l'endroit
a une petite lieue de la ville. Ararathia being the parent
country, whose natives had spread themselves over all the in
habited earth, they were therefore ai-holo-poli or goers over
all the earth. The Danaans were helic-opes, that is, vacciform
'9* Lyc. v. ult.
i93 Iliad. 3. v. 184.
i94 Chardin, letitc'J1. tom. 1. p. 81.
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or resembling the sAixej /3sf, because they marched under the
symbol of the " Terrene 105 Cow." The rhapsodist, who wrote
so much of iEneas's speech, says 196 that Dardanus " founded
" Dardania at the foot of the Idaean mountain, the source of
" rivers, before Holy Ilion the city of the Meropes had been
" built in the plain," being the seat of the apostacy under Cham
in Armenia before the people began their emigration, perhaps
197 either at Erivan or at Nak-sivnn (the station of the ShipJ,
or perhaps at Van ; but .Eneas himself commanded the people
called Dardanians and was a second Dardunvs himself, and
his son was called Ascanius by the generality of the post-Homerical and I believe post-Cyclical poets. Now, the Phrygian
contingent in Homer's catalogue came from Ascania under
Phocys and Ascanius. The name of Ascanius son of .rEneas
arises out of the plan of identifying Priam's kingdom with that
of Phrygia ; and that was a plan of much later invention than
the arrival of the colonists of Rome at Lavinium and Alba
Longa, to whom he was known by the title of lovlos.
To return to our proper topic, and recapitulate, we read
that the Phrygians spoke the oldest of all dialects, and we
find that dialect identifying itself with the Barbarophonian,
Scythian, and Greek languages.
XIV. Another argument may be used to show that the
house of Shem did not retain the speech of the Adamites.
There is a name of God the Father and of the Theanthrope
cxprest in the three letters 198 I or Y, O, and the Vau, IOW
•95 Above, p. 99.
'96 Iliad, xx. 216.
1*» Erivan it twelve French leagues from Mount Ararat or Cou-Noah, as
Chardin says, or five according to Tavernier. Cbardin. tom. 1. p. 157. edit.
1711. Tavernier, tom. 1. p. 36. Nak-sivan is three miles from that nioun.
tain. Tavernier, tom. 1. p. 43.
•
'•" I may here remark upon the barbarism which prevails in modern pro
nunciation, of putting a double consonant in the place of a semivowel. For
the trisyllable Iusus or dissyllable Yesus we sayDgesus, and for Iason or Yason,
Dgasun. Likewise for sylua or sylwha we say sylbfa or something nearly as
harsh. The Romans had the vowel y or u, (i. e. the I psilon and the «D or Italian
u.) and the semivowel vau, which was convertible with either form of that vowel.
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or YOW YOWHIS. The nominative does not occur unless
in composition, as IU-PITER ; but the genitive Jovis some
times obtained the place of '90 a nominative. This name the
Greeks used to invoke in their distress, crying 'lou, 'law, and
'lie, and from it the names Io, Ion, lone, Iaon, Iao, and loo
were formed, as probably was also that of Iauan or Iawhan son
of Japhet. The virgins who preserved the Fire of Vesta were
admitted into the college by the High Priest in the name of
loo, Sacerdotem Vestalem quae sacra faciat, quae Ious siet . . .
capio800. This name was acknowledged for his own by that
divine person who conversed with Moses : and after the Jews
returned from their sojourn inChaldaea, and had fallen into the
heathenish errours of Rabbinism, they revered it with the most
grovelling superstition. They accounted it a profane action
to utter this word, by which means they unavoidably lost, and
do not pretend to possess, the mode of pronouncing it. They
superstitiously call it the Tetragrammaton : that is the four
letters ; yet in our characters it is written Jehovah. It is
spelt with the four letters Iod, He, Vau, and He, which makes
Iheouhe if the He is taken for an aspirated E, but if (as I
And they also had the vowel i and the corresponding semivowel j, of which
the power was the same as that of oury, so that you might either say descendit
Humeri Iason or descendit flumina Yason. I know it may be said that the
Italians in their Giove, Giunone, gia, elc. make some approach to our harsh
ness of speech ; but the Italian dialects of old times (if that was an ancient
practice) were no more like the Latin of the republic of letters, than the idioms
of Nismes or Picardy are to the French of Racine and Fenelon. The bar
barism in question may be a remnant ofancient rusticity. A rustic accustomed
to say Dgovis and not Yovis would (if be wrote hexameters at all) have hardly
placed a short vowel before it, because it would not have been considered short in
such a position. Flowyorum rex Eridanus is harmonious, but flowjorum is not so.
The Latin vau I believe never either follows or precedes their y, it never pre
cedes their u, and I know but one set of words in which it follows it, uva, a
grape, and uveo, I am moist, which for that and other reasons are certainly
corruptions of ova, oveo, etc.; for this cause, that those two vowels and he
semivowel are essentially the same and cannot sound together. In like manner
the Latin j never precedes or follows an i, which shows it is the semivowel of
that vowel.
'» Varro Ling. Lat. vii. p. 112. 122. Hygin Fab. 220.
™ Fabius Pictor. ap Aul. Gell. L. 1. c. 12.
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suppose) it be no more than an aspirate, it will make Ihouh
a word susceptible of articulate pronunciation, although that
pronunciation would probably be soon corrupted by substi
tuting a short vowel for the final aspiration, Ihou-a. The
anointing of Jehu by Elijah seems to be a symbol of the
baptism of the Lord by him who came in the power of Elijah,
and that name seems to be the same as Jehovah. A remark
able uncertainty prevails upon the orthography and meaning
of a word upon which (as it has nevertheless been pretended)
all true religion hangs. It has been explained to signify the
two times, and pure existence, intemporality, or eternity, ego
fui, ego sum401, ego sum venturus, having been compared
with that explanation of God's name, I am he who am, or
rather / will be he who will be, and with the word ahih, I
will be.
But the history of the word may be of more service than
the disputes upon letters and points have been. A seed was
promised to Eve who should repair the mischief of the old
serpent and perform the action of the verb 'IAfl / heal or
make sound. And therefore when a son was born of her she
exclaimed / have gained the man Ihouh, and from gain or
acquisition she named him Cain. But contrary to her hopes
Cain became reprobate, and the Seed could no longer be
sought for in him or from him. Seth, being born, opened a new
door of hope, and we are even told that Seth himself was called
God 4°4, by reason of the preternatural refulgence of his coun
tenance, which he retained through life. However, by that time,
it seems to have been generally understood that the Man who
should restore was not to be her own son, but of her posterity.
Farther than that, they were quite uninformed, and being na
turally eager for the fulfilment of a glorious promise, they, like
the Thessalonians, " were soon shaken in mind and troubled,
" as that the day of Christ was at hand." They fell into that
See Olaus Rudbeck de Ave Selau. p. 15.
fi Cedrenus, Hist. Byzaot. vi. p. 8.
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fatal errour which is the basis of all paganism and of the
mystery of Babel, the same which peopled the high places of
the nations with several. false gods or anti-christs. In process
of time their ardent wish was complete, and Seth had a Son :
" and he called his name Enos : then began men to call
" upon the name Ihouh." They hailed the infant seed of the
woman as the man God and redeemer, and in so doing they
called on or (as some would have us to understand it) profaned
the name Jehovah. 'O T.rfi ytvva rov 'Evuis, ©EON *05 xai
dirrov tia. rtjv d\tryv dvra vo/xiSoju-evov, and Enos himself is said
to have cherished the same delusions, yXiture *04 irpotra.yo{£vetr9cu
oVo/xari '©£8. " Our father Adam obtained a grandson *0i from
" Seth, and remembering the cabala which the angel Raziel
" gave him, that from his stock there should come a man to be
" the Saviour, he called him Enos. He was then thought to
" be the Man, and they hoped that he would be called after
" the angelic Cabala of the name tetragrammaton." And the
Sabians referred the origin of their superstitions to his time,
Sabius son of Seth and brother ao6 of Enos founded Sabianism.
To say that on a particular event happening men used a specific
name, is like saying in other words, that they used it on account
of that event. But it cannot be comprehended how the sup
posed fulfilment, upon this occasion, of God's gracious promise
to Eve, could in any way connect itself with His eternity, or
how it could render that attribute more conspicuous or that
epithet more appropriate. The word must have been one
alluding to the time and circumstance, and not one which is
equally obvious at all times and therefore appropriate to none.
But if the Hebrew critics were ignorant of the true meaning
or etymon of the word, it would seem to follow that it was no
word of their own, and consequently that the language of Seth
*i3 Mich. Glyc. Annal. p. 2. p. 121.
™* Leptogenesis cit. Cedren. p. 9.
** Rabbi Simon cit Reuchlin de Art. Cab. //. 1. p. 625.
"* AUFirauzabad cit. Pococlce Hist. Arab. p. 143.
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and Enos did not remain with them. However, we may follow
the history of that appellative a little farther yet.
It was known to Eve and made use of by her. But the
man to whom she applied it was banished from Eden, where
she lived, into 407 Nais or Nod, and her errour did not take
root in the land of Adam. But when Enos was born haeresy took
place among the Lord's people, and men began to call upon
(or rather to profane) that name, and by necessary inference
they continued to do so afterwards. But Enoch during the
whole of his sojourn was cotemporary with Enos, and could
not be ignorant of the name ; and Noah was born only sixtynine years after his translation, and walked -for exactly six
hundred years with Methuselah his son. It would be there
fore monstrous to suppose that Noah, or the three sons of
Noah, were ignorant of the name which the deity received
upon the birth of Enos ; and allowing amply for the changes
which time would not fail to effect even in days of longevity,
one would think that that word at least could never fall into
entire desuetude. However the Lord informs us that to
Abraham, the ninth from Shem, " by his name Jehovah 808 he
" was not known." Therefore it seems that some event had
intervened by which the most important word in the language
of Seth, Enoch, Noah, Japhet, Shem, and Ham, had become
unknown to one of the most eminent and pious of Shem's
descendants. But I can imagine no circumstance to which this
event can with any colour of reason be referred ; excepting
the marvellous change of languages. But if in that change
the posterity of Heber lost even the name of their Redeemer,
it is clear that they did not retain the primitive tongue. That
was in the hands of the Babylonian Cushim, who gave small
encouragement to their dependents the sons of Nahor to study
the mysteries of the sacred language.
«n See vol. 1 . p. 342—4.
Exodus, vi. v. 3.
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In a pagan oracle, the power there pretending to divinity
and " showing himself as God," announced himself as Iao in
four hypostasies, according to the four seasons of the little
year, but in agreement with certain epochs of the magnus
annus or world. Winter, which is Chaos, Spring, which is
creation or reproduction, Summer, which is the fulness of
glory, and Autumn, which is the reaping of the fruits ; cor
responding with Noah or Thaumas the chaotic destroyer,
Cham or Jove the renovator of the world, Cush (the 209 Sun)
founder of the great civitas Dei, and either Nimrod or the
younger Bacchus (the two rival 910 Aits u'ioi), Jove's great in
crement, with whom was the full atchievement of the mystery
of iniquity.
#fatso /a£v iravrwv virarov ®eov lpfisv 'law s"
Xei/uan finv r 'A'iSyv, Ai» f liafoj dpyopevoio,
'KiXiov Se Sifruf, pstoitwt8 S' ddpov 'Iato.
It cannot escape observation, that in this oracle both the sum
and unity of the godhead thus quadripartite, and the fourth of
it's four parts, both first and last, are by name Iao, Jove and
Jove's increment are alike Jove; even as it is written in
Scripture, " then Jehovah rained brimstone and fire out of
" heaven from *1* Jehovah." The verb law, I heal, was one
as well known in the mysteries of theosophy as in common
medicine. j£sculapius, the god of resurrection from the dead,
to whom Socrates offered his last dying vow, was lar^os.
Apis son of Phoroneus, who liberated the isle of Pelops from
the tyranny of a dragon, was -13 'tarpo( t,j. And that verb
was used without reference to maladies of any kind, for the
expiation of the divine wrath ; Pausanias for instance speaks
of Pelops *14 to bti rui fovw iiyny.x Iwptvas.
**
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Seevol. 1. p. 170.
Nonnus eit. above, p. 230.
Orac. ap. Macr. Sat. 1. c. 18.
Gen. xix. 24.
Schol. Dion. Perieg. v. 415.
L. iv. c. 20. s. 8.
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It therefore would seem that a name of God known from
the days of Adam has descended to us in a form more or less
altered, and that it was not a word in the language of the
Shemites ; the inference from which need not be repeated.
Nimrod and his adherents had abandoned Babylon, and set
up another kingdom to the north by east, not less than 180
years before the miraculous disturbance which caused that city
to be nearly abandoned and it's empire broken up. It also ap
pears the Ninevite Scythians assisted in completing the ruin
of the kingdom of Shinar, and recovered possession of it's ter
ritories excepting jEgypt. As only two of the three races of
men obtained new languages, they only were in the strictest
sense Meropians; but in treating of that word it has been
seen that the Mep(ntuiv iSv*a were the party opposed to Her
cules and Telamon.
The patriarch Eutychius expresses s" himself thus ; " the
" language of men was one. Some think it was Hebrew,
" some Syriac, and others Greek, which sentiment seems to
" me the more probable, because the Greek is more firmly
" founded, more extensive, and more ample. So seventy-two
" men assembled together, and said, let us build a city and
" fortify it with a citadel in which we will build a tower,"
etc.
All the reasons that occur to my mind seem to combine
towards this conclusion, that the language of Noah being a
dialect of that of Adam, continued to be that of the families of
Cham after the confusion of tongues ; and that whatever may
be found of it in the Japhetic or Semitic vocabularies, is there
not tpvtrei but ttnt, and was either recovered by the learning
of the priesthood, or collected casually by the intercourse of
commerce, marriage, and servitude.
XV. If any body is of that opinion, and farther desires to
know what national or local language, belonging to the Ham-

"5 Eutych. Annal. p. 51. Oxon. 1658.
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monian family of languages, is the least altered from the
language which was spoken by all men before the confusion,
he asks a question to which the greatest linguists will find it
hard to give him an answer. And so deceitful and slippery
are the paths of philology, that perhaps historical and tradi
tional arguments, if any could be brought to bear upon it,
would enlighten the question more than those of grammar or
those of etymology.
The question itself (thus stated) is not a clear one- The
language which survived consisted of as many dialects as had
grown up in Asia during about 650 years that had then
elapsed since the deluge, and also of the ancient Titanian
dialect or nomenclature of the gods, as far as it was retained
either for superstitious uses or to adorn the works of learned
authours. And the said language may therefore have been
divided into nearly as many varieties then as it has been at
any subsequent time.
The answer to that remark is, that in most countries there
are a variety of provincial idioms, and but one literary tongue,
being that in which all the authours compose, and which the
educated and reading part of the community speak. Such are
the Latin, French, English, and High Dutch, which the best
authours employ, but in which perhaps not the people at large
of any one province in the world did ever converse; the
language of the whole being different from that of any of the
parts. And the question therefore remains, when the world
was one and of one lip, what was the whole world's national
language, the real and true pan-ai-olian discourse?
As such a language is the language of literature, it comes
very nearly to the question, which are the most ancient
authentic writings in existence? The books in the sacred
language of India have not, like the books in Greek, been
known to the people of Europe (by general admission) for
1000 or more years before Christ, but only became known
(except by report) in the middle of the last century. But the
privileged depositaries of that literature challenge for it an
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antiquity superior to any which we have been taught to be
lieve in. However, the pretension is put forward in the same
spirit of defiance to the human understanding which animated
the Chaldaean and iEgyptian chronologers, who so far exceeded
their Maker, " to whom a thousand years is as one day," that
to them a myriad was as one day. And such appears to have
been the spirit of Paganism in all those countries where the
bodies and minds of men were not free, as they were among
the Scythae and in the tribes of Pelasgic origin, of whom the
Scythian most truly said, iju.oi iramj 'EWojvcj £-,tu9i?«<7i, but
who were held in subjection to a learned caste of spiritual im
postors, such as were the ./Egyptian priests, the Chaldees, and
the Brahmins, who spent their time in fabricating vain fables
and spinning out " indeterminate genealogies" to gull the
people and confirm and magnify their own power, in magical
tricks and mystifications, and in talking nonsense de non scibili,
which they vended for transcendental philosophy. Looking
at our new friend the Brahmin, and comparing him with our
old acquaintances of Babylon and Memphis, I think we may
recognize the same character in disguise, by his " clvolc^oucv
" xcu dreXturaiov To irav." It is difficult to estimate facts
delivered under circumstances which deprive the testimony of
all moral value ; where falsehood is not an accident but a pro
perty of the speaker's character, and is not the errour of a
moment or the crime of an individual, but an organic system.
But it strikes me as an odd thing that, if India was full of
Vedas, and Shastras, and Puranas, with it's Mahabharat and
it's Ramayana, etc., in the days when the Grecian kings were
reigning on it's frontiers and even over portions of it's terri
tory, we should find so little if any mention of books existing
among the Brahmins, and forming a part of their high pre
tensions. Diodorus 516 and Arrian 517 are silent as to their
literature, but speak of their prophesying, conjuring, and
«'« Diod. 2. o. 11.
"7 Arrian. Hist. Ind. c. 12.
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prognosticating the weather and seasons in a manner that
places them but some degrees higher in our estimation than
the African rain-mahers. Strabo 21* indeed says that they
presented themselves before the king every new year, and pro
duced (ir{otrqt{tt hs to jietr0v) whatever each had observed and
put together during the year (6 ri dv kxaros durwv cvvraty ton
*Xgtpipun ij njMjirr) concerning the harvests and cattle of the
country or concerning the state. But I do not even infer from
those words that their reports were in writing; nor do I make
such an inference, when I read irA£irss avrois atvai *19 A o y o v c
irapt Satwa. And the same authour tells us (from Megasthenes) that their laws were M0 unwritten, which seems incon
sistent with the then existence of the Vedas, Laws of Menu,
or Shastras ; for whether or not they might have been willing
to show those books, they would assuredly have made no little
talk about them. The Phoenicians of ancient times put for
ward 221 pretensions not unlike those of the modern Brahmins,
and Nonnus mentions the books of Ophion as bearing testimony
to the antiquity of Berytus (perhaps the books of Sanchoniathon, which make especial mention of that city), but I am not
aware that he alludes to any sacred works among the Indians.
The contemptible romance of Philostratus will not go for much
(as probably neither he nor Apollonius knew much about the
matter), but he does not allude to any literary works of the
Brachmanes, but only to their customs and dogmas. I have
read a Greek authour of uncertain age called Palladius, who
treats of the Brahmins, and I cannot remember that he says
any thing of their poems or sacred books. Therefore, I think
we should be too indulgent if we believed the huge mass of
Sanscrit literature or any portion thereof to be of an antiquity
even equal to the poems of Tyrtaeus or Stesichorus. The
•<* Geogr. L. xt. p. 1O0I.
"9 Ibid. p. 1011.
•*i Ibid. p. 1026.
*» See Strata. xvi.p. 1076.
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satisfaction and delight of discovering a new world of letters
where dx.rrfa.ros i]v en Xciauiv, and of being able to learn and
to teach many curious things and vsotyyes t*'{(*'t>. *tXa.trtrai, led
some enthusiastic minds into an admiration of the Brahminic
writings, which under the circumstances may be forgiven
them. For a more empty and inflated style, multiplying
words and saying nothing, a more disgusting style never was,
and it bespeaks an extreme degeneracy of taste and prostration
of mind, sheltered in some degree from it's merited contempt
by the elegance and richness of the dialect it is written in.
And it is no answer to say that logic, and algebra, and tran
scendental, are treated by them with acuteness, for a scholastic
subtlety in such matters, accompanied with emptiness, common
places, and bombast in all other compositions, is almost a cha
racteristic of a fallen, slavish, and imbecile race if they cultivate
letters at all, such was the Lower Empire of Byzantium, and
such the age of the Schoolmen in the West. The Arabs
imitated the Peripatetics with success, but could do nothing in
general literature or such as depends on the moral qualities of
the authour. And if it be said, that we cannot judge of a
style divested of it's native graces and idiom, it is said falsely ;
if any person eloquent and correct in the use of his native
tongue will render into English prose the finest authours in
Greek and Latin (the two languages most allied to Sanscrit),
the sublime spirit, sound taste, and vigorous intellects of those
great men will be admired by every hearer. But I can hardly
believe that feeble prolixity, gross hyperbole, and a repetition
of images either silly or monstrous, or in short, that a most
corrupted style and taste can be of primaeval antiquity. I
would as soon believe that the Loves of Hero and Leander
were written before the Iliad. The following seven metres
from the Mahabharat, describing the princess Damyantia in
her distress and affliction, will show by example that extreme
worthlessness of composition which mere epithets cannot
express.
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Plenae Lunae similem pulcris-rotundis-mammis aw,
Reddenti splendore regine omnes expertes tenebrarum plagas,
Pulcris loto-similibus magnis oculis, Manmathi maritam
quasi,
Amatam universi mundi, plenae Lunae splendorem quasi,
E Vidarbhorum lacu illo fati culpa veluti avulsam
Luto-coeni-obductam loti fihrant, velutique avulsam,
Plenilunii veluti noctem a Ranti vorata Luna,
De conjuge merore affectum, mtrcram, siccato fluctu amnem
quasi,
'X^
Lapsis foliis lotum, perterritam avem, h
Ab elephantis proboscide adspersum confusum veluti lotorum
acervum,
Perteneram, teneris membri-s, gemmarum-cuniculi-domummerentem,
Ustam veluti sole loti fibram velutique avulsam,
Forma dignitate virtute pneditam, ornatu-dignam, inornatam,
Lunae virgam veluti novam nigris nubibus tectam.
In tbe following eighteen metres we have another lotus and two
more moons. Descriptions without propriety and almost with
out end, similes without variety, and badness (as I judge of it)
without a possible worse.
The history of Vicramaditya, whose epoch is the most like
to an historical one, and corresponds with that of our Saviour,
is such a tissue of fables and absurdities, that it certainly is
the production of a period much later than that in which it is
pretended Vicramaditya lived, i. e. much later than the birth
of Christ. The legends of Vicramaditya are " taken from
** the apocryphal Gospel of the Infancy of *** Christ, the tales
" of the Rabbis and Talmudists concerning Solomon, with
** some particulars concerning Mohammed, and the whole is
''jumbled together with some of the principal features of the
"• Nalus carmen e Mahabarato a Bopp. p. 116, 7. London, 1819.
"i Essay on Vicramaditya. As. Res. torn, ix. p. 1 1 8.
111.
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" history of the Persian kings of the Sassanian dynasty."
Such is the gravity of their pretensions to an historical anti
quity of only eighteen centuries. The East is very fond of boasting it's antiquity, which is
true in one sense, that it was the officina gentium, but is par
ticularly improbable, as to the unaltered continuance of laws
or languages from a remote period. For, as deluges change
the face of the earth they pass over, so the violent storms of
war with which the Nomad nations periodically sweep over
the southern kingdoms of Asia, exterminating whole peoples
and the inhabitants of great cities, or leading them into cap
tivity, a Zingis, a Tamerlane, or a Mahmoud of Gazneh, must
have altered the face of affairs and obliterated the written
monuments of old time. And the aggregate of ruin inflicted by
those endless successions of murderous competitours, successful
rebels and robbers, and Nomad invaders which compose eastern
history, must far exceed that which those glaring comets (the
great ilagella Dei) carried in their train. By their own ac
count, India was anciently the scene of exterminating 444 wars
between the Brahmans and Buddhists, the whole cast of
Cshettris or Cshatriyas M5 has been exterminated and no longer
exists, and so late as the thirteenth 446 century of Christ a
whole nation of the present Indians, the Maharashtras or
Mahrattas, emigrated from Persia, being Parsis or Zoroastrians,
some of whom still retain that faith and appellation, while
the others have turned Hindoos and are. called Ranas and
Mahrattas.
The value of inferences to be drawn from the present state
of the East is also much diminished by a custom of Oriental
conquerours, that of transplanting whole commonwealths of
people into the most distant regions ; as Darius of Hystaspes
removed all the Eretrians into Susiana, where it is pretended
"J As. Res. x. p. 91, 2.
"5 Origin of Christian Re1, in India. As. Res. lom. x. p. 89, 90.
"6 Essay on Vicram. tom. ix. p. U33, 4.
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they were still a distinct people in the time E97 of Apollonius
Tyaneus, as Sapor king of Persia translated the whole popu
lation of Nisibis in -S6 regioaes Persidis ultimas, and as Chosroes
Anushirvan did the Homerite iEthiopians into some country
not specified. The names of Brahm the supreme god, and
Brahma one of the great triad, have not improbably been
derived from Abraham, a superstition which may have arisen
from the captivity of Israel in the remote eastern land of
Arsareth, or that may be partly true (as to their genealogy)
which the credulous rabbinist, William Postel, affirms, that
the Brahmins " were Abraham's sons by Keturah who, refusing
" to obey Isaac went into the east, where under the name
" of Abrahmans *** or Brachmans, they now hold the sacred
" precepts of that doctrine (the cabala of the Rabbins) which
" Moses received from heaven." If the sacred nomenclature
of the Indians be from either of these sources, it brings all
their wild boasting within reasonable compass of time.
But there is no reason for giving their books credit for any
thing like such a date as either Abraham or Shalmanassar. I
have just seen a book called An Inquiry into the Structure
and Affinity of the Greek and Latin Languages by George
Dunbar, the authour of which supposes that Sanscrit is in
great measure formed upon Greek; but I think that he writes
with little reflection when he supposes that Alexander's sol
diers were the people from whom they got their Grecian
learning, and that they use the letter a so often because his
soldiers were Dores and iEoles. That the mythology of
Greece has been translated into the Puranas without even
those differences of name to describe the same person, which
you would meet with in two districts of Greece, is most evi
dent. He would be credulous in my estimation who believed
that Devanahusha and Devacalyoun are aboriginal Asiatic
names of Bacchus and Noah, or who gave India credit for the
*« Philostr. L. 1. c. 24. p. 30. Olear.
"* Ammian. xx. c. 6. s. 7.
«9 Postellui in librum Jezirah. p. 2. Paris. 1552.
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legend of Casyapa, Parasica, and Antarmada. But it is mere
trifling to talk of Alexander's soldiers. Seleucus during a
long reign governed the Indian conquests of Alexander, and
connected himself by marriage uo with Sandracottus king of
Palimbothra on the Ganges. The dynasty of Greeks in Bactriana had what was in fact an Indian kingdom, and 1000
cities of India*31 were subject to their king Eucratidas. It is
therefore plain that the literature of Greece was opened to the
curiosity of the Brahmins by the Macedonian conquests, but of
that literature few books were written in Doric or in iEolic; the
works of Homer (which the Indians MJ are actually said to
have translated) would probably be the first objects of their
inquiry, and then (except the famous work of Herodotus)
most of their studies would be in the Attic and in the poetic.
Did the kingdoms of Ptolemy Lagus and Seleucus raise up
Doric and .ffiolic schools in jEgypt or in Syria ? By no means.
But the Brahmens when they learned to read the Greek dia
lect of their language mixed up a good deal of what they
learned with their own, keeping however their own pronun
ciation. The broad A is easy to pronounce, and requires a
less artful modification of the organs of speech, and is there
fore common among coarse and rustic people ; which makes it
pass for ancient among those shallow reasoners who think the
most defective thing is the most old, and do not know that as
improvement sometimes comes after the bad, so degeneracy
always comes after the good. And the Brahmens speaking in
that way is no sign of their idiom being ante-Homeric, but
rather the reverse ; whencesoever they came, they were in
Alexander's day but a set of fanatical magicians or goetic
mountebanks without books or written laws, and more than
half-barbarous. Furthermore, I totally disbelieve Mr. Dun*30 See Slrabo. xv. p. 10'ifi. Justin. xv. c. 4.
toi Strabo. ibid. p. 977.
«3-i /Elian. /.. xii. c. 48. In brief notices, like that of .Elian. having no
geographical context, it is hardly possible *o say what the proper name Indi
means ; sometimes it stands for the Indo-S 'ythx, of whom above, and some
times for the /Ethiopians above /Egypt.
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bar's notion that the augment was a new invention when
Homer wrote and therefore often omitted by him, but have no
doubt that he would never have omitted it in prose, such an
omission being one of the few liberties the critical canons of
his day allowed him as a poet. But it may be taken for a
moral certainty that India was by means of the Macedonian
dynasties inoculated with the lore of that one and only literary
2'3 nation of which the history of all antiquity from the flood
affords any credible tradition ; I do not call those nations
literary in which certain humbugging colleges kept in their
own hands some books, which they made use of as the engines
of their power.
But I should be very unwilling to admit that the Indians
possess any books in the Sanscrit language of as early date as
the kings of Seleucia or Bactriana. Persia besides her ovoparx
0:if/3afa and Magian liturgies could not fail to acquire some
tincture of Grecian letters ; because the king of Persia was
not only a neighbour of the free Greek states in which he used
to levy whole armies of mercenary troops, but he was actually
king of nearly half of Greece, for I conceive that the Grecian
settlements on the coast of Asia from Trebizond in the Black
Sea to the Cilician gates would form almost as great an aggre
gate as the free states. And we read in Lilian that a version
of Homer in the Persian language had been made by order of
the kings of that country. Ctesias 2M mentions certain archives
or annals which he calls the Royal Parchments, and the words
of his narrative should be regarded as his inferences from their
contents, not as the words of them ; otherwise, it would follow
that they also were borrowed from Greece. Agatharcides
gives a fable out of Boxus the Persian, to which I have 93>
already alluded, but even if he were any -thing more than a
Persian subject, he was a complete Hellenist. In the days ol
*>3 The Roman learning is lite Greek and nothing else.
m See vol. 1. p. MM.
™i Above, p. 381.
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Mordecai the Jew a " book of records of 438 the Chronicles''
was kept by order of the king, that he might know and
remember who of his subjects had done well, and who had
done amiss. Sir John Malcolm 937 freely admits that he knows
of no Persian literature anterior to Anushirvan (that is, to the
final close of the Persian empire) except those Chronicles and
such books as the priests used for their ceremonies. And upon
the whole it is abundantly certain that Persia was not esteemed
a country of letters, or in which written learning was to be
sought for. The Macedonians did not find it such ; and
shortly after their invasion the sceptre of Iran passed into the
hands of the Scythians of ancient Assyria, descendants perhaps
of the fugitive sons of Sennacherib; whose manners were
nomad and warlike, and whose monarchs in the midst of their
splendour were Shepherd Kings moving their camp with the
varying seasons ; and in them the Muses would expect no
patronage, farther than the onomata barbara of the old Zoroasters and the conjurations of their bloody sword-worship.
The restored 838 dynasty of the Proper Persians were not of
themselves more likely to encourage books, on the contrary
every storm of eastern revolution must have swept away some
remaining monuments of antiquity. But in their time another
spirit was at work, the working whereof was from Syria quite
into ^ China, Japan, and the depths of Tartary, that of Cubricus, who assumed the name of Muni, or in Greek Manes, and
his disciples. It was " a mystery of iniquity," and the sin
against the Holy Ghost committed by the votaries of Satan in
the spirit of his Magian church, as the Simoniacs and Nicolaitans had done the like in his Hellenistic church. The
fanatical votaries of king Attila the Hunn, the Christians of
St. Thomas in India, the Stylite Simeons, the apostate
Nestorians, and the personage called Presbyter Johannes,
w«
w
2j8
•39

Esther, c. 2. v. 23. c. 6. v. 1.
Male. Hist. Pen. 1. p. 272, 3.
See lliis nnte at the end of the chapter.
tee this note at the end of the chapter.
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appear to have been Manichean Buddhists. The worship
of the cross was coupled with that of the sword and of
fire, the fiery sword being cruciform. We may attribu*e the
composition of those voluminous works, on mythology, theosophy, and other subjects, which constitute the Sanscrit library,
to the ages which followed the union of Manicheism with
Buddhism at Bamiyan, Yezd, and the other Pyrca of the east.
Hence copious streams of Greek and Syrian mythology flowed
into that literature, the legend of Crishna and others founded
upon the apocryphal gospels and books of the haeretics, which
have led some silly fellows to say that Christianity is a copy
from remotely ancient Brahmenism, and above all the mystery
of the sacred white island or Albion in the extreme west, which
was set on foot by the Scytho-Manichean king Attila, who
reigned from the borders of China to the German ocean. The
first considerable influx of such writings into Hindustan may
be probably fixed at the conquest of Persia by the Caliph Abubeker, when many Guebres and Manichee Magi must have
sought an asylum in that country ; but the greatest influx
must belong to that extraordinary emigration which brought
the nation of Maharattas out of Persia into India during the
twelfth century, and induced them for the most part to em
brace the Brahmenic Hellenism ; and that such was the case
appears from the Sanscrit learning chiefly belonging to them
at this day. The books, it is said, are bought up by them at
such high prices, that they are difficult to meet with in any
other part of India.
From all these considerations we may collect, that the San
scrit books are of no great antiquity, and that the more ancient
of them are not Indian, however they may have been practised
upon to make them appear so.
The strongest point in favour of them, perhaps, is the message
sent into Ceylon by the vizier of Anushirvan to procure the
Fables of Pilpay from a sage in Ceylon, who was in possession
of them, upon which foundation we are to believe that iEsop
is but an authour of yesterday by the side of the Orientals.
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But even that argument will sound hollow if we ring it.
Cosmos Indicopleustes flourished in the early part of the reign
of Anushirvan ; and in 240 his time there was a church of
Christian Persians in Taprobane ; so that we need not go the
length of the Baron de Diez " 1 in saying that Buzri Dhomjour
the vizier of Anushirvan composed the book in Pehlavi and
invented the story of an Indian original. It really came from
Ceylon, but it was a work appertaining to the old Persian
language of the Zend and to the heretical sects of Christians
in Persia, and not to either the Brahmens or the Cingalese.
Any comparison of their books with the books of Homer, and
any attempt to establish the superior antiquity of their dialect
upon the seniority of the books written in it, must fall to the
ground.
We have repeatedly observed that in all times, even in those
of Homer, a dialect older than that in common use was em
ployed in the formulas of religion, which would be apt to last
as long as the superstitions to whose uses it was subservient.
And the superstitions which divided the earth under Peleg,
the Magian and Sabian, have never ceased to engross public
attention among the Guebres and Brahmens, to give a colour
to the manners of their professours, and to exercise a complete
tyranny over the minds of the people. But the Pelasgi being
lovers of freedom would never bow their minds entirely to
mysterious nonsense, and it was consequently locked up in
secret lodges, and the few individuals who were mystified
were bound by the most awful sanctions not to divulge the
absurdities or crimes committed in the caverns of Ceres or the
Dii Magni Samoth races ; the minds of the people at large
being open, manly, and free even to turbulence. We may
therefore expect that more traces should be found of the old
sacred dialect among the sister tongues of the east than in

-i" Cosmas cit. de Guigncs, Chretiens de la Chine dans le vume siecle, in
Mem. del'Acad. tom. SO. p. 809.
*41 Cit. Schoell Lit. Grec. vii. p. 187.
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Greek. An instance may be offered in the words repeated by
the neophytes in Samothrace conx om pax, which are said to
correspond with these words in one of the Brahmen rituals,
cancsha oum pacsha, and to signify fulfil our ardent wish!
The word oum or om is an object of superstition to the
Indians as gross as the Jewish tctragrammaton, and I shall
hereafter make a conjecture as to it's original meaning.
The other two seem to be sanci pacem, ratify thy covenant.
The names of the Dii Magni of Samothrace, Axieros, Axiocersos, and Axiocersa, are another instance, as they plainly
correspond with the Indian names a42 Asyoru or Asyoruca, Asyotcersa, and Atcersa or Asyotcersas. I am the rather inclined to
think that these words are co-ancient and not borrowed of the
Greeks, from having observed that the Guanches, aborigines of
the Canaries (a people in no intercourse with either Greece or
Rome, and probably a remnant of those Hesperian ,Ethiopes or
Berbers whose capital was atHecatompylos) called the Supreme
Power by these three names243, Achuharahan, Achuhucanar,
and Achguayaxerax, said to mean Very-great, Very-high, and
Preserver of all things. But I imagine it is the same triad,
ill preserved by the savages of those islands, and probably
worse spelt by the Norman adventurers who discovered them.
It is very possible that while Alexander the Great was study
ing Homer, and the half-savage Brachmans were conjuring
and observing the weather, the identical same non innoxia
verba were used to frigthen the credulous in the cells of
Samothrace, and of Palimbothra; having, through inces
sant changes, been handed down with no material altera
tion, and scarcely understood by some of those who used
them.
We shall therefore do best to conclude that the Homeric
dialect (in whatever way we may agree to spell and pronounce

*** Wilford on the Cabirian Deities in As. Res. b. p. 298, 9. ed. 1801.
Jt -t Bergeron Traitc de Navigation, p. 'Mi.
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it) is by far the most ancient that now exists of it's family,
but that the dialects of the priest-ridden Asiatic heathens are
likely to contain more phrases of an antiquity quite obsolete.
Whether the dialect of Homer was the literary language of
the kingdom of the world at the time when the division came
to pass, or not, is a point in determining which we must be
guided by the date we shall choose to assign to that authour,
preserved to us in such wonderful integrity although largely
interpolated.
XVI. I have thought it right to discourse thus far upon a
subject which is nearly akin to that of the Populifugia, namely,
the confusion of tongues, an event which came directly from
the power of the offended Deity, at the beginning of that
determinate series of periods, diversified by the successive rise
and acme and decline of nations, tongues and religions, which
prophecy denominates the times of the Gentiles. Such as are
curious in all, and in those inquiries more especially, to which
Holy Writ hath not given nor can human cunning invent
any answer, will display their vanity in seeking whether or
not, when the ethnical aeras are full and ended, the unity of
speech shall be brought back, or at least the knowledge of all
dialects be imparted to all. And those who shall wish to affirm
the proposition, will not fail to notice the Hermeneutic power
put in use by the Paraclete when he was sent to cooperate with
the apostles, and the visible form which he took upon himself
in that circumstance. But having no wish to publish any such
vain guesses upon those parts of the book which are sealed in
complete and utter silence until the end, I shall merely cite
upon this subject what Plutarch relates of the opinions of the
Magians in his day. It seems that they still asserted to their
spirit Areimanius the rank and dignity of God ; but they
admitted that there was a predestinated time when Areimumus should perish in the famine and pestilence, with which he
should himself have filled the world; and after that time they
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expected (saith Plutarch) that all the rough things of the
world should be made smooth, and that there should arise |*ia
voXjTeta dvSjunruivi44 fia.xapiuiv xai o\ioyXturruiv d/ttavruiv, one
blessed commonwealth, and one tongue.
•*i Plut. de hid. et Osir. p. 370. Xylander.

NOTE 238, PAGE 502.
It is surprising to observe the undue respect paid to the chaos of tradi
tions now existing in the form of Persian literature; when the probability is,
that if we could travel over time as we do over space, and make a pilgrimage to
the court of Sapor, we should find him borrowing knowledge of eastern history
from Longinus at Palmyra, or from his prisoner Valerian, not furnishing it to
them, nay, that if we could visit the camp of the
Redditus Cyri solio Phraates,
we should find that the books of chronicles were destroyed and the use of Per
sian letters nearly forgotten. The inscriptions on the coins of the Arsacidae
are in Greek, and whatever there was of letters in their country was owing to
the Grecian dynasty against which they had rebelled.
The poel Ferdoosi who was about cotemporary with Edward the Confessour
is the most ancient authour in Persian, and scraped up whatever he could find,
and made it into an immense poem called the Shah Nameh, of the contents of
which Sir John Malcolm has given some account in his history, and Mr.
Weston, in his Episodes from the Shah Nameh. And a proper rigmarole they
seem to be. But it is " a glorious monument of Eastern genius and learning,"
(Sir W. Jones Hist. Persian Language, p. 167.) and " few countries can
'. boast of a greater genius.'' Malcolm's Sketches of Persia, p. 31. note.
The adventures of it certainly display a genius eclipsing Sir Amadis of Gaul,
Munchausen, or Jack the giant-killer, while in it's playful moments it sets
forth how " the lovely maid is an ornament to the plain, her beauty sullies the
" rose and the jasmine. With them are many Turkish girls, all, with their
" faces veiled, all, with their bodies taper as a cypress, and locks black as musk,
" all, with cheeks full of roses, with eyes full of sleep, all, with lips sweet as
" wine, and fragrant as rose water," or how " the ground is perfect silk, and
" the air is scented with musk, you would say, is it rose voter that glides be" tacent/te banks f (! !!) The stalk of the lily bends under the weight ofthe
" flower, and the whole grove is charmed with the fragrance of the rose bush.
" The pheasant walks gracefully among the flowers, the dove and nightingale
" warble from the branches of the cypress.'' Jones, Hist, Pers. Lang. p. 1t!).
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Take a sufficient number of tyrants, princesses, giants, dragons, and devils,
and sprinkle them all over with roses, nightingales, jessamy, suns, moons, and
stars, and then you may " contest the merit of invention with Homer himself.''
Ibid. p. 1 67. Should you happen to be an Indian, turn your roses into lutusscs,
taking care not to diminish the number; in other respects use the same ingre
dients. Elegance of diction and the harmonious modulation of sound, coupled
with the novelty of the thing, have deceived thejudgment of tome of our Ori
ental critics ; but it is a feeble and unscholarlike taste which can be carried away
by such qualities.
The truth is that the works of Ferdoosi and the other Persian historians (if
they may be so called) are compiled from the remains of a literature not pro
perly Persian, which grew up under the Sasssnidae. The heresy of Manes
united the learning of Europe and of Roman Asia to the religion ofZoroaster,
and infected the whole east with the mystical dreams of the Satanic gneuit.
He even made a convert (for a time) of king Varanes and carried his doctrine
into Turkestan and Cathay. He is in truth the earliest Persian authour of any
note, having written in that kingdom and in the bosom of the Magtan church
bis Book of Epistles, Gospel of Life, Treasure of Life, Book of Mysteries,
Book of Giants, &c. From that time forth (and in spite of Mahometism)
illumination and the mystery of iniquity have been esoterical, and wild romance
exoterical and popular, throughout the anciently unlettered East
Therefore the works composed between A.D.JOOand A.D. 1000, or compiled
by the Mahometan poets, are composed of two principal ingredients ; historical
personages and facts, borrowed from the knowledge of the Greeks, from He
rodotus, Xenophon, Berosus, and Ctcsias (who was extant in the ninth century),
or rather from the common and notorious learning which every Greek and
Roman subject possessed of those matters ; and secondly, romance mythology
resembling the Mort Arthur, and Wilkina Saga, in which the doctrines of
Anti-Christ, and the adventures of the Solimans or Saheb-kerans who at
various times had aspired to " sit in the siege perilous," and especially those
of Nimrod, the demiurge of the Manichxans (see vol. 1 . p. 1 07. and p. 1 6.),
the beast that was, and is, and is not, and is to come, were presented under the
strangest allegorical disguises, and with a continual reiteration arising partly
from the attempts, made by such men as Ferdoosi was, to string the mystical
romances into a scries of consecutive events.
In Cai Chosrou, Lohrasp, Gushtasp, Isfundear, and Ardeshir the longhanded, wc have a pitiful fragment of ancient history mixed up with lions,
dragons, flying horses, Cai Caous, Rustum, Afrasiab, and other such stuff'.
Nothing ought to be better known than the history of Alexander and Darius
if they knew any thing; but excepting their names we have mere fable and
mystery, the legends of Homal or Semiramis and Nimrod. Alexander was one
of the most daring Solimans or anti-god kings that ever appeared, and the East
has been completely filled with the romances of the superstitious concerning
that prince. The Manichee prophet Methodius is one of the most impudent
of them. The Sassanid kings are those under whom Manes disturbed Asia,
and the Persians must have credit for some original matter concerning them.
The obscure history of the Scythian kings called Arsacid.v, is omitted bv Fer
doosi and (as Sir J. Malcolm says) little treated of by the other Persians; they
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did not care to collect materials from abroad concerning a foreign dynasty and
sect, and they had got none of their own.
A* to their Maniehaean romance legends, we may observe that the auccession
of Great Abad (Bauddha. or Abaddon from the bottomless pit) and the thirteen
Abads implies the thirteen generations of Solimans or theanthropic rulers from
Adam to Nimrod, who was
Tf/T#£ vt vinai x^o* Si*' ai-Xxitriv v'vcui.

• Caiomurs Gilshah or king of the earth, Siamuck, Houshung, who discovered
iron mines (see vol. 1. p. '205. n. 72.), founded Susa, instituted fire-worship,
and invented hydraulics (see vol. 1. p. 266.), and Thuhamurath Divbend, who
conquered the daemons, wore the shield of Gian ben Gian their king, and built
Babel and Niniveh, are the four first Pishdadian kings ; and those four are so
plainly Noah, Cham, Cush, and Nimrod, that whoever denies it will stultify
himself. Then come Jemsheed, the institutour of castes, founder of the square
city and tower, and of Persepolis, the owner of the magic mirrour, who is
manifestly Nimrod, and Zoroaster Zohauk the cannibal, magician, and builder
of Babel, whose mythus is as manifestly and indeed avowedly one of Nimrod.
Ferdoosi sets them a-figliting one another, and allows Zohauk 700 years of
life; in fact Zohauk, who is called the brother ofCu*h (Herbelot), is one of
those heroes into whose composition both Cush and Nimrod may be thought
to enter. Cush appears again in Zal, who was nursed by the Simorgh or
Dragon-eagle, and became enamoured of the long-haired princess in the White
Tower, and Nimrod, in their son Rustum the giant, who was suckled by seven
nurses, and whose actions out-herod the Grecian Heracleis. We have now
done with the Pishdadians, and are arrived at the Achacmenid or Caianian line
from Chosrou to Secunderof Macedon ; but we must not hollow till we are out
of the wood. Cai Kobad the just had four *orn (Cush, Misraim, Phut, and
Canaan) Cai Caou*, Arish, Room, and Arm™. Cai Caous both in his name
and his actions is Cush the Babel towerbuilder (see vol. 1. p. 189, 9. p. 377.)
and his grandson and successour Cai Khosrou, who rode a flying horse through
' thunder and lightning, and was thrown headlong to the earth, is Nimrod again.
We cannot blame the Persians much for confounding Nimrod with Cyrus ;
because Herodotus was led into that crrour, and might contribute to lead them
into it
If Mr. Richardson wrote his famous preface as a jeu d'esprit he put his in
genuity to a most improper use. The idea of the Greeks not knowing who
were the kings of Persia, and whether or not the king of Persia marched into
Greece with a great army and navy, when the one half of Greece wasiri Persia
and the other half contiguous to it, is greater nonsense than it would be to say,
that the Russians are ignorant whether Buonaparte did or did not march to
Moscow in person. A man who professes to entertain impoirible opinions is of
course a false professour, and a mere player at paradox like father Hardouin.
Mr. Richardson must have worked up his mind lo a great intrepidity when he
wrote these words, " the facts of the Eastern historians display little of the
" national vanity so conspicuous in the Grecian writers." Dissert. p. xiii.
The invasion of Persia and burning of Sardis, the two invasions of Greece, the
expedition into Scythia, and the revolt of the younger Cyrus, are all events of
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undoubted authenticity and great magnitude. Why is Persian history silent ?
Because in fact there is no such thing as a Persian history of those times in
existence, and never has been since the royal chronicles of the Acharnenidy
perished. The composition of the sham histories is very clumsy ; we meet with
the Sassanian titles Cliosroes and Sapor, the former among the Achaemenids
and the latter among the Parthians.

NOTE 239, PAGE 502.
It docs 'appear to me a matter of grave doubt whether the greater part
if not the whole of the Chinese literature is not to be referred to the union of
Manicueism with Buddhism. That nation traced back their empire and insti
tutions through 265 reigns, from the year B. C. 277 1 to A. D. 1586. Ber
geron Traite des Tartares, c. 13. p. 79. But such tales are of small weight.
Their oldest book is the Chou-King, and the account given of it is not a little
suspicious. The tyrant Tsin-che-hoangti (who was born in tie year B. C
259) persecuted and slew the class called Men of Letter*, and burned all
the books in China. But in one of the following reigns, an old man called
Fouchang was discovered in retirement, who could repeat by heart 28
chapters of the Chou-king, and dictated them to the emperour's com
missioners. But still it remained imperfect, until a prince, by name KongOuang, found an entire copy with 58 chapters bricked up in an old wall.
See Mcmoires sur les Chinois. tom. 1. p 39. p. 65, G. tom. 3. p. 190. The
reader may judge of the credibility of that history. The Chou-king told of
the terrestrial Paradise, it's rivers, the waters of immortality, the admirable
trees, how the bad angeU fell, and then of the fall ofman, and how at that fatal
moment mercy appeared. Tom. 1. p. 106, 7, 8. In short it bears marks of a
knowledge of Scripture, and not merely of the traditions of the gentiles. Other
sacred books treat of the hexemeron and the sabbath, of the confusion oftongues,
of the manna in the wilderness, and of the trinity. Tom. 1. p. 130. p. 117.
p. 436. tom. 8. p. 139. The pretended Confucius declared that " the most
" Holy One of all was in the West." Tom. 9. p. 385. The descriptions given
of him by others are unequivocal. The Holy One is " incomprehensible and
" one with the TIEN." Livre Tchao. cit. ib. " The world cannot know the
" Tien except by the Holy One." Livre Lunhen, ibid. " He only can offer
" a sacrifice acceptable to the CHANGTI." L'Y-king, ibid. " The nations
" are waiting for him like plants for a refreshing shower." Mongtse cit. ibid.
" The Tien is the Holy One invisible, and the Holy One is the Tien made
" visible and teaching men." Great Comment, on the Chou-king, ibid. " That
" man is the Tien and the Tien is that man." Y-king cit. ibid. Inscriptions
in the city of Kai-fong-fou, bearing the dates A. D. 1384, 1519, and 1663,
purport that the Jews came into China under the Tscheou dynasty ; which was
that in the declining period of which Confucius arose. See Memoirs*, etc.
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tom. 1 5. p. 1 57. There are strong reasons for believing that the subjects of
Hosea king of Israel, whom Salmanassar removed into Media (B. C. 721.)
did many of them in process of time find their way into the parts of Bactriana
and Cara-Cathaia or Chinese Tartary. And their saered learning mixed with
paganism may have formed part of the doctrine of those Scythians who laid the
foundations of the Chinese empire ; an event perhaps not more recent than the
period of the supposed Confucius's life, i. e. from B. C. 551 to 479 ; although
Mr. Davis gives them no credit for times antecedent to Tsin-che-Hoangti.
Trans. Royal As. Soc. 1 . pt. 1 . p. 1 0. But it is scarcely to be doubted that
the aichmalotarchs of Salmanassar's captivity were " the Magi from the sun" rising" whom a sign from heaven conducted to Bethlehem. See vol. 3.
p. 395. etc- And returning to their homes they brought tidings that " the
" Holy One of all was iailic Weit." Ergo, the books of Confucius are sub
sequent to the birth of Christ. The introduction of the riles of Fo-hi (i. e. Fo
the Victim) some sixty years after the birth of Christ, in consequence of the
tidings received of the Holy One in the West, appears to be an authentic event
and date; but in the present wretched state of that country with it's Taosees,
Immortals, and San.ho-hwugs or sworn brethren of the triple union, it is im
possible to say whether it was Christianity which was then introduced, or a
gnos*ico-budi hie abomination. If they were to be credited, (which they are
not). we should suppose the latter. Bu* the grand epoch of Chinese literature
is the preachiug of Manes. That heretic was associated with two others who
styled themselves Scythianus and Buddha, and at the end of the third century
they preached the Magian, Scythistic, or Buddhic religion under the name of
Christ, making God a liar, and the Spirit who delivered His revelations a cat's
paw to pick their chesnuts out of the fires of Zoroaster. for which their names
have comedown accursed to all ages. Like Mahomet in after times, heannounced
himself as the Paraclete. His book was called Ertengh, the painted, because
he delivered his dangerous secrets by means of paintings in his Evangelium
Pictum or Picturarum Liber. See Hyde. Rel. Vet Pers. c. i\. p. '283. edit.
1760. And he was especially called the Painter of China, Ertengh est pic
turarum liber pictoris Chine. liber Pharh. Gj. cit. Hyde. p. 283. Tchigil est
picturarum domus Chinensis, scilicet illud delubrum quod in regno China:
Manes Magister pinxit. Rustemi epit. cit. ibid. Dr. Hyde says China must
be understood to mean Turkestan, because Manes spent some time in that
country. He certainly may have remained in Chinese Tartary and sent some
of his twelve apostles into China Proper; but it seems to be better to un
derstand those Persian authours as meaning that which they say. Chinese
history mentions the erecting of a temple to Mani, the Persian bonze. De
Guignes, in Mem. de 1'Acad. 30. p. S09. Ven-hien-tim-kao cit. ibid.
We arc arriving at a very curious result. We have been duped into a belief
that China is a country whose arts and customs date almost from the flood,
having preserved them with little change either for worse or better. And it is
a part of that belief that, as all alphabets have grown out of pictures, that is, out
ofwriting symbolical of things, so the Chinese continue to this day to retain the
clumsy device of the earliest fathers of mankind, having barely made in 4000
years the first steps of a transition from painting to alphabetic writing. But
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this is a dream of ours, or rather a lie of theirs. The Scythians of Cathay were
an unlettered people at the time when they received of Manes the painter those
hierographical symbols in which he had painted the mystery of iniquity, a
method by which that great genius was enabled to lock up in as much or as
little secrecy as he thought fit (with respect to his various pupils) the arcana of
the Tien-te-hwug or Coeleato-terrestrial fraternity, and also to diffuse and esta
blish his docttine among fierce tribes, whose eyes were gratified by his art, and
their imaginations soothed by the beauty of types and similitudes, although he
could not have persuaded them to learn A, B, C. The figures in the Evangelium Pictum became the iifx v(<zpftx,ra of the Manichao-Buddbic priests,
or bonzes of Fohi ; and they then were and now are the only vehicles for com
municating discourses to the eye, in China; but their inconvenience has pro
duced in a slight degree that consequence, by which picture writing originally
was improved into an alphabet, and which that sort of writing must always and
of absolute necessity produce, namely, that the forms of things are now used in
some instances to denote the sounds of words or syllables. The highest anti
quity (says the Tschang-sien) used to call the images and symbols of things,
ouen, that is, ornaments, cit. Mem. sur les Chin. ix. p. 296. There are no
solid reasons for believing that the Cathaians were differently circumstanced
from another great nomad nation, the Mongolians ; '' Zingis-khan conquered
" the Huires who were Nestorian heretic Christians, and the Tartars who had
" been previously ignorant of the art of writing, received from them the use of
<' those letters and characters which were afterwards called the Mongolian."
See John Piano Carpini's Embassy to Tartary (A. D. 1246) in Bergeron's
collection, p. 40, 1. Hague, 1735. Hear this, O Coelestid Empire! for
mutato nomine de te Fabula narratur.
The ancient name for symbolic pictures was ouen, and the Chinese letters are
called the kou-ouen. That circumstance leads us to some remarks upon the
Manichaeo-Buddhic king Attila, whom Chinese Tartary sent forth in the fifth
century conquering, but not as his followers hoped, conqueringand to conquer.
He called his capital seat Buda, which is the name of Buddha. lie called
either that, or some other royal station, Susa, a name whose connexion with the
hierographical characters of that age 1 have already intimated. The tusan
or liliaceous shield of Clovis the Salique was one inscribed with a lily-headed
ouen or t^, Aiijioi^to of the daemon gods. See the Wilkina Saga, p. 134, 505.
and vol. 1. p. 43, 4. note 54. Lastly, the citv of Buda or Hetzelburg (Attilapolis) had the appellation of Ouen. See Tract, de Nom. German. in SchardGerm. Antiq. 1. p. 823. Attila sent one of his nobles into Britannia. See
Wilkina Saga, p. 300—310. And the mission of that apostle probably (some
cause, certainly) planted in this island the Manichaeo-Buddhic pestilence of
magic, sword-worship, and secret oaths, and the wild superstitions concerning
Arthur the sword-bearer, which constitute the spirit of Merlin's and T.iliessin'a
school. But the vehicle of all Merlin's magic was a vessell called the cauldron
of Ouen, Owen, or Auen, a name explained in Welsh to mean inspiration, and
borne at this day by many families of Bardic extraction, which came (as they
said) from the Sword-bearer, the Chief of the Abyss. It was richly orna
mented with pearls, but we now see that it was also adorned with the hiero-
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graphical symbols which Manes painted for the Scythians, and which the Huuu
brought with him to his new city Ouen of Buddha, and sent from thence into
the Britannias. The reader may see vol. 1. p. 49, 5O, 51. and p. 465, 6.
To return to China, my conclusion is, that nothing is recorded in writing or
clearly known concerning that large district of Scythia ameriour to the close of
the third century, or .Manichiean epocha. And I do not believe a word about
the usurper Tsin-che-hoangti, but on the contrary I believe that he was in
vented in order to account for a literature being notoriously modern, which at
the same time pretended to an origin primitively ancient. The Caliph Omar
probably suggested the character of the Book-burner. But his cruelty to his
mother, his murdering the class of men called Littcratl for taking her part, his
drinking the cup of immortality at the moment of his death, and bis splendid
obsequies. lead me to a suspicion that the tale of Tsin-che-hoangti is borrowed
from that of Nero, who lived after death in the hopes of the heretics and was
expected to return as Anti-Christ. See Sueton. Ner. c. 40. and vol. 3. p.
488. 495. The Maniehees were as well acquainted as the Fathers were with
Nero in his character of Anti-Christ, and no person is more likely to have
been brought into play by them in compiling the mythi of the Chinese.
It is equally certain that Christianity made considerable progress in China
and Tartary, especially in the seventh century, but was crushed by the overpowerful union of the old heathen Buddhists with the Gnosis of the Satanists.
Some portion of it's wholesome influence remains in the sect of Joukiaos or
Confucians who abhor idolatry and magic. See De Guignes, Recherches sur
lea Chretiens en Chine.
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HOMER.

In years he seem'd, but not impair'd by yean.
I. The name of that poet has never had, and perhaps never
will have, a satisfactory explanation.
It has been rendered an hostage, dvo xou ipyptwai, in which
I see nothing at all probable ; and again blind, from ouijf being
said to have that force in one of the Greek dialects. But as
there is no etymology for such an adjective, it is likely that it
rather borrowed it's meaning from the infirmity of that ever
memorable man.
There is a third solution, so obvious that I marvel it should
never have been put forward, but not in my. judgment a pro
bable one, tnat his name relates to the origin of Sabianism,
and is 'O Mypos, Jovis femur Bacchicum.
Eer signifies the beginning oftime, it is the morning of the
day, the spring of the yeai, and the first age of ages.
Clement of Alexandria says that Eer the Armenian is Zoro
aster ; and 1 Arnobius expresses himself thus sarcastically, age
nunc veniat quis super igneam zonam magus interiori ab orbe,
Zoroastres (ut Hermippo assentiamur auctori) Bactrianus, et
ille conveniat cujus Ctcsias res gestas historiarum exponit in
primo, Armenius Hostanis filius, ct familiaris Pamphylus Cyri.
1 /.. 1 . c. 5-2. ei. Orell. p 85.
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What is here obscurely and, as it seems, inaccurately given, is
well delivered by Plato in his commonwealth. Eer was the
son of the Armenian (Armenius), and by nation a Pamphylian. He fell in battle, and on the tenth day afterwards
his body was found fresh, though the rest were corrupt ; and
on the twelfth he was taken home for sepulture ; but whan
placed on the funeral pyre he came to life again. Then he
related that which he had seen, namely, that there are two
chasms, one leading into earth, and the other into heaven,
opposite to each other, between which in a spacious plain sate
the Judges of the dead. The spirits of the just were sent
through the right hand chasm, upwards, towards heaven, and
the unjust to the left and downwards, each to receive the due
reward of their actions. They alternately ascended and de
scended, taking a period of rest in the intermediate plains.
Eer related that, when in the regions of the dead, he heard
that Ardiaeus the Great, who had been tyrant of Pamphylia
about a thousand years before, was not permitted to approach
that plain ; but whensoever he and certain other tyrants at
tempted to ascend the chasm, it uttered a bellowing sound,
upon which some fierce and fiery men dragged them back into
Tartarus. The said Ardiaeus had murdered his aged father,
and his elder brother, and had committed other impieties.
Those, he said', who after having had their seven days' rest
upon the plain, ascend to Heaven, behold a pillar of iridescent
light, to the summit of which the chains which uphold the
Heavens are attached. Upon that same summit is the ada
mantine distaff of Necessity. Its whirl consists of eight con
centric spheres whereof the seven interior revolve contrarywise to the eighth. On each of the spheres sits a Seiren
singing in concord with the seven others, and at equal dis
tances sit the three Fates, Lachesis, Clotho, and Atropos,
daughters of Necessity, singing respectively of the things past,
the things which are, and the things future, to the music of
the Seirens.
Lachesis orders the souls of mortals about to live again
n2
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freely to choose their own Acupwv or Fortune ; and in this
place Eer doth in some wise assert the responsibility and
moral freedom of man, using these words, 'Ac eri] Se afcovitir
.... dma eAo/xtvs, ©soj J' avai-noj. The Mortals choose
in turns, by lot, from an assortment of all manner of lives and
fortunes, and in that deliberate choice is 6 iraj xivSuros rw
dvfytoirw. He who chooses tyranny, or any other object of in
ordinate desire, will pay thereafter the penalty of his ill choice.
We are told that Ulysses made choice of a private life, which
he found neglected by others. After each had chosen, Lachesis
appointed him a guardian genius, Sziwwv tpvXa%, to carry his
choice into effect. This done, they go into the barren and
arid Lethaean plain, and drink of the waters of Amelees the
oblivious river. Some being imprudent would drink too much;
but he, Eer, was forbidden to drink any -.
It cannot be doubted that these pretended revelations of the
twice-born Eer belong to the Hermetic or Ophionian writings,
and that the author had been nibbling at the fruit of the for
bidden tree. They contain an attempt to explain the in
equality of the circumstances in which men are placed by
nature, and which seem to have some influence over their
moral conduct ; and they imply the famous doctrine that all
knowledge is reminiscence, which the senses and outward
stimulants do but call into action. If the soul hath drunk
too largely of Lethaean water it's knowledge is forgotten
beyond all power of recollection, and the provocatives of
experience are unable to revive it ; and such a soul is what
we term a natural ideot. We furthermore find that certain
overweening men were exempted from the general condition
of the dead and from the purgation of souls, and were kept as
prisoners in the pit of Tartarus. These are the Titans, or
they who were disobedient in the days of Noe and descended
alive into the abyss when all other flesh died. Their Chief,
Ardiaeus, who murdered an aged man and a young man, is
* Plato Rep. I.. 10. id finem.
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Lantech the last of the Cainite haeresiarchs, upon whom with
his three sons and his daughter the earth closed at the breaking
out of the flood. Having a foreknowledge of his fate, and that
he should live at least until the Preacher came to visit the prison,
he shuddered at this horrible longevity, and said, If the life
of Cain my progenitor was guarded by a sevenfold guarantee,
surely mine is seventy times sevenfold. Lantech is the King
of the Earth whom the witch Erichtho invokes in the first of
her sublime and very curious incantations, who although
numbered among the daemon Gods, is tormented by the
prospect of a long protracted life,
Eumenides, Stygiumque nefas, Poenaeque nocentum,
Et Chaos innumeros avidum confundere mundos,
El Hector Terroe quem longa in stratia tarquet 5
Mors dilata Deum !
Eer we find is Zoroaster, a name applicable to five persons,
Noah, Ham, Cush, Nimrod (the Hades, Zeus, Helius, and Iao
of the oracle), and after a long interval to Hostanes or else to
Hystaspes the father of Darius. Cush Persae vocitavere Zoroastrem, says Gregory of Tours. But the Eer of Plato is
the fourth, Nimrod, for clear reasons. He fell in battle, and
was a Paii-Phyliaii or Omni-Gentile hero, but he was not an
Armenian, only the son of an Armenian; now, the three first
Zoroasters were all Armenians by birth, but Nimrod was born
in Shinar after the migration of the people under his father.
In another legend (which Plutarch mentions on the authority
of Protogenes a grammarian) the twice-born prophet was iden
tified with the tyrant Ardiaeus orAridaeus himself; Thespesius4
who died, and returned to life again, and revealed the secrets
of the other world, in a former state of his existence was
Aridaeus.
Eer's reviving upon the funeral pyre is the fable of the bird
t Lucan. vi. v. 697. See vol. 3. 351,
4 Plut. de Sent Num. Vind. p. 564.

Phoenix and of the Memnonian hawk ; the bird Orion or
Horion, is, according to Clitarchus 5, an amorous bird of
India, resembling an heron in size, red (tp o i v t %) as to his
legs, and withal so musical as to rival the Seirens in his per
formance of the Hymeneal song, hXyovra ytvrp ivvtu Tivi
yapuxw. The same historian related, that the kings of India 6
had large waggons so constructed that trees might grow in
them, and so they carried this bird about with them (Tov
euipuivorarov 'Clpuava.) in a domesticated state. Nonnus has a
tawdry passage concerning this mysterious creature,
'HtJ£J p.tXtffra.ye£<r<riv kit a'x^£fiov£<r<riv asifoi 1
'Clpiuiv yXvxvs ocvis o,ao(toj Ifipfow xuxvsu.
'Ov pev a'vaxfas* Zefyvpyioi <ruvSpoos dupr,
'Tfivoroxtov -nT£^uytuv dvepteSea. puXfit \a.KKujv,
'KKXa. <rotpois <rrifiare<riri ptXiXprcu, iia ris dvyp.
Where from the topmost honeydripping spray,
Sweet bird, Orion pours his meaning lay.
Not careless he to breezy Zephyr flings
His notes, with concert kept of rustling wings,
But human-minded and with wisdom sings.
The followers of Memnon were called by the poets both Indi
and Phoenices, and the Indian and Phoenician bird are symbols
of that king's prophetic spirit. At the time when Cyrus lived
many ancient names were revived, that of Zoroaster in Hystaspes, those of Solon, Orpheus, etc. in the persons of a variety
of Greeks, and the title Cyrus itself was one of his ancestor
Perses or Nimrod, whose throne he restored in Asia ; and their
two histories were by reason of this common title entirely con
founded by Herodotus. • The same causes led Ctesias to place
Armenius and Pamphylus in the days of Cyrus ; unless indeed
s Clit. cit. JEAan. Hist. Anim. L. xvii. c. 21. p. 333. ed. Conrad Gesner.
These words are very obscure. Mr. Schneider has printed ,m• um i/t'f, etc.
upon the authority of several learned men's conjectures. Quaere tamen.
• Clit. cit. Strab. xv. p. 1018. Oxon.
' Nonn. Dion. xxvi.201.
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Ctesias wrote Nini and not Cyri, as Henry Valois supposes,
upon this ground that theJirst book of Ctesiap, cited by Arnobius, is known to have related to Ninus and the Assyrian
origins.
Eer (I say) was a word indicative of early or beginning time,
whether it were the opening of a mundane cycle, the spring of
a year, or the morning of a day. It's antique form is whe[iar,
being the root (as I believe) of early, and of earl, an elder of
the Saxons or Danes. But it was sometimes contracted into
xnheer. When the digamma was abandoned it became in some
dialects eiar, and in the Attic of Plato eer.
Saturn was called Cronus because time recommenced with
him, and the same epoch was wheer for the same reason.
Haud alios prima nascenti origine mundi
Illuxisse dies aliumve habuisse tenorem
Crediderim. Wheer illud erat, wheer omnis agebat
Orbis, et hibernis parcebant flatibus Euri.
The first man appearing (as the mystics pretend) at the be
ginning of each cycle to renovate the world is the god Protogonus. He is invoked by Orpheus as the father of both
gods and men, who wandered over the whole world, and was
born out of the symbolical egg,
IIfwroyovoi' xaAeto J«pt»i, /xeyav, difopoitXayxtiv ',
'ilaytvy, %pvtreytnv ayaAAo^evov itre^vyanrtv,
Ta.vpu.itov, ytvstnv (t,axoL^uiv Svyruiv r dvfyuntuiv.
Iirc^a. ifoXuiivijirrov, iroXvopytov, 'HP1KEIIAION,
'Appijrov, xfupiov, faifyjropx, ta^oxs ipvas.
'Ovitwv bs oxoroBonrav dtfr^a.vpuxTa.s fyu^Aijv
Havnj JtvijSiij itrepvyuiv piitais xzra. xoirpov,
AafMTfoi' dywv paoj dyvov, dp' a tri iavyra. xixAije-xw,
HJe IIpnptov aVaxra, xai 'Avravyyv lAixaurov.
'AAAa ju,axaf, itoX',^ri, iroXuaVops, Ga.ive ytyyfiui
'Es reXery dyu/jv 7n)Auiroix*Aov o'fy*o««vr«ij.
8 Orph. Hymn. o.
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That address is evidently to Noah, for Priapus is the tide of
that patriarch when resupine in his tent and disturbed by fe
verish slumber. The same Protogonus is elsewhere addressed
by the style of Bacchus Trietericus, Lenaeus, Eubuleus,
Pyrisporus, etc.
Ilfwfoy»' 'Hpxeitaie, Qewv irzre^ rfe xcu vis 3.
And there is yet another more curious passage, where Proto
gonus Eericepaeus is said to have yawned portentously and
swallowed all things into his belly, and then to have been
impregnated with the fullness of the godhead, so that all
things were recreated within him.
'£1s rore Itpwroyovoio %xvov pins 'Hpixtita.ui l0
Twv itxvruiv Seu.01s hysv iw ev yaare^i k'jtXai
Mi0£ $' iois ji£A£striri ®sb hvap.iv re xa/ aAxijv,
Tuvixa trvv rw iravra Atos -naXiv ivros hvyQf.
This is the same character who in the Hymns is thus invoked,
Hap/paye, Havysvero^. 'Hfi-K£irsuoj is compounded of the
name of Eer the Armenian, and the Ark his Receptacle. It's
latter part is from the verb capo, capio, cepio, or cipio, 1 receive,
which is in Greek xairw, I eat. From this power of Capacity
come many words, as capis,capa,cupa, aTuupos, ctkv$os, xutteAAov,
a cap, a cup, a coffer, I cover, I keep. Eric the fabled founder
of the Suedes chained up the winds in his cap, and the ark of
Osiris drifted to Byblos and was overshadowed with the
branches of the shrub erica. It has been already 1 1 observed that
Eric, Erech, and Irac, are the same words as arik or ark; so
that Eric's cap is nothing but the ark of Noah, or floating isle of
,Eolus king of the winds. We may arrive at a true perception
of the word 'Hfixtmuos by considering the name of a town upon
the Maeotic swamp, Panticapaeum : which last we can by no
means doubt to mean The town of the Panti-Capa or Area
a Orph. Hymn. 51.
1J Orph. ap. l'rocl. in Plat. Tim. L. 1. p. 9.9.
" Above, p. 465. n. 128.
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Omnium Cupax. It was the European capital of Mithridates,
and consisted of a conical hill or Asfos 1* with habitations built
round it in a circle of twenty stadia. So Eeri-Cepaeus means
the god of the Vernal or Primaeval Receptacle, and has only
by inference and not literally the sense imputed to it by John
Malalas 13, of ZuioSoryc.
Eeri-gona {born in the eer) was the daughter of Icarius
who introduced the worship of Bacchus and the use of wine.
But Eerigona is but another way of spelling the name which
Homer called Wheeri-genea,
'A/xos S' Fypiyevsi etpocvy jtoSifaxrvXos 'Hus u.

There is yet a third title equal to Eerigona and Eerigenea,
and belonging to the same person, Eeriphanis 1 5, or Appearing
in the Eer. The nomian melody, an ancient song used by the
shepherds, was so called from Eeriphanis a lyric poetess who
was enamoured of a famous hunter Menalcas, and wandered
through the woods and mountains in quest of him, so as to
draw tears of commiseration from the fiercest wild beasts. Her
wanderings were as proverbial as those of Ino ; and while thus
rambling in despair she poured forth her Nomian Song, in
which as we read were these words, Maxcai fpves, w MevaAxa.
It is hard to pronounce upon an insulated fragment, but if
Spues be the nominative to some verb it seems absurd to cite
such an unmeaning portion of the poem, especially as the words
of Athenaeus imply that it was not the beginning. I suppose
it was a sort of burthen, and was written Mzxa*ai S^uts,
meaning " Happy are the Oaks with which you live, aban" doning me ! I envy the woods your company 1"
Eerigenea was not only the goddess of the diurnal morning,
but of time's earliest dawn ; Nonnus addresses Homer in these
words,
■' S l ralio. vii. p. 4-48.
" Malal. Emend. a Bentlcy in Epist. ad Millium.
14 Od. 'I. v. 1. n iv t« iii }i>iuiii!. Kustath. ibid.
1* Above, p. 313. Athenxus cit ibid.
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'lAijxoif <r£o /3iCAoj ofio^cwf 'Hpiyirar,.
Smile on me thou, to Grecia's elder days
The herald of imperishable praise !
Yet lives unfaded thy perennial rhyme
All be it ancient as the morn of time.
From those words I collect thatNonnus interpreted Hom-eer,
coaeval with the Eer of time ; upon the same principle of com
position as o/xryAi£, coetaneus. And I believe he is right, or
nearly so.
Man was made out of the earth and the first man and woman
were called Adam, by which word some say we are to under
stand the earth. The same connexion pervades the Latin words
homo, man, houmanos, belonging to man, homos, earth, ho'milis, earthly. And in it, as I conceive, we must look for the
mysterious Om of the Samothracian Pelasgi (from whom the
learning and customs of the Romans were directly and pecu
liarly 17 derived) and Oum of the Brahmins ; so that the awful
words, conx Om pax 18, will be, sanci Homo-tellumon pacem.
Hom-eer may therefore signify either the man of eer, or he
of the land of eer.
The kings of Persia were styled kings of Eeran and Aneeran (vulgarly Iran and An-iran), the latter being a negative
of the former, and the title is equivalent to King of the 15
World ; it seems to be the same word which the Greeks occa
sionally used for king, fyavos.
II. But if Homer belongs to the land of Eer, what land is
that ? and if to the time of Eer, what time ? Nonnus may
mean the first Olympiad by the time of Eerigenea, or many
other things ; and it is expedient to know what he does mean.
18
"
"
'9

Dion. xxv. v. Ml.
Ai will be shown in vol. 1.
See abovet p. 505.
Moullah Kiroze cit. Malcolm Hint. Peri. 1. p. 258. n.
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He says that the books of Ophion contain this secret, which was
the oldest of cities ? and he there mentions the city of Aurora
and also the age or time of Aurora.
'E£r* sv 'Apxa.Sii} it^orepy itetev, ij IIOAIS 'HOTS «0 ;
'SapSits h yeyaan ita.Xcurefou, h St xcu a'unj
Taptros dettopevii irpuitoimXis' ei Se vis aAAij
'Ovx. iSa.yv y^on0s *£ itiva.% raSs iravra. StSairxei,
Th ir^orepij BXarijtrs, ns IirAero STTXPONOS 'H0T2.
The poet names four competitresses for the priority, adding
that he knows of no other candidates, and then, although any
one would think the city of Eos belonged to the time of Eos,
he gives it in favour of Beroc or Beryth, in conformity with
the Phoenician part of his mythology. Bating the error or
vanity of these Phoenicians in appropriating the matter to their
own country, it is all plain. FouB places (Babel, Erech,
Accad, and Calneh) of which the foundation for obvious
reasons was nearly synchronicul, disputed the palm of anti
quity : but, say the Ophionian books, there was one older than
all, built by Dardanus, when
»Vw 'IAioj Ipi)
'Ev treStiy ireiroMro, iroAfj Mepoirwv dv&{urr:u,r,
in which (according to Sanchoniathon) the reliques of the
Ocean were consecrated to Baal Beryth, the Lord of the
covenant. So that the town of Aurora is by no means so old
as the time of Aurora ; nay that time is as old as the World
itself,
nfeuto^aiTjf Bepoi) iteXe e-oyy^woS yMxi xotrfwu.
And therefore we must modify his eerigenean era into two
senses, first, the time of the absolute beginning and " syn" chronous with the world," i. e. with the deluge subsiding,
and secondly, the time in which the city of Eos Eerigenea
flourished.
" Dion xli. v. 354.
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We have already 41 thrown a sufficient light upon what
concerns that city. Aiaia was the Colchic paradise in which
the fleece of arietine Jove was preserved, according to the
Argonautics, and according to the Odyssey it was the en
chanted island of Eos Eerigenea or Circe, daughter of the
Sun, and the place of the Sun's rising,
Nij<r<iv is 'Aianjv, ofliT' 'Hoof 'Hpiyiveiyf
'Oma xai Yotoi hn ruu dvroXai 'He/.ioio.
But Ilion was the " hebdomad with eight ways of Eerigenea,"
and it was likewise " the holy therapna upon which the Sun
" first sheds his rays." And, thirdly, Eos or Aurora was the
capital city of the ./Ethiopes or Cushim in Asia, in which the
titan Merops or Tithonus reigned, and begot Phiethon son of
the Morning, where the rising Sun first shines, and where he
has the stables of his horses. In a word, it was Babel, which
the ancient astronomers accepted for their meridian of lon
gitude, and of whose sovereign Belteshazzar the prophet
says, How art thou fallen from heaven, Lucifer, son of the
Morning !
Upon a time, Winter prevailed over the earth and laid it
waste with incessant storms, but when that dismal period was
gone by, Giamschid 49 king of Iran and of the whole world,
and of the Ginni 45 who govern the world, constructed the
Place of the Spring prodigious in extent and of 44 square
shape, and he built therein a lofty palace surrounded with a
wall and divided into compartments, and also the Castle ofthe
Spring, to the base whereof he conducted a stream of water,
and peopled the place with men and beasts. The citizens of
that place were (in my apprehension) the real Hom-eers, and
the warriour Giamschid or Gian ben Gian was Plato's Eer
Pam-phylus, who revived out of the ashes of his own pyre ;
« Seevol. 1. p. 245,6. p. 4 44—8.
« See vol. 1. p. 140.
•t Saadi cit. Herbelot in Giatntchid.
*t Vendidad Sade in Zend-aveata, tom. 2. p. 275, 6, 7. See there, vol. 1.
p. 229. 234.
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Est locus in primo felix Oriente remotus *>
Qua patet eterni maxima porta poli.
Non tamen aestivos hiemisque propinquus ad ortus,
Sed qui Sol verno fundit ab axe diem.
Illic planities tractus diffundit apertos
Nee tumulus crescit, nee cava vallis hiat.
In those words does Lactantius begin to describe the paradise
of the bird Phoenix.
These inferences may be brought somewhat nearer to a
matter of fact, by observing that those Cushim, who arro
gantly styled themselves the Macrobians and the Immortals a9,
and esteemed themselves little less than Gods, did at a later
period of their history style themselves the Homerites. A
Byzantine historian (nearly cotemporary) mentions Sanaturk
king of the .Sthiopes *7 iraAai uev Maxpofitas v>v Se 'Opypiras :
xa>.B.u.£YBj . Chosroes Anushirvan took him prisoner, and utterly
destroyed their capital city, and transferred the nation, ro sSvos
•ta.ciryira.tQ. The destruction of the ancient kingdom of the
Sons of Mars was perhaps the occasion of the inscriptions at
Adule being defaced, which Cosmas Indicopleustes had seen in
a perfect state some fifty years before; and probably the
kingdom of the Habessines grew up in consequence of that
event. We should desire to know into what country he re
moved the Macrobians, and what people (if any) he sent into
their vacant place. When we consider what lofty things
Homer says of the Nilotic iEthiopes, and that the language
of the Gods (to which he often alludes) was their language,
and the ©ewv o\J, A e i f i o s tr <r a. of Susa the city of Lilies, \
built by Tithonus -Ethiops, and that they were called Aetio- I
pians from possessing the most sacred and antique of tongues,
we may comprehend in what sense both the Immortalists of
Ethiopia and the bard of ages were Hom-eers. Homaioun
•5 Lact. Phcen. v. 1 —6. in Wernsdorf Piet. Minor. torn. 3. p. 298.
** Secvol. 1. p. 180.
*7 Theophapes Byzant. in Phot. Bib. p. 26. ed. 1824.
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i. e. atnas, aquilinus, is a Persian term for noble or august,
and it has much the air of being the same word with aeon sub
stituted for eer, opatxv, aeon being the duration of time and
JEon the name of a personage who (according 2* to Nonnus)
presided over the renovation of time C9 after the deluge of
Deucalion. Beroe the irvyxpovos 'Haj was also ic^tor*tpa.rrls,
'Aiwvoi bttxmopQ(.
If this name signify the Men of Eer, or in whichever of the
three ways it is compounded, it is evident that we can carry the
meaning of Nonnus's surprising declaration ireo pi/3Asj o'/«;£fovoj 'Hfiytv£ir, no higher than the time when Aurora Semiramis the mother of 30 Memnon, and her line of JEncade
flourished in the city of Eer the Omnigentile.
III. Thus have we been led some steps towards believing
that this " old man eloquent" was born in the land of lands
and in the mother of cities, while the /Kneade yet reigned and
the ethnic league was still united in language as in empire.
But we must seek for other authorities and arguments con
cerning both his age and his country ; and firstly his age.
Lucian, besides his high character in general, was a native of
the banks of Euphrates, and united in some degree the learning
of Greece with that of Asia, and he (in his Encomium of De
mosthenes) mentions the vulgar legends of his country and
parentage, and then comes to his age, saying, yt0*3v ^e t0Y
'Hetmxov ij rov 'lar/ixor xai /xtj}' iirus ircas ~w HirioSi* £1Xtv
ijAixiaj iratpws iiJcvai. What sense can possibly be assigned to
these words the Ionic Age ? Every age is in some sense Ionian,
Roman, or English, in which those nations respectively exist :
but I can understand no other aera to be meant than that of
the miraculous expulsion of mankind which was called the
Ionian apoikia or Going; Forth of the Doves, and by Parthenius in his Erotics the aposkedasis or scattering of the
* t. vii. initio. Se* Herbelot. in Homaioun.
n Alwve, p. ?R5.
:'" Lucius Ampelius, ~jib. Mentor. c. viii.
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Iones.

'Iwvwv rfiroixia (says the chronologist 3l Eusebius)

iv o'ij 'O/xijoov IropoOtriv. A passage of a satyrist, Sulpicia,
when properly explained, will show that Homer fled from Asia
under those circumstances of dreadful calamity called the Scat
tering of the Iones.
optima posthac *a
Musa velim moneas (sine qua mihi nulla voluptas
Vivere) uti quondam Lydtn dum Smyrna peribat,
Nunc itidem migrans velint.
Homer was often called a Maeonian,
priores Mreonius tenet
Sedes Homerus,
and that word was used by the Poets as an absolute synonyme
for Lydian ; the whole difficulty of the passage resolves itself
into that synonyme.
The repeated article in Lucian shows that two diverse times,
and not two names for one time, are meant. Now it is very
plain that the Heroic Time, which gave birth to those demi
gods and warriors of whom the minstrels sung throughout all
nations, was that which ended abruptly by the confusion of
Babel. Homer belonged to both : he flourished in the Semiramian empire and learned and improved the various wisdom
of the schools of Asia ; he was a witness of the ruin which
befel that empire in the life-time of Serug, and a sharer in
the calamities of that time ; and he ended as an outcast and a
gentile the life which he had begun as a Pumphylian. This
made the uncertainty, whether to place him in the ionian age
or at the end of the heroic : and considered in the latter way,
he was no cotemporary of Hesiod, who was not born when
Homer left Asia, but in his old age and in Greece he knew
him.
There was an ancient poet, the founder of a whole school of
" Kus. Chron. L. 1 . p. 28. Amst. 1658.
*1 Sulp. v. 58.
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poets whose works were vended under his name, Hesiod,, one
of the few names in which we can trace the Teutonic Hesus.
One of his poems is extant, and it is not certain whether he
ever writ any other. Hesiod was said to have been some way
connected in blood with Homer ; but, however that was, they
were cotemporaries. Testimony is both general and minute in
it's details to that effect ; and he himself wisely and truly says,
ir^y S' aris va.p.va.v anoXkvrsu, i]v rivet, voAAoi
Aaoi pyfii%,8<rr ®sos vv ris ir« xai duii].
The most learned, far beyond comparison, of the Romans,
avers this fact, but qualifies it with that accuracy which be
longed to him, non dubium est quin aliquo tempore eodem
vixerint Homerus et Hesiodus". In truth Hesiod was a
younger man by many years ; and probably by not less than
one hundred, as is said to have been the case 54 . Hesiod was
born in Europe, and wholly unacquainted with navigation, as
he declares,
'OdTe ri va.vriXirj <re<rotpt<Jii£vos, j/Th Ti vytur,
'Ow yaS
'nore wjvcnv eirtirXeov iafea vovrovsi.
But his father came over from Asia, flying from misery and
the wrath of Jove,
Kufaij» 'AioXtSa. irfoAjfftDv iv viji peXcuvr,
'Ovx dtpewic tpevywv, aSe vXbTov re xai iXGov
'AAAa xaxijv vtvirp, Trlv Zeuf dvSpsir<ri faSuin.
NaffffaTo 8' d.y% 'EAjxtuvof &\{voi\ hi xuip.r,se.
He was properly coeval with Homer, and was one of those
who quitted the kingdom of Asia at the great dispersion. At
the funeral games of one Amphidamas, king of Chalcis in
Euboea, his poetry was preferred to that of Homer in a famous
»
M
»
*

Varro ap. Aul. Gell. 3. o. 11.
Porphyr. ap. Suid. in Hctini.
Op. et Di. 647, 8. The ten next lines are a flagrant interpolation.
Ibid. v. 634—7. The interpolation v. 63K. is barbarous.
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contest, of which a curious but not an authentic narrative is ex
tant, which victory he celebrated in an inscription upon a tripod
dedicated to the Muses. Panides king of Chalcis presided at
those games, and pronounced the famous judgment which
passed, like that of Midas, into a proverb. I have elsewhere
" intimated an opinion concerning that contest of Homer and
Heaiod. Hesiod 3S son of Dius and Pycimeda was reputed a
prophet. He was murdered in the temple of Nemean Jove J*
in Bceotia by Amphiphanes and Ganyctor sons of Amphidamas,
because he had seduced their sister Clymena, who bore to him
the poet 40 Stesichorus. His body was thrown into the sea,
but the dolphins brought it back to shore, and it was interred
4 1 in the Minyan Orchomenos, 4* where the ravens used to
frequent his tomb. He was regarded as one of the mystically
regenerated, or twice-born, and Pindar wrote an inscription
for him,
Farewell, thou wisest teacher of mankind,
Hesiod, twice born, and twice to death consign'd.
His age and history are altogether mythical, and his obscure
poem, which has come down to us with several interpolations,
is one of the oldest works in existence. He was born (as he
says) in the iron age, which is the ^fovss 'luivixos, or days of
Serug, and had seen no part of the ypiv0S 'HpiuiMs.
IV. Crates 45 said that Homer flourished within 80 years
of the Trojan war, Eratosthenes 100, Philochorus 180 years
after Troy taken ; and others fixed his date lower, at the same
time with Archilochus, who flourished in the days of Gyges
37 Vol. 3. p. 104, 5.
3* Pausan. ix. c. 3 1 . s. 4.
39 Thucyd. L 3. c. 96.
*• Procl. vit Hesiod. This no doubt is founded upon a literal interpretation
of some metaphor of Stesichorus, in which he called him his father.
41 Pausan. ix. c. 38. s. 3.
*• Lucian. Peregrin, c. 41.
«3 Tatian. adv. Gracos, p. 166. ed. Paris. 1615. p. 108. ed. Worth.
111.
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the Lydian, 500 years after the war of Ilion. Dionyshts the
fabulist or cyclographer on the other hand made him coeval
with both those famous wars,
44 @ij(izUyS, 'EAAijvwv ft ti)s Six tijv 'EAevijv.
Aristarchus computed that he lived at thu time of the Ionic
apoikia, and 140 years fitra nov 'lXtaxuiv, and Apollodorus of
Athens, who published a chronology in Iambic verse, about
140 years B. C. declared that Homer flourished (ijx/xaxew)
100 years after the Ionic migration, being 250 years after
Troy taken, or (as Mr. 45 Heyne says we should read it) 240
years. But perhaps we ought to take Apollodorus as we find
him cited, and to esteem his interval of 150 years between the
capture and the emigration as a truer one than the 140 of
other authours, seeing that 150 years is the total duration **
of the four iEnead or Semiramian reigns. At the time in
question the abbreviation of life was but in it's progress, and
Serug lived 230 years (and he is not recorded, as Homer is, to
have been especially old), from which it follows that he who
quitted Bel or Ba-bel in the vigour of youth and had fought
in the war of the Epigoniad, might sing to a third or a fourth
generation of the Meropian colonists, allowing him full half a
century of repose and perhaps of blindness to compose his ela
borate works. In the hard condition of the fugitives,
Diversa exsilia et desertas quaerere terras
Auguriis acti Divom,
war and husbandry must have engrossed the energies of the
able bodied, and none except those whose mellow years had
obtained for them a degree of veneration and an exemption
from labour would find leisure
Strictly to meditate the thankless muse,
" Tz. Chil. xii. v. 186.
*s In Apollod. vol. 1. p. 411.
i6 See above, p. 24S.
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and charm the ears of their grand-children with Nestorean
lore, with the wars of the Centaurs and Curetes, and all the
marvels of the old land. Therefore the acme of a poet is rightlyplaced somewhat later than that of a warrior; and Homer
may very well have seen the Populifugia and have flourished
as an epic poet 100 years after them. If he flourished as such
240 years after Troy taken, Solinus probably sets his death
too early 47, saying, post Ilium captum anno 272 humanis rebus
excessit. It is recorded in Suidas that Maion father of Homer
resided in Smyrna at the time when the Amazons came there ;
but the Amazon Smyrna, from whom that city was named,
the Venus Meretrix of the aged Cinyras, and mother of Adonis,
was the far-famed Helena ; therefore it appears that the father
of Homer flourished under the armed gynacocracy of Helen.
And such was the truth.
V. In the kingdom of Babylon the arts and sciences made
no small progress, a progress far greater than the wandering
fugitives whom it sent forth were for long ages able to reattain ; even allowing to the advocates of the moderns the
questionable superiority they assert. The antiquity of human
wisdom, such as it is, was illustrated by Monsieur Dutens in
his Origine des Decouvertes attribues aux Modernes. Babel
is the Umbo of lost origins, and wherever a science or fine art
is found to walk the earth but hide it's head in the clouds,
you may with some safety refer it to the ambitious ages of the
Nephilim and Rephaim : all literature, metrical and prosaic,
the wonderful game of chess, the secrets of magnetism and of
gunpowder, the desuetude of which not in Europe only but in
jEgypt, Iran, and Western Asia, is a most curious topic, and
the embalming of the dead. The moderns may have slender
reason to assert a superiority in Mechanics, Hydraulics, or
Metallurgy: and as touching the science of Star-gazing, it
must always be a doubtful matter among mortals which race
r, Salin. Polybut. c. 40.
M M2
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of people mixt up the largest share of presumption and false
hood in their theories, unless indeed any assistance can be had
from Holy Writ. A strange notion has obtained that riding
on horseback was unknown in Homer's days; he knew not,
saith Julius Pollux 4s, fj-ovivvus Imof, but these critics would
have done better to read than talk, when they would have
found this simile of Ulysses shipwrecked and bestriding a
plank,
'Afup' in Supcrf ifiaive xeAijS' cJc Jinrov iXauvwv,
which shows the custom to have been so well established, that
there was a peculiar word for a saddle-horse. It is a mon
strous thing to say that men ventured to yoke war-horses to a
chariot and drive them, not on a road, but on unequal ground,
through the turmoil of battle, a method expensive, difficult,
and to the last extreme dangerous, before they learned the
easy and simple art of striding an horse's back. Why cavalry 49
were not used in the heroic wars, I have no reason good enough
to put forward, but I am not therefore bound to acquiesce in
such great nonsense. Virgil ascribes the art to the Lapithae,
Pliny to Bellerophontes, and the scholiast of Apollonius to king
Sesostris, which names belong to the heroic and are older than
the ionic age ; and indeed the two last are, the one a Lycian,
and the other an iEgyptian, appellation of Nimrod.
Among the primitive arts, poetry and music were not the
least eminent, having been revered from the beginning as a
«8 Onom. £. 1. c. 10.
49 The Mylhi of those wara were all imitated from Homer, who describes
under other names a war in the Babylonian Shinar. The champaign nature
of that province may have rendered chariot-fighting feasible, and where it was
so it may have been found more efficient than horsemanship. Friar Bacon
intimates that he knew a way of making chariots which should move without
horses, and with incalculable velocity, and supposes the war-chariots of the
ancients to have been of that kind. De Mirabili Potestate, p. 37. Hamb.
1618. It follows that he must have understood some part of the mechanism
by the horses we read of. He appears to have known the powers of steam as
a principle of motion. But he was such a liar it is difficult to reason upon any
thing he said.
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gift (like language itself) of God, and the vehicle of prophecy
w in it's largest sense. That connexion of ideas is too plainly
apparent from the words used to express them, for the most
timid etymologist to doubt. The same word, vates, denotes
both a prophet and a poet, and prophecy is called the singing
of the bard, vati-ciuium. The words Casmena, or Camcena,
Casmen or Carmen, though familiarly applied to poetry, do
but commemorate
nymphs priscum Carmentis honorem
Vatis fatidic,E, cccinit quae prima futuros
iEneadas magnos et nobile Pall antcum.
The title Maura, Maura, Matra, or Musa, is the self-same
word which was M given for his proper name to the prophet
son of Amram, by reason of his being " drawn (that is, saved)
" out of the water ;" but he was not the first prophet who had
been preserved in an ark at a time of general drowning, nor
yet was he the first to whom that title was applied. One of
the names under which their great ark-borne prophet was re
vered by the Orphic priests was Mousaios, to whom certain
oracles were falsely ascribed by the Athenian Onomacritus. Of
that personage **, Museus, it is recorded, that, in the great war
of Jove against Typhon and the Giants, he deserted the cause
of the latter, to whose number he seems to have belonged, and
adhered to the banners of Jove. The other giants were all
destroyed, but he was rewarded with an high and stipulated
recompence; so at least I render the obscure phrase ruysiv
wpia(L£vu>v tipuiv. Him they deemed to be pre-eminent among
the blessed in Paradise, that is, in the Elysium of Hades, in
which the spirits of the just await the last day,
medium nam plurima turba
Hunc habet atque humeris exstantem suspicit altis.
** Sec above, p. 73.
si Exod. 3. v. 10. See Observation! on the Plagues of /Egypt by Jacob
Bryant Egre, p. 38.
s* Diod. Sic. 5. c. 71.
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When we read of one Titunian sophist preserved when all
the others perished, and becoming a founder of the Orphic or
Bacchic religion, we recognize Cham the second Ophion.
From musa comes music the Greek word for all literary studies.
'Ae.Su and astJij are but the verb hSui, I knew, with an in
tensive particle. The common epithet of song was fe<r-nis and
Oe<rksffm, the word of God. The Bacchic goat-poems in their
earliest form, and when sung by a single person without
dialogue, retained that 'venerable name of Thespis, out of
which a person has perhaps been invented. Nor am I clear
that the tragedies of Thespis mean any thing more than those
which adhered to the simple model and original purpose, which
was exclusively religious ; and those were all that ever pre
ceded Phrynichus, or whoever was the first to write them
upon principles almost entirely aprosdionysiac.
The modulated way of writing and speaking, which the
prophets received from the Spirit within them, was formed by
the profane ingenuity of the Belidae, into a system of art, and
upon a model of style, which all ages since have been content
to imitate, while they have scarce lifted their minds to the
ambition of rivalling. Of this school were the first Epics,
Hom-Eer (so called by way of excellence), and the Homerites.
Much of their manifold and egregious merit is more generally
felt than easy to define, arising from the simple sweetness,
both of their language and rhythm, from the golden mean ob
served in the use of images, and above all from their just and
noble view of the human character, neither dissembling it's
bad passions and infirmities, in order to display an unnatural
perfection, nor yet showing them in such a glaring light as
offends both the taste and moral sense of the reader. The
maxim de gustibus non est disputandum is often misunderstood.
If a man say that he loves asa foetida and hates bread and
meat, it is idle to dispute with him upon what he only knows,
whether he does or docs not like the one and dislike the other.
But it is not the less true that the one is nauseous and the other
good, and made such respectively by God for our use. In like
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manner it is vain to argue upon the pleasure any person feels
in reading any work. But it is not the less true that the
imitation and embellishment of nature, and the selection and
arrangement of facts in order to make a poem, will be good or
bad, and therefore generally and permanently admired by com
petent j udges, or otherwise,. according to the skill of the authour
as a critic and his fecundity as a genius. Peculiar habits of
life may engender a morbid taste of mind as well as body, and
as a living poet did in his youth prefer the generally condemned
Thebaid to the iEneid, and as some have been found to com
pare the nauseous Dionysiacs of Nonnus with Homer, so have
the manners of the East brought some well-educated men to
delight in it's productions. Morbid taste and bad morals in
course of time will infect whole nations, and so both their
literature and their civil polity are destroyed. The love of
sound and versification in preference to sense, and of small
parts (such as a simile) rather than the masterly composition
of it's main divisions or of it's whole, are generally the signs
of decaying taste. If these remarks are not just, we must yield
to entire pyrrhonism, and admit that one opinion or (estimate
of any given thing is no better than another ; under which errour
even moral sentiment would soon become a gustus non disputandus,
Quum fas atque nefas exiguo fine libidinum
Discernunt avidi.
But there is one definite feature that divides the primeval
Epic from other metrical writings, namely, the unity of action
and limited duration of time ; the former tending to one end
or to several ends ingeniously combined, and the latter con
fined to not many days. Nothing so plainly demonstrates the
existence of a systematic rule as the shifts which we see used
to evade it: we cannot read the English tragedy of Cato
without seeing that unity of place is rigidly exacted, in the
school to which the authour belongs : and the like observation
must occur to us concerning time, when we see that king
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Alcinous and his family are kept up the whole night listening
to a narration which occupies four books, and comprehends the
events of a far longer period than was permitted for the Ac
tion of a poem. But in process of time the scattered colonies
sunk into a degree of rudeness, and the arts of the Homerites
were so far forgotten, that the minstrels who sought to imitate
them never even discovered the principles upon which they
wrote. It was in those ages that an host of metrical chroni
clers, called for some reason the Cyclics M, sprung up; and
although they surpassed our old Fabian in the beauty of their
verses, their plan,
If shape it can be called which shape had none,
was the very same: to begin with king Brute, and go regularly
down to king Henry Tudor. Of this class was the authour
of the Inferior Iliad, gemino bellum Trojanum orditus ab
ovo; and Panyasis and Peisander the Rhodian, who followed
Hercules through his whole life and through a shocking far
rago of adventures. Aio M itavres foixawv adaptor etv, atrot tov
•xoiyrwv 'HfaxAijtJa. xai ©ijoijioa xa.t ra. roiavra. irotyu-ara
ireKtiyxauriv. 'Oiovrou ya.f eitsi kts ijv o 'HfaxAijj, ivx xat tov
pt.vSov *tvai irporijKiiv. '0$' 'Op-r^os wtr#ep xou ra a AAa Sia.tpecu,
xat tut' ioixc x.a>.uis IStiv, ij'toi Sia rexvijv lj tia. tputriv, etc
Eustathius " justly enumerates, as distinct things, y *irveoita
and ij tuiv xuxXixwv itur^xtuiv. Indeed the great philosopher,
when he came to analyse poetry, was led back to those very
principles which the first generations of men had known and
practised; but their true date and birth-place were bidden
from his sight by the clouds of intervening darkness. As that
refined and perfect style could never have been invented by
those little predatory tribes who colonized Greece, and as in
fact we know that their method of writing was comparatively
rude, we must ascend the scale of time till wc come to a point
$ Seerol. l. p. 510. note.
M Arist Poct.c. 17.
» Procem. in Iliad. p. 65. Florent. 1723.
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at which the lost civilization of men may be found. And this
we shall not find any where later than the general flight of
the people, who carried into the wild solitudes they had to
clear and settle, a knowledge of all the various ornaments of life,
without either the leisure or materials necessary to use them,
insomuch that writing itself fell into desuetude among them,
unless it were an occasional inscription on stone or metal.
The next generation would receive from their fathers a pretty
ample tradition (though less ample than those would imagine
who have not revolved in their minds the dismal nature of this
dispersion), but in the next again the arts and civility of the
old country would be almost forgotten among savage petty
feuds and all the hardships of a sylvan life. A Birkbeck in
the woods of Missouri is still an Englishman, and acquainted
with the institutes, arts, and literature of the most favoured
modern state, and any thing rude or barbarous which may ap
pear in his dress, or dwelling, or mode of life, is but an accident
of time and place. But in his children, if he be rearing any
in that wilderness, it will begin to be a real rudeness, and
manners will continue to decline for several generations before
they stop and begin to retrace their way towards the eminence
from which they had descended. Such, but with obvious
circumstances of grievous aggravation, was the condition of
the Sporades. And they have fairly inverted the argument
who contend for the recency of Homer on account of his skill
and excellence, and would make the Odyssey a moderner work
because it's authour (as they fancy, of which presently) was
farther advanced than the other in arts and refinements. The
premises, were they true, might be used to evince the very
converse.
Homer therefore learned in schools antiques laudis et artis,
and was separated from the next following revival of learning
by such a gulph of time, as had obliterated even the memory
of the rules and canons of good taste upon which he had
acted.
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VI. Having inferred the antiquity of this epic poet from
the character of that class of poets who succeeded his age, let
us see if some argument may not be drawn from those who
went before him. These are almost invariably represented to
have lived during the Iliac war, if not earlier. Such were
Apollo 56 the prophet, lover of Alexander, and high-priest of
the Sun, whose poems Homer is said either to have imitated
or wholly appropriated to himself, and Asbolus the Centaur
who 57 wrote before Homer, the J£ latter certainly and the
former probably denoting Cush son of Cham. Such also were
Thymcetes grandson of Laomedon, and Pronapides the alleged
preceptour of Homer, whom Diodorus 59 classes with Thymoetes
and Linus, and with Hercules, Thamyris, and Orpheus, pupils
of Linus, and who must have been expressly stated in the copy
of Diodorus which Tzetzes used to have been himself a pupil
of Linus, because he doth not advert to it once only, but founds
his 60 whole argument concerning the age of Homer there
upon ; Palamedes the Belide, and his pupil Corinnus of Ilion
who wrote ert 61 riuv Tfuiikuiv <rvvira.iievwv, Dares 61 priest of
Vulcan whose sons fought against Diomede, Dictys of Crete the
companion of Idomeneus, and Sisyphus the Coan or Meropian
and secretary of Teucer, whose pretended work was extant
when John of Antioch wrote, Syagrius f° whose age and nation
do not clearly appear, but who is said to have followed Orpheus
and Musaeus, Nimrod who first 64 invented poetry in Baby
lonia, and lastly Helen of Troy and the Babylonian Sibyl,
from both of whose works Homer is said to have borrowed.
s° Is. Tz. Arg. in Lyc. p. 267. ed Mullcr. Jo. Tz. in Homer, p. 27. ed.
Herman. Philostr. Heroic, p. 192. ed. Boissonade.
s7 Tatian. adv. GnKM, p. 137. Worth.
s8 See vol. 1. p. 176.
59 Diod. 3. c. 60'.
«• Tz. in Homer, pp. 22. 23. 149.
Suidns in Nomine.
1liad. 5. v. 9.
./Elian. Var. Hist. xiv. c. 21,
6< VeiiL-tus bishop of Puteoli cit. Boccac. Geneal. fol. 218 b. cd. 1627
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Of three great periods, from the flood to the tower-building,
from the tower-building to the fall of the Scythismus in the
patriarchate of Rehu, and from the establishment of gynaecocracy to the dispersion, Homer was educated under the last.
His days were closely consequent upon those of the abovenamed personages, and possibly he may have seen the gray
hairs of Corinnus. But had a large space intervened between
the flourishing of Homer as an epic, and the time of the great
heroic wars, that space must have furnished bards or poets,
and their names could not have fallen into complete oblivion,
when those not of their followers only, but of their forerun
ners, have been preserved. History may be acephalous, but it
can hardly lose it's middle. It follows that this divine archetype
of all heroic verse since written flourished as a poet in some
period closely ensuing upon the schismatic wars and the flight
of the people. What but the power of Providence has blunted
the scythe of the destroyer, and handed these volumes, not,
like the Scriptures, exempted from interpolation, but preserved,
like them, from the curtailment of one iota ?
Adspice Meoniden, a quo ceu fonte perenni
Vatum Pieriis era rigantur aquis.
Durat opus vatum, Trojani fama laboris,
Tardaque nocturno tela retexta dolo.
If the persons and events mysteriously spoken of in the
Odyssey were not fresh in the memory of men, he would
scarcely have put forward this maxim in it's outset :
Tyv yap dFoiSijv /xaAAov^linxAeistr' dvQpwlroi
'Hrtf dxaortBtrtn vswraryj dfipntetyrai.

To mortal ears most grateful seem
Those strains, that sing the latest theme.
This is no new remark ; nor is another which may well be
here repeated. He would not have addressed the Muses in the
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following terms, if the wars of Agamemnon had been so very
old a topic, as to render quite foolish the idea of a man's knowing
them otherwise than by report,
'Eaitere vvv pot, Marai, 'QAtrntfia. Suijt,a.t l^ovrej,
'Tju.g(s yap Qscu ere, iraper* re, Fire rg iravra,
'Hfi£is Se xteos oiov a'xsopev, sSe ri FiSpev.
Muses recount, from your Olympian seat,
The kings and leaders of the Danaan fleet ;
Ye aye were present, and ye surely wist !
We knew them never, though their fame we list.
We may perhaps be able to observe some glimmerings of
internal evidence to confirm the idea of Homer's having lived
in the ever memorable xpovos 'lumxos. If he had not beheld
mankind immeasurably afflicted, amid savage wanderings, por
tentous terrours, and fearful judgments, and eaten through
life the outcast's bitter and scanty bread, his lively spirit would
never have sent forth that dismal groan which makes the very
reader's mind to sink :
'Ou /x*v ya.{ ri *a ifiv iifoftorepo* dvS^oi
Tlavtuiv, 6trtra re ya.iav !tn irvitet re xai iptcii.
Man is the saddest, lornest thing, of all
Created things that live, and breathe, and crawl ;
and the following lines,
Havres [lev siryepot Savaroi SeiXoig-t Gp0ronri
Aiptp S' otxrirov havseiv xai irorpav eifurireiv 6i,
may be suggested by sufferings of which he was a witness
when the avenging Whirlwinds threatened famine,
Sola novum dictuque nefas Harpyia Celamo
Prodigium canit, et tristes denunciat iras,
Obsccenamque fametn,
t* Od. 12.341.
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when manna was " the bread of the messengers," and when
the less favoured fugitives " cut up mallows by the bushes 66
" and juniper-trees for their meat." Cutting down trees to
make a dinner, which in their days of luxury they had used
to cut for dinner-tables, is probably the Whirlwind's aenigma,
Sed non ante datam cingetis moenibus urbem
Quam vos dira fames nostreque injuria caedis
Ambesas subigat malis absumere mensas.
It is not easy at this day to discover which of the heroic
versifiers were Homerites and proper poets, and which on the
other hand were chroniclers of mythology and hexameter
historians. The Homeridae or descendants of Homer flourished
in Chios and pretended to inherit his mantle. There is an
obscure satirical dialogue among the works of Plato, in which
he endeavours to show that poetry is in reality a divine in
spiration, and that rhapsodists who are not ministers (vmjperou)
of the spirit are mere idle pretenders. The interlocutor is a
rhapsodist called Ion of Ephesus, who pretends to be a gifted
and privileged expounder of Homer ; but he probably ridicules
under that fictitious character the celebrated Ion Chius for
claiming an inheritance of poetic genius as one of the Homeridae. Arctinus of Miletus was said to be a pupil 67 of Homer,
but the epitome which Proclus gives of hisiEthiopis and destruc
tion of I lion proves him to have been a mere rhapsodist or
cyclic ; not to mention his speaking 6B of the palladium statue
of Minerva. Pronapides seems to be an imaginary authour,
fabricated for particular 69 purposes not many generations bc

** Above, p. 378.
(7 Artemon cit. Suidas in Arctino.
« Dion. Hal. 1.e. 68.
*J The first mention of that authour is in Diodorus, and the next is in
Tatian whose Promautidct of Athens is certainly a corruption of Pronapides,
p. 137. ed. Worth. After them, at an unknown period, when the unknown
writer Theodontius lived, and in the fourteenth century when Johannes
Galcnus or Diaconus writ his Allegories of Iiesiod, we find him again cited ;
and both those aulhours had read the 1'rotocosin. See Johan. Galen, in
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fore the time of Diodorus, who first mentions him. There is
more doubt regarding the Siege of (Echalia by Creophylus of
Schol. Hesiod. p. 498. ed. Gaisford. But Johannes Tzelzcs, a writer con
siderably earlier than Galenus, avows lhat he never saw any poems of Pronapides. Tz. in Homer, p. 24. cd. Herman. From which it follows that
they were not in common use, though extant until so lately.
The dogmas of Theodontius exist only 1n Boccaccio, who says he was
" come penso, huomo non nuovo." Upon the authority of the Protocosmus of
Pronapides, he refers the origin of all things to a terrific being whom he calls
Demogorgon, who begot out of Chaos these offspring in succession, Discord,
Pan, the Fates, Heaven, Python, Earth, and Erebus. Genealogia de gli
Dei, L. 1. p. 5— 16. ed. Venet. 1627. The name of Demogorgon imme
diately fixes our attention. We first meet with that namc in the epitome
which we have of the very learned mythology of Julius Hyginus, an authour
cotemporary with Diodorus Siculus, which says, cx Demogorgone et terra
Python, draco divinus, p. 14. ed. van Staveren. Lactantius Placidus has a
long scholium upon this line of Statius,
Et triplicis mundi summum quem scire ncfastum est,
which he has manifestly extracted from that book which, as he says, ex Libris
Ioeffabilia Doctrine Persei preceptoris seorsuro libellum composul Lactantius
Placidus. Lact. in Theb. vi. 364. In that scholium, he says, that Demo
gorgon is the greatest of Gods, and that his real name must not be known,
but he condemns those qui eum interesse nefandis artibus actibusque magicis
arbitrantur. Lact. in Theb. iv. 516. It would seem therefore that the name
of Demogorgon does not belong to popular mythology, but to some dark
schemes of superstition, that we can trace it no higher than the poet
Pronapides, and that we can trace him no higher than Diodorus or the
Augustan age. Had Pronapides been greatly older, older authours would
have known of him and his dark imaginations, and had he not been older by a
century or so, the chances are that Diodorus would not have been so far
deceived as to cite him for an ante- Homeric authour. When (therefore),
where, and why did Pronapides write? In the court (as I surmise) of Antiochus Epiphanes, and in furtherance of his diabolical superstitions. That
king flourished about 140 years before Diodorus. He attempted to set up a
new religion and "a strange god whom his fathers knew not ;" in doing which
we know that he had ministers to whom he gave names of fabulous antiquity,
as Laius, Jason, and Menelaus. But two circumstances bring the probability
closer. The gorgon head from which the name Demo-gorgon is formed was
an especial object of worship to him, erected by the man he called Laius; and
secondly, we read that " the king sent an old man of Aihcni" to compel the
Jews to depart from the laws of their fathers. 2 Mace vi. r. 1. It is easy
to suggest why his books were called those of Homer'i prcctptour. Homer
speaks in awful but obscure terms of the
which he supposed to exist in hell. Now, by making the Protocosm the work
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Samos, said to have been the intimate friend of Homer.
Nothing is upon record concerning the management of the
poem, more than it's general subject mentioned by Callimachus,
'Eufuros oirtr' litafttv

Kai £avSijv 'loteiav
There were in Samos a family called the Creophylians, who
may be compared to the Homeridss in Chios, and traced their
descent from the friend of Homer, and one of them, Hermodamas, surnamed Creophylus, a president of sacred rites {rwv U{wv
itpiiro-ptvos) was a great friend of Pythagoras and a sort of70
preceptour to that dark and ambitious character. Any in
ference which might be raised in favour of the CEchalieid
from the existence of the Creophylidae in Samos, is diminished
by the probability of Hermodamas having himself composed
the poem " in furtherance of the Pythagorean plot, and having
assigned to it a fictitious antiquity.
To return to the proper subject of this section, it appears
that as Homer is vastly and indefinitely raised above the oldest
(Hesiod excepted) of bis followers, so also he has no predecessours except in the loftiest regions of fable, et caput inter
nubila condit.
of his tutour, it teemed to follow that Homer's unexplained meaning was the
same as that which the Protocotm did explain; by which means, Homer
himself becomes a witness in favour of the " strange god," whether he will or
no. More will be said of Antiochus and bis proceedings in the third volume.
Did they invent the very name of Pronapides and the tradition of Homer's
having such a tutour, as well as forge the poem? Probably not. The
scholiast upon Dionysius Thrax says, that Pronapides of Athens invented
the common way of writing, in place of the ways called e-mfiun, xXtt£iibn,
and (iivrrfofvSin. Bekker Anecd. 2. p. 783. 786. That seems to argue the
existence of some tradition concerning an ante-Homeric Pronapides. But,
certainly, it is possible that the Protocosm, in describing the origin of human
arts, may have arrogated to it's own imaginary authour the invention of writing
from left to right.
to Iambi. Vit. Pythog. s. 9. s. 11. Porph. Vit. Pythag. s. 2. s. 15.
'' Concerning the subject of that poem see vol. 1. p. 367.
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VII. It is well known what a number of cities contended
fur the birth of Homer, both in the continent and islands of
Greece, and upon that seaboard of Asia where so many fa
milies of the same race were settled. Chios, the seat of the
college of Homeridae, Smyrna of ,Eolis, and Colophon, loudly
asserted their claims. Argos, Athens, Salamis, Ithaca, Teos,
Lebedos, Grynium, and Crete, were also compctitours for that
honour. That, in itself, suffices to involve his origin in
mystery, and we behold with astonishment so many claiming
what none could substantiate.
But the matter becomes more serious, when we find his
birth variously 7i assigned to Cyprus, ,Egypt, Lydia " (i. e.
Maeonia), Italy, Lucania, Rome, and Troy, and that he was
esteemed and called a cosmopolite ; xaQoXa ita.ira. itoXis dmmuifai tou avSpas, ifcv etxorias n xo tr /to * o A i tij s Xeyoiro.

He was not given to the various countries enumerated in a
literal sense, but by force of some inference and in some argu
mentative sense which served to connect him with them all ;
he belonged to the prime source, and therefore to all the de
rivative streams ; to the whole, and therefore to all the parts.
But the whole, of which we are all of us dismembered parts,
is the primitive Babelian empire.
Palamedes was a leader of the Greeks against Troy, but his
disciple Corinnus was of Ilion ; Homer writes on the Greek
side, and in the interests of Troy's most fatal enemies, Achilles
and Ulysses,—yet he was said to be of Troy. This can only
be solved by the scheme of history heretofore explained. Troy,
held by Priam, was the empire against which the Achaians
were leagued, and Eneas was one of Priam's generals ; but the
same Troy, betrayed and taken, was itself the empire of the
Pan-Achaians, and TEncas turned Achaian 7* was their king.
T5
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7*
75

See Suidas in Homer. and Eustath. prooem. p. 76. Florent. 1723.
See above, p. 527.
Proclui deOcnere Homeri in Barnes'a Homer. vol. 1.
See above, p. 1 97.
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The Sibyl who declares that she herself fled from Babylon,
driven out by the gadfly, accuses Homer of falsehood in giving
himself out for a Chian, and says that he was the first who
borrowed from her poetry, but perverted the truth of it. This
charge I believe to be not unfounded ; but it certainly gives
the idea that Homer was a Babylonian. I subjoin that curious
pissage, whose obscurity is enhanced by a corruption of text
I have imperfectly succeeded in remedying.
Kai r*j tyev$oypa.fyos itpvrGvs Pf otoj itrirerat duQis n
Ns* Se mXvv S' t\u, xai iiros, jwrpov oWoia.s
'OvroftCUrtv 6W* (/.ioryope*ov. Xiov Se xaXctriru
'Aurw, xai yfa\J■s* ta. xat' 'iXtoY, ou ptv dXrfiuis,
'AAAa trafytos, iirsoriv yap iu-otf ptr^uiv re x.^a.trpu,
Ilpuiros yap ^£ifetrtriv e/tais (3ij8A8j oVojkt/vij.
If the last verse be not wholly vitiated, it must mean that he
gave a name (celebrity) to his own books by appropriating to
himself the labours or inspirations of the Babylonian Sibylla.
Lucian of Samosata wrote a ludicrous book, called the True
Histories, giving an account of wars between the King ofthe Sun
and the King of the Moon, the battles of the Ncphelocentaurs,
etc. ; wherein he ridicules certain extravagant romances then
in vogue; and in the midst of such unmeaning stuff he gives
an account of his interview with Homer in the islands of the
blest. " I asked him from whence he came, telling him at
" the same time that it was a matter of great debate among us.
" And he said, I am very well aware that some would make
" me a Chian, others, a Smyrnean, and many, a Colophonian ;
" but, for all that, I am a Babylonian " ; and among my
" countrymen I was not called Homer, but Tigranes. Aftcr" wards, however, being an hostage, homeereusas, among the
" Hellenes, my name was so changed." The passage just cited,
than which I know not any more important in Greek litera
*i Sib. L. 3. p. 248.

'Euam, voice, is put by this barbarous writer when

he would have said iYanrn, vision, or eye.
n Lucian. Ver. Hist. L. 2. c. 20. vol. iv. p. 279. Bipont.
111.
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ture, differs entirely in its tone and complexion from the
rest of this farrago : and I am not sure whether Lucian here
intends to affirm the fact and ridicule the pretensions of the
Ionian cities, or to uphold those pretensions and ridicule some
historian who had had the boldness to put forward a paradox. I
conjecture the latter; and that either iEsop the authour of the
History of Helen, or else Ctesias, who threw such valuable
light upon the war of Ilion out of the Royal Parchments, and
whose veracity Lucian bitterly impugns in the same work, is
the person struck at ; Knjnaf 6 Knjo'io^oo nvsypa^ii vtpi njf
'lvSiov yw^af xai ruiv iraf' durois, a. prfe dvros itis 7i, p.i)Ts
dXXs e tirovros ij x s <r e. Either way it is strong, and to
me convincing proof, of what we already more than suspected.
It derives great force from being written by those who are
ignorant of it's force themselves. Finding him a Cosmopolite,
we may be induced to infer that he was a Babylonian ; but
the Greek historians, who were chiefly occupied with the
revived Babylon of Nabonassar, did not regard that city as a
Cosmopolis, or it's kings as Cosmocrators. A notion did cer
tainly exist that the different nations came from Ilion, being
dispersed from thence by the wrath of God ; but then, as the
Sibyl truly says, the " pseudographous old man" had com
pletely deceived people as to the site of Ilion. And you will
scarce find a downright and explicit authority, neither Judaical
nor Christian, for the union of all men under the Belide kings
and the scattering abroad of the nations from Babel or the
Land of Eer.
The statement derided by Lucian is, notwithstanding his
merriment, the true one ; and it indicates to us that Homer
was born in the kingdom of Asia before the division of the
nations.
VIII. Having obtained the age and country of the poet,
our curiosity requires his birth and parentage. Some said he
was the son of Apollo, others, of the river Meles, and others
7« Ver. Hist. L. 1. c. 3. p. 120.
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again, of Maion who was the thirteenth in lineal descent
from Linus. The two first of these filiations are self-evidently mystical and not historical ; and the third is no better
when examined. Linus is a nullity, a mere name, under
which the fall of man was deplored in the mysteries. The
Heroic genealogies are usually of from three to six descents,
and when they are extended to thirteen or fourteen it is by
calling in the antediluvian patriarchates. The Life of Homer
pretends that Melanopus of Cyme, son of Ithagenes son of
Crithon, had a daughter Critheis, whom he sent to Argos to
be educated by his friend Cleanax. She became pregnant by
some furtive love, and was sent away by Cleanax to a new
city which Theseus a noble' Thessalian was then building in
Asia Minor, and which he called Smyrna in honour of his wife,
who was so named. Critheis brought forth Homer on the
banks of the Meles. That story besides it's absurdity has also
certain characteristics of a mythus, for Theseus the husband
of Smyrna the Amazon can be no other Theseus than him
whom fable celebrates for his loves with Hippolyta or Antiope
queen of the Amazones.
One narrative remains which, true or false, carries with it
the semblance of history; that he was the son of Telemachus
son of Ulysses, and of Epicasta daughter of Nestor. Hadrian
asked the oracle, whence Homer was, and from whom ? and
the Pythonissa replied,
'Aywrsv eptcu yevetjv xai irarfiJa yaiar 79
'Afi/3fo<nB Ssipjvoj' iSos V 'iSaxijcnof tnr
TijA£/xa^oj St vary?, xai Nerofeij 'Emxaj-ij
The more we consider this tradition, the more clearly shall
we see that it has the assay and stamp of truth.
The distinguished treatment of Ulysses in the Iliad, and
the dedication of the whole Odyssey to the celebration of his
79 Cert. Hom, et Hes. in Banna's Homer, tom. 1 . p. xxi. See Suidas in
Homer.
nn2
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character, argue some great interest taken in him by the
poet ; and the more, when we remember that the Greeks or
Pelasgians, among whom Homer established himself and put
forth his epics, held Ulysses in such a degree of moral abhor
rence that he became in their dramatic poems a sort of personi
fied Fraud and Cruelty, " the formal vice Iniquity;" insomuch
that Homer's works were not simply praise, but anxious and
studied apology of Ulysses ; and that apology, so paradoxical
to their feelings and notions, that although in the result it
modified, it barely did so, their hatred of his name. The fore
most charge against him was, that by lies and forgeries he
murdered the incomparable Palamedes, the friend of Achilles,
and the great saint and martyr of the Pelasgic religion. Does
Homer commend Palamedes? does he revile him? does he
name him with qualified censure ? or with indifference ? No :
too proud to mention this man but in hostile terms, and feeling
the subject too delicate and the audience too exasperated to
admit the language of vindication, he seals his lips in obdurate
silence ; IlaAaju.ijJijc Tov Ssiqv (as Philostratus hath it in his 60
Heroics) e%cupcuv diravros Xoye ha. rov 'Oou<r<rea.. And the
same authour in his 81 Life of Apollonius saith, that Palamedes
had two deadly enemies, Ulysses and Homer, of whom the
former contrived his death, and the latter refused to sing his
praises, /xij ra. oV££Jij rs 'OSwvtwi aSoi. Although we learn
from the Cyprian Epics and from other sources that the death
of Palamedes did but just precede the action of his Iliad, and
filled the minds and discourse of all people at that crisis, and
although Palamedes was a master-spirit among those sectarian
systems of which the Odyssey darkly treats, yet we cannot
even thank Homer that
fando pervenit ad aures
Bel idie notnen Palamedis.
We could not from these volumes have collected the bare fact
- Phil. Heroic, p. 691. Olear. p. 9i. Boissonade.
"• L. 3. c. 22. p. 1 13. L. 4. c. 16. p. 154.
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of such a man having ever lived. Yet we read of it elsewhere :
and how ? Not as of a hare fact ; but as of a name eclipsing
all the glory of antiquity, excelling in arms and in counsel,
and the inventor of all human knowledge, from writing and
numeration to the heights of philosophy. In the catalogue,
where he could not help it, he once names Guneus, the suc
cessor of Palamedes, and a man of very great importance and
renown.
In his Cimmerian plains, like the murdered Tully in Virgil's
Elysian, Palamedes was not forthcoming : and the ancients
were fully aware of our poet's secret bitterness towards him,
for they imputed the complete loss of the Poems of Palamedes *2
to his malice. Of this we may he sure, that the Homeridae,
with whom the remnants of eastern literature were lodged, did
nothing to preserve them. But the strongest and most coercive
argument, of all that occur to me on this topic, is that the
Homeric rhapsodists who treated of Palamedes in their Cy
clical poems, and who filled those of Homer with inter
polations, did never venture to foist in a single word con
cerning that man, or Guneus, or any of the Nauplian family.
•All manner of things might he interwoven with the pure text,
that subject alone was notoriously inadmissible and would have
betrayed it's own spuriousness in their time.
I submit to the reader, that all these matters offer no re
semblance to the partiality which a mere poet may feel or
affect to feel for an ancient hero whom he has selected for
the theme of his song. The enemies of such an hero are
usually placed in a somewhat odious but a strong and for
midable light, in order to enhance his own merit. But we
observe in the sullen silence of Homer and the rhapsodists
the effects of unfeigned party spirit, and the strong passions
of scorn and hatred neutralized by prudence. Mitigated ani
mosities and distant fears are loquacious, but absolute silence,
whether sullen or prudential, argues a personal feeling.
5! Suidas in Pulamcdct.
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Therefore Homer must have approached to Ulysses in point
of time, and have been either in blood or friendship connected
with him, or with those who were so, and must have entered
deeply into their feuds and animosities.
In all probability the poet was indebted to Ulysses for his
knowledge of the facts that occurred in the course of the great
decennial war, before the time of his own birth. And so
much is averred by Philostratus, although, from his not
knowing the true order of times and generations, and that
Homer had actually conversed with the wise Laertiad, the
history has been unavoidably dressed in a fictitious garb. Homer
(it is said) repaired to Ithaca and evoked the ghost of its old
king, with all the known formality of Hodyssean necromancy,
and received from him an exactly true account of all that had
passed at Troy ; for the most mendacious spirits could not utter
lies before the blood 83 and the fosse. In return for this precious
information, he stipulated with the spirit that he would never
make any mention of Palamedes, either as a warrior or a sage.
Hcrmesianax of Colophon is not to be despised, when he says
that Homer 84 was acquainted with Ithaca and personally
attached to Penelope, although he mistakes the pious vene
ration of a grandson for the passion of a suitour.
There are some occasions in which the authour betrays
himself as the son of Telemachus, and in which we cannot
acquit him of some little inadvertency, although we may
solve it by reference to his filial feelings. Ulysses returned
after an absence of nineteen years, isixorou erisurrip, having
left his son Telemachus (as Helen declares) a babe,
iXiivt veov ysyouoT kn Fotxw 8s.
And he was just emerging from puerile occupations into the
concerns of manhood at the time of his father's return ;
* Philoelr. Heroic, p. 728. Olear. p. 138. Boissonade.
84 Hermes, v. 27.
"5 0i1. iv. 112. and see ii. 313.
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But nevertheless we find Ulysses, when engaged in hot alter
cation in the camp before Troy, boasting himself as the father
of that nine or ten years' urchin. When menacing Thersites,
he says,
Mijxfr' IirsiT* 'OSuCyi xafij wpoitnv einitj,
MijJ* in TijAe^ta^oio itaryp x£xAijju.evoj iiij*,
Er /xij, x. r. A .
And when Agamemnon taxes him with a remissness in the
use of his sword which he never showed, as his Majesty was
pleased to observe, in using his knife and fork,
'0tyiou '/)■» ibtXi^trSa., kou dtxev rot ra. (u.eju«JAi; *7
TijAs/xa^oio tptXw ntetrepa. irfo/xa^oiin /iiyevra
Tpwtov ktiroo'apwy trv Ss raur" dvtitwXnz £a£eij.
After Telemachus had closed an illustrious life, the filial
piety of Homer would think it a title of honour to Ulysses to
have begotten him such a father : but here it is a most violent
•gpoXytyis, into which none other but the son of Telemachus
could have fallen.
I have before *S alluded to a place, in which Homer shows
a strong desire to vindicate Ulysses, and also some private
knowledge of the manner in which that hero had explained
his conduct. When the aged Nestor was in imminent peril,
Diomede summons him to the rescue in these strong if not
gross expressions,
AiFoysves AaeprtaSij itoXvprftxv' 'Oivirtrev M
111j tjis»yeij, pera. vurra. GoCKwv, xaxos tas, h i[MXiu ;
Mijris rat 4iHiyovri petafypiviv iv Sopu iftfeij
'AAA« jisv', otp^a yepovros dituKtopsv dyptov dvS^a.
■ Od. 1. v. 297.
*7 Iliad, iv. 353.
** See vol. 1. p. 212.
*9 Iliad. viii. v. 93.

*
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fit tfya.r, 'OTA' ESAKOTSE iroAuTAavj Sihs 'OSv<r<rsuc
'AA>.a Tapper MtXa.s £*i vy&i 'hyouuiv.
Ulysses was preeminently famous as a sailour, he was called
a thief (tpuip Ji?woc and kXuj<1> JeApivo0^jtwt) in allusion to the
fraudulent means by which he got the palladium, and he is
said to have had a violent quarrell with Diomede concerning
the possession of it ; therefore in reading that Nautes (i. e. the
sailour) stole the palladium 90 from Diomede, and thus secured
the hereditary priesthood of Minerva to his posterity the
Nautii, we could not doubt that Ulysses was meant by the
name of Nautes, even if the maxim put in his mouth was not
the very motto of the v o Xvr Xav s Sios 'OJu<r<reuf, the whole
Odyssey in two lines,
Nate Dea, quo fata trahunt rctrahuntque sequamur.
Quicquid crit, superanda omnis fortuna ferendo est.
But we are told of the poet 91 Arctinus that he was the 94 first
Greek poet who made mention of the palladium, that he was
a disciple of Homer, and that he was the son of Teles one of
the descendants of Nantes or ofthe Sailour (for the words may
be either way translated), which I regard as a much stronger
and more complicated proofof Homer's having been deemed in
the most ancient times to be of the blood of Ulysses, than any
direct affirmation of that fact can be.
IX. These earliest and best of human productions, that time
has spared, have not long since appeared in an highly rege
nerated form,
'US' dvaye^<>u.£*a y^ttrCa. Xayxtt

Their grammar and orthography may perhaps have been
9° Serv. in JEneid. 2. v. \66. 3. v. 407. !i. v. 704.
91 Suidas in Arctinus. Artemon. cit. ibid.
» Dion. Halicarn. 1. c. 68.
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restored to as near its pristine purity as the remoteness of our
time and scantiness of our materials permit, of which I am not
a competent judge ; and certainly a large portion of the cob
webs which filthy spiders had spun in this palace of the Muses
have been brushed away. With j uster views of the nature and
origin of mythology, the late editor would have been bolder in
his surgical operations ; nor would have left in his work the
largest and most gawdy, but, in my poorjudgment, the grossest
corruptions of the Homeric volume. But what friend of ancient
learning, and the liberal arts, can refuse to mourn over the yet
recent grave of Richard Payne Knight ?
Mr. Knight declared his conviction that the Odyssey was
not written by the same Homer who composed the Iliad, but
a century later : and although ancient tradition is wholly the
other way, and the whole style and colour of the poems, as
he observes himself, similar, he draws this conclusion from a
supposed improvement of arts and sciences, and corruption of
the pure language, to be found in the Odyssey. I have
already observed that the greater degree of civilization, if
true, should rather make the Odyssey a century older. But
the strongest argument lies in what I have already urged, the
matter of Palamedes : the heaviest proofs are needful to per
suade me that twenty-three books could be written about
Ulysses without naming that other worthy, ni en bien ni en
mal, unless by a person having a strong interest or feeling upon
the subject : and such a feeling would have died away in another
generation. At least it would no longer show itself in the
strongest of all ways, Silence.
But the critical reasons given for Mr. Knight's opinion
are, in some instances, founded on error. 'Atyoppoos 'ilx.ia.vos,
so far from showing that the Odyssean poet knew the ebb and
flow of the sea, hath no allusion whatever to tides ; nor doth
Oceanus in Homer mean the sea, but is expressly distinguished
from it ; the Reflux or Subsiding of the Deluge is spoken of.
BuCAivos oirMf docs not prove any more progress of art than
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airapra. XeXmron w, which implies some sown ** or vegetable
cordage ; and most likely a kind of spartum or broom. This
plant is mentioned by Livy ** as an important article in the
marine of the Carthaginians ; and they certainly cultivated it
for a variety of uses ae. At Dinajpur, in Bengal, the Crotalaria
Junoea is sown for cordage, and for making sackcloth, and is
very valuable for these purposes "7. It is therefore probable
that their ancestors the Phoenicians made use of the Spartum
in like manner, and that cordage of broom fibres was made at
Byblus (one of the oldest of their towns, if we may trust Philo
Biblius, the translator of Sanchoniathon), and thence exported
for sale into Greece,
iotvnus Xiyw dvfyes iir' de^oeiSta. trovrcv.
Were it named from the Biblus or book plant, it would
have been writ Ct£Airoj, as Ilcsiod hath it in a line now corrupt,
but which ought (as I think) to stand thus:

2xaoj means shady ; because unless the rays be oblique to
a body, and fall from the perpendicular, it gives no shade.
Hesiod probably speaks of Palm-Wine » such as was drunk
in Assyria and in Syria, and which for some time after the
colonization of Europe would be exported as a dainty to such
as could afford it ; for the leaves of palms were used to write
books upon, in foliis palmarum Sibyllam scribere Varro t00
testatur.

The practice of committing sacred compositions to

91 Iliad. L. 2. v. 135.
» Varro thought that either hemp or flax was meant by that expreuion.
Aul. Gell, xvii. c. 3.
95 Liv. 22. c. 10.
* Plin. Nat. Hist xix. c. 7. XXX. c. 43.
97 Carey on Dinajpur, in As. Re*, vol. 10. p. 11. Sometimes called the
Sunn Plant.
9* Op. et Di. V. 587. vulgo, nrgam n mm,
» Herod. I. c. 193, 4. Plin. Nat. Hist. xiii. c. 9.
'«■ Cit. Serv. in ^Jneid. 2. v. 444-
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die leaves of the palm, may help to explain what follows ;
" and Deborah a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she judged
" Israel at that time ; and she dwelt under the palm-tree of
" Deborah m." On the other hand, we find that Minerva and
Telemachus were by no means above the use of leathern ropes.

In the Odyssey a greater variety of scenes gives room for
the mention of several things that may not occur in the other.
I cannot believe that in the age of the Iliac poet a free man
never performed services for a recompense, and that such an
offer as is made to Ulysses in Od. xviii. v. 356. could not then
have been made to any man, however poor and necessitous.
Surely a critic should not infer such unlikely things from the
mere silence of another poem written on a very different subject.
The Odyssey makes no mention of trumpets and other things
connected with war. The same remark applies to the greater
magnificence of dwellings; for how are the peaceful splendours
of the victorious Menelaus to be compared with the state of
the Greeks encamped before Dion and doomed for ten weary
years

The bivouac of the allies before Lisle has about as much
resemblance to Blenheim House. The same may be said of
Ae<r^ij. And besides, we can prove any thing if we resort to
the dva% teyoptva. : for instance we may say, the authour of
the Iliad is the more recent of the two, for he knew the
country Scandca, the helmet xaraiixj, and the bird Percnus,
or Morphnus. That marvellous piece of sculpture, the shield
of Achilles, in which a tender voice, AnrraA£ij (piovy, is graven,
is none of Homer's ; but I reserve my fuller remarks upon that
subject for some other occasion. Whose it is soever, the song
called Linus, Ai-Linon, Bormus, or Maneros, is I think cer101 Jo81i. c. i8. rs. 4, 5.
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tainly meant. My ear, at least, is convinced of it, when I
compare Aivov 5'aVo xoLtov dsiSei with KaXov dutortts lla.njova,
and Mr. Knight's assertion that dtiSet los, qui ad citharam
canit, Cira£iSei ipsa, is precipitate and unfounded : Callimaohus
says of the Delians singing the hymns of Olen,
'Oi pev viraeiSetri vo/xcv Awxfoio yepovros 10i.

It is true that the passage of the Iliad, where JaAij l!M occurs,
should be rejected ; but this really amounts to nothing since
we are told of Andromache's distress,
Xijrei toi8J' a'vJfoj a/xyv£*v AOTAION lj/xaf .
On the contrary, the locus non suspectusof the Odyssey ■os,
where it does occur, is the most glaring interpolation, to my
judgment, in the whole volume of Homer, and in contradiction
with v. 263 of the same book. If the Iliad does not make
mention of birds trained in the way of falconry, it matters
nothing, but I believe it does. One sort of Eagle was trained
to hunting, which circumstance entitles it to the discriminating
article l06, TOT Sijfijtijsoc, for not only all eagles, but all birds
of that natural order, are of prey.

To Priam and the Trees

"» Proleg. in Homer, p. 20. n. 5.
1«i Hym. Del. v. 304.
"i* Iliad, 3. v. 409. Mr. K. gives no very good reason ; but there ran be
none better than the monster r^TrXni. Cynxthus of Chios and his followers, •i
itiji. KvmuI», the first professed reciters of Homer, disfigured bis works by
interpolating much, trsXXx m WZi, of their own making, or at hast not of
his. Eustath. procem. p. 99. These interpolations, I maintain, were of two
sorts; long episodes, written in a cultivated and fine style, but foreign from
the authour's ideas and purpose ; and lines, distichs, or short passages, which
much humbler minstrels presumed to foist in, and which are often very base
and barbarous. It is obvious that the former, injuring, as they do, the whole
fabric of the poem, are in the eyes of a real judge the worst offenders, while
the latter offer the most offensive blemishes in particular parts. It was chiefly
against these latter that the old grammarians pointed their obelus.
■*s L. iv. v. 12.
•t* Iliad. txi. v. 252. xxiv. v. 316. Ulysses, as John of Salisbury had
read in some lost authour, first invented the art of falconry, but dissuaded his
son Telemachus from indulging in that amusement.-*. Polvcrat. /.. 1.e. ip. 13- ed. 163!).
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this bird was the most perfect of omens, being a type of Nimrod
the Mighty Hunter, of Phlegyas 107 the lawgiver of the Actiopians. If the country Messene be not named in the Iliad, the
city Messe' is.
The arguments drawn from language are few and slight ;
and such as are well accounted for by the greater severity of
diction wanted in the high heroic Epic, than in one of a more
mixed and playful character. And even here there may be
some questionable propositions. The trisyllable ytpcuos does
occur in the Odyssey as applied to the augur 10* Halitherses
and to Nestor. The dissyllable ypai, on the contrary, is in
the Iliad 109, and so is Tpcux as the name of a place. I incline
to think that vwvupvos is a different word from drwvpos,
Yavvftos, or vwvu/xos, as it is improperly written, just as we
write wji'e/xoj for
in r' eirXcr' dva.vepos ai&ijf.
It is made from the negative alpha and owu.y, a name : and
where short vowels are made to fill the place of long ones, by
the stress and impetus of pronunciation, substituting loudness
for duration of sound (which is the principle of our English
metre), the proper way, if any, of marking it in writing is, by
doubling the consonant, as dvveu.oevra, dTrroveetrScu, 'OXXupitoio,
'Aff£s, vavvifiuis, Y0YWIX.0S. Mr. Knight makes no alteration^
but this method is rather more satisfactory to the eye, and more
justly represents what is really done by the organs of speech.
In consecutive vowels, I believe the strong aspirate was called
in, thus,
Diha men au zosteeros eleelato daidaleoio
Kai dia thoreekos polydaidalou.
The word anonymous is written at length in a place which

'"7 Above, p. 48.
'« Od. 'i. v. a91.3. s.373.
*^=* /.- 3. v. 3H6.
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I think has been very hastily rejected by our critic as com
ments meptissima.
'Ou fitv yap ris va.jiva.v dvovvpos ks* dvSpunttuv no,
'Ou xaxsj, ouSs fiev I<rAof, enyv ra. vpvira yevyrar
'AAA' kvi van r&evrai, evei xe Texuxri, roxyes.
It relates to a practice of immemorial antiquity, and involving
the most curious topics of speculation : nor do I know any thing
more sweet and Homeric, and more akin to that peculiar vein,
betwixt simplicity and pleasantry, which inspired other pass
ages in this poem. Such are
'AMa xai tus \mv fsive rew yevos, ivvoSev lan'
'On yaf dvo i^vos £<r<rt vaXai<pare, aS' dvo ver^ys '".
And again,
vuis Je <re vaurai
'Hyayov eis 'IS«xijv, rives efipevai ku^sToovTo ;
'Ou fiiv yap ri <re neXpv ofofiai ev^aS' iKsffSai "4.
And where Telemachus saith to Mentes,
Mijnj?, MevT', efie <pi)<ri re efifievar dvrap eycoye 113
'Oux FoiS', b yap vtu vis iov y.vtv doros dveyvtu.
On the other hand, I imagine the word Ntw-Tfivof to be an
archaism, and, as it were, a word of bardic excommunication,
formed of the negative non or no, and kymnus, a laudatory
song.
piAav hriv uVefpevei K^oviwvi
Ntuvufivaf dvoXeaSai air' 'Apyeos iv$aS' 'A^aussThe priests of the Lama of Thibet sing hymns 114 in order to
»•
•''
''•
•'3
im

Od. viii. SS'l.
Od. xix. 162.
Od. xiv. 190.
Od. 1.215.
Colebroke, At. Res. xii. p. 437-
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procure repose for the souls of the dead, to which end a part
of every rich man's inheritance is devoted. " The king is
" low, without his song "5." " Fingal shall lie without his
" song, the grey-haired king of Selma." To this idea must
be referred an expression which has tormented the critics,
Quis .... illaudati nescit Busiridis aras ? Phalaris also lay
without his song,
"* 'Ovfe (xiv tpop[uyyts, v*w-coS.Zi Kotvwvizv
MzXSxxdv, iraiSoov oapoiri Se^ovrcu,
while the gentle fame of Croesus lived x«i Aayisij kxi oLoiSois.
This was a denial of funeral rites to those who were shut out
from the communion of the righteous; and we must understand
that this Babylonian ritual was not a mere tribute of respect,
but a Missa or incantation to liberate the soul from pains, que
animas dimittit vel Missas facit ; ire/xirsi. And these ceremonies
were not confined to the time of death, but would enure to the
benefit of remote progenitors, as it appears from a passage of
the Orphic poems, preserved by the Platonic philosopher Olympiodorus, in his commentary on the Phaedon; *0 Aiovuiroj
Autrewj iri" dittos' Jio kou Auirivs 6 Qsos' xai 'Optftus (pijaiv,
d&punroi Ss ttXyeovas Ixaroju-Saj m
Tttyrtyenv itutrritnv e'v wpais du.tpisfya'iv
'O^yta. J' s'xr£Astratn, Xonv if^oyovuiv dSeiuruiv
Ma.ioy.tvor 2u Se toi(nv iyjuv x^a.ros, es x' iSsXrpSa.
Avtr£is ex re itovwv •xa.tenun xai dtttpvos oirpuTo the soul of Gairbar, the song was no idle compliment : but
the bards, with their powerful voices, set him free, and he
soared upon the winds of heaven. The Deity who gave effect
to those emancipating hymns was Liber, Auirioj, 'EAeuOkeuj.
"5 Temora,L. 2.
»* Find. Pyth. 1. v. 188.
"» Orph. ed. Herman- p. 509.
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That xioi is made a monosyllable in the Odyssey, seems to be
an inference from this postulate, that a diphthong cannot be
made short before the semivowel Vau : but I rather rhfer from
these passages, that it may. Furthermore, the same contraction
is in the Iliad, L. xi. v. 704, if you keep that passage : and if
you reject it, then xi&, does not occur at all in the Iliad, and
so there is an end to that topic of comparison between the two
poems. Upon the whole, I conclude that there are but slender
grounds for rejecting both the general inward evidences and
the concurring traditions of antiquity. And the celebrated
critic to whom I have opposed myself was not quite a stranger
to inaccuracy. In new modelling a speech of Priam, he spins
out this alarming verse :
Autrov, iV o'pSaA/xotiriv iJw, ov Se ruvS' dirovcuo xai e'a.So*j !
And he rejects the verse 127 of the Odyssey, L. 3, because
dmros is used actively for Not Hearing, although he very
properly leaves these lines in the same poem :
'Ovtf dpa. n^vsXoireta. iroXvv xpsvov ljtv a.'iri/r&s

X. How, when, and where the authour of these poems died,
is not to be discovered. Plutarch, in his life of Homer, says
that he died at Ios, on his way to Thebes, to the feast of
Saturnalia. But he has preserved an aenigmatic oracle said to
be given to Homer when asking to discover his native land,
and that I think rather means to point out Crete than Ios. It
is absurd to suppose that he was ignorant himself of his country,
and really consulted an oracle about it, but the sham prophecy
is equivalent to an assertion of the fact.
O double-fated from the first,
And blest of fortune, and accurst !
Thy country's name thy soul desires.
Over thy mother's, not thy sire's,
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Widely to reign was Minos' boast,
Not far, nor near, from Creta's coast .
There must thou render up thy ghost,
When thou from tongues of youthful men
A speech shalt hear, but shalt not ken,
Of sense occult and words oblique.
Two lives are thine, but much unlike ;
This darksome, and amerced of sight,
But that as heavenly pleasure bright,
Alive and dead ; and past the grave,
Old age o'er thee no power shall have.
Here there are allusions to the splendour of his condition in
the Paradisaical kingdom, and to the heavy reverse which
befel him when expelled from thence ; and indeed the Sparti
or Sporades may be said to have lived two lives in one,
more truly than any except Noah and his sons, or Adam and
his wife. The tradition goes on to relate, that at Ios he fell
in with some young fishermen, who, being asked by him what
they had caught, answered,

We leave behind us what we've caught,
But carry with us, what we've not ;
alluding to the lice in their heads. The poet was unable to
solve the riddle ; and, according to the oracle, laid him down
and died. Of this story, as given to us, no sort of sense
can be made. But I apprehend that he fell a victim to
the vengeance of the Naupliads. Palamedes was son of
Nauplius ; and Nauplius was the son of Neptune, out of
Amymone, the daughter of Danaus ; but yet Nauplius was a
fisherman. It stands to reason that his fishing was as
mystical (if it were not wholly so) as the Hunting of Her
cules-Orion, and that he said to his votaries, Follow me, and
I will make you Fishers of Men. He died an ignominious
death at the instigation of Homer's grandfather, and we have
in.
oo
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observed the sullenness of that poet concerning him. But that
was not all ; he composed a cutting satire upon the character
and doctrines of Palamedes, under the title of "s Margites or
the Madman. " The Gods made him," says Homer, " neither
" a digger nor a plougher ;" had we the satire, perhaps we
should find that the Gods did make him a fisher. At least we
have two lines of Homer, from that or some other poem, which
are entitled Against the Fishermen, and are corrupted by the
dullness of copyists, but which really are somewhat facetious :
Tokov yap ira.riptov s£ diparos lnytyaa.Tr
Tuiv Te £a.&uicA'ij/itu», r'jjvr a<rvira fiyXa vepovruiv.
The point cannot be given in English, for we do not call a
large estate a deep one ; what follows must do :
Deep is the soil ye cultivate, I ween,
And vast the flocks that fill your pastures green.
The scattering of the nations from Ilion was ascribed by some
to the false lights of Nauplius "9, ever mindful of his son's
death : and that proves that the heartburnings on account of
Palamedes continued quite down to the Ionic Age. I therefore
incline to think, that the Young Fishermen whose presence
was fatal to the life of our poet were some of the Naupliadae,
who wreaked the wrongs of their own grandsire upon the
grandson of his rival. Whatever was the mode of bis death,
the Chrestonathia of Proclus assures us it happened at an ad
vanced age, tpaiverai yi^ouos lKX£XMtus rov Siov ieo.
XI. Homer was a decided votary of the Hammonian Da>
monolatry, that is, he was a Pagan. And he was of the Odyssdan sect or connexion : but that is showing the unknown by
the equally unknown. His real sentiments are obscure to us
by length of time which has destroyed extrinsic testimony, by
i<8 Above, p. 128, 9.
"9 Above, p. 396.
"» Bibl. Alt. Lit«r. tom. 1. p. 1 a
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his own silence, so far as express professions are concerned,
and by the great difficulty to interpret his allegories, of which
we have unhappily lost the key. There is yet another doubt,
whether his real sentiments were just what he professed ; for
the Greeks or Pelasgians were those to whom he sung ; and
considerations of interest, if not of personal safety, would
make him endeavour to soothe the feelings of that violent race
of men. Now, those schismatic Cushim abhorred Ulysses, and
no doubt they also abhorred divers of the tenets of Ulyssism,
whatever they were.
The age in which Ulysses lived and of which Homer sung was
one of daemoniacal agency : and in it there started up various
men and women pretending to be incarnations of various por
tions of the divine spirit; Avatars; and Avantaras. The
worship of the antediluvian daemon Gods had taught them to
divide the divine essence into a variety of energies or virtuesi
according to the characters of the Cainite Theocrators : and
therefore one person being the Herculean Virtue, or a God
after the order of Jabal, did by no means hinder another
tabernacle of flesh from containing at the self same time the
Apollinarian spirit as Jubal did : and so forth. In several at
least of these Anti-Gods he appears to have believed. When
his grandfather descends into hell, and immediately after his
repulse by the angry ghost of Telamonian Ajax, he meets the
soul of his other acquaintance and enemy Hercules Thrasymemnon, whose more excellent nature (being divine) was
in heaven among the Dii Superi. The legions of the dead
crowded around him, and wherever he went the rushing as of
their wings was heard: he moved along in darkness and in
the guise of an archer, while the symbols which adorned his
cloudy phantasm were such as bespoke the mighty hunter and
the warriour combined. He remembered Ulysses and accosted
him (so Homer thought fit to say) with kindness. He said
that his own life had been one of labours and griefs, by reason
of his having been subordinate to a man in all qualities his
oo2
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inferior. But (added the huntsman ghost) Hermes and owlshaped Athena have led me in triumph through them all.
With that inspiring omen Ulysses parted with his old rival
and returned to the warm precincts of the day. Few things
are more sublime. But the Necyia has been interpolated to
such a degree, that the great admiration of it in it's present state
is at least as much an example of the authority of names as of
the good taste of people. I subjoin that passage as I believe it
to have been written.
'£ls ipo/xijv, i Se ju.' iSev ipeiGero, €y Se psr aAAaj
¥u%aj hs 'EfeSos vsxowv xarareheHoriav.
Tov Se per htrevoijira Biijv 'H^axAij£iijv
'EiSwXoy dvros Se per' aSamroiin Qsotriv.
'Ajipi Se pav x.Xayyi) vexvuiv yv, orfwvwv tiis
Tlavroo' amJo/x£vuii'- '0 S' epeuvii Nuxri FeFouaus'
Tvprov rojov syviv xcu eot vsvpr.tpiv ilrov.
fyvtrsoi jv reXapuiv Iva. SetmeXa. Fs^ya. rervxn,
'Afxr&i r', dyporepoi re trues, ^af oiroi re Aeovrej,
'Tir/xivai re, py-yzi re, t^ov3( r, dvSpoxrairiai re.
'Eyvw }' dunxa ksivos (eitei FiSev o*tfi9aA/xoiir(v)
Kai ju.' oAo^uf i/xsvoj Ftitea. irrepoevra. rcpoerpSa.
'A SstX' i) tiva xai oil xaxov popov yyi)XaZBt! ;
'Ov ir£f eywv iyeso-n.ov tiir' dvyas fte>Mio.
Zyvos psv iraij fa Kfov*ov0j, auraf oifyv
'Et%pv direipetriijy [utXa. yap iroXv ^£ifon fun-i
AeSpyiuqv, 6 Se (toi yaXeiros iirsreWst *sQXos'Eppsias S' sp eits^tv, ]Se yXavKiams 'ASijvtj.

Meriones the son of Molus was adored by the Cretans as
the God of War ; and as Idomeneus and he were not really
of Crete, this Cretan worship was as I conceive founded upon
the writings of Homer. I should have doubted whether the
word draXa.vros, equivalent, would amount to an actual re
cognizing of his pretensions as an incarnate war-god ; but the
Cretans so understood it.
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The violent Sarpedon is fully acknowledged for the son of
Jove, and a signal portent is recorded to have marked his
dying moments.
If the strongest feeling of hatred, mixed indeed with ad
miration, existed in the minds of the Pelasgians of Greece
towards Ulysses, the same feeling in its next degree of violence
was towards Helen : who, if a Goddess, was the Rhamnusian
Adrastea or manifest Wrath of God ; and if a woman, the
most fatally perfidious, lewd, and cruel of her sex. The
hatred of Helen's name appears through the Greek drama,
which was the faithful mirrour of their popular prejudices;
but no where more strongly than in the rhetor Isocrates. It
was the way of those spouting sophists to attract an audience
and display their command of the Tuples, by supporting para
doxes, such as the Guilt of Palamedes, and the Innocence of
Phalaris. Now, Isocrates, one of the best of those men, has
given us two pieces of that sort, the Encomium of Busiris and
that of Helen. This being so, we need not wonder at finding
the son of Telemachus not very explicit in his testimonies to
the divinity of this extraordinary personage. She is unequi
vocally described as one both sinful and penitent, but yet she
was the daughter of Jove,

and her goblet, which had once sparkled with the Wine of
her Fornications, when all the kings of the earth were drunk
therewith, was filled at last with the blessed balm of the
oblivion of grief. Homer on this topic, as on many, steers his
way with great circumspection, being evidently a man not only
In darkness, but with dangers compass'd round.
The case stood thus with respect to Helen, but it was far
different as to Thetis, the mother of the Pelasgic Typhon.
The Iliad of Homer was written in illustration of the evils of
discord and violence, but it was also meant to cast a degree of
blame upon the act of rebellion against the King of Men. His
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grandfather was the stedfast supporter of the monarchy) kts
Koipavos ar<Of 'Eif fia<ritevs: and of the claims of the Atreld
in particular, Ta. yap tp^ovests dr' iyui vep said Agamemnon to
him. However, he does in no passage of his work presume
to say that Achilles did wrong, or in any way to favour the
illustrious patron of his family at the expense of the Myr
midon : but, on the contrary, he makes the King of Men
acknowledge his fault, and the general reproach it had brought
upon him, only ascribing it to an infatuation from the Gods,
to Jove and Fate and the Fury that walks in darkness,
' AXXa. Zevs, xai Moipa, xai dcpopoms 'EpivvusAchilles only deplores the existence of discord because of the
misfortune it had brought upon him, and accepts the com
pensations made by the King as his own equitable right, ws
IffieiM/. In his heart the poet was devoted to the Atreide
and regarded with dislike the whole Palamedean policy. But
if the wrath of Achilles was to be the subject of an Epic, that
could only be done among the Pelasgi by paying the foremost
honour to Achilles : and the duty of subordination could only
be hinted at by indirect ways, as in describing the loyalty of
Ulysses and the modesty of Diomede.
The peculiar predicament of the Poet influenced him in
what relates to the Mother of Achilles and wife of Peleus.
While the mysterious characters and divine pretensions of
other living persons are touched discreetly with a light and
allusive hand, this lady is made to be a very positive down
right goddess, and as much of the incredible is related of her
as the exiles from the kingdom of Resen could desire. She
dwelt, sometimes at least, in the bosom of the deep, and was
attended in her movements by the Nereid Nymphs : and when
her son had lost his armour she flew upon the wings of an
hawk to the olympian work-shop of her old friend Tubal Cain
to get him a new panoply. As all this could neither be rejected,
nor yet conciliated with the Homeric truth and sobriety of
style, it wrought a great perplexity of mind in me, untill I saw
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the necessity under which the old man laboured of appeasing
the jealousy and glutting the credulity of those upon whom
he depended. When we are obliged to flatter on those very
topics at which we most long to point our sarcasm, there is
something in our temper that leads us to lay it on very thick :
there is a sort of persiflage in that which comforts our own
minds, as I think I have somewhere observed in speaking of
Virgil's iEneis. This necessary deviation from the harmony
of his system constitutes, in my taste, the greatest blemish in
that fine poem the Wrath of Achilles, improperly called Ilias.
Before dropping the subject, I should point out wherein that
deviation consists : there is a very material difference upon the
pagan, as well as the christian, system, between a man or
woman being an incarnation of deity, and the Divine Essence
which is thus humanized : and many things are true of the
last, which make utter confusion when applied to the first,
and the confusion of facts and dates so produced is that Chaos
which we call mythology : He was not fifty years old in the
first respect, who in the last is before Abraham. And so the
Mother of Achilles, although her Essence was present in the
days of the Flood, and was that of

and had received the living soul of Tubal Cain into the cavern
of the abyss, below the deep-flowing oceaaus,

'ktppw popjiv^w* pnv aVroroj,
was herself in truth but a woman of middle age. This defect
of the Iliad, in turning an Avatar into a Goddess Proper, so
far blinded the succeeding rhapsodists and mythologists, that
we have scarce any historical notices of that lady.
XII. Melesigenes or Tigranes, or whosoever was the bard
Hom-eer, was never but an unwilling fabulist. Addressing
himself to a race who were exasperated by their misfortunes,
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and especially hostile to his family, he was compelled to writeins Iliad with substituted names of men and plaoes, and his
Odyssey with a much thicker veil or mystery. It was his
tusk
4i£uSea. voXXa. Xeytir irvpunit ipout,
but his works were not fictions invented to amuse the reader,
and they contain nothing false without a serious motive. One
of the great and prominent truths or accredited truths to be
collected from his Ilias is the intervention of the daimones or
angels of the dragon, in the heroic wars. The province of
those belligerent spirits was to animate by their presence, and
exhort the party which they favoured, and to suggest useful
advice to it's leaders : and upon occasions to rescue their vo
taries from impending danger by rendering them invisible :

'Psia fjaX', <art ©toj, exzXutyt 8' d^' dipt voXXri 141 .
But they might not, or at least did not, attempt to use their
own power in order to kill their opponents; nor do I re
member that any one was slain in battle by a daemon. This
impotence or forbearance of those otherwise important auxiliars probably gave rise to the idea that they actually dreaded
the smart ofan human sword ; certainly, it gave to the heroes
that sort of boldness which animated the Celt when he met the
Spirit of Loda, and plucked him by the beard.
The same belief continued long after the time of the Con
fusion, when Providence put an end to such doings, and the
Locrians of Greece were wont to leave a gap in their line of
battle, which they thought was filled by the unseen ghost of
Oilean Ajax : we may well imagine that this gap was the
strongest point upon their line. The Christian church has
borrowed this among many other mythologies, and Saint James
of Compostella 1M is a good match for the Locrian Ajax.
'«' Iliad. 20. p. 443.
i*' See Geddes's Tracli, vol, 2. p. Mb-
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From Hesiod to the days of the Apostles and Lucian of 8amosata the word daemon was used to denote certain spirits who
interposed in human affairs ; and I have shown in the former 145
volume that the word was used by all those writers to denote
the ghosts or departed souls of dead men. If the Gods arc
ever distinguished from the Daimones as a superiour kind, it
is not the less true that they had been men J but what men ?
anti-thei, in whom it was pretended that no human soul, but
actual god-head was during life embodied.
Although the daimones, or ghosts of the haeresiarchs, only
fought to encourage their votaries, not to kill their opponents,
they yet were deemed the ruling powers of the fight, the spirits
of the storm. That very ancient poet Archilochus said of the
Abantes,

and the word was explained to mean Janjfiovej lJ5, acquainted
with. A more barbarous etymology could not be devised:
besides, the expression is too frigid for prose, even if speaking
of ordinary warriors ; and much more so for that fierce and
fiery genius.
Say rather, when the Abantes joined in the war, they were
even as the daemon gods mingling in the battles of men.
The impure spirits had limited powers, but exceeding in
several respects those of living men, of which powers none was
more remarkable than the faculty of glamour, which in Latin
(whether exercised on others or on yourself) was called
simulation,
Colchis et JEeo 196 simulatrix litore Circe.
By that faculty they used (as Homer tells us) to assume the
similitudes of living men, and in those disguises to give their
"*
"t
"5
•*

Vol. 1. p. 8, 9. note.
Ot. Plut. vit. The*, c. 5.
Hesych. in voc.
Stat- Thch. ir. 551.
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counsel to the heroes. Possibly they did so when they had
not a full confidence in their own fallible judgments, and were
unwilling to put in peril their false reputation of being Gods.
We thus read that Apollo took the shapes of Mentes, Lycaon,
Periphans, Phainops, Agenor; and Neptune those of Calchas,
of an Old Man, and so forth. But at other times they mani
fested themselves in their own proper persons. Their disguises
did not always secure them from agnition by careful observers ;
Minerva coming in the shape of Mentes, was suspected by
Telemachus, who
Qapfytriv nara. Supov owiraro yap S»ov hvcu,
and the same deity, as Mentor, did not escape the sagacity of
Nestor. Those agnitions were brought about sometimes by
the evanescence of the Spirit, none being able to explain how
or whither the form departed. But there was yet another
way : when Neptune came in the appearance of Calchas the
Oilcan Ajax found him out, and said to the Telamonian,
'Outf iys KaA^avj iri, Seoirf oiros orfwviryr
'I^via yap petWitrHe mSwv ySe Kvyy,auiv
'Pei' iyvuiv diftovros, d^iyvuirn Se $eo* trep W7.
The peculiarity of their progressive motion, or the action of
their feet, betrayed them. Venus was effectually disguised as
an huntress when she met ,Eneas, but in despite of glamour,
vera incsssu patuit Dea.
In fact, when Souls existing in the state called Death make
themselves manifest, they have not a substantial body I2s made
" of the dust of the ground," as " a Living Soul" has, which
tends to the centre of the earth, or is heavy, and is also impe
netrable, or obstinate in the occupation of space : but merely
one that is Visible or Phantastic. And they either take the
**7 Iliad. xiii. 70.
»* Gen. c. 2 v. 7.
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phantasma of the body, dress, etc. which their own selves
wore when living, as ordinary ghosts do, or those of other
living persons, as the gods often did. But their motion was
not like ours, by using the muscles for levers, and alternately
raising and setting down the legs, with labour and delay : it
was, on the contrary, a simple locomotion of the spirit, of va
rious and unassignable velocity, without raising of the feet,
and without regarding the resistance or impenetrability of
corporeal obstacles. The same principle of spiritual motion
is implied in the words of Ezechiel "9 describing the Che
rubim, '* and they went every one straight forward, whither
" the Spirit was to go, and they turned not as they went."
The nature of ghostly or daemoniacal progression is very
well set forth in the iEthiopics of Heliodorus : rw fajitrpxn a xara Jianjwv rotv -KoSoi* sSs pBraQecrtv a.\vopivu>,
a.AAa Kara nva pvpyv dsctnv xai o'f/xijv ditaoairoSifov, repvovrwv
ixaXXov ro ite^iByjiv. Aio Sy xai ra dyaXi/.ara. rwv Qiuiv
'Aryvitriot tio iroJe fcvyvvvres xai wtntep hSvret Wa<nvxi0. I
observe that the observation made of yore by Ajax the son of
Oileus, is confirmed by the experience of a modern. The
Rev. Mr. Ruddle, rector of Launceston in Cornwall, relates
with much detail, that, during the summer of 1665, he re
peatedly met the ghost of one of his neighbours walking in a
particular field, at six o'clock in the morning : and he took
notice "1 that " her motion was not gradatim, or by steps
" and moving of the feet, but a kind of gliding, as children
" upon the ice, or a boat down a swift river." Upon these
truths the vulgar have founded their idea that the Devil can
disguise all except his feet, but if you peep under his skirts,
you behold the bestial hoof of Great Pan.
I have given this section, and the preceding one, to the
illustration of Homer's notions, and towards the setting of a
boundary between truth and fable.
■w C. \.v. 12.
■3• HelioJ. i.3. p. 1-18. eJ. Bourdelot.
'>i Ghost Stories by. T. M. Jarvis, Esq. p. 232.
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XIII. The slightest observers cannot fail to see that the
Iliad is not written at random. But it's full and true argu
ment has not yet ceased to be a matter of dispute. So long
as we are ignorant of that, we must be unable truly to appre
ciate it's merits, as father Hardouin 134 justly observes. Or,
le moyen de prononcer sur le merite d'un poeme et sur le
caractere des personages qui y entrent, si on n'en voit pas le
but!
Hardouin has approached the subject with a decent boldness
and without that licence of paradox which disfigured some of
his works ; but yet, I fear, his conclusions will not be thought
satisfactory. He was of opinion that the Iliad was written
as a compliment to /Eneas, showing that Jove had determined
upon the downfal of Priam's house, of which downfal Hector's
fall is a type and indeed is the virtual consummation, oioj ya.p
isosro FtXicv 'Exriuf, and that /Eneas and the /Eneadae were
elected and predestinated to succeed the Priamidae upon the
throne of Troy. It is true that Homer declares that resolution
of Jove in plain unequivocal words, but when We behold
the whole tenour of poetical adulation directed to other
quarters, to the Grecian heroes in general, and in particular to
Achilles and Ulysses, and observe that /Eneas is described as
an unsuccessful if not an inglorious warriour, and as a man
whose mind was full of treasonable jealousies (of which
matters I have before said enough), we shall hardly believe
that the matter contained 133 in those three verses is the meri
torious cause of the Iliad, or points out to us the poet's real
motives and the bent of his affections and animosities. Wc
cannot however deny to the reverend father the praise of being
both a spirited and useful critic. If Mr. Pcnn made any use
of his speculations it should have been acknowledged, but I am
far from surmising that such was the case ; on the contrary
the rarity of father Hardouin's work makes it a mere chance
for any one to have seen it, or not.
'3t Hardouin Apologic d'Homerc. p. 11. Paris, 1716.
'33 Iliad. 20. 306—8.
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Mr. Granville Perm's treatise on the "4 Primary Argument
ofthe Iliad is one of the shrewdest and most elegant produc
tions I have ever had the pleasure of reading. He thinks it
was Homer's intention to show the supervising providence of
the one and supreme God, and that all the counsels and plans
and all the stormy passions of mankind are subordinate to him
and do but work out the predeterminations of his will ; thus
conciliating fate with freedom, and placing the divine govern
ment of the lower world upon such a footing as philosophers
and Christians must entirely approve. And in much of this
(methinks) he saw aright, and as clearly as it was possible to
see, ignorant as he was of (that which I have contended to be)
the true solution of the great riddle of Troy. But I do not
believe that Homer was a theist abhorring the errours of pa
ganism and speaking in mere allegory of the demon gods and
goddesses (whatever Hardouin and Mr. Penn may imagine in
his favour), or that he was actuated by any holy and religious
motives in the composition of that work.
He entitles his poem Mi)vts 'A^Aijoj, which Wrath was a
passage in the great decennial war, perhaps of moderate im
portance in it's express results, but one both arising out of and
leading into lasting hatreds and reproaches. The grandson of
Ulysses undertook with extraordinary sagacity to put forth
such an elaborate account of that wrath, as should vindicate
the one party, while it flattered the other to the skies, and at
the same time disarmed all animosity by vindicating (in another
way) all parties together.
Palamedes and Achilles were at variance with the King of
Men and with his chief adherents, especially with his subtle
counsellour Ulysses, until the death of Palamedes broke up
those cabals. It was generally (and probably with reason)
supposed that the resentment of his defeated intrigues and lost
friend were the real cause of the wrath of Achilles, in other
•31 London, 1821.
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words, that he seceded in abhorrence of Ulysses the murderer
of Palamedes and chief minister of the Agamemnon, and so
that Ulysses was the guilty cause of those calamities.
But the Iliad was written to place that whole affair in such
a light, as it pleased Homer to show it in. And he explains
it in two ways, according to human agency, and according to
divine.
The human actions are of this kind. A raging pestilence
is ascribed by a soothsayer to Agamemnon's having got, among
the captive Trojans, a priestess of Apollo. Of that, Ulysses
is innocent and even Agamemnon is ignorant, and the latter
resigns his captive upon a summons at least as insolent as it is
heroic from Achilles. He then demands, as a compensation, the
favourite captive of Achilles; a measure of which the justice
is not apparent. Achilles secedes, and the confederates are
reduced to the brink of ruin. Ulysses and Ajax are sent to
Achilles with a full apology and most liberal offers from his
superior, and Achilles treats Ulysses with every mark of
cordial esteem, but rejects the offers of the king with lofty
disdain, declaring that he will wait till the last man of them
had perished and then take Troy himself. Here we have that
clearly but artfully implied (which could not be asserted) that
Palamedes and Ulysses had nothing to do with the quarrell,
that Achilles loved instead of hating the latter, and imputed
no blame to him. And furthermore he displays inimitable art
in pourtraying a seltish, unjust, unrelenting, and blood-thirsty
man, spurning the proffers of more than justice, more even than
friendship, rejecting the counsels of those who had cherished
his infancy, and imprecating ruin and death upon all his friends
and comrades, but yet in clothing his Satan " like an angel
" of light" so that few indeed even of the most attentive readers
discern the almost diabolical character of that perjured and
vindictive traitour the Homtric Achilles, and that the Gre
cians who doated on the memory of Achilles and loathed that
of Ulysses were delighted instead of offended when they read
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the splendid and heroic scene of Achilles wrathful in his tent.
Achilles returns to the field, led thither by no sense of duty or
of remorse ; wrath and hatred sent him to his tent, and the
same dark passions recalled him, not to preserve his sovereign
and his allies, but to destroy another whom he then hated still
more ferociously than he did them. He slays Hector, and de
clares that he will feed the dogs with his body ; but afterwards
restores it to the old king. Throughout the poem he is ex
pressly declared to have been a man surpassing all comparison,
and all his words and actions are surrounded with a blaze of
glory ; but the whole is narrated with such art as to admit
few facts in his favour, few against the King of Men, and
against Ulysses none whatsoever.
But with all that ingenuity it did not thus remain either quite
satisfactory or quite safe ; because the King of Men, whose
minister Ulysses was, had done part of the mischief by his
intemperance in taking away the handmaiden, and because it
was possible that some of those whom it was his design to
pacify might see through the artifice of the poem arid call him
to an account of it. To obviate these dangers he has inter
woven with his narrative the doctrine of a constant directing
providence. He sang the quarrell of the kings, how grievous
were it's consequences, and how many heroes it consigned to
the grave. But was it the fault of this king, or of that king ?
No ; the counsels of Jove did in that occurrence and in it's
dismal results obtain their fulfilment, A*oj S' IreXBino /3aAij.
Jove had determined that the Priamidae should fall (ovv
yaf &tui IiAijAoS/xsv), and also how, and when. Jove filled the
heart of Agamemnon with pride and that of Achilles with
wrath, in order that the latter might secede. He sent a lying
spirit to Agamemnon to inspire him with false confidence, in
order that he might rue the effects of that secession. But He
had also decreed that Troy should not fall unless by Achilles
(to whom immortal glory and short life were promised), and
therefore it was necessary that Achilles should return to the
field and slay Hector, the only circumstance upon which the
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fall or preservation of Troy is stated by Homer to depend.
But it was no part of those counsels that the body of Hector
should be devoured by dogs, according to the angry man's vow,
for which reason it was ordained and brought to pass by Jove
that he should relent and give up the body ; in which we
discern the most marked indication that the passions from
which all those actions flowed, did not exist for the wilfulness
or gratification of man, but to work out Jove's ends, being not
only excited by his means, but also allayed by his means the
very moment they had performed their exact office, and no
sooner. But Achilles was not intended by Jove to reign over
Ilion, that honour being awarded by an absolute decree to
iEneas and the iEneadoe, and therefore was it ordained that
Achilles should die in the short interval between Troy's vir
tual fall (in the death of him who noj sfuero htew) and it's
actual capture by the Duratean horse. The prophet who had
foretold the inevitable downfall of Priam and all the Eummelian Priamidae, himself included, dying revealed to his
conquerour that his own last days were approaching.
In this manner are the firm counsels of Jove and the wild
unsteady passions of men displayed by Homer in their mutual
relations, in order that those who hated him and his family
might desist from mutual recriminations and consent to lay the
burden of the whole blame upon the broad shoulders of the
One Supreme. It amounts to this— " Brother, brother, we
" are neither of us in the wrong !" and in my estimation it is
rather an immoral and antinomian apology for the violence
and corruption of men's hearts, than a model of pious theism.
Many are the instances in which the hidden purposes of
Homer's mind are discernible ; and especially in one, where
Thersites the friend 135 of Palamedes is represented as the only
opponent of Ulysses and the king in the great council, as a man
despised by the people, and as an enemy both of Ulysses and
of Achilles. The Iliad is one of the most partial and designing
'35 Above, p. 125,6.
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books ever written, while the show of impartiality is admirably
dazzling and deceitful.
His object was to justify characters, explain circumstances,
and pacify resentments, from which his prudential desires
there has resulted to his poem an excellent moral. The cala
mities of men flow out of their discord and rivalries, and both
of the contending parties are brought at last to perceive the
fatal consequences of a resentful spirit, and to say, " may dis" cord perish from among gods and men ;" for not only were
the affairs of men disturbed by their quarrells, but the beings
who were adored as gods were also at variance with each
other, and would have confounded all Jove's counsels, had he
not interposed to control them. His golden chain is the preestablished harmony to which alone oil the jarring elements
and natures in the world are made subservient.
XIV. In the course of this volume I have used my best
endeavours to elucidate the subject of the Iliad, and the ost
poem Margites, and here I should perhaps have done better
to stop.
rieof 5' dp tyvy dv' 'OJaririjoj Oeioio AaSoiju-ijv ;
I have not been able to recall to my mind any circumstance
tending to show which of the two epics is the earliest produc
tion of it's authour. Critics have imagined that the Odyssey
;s the work of an intellect declining in vigour, and have com
pared it's beauties to the mild radiance of the setting sun.
Nor did they speak unreasonably ; for they were profoundly
ignorant of the meaning of that poem, and must have regarded
it in no higher light than people do the legends of Orlando and
Aladdin. But if the key were once recovered that could un
lock the treasures of that beautifully wrought casket, we should
then see, I nothing doubt, a perfect system of harmonious
allegory, founded upon facts and free from tediousness. We
should hear no more of the setting sun.
in.
p p
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The great secret of Homer's opinions is locked up in the
Odyssey, which all men read, but who shall understand ?
I approach the subject with a despairing mind, and with
little hope, that my own incapacity can be supplied by the
ingenuity of others, for want of that resting-place without
which Archimedes himself was powerless, seeing that we
possess no authoritative account of the life, actions, opinions,
fortunes, and death of Ulysses, other than what the Homeric
verses themselves supply. Situated as his grandson was, he
might speak of Ulysses in the Iliad with some security, but to
write a whole book in his praise was a delicate undertaking ;
and I think it highly probable that this, work was from the
beginning only tpumev avvmi<nv, and but very obscurely to
the bulk of his contemporaries.
It is impossible to say what became of Ulysses in the long
interval between the capture of Troy and the Populifugia.
Excluded alike from Babel by Semiramis, and from Niniveh
by the resentments of Orestes, he became a wanderer, and
acquired those habits of life which qualified him to make a
peculiar figure in that period of general exile and peregri
nation.
The voyage and return of Ulysses is one of the N0roi, that
is to say, one of the legends which related to the wanderings
and hard fortunes of the primaeval heroes, after the violent
winds from Jove had wrecked and scattered their mystic navy.
In that awful judgment the nations acknowledged the ful
filment of prophecy. From prophecy also they were led to
hope that the holy city and theocratic monarchy should be
one day restored again : and the several denominations of the
Gentiles would naturally expect the general restoration at
the hands of their own hssresiarch or false god ; a sentiment
germane to that which the Welsh bards entertained with re
spect to their Arthur, and to that which has inspired a sect
of Portuguese with the doctrine called Sebastian ismo. The
kingdom of God is a spiritual essence, having no necessary
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dependance upon place ; therefore some of the Gentiles might
expect the empire of the whole world to be refounded, and the
city of the whole world rebuilt, in a new country; others, that
the restoration of them would be at Babel ; and others again,
that it would be transferred for a time to a new seat, but
ultimately restored to the old one. Such variances could not
but occur ; because the prophecies which in the aberrations of
their false wisdom they perverted, made allusion to two very
distinct omnigentile theocracies, one seated upon the seven
hills of the West, and presiding over " the kings of the earth,
" and the peoples, and multitudes, and nations, and tongues;"
and another to the East, in Syria, " whither all the families
" of the earth should come up to worship the King, the Lord
" of Hosts." Upon seven hills a state was founded, and re
ceived for it's name a title of the heaven-built and spiritual
city,
Roma, tuum nomen temifotale regendis,
it's people were proud
Anciliorum et nominis et toge,
and, animated by the verses of the Babylonian Sibylla, and
the consciousness of their high destinies, they steadfastly per
severed in working them out with the sword. When they
had conquered the world, that is, the prophetic oecumene,
then was the time, as they had been led to understand, for a
Man-God to sit upon the hills, and fill the siege perilous, and
fulminate his decrees from thence ;
prasens Divus habebitur
Augustus, adjcctis BrUannk
Imperio gravibusque Persis.
That oecumene included, for the four monarchies, the old
Asian realm enclosed by the Araxes, Jaxartes, Indus, Nile,
and the four seas ; and all the countries to the West thereof
which the Roman empires of Augustus and Charlemagne took
p p2
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in. However, it would seem that some regarded the Oxus as
a limit rather than the Jaxartes, owing to the reduced actual
boundaries of the Arsacid kingdom, of whom Strabo was one,
who says the city Bactra lay " beyond the oecumene." It was
a very flattering construction of prophecy which made the
momentary humiliation of the Parthian and the restored eagles
of Crassus to be a conquest of all Persia, to the river Oxus.
Propertius thus speaks of Rome's prophetic boundaries :
Multi, Roma, tuas laudes annalibus addent,
Quifinem imperii Bactrafutura canent.
But the event which most strictly entitled him to be ac
knowledged God upon Earth was the conquest of the Third
Monarchy, in the person of the last Macedonian Queen, and
the murder of her son and his kinsman, Caesarion :
'Auraf Ittei 'Ptufiij KAI 'AirTIlTOT fia.<rttevm <"r,
'Eis Iv, Srfiuva<ra ToT tj fia.<riXeia. fnyiry
'A©ANATOT (Za<riXi)os eV civSpuivonri tpavttrati.
Instead of Romulus he was called Augustus, sanctius et
reverentius visum est nomen 137 Augusti, ut scilicet jam tum
dum colit terras ipso nomine et titulo consecruretur. It is a
name of apotheosis ;
Sancta vocant augusta patres, augusta vocantur
Templa,
says "8 Ovid, and old Ennius 189 knew that the scbastoeracy
was destined to arise one day or other, when he said,
Augusto augurio postquam incluta condita Roma est.
But the strongest proof of antitheism was substituting the
crime of Blasphemy (see Levit. c. 24 v. 16.) or Lsssa Majestas,
'36 Orac. Sibyl. L. 2. p. 2 1 8. The text, as printed by Obsopoeus, is alighlly
incorrect.
ir Florus. 4. c. 1 2.
'» Fasti. 1.e. 609.
'» Apud. Sueton. Oct. c. 7.
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in place of the old crimes of Seditio and Res Novae. A man
was guilty of Majesty, si qua de Augusto 140 irreligiose dixisset.
Majesty is a goddess who sits,
medio sublimis Olympo,
Aurea, purpurea conspicienda sinu ;
and when Jove conquered the giants she was established for
ever,
Assidet ilia Jovi, Jovis est fidissima custos,
Et prastat sine vi sceptra tremenda Jovi.
The Spaniards call the wafer su Magcstad.
After the conquest of iEgypt (saith the Sibylline bard)
" the immortal king shall appear over men," and after him
again shall arise " the pure king who shall reign for ever and
" ever." Hence it appears, that the conquest of iEgypt was
considered as the signal for the up-rising of that Anti-christ
who was to be the precursor of the Lord, and then it was that
the iniquitous mystery began to work, of which the completion
is reserved unto times yet future when the theocrat of the
Septimontium shall stand up in terrours as far surpassing the
Cesarean greatness as the latter coming ofJehovah upon earth
shall be superiour in power and beauty to the former. The
citizens of New Troy (Babylon the mystery) lived in ex
pectation of the time when a second Nimrod or Quirinus
should be born among them ; but they looked upon their
Seven Hills as a temporary retreat only of the scarlet-robed
Majestas, and their then condition as one merely intermediate
and (as I may say) interfortunate, for they especially revered
two Fortunes, the primitive Fortune of the land of Jove, and
that of their hoped for return thither, Fortuna Jovis primigenia, and Fortuna Redux. I suppose that the sceptre and
the globe belong to Primigenian Fortune, and the ship to Redu x
Fortuna. Their priests pretended (but without any truth)
Tacit. Aimal. I. c. 50.
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that the palladium (which was composed of Jove's bones) had
been actually brought from Ilion to Laurolavinium and from
thence to Rome, and he was the Lar or daemon to guide them
on their way home ; but whether in Italy or in Asia or where
soever planted Roma was still Roma, the aeterna Pergama, the
Ilium in Italia victique penates, the iirt yys 'OAujwrof diet
oi9f%urts . To that opinion we must refer such inscriptions as
this,
Fortune Reduci.
Lari Viali.
Romae JEttsrbm.
Orpheus has a hymn to Fortune, in which he styled her
Tymbidice or Justice in a high-place, the Great Wanderer, and
Diana the Guide ; and she is clearly the Fortune of the Re
turning. From the warnings which Horace has put into the
mouth of Juno I should suppose that some of the Romans of
the Augustan or sebastocratic age had listened to the soli
citations of their Redux Fortuna, and were anxious to return
eastward ;
qualibet ea.ules
In parte regnanto,
she says, but ne nimium pii
Rebusque Jidenies avitae
Tecta velint reparare Trojae !
The goddess Fortune, Fortis Fortuna, was the Force or
Power Feminine by whom they were to be restored: and
their LarVialis was also known as the Dcus Rediculus, God
ofthe Returning. It is just possible, that the Campi Rediculi
may have gotten their name quia Hannibal ex eo loco 141
redierit perterritus quibusdam visis ; but I believe that the
casual circumstance of Hannibal's advancing no farther than
the temple of Rediculus was merely in the nature of an omen
'4l Pomp. KcM. in vocabulo.
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accepted. Fugator, Repulsor, are words more applicable to
the power which compelled Hannibal to withdraw.
I make these observations to show that from the time of the
Babel confusion downwards, men's thoughts have been more
or less directed towards the restoration of the rebellious unity
which was upon that occasion dissolved. And the restoration
of the empire required the return of him whom (according to
their several superstitions) they looked for as a restorer.
The expectation of a final restoring is adumbrated in some
other fables, representing disappointed hope and unrewarded
faithfulness. The high-priestess of the tower of Venus and
Adonis waited impatiently for the return of her lover who had
to swim over a troubled sea, and held out a beacon light to
guide him to her tower. But the storms extinguished the
light which shone in darkness, the raging waters closed over
the head of the bridegroom, and the faithful Hero perished
with him. That is exactly an inverse Odyssey.
It should be observed that Hero's tower was thatfamous one
which is said to have been built " unto heaven,"
ijjL.it f wt/ia. xAuTov 'Hftu,
riofyof i' a'/xp i fioyTts '^s &ip>f '44i o'u p av o/aij x ij
The tower ofSestos being such, Abydos was (as I will maintain)
the dfiv<r<ros or jSufloj-, the profound, by which the Gnostics are
well known to have designated their pretended magna mater
or feminine and material principle of creation, and in that
manner we can account for the adage 14s
Iwij njv 'AfiuSov
ncLTtw, walk not rashly over the abyss. There was a city of
the same name in 144 Upper iEgypt, the next in magnitude to
Thebes, which contained a temple of Osiris and a palace of
Memnon, and in which the great mother Isis sate hidden under
her mystic veil, which no mortal hands have ever lifted.
'■• l'seudo-Musaeus. i'. 186.
'13 Emm. A dag. p. JOJ. etl.
i1• Plin. Nat Hist. L. 5. c. !). EusUth. in Dion. v. 513.
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Chaercmon 145 a priest of -fiigypt described the wizards and
sorcerers of that country adjuring the gods by menaces, of
which these following were some, r« xpuvra. rrj 'WiSes
ixtpa.vs, xa.i To kv 'ABuo'tu diroppyTtiv Sei%tt. The upshot of this
fable is, that Hero and Leander are the same personages as
Isis and Memnon, and as Venus Helena or Smyrna and the
huntsman Adonis. At Abydos on the Hellespont stood the
temple of Venus the Whore, who was said in the 146 Mythics
of Cleanthes to have betrayed the citadel when the garrison
were drunk, Helena's or Tarpeia's treason ; and I infer that
she was the Amazon or Antianirian Venus not only from her
seeming identity with Helena and Smyrna, but from this
fragment of the comic poet Hermippus,
'H<rfl8 Ttjv 'Aj3uJov, ws dvr^ yeytvrpou 147.
Hero, moreover, should rightly be the name of an heroine.
Somewhat more than the half-way south from Mosul to
Bagdad, on the Tigris, stands the castle of Ashuch or the
Lover, and on the opposite western bank of 148 the river that
of Mashuch or the Beloved, and the story of those places is
said to correspond with that of Hero and Leander, except that
the lover passed over by a bridge and not by swimming.
Perhaps the secret communication to which those fables
allude was the famous tunnell of the Euphrates at Babylon,
connecting the king's palace with the tower of the pythonissa,
which Philostratus terms the ineffable bridge.
Phyllis 149 queen of Thrace was a mythic name for Eva, dis
consolate and kirtled with leaves, but fondly expecting him
(the Desire of Women) who should restore the glories of her
kingdom ; and it was transferred toHelena.the second (or third)
Magna Mater, expecting the day when Demophaon or Triptolemus should re-establish the broken and ruined empire of
Ms Cit Porphyr. ad Anebon. p. 4. Gale.
i4» Cit. Athcn. L. 13 s. 31.
Cit. Allien. L. 1.2. c. 28.
'* Kinneir'i Journey through Asia, p. -170.
Mt Sec vol. 1. p. 31l1, 1.
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the world. He, the second founder, was to be a son of Nimrod
the original founder of the mundane metropolis. After nine pe
riods of vain hope she despaired and killed herself. But the
story endeth not here. We read l50 that she was transformed
into an almond tree, but torpid, and bare of foliage, as in
winter. Demophaon came too late, and in the agony of his
grief embraced the leafless trunk of his transmuted bride, when
sudden it burst out into life and bloom. I have before 1*1
glanced upon this subject. The blossoming of the almond
rod was in the primaeval theocracy a badge of hierarchical
power, and " a token against rebels." Achilles, when
swearing by his sceptre an oath which bordered upon re
bellion, did, in a parenthesis, entirely disclaim the having
any such token of supremacy : his rod, once severed from the
parent stock, would never again germinate, but never the less
it was a sceptre of the judgment which is from Jove, and
therefore it was a great oath. Long afterwards, and when
Homer was a very ancient poet, the corruption so widely
diffused in Abraham's time had become universal, and (if we
subscribe to the very cogent reasonings of Mr. Faber in his
book Upon the Three Dispensations, that the poem of Job
was written, in the spirit of the old and catholic patriarchate,
by the Levitical lawgiver himself) it would seem that the
mystery of salvation was then lost or corrupted even among
the Shuites and the Temanites, children of Keturah and of
Esau. It then pleased God to circumscribe the patriarchate
within the limits of one family, as a vessell wherein the light
of truth might be kept burning, or a brand plucked out of the
fire. The Twelve Tribes of this family were governed by
their princes, who were the heirs by primogeniture of their
respective patriarchs, and the name of each prince was written
on his rod or sceptre. But they were commanded to write
Aaron's name on the rod of Levi, although he was not of the
'*■ Serv. in Virg. Eclog vi. v. 10.
'3' Vol. 1. p. 112.
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primogeniture of Levi, because he and his house were espe
cially elected to the hierarchy, " and behold, the rod of Aaron
" for the house of Levi was budded, and brought forth buds,
" and bloomed blossoms
and yielded almonds." That rod
was kept in the Sanctum Sanctorum, or Tabernacle of Tes
timony, for a token against the rebels. Therefore the blos
soming of Demophaon's almond tree, is the restoration of that
sort of government which offers the tokens of divine power
against all that would gainsay it, that is, a theocracy on earth.
Hercules was the theocrator Nimrod, " king of the earth from
" the rising 153 to the setting sun," and he bore a mace or club
made of the olive tree, and called Phyllites for this marvellous
property, that whensoever it touched the ground it sprouted
into leaf154. Romulus was as much famed for the spear as
Hercules for the club, and his title Quir-Inus means the Son
of the Spear ; but when he planted his spear in the ground, its
iron point struck out roots, and it branched into a tree ;
Utve Pal atin is haerentem collibus olim "*
Cum subito vidit frondescere Romulus hastam,
Quae radice nova, non ferro stabat adacto.
The tales of Hero and Phyllis (I say) are inverted Odysseys,
the mystic bridegroom's return in vain expected ; but that
of Phyllis acknowledges a tardy return and a miraculous
renovation.
XV. Ulysses therefore seems to have been in the hopes of
the Laertiad family that " prince who was to come," and at
whose hands they expected the restoration of the civitas Dei.
Meanwhile the nations were to " abide many days without a
" king and without a prince." In that interval the " long.
" suffering godlike Ulysses" was to be exposed to grief and
'5-i
's3
iM
'55

Num. c. xvii. Heb. c. ix.
Dion. Chrysost. p. 1 2.
Palrcph. c. 37. Piunn.3. c. 31. s. 13.
Ovid. Met. xv. S60.
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peril and seduction, and to pass through every ordeal of
temptation,

Because it was not permitted to the promised restorer of
mankind that he should return in glory, unless he had
wrestled with the alluring visions of delight and with the
most fearful images of death, and triumphed over both
alike.
During his protracted absence he was thought to have
perished altogether, and few were they who still believed in
the " promise of his coming ;" but there was one who waited
as patient in expectation as he was in sufferance and per
formance, his one immaculate wife, whom the menaces and
seductions of unnumbered suitours the riotous and greedy
princes of the land were unable to remove from the anchor of
her hope and plighted faith. We can scarcely refuse to admit
that her character is symbolical as well as personal, like that
of the jEthiopian queen. " My Dove, my undefiled, is but
" ONE . . . The daughters saw her and blest her, yea the
" queens and the concubines, and they praised her." Her
name was 1,8 Arnaea, or Anarcia, or 157 Amiracis ; but Homer
celebrates her under her title of Il1jv£A07reia or Tlav-sXoir-eFa.,
signifying Eva the geomantic oracle of Pan, who is said to
have been the son of Penelope. If the spiritual character of
the mother of " universal Pan" could be doubtful, it would
farther appear from her dwelling-place. The hyperovium or
chalcidicum was the symbolical heaven of the temple, and
banqueting house of the Gods ; and it was called the Superior
Egg, because heaven was the upper half of the mundane egg
and earth the lower. The Hyperovium was the sleeping
chamber of those highly favoured women, whom (as the su
perstition went) " the power of the Highest overshadowed,
•s• Tz.in Lye. r. 792.
'57 Schol. m Otl. iv. 797. in Crvuzer Op. Myth, part 1. p. 4!t.
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" and of whom an holy thing was born, which was called the
" Son of God." Of such there were not a few in these times ;
" false Christs and false prophets, and they showed great signs
" and wonders," and deceived all men. It is named but twice
in the Iliad, as the place where Mars impregnated Astyocha
with twin sons, Ascalaphus and Ialmenus, and that in which
Hermes visited the womb of Polymela to beget Eudorus the
Myrmidon158. And when we read of Helena herself, that
she was born out of an Egg, Eustathius is of opinion that the
Ovum or Hyper-Ovium of the temple must be understood.
Ulysses was a king and priest, who appears to have placed
his main reliance upon the mysterious efficacy of the shedding
of blood : and when the auspices of the nations were wanting
at Aulis, and the intrigues of Palamedes ran high, he per
suaded the King of Men that it was needful for him to give
his own daughter Iphigenea a victim for their religion and
liberties. While the Ships (as they were called) of the other
Danaan leaders represented in their colour the great whale of
the first Jonah, and the ark of the Raven, nja Kofomfa, or
otya-xijrsa rrp /xsAainjv,
that " was pitched within and without with pitch ;"—the
prows of Ulysses were crimson with the blood of the mystical
vintage, fiiAriirapijoi and fyomrt.oi:a.prl'A,
Tun S' afia vyes 'ertivro JutuJexa \uXrvna.orfli l59.
When he returned home, Penelope made trial of his identity,
by proving whether he knew the bed whereon Ulysses and she
were wont to sleep. But what was that bed ? It was the trunk
of an ancient olive tree still rooted in the ground, to which
Ulysses had fastened a crimson bull's-hide for his bed, and had
built round about it a bridal chamber of stone. " I recognise
" his features (said his suspicious queen) ; bring out the bed of
" the king, oh Euryclea." He answered :
Iliad. 2. v. 514. 16. v. 184.
'» Iliad. 2. v. 637. Od. 11. v. 123.
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Woman, a bitter saying thou hast said :
For who by force or slight hath moved my bed ?
None but a God could move it from its place,
No, not the strongest born of human race t60.
The immoveable bed of the faithful bride and returning
bridegroom was the tree of Ararat, to which the ship of sal
vation was moored ; whence, perhaps, the double sense of the
Homeric word euvij, a bed, and an anchor.
Forte sacer Fauno foliis oleaster amaris
Hie steterat, nauiis olim venerabile signum.
When Ulysses first appeared upon the stage of politics, it
was neither with a power to back him, nor arrayed in the
splendour of talents ; but " he was despised and rejected of
men ;" " he was one whom the nation abhorred, a servant of
" rulers ;" he was called Baius, the little or weak, Nanus, the
dwarf, and Brutus, the brute, or man without understanding ;
he simulated folly and was
dFlSpil tptutl FtFolKttlS.

Yet was he that dwarf who cheated the giant Maha-Bali
out of the empire of the whole world, and suddenly grew into
a giant himself,

that Brute, who triumphed over all the wisdom of the Cushim,
and hurled the superb Tar-Quin from his throne. Those
passages of his life are ingeniously symbolized, by the blinding
of the monoculous giant Polypheme. But he came to the
performance of that feat under the more than humble name
of 'Ovris, Nobody ; insomuch that when the giant cried out
for help, saying, Nobody is killing me, of course no alarm was
excited. In the mixture of ludicrous with shocking scenes
* Otl.23. v. 183.
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which the Odyssey displays, we may clearly discern the spirit
of the Satyric drama, the pleasantry of which differed as much
from the atrocity of the Iambus as Homer's Odyssey from his
Margites. And (as if to make us discern it the more clearly)
the only Satyric drama preserved to us (if the Bacchae be not
one) is that very passage of the Odyssey which we speak of.
XVI. The blinding ofPolypheme was really an achievement
long anteriour to the Norai or Dispersion. It is my belief that
the trials, temptations, and struggles of the absent hero are
meant to shadow out the real transactions of his life, or the
factions, tyrannies, intrigues, and religious hajresies with
which he had to contend throughout his eventful career, and
which his subtlety and perseverance enabled him either to
elude or to conquer. And nothing is more true, than that
the various Babel haeresies which disturbed and ruined the
old patriarchate have ever since that time been the obstacles
not yet surmounted which prevent us from being the sheep of
one flock and which cause the undefiled bride to remain a captive
in the hands of her tyrannous suitours.
If the Odyssey had been a mere series and not a system, that
is, had it fallen into the hands of a Cyclical narrator, it's be
ginning would have been at the 39th verse of the 9th book,
from whence I will therefore set out with some unsatisfactory
remarks. The first struggle mentioned, is that between Ulysses
and the Ciconians, over whom he prevailed in the first instance,
but his followers became drunk with wine, and his enemies
renewed the strife, which he maintained with success during
the fore noon, but after noon fortune declared against him,
and the Ciconians destroyed seventy-two of his followers.
The Ciconians, whose IVine intoxicated the remigium vitiosum Ithacensis Ulyxei, are notoriously the Bacchanalians
whose frantic women dilacerated Orpheus, (or tore into pieces
the Nimrodian monarchy, after the time of his going out
towards the North, into Ashur,)
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Sprete Ciconum quo munere matres
Inter sacra Dcum nocturnique orgia Bacchi,
Discerptum late juvenem sparsere per agros.
There were two Bacchi whom Nonnus calls
ITfeuroyovov Zay^a. xai (tyiyovov Awntrov.
The former was Noah the planter of vines, distinguished
from his son Jove or Za.-evs as Zx-rep-Evs, or the very an
cient god. The second was a strange androgynous sort of
being (representing under a male title the woman who was
born out of the side of the Man-God) who commanded an
army of women, and instituted the foulest rites and orgies
that ever defiled humanity. The subtlety of that system of
mysteries and orgies well suits the iravtrop la and irave^yia. of
Margites; and the entire silence of Homer upon the names
Bacchus, Dionysus, and all other denominations and topics of
a Bacchic nature, strengthen me in my belief that this horrible
sect was set on foot by him whom Homer has never named,
and completed by Guneus and Semiramis. Those heroes were
leaders of the Dodonaeans and Titaresians, and their learning
was that of the Cranes: but there was another race closely
allied to them both in doctrine and policy, and commanded by
Achilles, and they were Pelasgi or Pelargi, Storks. I need
not say that Cranes and Storks are but species of one kind,
and that a Ciconian is nearly synonymous with a Pelargian.
Nextly, he encountered the Lotophagi, men whose food was
thefruit of theflower,
01 oJvSiv>* eiSap ioWiv.
So seductive were the habits of these people, that those who
had once indulged in them lost all inclination to follow the
king on his pilgrimage,
'AAA' aura /3«Aovro jiit dvS^xin Awtotpayourt
Aumv £££Trr:u.£voi u.iieu.st vom re AaS£9'Sai,
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but they seem to have been neither a violent nor a powerful
sect, and Ulysses compelled all his followers to abandon Lotophagism. As all fruit is from a flower, the word arfii»sr must
be put by way of excellence. Now, the Lotus flower is the
holiest of all symbols among the Brahmens of India, and the
same people use a vegetable diet and abhor the slaughter of
animals; for which reasons I incline to think that the
doctrines afterwards promulgated by Pythagoras and BuddhaAvatar, were only revivals of a creed which existed in Ulysses's
time, and of which strong vestiges, as concerning the Lotus
flower, and also as concerning animals, certainly existed in
./Egypt before either of those men (if they be not the same
man) lived. Be it observed that all the rest, although they
perished by their various errours, were desirous of following
the King : but these had not even the wish. In truth Lotophagism.was a mere Coinite theism, which despised Abel's more
acceptable oblation ; and under the mask of tender-heartedness
towards the beasts that perish, they utterly rejected the asper
sion of blood and the atonement of the world, falsique piacula
mundi, nor were they willing to sail in the vavs fnArorafijos.
Follows in order the blinding of Polypheme the antigod and
shepherd king

It is worth while to compare this passage with another l6.' in
the same poem. The Cyclopes or subjects of king Arimasp
were not (as it there appears) governed by councils of state or'
regular tribunals, but each was the fierce patriarch of his own
district ; yet still the Cyclopean government had one head and
saw with one eye. In all which we may recognize the pri
mitive feudality of the Scythic realm, Justin's Asia perdomita et vectigalis in imperii nomen. Polyphemus is Nimrod,
161 Od. 1. v. 70.
* Od. ix. v. 1 12. eu.
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whose Babelian empire Ulysses overthrew by his consummate
art. We have touched upon the matter already. It may be
added that he prevailed over the Giant by the aid of copious
draughts of the wine of the Cicones ; which seemingly alludes
to that great stroke of policy by which Ulysses overthrew the
Cushim ; namely, his bringing into the field against them
their schismatic brethren under the reluctant and dissembling
Achilles. Polyphemus had been warned by prophecy of the
fate he was to expect at the hands of Hodysseus, but he had
thought to encounter a glorious and powerful rival, dignum
nodo vindicem, instead of a wanderer acquainted with grief,
and void of form and comeliness, and scarcely so strong as to
bruise a reed or quench the smoking flax.
'AW' a!i5i nva. <p-mra. peyav xai xaAov sJ*yeujv
'Ev5aJ' eXevtreirfai, /xiyaAijv eirieiu-tvov dKxyv.
Nuv S' ep', iuiv oXiyos ft, xai sriJavoj, xa* dxixvs,
'OtpHaXfui dXd'>Ktev, titit /x' iSa.u-airira.ro Foivai.
The Giant, being blinded by his own arrogance, was in
effectually warned to flee from the wrath to come.
Jove was trinal, Olympian or heavenly, Neptunian or terraqeous, and Ammonian or oceanic and chthonian; but Nimrod
was engendered of the fulness of the Godhead by three deities
combining their influence in the Orionian byrsa. Hence
do we find his mythic names derived sometimes (as Perseus
and Hercules) from Olympian Jove and sometimes (as Bellerophon and Theseus) from the Neptunian Jove. Polrphemc
is said to be a son of Neptune and the nymph Theusa, in
order that the actions of his betrayer might bear a just analogy
to his punishment, because as Ulysses was (or was figured as)
a wandering navigatour, the Neptunian principle was that
unto whose wrath his sufferings ought of preference to be
referred. But it was not unknown to the ancients that
Polyphemus was a name applied by Homer to the hero
Hercules; 'Hpaxtys b Xiyojievos TloXutpr^os "'.
i* Johin. Antioih. p. MS. Cedren. Hist. Comp. p. 140, 1. Paris, 1647.
111.
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But the most important circumstance by far in this passage
of the Odyssey is, that Homer ascribes all the sufferings of
Ulysses and the delay of his returning to his conduct respecting
Polyphemus.
Ulysses proceeds, fourthly, to the floating island of /Eolus
king of the winds, surrounded with brazen wall£, in which
stood a lofty rock or mount,
IIXtorr: e'v( vij<rur va<rnv Is re fiiv viu retyti
XaXxeov, dppyxrov Aiaorj J' dva.Ss8pofj.s verpy.
Babel, with her ark, her brazen gates, her mount of the con
gregation, and the wild blasts of the dispersion pent up in her
bosom and about to break loose, loudly demands recognition.
iEolus had six sons and six daughters whom he caused to in
termarry,
SvyaTi^ac vo^ev Jiairiv iivai dbarraf.
iEolus had received from Jove the stewardship of the winds,
which he held in confinement by a silver chain in the interior
of a hollow ship. He gave Ulysses a splendid reception and a
bag made of the skin of a bull nine years old, /Sooj eVveoijoio,
in which the winds and tempests were tied up. While Ulysses
was sleeping, his followers thinking there was a treasure in
the bag opened it and let loose the storms, and the vessel was
driven back, but iEolus would not receive him again, deeming
him to be a man whom the gods hated.
The universal king Ai-holus, having six sons (of which six
the youngest, Macareus, was accused of defiling his sister
Canace, the witch of the tower), and appointed by Jove to be
the lord and moderator of the storms of this world, is evidently
Cush, upon whom his father Cham bestowed the sovereignty
and primogeniture of the whole world by engendering him in
the ark, and into whose keeping he committed the books of the
Wisdom of Adam. But the transactions of jflolus and Ulysses
are an obscure allegory.
It seems that after the Regifugium (which is the blinding
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of Polypheme; the old king imparted to Ulysses the secret
counsels according to which he proposed to confine the winds,
that is, to govern the world in that unity, which had been his
original purpose when he said to the seventy-three tribes,
" let us build us a city and a tower." And as he was stricken
in years, and as Ulysses (the unmasked Iouniun Brute) was
then flourishing in his newly displayed wisdom and recent suc
cess, crowned with the pilous of emancipation, he entrusted to
him the stewardship of the winds, that is, the management of
those momentous counsels. I have observed that the triumph
of Ulysses over Nimrod ushered in a moderate scheme 164 of
Sabianism, arising out of an appeal made by the nations from
the mystical primogeniture of Cush, and the consequent un
limited tyranny of his family to the natural patriarchate of
Noah their common father, but differing widely from the
Sabianism which afterwards prevailed far and wide by means
of Palamedes and Semi ram is, and was known as the Hellenismus and religion of Bacchus. For that reason (as I conceive)
Homer says that the winds were given to Ulysses in the skin
of the bull of the nine periods, meaning Noah the patriarch of
nine 16i centuries, who

But those counsels did not prosper in the hands of Ulysses.
The perfidy of the whore of Babylon, the ambition of the
Cushim, and (as the Odyssey seems to insinuate) the restless
cupidity of the Atridae, Tydidae, and especially of those whom
Ulysses calls his followers or companions, rendered all his
counsels abortive. They unchained the winds, whose first
and longest blast was the ten years' war of Ilion. In the last
months of that war Ulysses went into Babel disguised, in order
if possible to make a settlement of affairs ; but the old king (if
my interpretation be correct) utterly declined to entrust his
affairs to. a negotiatour, who had already involved them in
1*• See vol. 1. chip. Jtrgifuginm. s. viil.
■* See vol. 1. p. 14.).
QQ2
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such hideous confusion. Ulysses, repulsed by him, was driven
to make that compact with Helena, in consequence of which
she betrayed the city, and the king was murdered at his own
father's altar. The reader will perceive that these topics are
all apologetical. The first escape of the winds was not Aw
fault, the old king rejects him as mi'unlucky man and not (as
was more likely the case) because he knew him by sad ex
perience to be an infamous knave, and the murderous and
fatal scenes which ensued were not (as I conceive they were)
so much the results of Ulysses's own conduct in getting the
whore to betray her sovereign, as of the latter's in unjustly
refusing to trust Ulysses. Empedocles the pupil of Pythagoras,
who was called Colusanemas l6e, because he could tie up the
Etesian winds in a bag (aVxos) made of an ass's skin, must
have wished it to be thought that he was Ulysses in a state of
metempsychosis.
From the iEolian island Ulysses proceeded to the city of
Lamos and the Loestrygons, where the giant Antiphates
reigned. It was a city of giants and shepherds who did not
encourage husbandry, and was situated on the confines of day
and night.
'RiStpary S' ixope<rQa. Aaaa ditv irroAiefifov,
TijA£»uAo«' Aair^yoviijv, o9i iroifi£va iroi/xijv 167
'Hvvei iureXaiMy, oSe r l^sXawv vvaxnti.
'Ev5« x' aii'irvof dvyp Soibc e^a.To fw<rSaf,
Tov u.ev fisxoXetov, rovS dpyvipa. pyXa. v^euw
'Eyyvs yap vvkTos Te xai tJ(miTc;j em KiAeuSoi.
In other words, Laestrygonia was so situated upon the summit
of a mountainous ridge running north and south, that it was
daylight in the valley on the one side while it was night
on the other side, which phenomenon Pliny has observed con
cerning mount Cassius near Seleucia Pieria ; super eam mons
eodem quo alius nomine, Cassius, cujus excelsa altitudo quarts
Diog. Laert. L. 6. «. 60. p. 531. Meibom.
«* Od. |0. v. M.
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vigilia orientem per tenebras solem aspicit, brevi circumactu
1** corporis diem noctemque pariter ostendens. And Aristotle
says as much of mount Caucasus ; " the summits of it have
" the light of the sun during one-third of the night 169, as
" well before sunrise as after sunset."
The people of Laestrygonia were cannibals of the fiercest
kind, and occasioned Ulysses the greatest loss he ever sustained
of his followers. They destroyed eleven ships and their crews,
and he with difficulty escaped with the twelfth.
Lamus was son of Hercules ; and Antiphates king of the
city of Lamus is (I believe) the Heracleid who reigned in
Niniveh at the time of the Danaans taking Babel. The
Atreid, Laertiad, Tydeid, and Capaneid families took refuge
with the king of Ashur-Niniveh. The Scythic theocracy,
which flourished for eighteen or nineteen centuries at Niniveh,
was afterwards removed to Bactria and lastly to Thibet, where
the title of Lamus is still apparent in Lama. Nimrod did not
imitate his father in building another Belus or symbolical moun
tain at Niniveh, but the high-place of worship for the Ninevite
Scythians and the great symbol of their god Ithyphallus was
an high mountain, being one of the highest in Gordiiea or
Curdistan, and that upon which (as they pretended) Noah's
ark had actually rested. The like was done by the Cappadocian
fire-worshippers, who worshipped mount Arg^us, and by the
Lycians at their fiery Olympus. And as the business to which
Homer alludes was of a religious kind, he uses the mountain
sanctuary of the Ninevites for a type of their whole establish
ment.
The Aa/xs dnu imHtQpov answers to the Lamia- Tunis;
and both names, Lamus and Lamia, seem to have been asso
ciated with the idea of anthropophagous rites.
Cannibalism was an excess, from which those who (like
Ulysses) approved of human sacrifices, must have had great
difficulty to keep their followers, especially when invited to it
"* Plin. 5. c '2a. p. 576. ed. Delphin.
1•* Arisl. Meteor. L. 1 . ji. 56-J. ed. Duval.
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by an example so high as that of the Scythian kings of Ashur.
So true hath that always appeared to be, which Pliny says,
Hominem immolure paulum a mandendo abest. I apprehend
that the loss of so large a portion of those who sailed with
him was a spiritual perdition of them, or apostacy ; by means
of their adopting the ferocious rites of the old Nimrodian
Magi, as when l70 the horses of Diomede became man-eaters.
The eleven crews whom Ulysses lost in Lestrygonia were
among the number of those furious men who undertook (as
above described) the war of the cyclic Thebaid.
Ulysses took refuge with his last remaining crew in the
island Aiaia, " where are the dwellings and the dances of Eos
" Erigenea and the risings of the sun." That island was, ac
cording to the Argonautic poets, a magic paradise belonging
to Medea daughter of old /Eetes king of the Scythians. But
Homer gives it no inhabitant in human form excepting Circe
daughter of the Sun, a witch, a harlot, and a " dreadful god" dess," excelling in music, and delighting to transform man
kind into the shapes of obscene orsavage brutes by her veneficous
potions. And accordingly she plied Ulysses and the remnant
of his people with the contents of her goblet.
She with the yellow labour of the bees,
With sweet Pramnean wine, and flour, and cheese,
Mix'd poisons dire, that all his little band
Drinking should quite forget their native land.
His followers were all transformed into swine and pent in the
sties of Circe, excepting one, who refused to drink,
solumque suis caruisse figura
Vidimus Eurylochum, solus data pocula fugit.
Ulysses himself was enabled to resist the effect of her poisons
by an antidote which he had about him, a plant with a black
root and white flowers, by which wc are perhaps to understand
'!• See above, p. 'J7I.
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the virtue of self-denial. Terrified at the inefficacy of her
arts, she recognized him to be the predicted Hodysseus, who
was one day to visit her enchanted isle. He afterwards con
sented to share her bed, upon condition of her dismissing
those whom she had seduced from him, and swearing a great
oath that she would not emasculate him. A curious illustra
tion of her character and policy.
I think it appears from hence, tliat Ulysses, when he left
the Ninevite court with such of his friends as were not
apostates to Scythism, repaired to Babel, which Semiramis
had then almost rebuilt from it's ashes, and where she had
managed to enervate all men's minds by such a system of
debauched voluptuousness as never was before or since, not
only filling her spiritual cratera with whatever doctrine could
tempt the grosser feelings of humanity, but also administering
to them such compounds of opium, balsamics, aphrodisiacs, and
other prescriptions of the occult chemistry, as made their un
derstanding subservient to their senses, and converted them
into the semblance of so many beasts under their keeper
Ulysses, a patient, persevering, abstinent, and subtle knave,
was sufficiently guarded against her seductions; but for politic
motives he consented to lie in the polluted arms of that mon
ster. Here again we may discern the apologetical nature of
the narrative. The husband of the continent Penelope was
revelling in the embraces of the whore of Babylon, but then
it was to save his people.
When two names were manifestly and closely connected, it
rarely occurred to the ancients that they both meant the same
person, but they would rather make them father and son, or
the like, and so spin out their never-ending series of mytho
logies. Upon that plan the great Babylonian Sibylla was
made to be Circe's daughter. " I come," saith the Sibyll of
the hoeretics, " from Babylon, driven raving by the gadfly; a
" fire sent forth into Hellas. But the men of Hellas call me
" native of Erythra, a strumpet: they call me Sibylla, daughter
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" of Circe and Gnostus, a maniac, and a liar. But when all
" things come to pass, ye shall remember me then, the pro" phetess of great God, who revealed to me the things past,
" and those of the beginning, and set in my mind the things
" yet to come. For when the earth was flooded, and one man
" only of good repute was left, sailing in his wooden house,
" with beasts and with birds, I was his daughter-in-law : I
" was born of his blood 171 ." In short, she describes herself as
the wife of Ham ; but by repetition of the Adamitish mystery
(that of the man-god Herm-Aphroditus) his wife was but his
own self in a form feminine ; and this is what I have long ago
explained, how Helena came out of the water-fowl's egg, and
was the sister of the Corybantic Gemini.
At her suggestion he undertook his extraordinary voyage to
Cimmeria, a country involved in perpetual darkness and in
habited by the ghosts of the dead ; in order that he might
consult the prophet Teiresias, a personage who, though not in
that state which we call death, did nevertheless reside among
the dead.
All day we sail'd beneath the genial beam,
Nor reach'd the margin of the Ocean stream
Till Eve had stretch'd on high her shadowy cloak.
Of Cimbrians there the city and the folk
Lie darkling ; ne'er on them the God of day
Sheds from his full-orb'd eye one cheerful ray,
On them, nor towering in the zenith shines
Nor when to earth his westering car declines.
Ulysses did not descend into Hades as YEneas is fabled to have
done, but he saw the spirits of the dead upon the earth by that
kind of sorcery which is called necromancy. But it is no light
matter to determine whether he went for that purpose, and
what was the nature of that extraordinary voyage.
i7« Sib. L. 3. ad finera.
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In order to revive the spirits of the dead, and enable them
to converse with him, he gave them each a draught of sacriiicial blood, which seems to have been a favourite mystery of
Ulyssism.
Firstly, he received the dark oracle of Teiresias. Nextly,
he conversed with his mother Anticlea ; and all the wives and
daughters of the heroes flocked around (like nuns to a convent
grate) to see if pcrud venture a husband or a father had come
to visit them.
Nan /**v u!f iirttmv c£p£iGoy.B§' cu Ss ymwnus
'Oatrai d^rqw* d>.^oi £tra-Y iJJa Svyarpes,
'At & djitp' di/ia. xeXaivov doXXees ljysfs5orro.
riaira; i' ax dr lyui fnifojtro/n-ai 8o* o*0[/,r,vui,
Ilfiv yap xev xcu v>% fyQiet' dpG^oros, etc.
That passage has furnished the rhapsodist with an opportunity
for inserting a long and irrelevant catalogue of as many wo
men's names as they could think of. His host Alcinous
enquires if he saw not the ghosts of any of his friends and
companions at the war of Troy. Then he tells how he
conversed with the soul of Agamemnon, whereby he acquits
himself of all suspicion of having been a party to the murder
of that king : and with Achilles, in such a manner as to show
that he enjoyed the good will of the Pelasgian chief. Ajax
alone stood aloof : and then comes his parting scene with the
spirit m of Nimrod.
Returning from Cimmeria he passed the two Seirenes, but
neither listened to their songs, nor would permit his crew to
do so, lest they should utterly perish. But so strong was
the allurement, that neither would his crew have passed the
Seirenes, had not their ears been stopped, nor himself, if they
had not bound him hand and foot. As in Circe the volup
tuousness and moral corruptions of the Semiramian system are
designated, it is probable that it's false wisdom and beautiful
*Ti Above, p bii-i.
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literature, alluring the mind into vain philosophy, are meant
by the Seiren songs. Of Helena and of the Sibylla it is alike
said that they sang of the wars of Troy, and the Seirens sang
of every thing that existed on the face of the earth, but most
especially of those wars. However, I cannot pretend to give
any specific interpretation to a passage so profoundly obscure.
The adventure which follows is one of great celebrity, having
given rise to the Argonautic fiction of the Symplegades, and
having received a local position (for no assignable reason) in
the straits which divide Italy from Sicily. Two rocks in the
sea were called the Planctae because of their colliding motion,
which intercepted the passage even of birds; and the only
mode of passing them was through two caverns in the rocks,
that of Scylla, so lofty that an arrow would not reach it's
summit, and that of Charybdis, lower, and situated under a
leafy caprificus. To pass between the rocks was impossible, to
pass through either of them imminently dangerous.
Scylla was a monster with six heads, who seized and de
voured as many of the crew.
That monster combined of the woman and the bitch, and
whose name simply means the latter, was an "3 aquatic daemon
infamous for betraying her native city and her aged father into
the hands of the besiegers. She was equally infamous for
cannibalism and magic which she practised in conjunction with
Glaucus the lycian or wolfite, another spirit of the sea, who
was devoured by his own anthropophagous mares. She was
the daughter of Lamia, Crataiis, or Hecate the Nocturnal.
The Homeric Scylla appears to mc significant of the Semiramian government in another of it's forms and changes,
when terrific and bloody witchcraft had succeeded to the fas
cinations of her sensual paradise and the Circean blandish
ments, and the sancgrtal was red with human blood instead
of sparkling with the sweet nepenthes; a change in the
course of which the worship of the Sea was united to that
1» Above, p. 24b', 7-
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of the Wolf of Hell under the auspices of the Sarpedonian
faction.
Charybdis (whose cavern Ulysses then altogether eschewed)
was a whirlpool that swallowed up whatever came within its
compass ; and the like name was given to a place in Syria 174
where the river Orontes was absorbed, and to another in Lycia.
The demon Charybdis was a daughter of Neptune and the
Earth175, whom Jove struck with lightning for stealing the
cattle of Hercules. The stealing of cattle in this and so many
mythi is the seducing away of subjects and religious votaries
and leading them into apostacy. Charybdis (I suppose) is that
powerful woman whom Homer has flattered to such a fabulous
extent in his Iliad under the name of Thetis, and who seduced
away from the allegiance of Nimrod that large and important
body of the Cushim, the Pelasgic of Achilles or Myrmidones.
Her mysteries were purely aquatic.
The ship proceeded to the island of the Sun, where the
sailours ate the fatal oxen of the Sun, in spite of the direful
portents that happened, the hides crawling, and the flesh
lowing on the spit. That is cannibalism, to which his fol
lowers were always prone. Nothing was commoner than for
people to be called after the sacred animals which they revered
as symbols : such were the horses of Diomede, the mares of
Glaucus, and the oxen of Geryon. Neptune was called 176
the Bull, and we read in Athenaeus 177 that the young men
who ministered at the feast of Neptune at Ephesus were
likewise entitled the Bulls. That same Eurylochus whose
temperance had been proof against the allurements of Circe,
and who had strongly opposed himself to Ulysses visiting
Circe as he did, was the authour of this fatal revolt against
the commands of Tcircsias, of Circe, and of their own king.
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For all had forewarned them of the ruin which would ensue
upon such a crime.
'Aurot yap <r<fitrefy<riv drcwQaXiy<rtv oXovro
'H<rfliov.
Lucius Iunius Brutus was the Ulysses of a Latin mythology,
and his sons "8 in the course of that conspiracy which made
their father pronounce judgment against them, together with
the sons of Vitellius, sacrificed a man, and drank his blood,
and inspected his entrails. The anthropophagous orgies of
the Laestrygons, of Scylla, and of the Isle of the Sun, are
undoubtedly different modifications of the same bloody sacra
ments.
To punish that crime, Jove raised up a storm, in which all
but the King perished. He clung to the Fig-Tree of Charybdis, till her vortex sent up some planks, upon which he
escaped to the island of Ogygia. If Charybdis be a type of
the sect or faction of Philomela Thetis, we may here imagine
that we discern the beginnings of that connexion between
Ulysses and the Graici or Pelasgi, which has made Homer be
accounted a Grecian poet. Here he was entertained by the
semi-goddess Calypso, whose name signifies Concealment, a
venerable personage who dwelt in complete solitude, and to
whom no vice or cruelty whatsoever is imputed. But she
was anxious to detain him on her isle by the promise of im
mortality and perpetual youth, he all the while sighing for
the day of his departure ; nor did she furnish him the ma
terials to build a raft until Hermes had brought her the
express commands of Jove. Calypso was " the daughter of
" the wise Atlas, who knew the depths of all the sea, and
" was the possessor of the columns around which the heavens
" and the earth were delineated." We seem to be plunging
deeper into allegory, for a sojourn in the isle of concealment
«• Plutarch. Vit. Poplic. p. OK. Xylandcr.
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seems to mean a sojourn no man knows where. Atlas is Cham,
whose learned pillars are so celebrated, and Ogygia (as I ap
prehend) is meant to signify the Atlantis submerged in the
Ogygian flood, a residence of the Nephilim or Titanes, wherein
he was offered an eternity of bliss if he would consent to stay.
But the king was faithful to her who awaited him, and eager
for the due completion of his irksome duties, all he had suffered
notwithstanding ;
[itra xcu toJs twi ysvoiro.
Neptune espied him sailing from Ogygia, and raised such
a storm, that his raft became unmanageable : but Ino, a goddess
of the sea, brought him an article of dress called xpijJe/xvov,
(literally a head-band, but not so used by him) which Ulysses
tied around his breast, and stripped himself naked, and, riding
a-cockhorse upon a single plank or pole, jumped into the water.
Thus did he ride upon the waves two days and nights, till he
reached the isle of Phaeacia.
Pheacia was the kingdom of Alcinous and Arete, which was
distinguished by three circumstances of splendour. 1 . A palace
whose walls were of brass, corniced with cyanus ; and the doors
of gold, with silver posts. In front of the palace stood watch
dogs of gold and silver, the work of Tubal Cain. 2. An en
chanted garden, abounding with pomegranates, pears, apples,
figs, and olives, which ripened continually without being
subject to the alternation of seasons. Also a vineyard, in one
part of which the vintage was treading, in others the fruit
was ripening ; and, in others again, the vine yet blossomed.
3. The Divine ship-building j which made not vessels to be
steered by rudders and the hands of men, but such as were
intelligent, and knew their own way to all lands, and over all
seas, and no perils could destroy. or damage. But their way
was always through clouds and thick darkness, 'Hsf i xai vetsXy
xix.aXuny.Bvai. By this noble King and Queen he was kindly
entertained, and sent home to Ithaca in a living ship.
Here we find him, after many toils, reposing in the paradise
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of the apple, the fig-tree, and the olive, with Noah, the planter
of the vineyard, and the owner of the ship which sailed in
darkness, and was steered by no mortal pilot : and here for
the first time he met with neither violence nor any sort of
seduction, but an honest wish to further his good purposes,
which shows that the house of Ulysses especially venerated
the great father of mankind. Yet we find in this passage a
confirmation of two points ; firstly, that the earliest Sabians
were not of the religion of God Almighty, but made a false
and abusive use of the name of Noah ; and secondly, that they
confounded and identified together the paradise of Adam and
the gardens of Noah in Ararathia.
His return to Ithaca was not " as the lightning cometh out
" of the East, and shineth even unto the West," but on the
contrary he laid aside his natural appearance, and received
from Minerva the form of a decrepit "and squallid mendicant.
Thus he came to his own hall, where the princes of the land
were assembled, sueing to his bride, and consuming the wealth
of his kingdom. " Behold, he came as a thief." They were
insolent and secure, and utterly derided the idea of his return ;
rov J* uJAeto vorij^',v ij'/xar.
" Scoffers, walking after their own lusts, and saying "*,
" Where is the promise of his coming ?" They ridiculed and
insulted the old beggar, and persevered in urging Telemachus
to select an husband for his mother ; and even the portents
from the Gods were lost upon their infatuated minds. They
laughed the sardonic laugh, the meat became bloody in their
mouths, and their eyes shed tears : and the seer Theoclymenus
beheld the darkness of night gathering around them, the blood
spattered upon the walls and columns, the ghosts of the slain
gliding away, and the sun eclipsing in the heavens,
01 S' doa. itavres sir' dvrw y.v ytXatrtra.Y.
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A scene which in my opinion attains the ne plus ultra of the
sublime and terrific.
Penelope proposes that, for a settling of their pretensions,
they should strive which could shoot an arrow from the bow
of Ulysses through twelve battle-axes ; imagining that they
were, as indeed they proved, all alike incapable. The beggar
asks leave to try the bow, and performs the task without dif
ficulty : and then with the aid of Telemachus and two faithful
servants he slays all the suitors, and those of his handmaids
who had been rioting with them. The Goddess sheds beauty
upon his head, and surrounds him with fine robes, and he
stands victorious before the continent Penelope : nor do they
long delay to seek their ancient olive-tree.
'Atntanws Aextfoio iraAaia Stirpov ixovro.
Here ends that immortal poem ; and the winepress of wrath
has been trodden by the late returning feet of the

But all ends not here ; and the concluding prophecy of Teiresias (profoundly dark) remains to be fulfilled. "Afterwards
" depart, taking your Oar, until you come to that people who
" know not the sea. Also they know not the ships which have
" a crimson face, neither oars which are the wings of ships.
" Now, I will tell you a very manifest sign, forget it not.
" When another wayfaring man shall meet you, and say, that
" you have a winnowing-fan upon your bright shoulders, then
" fix your oar in the ground, and return home, make fine
" offerings to Neptune, a lamb, a bull, and an entire boar,
" and sacrifice hecatombs to the immortal Gods of heaven, in
" their due order. And your death shall proceed from the
" sea without pain, and such as to kill you in the extreme of
" a pleasant old age ; and your pepple shall be blessed around
'* you. These things are infallible1*0.
'*i Od. ri. v. ISO.
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The fables invented by the cyclics, by way of fulfilment to
this prophecy, are highly contemptible, because they do not
fulfil it. And I believe that Homer is here offering a pre
diction of events to come to pass in the most remote ages of
the world. Patriarchal prophecy was (from Enoch's time to
the giving of the Levitical law) the same in effect as that of the
extant Scriptures. And it was not wholly unknown to Homer
that the promised restorer, after his long reign, was again to
leave his kingdom a prey to the enemy, who should go out
and deceive the 181 nations. But when the world was so far
enlightened from above, that even those who knew not the
mystery of the vauj ^oivixMrafijoj should own him for the
judge of all the earth, whose winnowing fan was to divide
the grain from the chaff, and who was to " send into Babylon
" fanners who would fan her," then he should return a second
time to be an exile no more. But in the fulness of time the
waters were to terminate the human life of that " long suf" fering god-like" king, without the bitterness of death, and
amidst the blessings of his people. Those waters are the
amorphous material element into which (according to his view
of the pantheistic and cyclical haeresy) the world was to return,
and out of which were to arise a " new heaven and a new
" earth. For the first heaven and the first earth were past
" away ; and there was no more sen." Whence Homer derived
the notions of his Teiresian prophecy, what he signified
thereby, or when he expected it would come to pass, I am
far from presuming in these remarks to affirm. But of this
I am confident, thut no such vulgar absurdity as the tale of
Telegonus was signified by h;m
XVII. The Sabian system in it's commencement did not
only shake the tyranny of Cush's family, but also the great
tenet of God's essential virility, and laid a foundation for the
horrours of the Ionismus. But in acknowledging the existence
i8' Rev. c. 20. r. 7, 8.
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and occasional incarnation of a feminine deity, it neither denied
the duties of feminine subordination nor of domestic morality
and the matrimonial laws. Upon this scheme the 5ia yvraixiav
of Homer (although she was the Pan-helop-eva or great geomantic mother) is an wholly different character from her of
whom so much hath been said, not in the matter of chastity
alone, but in all the relations of life. So far was she from a
personal interference in the concerns of the state that she did
not even retain the control of her private household in her
husband's absence, after her son was of age to exercise it. Her
name and her residence in the hyperovium render it probable
that she had credit for inspiration and prophecy. But in her
general' conduct she certainly acquiesced in the peremptory
law, " I suffer not a woman to be 184 a teacher, nor to usurp
" authority over the man, but to be in silence." If the
Odyssey be a book of Sabian principles, it is one consecrating
virginity in heaven (the oiAa>.x-uju,£8aiV 'AS))va) and faithful
wedlock upon earth. It is the apotheosis of the yvvouxwv
fl ij Xure f atw v and not d>ria.iupwr. So far from discovering
in the continent Penelope any vestige of the amazon, the
huntress, or the legislatress, we may doubt if her purely
feminine temper would have sanctioned that sort of intel
lectual antianeira, the learned authoress ; and assuredly she
would have been duly scandalized at some of the principles
and practices of the society called Friends, under pretence of
being more friendly and benevolent thau other people. When
ever she had occasion to intermix with the men, she did so
under circumstances which seem to illustrate St. Paul's
command that a woman should enter the congregation with
" power on her head,"

Her relation towards Ulysses was such as God has ordained
from the beginning downwards. " Unto him was her desire,
" and he ruled over her—she sat down under his shadow with
iM 1 '11m. c. 2. t . 12.
111.
RR
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" great delight, and his fruit was sweet to her taste—His
" banner over her was love." And she was (if truly repre
sented to us) that gentle and lovely character,
Morigerae uxoris virtus cui contigit omnis,
Fama pudicitiae, lanificaeque manus.
But Homer was throughout an apologist or a panegyrist ;
and the Greeks (sensible of that) were not unanimous in con
firming the splendid testimony he bore to his grandmother's
character. The Mantineans of Arcadia, who pretended to
show her tomb, said that Ulysses repudiated her in con
sequence of discovering that the suitors had been brought in
at her invitation, and that she retired to Sparta, and thence
to Mantinea 18s, where she died. Penelope 184 was, moreover,
said to l)e the mother of Pan : and by some she is said to have
borne him to Hermes, by others to her husband Hodysseus :
while others again fabled, that by a monstrous superfaetation
he was engendered in the successive embraces of all the suitors.
This is the obscure prediction of Lycophron's Alexandra.
'H££t yap rfct vavXo%ov 'Pei^fa <nc£vac
Kai NijdTS vprlwvac Styerai Se vav
MeAa&fov dpSy kk ^aSpuiv dvara.Tw
MvxXois yuvcLutoxXui4"i1' ij Ss fia.<T<ra%a

XVIII. Pan was one of the oldest gods in ./Egypt, and of
the most recent in Greece. His name seems to imply uni
versality ; or as Simmias has it in his riddle, 'Owvoju.' 'OXov :
and it may be taken three ways, either potentially, of Adam,
Noah, or any such as had in themselves the germ of all things ;
or discretely, of the pagan world when broken into various
parts and members, which make by synthesis it's ivhnle, one
day to be actually reunited.
'83 Paus. Arc. L. viii. c. 12.
•M Herod. 2. c. 1 45. Cic. de N. D. 3. c. 22. Norm. Dion. 24. v. 1 95.
'«5 Lyc. v. 768.
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The potential Pan or universal father was that most ancient
god of the iEgyptians, who was of an older race than Her
cules or Bacchus.
The collective Pan was Nimrod king of the giants, whose
ambition was bent upon universal unity and constructed the

For the scholiast teaches us that Oromedon is Pan, god of the
mountains or rather (as he says) of heaven. The same person
was king of the land of the Meropians, Cos, and he was the
spirit of Panic terrour whose oestrus or gadfly and the clamour
of whose preternatural shouting attended the Populifugia.
Orpheus 196 invokes him as " the horned Jove, the king of
" the entire world,"
K.otrjimpa.twp .... fiapvpytis, aXij5ijj, Zsvs i x.epar'jStie was a huntsman l9:, and a shepherd, but like Theseus,
Amphion, and other mythi of Nimrod, his hours of rest were
vacant to verse and song. Behold in these lines his three
peaceful vocations,
tore S' is trxn; ls* ijA«trer ciaj
'Ay^ijS ij-aweuv, iovccx'MY viro ftHtrav aQvpuiv

Pan was enamoured 1M of Echo, who bore to him lynx or
Coelestial Love. But Helena was the person who was called
in mythology 190 Echo, which name she got by the imitative
and versatile powers of her voice. Valerius "" Flaccus thus
finely describes the terrours of Pan.

'**
'*7
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1»
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Hyra Pan. v. 11, 12.
Horn. hym. Pan.
1bid. v. 14.
Lucian. Dial. V'2. c. 4. Tz. in Lye. v- 300.'
Ptol. Heph. L. 4. ap. Phot. ed. Schott. p. [Ko. A. D. 1606.
L. I. v. 43.
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Ut notis adlapsa vadis, dant aethere longo
Signa tube, vox et mediis emissa tenebris
" Hostis habet portus : solid rediere Pelasgi."
Rupta quies. Deus ancipitem lymphavcrat urbem,
Mygdonie Pan jussa ferens saevissima matris,
Pan nemorum bellique potens : quem lucis ad horas
Antra tenent, patet ad medias per devia noctes
Setigerum latus, et torvae coma sibila frontis.
Vox omnes super una tubas, qua conus et enses
Qua trepidis auriga rods nocturnaque muris
Claustra cadunt : talesque metus non Martia cassis
Eumenidumque comae, non tristis ab tcgide Gorgon
Sparserit, aut tantis aciem raptaverit umbris.
That Pan, who was adorned with the hissing hair of the
Gorgons and Eumenides, is the Demo-gorgon or Terrovr of
the People who (as Pronapides said) was father of the three
Moirai or tripartite division of the people. Those Moirai
were in Latin Parcae, Purls. Mars Martis, Mamers Mamertis,
was otherwise Marcus, ci, Mamercus, ci ; and so Pars, tis, was
in another ancient form Parca, cac.
But Demogorgon (according to the same l9* Pronapides)
also engendered another Pan brother of the Parcae. That was
the discrete Pan, or the university of the nations, after they
had been divided into a multifarious variety of tongues and
communities; for all those were looked upon as constituent
parts of the original whole, and were all animated with the
spirit of that system which their original founders had learned
in the officina gentium. That is the Pan who came out of
the hyperovium of Ithaca, and Penelope was his mother. His
appearance dates from the very formation (by intrigues of
Ulysses) of the great Osirian or Bacchic league against the
empire of the Cushim, for that was the first step towards the
final dismemberment. In the reign of Tiberius Caesar, when the
'9* Cit. Theodont. qui ck. BoccGeneal. p. 7- •i• 8. b.
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Lord subdued all things to himself, and virtually (though not
actually) abrogated the haeresy of the gentiles, a rumour ar
rived in Italy that one Thamus, an jEgyptian pilot, had heard
a voice crying in the air, " Great Pan is dead." The scene of
the fable is laid off Paxu, an island close to Ithaca, and the
learned men at Rome were of opinion, that the Pan alluded
to was the son of Hermes "* and Penelope.
His form was bestial, and his hair long and flowing, for
which reason lie was called Cometes, or the Comet,
'Tisa. Hr^sXtntr^ xtpaaXxia. Uava. Mprprp ,
and he was himself (like the ships of Ulysses) /uAroirag ijoj,
quem vidimus ipsi
Sanguineus ebuli bums minioque rubentem.
He was called Hanuman in the Ramayana, and by his cun
ning, his skill, and his fiery tail, he mainly promoted the
overthrow of the giants and the triumph of Rama. His actions
194 are those of Ulysses. Apollonius of Tyana mentions an
Indian tradition concerning a most wonderful fortress which
had once been besieged by the ,Egipanes, which is the legend
of Pan or Hanuman.
Cometes is 195 said to have been a prophet. He was shut up
alive in an ark where the Muses fed him with honey, and the
scene of that transaction is described to have been the Cave of
the Nymphs under196 the Mount of the Bridal Chamber. And
we may safely pronounce the said cave to be the cave of the
Nymphs at Ithaca, for the cave at Ithaca was filled with jars
of honey
'Ev os x.pyfy{ts te xai dptpttpo^i)£s latn
Aairot* Ma. S' iiretfa.ri6cuGu:trtr>itri psfatrira.r

and it was under the bridal-chamber, for this plain reason, that
'£i
t*
'»
1*

Plutarch. de Orac. Defect, p. 419.
Above, p. 191.
Clem. Alex. Strom. L. I. p. 398. Potter.
Scbol. Theocr. Idyll, vii. v. 78.
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above it stood the ravu0:AAos sAaia, and that tree was the
genial bed of Ulysses and Penelope. Theocritus in another
place 1" hath shown himself not ignorant that Cometes was
Ulysses, where a goatherd named Cometes is made to say, if I
strike thee not, may I become M £ A a •. 5 ; o ; dm Ko/xara.
The migration of Diomede into Apulia was ascribed to the de
bauching of his wife iEgialea not only by Oiax, son of Nauplius
and brother of Palamedes, but by her counsellor Cometes 1S1B;
thus we bring Cometes to the Trojan epocha, and find him a
counsellor in Diomede's court ; but Diomede was the Argive
anax, as closely connected with the Agamemnon as Ulysses was
himself, and these two were l98 continually united in counsel,
as poets tell, in the matter of Palamedcs, in that of Rhesus, in
that of Philoctetes, and in that of the Palladium. However,
we find that Diomedes quarrelled with his counsellor, and that
is said to have happened at the time of taking the Palladium,
or in other words upon the capture of Troy. Then, as I con
ceive, the Diomedean party went with Orestes to Niniveh and
began toScythize and turn cannibals, and Ulysses was constantly
opposed to such proceedings. However, it seems the Atridae,
Lacrtiadic, and Tydide were united in the unsuccessful enter
prise of the first seven, and the successful one of the epigon
seven. For all these reasons, and notwithstanding that any
my thographcr may have called Cometes the soil of Sthenelus,
there is a sufficient abundance of proof that he is Ulysses.
We read in Suidas s00 that JEsop, secretary of Mithridates,
in his book upon Helena said, that Pan was surnamed Haliplanctus, a Wanderer upon the Sen, and that he was a great
fish, i^Suj xijrU'ftjf. And so also t01 Sophocles,
'lui, flav, flav aAi7rAayxt*.
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Theocr. Idyll. 5. v. 161.
See above, p. 90.
See vol. 1. p. ail, 2.
See Suidas iu Pan and in .Empus.
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He was a fisherman who entangled the giant *0* Typhon in his
nets and caught him. Helena found the asterite stone in his
belly, and used it for her sigil ; by which means we bring him
to Troy, and perhaps we can connect him with the treacherous
capture of that city. Helenus betrayed Troy in consequence
of knowledge which he had acquired from the siderite-stone.
He performed a catharmus of ten days, and washed the stone,
and nursed it like a baby, and it suggested to him the ruining
903 of Troy, in tones like those of an infant. Orites globosa
specie a quibusdam et sideritis 90* vocatur (saith Pliny), and
adds, that it was thought to produce discord and quarrells. It
is true that he forms it from oiSijpos, and the authour of
Lithica, who wrote under some of the Roman emperours, fol
lows him therein ; but I apprehend he was in error as to the
etymon and quantity of siderites, for the Lithica say, that it
becomes visibly animated when washed,
IIAijiriov 6^QaX(t.wv ore xev Aairrj *0s ye itiXaaaa.s
Aepxeo, Qs7irBtn-ms ya.{ diroty^ovra. vo^trsis, etc.,
and the stone Asteria if washed with an acid liquor, exhibits
motions and contortions as if of a living star-fish imbedded in
the stone. That is known 20B as a modern experiment, long
since it's theurgic virtues have been consigned to just oblivion.
For that reason I conceive that the asterite stone obtained by
Helena from the sea-wandering Pan and the sidcrite stone
consulted by Helenus are synonymous.
XIX. Ulysses, in the history of Pan's birth, seems to be
identified with Hermes, sometimes Ulysses, and sometimes
Hermes being said to be father of Pan by Penelope. And
«■
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Schol. ibid.
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when we consider that Hermes is the messenger of Jove and
the god presiding over language and reasoning (whence
ip^vsvtiv to explain or interpret), we shall wonder for what
reason so eminent a person is depicted as a lover of fraud and
theft, Callidus quicquid placuit jocoso Condere furto. But
that wonder will vanish if we reflect that by avatarism the
vilest of mankind represented divine natures and caused them
to bear the blame of their own depravity, thus peopling the
pagan heaven with all the worst vices of the earth. And
Ulysses, Brutus Iunius, and Hermes Er-Iunius, wearers of
the pileus, are all one person. Arjoon was an ally to Parasu
Rama, a Puranic title of Agamemnon, and to Crishna, whose
name borrowed from the Thomasine anti-Christians is applied
to the legends of Achilles ; and who, after approving himself
to be invincible, died by being shot in the heel with an arrow.
I suspect that the Hermetic and Brutic title of Ulysses, ErIunius or Er-Junius, is latent in the Arjoon of the Brahmens
or Arjung of the Persians. The relationships are but the
common shift of the mythologists ; so, Ulysses was made out
to be a descendant of Hermes, being grandson of Autolycus,
Alipedis de stirpe Dei versuta propago 207
Nascitur Autolycus, furtum ingeniosus ad omne ;
Qui facere assuerat, patriae non degener artis,
Candida de nigris et de candentibus atra.
The name Auto-lycus signifies the wolf himself', the Prince of
Lies. Hermes stole the oxen of Apollo, Hercules those of
Geryon, Cacus and Charybdis those of Hercules, and Auto
lycus those of Sisyphus, and all that stealing of oxen is the
seducing of subjects from their civil or spiritual allegiance.
In Autolycus (however) defraudingSisyphuswefind the not
uncommon expedient of dividing mythic homonymes into ene
mies or rivals. Sisyphus is the identical same Hermetic power
*n Ovid. xi. 31*.
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as Autolycus and Ulysses. His name is a contraction of Siosyphus (the theosophist), irtos being used in certain dialects for
S£ oj sos, and avtpos for eotpos . I have read of that person (but
I cannot find the place in which I read it), that he detected
Jove in the embraces of .Sigina or CEnone, and divulged the
scandal, whereupon Jove assumed the form of a large stone,
which he was condemned for ever to roll up an high hill,
without being able to place it on the summit. So the stone of
Sisyphus was a Slone Jupiter (whence perhaps the oath, per
Jovem lapidem), and the placing it on the high place was the
final dedication and completion of Jove's temple; but Sisyphus
was for ever excluded from the accomplishment of it, because
he had calumniated the king, Jove's Increment, in the matter
of CEnone *09, Helena, or Lucretia, and so compelled him to
go out; and from that source flowed the wars of Ilion, and all
the disasters of the human race.
Sisyphus was the husband of Merope the Pleiad ; and he is
also said to have gotten Anticlea with child before she married
Laertes, insomuch that Ulysses was the natural son of Sisy
phus, although the legal son of Laertes. But in all the
number of fabulous reduplications, there is not one more
obvious than this pair of knaves, father and son. Ulysses was
" the twice-born thief, the bedfellow of Pan's mother," because
he entered by necromancy into Hades, and having conversed
with the dead returned again to the living,
ITavsj

But of Sisyphus it is said, by an excellent and most ancient
poet, that he (and he a/one) visited the place of the dead and
was covered with the shadow of death, but returned from
thence into the light of day, having deceived Proserpina.

'"" Eustath. in Iliad. vi. 153.
the Godi.
**i See above, p. 187.

So Mount Sipylus is Siopylus, the gate of
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llA£wa t iiS£iri; 'AioAiJecu Sirurs *10,
Oj it kou i% 'Alfcw mXviSpiTirtv drr^ie
Hltras Tleftr£^onjv dijwXioKn Xoyots,
'Hre fiporois itapeyii A^v j8xar{*atriz voijula..
'AAAoj £ sVw rij raro y' eirspfatraro
'Oriva t5ij Savaroio jisXxr vttpos a/xpixaAtryoi,
'EASoi J* ej xfuefov 'xyiow diropQip£vwv,
Koavezs re itvXxs ira.^a.(b£i^i€tcu dt te Savovrwv
"Pu^af h^ysmr najeKic dvatvtpiva.s.
'AAA' d^x xaxe^ev Eiavtpts iraAw ljAuSev ijfws
'Ec paoj 'HeAis, trprtri ioXvtp'iotrvva.is.
But even the sublime blasphemies. of Theognis fall short of
what others related concerning Sisyphus. He bound Thanatus
in chains, so that there were ai 1 no longer any deaths upon the
earth, until Mars set him free.
As Ulysses was said to be the father of Pan, and nothing
appears in mythology to give consistency to that tale, we shall
be disposed to suspect that Ulysses himself was the Panic
energy or B*ij. And we shall not be disappointed in our sus
picion. The Grecian god Pan was in Italy Faunus, or Isuus,
as we learn from Claudius Rutilius among others,
w* Multa licet priscwm nomen deleverit a>tas
Hoc Inui castrum fama fuisse putat,
Seu Pan Tyrrhenis mutavit Menala sylvis,
Sive sinus patrios incola Faunus init.
But Faunus is identified with Ulysses in two main points. He
was called Fatuus, the. Foal, notwithstanding his great wisdom,
which alludes. to the simulated foolishness of the all-wise
Ulysses. And he was the husband of Fauna (the feminine
Pan), a woman of such marvellous continent}-, that no man *"
*10 Theognis. o. 703—713.
*» Ensta th. in Iliad, vt 153. p. 631.
*1• Claud. Ilutil. 1. 'J31—4.
"3 Laclantius. L. 1. c. '2O. Varro cit Macrob. L. 1.e. 13.
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except her husband ever saw her ; which will agree with no
character but Penelope, who veiled her face whenever she
appeared before men. Fauna was castissima ct disciplinis
omnibus 314 erudita, and she was worshipped by the Roman
matrons as the Bona Dea, which circumstance confirms the
opinion which Pitiscus formed from her being styled the mo
ther of Pan, that Penelope (in some sense at least) is pro
rerum genitrice natura 214 seu pro hyle capienda.
But if Pan or Faunus is Ulysses, we ought to infer that
the subtle Hermes is in effect the same person with Faunus.
And so he is. Faunus 216 lived in the reign of Sesostris, and
governed Italy for many years after the death of Jupiter, from
whom he had received the name Hermes, from that of the
planet so called. He was an artful and wicked man, 'navov^yos,
and excelled in logic and the mathematics, and was deified
in /Egpyt for his wealth, eloquence, and skill in divination.
XX. The difficulty of ascertaining the purposes of Homer
is not so great as that of ^estimating the degree of credit due
to so designing an authour.
The Odyssey presents to us a woman resembling in some
respects the Trojan and Gnostic Helena, that is to say, a
woman clothed in the dignity of the pretended Magna Mater,
the she-daemon of pantheism, Eternal Nature in human shape.
But, instead of showing us the mighty mother in the guise of
a strumpet, or to speak more truly, in such forms and sur
rounded with such enormities as would now be expelled with
disgust and horror from the lowest haunts of vice, the Odyssey
describes her as a modest, gentle, and immaculate matron, and
in colours which would beseem that heavenly bride under'
whose similitude the Most Holy has been pleased to describe
the congregation of the faithful. If we are to say,
whether or not Homer did in this respect justly and fairly
*i* Serr. in Mo. viii. 314.
J'5 Pitise. Lex. Ant. Rom. 2. p. 363.
='* Cedrenus. p- 17, 18.a».
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deliver the sentiments and principles of his grandfather and
grandmother, we must (I believe) give him credit. Because we
may discern the influence of those principles in the peculiar
character which used to distinguish the Pelasgic nations from
almost all others except the free Scythians. Those are the
principles of monogamy, domesticity, modesty, conjugal and
filial piety, by which the lives of both maiden and matron
were raised as near to perfection as the frailty of human nature
permits. Although the Grecian states were defiled by their
public orgies, and by mysteries which would not bear the
light, those were only exceptive circumstances, which did in
deed produce very shocking vices, but did not render them
general, nor suffice to bend aside the hearts of the people from
those canons of social right and wrong which God laid down
for man at his creation ; and the Roman commonwealth was
less polluted with libidinous orgies, and it's secret mysteries
were, I believe, rather bloody than bestially impure. The
result thereof to those nations was a possibility of being free,
which possibility exists for none durably and certainly whose
law is not God's law, and for none at all if their institutions
(however cruel and otherwise perverse) are not conformable
thereto, at least in the golden ordinances of domestic life, by
means of which the patriarchate continues to exist even in the
midst of splendid tyrannies or strong democracies. Comparing
those striking features of Pelasgian manners with the main
drift of the mystic Odyssey, and observing that the woman-god
Penelope was the Bona Dea of those great ornaments of hu
manity the Roman matrons, I consider Ulysses to have been
as it were the high-priest of Hymen to those nations in their
infancy.
But if Ulysses borrowed part of his wisdom from above, he
borrowed other parts from hell. His grandson by no means
disguises the fraudulency of his disposition, but openly ascribes
to him many acts of dissimulation, and puts in his mouth
narrations which are entirely false. Nay, he even makes him
boast of his astute and cunning temper, only maintaining (for
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a sort of apology ) that his evil was ultimately good. He is
called and made to call himself by a name falsely spelt Odyseus
but really Hodyseus, as this line suffices to prove,

Ulysses introduces himself to Alcinous with this shameful
boast,
'Eia' 'O-Jutr-euj, A«f £pna.Sys, 5s ttaeri So Ao i <r \ vtlt
'A.v6puiitcttri peXui, -n.cn jiev x>jos tspav',v hui.

In the spurious episode of Autolycus, the rhapsodist idly
pretends that he was so named because his grandfather Auto
lycus was at the time of his birth ohtrira.y.tvos sl9, i. e. angry,
but with whom, or on what account, we are not informed.
The Sabian haeresy differed from the Magian upon the point
of dualism or ditheism. It recognized a great plurality of
daemons or deasters, as fit objects for worship, but all it's gods
were energies of one principle which was good, and there was
no second principle which was evil. But whatever seemed
evil was only evil in appearance, and from the defect of our
judgment, or else was of a subordinate kind, and not God, but
(as we, who abhor pantheism, would say) created. The true
doctrine respecting good and evil cannot be better expressed
than it is by Peter Pomponatius tta, non oportere duos esse
Deos unum boni et alterum mali, ut inferebatur, nam omne
bonum et malum naturce est a Deo, malum autem culpce est
ex nostris voluntatibus. Homer insinuates the like doctrine
in using the title 'O-Auj-'Euj, the EviUGood-one, and vin
dicates unto one being both good and evil alike, flowing as
they do from one common authour " who by his spirit hath
" garnished the heavens ''*1, and his hand hath formed the
" crooked serpent." Consequently, as he would argue, the
«7
*1*
»9
«•
"•

Od. 3. 64.
Od. ix. 1 a.
Pseud. Homer. Od. xix. 407.
De Incantationibus, p. 267. Basil, 1 567.
Job, xxvi. v. 13.
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spirit of the son of Anticlea was not the less divine, because
his actions appeared to be bad, and their consequences destruc
tive. He did evil that good might come, hit eyes beheld not
iniquity, whatever purblind mortals might fancy they beheld ;
in fine, he was that evil good one to whom the astonished
hermit said,
Lord ! as in heav'n, on earth thy will be done.
His scheme was so far right, that the Power which Tpttys
i£fov vroXitQ^iv kvepm, the Hermes
who " taught new
" languages, and distributed the nations, and placed discord
" between them," was, if Auj at all, Aus 'Evs. We shall
concede to him that the destroyer of cities, the bloody treader
of the winepress, in whose heart is the day of vengeance and
the year of his redeemed, to whose banquet the wolves and
vultures are bidden, is the very same whose paths are plea
santness, who gives peace on this earth, and after it, to all his
brethren, ffarijf $' tus rptios
the victorious Lion, and the
Lamb without blemish. He was right to argue that destruction
is no more evil than creation, all things being made that should
Be, and all demolished that should not, both absolutely, and
when, and where, and how. Well and wisely did he esteem
that Justice, although her head be hidden in clouds, is pure
good : and that even illuminated souls would merely rejoice
and exult, without the infirmities of regret and pity, over
that good thing the ruin of Troy, and exclaim, " True and
" righteous are his judgments, for he hath judged the Great
" Whore !" The love of retributive justice is implanted in
our nature, and cherished by divine precept and example,
although morbid sentiment and ambitious hypocrisy may be
at times united to disarm her of her sword.
But we find him erring grievously, or rather blaspheming
with unrestrained audacity, when he pretends that the moral
turpitude of that deceitful wizard the peuf h'uins should pass
« Hyg. fab. 143.

for divine wisdom, and that God's spirit (who is Truth) put
on the shape of an intriguing liar and a worse than worldly
politician. From filial partiality, he either knew not or dis
sembled that the Spirit of Truth chooses the foolish things of
the world to confound the wise, and taketh the wise in their
own craftiness. Had Ulysses been that godlike person his
grandson would have us to think him, '• he would have re•' nounced the hidden things of dishonesty, not walking in
" craftiness, nor handling the word of God deceitfully, but by
" manifestation of the truth." So ill did Homer appreciate
the Devil's nature, as to think that violence was his favourite
weapon, and that perfidy was only a form which the Good
One had wise reasons for assuming. Violence (as my next
volume will show) was in Homer's doctrine the evil not good,
and moreover not God, but created.
Hermes (the god upon whom Ulysses by his bad actions
has fastened the stigma of fraud) is a name contracted from the
Homeric 9as Herm-Ewhas. The strong aspirate aitch, the
compound chi, the soft aspirate vau, and the sibilant were
often interchanged in the various Pelasgian dialects ; and that
has happened in the word whermis, hermis, or chermis, the
serpent or " laithly worm." Salmasius, speaking of a red die,
says, hoc est Arabicum chermes ex nomine aM vermis corruptum.
The androgynous being Herm-Eve, Herm-Athene, or HermAphrodite, is formed of the great mother Eva and the cunning
Serpent of the gnosis or false wisdom. His caduceus is a wand
representing the serpent upon the tree of knowledge. Ma
moreover was the wrath of God (a title given by the author **'
of Samuel to Satanas himself) and she was that divine
energy which infatuates the perverse and leads them on to
that vengeance and judicial ruin which is prepared for them.
But Homer gives to Mercury the remarkable title of Hermc
*n See above, p. '237.
«t Salm. in Solin. p. 195.
M5 Above, p. 12.
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whas iiS A-knk-ata the nut-evil-wrath, which is one so ex
actly corresponding with that of Ho-dys-eus, as to confirm and
establish my explanation of the latter.
XXI. Hodyseus is an apologetical title, and belonging to a
poem which was published amidst a people who cherished the
memory of Palamedes and were for the most part enemies to
that of Ulysses. There is another title of a different kind by
which he was known among certain other Graikians who settled
themselves in Italy. That name was 'OAu£ijf, Holyxes, or
Ulyxes, and it signifies the Universal King. The Shepherd
Kings who conquered ./Egypt came in under the name of
Hye-Sos as Josephus, or Hyc-Cussos as Eusebius847 spells it ;
which Manethon analysed into 'Tx, meaning king in the sacred
language, and <rtus or sV<rtuf, meaning a shepherd in the vulgar
tongue. But I think Mr. Bryant 448 very justly condemns
that recent Egyptian priest, as being (like almost all the
ancients) grossly ignorant of etymology, in supposing that
those princes used a title compounded of the sacred language
and the vulgar ./Egyptian ; and interprets it with moral cer
tainty 'Tx-Xa<roi, Royal Cushim. 'OA-'T£ does therefore
denote, in the Barbar, sacred, or original Pamphylian and
Panaeolian tongue, which Homer hath called that of the
Gods, Universal King, or King of the whole world. That
same is Holyxes or Olyxes, in which the later Romans, ac
cording to their general fashion, introduced an u for the o.
If we ask, wherefore he obtained among the Latins a title
thus honorific, and acknowledging to the full his high pre
tensions, we are farther led to ask whither the real voyages
of that famed navigator (wherefore-so-ever undertaken) led
Iliad, xvi. 185. St. Paul terms our Saviour, aQ^tiput, irtet'
Hebr. vii. v. 26.
"» Eusch Praep. Evang. L. 10. p. £94. ed. 1544. p. 69. a ran. Geo.
Trapezunt.
«• Anal. vol. iv. p. 303. vol. vl p. 136. 800.
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him. I have indicated that the Homeric voyage must be
taken as an allegory, adumbrating the various transactions of
his eventful Asiatic life, and writing in Hieroglyphics, now
almost illegible, his doctrine, principles, and pretensions ; but
containing at most only some scattered hints of any real voyage.
Neque serioris aevi Geographi, qui eas gentes et regiones inter
freta Sicula, Tyrrhena, etc. perquirebant, aliter mihi errasse
videntur, quam siquis inter insulas Australis Oceani Gulliverianas istas Lilliput, Blefuscue, etc. perquirere successerit 2*9.
But although they erred in thinking to find eab gentes et
regiones, yet history or sound tradition may have partly led
them upon the true track of this greatest of the Spartarchs,
or Princes of the Dispersion.
The Romans and Tyrrhenes seem to have been strongly
bent upon drawing the origin of their settlement from Holyxes.
Homer mentions that his hero lay with the person called
Circe ; and we have many accounts that the offspring of that
union came to Italy. King Latin, from whom Virgil deduces
the Roman state, was their son, and his country was the sacred
recess of the Holy Islands.
Kisxij J* H:->.i8 Siya.rijp 'TittptoviSao
Titvaf' 'OJtKToijoj raAair«|K0vof h p*Aorij«
'Ayfiov, ij'Je Aa-tivov dpvpova. re x^anpov tt,
O, Sy toi /xaAa ttjAe pvy.tv rtttruiv U^auiv
ITatriv Tv^oryvoiiriv dyaxteiroitrtv a'vatrtro*950.

I refer that poem at latest to the time of Pisistratus, and
believe it is about the first mention of Italy that we find in
Greek. Italy was called Ausonia*31, from Ausonius or
Auson, son of Ulysses and Calypso. Faunus, son of Circe,
and Jupiter Picus, though he stands for Cush in some Italian

"9 Payne Knight Prolegom. c. 49.
*30 Pseud-Hesiod. Thcog. 101 1. Oeoponicon, L. xi. c. H. p. 303, 4. ed.
Needham. But Pompeius Fcstua (on the word Roma) says he was son of
Circe by Telemachus.
**t Serv. in Virg. JEn. 3. v. 171. Schol. Ap. Rhod. 4. v. 553.
tt1.
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Genealogies, was at other times identified with Pan Fatuus or
Ulvsses, and was a deity established in Italy.
If Italy were peopled by land, the northern part would first
get inhabitants, but if by sailors coming in ships from Asia,
then the south extremity would first present itself: and in fact
Strabo and Stephanus tell us, upon good authority, that the
modern Calabrias were the original Italy; and the Greek
History of Italy by Antiochus, was a history only of those
parts. Italy was therefore founded by a mariner, and that
mariner was Ulysses. For there was in Bruttium or Italy
Proper a temple of Minerva, built by him, and also a town
Temesa, where one Polites or Seben a companion of Ulysses
was worshipped with the annual sacrifice of a virgin, at hit
heroum, which was covered with wild olives 454 (the nautis
olim venerabile signum), whence the adage Temesaeus Heros
for any dreadful oppressor 433. But that Hero was no doubt
Ulysses himself; so well does it agree with the notions he
propounded at Aulis, and with the rites performed in honour
of Lucius Iunius Brutus i3i, at whose funeral many human
victims were sacrificed. On the eastern coast of Bruttium,
opposite to Temesa, and on the gulph of its own name stands
Squillace ; Scillacium prima urbium 835 Bruttiorum, quam
Trojae destructor Ulysses creditur condidisse. To all which
it must be added, that this original Italy is named after
Brutus, for although they were afterwards called the Bruttii,
Pompeius Festus and Servius, who are profest antiquarians in
language, write it Brutii ; as do also Justin, Appian, and
Mela. Plutarch, in his life of Romulus 536, admits that some
people thought the City itself was founded by one Romanus,
a son of Ulysses and Ciree. A few miles from Rome stood
Tusculum {Little Tuscany), and there dwelt Octavius Mam See above, p. 90.
tn Solin. c. 2. Strab. vi. p. 368. Paus. vi. e. 6. Prijcian. vi. p. 691. ed.
Pulsrh.
•M 8erv. in Mn. 3. v. 67.
CaMiod. Epist, /.. xii. 1 j.
'j ' Vit. Rom. c. 2.
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milius237, longe princeps Latini nominis, ab Ulyxe Deaqne
Circe oriundus, who married a daughter of Tarquin the
Superb.
We have many notices of the pretended son of Ulysses who
built Tusculum the
Telegoni juga parricide.
Eugammon *" of Cyrene wrote or (asSt. Clement ofAlexandria
says) borrowed from Musreus a cyclic poem called Telegonias,
describing the visit of Ulysses to Thesprotia, his marriage with
the Thesprotian princess Callidice, his wars against the Bryges,
his second return to Ithaca, his death by the hands of his own
son Telegonus, the marriages of Telegonus with Penelope
and of Telemachus with Circe. Whether the Telegoniad was
the same poem as the Thesprotis M9 or a different one I cannot
affirm ; but I suppose it was the same.
The story is, that Telegonus in search of his father landed
inlthaca, not knowing what island it was, and began to plunder.
Ulysses coming forth to defend his territory was slain by his
son : and with what ? With a spear made by the bone of the
Jtsh ellops!
Kerrpy 240 Satra.Xiys lAAoiroj SapJwvmijj.
Eustathius well observes "1 that ta. itepi TijAey&yov dvelrXaira.-,
01 viiurepit. For it is evident to my mind that the monstrous
romance of Eugammon was made up, in order to furnish a so
lution to the dark predictions of Teiresias. " A mild death
" (said he) shall come to you from the sea, and it shall be of

«37 Liv. L c. 49.
*& See theChrestomathia of Proclus. Musaeus was a name (like Orpheus)
prefixed to mystical productions and it is more likely that Eugammon made
use of it, as Onomacritus of Athens did, than that there was any older Musean
Telegoniad.
339 See Paus. viii. c. 1 il.
wi Lycophron. v. 796. Eugammon in Procl. Chrestomathia.
0*' InOd. xi. v. 134.
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" such a kind, as to kill you when sinking under the burthen
" of a comfortable old age." That appears from the way m
which the poets speak of the Ellops or ray fish, which (as
Oppian says)

and so 445 Nicander, that Ulysses
'E<jifliT0 Xeuyoiteoto rvveis dXm viro x£vr^u.
But the fiction is gross and utterly silly, for how can a wound
in battle from a parricidal spear be a mild or soft death,
It is too silly, and we seem to prove too much. Therefore do
I believe that, although the fable be quite absurd as an illus
tration of the Teiresian prophecy, it contains an allusion to the
real causes of his death.
Ellops or Hellops is a word which we do not fmd in Homer,
excepting in the compound title of the chaste Magna Mater,
Pan-helop-eva. But the impostour Empedocles, who sought
and affected Deus immortal is haberi, used to boast that his
spirit, in the course of it's transmigrations, had formerly
sojourned in the body of the fish Hellopus,
Qa.pvof r iiuivos re xcw eiv ciXi i^Xoiros Ij^flof.
Hell-opn is used to express much the same thing as Lathcul
does, a voice praeternaturally revealed ; in which sense Simmias
Rhodius, inviting Pan, " son of the Thief and of the wife of
" Nobody and mother of Telemachus," to pipe unto Echo,
expresses himself thus,
By thee be sweetest music play'd 944
To thy unseen FMopian maid !
•«• Opp. Hal. 2. v. 498.
*u Theriac. v. 836.
•« Sec Sinim. Ara.1-. 18.
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But it is in strictness a voice from hell, and Hellopia means the
Land of Geomancy. The country a4i in which the earth-born
Orion was nursed was Hellopia. But, as the province of
Thesprotis was the scene of Eugammon's Telegoniad, that
is the country to which we ought to look, and in it
'Er« rif 'EAAoirnj ffoAcAijioj iJS* £vXiifiuiv *4s
'EvSaie AuiSuinj ris hf tffyaxr* 'ntvoXira.i.
For a farther proof that the Dodonean Hellopia is in question,
Stephanus of Byzantium M7 in his Dodona cites no less than
three times the tragedy or satire of Sophocles, called Ulysses
wounded with the fish bone. But the Dodona of Thesprotis
was the seat of the Hcllit<8, or (as Homer's text, perhaps
corruptly, has it) Selli, to whose mysteries Thetis, Achilles,
and Palamedes, were peculiarly affected : and the aquatic cha
racter of their ritual might seem to have aome agreement with
the words of Teiresias. The fable may therefore contain some
insinuation concerning the death of Ulysses, not very unlike
my surmise 449 upon that of Homer, whom the fishermen
killed ; namely, that he was put to death by the vindictive
relations or votaries of Palamedes. Some said that a heron
flying aloft let fall his dung upon Ulysses, in which there was
the back bone ofa fish, which killed him. The heron (erodius or
ardea) is so closely allied to the cranes of Palamedes, and to the
4Jo ciconians or Pelargi, as to afford a slight confirmation of my
idea. The followers of Diomede king of Argos were trans
formed into Herons ; and perhaps Ulysses perished by their
malice and that of the Dodonaeans united.
«s Strab. L. x. p. 639.
** Strabo. vii. p. 475. Pseud-Hesiad. cit. ib. ice above, p. \22.
Ed. Gronov. p. 744, 5.
'4« Strab. p. 47!i.ed. Oxon.
•'9 Above, p. 462. Michael-AngelusBlondus wrote a book upon dogs, which
contains nothing remarkable, with the exception of the following words Lrgitur<\udA Palamedes agricolu habehai canein qui artequadam blandiens hominibus insidiabatur, huncque Ulyssem appellabat ; et causa Palamedis hie Ulysses
cjedebatur, plurima exaudiens mala. Blond, de Canibus. fol. xvi. a. Hom. 1S44.
Where could lie have read such things, and what do they mean?
-v Above, p. 591.
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Telcgonus, having killed his father, fled into Italy and
founded Tusculum. Dionysius of Halicarnassus relates that
Ulvsses «i came into Italy in order to consult the oracle of the
1 ake Avernus. Italus himself was by one account "2 the son of
TelegonusandPenelope. Hetruriawas a league of twelve tribes,
governed by as many Lucumons or Lucii (words undoubtedly
equivalent, because Tarquin the Ancient was called indif
ferently Lucumon or Lurius) and agreeing in number with
the twelve vermilion-cheeked ships of Ulysses or Lucius Iounius the Brute. But the twelve Lucumonies were subject to
one supreme head called the Laertes, as Mr. QM Planta assures
us in his Essay on the Romansh Language, and Livy gives to
their kings Porsenna and Tolumnius the appellation of Lartes.
I need not add that Ulysses presided over his twelve tribes, as
the vicegerent of an aged but still living Laertes. He also
sojourned in Tuscany, of which anon.
When we think in how many ways we are told that the
Italian, the Latin, or the Roman origins derive from Ulysses
and his children, we must believe that he really visited that
peninsula. If we refer to the scheme of the Ilias, we shall
find that Ithaca, Zacynthus, etc. being on the extreme western
coasts of Greece, Ulysses ought to have joined the Danaans
from the extreme west shore of the Asian realm, or that of
Anatolia, where we find Miletus and Mycale flourishing in
Homer's time. Therefore his voyages were from the Medi
terranean and not the Erythraean ports of Asia. His visit to
Italy is therefore in due course.
We find him next in the neighbourhood of Calpe or Gib
raltar, a place of awful interest to ancient voyagers (the gates
of the great Oceanus) where there stood a town called Hodyssea, and in it a temple adorned with shields, and with the
prows of ships954. Following the coast of the Spains, he
iit
v
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Arch. Rom. L. 1 2. c. 22. ed. Maio.
Hvginus, fab. 127.
Hist. Helv. Conf. lom. 2. p.m.
Strabo, L. 3. p. 213.
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could not miss the estuary of Tagus, and there he consecrated
the station of Uliss-Hippona or Hol-Hyx-Hippona ; ibi oppidum Olysipone Ulyxei sis conditum : ibi Tagus flumen. Mela
says, Ulysippo 456 et Tagi ostium. Hol-Hyx-Hippona signifies
Hippa or Hippona
the Mare-queen ofthe Universal King:
and resembles in its meaning the two Hippos of Africa and
Hipponium f-58 in Bruttium. That such is the etymon of
Lisbon is no conjecture, but certain, from what Solinus 4M adds,
that there are wonderful mares in the neighbourhood of Lisbon
who bear hypeenemian foals,
Exceptantque leveis auras, et saepe sine ullis
Conjugiis vento gravidae, mirabile dictu,
like the cannibal mares of Glaucus.
The symbol of the mare is not uncommon among our obsolete
superstitions. Ceres Erinnys, who went raving through the
world, was Hippa; she was the great mother expelled from the
City of the Three Worlds, who has not yet found a place in which
to re-establish the horrours of her reign ; hence the proverbial
impossibility ofJinding the mare's nest. Yet there was a custom
of pretending to find Ceres Hippa, for at harvest time they
drest up an image of straw, called a Corn Baby Mo, and shouted
" I have Her." " What have you ?" " A mare, A mare,
" A mare !" A witch signifies one who neighs sei like an
horse, and an horse-shoe was thought a preservative against
«s5 Solin. c. 23.
•s8 L. 3. c. 1.
W7 Hippona was goddess of horses, Epona of mules and asses. Juvenal
says, Hipponam et facies olida ad prascpia pictas. viii. 157. but Solam Eponam
is the better reading. Vid. Schol. ibid. Apuleius describes Hippona thus,
Respicio pilae media; quae stabuli trabes sustinchat, in ipso fere meditullio
Hipponae Deae simulacrum residens aediculae. Metara. L. 3. versus finem.
Vos tamen non negabitis et jumenta omnia et totos cantherios cum sua Hip
pona coli a vobis. Tertull. adv. Gent c. 16. tom. 5. p. 44. ed. Semler. She
was the daughter of a fabulous person, called Fulvius Stellus, and of a mare.
Plut. ParaU. p. 312. Xylander.
•58 Strabo. L. 3. p. 363.
'is Ubi supra. Justin. L. 44. c. 3.
••' Braud's Pop. Ant. p. 341. 343.
«i Ibid. p. 353.

her. Ominous dreams were said to come from a Night Hue 4*/
or a Night Mare. Hippo was daughter to Cheiron the son
of the mare Philyra, and 463 cohabited with king £5olus and
taught him physics and all the learning of her father, and was
the first prophetess and astrologeress, concerning whom Eu
ripides said,
H irpura. ptv ra haa. voau.a.vrej<ra.ro
XpyVjjiot<riv, if Si driptuv hta.vnXa.sI need not, at this time of day, repeat to the reader who she
was. But the connexion of Ulysses with the Hypeenemian
or spiritually pregnant Hippona, is not a mere etymologic
inference ; for we have a mythic narration of his sojourn in
Etruria, where he met with a certain sorceress, who trans
formed him into an Horse464. iElian, in the ninth book of
his Various Histories, relates that Italy was originally settled
by a man named Maris, having the form of a hippocentaur,
who, in all probability, was Olysippon, or Ulysses transformed
into an horse. iElian adds, that the name hath that meaning:
a mark of affinity between the Teutonic and Pelasgian tongues.
Ulysses and Penelope were distinguished by that comparatively
honourable symbol, while the suitours who preyed upon his
kingdom, and whom he destroyed on his return were typified
by that stupid and salacious creature, the ass. Such is the
meaning of the word |U.iotAoi applied to them by 4"s Lycophron,
and also (in the opinion of the last editour) by 468 Hermesianax.
Coasting the shores of Gaul and Belgica, he reached the
mouths of the Rhine, and landed there, at a place called
'ATxiiru^yiov, or Asciburgium, where an altar was dedicated
with his name, and that ofLaertes, inscribed. The Tuicer ofthe
Hag or Hag-worm is a serpent Fuller. Misc iv. 15. cit. Stukeley's
A bury described, p. 32.
.*3 Clem. Strom. L. 1. p. 361. Potter.
Ptol. Hephaest. L. 4. p. 15O.
*s Above, p. 610.
** P. 24, incorrectly numbered 10'.
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Hide or Skin may allude to that famous Odyssean mystery, Lis
nuptial bed of the crimson bull's hide, and the hide of the bull of
the nine periods, in which he tied up the winds. The deity
being tauriform in his principal symbol, his sacred receptacles,
the ark of Noah and the Tower of Bel, were figured as bull's
hides. The latter was the byrsa in which Orion was begotten.
The Noricians were otherwise called Taurisci, and Noricum *"
in the Phrygian language means drMs, a hide. Perhaps it
was so early as this voyage that Cassandria (the isle of Cas
sandra) in Flanders obtained it's name, and also the more
illustrious haven of Ulyssingen. Standing across from Holland
he made the Firth of Tay ; eam (says Solinus, speaking of
Britannia) in Caledonicum usque angulum metiamur, in quo
recessu Ulyxem Caledoniae 265 appulsum manifestat ara Graecis
Uteris scripta votum. That was at a small port in Forfar
shire i60 now called Ulysses-Haven. It may be thought that
he sailed north about and visited the west of Caledonia, con
secrating the isle of Hu, afterwards Iona, and that from thence
he reached port Palric. The Argo of the false Orpheus goes
round (north west from Cholchis) by a supposed navigation
out of the Euxine into the Northern Ocean. As the Argo or
Ark of Iahokus was the Durean Horse which Ulysses made
in order to take Troy, we must not wonder to find the horse
or mystic ship identifying itself in fable with the real ship of
the navigatour. The Argo sailed by Ireland,
lias' S' dpa vijirov diMifiev 'UpviSa. i70.
But Orpheus had been previously in great alarm,
iJv vijroKnv 'E/5ivvutriv aVirer ixwpw,
which J. M. Gesner, with shocking infelicity, has altered into
'Upviriv. The Erinnyes are the islands Mona, which a race
*: Sheringham de Angl. Gent. p. 1 17, 8. Eustath. cit. ibid.
*" Solin. c. Tl.
"fc Encycl. Perth. in vocubulo.
•;• Uri'li. v. 1 tH(i. ed. 1lcrm.
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of Furies possest, and guarded their domains by the sanction
ofa dire superstition. Foeminae in modum Furiarum 47i, veste
ferali, crinibus dejectis, faces preferebant : Druidasque circum
precesdiras, sublatis ad cesium manibus, fundentes.
Ulysses went to Ireland >74, where, as we are informed, he
dug a cave in order to hold conversations with the infernals.
That was in an island situate in a lake in the province of
Ulster, and called by the present inhabitants Elian na Fradatory or the Island of Purgatory ; also Fossa 873 Sancti
Patricii. The fosse dug by Ulysses for a type of Hades upon
earth can be none other than that which he dug (by Homer's
account) in the Cimmerian land " at the limits of the ocean."
Boipov o'sv%' 6Wov re -s-jyu<riw h9z xai Ma.
There is no doubt of the Kimmers or Kymri being the Celtic
race to whom that island anciently belonged. Diodorus of
Sicily asserts that the Brettanes of the island Iris were the
ancient Cimmerians, by whom Asia was once overrun.
XXII. I am strongly of opinion that Ulysses is the original
Patricius of Ireland, celebrated in the style of a saint, as Her
cules, Perseus, and Triptolemus were at Antioch, and after
wards throughout Christendom, under the name of Georgius474
the seventh champion. Bacchus was in like manner converted
into saint Dionysius of France and his spotted nebris (typical
of the Sabian astrolatry or of the sky spotted 475 with stars)
reappeared in the heaven-descended auriflamma, an azure flag
sprinkled with gold. The gardens which Jupiter Ammon 475
gave to the mother of Bacchus,
" Where Amalthea hid her florid son,"
1'
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Tacit Annal. xiv. c. 30.
Camden Brit. p. 771. Latin ed. 1607. vol. 3. p. 630. ed. Gough.
Krastr apud Hanmer, p. 178.
See vol. 1. p. 83. p. 300.
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are called in Pausanias A:ovutrou Kywis. And in those gardens
stood a mount resembling the horn of an ox and styled the
Hesperian Horn. It produced vines and every delicious fruit,
and among others those golden apples by which the amazon
Atalanta was deceived; it was the true Cornu Copiae. In
that mountain of delights I plainly discern the Mont-Jaye
Saint-Denys invoked by the French kings in battle. JMons
Jucundus (or Jovius) Divi Dionysi ! The meaning either
escaped the great sagacity or alarmed the prudence 277 of
Stephen Fasquier. Some authours say it was the mount at
Paris in which St. Denys 27* was buried ; others, that the
Vatican (or Hill of the Deus Vaticanus) at Rome was
termed s79 Mans Gaudii. The word was certainly in use to
express artificial tumuli,
Tant y eu pierres apportees !*0
Qu'une Montjoye y fu fondek
The charge preferred by the reformers against the old calendar
has been often repeated, but not (to my knowledge) brought
to a decision. But one argument will I think be found irre
fragable. No Greek or Roman ever bore or by the customs
of their country could bear the name of a God. Antitheism
or the assumption of such names by daring men who asserted
themselves to be those Gods, as when Mithridates and Marc
Antony styled themselves Bacchus, is nothing to the purpose.
The names of demigods or heroes, like Diomede, were some
times given to children ; and I know of no clearer proof that
Castor and Pollux, pre-eminent as they were among the
Grecian heroes, were not true gods, but only what the
Romans called them, semones alterni. We meet with many
such appellations as Heraclius, Dionysius, Jovian, Posidonius,
Hermogenes, Palladius, Demetrius, and Apollinaris; but never
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with a man called Jupiter or Hercules, nor with a woman
called Ceres or Pallas. If the names of the God Quirinus or
Romulus could have been given to a man, they would have
been as common in Rome as George in England or Patric in
Ireland. But profane history records no one instance but that
of Romulus son of the barbarian Orestes, who evidently named
his son ambitiously, in hopes he would live to restore the mo
narchy which in fact he survived. However, the calendar is
not ashamed of presenting us with the martyrdom of four
saints by the name of Quirinus, andfive by that of Romulus,
besides those of St. Mercury, St. Bacchus, St. Mars, and St.
Nereus ! From which it is evident that the clergy permitted
their converts to invoke the names which superstition had
consecrated, provided they did so on a Christian hypothesis,
that of a supposed and imaginary saint of the Lord. Because
it is most undoubted (in my judgment) and certo certius that
no such people either did or can have existed. The deception
is less gross and obvious where a title or description of some
heathen Daemon is used, like Georgius and Patricius, than
where the God's very name is usurped.
Various circumstances lead me to that opinion concerning
Ulysses. Firstly, and most obviously, the express tradition
that St. Patric's fosse and purgatory was the fosse and necyia
of Ulysses. Ogygia (moreover) was the isle of Calypso, in
which Ulysses sojourned ; and Plutarch a81 informs us that it
was situated five days' sail to the west of Britannia, and that
there were three other islands near it. From the south-east
of Britain, where the Romans used to land, it would have been
a five days' journey to Ireland for ancient navigatours. The
first name of Ulysses before he came to be styled Ho-dys-eus
was Nanus, and the first name of St. Patric was 882 Nannus.
In Temora, the bardic capital of Ireland, Nani 483 tumulum
lapis obtegit, and it is one of Ireland's thirteen mirabilia.
t" De Facie in Oibe Lune, p. 941.
,M Hamner Cluuu. \i. 7i).
»i O'FUherly Ogygia, p. -too.
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Ulysses during his detention in Aiaia was king of a host of
swine ; and Patric, during a six years' captivity in the hands
of king Milcho or Malcho, was !*4 employed to keep swine.
Ulysses flourished in Babel, and St. Patric nb was born at
Nem-Turris or the ('celestial Tower; the type of Babel in
Irish mythology is Tory island or the isle of the Tower. At
the time of2*6 it's expugnation Sru emigrated from the East.
Rege Tutane **7 gestum est praelium campi Turris et expugnata est Troja Trojanorum ; but Tutanes is the Teutames king
of Assyria whose armies Memnon commanded. Ulysses the
xh&y JsApiv&oTj/ioj was the Koiranus (or king) whom a dolphin
saved, and whom all the dolphins accompanied from Miletus ;
his son Telemachus, whom a dolphin saved, was the bard Arion,
but Arion was king of Miletus in the days of Priam king of
Troy; and as Miletus was a considerable haven of Asia Minor
in Homer's time, it is the most probable place of Ulysses's
departure. But a great consent of tradition brings the colo
nists of Ireland from Miletus : Milesius 2*s father of Ire came
to Ireland in obedience to a prophecy given to one of his ancestours, that his posterity should there enjoy an established
sovereignty. The ship which brought Ulysses to Ithaca, one
man saved out of many, was turned into a stone, vou $oy ixeAov,
and the said stone ship was a mount or high-place above the
city of the Phaeacians ; but Ireland is peculiar for her thip
temple, of which General Vallancey has given figures in the ■*•
Archaeologia. The ship-temple is not merely a nave resembling
the ark, as all temples, churches, and quadrangular buildings
do, but a bona fide ship representing the hull of a vessell with
no little accuracy, and which doubtless used to have a mast for
it's steeple, and the mystic tpzpos or ntmXw for a sail. Down
*3 Hanmer, p. 80. Stanihurst de Vita S. Patr. L. 1. p. 31. Antw. 1587.
's* Fieci Carmen in O'Connor Eer. Hib. Script. torn. 1. p. 90. t)8.
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(where St. Patric's monument is shown) is called 4S0 Monumentum Navicularum. St. Patric converted a heavy stone 591
into a ship and made it serve one man without baggage (uni
pauperi) ad longum per vastum et profundum pelagus iter
peragendum. The fossa Patricii was in the province called **
Ulidia, Oylister495, or Ulster, which seems to me to be
U/yssis Terra. It has been demonstrated by Mr. Swift
(in his Tractate 494 concerning the several names of Ireland)
that Ireland is Scotia, a name afterwards imported into the
west of Caledonia, which country alone has retained it, but
Scotia means dark, Ireland was notoriously a Cimmerian isle,
and Homer's Cimmerians dwelt in preternatural darkness ;
furthermore, the name of Scotia was originally given to
Oylister 895 in particular, in which province St. Patric first
landed, near the 498 mount of Inver-Slainge. The first king
of Man, Mananan Mae-Lear, was a wizard, and kept his
island so thickly enveloped in darkness that none could ever
find it, until St. Patric 497 sailed thither and dissipated the
supernatural gloom. The league formed by Ulysses against
Troy were called the Danaans ; but the people who settled in
Ulster 498 were the Tuatha de Danan, Danaan, or Danain.
The Danannae (saith 499 O'Flaherty) were descended from
Nemethus, a native of Nem-thor or Nemethi Turris, but that
is where St. Patric was born. The Tuatha de Danan 300
learned magic in Achaia, Thebes, and Athens, and waged war
against the Assyrians with success, until the latter had found
29° O'Flaherty Ogygia, pt. 3. p. 162.
Thyrei Discursus de Patric, p. 84. Duaci. 1617*» Juan Perez de Montalvan Vida de San Patricio, p. 45. Lisbot, 1646.
•93 Fordun Scotichron. L. 1. c. 17.
<*m Annexed to Jocelyn's Life of St Patric.
•95 Fordun. ibid.
•96 O'Flaherty, pt. 3. p. 167.
«97 Camden Brit. vol. iv. p. 505. (rough.
v8 See Wood's Origin.
'W Ogygia, pt. 1. p. 12.
300 Keating'* Hiat. p. 42, 3.
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out how to defeat their necromantic arts. They were led by
Nuadhah the Silver-handed, and their route was first to Den
mark, then to the North of Scotland, and so round about to
Ireland, a route very analogous to that of Ulysses. The Irish,
by the common vice of all mythic systems, would distinguish
the Milesians from the Danaans, although they are really the
same, and were descended from Argus king of the Argivi.
Their founder 501 Feniusa Farsa, after the building of the
Tower of Babel, established an university in Mag Seanair
(Sennaar of the Magi) near the city called Athens. When
the languages of men were divided, as they say, into seventytwo, he made it a point to make himself master of them all,
and sent out emissaries to acquire the knowledge of them; and
so after the ruin of Troy voXXuv dvSpumuiv .... voov iyvui :
this he did at a time 308 when Nimrod's grandson was king of
the universe. Fenius Farsaid (says the Ogygia) " had a school
" of people skilled in seventy-two languages in the plain of,os
" Sennaar," and with the assistance of Gaidel and Hiar " he
" created language anew, or rather he re-compiled it out of
" the newly divided tongues." The leaders of the Milesians
were a bardic race, duces 304 et cithariste. Feniusa Farsa,
who built the university in Sennaar, had two sons, Niul the
Learner/, born near the tower of Babel, and Netiuall the Va
liant, born in Scythia (Telemachus and Telegonus), and Niul's
son Gadelas had a posterity (the Homeridae) who were the
constant patrons of philosophy 305, poetry, and history. From
him the Milesians were called Gadelians. At the time of Saint
Patric's landing, Niul of the nine hostages was king of Ireland ;
but I strongly suspect the fable of his hostages originated in
Homer t name being supposed to mean a hostage, and that the
nine hostages are nine Homers or successions of Homeridae from
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Niul the Learned. The false Archilochus 304 speaks of eight
Homets severally skilled in government, medicine, magic,
commerce, painting and sculpture, legislation, music, and
mathematics. In one of the Roman legends Lucius Iunius
Brutus (of the family of Brutus of Ilion, who came over
with iEneas) represents Ulysses ; but the bards had a tra
dition that Britannia was founded by and called after Brutus
of Ilion. An etymology which certainly derives some force
from the Greek for Britones being 107 Brettanes, while the
Brutii of Calabria were in the same language Bretlii. When
St. Columb or Iona (a descendant of 308 Niul of the nine
hostages) visited the Hebrides, he found one Brudeus 509
reigning there, whose name is corrupted from Brute or
Brutius. But St. Columb was nearly if not absolutely
cotemporary with Patricius, was worshipped together with
him and Brigitta at the Elian na Fradatory, and was fabled
to be buried with them at Down in Ireland.
Hi tres in Duno tumulo tumulantur in uno
Brigida, Patritius310, atque Columba pius.
The cave of the Naiads at Ithaca had urns, which were filled
not with water but honey ; and St. Patric vas recenti fontis3"
aqua repletum in mel dulce convertit. Ulysses was styled
Ko^af avv ovXois by Lycophron, less (as I conceive) by reason
of his longevity, which Tzetzes maintains, than by allusion to
the raven in the ark ; the chief judge of one Gildas king of
Ireland was entitled the 314 Croiu ofthe Sea. The reader may
3«8 Archil, de Temporibus, p. 4, 5. Antwerp. 1S52.
3•7 However, I believe Bi;iT«••ij to mean stanmim-fercns as Berenice is
victoriam-ferens, or Phere-phatta, caedem-ferens.
V See Jamieson Hist. Ancient Culdees, p. 14.
job Adamannus de S. Columb. L. 2. c. 5. in Canis. Ant Leet. vol. 1 0.
p. .'i98. Fordun. Scotichron. iv c. 11.
3'° Cogitosus de S. Btigid. in Canis. p. 627. ibid. Stanihurst de Patric.
L. 2. p. 75.
3" Thyrasi Discurs dc S. Patric. p. 1 12.
I" Fieci Carmen, st.ir.za 51. in OTon. Her. Hib. 1. p. 175.
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^estimate the united weight of these numerous though some of
them minute similitudes.
Another sort of argument arises from character. The
ancient gods were worshipped (as I lately said) on a Christian
hypothesis, and nothing appears in the legends of St. Bacchus,
St. Mars, etc. but the character of a faithful and holy martyr.
But where a disguise was practised in the name, as in the pre
tended St. Dionysius of France, St. Georgius of Antioch, and
St. Patricius of Ireland, that in general was not Christianity
but magic, satanism, and the secret practice of haeresy artfully
introduced into the Church, under cover of her crowded and
partly fabulous martyrology, which exposed her to be thus
fooled. The character of Patricius is something very different
from that of a saint. The Church acknowledged one sacrifice
for the redemption of souls, and remembering that Noah, Job,
and Daniel had power to save more than their own souls, she
was led to embrace the doctrine ofposthumous intercession, and
extending to her ministers in all ages the apostolical power of
binding and loosing, she fell into the errour of supposing that
they could absolve the living sinner and set free from punish
ment him who was departed. Grievous errours, and not exempt
from some taint of heathen mystery. But the fosse of Saint
Patric made by the waving of his wand is downright magic
and necromancy, and it neither is nor ever was a tenet of
God's church, that Hades could be summoned up to the earth
in order that living men might undergo the punishment of
their sins aforehand, and then descend into the grave unac
countable. But that was the doctrine of the great mysteries
in Babel and among the nations. Saint Patric was accompanied
in some of his peregrinations by St. Bridget surnamed the
Thaumaturge 515 to whom there was also a shrine at his pur
gatory, and who shared his monument at Down. But Saint
Bridget (to whom sacrifices 314 were offered) is certainly no
j'3 Jamieson's Culdecs, p. 107, 8.
i't Chron. Pict. cit. ibid. p. 1 OS.
111.

other than Vesta or the deity of the fire-worshippers in a
female form. The fire of St. Bridget was originally in the
keeping of nine virgins, but in the time of Giraldus Cambrensis 3" there were twenty who used to watch alternate nights,
but on the twentieth night the nun whose turn it was merely
threw on the wood, crying, " Bridget, watch thine own fire !"
in the morning the wood was found consumed, but the fire un
extinguished. Nor indeed (saith 516 Giraldus) hath it ever been
extinguished during so many ages since that virgin's time ;
nor with such piles of fuel as have been there consumed did it
ever leave ashes. The fire was surrounded 317 by a fence, of
form circular, like Vesta's temple, virgco orbiculari sepe, which
no male creature can enter and escape divine vengeance. An
archer of the household of Count Richard jumped over St.
Bridget's fence and went mad, and he would blow in the face
of whoever he met318, saying " thus did I blow St. Bridget's
" fire." He drank water till he burst, and so died. Another
man put his leg through a gap in the fence, and it was withered
up. Besides the fire-temple in which a male could not live,
there was in a lake of Munster an isle of Culdees, into which
no female of any species could enter, but she instantly died.
Those are two kindred superstitions of the Arthurizing Culdees ;
and I have no doubt the age which produced a Mcrlm or Ambrosius, an Iona, and a Patricius, gave birth to the pillar towers
in Ireland (which were called Cloch Ancoire the Anchorite'i
Stone), as well as to Stone-Henge in Britain. They are firetemples and ithyphallic Nimrodian towers, imitated from the
pillar towers of the Stylite Simeons ; and, as it seems that
Simeon's pillar on the Mons Mirabilis was not only sur
rounded by a lauru or mandra, but had underneath it a crypt
"s Gir. Camb. Topogr. Ilibem. c. 35. in Camden Anglica, Hibemica, etc.
Franeof. 1602.
3ie Girald. ibid. c. 34.
3" Idem. ibid. c. 36.
i'8 1dem. ibid. c. 4f.
3'!i Camden Brit. iv. p. 237. Gonab.
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excavated in the mountain, or (as the Yezidian 3so Satanolaters
of Curdistan say) miraculously formed by the Peacock Angel
(the Devil) as an asylum for one of his votaries, I should
suppose that explorations made under and around the pillar
towers would furnish discoveries illustrative of the Culdean or
Satanical Hunno-Celtic and Arthurian heresy. St. Simeon 5al
appeared to the wild hunter of Caerleon (who was Arthur)
and gave him a horn to be a cimelium in his family for ever,
and to the blasts whereof the thunder, lightning, and storms
should pay obedience. The said huntsman was doubtless no
other personage than Mellerius of Caerleon, who, having lost
his senses by lying with a succuba, became familiar with
unclean spirits, and undertook to prophesy future events,
being right as to those within a year, but often deceived as to
more distant ones ; but he never saw the spirits equipped
otherwise than as huntsmen and with horns suspended round
their necks. But St. Patric was the wearer of a brazen horn,
which used to strike with palsy whoever attempted to blow it,
and is reported by Stanihurst 3M to have existed in his time as
a relic. One Bernard, a priest, lost the use of speech and 323
memory by blowing it. Saint Patric had three sisters (the
mothers of seven bishops, seven priests, and six monks) whose
names were Lupina, Tigridia 5M, and Darchea ; and I think
the two first names are as little saintly as the wild jager's horn.
In the 112th year of his life (according to the Legenda"4
Angliae) St. Bridget was informed by a light from heaven
that the apostle of Hibernia was summoned away, and also
where he was to be buried, " and straightway 324 she began
" to weave with her own hands a shrowd in which to wrap
3" Mich. Febure Theatre de la Turquie, p. 3G8. Paris. 16B'2.
i" Gerv. Tilb. Ot. Imp. dec. 3. c. 69, 70. in Leibnitz. Script. Brunswicensus, torn. l.p. 983.
3" L. 2. p. 83.
wi Gir. Cambr. Itin. ed. Colt Hoare, p. 5C, 7. note.
3* Juan Perez de Montalvan, p. 43.
3*s J. Capgrave Leg. Angl. fol. cclxiiii. a.
3«* Montalvan, p. 46.
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" his glorious body" (Axiprr, rpwi ratpyiov) and fmished it
exactly by the time of his death, which happened to him
reclining in the arms of his guardian angel, y viendo como otro
Estevan los cielos abiertos.
Saint Patric is said to have been son of Calphurnius and
Conquesa 397 and nephew to her brother St. Martin of Tours ;
but there is little probability if Snint Martin had had so re
markable a nephew as Patricius, that Sulpicius Severus should
have been entirely silent as to his existence. But his very
name is an obscure matter. I have observed that he was first
of all called Nannus or Nanus. But others 3;e say he was
christened Succath, Suchat, Suchar, or Socher by his parents,
Magomus by St. German, and Patricius by popeCcelestine ; and
Succath is interpreted dent belli 329 ovjbrtk bello. He was also
called Cothirlac 330, because he served in four houses of ihe
Magi; one of them, Miliuc Mac Cuboin, was the tyrant who
made him keep swine.
The name Pateric is allied to pater, pateris, a father, to
patera, a phial of libation, to patricius, a Roman dignity, and
to several words known in the heathen orgies. Patricius was
even a high title of divinity, and the eight most ancient gods,
Genius, Janus, Saturnus, Pluto, Liber, Sol, Luna, Tellus,
were 531 Dii Patricii. The Patricians were nobles pretending
to trace to the heroes who founded Rome along with Quirinus,
and as the rites of sacrifice belonged to his representative the
Rex, so were all other pontifical functions confined to the
Patricii. Nobis propria sunt Auspicia, said Appius Claudius,
nos quoque ipsi, sine sufFragio populi, auspicato Inter-Regem
prodimus, et privata auspicia habemus, que isti ne in magistratibus quidem habent 33a. The Patricians wore a lunar or
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crescent-shaped shoe, calceos patricios, by which 553 they sig
nified their descent from the Epichthonian Demons, and their
own future sojourn in the Moon. Statius is an authority to
that effect"4,
Sic te, clare puer, genitum sibi curia scnsit
Primaque patricia clausit vestigia lunA.
A round shallow vesscll like a pan, made use of in libations,
was called patera, phiala, acatus or a ship 33s, and mesomphalus
or the central navel, which last resemblance makes Solomon
to say, " thy navel is like a round goblet which wanteth not
" liquor." The phiala was the instrument of those libations
which consecrated tieatics, for which reasons the overweening
race of Trojans who had violated the laws of nations and of
hospitality were Tfuiej wirep-^ia.Aoi. The Roman 5s0 priests
who had care of treaties were styled Fcciales, Eirenodicae,
Eirenopoei, Eirenophy lakes, and from the libations they used
in making treaties Spondophori ; therefore I need scarce call
it a conjecture to say that the chief of their college was termed
Pater Patratus by contraction for Patcratus and from bearing
the sacred patera. Ulysses was the owner of a remarkable
patera, which was dedicated in the temple of Minerva 337 at
Circeii. The evil spirit has the title of Petyarah or Petiare
among the Persic Zoroastrians and Manichees ; and he is
seldom mentioned in the Zend-avesta 558 except as " that
" Petiare, Ahriman." Those Manichees who showed them
selves in Europe about the time of the first crusade under the
name of Publicani and revived the worship of the Devil, were
often called ,3il Patarini and Paterini. Paterin, softened into
Patelin, became a French word for a lying knave, such.as was
xn Plut. da Dim. Socr. p. 591. Quaest. Rom. p. 382. Xyl.
mi Sylv. 5. Carm. 2. ii. 27.
w See Athen. L. xi. c. 104- Salm. in Solin. p. 897.
us Plut. Nom. c. 12. Dion. Hal. Arch. L. 1.
3j7 Strabo, L. 5. p. 331.
3* See tom. 2. p. 264. Anquetil du Perron pretends that it means tottrcc
de tnaui.
3W See Dufresne-Ducange Gloss. Med. et Inf. Latin. Diet, de Trevoux,
in vocabulu. Mat. Paris Hist. A. D. 1236. p. 362. and above, vol. 1. p. 5.
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the famous Avocat of that name. For the same reason the
Venetians hominem (as Conrad Gesner 340 says) canem Patarinum summa ejus injuria appellant. But the Irish etymology
of Pateric is (according to their341 own antiquarian) from
Paterah, which signifies the Devil in their language. What
ever may be the prime etymology of the Greek, Latin, and
Teutonic word pateer, pater, veter, or father, and of Paterah,
the latter was a well known term in the hierarchy of the Celts,
whose religion was lefthanded or that of Demogorgonism,
(moremque sinislrum
Sacrorum positis Druide repetistis ab armis,)
and deducing the origin of their entire nation M* from Dis
Pater, or Infernal Jove, and who were the nation to whom St.
Pateric is said to have preached. Of which same, the panegyric
of Attius Patera by Ausonius 343 affords a brilliant testimony,
Tu, Baiocassis stirpe Druidarum satus
Si fama non fallit fidem,
Beleni sacratum ducis a templo genus :
Et inde vobis nomina :
Tibi, Paterae : sic ministros nuncupant
Apollinares mystici.
This Patera's 344 father and brother were named Phoebicius,
and the family were from Armorica;
Stirpe satus Druidum
Gentis Aremoricffi.
The Armoricans, it must be minded, were a people closely
related to the inhabitants of these islands, and widely distinct
M• Hist. Anim. tom. 1. p. 194.
Mi Vallancey Collect. 5. p. 200. 251.
m« Cesar, B. G. vi. c. 17. The name of King Divitiacus, founder of the
Devizes in Wiltshire, probably means of or belonging to Divcs-pittr.
43 Auson. p. 59. ed. Tollii.
H4 Auson. Profess, iv. et x. St. Patcrnui of Armorica (the companion of
the fabulous champion St. David of Wales) exhibits to us the same Druidical
title. See Leg. Sanct. Angl. 358' a. 'i&9. a.
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from the Gauls, a Celtic nation who had Romanized in lan
guage and manners for ages. Armorica is even by name
Britannia. Belenus or Cuno-Belinus (Delius et Patareus
Apollo) was a diemon worshipped not only by the ancient
Druidical Britons, but afterwards by the Arthurizing Gnostics
and Manichees ; whose secret fraternities deduce their imme
diate origin as I am fully convinced from the age in which
Attila the Hunn, Merlin, Iona of Hu, and Pateric of Ireland
(if these three last be not one) flourished.
The truth is, that Ulysses, the Patera or high-priest of Hades,
visited and colonized Ireland and established his paterician
purgatory or hades upon earth in that country very soon after
the dispersion from Babel ; and made that island in those early
times a seat of extraordinary learning, having by his own ex
ertions and those of his illustrious descendants the Homeridae,
acquired a knowledge of the different Babel tongues and
dialects.
The ridicule cast upon Irish Origins is altogether unjust,
and they are entitled to be investigated on the same principles
as those of other countries. After the fall of the Western
Empire, and after the Scythian and Sarmatic nations had
overrun the continent, I apprehend there was no where so
much of antique learning as in the British isles : but after the
unlettered Saxons had conquered all the civilized parts of this
island, Eri, as it was then called, remained independent in the
hands of its oldest known inhabitants, and possessed the unim
paired inheritance of a literature drawn from the traditions of
its founders, of all the Greek and Roman learning which had
been brought from the neighbouring province of Britannia, and
that of the Culdean Manichees which sprung up when the
Romans were abandoning Albion, all three of which had
been stifled and reduced to a low condition in the last-men
tioned island.
Sir William 3ti Bet ham has endeavoured, and I think with
3*s Irish Anl. Be*. |it. J. p. 260. etc.
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success, to evince that Christianity was early established in Ire
land, and some centuries before the year 430, in which Pope
Coelestinc is said to have sent Palladius into Ireland. That
man, as well as St. Lupus and St. German, was sent over to
oppose the diffusion of Pelagianism among the Scoti (or Irish)
and Britones. But he is said to have been either 346 expelled or
to have died in one year, and to have been immediately followed
by Patric. Sir William thinks they are one and the same
person, and such probably was the case. Either the mission
of those apostles into Britain by Coelestine is a fiction since
made to bolster up the canonization of such abominable saints
as Patric, or else the missionaries seeing the decline of the
Roman empire in the north, and the vast foundations of a new
creed and empire which were laid in those parts, became apos
tates and messengers of Satan. But whoever may have sent
Palladius or Patricius, or both of them, Christianism was not
then first established, but on the direct contrary it was then
subverted to make way for anti-christism ; and in succeeding
times, when the former was restored, and the latter driven
into secret lodges or disguised under bardic enigmas, it very
well suited not only the Ophites but the sticklers for the
Roman Catholic ceremonies and supremacy, to make primitive
apostles of such beings as Pateric and Iona, and to represent
them converting the Scoti of Ierne and Picti of Caledoniafor
the first time.
However the remains of primitive and apostolical faith in
Ireland, of which Sir William Betham has so happily evinced
the existence, also bear the name of Patricius. And I conceive
that that word (or rather the Erse root from which it is La
tinized) was always applied by the Cimmerian, Scotian, or
Iernian people to any great spiritual innovatour who rose up
among them. A Pateric came from Babel in the ship-temple
and dug the first Cimmerian fosse ; a Pateric brought the
tidings of salvation in the first or second century ; and another
n6 Keating's History, p. 327.
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Pateric restored the bloody fosse of Hades, the Vestal lires,
and the magic of the Tower, and persecuted Christianity in
the fifth century. So, in the ninth (about 347 A. D. 850)
one Patricius was abbot of St. Finnan's, and supposed by a
few writers, without reason or probability, to have devised the
famous purgatory. Sanctus Patricius 348 secundus, qui fuit
abbas et non episcopus, dum in Hibernia pradicaret studuit
ammos hominum illorum bestiales terrore tormentorum infernalium a malo revocare et gaudiorum Paradisi promissione
ad bonum revocare ; therefore Christ gave him a gospel, and
a wand, and showed him the purgatory. Here I conceive we
have a fourth spiritual revolution, under a Pateric by whom
Popery was established on a firm basis in Ireland in the place
of the second's evangelical church and the Satanism of the
third ; and here we may trace the early recognition and
adoption by the holy church of that impudent and foul abo
mination the fossa Patricii, which was a thing inconsistent
even with her greatest errours, and ultimately desecrated and
destroyed by order of Alexander Borgia on 349 St. Patric's
day, A. D. 1497XXIII. The fossa sancti Patricii originally ascribed to Ulysses
and several times renewed and abolished is variously described,
and it's true proper form is a matter of uncertainty. It was lost
sight of for a long time after the death of PopeCoelestine'sPatric
and 350 rediscovered by one Nicolas. Giraldus Cambrensis 3,1
describes it as an island in Ulster, half occupied by saints and
angels, and half by cacodaemons ; in the latter half there are
nine pits or fosses (fovee), in which if any one sleeps he is
tormented with tire, water, and other punishments, and it is
said that if any one undergoes those punishments under in
to Camd. Brit. iv. p. 448. Gough.
its Kanulph. Higd. Polychron. p. 184. ed. Gale.
M9 Cambden, ibid.
3» Jacob, de Voraginc Legend. SancUfol. 60.
as' Girald. Topogr. Hibern. c. 5.
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junction of penance, he shall not stiller the pains of hell, unless
he commit other and worse sins. Thyreus ssl asserts that he
had two purgatories, the one in an island of Ulster, the other
on the top of a mountain in Connaught, meaning no doubt
Croagh Egli, otherwise Croagh Patrick. The more recent
form of the Ulster purgatory is said to be that of a straight
passage turning off at an angle on one side ; being sixteen feet
and a half in length by "* two feet one inch in breadth.
But our business is with Ulysses. His fosse is thus described,
BoSfov opv%' itrtriv re irvywirtov IvSa xxi Ma,
" he dug a fosse, of the length of a pygon, both in this direc" tion, and in that." It is understood that in the just propor
tions of a man, the distance of his hands extended is about
equal to his height : or I rather suppose it to be somewhat
greater, because they contracted the fingers to the second joint,
to make the measure called Hvyuivsb*. That called Orgyia
was from hand to hand across the breast 5", and extended six
feet, which is the best measure that can be taken for a man's
just altitude ; and it's name has been fetched, I know not how
rightly* din re ipeyciv ta- yma. The bothros of Ulysses was,
therefore, a cavity in the earth, six feet one way, and six feet
another way.
It was not made for expiation of sins or purgatory, as the
Manichees in later times pretended, nor does any thing show
that Ulysses, bloody as were his rites, believed in the atonement
or remission of sins by blood, or in the punishment of sin in
another state of existence. He made oblations of hypocras,
wine, water, and bread, round about the fosse, which he filled
with the blood of a black sheep ; the desire to drink the blood
brought the ghosts of the dead in crowds to the fosse. First
of all he conversed with the great wizard Teiresias, who was
35«
m
3M
l«

Discurs. do S. Pair. p. 103, 4.
Carlisle Topogr. Ireland in Derg/i.
Jul. Pollux, Onom. L. 1. c. 4.
Pollux ibid. Herod. i. c. 149. Suidas in ie,,t,.«.
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alive among the dead, mid therefore had no occasion to drink
the black sheep's blood. But the others did not recover either
intellect or speech till they had drank thereof, for to them it
was " the life," although the diabolical necromancer no where
insinuates that it was " the resurrection." So binding was
the spell of Ulysses, that those who approached could not speak
falsehood if they would ; they could not lie (says »M Philostratus) before the blood and thejbsse. It is an old custom of
the religion called Saltan (according to Moses '47 Maimonides)
to kill a beast and collect it's blood in vase velfossuld aliqud,
and sit round the blood and eat the flesh ; the daimones as
they supposed used to drink up the blood, and they regarded
them as their friends and brethren, because they sat down at
the same table and ate of the same repast, and expected they
would appear to them in their sleep and indicate things future.
The fosse of Ulysses extended in two directions for the length
of a pygon, which was the length of the human body from
head to foot and from hand to hand. I conceive, therefore,
that it's form was adapted to the form of the human body lying
in the attitude in which Moses stood when he prevailed over
the Amalekites, and measuring six feet either way : so that it
would receive any one in a recumbent cruciform position. If
the bothros of Ulysses were all in one line, and not forming
any angles, the words evQa. xou ivS« would have

»* Above, p. 550.
w Doctor Perplex, pt. 3. c. 46. p. 484. Buxtorf. 1629.
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very little meaning.: and, at the same time, the singular
number shows that it had a complete unity in itself. The
great subterraneous gallery at New Grange is cruciform, al
though rudely constructed. In one of the arms of the cross,
there is a laver or font, carved out of the rock. My idea of
the Bothros agrees well with the superstition of Ireland, as
described by Dr. Ledwich : " Anxious to secure to a beloved
" chief the felicities held out by a new religion, they laid him
" on a cross, with each arm extended to the laver of rege" neration558.
The sanctity of the cross is not an idea subsequent to the
grand consummation, but known in the symbolical worship of
the ancient fathers. Besides the victory of Moses over Amalek, we find the Lord saying in Ezechiel, transi per medium
civitatem Hierusalem et signa Thau super frontes virorum
gementium et dolentium super cunctis abominationibus quae
hunt in medio ejus . . . onmem autem super quem videritis
Thau ne occidatis. And when the 144,000 are sealed of the
ten tribes, and the two half tribes, then (I suppose) that man
date will receive it's final execution. But " in the ancient
" Hebrew alphabet, of which the Samaritans even now
" (saith sw St. Jerome) make use, Tau which is the last
" letter hath the similitude of a cross." It seems to have
been 5eo a cross like our X. But that is of no moment, for
such a form was as common in the punishment of crucifixion
as any other, nor is it even known upon which of the va
rious kinds of cross our Saviour suffered ; upon which subject
the learned work of Justus Lipsius de Cruce is well worthy of
perusal. Tau, however, is not only cruciform, but it's name
means a cross. Letters arose out of pictures, and the ancient
names of letters are the names of 561 some thing, the picture
whereof was a type of the mode in which the name of that
thing commenced ; as alpha is a cow. And if our eyes and
M8 Ledwich, p. 47. Vallancey Collect, vol. 5. p. 544.
359 S. Hieronytnus, tom. 5. p. 187. ed. Paris, 1546.
360 Calmet Diet. vol. 2. p. 421. Paris, \722. Montfaucon cit. ibid.
jsi Sec above, p. 474, b.
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ears ditl not tell us that ravpos, a cross, is the thing which
gives it's name to the letter rav, we are informed of it 3M by
Lucian.
The paschal lamb was roasted by the Jews upon 3IM a xmtoden
spit in the shape of a cross.
The elevation of the wave or 364 heave offering, first witli
elevation and depression, and then with a motion to the right
and left, denoted first the lifting up and then the cruciform
position of the antitypical victim.
A ceremony of the like sort was used in the Apaturian feast
of three days, the first of which was the Anarrhysis from the
sacrifice of the Anarrhyma *65, so called because the victim was
av£Axsa£vov xat e^vopsvov dvui. The animal was thus assimi
lated to a human victim lifted up; such was the lifting up of
the brazen serpent in the wilderness, and the dtwpj 3M of the
human effigies which were hung upon trees. The Apaturian
anarrhysis is the Homeric dv epvrxv3*7.
I have 3M already treated of the crucifixion of Helena or
Semiramis, and of the name of king Stauro-bates. Ixion in
vented the cross of Ezechiel or that of the Samaritan Tau (the
X litera 3" et in figure crucem et in numero decem demonstrans) and seems Phalaris-like to have been the victim of his
own invention,
Tsr^aKvaf3-ov' eir^afy Seirj^ov 370
'Eov oXeQpov cy . . . .
Prometheus offended Jupiter by " the excessiveness of his
" philanthropy," who in resentment thereof dvss-a.u (wtr s,lx
3*
3*3
*4
3*s
366
!•'7

Judicium Vocalium, vol. 1 . p. 70. Bipout.
Schimmelpenninck Bibl. Fragm. vol. 3. p. 162.
Ibid. 163, 4, 5.
Procl. in Plat. Tim. L. 1. p. 27. ed. 1534.
Above, p. 305.
Horn. Iliad. 1. 459.
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Above, p. 303—6.
I.-idor. cit. Lips. de Cruce, c. vii.
Find. Py.h. a. v. 74.
Lucian. de Sacrif. tom. I. p. 3G5. ed. Am*t. 1687.
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irfoj 70v Kauxairov for Mercury thought that upon the summit
of that mountain eiriKonpora.ros i ra.v f o $• "* dv ytrom.
Manilius describes Andromeda fastened to the rock with her
arms extended,
Et cruce virginea moritura puella pependit575.
The crucifixion of the J7* Dove or lynx was a great mystery,
and that of the owl 37i was a practice in the magic of Melampus. The Romans -176 annually paraded a live dog cruci
fied upon an elder-wood cross (*opreua nvtuv aJvaraufwaeroj)
between the temples of Ju ventus and Summanus. Sozomen ,77
relates that when the temple of Sarapis in JEgypt was de
molished, certain cruciform hieroglyphics were discovered
which the learned of that country interpreted to mean the life
to come. Curious illustrations of the crucial mysteries among
the ancient Germans and among the Chinese may be read in 37*
Elias Schedius and in 570 Gabriel Sionita, but they are possibly
of Manichaean date and origin ; and the following words of
Reuchlin may I think be recognized as the words of a Rosicrucian, crux apud antiquissimos, ut in quodam iiaArabutn collegia
contineri scribitur, vetus magorum character.
The Hodyssean bothros was (as I say) anthropomorphous
and cruciform. When the priests of our religion dishonestly
sought to avail themselves of that most old superstition they
made the penitent lie all night in the place, that he might
see visions of the other world. But the bloody fosse of
Ulysses was not made to receive the mystified person in it,
37* Lucian. Prometh. ibid. p. 1 74.
373 Astron L. 5. v. 552.
374 Above, p. 305.
375 Above, p. 306.
37* Plutarch. de Foitun. Rom. p. 325. Xyl. Plin. Nat. Hist. L. xxix.
c. 14. p. 683. Delph.
377 Hist. Eccles. t. vii. c. 15. p. 588. ed. Paris, 1686. and see Stukelrv's
Abury Described, p. 101.
37* De Diis Germanis, p. 511. ed. 17-'H.
179 Geogr. Nub. p. 70. Paris, 1619.
3*0 De Verbo Mirifico, L. 3. p. 978. see Naude, la Rosc-croi.\. p. S1.
.'Mich. Maicr, Silentium, stc. p. 39, 40.
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but the black sheep. And what was the black sheep ? At
the Gaelic celebrations of the Beltain fire (on the 1st of May)
they knead a cake, and divide it, and daub one portion with
charcoal till it is "1 perfectly black, and he who draws that
piece for his lot, must jump through the fire ; but in their
heathen days that man was a victim to be sacrificed. And
such is the black sheep of Ulysses ; a beast as purely symbolical
as the oxen of the Sun which the cannibal apostates devoured.
A man blackened over (like the Arii of 5** ancient Germany
and the Vespiliones whom Fordun mentions "5 in his Scotichronicon) was laid resupine with his arms extended in the
hollow cross, his throat was cut, and his blood filled the magic
receptacle, while the ghosts or daemons (si credere fas est) were
gathered to the banquet which the necromancer had provided
for them. As all victims could not be of the exact same stature,
it was necessary to adapt their dimensions to the living grave
in which they were placed, either by amputating their extre
mities, or by shortening their bed, which might easily be
done by moveable slides or shuts, and some such thing was
probably signified by the mythological Procrustes. At any
rate it is " the sepulchre (mentioned by old Nennius 5*4 among
the mirabilia of Ireland) " which adapted itself to the length
" of whoever lay down in it." It is observable that the cross
of the d*aravpwtns or lifting up could not be exceedingly red
with blood, both from the nature of the wounds inflicted, and
because the blood would drip to the ground, but the bothros
of Ulysses was a cruciform pool of blood, and to the beholder's
eye a rosea crux. The noted Michael Maierus (authour of
the Leges Fraternitatis, etc. etc.) has been pleased to entitle
one of his mysterious books (for no sufficient reason) Ulysses ;
and in another of them he says of his own brethren and their
art, sub nomine et fabula Demogorgonis 5*5 occultaverunt
3>■ Wakefield Static. Ace. of Ireland, 2. p. 748.
3*i Tacit. Germ. c. 43.
3* L. 3. c. 2.
3" i Nennius cit. O'Flaherty Ogygia, p. 292
3£s Echo Colloquii Rhodostaurotici, per Benedictum Hilarionem, A. D.
1 G'2-i. no place, p. 97.
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materiam et praxin hujus artis. The alarm, which seized
upon even Ulysses's mind was, that his necromancy might
bring up not only the spirits of the dead, but the great pendragon or Gorgon's head, " me pale terrour did possess lest
" awful Persephoneva should send to me the Gorgean head of
" the dreadful fire-spirit from hades," that is, lest while he
was trying to raise ghosts he should raise the Devil himself ;
and 3M Pronapides (the pretended tutour of Homer) founded
the mysteries ofDemogorgon upon that passage of the Odyssey.
The same Maierus 387 asserts that the wanderings of Ulysses
were an invention of the professours of the occult chemistry.
" Homer (he 388 saith) related a most arcane chemistry with
" wonderful art. For there is a subject matter in nature
'' without which the philosophical artificer can effect nothing,
" and that matter must be subjected to an Ulyssean intellect" It is properly called Neopto/emus and is born with fiery hair
" from Achilles-. But how that person, who is to proceed,
" as Thetis proceeded with Achilles, is to be born, hoc est ar" canum arcanissimum, a philosophis vix unquam claris verbis
" expressum." But he adds that a reader, who has studied
with care and understanding the analogies of that book, may
find the answer in Rhodo apud Adonim. It appears that he
considered the blood-red magic of Ulysses as necessary to the
re-vival of Anti-Christ, the " man with many names, 389 who
" is dead but still lives ;" and Ulysses (he says) is ArtificU
persona, a type of that archimage who is to consummate the
mystery of sin.
*
The fosse of Ulysses was a cauldron of the highest witchcraft.
The word labrum signified a cauldron or a wine-vat
(Floret ager, spumat plenis vindemia labris),
and it would also mean the fosse around a strong city.
was
386
38?
388
•W

See above, p. 54 1 , 1. nole 69.
Maierus de Volucri Arborea, p. 1 13. Franc. 1 tils).
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in valli formnm circumdata as0 labro.
But I have already 3!" observed that labrum is only a con
traction of an older word, labarum; and that word is used to
denote either a cruciform banner or simply a cross, especially
the cross which the pretended Christian Constantine (son of the
mischievous person called Helena) imitated from a vision he
had seen. The cauldron of Medea was a fosse, and from the
peculiar epithet given to it in Argnnaulica, /3oSf os 5gi r pir o t^ o s, I take it to have been cruciform. When she was " not
" content with ordinary spells," and resorted to " her most
" sure power," she used a plant which continually 39' springs
up in Caucasus from the blood of Prometheus, an immortal
plant, the blood of which resists fire and even lightning ; but
Prometheus (let us remember) lay bleeding for ages in a cru
ciform posture. Lastly, if the labrum of Medea and Ulysses
was a bothros and a labarum, and the fosse of a city was la
brum, it should be remarked that it is a Roman idiom, and the
fosse which Romulus made around Rome was called mundus,
the world, and when it's 5!rt cavities were opened it was " the
" gate of the gloomy and infernal gods ;" but those words are
just a description of the Cimmerianffosses of Ulysses and Patricius.
XXIV. It may be wondered what errand should have
brought Ulysses from the east to the shores of Ierne, or why
Circe should have directed him to perform his necyia there.
The Homeric isle of Ithaca may be viewed in two lights,
the Iliac, and Hodyssean : in the former it is a portion of the
Greek microcosmus, typifying some correspondent district in
Asia where the counsellor of the Aga-Memnon held his feu

390 Auson. Ordo Nob. Urb. tit, 5. v. 9.
39i Vol. l.p. 327. and see above, p. 332. n. 440.
3*' Arg. if. 954. Herman.
3*3 Val. Flac. vii. 359—368.
391 See vol. 1. p. 313. 322.
111.
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datory court : but in the latter it is something mysterious and
wholly unexplained.
'Aerij is jfj&a/xaAij ita.vvitsora.tr, iv dXt xettau
lip 0s ?opov, du &' diravevbe itpos 'Htu r fisXiov ts,
Tpifyei dXX' dyaSi) x.uporpotpos 30i-

Ithaca, a level isle and nothing steep,
Lies to the Occident and utmost deep
The roughest but the best of nurses ; they,
Off towards Aurora and the rising day.
Mr. Payne Knight well says that there is no similitudo Homerica! cum posterorum Ithaca, and justly observes that Mr.
Bryant's alteration is vix tironi condonanda 396. But Ireland
is indeed the westerraost of a famous insular group, and what
is yet more, it is the most western isle of Europe in the extre
mity of the sea ; it a v \>it s ^ t a.r % sv dXi xtitai. Words,
which could scarce be said of any place on the shores of Greece
or Asia ; but which are applied by Dionysius to Albion and
Ierne.
Aitrtrai vyirot iatn Biera.vviSgs, dvria 'Ptjv8- 397
Kei5i ya.p v r a.r tij v direpevyetcu sis dXa. Stav.

" The Oceanus (saith St. Clement the s93 Roman) is impas" sable to men, but the worlds which are situated beyond it
" are governed by the ordinances of the same Lord." The
British isles were situated in the Ocean and derived their
sanctity from being the outposts (as it were) of the trans
oceanic world rather than a part of this, or as Virgil says,
The Britons quite dividedfrom the world;
which agrees with Homer's Cimmerians on the margin or
boundary of the Ocean.
iw
«*
397
»■

Od. ix. 25.
Proleg. c. 49. Bryant on Troy, p. 1S 1.
Dion. Geogr. v. 567Ad Cor. 1.e. 25. p. 162. Antw. 1698.
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Claudian understood Ulysses to speak of the western coast
of Gaul ;
Est locus extremum 599 pandit qua Gallia littus
Oceani praetentus aquis, ubi fertur Ulysses
Sanguine libato populum movisse silentem.
Illic umbrarum tenui stridore volantum
Flebilis auditur questus. Simulachra coloni
Pallida defunctasque vident migrare figuras.
But he is not to be credited. Because testimony four hundred
years older points out Ireland as the land of the Cimmerians ;
and as late as after the Franks were in possession of Gaul Bri
tannia was thought to be the island of departed souls, and to
be situated upon the true verge of the Oceanus. The souls
of the dead were put into a boat, which sailed at night from400
France. And Rufus Festus Avienus assures us that Ireland
had then from of old been esteemed and called the Sacred
Island,
Ast hinc (from *0[ the CEstrymnides) duobus in Sacra m
(sic insulam
Dixere prisci) soli bus cursus rati est.
Haec inter undas multum cespitis jacit
Eamque late gens Hibernorum colit.
Propinqua rursus insula Albionum patet.
We know from the memoirs of another impostour (who
visited this island some 2000 years after Ulysses, at whose
infernal shrine 300 human 40* victims were immolated by his
nephew, and from whose name and fame the Yule or Ioul of the
northern natives is probably derived) that Britannia and not
Gaul was the fountain head of Druidical or Celtic learning.

3» Claud. in Rufin. \.v. 123.
**• Seethe curious narrative of Tzetzes, in Lye. v. 1404.
4" Avien. Ora Marit. v. 108—12. It is doubtful what islands the CEs
trymnides were, and perhaps they no longer exist.
*" Sueton. Octav. c. 1 5.
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The same man affirms that whatsoever the Druids held it
lawful to commit to writing was written by them 403 Graecis
Uteris. And it is fortunate for the value of his testimony that
he was not only (like Ulysses) accomplished both in word and
in deed, but was especially devoted to philology, and had
written learned books on the Analogy of Language, and there
fore could by no means be deceived upon any such subject as
that. If, then, Ulysses visited the Britannias in their earliest
beginning, and taught them the learning 404 and U^a. ypapfMerot
<°3 Caesar. Bell. Gall. vi. c. 14.
4°4 There is no tradition that the great fore-father of the Homeridas ever
writ any thing himself, but I cannot say whether or not any of the vogue reports
of ante-Homeric poems by Linus, Musaeus, or Pronapides, be founded upon
the fame of his works. In the age of Cyrus, Solon, and Epimenides, we meet
with a person of mean and deformed appearance flourishing in the Maanian
court, remarkable for his wit and subtlety, and famous throughout the world as
the authour of moral apologues in which animals are set for men. His adven
tures are mythic and not historic, especially in his dying and coming to life
again or being ii^uns. And I believe that /Esop is a title of the twice-born
thief Ulysses, and that Atopic Fabkt meant apologues after the manner of
Ulysses. The Arabs and Persians call the like productions fables of Lokman,
in which name we detect that of Loke the cunning Mercury of the Asi. The
angels came to Lokman and proclaimed him " king and lieutenant of God
upon earth." Herbclot. Lokman was one of the Adites (idolatrous giants
in the days of Heber) and God gave him a life equal in duration to that of
seven vultures. Abulfeda, p. 496. Oxon. 1806. God dried up the wells of
the Adites, who sent Lockmaun son of Ad, Mezeid, and Keyl on a message
of supplication lo Mecca ; the two first being Houdites or worshippers of God,
but the third an infidel. Lockmaun, however, instead of praying for them,
prayed that God would give them no rain, and a voice proclaimed that his
prayer was granted. Then Keyl prayed earnestly for rain, and at that same
hour there appeared in separate parts of the .sky a red, a white, and a black
cloud, and a voice was heard, " Of the three clouds which thou seest, choose
for thy tribe that which thou deemest most fit." Keyl chose the black one,
which went and settled over the heads of the Adians, and presently let loose
upon them a whirlwind pregnant with all the materials of destruction, which
forced them and their cattle into the air and pulverized their bodies. During
eight days and seven nights the tempest raged, and none of them escaped ex
cept Houd, who is Heber. Price Hist. Arab. p. '25—32. The Hindoos say
that Locman is the brother of Ram, and wears a bow and quiver. Voyages
du Sieur dela Boullaye le Gouz. p. 174. 180. Is Lokman the fabulist that
running prince, who betrayed and ruined the giants, and to whom the storms
and whirlwinds were given in a bag ? John Henry Hottinger positively asserts
it upon the authority (if I rightly understand him) of certain Mahometan Ge
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he had preserved from Babel or recovered (as the bards of Ire
land tell) from the dissonance of the seventy-two tribes in the
course of his travels, (when
XJoWtuv dutpuntuiv l$ev drea. xai v&ov iyvui,

•

or, as Cowley says of Sir Henry Wootton,
So well he understood the most and best
Of tongues that Babel sent into the west,
Spoke them so truly, that he had, you'd swear,
Not only lived but been born every where,)
it is not surprising that Julius should have found them similar
to those which the same voyager's poetic grandson established
among the Pelasgi. Ulysses was much connected with that
people, as tradition placed a part of his adventures in Thesprotia; but the title and mysteries of the Druidae are so
essentially Thesprotian, that the general resemblances of
Pagan rites will not suffice to account for it. ,^neas and
Ulysses are variously made the colonists of one country, Latium, and the visit of iEneas to Hades is but the Necyia in a
new dress. But that hero descending to Hell was forced to
gather a golden branch which grew on a tree entirely different
from itself,
latet arbore apaca
Aureus et foliis et lento vimine ramus
Junoni infernae dictus sacer.
What is that but the branch of the yellow misletoe upon
the gloomy oak of the Druida?, which they gathered with a
golden knife? The misletoe is beyond doubt an allusion to
that glaucous branch, which was a pledge of resurrection to
nealogies; Lukman Ulysses, Turcis quasi /Esupus. Hottinger. Hist. Orient.
L. 1.e. 3. p. 68. The Chapter of Locman has consecrated his name among
many nations. " Nous avons inspire la science a Loeman et luy avons (lit
" d'en remercier Dieu . . . Souviens toi que Loeman a dit a son fils, O nion
" fils, ne croys pas que Dieu ait un compaction." L'Alcoran Translate par
le Sieur du Ryer. p. 320. ed. 1 7 1 9.
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Noah from his symbolical grave, the ramus felicis olivae. The
Celtae had no olive trees, by reason of their climate, in general,
which accounts for the substitution of this plant by Ulysses.
The Greeks had a custom, long retained by the Athenians, of
carrying each new year to their neighbour's 405 house an olive
branch surrounded with wool, and called Eires-Ione, the
Dove's-Branch xvith Wool: and those yearly visits, I conceive,
are nearly akin to those mentioned by Suidas in 'Ifl. Now,
the Celts of Britain or Armorica in Prance have the like cus
tom of going with misletoe to each other's doors at the new
year, crying, au Gui l'an neuf ! That the branch with wool
, relates to the distaff of Penelope or St. 408 Bridget, I think pro
bable from Homer's line,

and his being the only known writer of the poems called
Eiresione, makes in favour of Ulysses being the author of
Druidism. The poems of the Gael allude to some super
stitions similar to the fosse of Ulysses in Ulster, or rather to
that other Patrician purgatory which was on the summit
of the Croagh Phadurigh in Connaught. " The night came
" down ; we strode in silence each to his Hill ofGhosts; that
" spirits might descend in our dreams, to mark us for the field.
" We struck the shield of the dead, and raised the hum of
" songs. We thrice called the ghosts of our fathers. We
" laid us down in dreams. Trenmor came before mine eyes,
" the tall form of other years. His blue hosts were behind
" him in half distinguished rows." ('Afi^Ji Se fiiv xjMyyij rexiwv
ijc, iiwvwv u}s.) " Scarce seen is their strife in mist, or their
" stretching forward to deaths. I listened but no sound was
" there; the forms were empty wind. I started from the
" dream of ghosts. On a sudden blast flew my whistling
" hair. Low-sounding in the oak is the departure of the
4°5 See Herod, vit. Homer, and Suidas in vocubulo.
** Her arma textricia are preserved in the island of Berkerry. Gul. Malms.
Hist. Eccl. Glast. p. 298. above, p. 643, 4.
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" dead. I took my shield from its bough. Onward came
" the rattling of steel. It was Oscar of Lego. He had seen
" his fathers407." The vision of Trenmor is very similar to
the Hercules of the Necyia. That kind of Celtic oneiromancy
is recorded by Tertullian 4oe, Nasamonas propria oracula apud
parentum sepulcra mansitando captare, ut Heraclides scribit,
vel Nymphodorus, vel Herodotus, et Celtas apud virorum
fortium busta cadem de causa abnoctare, ut Nicander affirmat.
Nicander of Colophon who thus described the magic lots of
the Gael lived a century earlier than Cacsar. The topographi
cal researches of Mr. Campbell seem to establish what I should
even otherwise have believed, that the Ossianic poems are in
no material degree a fraud or fabrication. The absence of
theology and of the names of gods or daemons, indicates that
they have undergone expurgation by Christian bards, at some
period subsequent to the Patrician age, after the cloysters of
Iona had been purified and their history piously falsified. For
those poems probably derived their origin from the great effer
vescence of that age.
No country Jn Europe lays claim to a higher antiquity than
Ireland, having been inhabited as early as one year after the
division 40s of tongues at Babel. At which time, a certain
Partholanus or Bastolenus of the progeny of Japhct wandered
out of Assyria into Ireland being jealous (as we read) of king
Nemrodus Ninus ; but he was himself accompanied by certain
giants of the family of Cham Zoroaster and Nemrodus Ninus.
He, as I conceive, is meant for Ulysses, who with certain other
chiefs and hierarchs of the royal caste led a portion of the
Celtic Iapetide into Ireland as soon as possible after the con
fusion of tongues. It may seem passing strange, that Ireland
should be the first country settled from the East, and may call
to mind the doubts of Martinus, whether Angels pass from one
extreme to another, without going through the middle : but
4*7 Cathleen of Cluna.
t0s Tert.de Anima. c. 57. tom. 4. p. S33.
**9 Campion'* Historic. c. 4. c. 7.
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such remarks do not apply to the actions of men strongly influ
enced by the errors of superstition. The course of voyage
and discovery by the Portuguese was greatly modified by their
fanatical wish to find that which they called Prester John or
Prete Janni. As they hoped to find an hierarchy in the south
or east, so Ulysses sought to establish one in the west. The
Sibylline poems and other prophecies (whether daemoniacal
or of the Christian Patriarchate) which had fallen under the
eye of that learned man, informed him that another Troy
kingdom was to be established, and another Ilion built in the
west ; and he adopted the idea that the very extreme West
was to be sought for that purpose ;
Troja quidem tunc se mirabitur, et sibi dicet
Nos bene tam lo iga consuluisse via.
The Babylonian Sibyl, whose oracles Ulysses no doubt fol
lowed, (for she herself was the She-Hawk, or Kirke, who as
Homer tells us sent him to Cimmeria) seems to have described
the place in which the Tower should be rebuilt, as being an
Island.
NijiToj dptpijvTr, ToTe II u -: y a 'iva.r&<ris £rat,
'Avfyes i' o'ixij<r87i iroXiv ryv ffoAAa vo&bouv 4i0.
The Isle of the East, Shinar between the rivers, was the red
island, or that of Eos Eerigenea the Rhodo-Dactyl of Ida, and
that was the true Erythra from which the Sibyl of Babylon
was termed Erythraean. But the Ide of the West is celebrated
throughout Hindostan as the white island, and is our own
Albiona. The Argonautica written about the time of the
Culdee Patricius describe the ship Argo as escaping from the
Fury Isles (Mona Caesaris and Mona Taciti), passing by
Ierne, and by the isle of Ceres (Cassiteris or Scilly, now nearly
submerged), and reaching that of Circe, called in violation of
prosody Avxaia, for which the Critics put in 'Aima. But on
no Sibyll. L. xiv. v. M'l- ed. Main.
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reflection I am confident that Aevxaia, Albany or Albion, is
the word. Albion was not a strange name to the founders of
New-Troy in Italy ; Albiona 411 ager trans Thyberim et lucus
Albionarum quo loco bos alba sacrificabatur. But these parts
were those of which the prophetess spoke to ./Eneas,
Longa tibi exilia et vastum maris aequor arandum
Et terram Hesperiam venies,
and in which his descendants founded Alba Longa, and after
wards Roma on the river Albula.
The opinions of Ulysses concerning the ultimate occidentality of the Hesperides or Fortunate Isles were, I believe,
entertained by the Greeks in general, and but few of them
coincided with the author of the Theogonia, in thinking that
Italy was the " recess of the Holy Islands." Tzetzes says
they were some of the thirty Orcades, but his words show that
he means the Hebrides or isles of St. Columb ;
'Ek rarivv -tuiv rptaHovva. imt tit 'EoTTSfiJec
Tlpos pipy ya^ 'Emrsfia mintti 'njc fyerra.vvi»s.
Although Ulysses visited Italy, and founded settlements
there, he seems not to have been satisfied that it was the proper
Tyrsenia or Land of the Tower, and did not fix upon the
Seven Hills of the Sibyl, but pursued his course westward,
till he reached the islands of the Ocean which surrounds the
orbis terrarum, and which are therefore themselves almost
beyond the limits of the world, and in particular that more
western one which (as Avienus saith) " the Ancients called
" Sacra."
The poet Necham 413 related that there was in the
Elian na Fradatory a purgatory of St. Brendan in which
living persons might expiate their sins by fire. No doubt St.
Brendan's name is but another for him who is called Patric.
iii Pompeius Festus de Verb. Sign, in vocabulo.
Chil. viii. v. 72b.
t'3 Necham cil. Camd. Brit. iv. p. 445. rd. Gougb-
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" He led a very hard life riding over the seas on the back 414
" of a sea-whale." But it was more generally received, that
he was a wanderer over the Ocean in a ship during seven years,
" it being God's pleasure that St. Brendan should see his
" various 415 secrets in the great Ocean." But his original
purpose (thus long delayed by a series of adventures in various
enchanted islands) was to " navigate towards the West 4t6 to
" the island which is called the land of promise of the Saints,
" and which God (as one Mernocatus told St. Brendan) is to
" give to our successours in the last times."
Having thrown out such suggestions as occur to my mind
towards an illustration of the obscurities of Homer, I must
resign that bard of the primaeval ages into abler and (it may
be hoped) more fortunate hands.
Auras syui xai ireto x«i dXXijs /xrjtro/x' a'oiJr^.
*'4 Legend. Angliae in David. fol. 84. b.
*'s Legend. Angl. in Brendan. fol. 48. a.
416 Ibid. fol. 44. b. Hor. Epod. 16. v. 41 . etc.
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A PROBABLE CHRONOLOGY OF THE EVENTS
ABOVE SPOKEN OF.

Deluge
Selah born

B.C. 2938
2801

Heber born
2671
Heber prophesies. . . 2640
Peleg born
2537

Cush born..

B. C. 2938

Cham dies?
2790
Cush leads the migration.. .2788
Cush enters Shinar
2671
Cush consecrates the Tower 2640
Nimrod born
2515
His labours or hunting begin 2497
He usurps the tyrannis
2489

The division orpeleg
takes place
2465

Shemdies

He goes out into Ashur. . . . 2465
Rapt. Helen. league against
Babel
2455
Siege of Babel formed
2445

Ulysses born ?

Telemachus born.

2436
Nimrod dies. July
2435
Babel taken. Cush dies. Ja
nuary
2434
Semiramis reigns. jEneas 1. 2434

lieu or Argu born . . 2407
Semiramis. ^Eneas 2
Semiramis. /Eneas 3
Semiramis. /Eneas 4
Peleg dies

2298

Serug born

2275

Reu dies
2168
Nali or born
'2145
Terah born
2066
Serug dies
2045
Nahor dies
1997
Abraham born
1996
Abraham leaves Ur. 1966
Terah dies. Abraham
enters Canaan . . . 1 92 1
Exodus of Moses.. 1491

2393
2355
2325

Confusion at Babel
2285
Colonization of Europe and
Africa. Kingdom of JEgypt. Pelasgi in Greece.
Aborigines in Italy. Mi
lesians in Ireland, etc. last
ing a long time, until?. . .2185

Homer born ?
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A BYDOS, the mystery of, p. 583, 4.
Ac/wian*, remarks on that name, p. 1 2.
Achilles, his education, p. 52, 3; son of Dedan, p. 6? ; causes of his discon
tent, p. 1 13, etc. 137, 8; is murdered, p. 179,80; his rod, p. 585.
\>AZgyptus, his fifty sons, p. Si.
Mneas, the traitor, his motives, p. 197; son of Venus Helena, p. 232... 5 ;
reigns in Dion, p. 236 ; his wife's prophecy, p. 239 ; lie is the Babylonian
Ninyas, p. 242, 3 ; the Morrheus of Nonnus, 240 ; nerer was in Africa,
245; his family reign 140 years, p. 244 ; or 1 50 years, p. 248.
JEulu*, his dwelling-place, p. 594; his fable interpreted, p. 595.
. .- JEthiopes, bifariously divided, p. 63.
AZthiops, etymology of, p. 45... 50.
Agamemnon, the King of Men, why so called, p. 1 1 ; namesake of Jupiter,
p. 1 7 ; his claim of primogeniture, ibid. ; his sceptre, p. 19, 20 ; was
grandson of Saba, p. 20.
Aiihymnctcs, the most ancient of kings, p. 68.
Akakata, meaning of the name, p. 624.
Albiona Ager, p. 665.
Alcinoiu, the paradise of, p. 605, 6.
Alexander the Great, p. 367. 508; the Epirot, p. 366.
Almond tree, p. 585, 6.
Amazons established by Semiramis, p. 257 ; why, 260, 1 ; in three divisions,
p. 263; in Chaldaea, p. 268.
Animals, the imitation of, p. 339. ..361.
Antiope, mother of the Prcetides ; her madness, p. 383.
Aphaco, the customs of, p. 32 1 .
Arelinm, a pupil of Homer, p. 541 ; descended from a sailour, p. 552.
Arelhu*axn Sicily, p. 154; in Assyria, 154, 5.
Argeant or Argives, remarks on that name, p. 13.
Argonautic fable; an Achilleid, p. 207... 15; by whom invented, 215.
Artcflu*, Antichrist so called, p. 177, 8.
Atreiis was Saba Cush's eldest son, p. 18.
Atri, the giant, p. 2 1.
Atlila, a Manich.-ran, p. 503 ; his ouen, what, p. 512, 3
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B.
Bacchir, their flight, p. 381.
Barbar language, p. 465, 6. 469.
Baihcol, the, of the Rabbis, p. 74.
Birs el Nemrood, p. 163...7.
Boar or hog, the fabulous, p. 22 1 , 3.
Brahmins, the ancient, were illiterate, p. 494, 5.
Brendan, St. his voyages, and their object, p. 665, 6.
Bridget, the Thaumaturge, St. p. 641, 2, 3, 4.
Brutides, the, p. 79.
Bruins, who he was, p. 71 ; Brutus of Troy, p. 247, 8 ; his sons cannibals,
p. 604.
Bui»s, the, of the Sun, p. 603, 4.

C.
Calydonian tear, observations on the, p. 215.. .8.
Cambyset, p. 61.
Canaan, dispersion of, p. 41 1...13.
• Candace, the wheeling hawk, p. 64. See p. 305.
Centauric tear, the, p. 218.. .23.
Cham, his learning, p. 471 ; columns, p. 472, 3.
Chariots, war, what Roger Bacon thought of them, p. 582. n. 49.
Charybdis, her fable, p. 603; who she might be, ibid. and p. 604.
China, her literature not ancient, p. 510. ..12.
Cimmeria, voyage to, p. 600.
Cinyrns, his vast longevity, p. 25 ; he is Tithonus, ibid. ; his fifty daughters,
p. 36.
Circe, enchantments of, p. 598 ; the Sibyl's mother, p. 600.
Ciranus or Coiranus, king ; his books found in Babylonia, p. 49 ; in king
Priam's tomb, p. 50.
Colony, original application of that word, p. 374.
Combe, her hundred children, p. 35 ; her seven sons, p. 36.
Conx om pax, p. 505, p. 522.
Creophylus, the poet, p. 542; his descendants in Samoa, p. 543.
Crests, heraldic, antiquity of, p. 273.
Cross, the, how anciently venerated, p. 652. ..4; of Ulysses; it's nature,
p. 651. 655.
Cush received from Cham the books of magic, p. 1 8. p. 50 ; was more than
500 years old when he died, p. 26, 7 1 his seven tribes, p. 22, 3, 4 ; his fifty
sons, p. 33 ; murdered, p. 195, 6.
Cybek, her centum nepotes, p. 36, 37. n. 82.
Cyprians, their law, p. 321.
D.
Damanthys turned by a mere blunder into Radamanthus, p. 222.
Danaant, remarks on that name, p. 14, 5, 6.
Dan&n, the Tuatha de, p. 638, 9-
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Danaus, his fifty daughters, p. 34.
Dardanians, who they were, p. 9, 1 0.
Dares Phrygius, discussion concerning, p. 200.. .6.
Dtdau, sou of Itaamab, the Homeric Peleus, p. 67.
Deluge,.(he; effects of it's subsiding, p. 55, 6.
Demogorgon, his worship introduced by Pronapides, p. 542, n. i kept up by
the brothers of Rosy Cross, p. 655.
Diocletian, his fifty daughters, p. 35.
Diomedc at Niniveh, p. 272 ; his horses, ibid; father of the cannibal Tydeus,
289.
Dodona named after Dedan son of Raamah.p. 60.
E.
Eer, meaning of the word, p. 5 1 4 ... 5 1 9 ; who was so called, p. 517.
Eericepaus, who he was, p. 520.
Eiresione, what, p. 662.
Elements, judgment according to the four, p. 401, 2.
Empedoclcs, why called Colusanemas, p. 596.
Enumerator, the foolish, Servius Tullius, p. 40; Polydorus, ibid.; Number
Nip, p. 41 ; Melitides, ibid. ; king David, p. 42.
Erginus son of Clymenus ; what oracle he received, p. 33 ; what sons he begot
in his old age, ibid.
Esscnians, their customs, p. 355, 6 ; their horrid oaths, ibid. ; a remnant of the
Sodomites, p. 357, 8.
Evil well described by Pomponatius, p. 621 ; what Homer thought of it,
p. 622, 3.
Eurypylus, grandson of Nimrod, p. 184... 7.

Fauna, a name of Penelope, p. 618 ; was the Bona Pea, p. 619.
Faunus was Pan, p. 618; and Hermes, p. 619; his olive tree, p. 589.
Fools, several famous ones, p. 41, 2.
Fool's cap, p. 77, 8.
9

Gael, necromancy of the, p. 662, 3.
Gambling, origin of the vice of, p. 347. n. 484.
Gods, the, language of, p. 468, 9, 470. ..624; their battles, p. 568, 9; gla
mour, p. 569, 70 ; mode of walking, p. 570, 1 ; their avatars distinguishable
from their essences, p. 567.
Grircus, who he was, p. 54.
Grandchildren called sons, p. 20. p. 37, 8.
Greeks, etymology of, p. 54.
Guanchcs, sacred nomenclature of the, p. 505.
Guneus, successour of Palamedes, p. 123; his glory filled the whole world,
p. 124 ; minister of Semiramis, p. 228.
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H.
Harpyei, what they were, p. 403.
Hebrew language, p. 458...461.
Heel, myatery of the, p. 1 17, 8. 171. 183, 4.
Helena, her rape, p. 82, 3 ; betrays Troy, p. 1 89. 1 95 ; was Ventu, p. 232 ;
mother of .Sneas, p. 233 ; whore of Babylon, p. 258, 9 ; her necklace,
p. 283 ; crucified by the three Furies, p. 303.
Hellenes, history of that name, p. 418, 9.
Hero and Leander, p. 583.
Hesiod, cotemporary with Homer, p. 528 ; but much younger, ibid ; fables
concerning him, p. 529 ; one of the twice-born, ibid.
Hexameter verse, p. 439, 40.
Hippo, the witch, p. 632.
Hippona, the goddess, p. 631. n. 256.
Homer, moral of his Iliad, p. 2 ; why he wrote in allegory, p. 3 ; mystery of
his Iliad, p. 4. etc. ; his name, p. 514. ..526 j his date, 526.. .531. 543 ; his
country, 544. ..6. 560, I; his parentage, 546. ..552; subject of his Margites, p. 128, 9; of his Iliad, p. 572. ..7; of his Odyssey, p. 578. ..590;
his death, p. 562.
Homerites of Ethiopia, p. 525.
Homers, the nine, p. 639 • the eight, p. 640.
Horse, the Durean or Duratean ; what it was, p. 192...4.
Horses, saddle; used from time out of memory, p. 582.
Hyades pursued by Lycurgus, p. 380.
Hypophets, their office, p. 72. 75.
I.
lacchus, the, p. 373...5.
lo was the moon, p. 384 ; Isis, ibid. ; her wanderings and oestrus, p. 384,/S.
Ionia, fables concerning, p. 405, 6 ; truth concerning, 407, 8.
Iphigenta murdered, p. 105. ..8; worshipped as Hecate, p. 107.
Ireland, great antiquity of, p. 663 ; the cause thereof, 663. ..6.
Ivy, why a sacred plant, p. 26. n. 54.
J.
Jehovah, the name, p. 487. ..92.
Jericho, remarks upon, p. 197...9.
K.
Keturah, whether the Brahmins are descended from her, p. 499.
Kings, the most ancient, were aishymnetes, p. 68.
L.
Labarum, p. 656, 7.
Labrum, ibid.
Lastrygons, the, p. 596, 7.
Lamus, the city of, p. 597.
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Language, it's origin, p. 455... 8
Languages, number of, p. 424. 44 1 . 448, 9. 454 ; which the oldest, p. 493, etc.
Laughter, preternatural, p. 3 1 , 2.
Lokman, fables concerning, p. 660. n. 403 ; was Ulysses, ibid.
Lotophagi, an opinion concerning the, p. 591, 2.
Lycaon, father of fifty sons, p. 33, 4 ; of six, ibid.
M.
Macedon, origins of, p. 415, 6.
Mahabarat, extract from the, p. 497Mahratta*, migration of the, p. 498. 503.
Mattes, his prodigious success in Asia, p. 502 ; founds the Chinese literature
and alphabet, p. 510, 12.
Margites, subject of Homer's, p. 129.
vfaemnon is the god Hercules, p. 10; why called Thrasy-Memnon, p. 11 ;
1 his mother was Kissia, p. 26; his march to Troy, p. 140.. .3; his death,
I p. 155,6; carried offby the winds, p. 170; his head, ibid. ; his quinquennia,
p. 178,9.
Mcnceceus, sacrifice of, p. 393, 4.
Meropcs, the, p. 378, 9- 492 ; meaning of the word, p. 425. ..9.
Metamorphosis, the miracle of, p. 362.. .5.
Miletus, Ulysses came to Ireland from, p. 637.
Miracles, observations on, p. 28, 9.
Myozxus, his mares, p. 381.
Myriita, the Amazon, p. 263. 293 ; the, of Homer, p. 264.
Mi!utts, the huntsman, p. 179.
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Natural magic, p. 51. 53.75Nazaritcs, why they had long hair, p. 94 ; nature of their separation, p. 95,
6,7.
Necepsos, teacher of the Magi, p. 174.
Nimrod begotten in his father's extreme old age, p. 27. 29, 30 ; whether he
slew 300 men in single combat, p. 148; was murdered by gunpowder or
chemical fire, p. 156. ..163; at the Birs el Nemrood, p. 163. ..8; his head
an object of insult and superstition, p. 170. ..4; his pretended revival and
annual wound, p. 175.. 8 ; festival in expiation of his death, p. 179 ; died
on the 7th or 8th of July, p. 155, 6; his gorgon terrours, p. 397... 400 ;
inventour of poetry, according to some, p. 538.
Whins murdered by Semiramis, p. 256Niul the learned, p. 639, 40 ; of the nine hostages, ibid.
Number of the allies against Troy, p. 101, 2.
O.
(Estrus, the, p. 385. ..391.
Opinion, a strange, of Guerin du Rocher, p. 206 ; an absurd, of Herman von
der Hardt, n. 482. ibid.
Origen, his deplorable fanaticism, p. 96. n. 93.
111.

x
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P.
Palamedes, his intrigues and death, p. 1 1 3... 6; his inventions, p. 126; and
emasculation, p. 129- ..36.
Pallas, his fifty sons, p. 35.
Pan, p. 610... 15. 619.
Panic fear, p. 375...7.
Parit hated, p. 83; murdered, p. 187, 8.
Patera, a Druidical title, p. 646.
Palralus, the Pater, whence so called, p. 645.
Putric, St., his fosse, p. 634. 649 ; was Ulysses, p. 634. ..647 ; the devil, p.
646; name of four people, p. 648, 9.
Pelag, the sea, why so called, p. 57.
Pelatgi, the, who they were, p. 59, etc. ; why so called, p. 57 ; their peculiar
superstition, p. 1 16. ..22.
,
Pclatgus, Cham so called, p. 34. 55.
Penelope, her names, p. 587 ; her character partly symbolical, ibid. p. 619;
mother of Pan, p. 610. 613 ; was the Fatua Fauna of the Romans, p. 618,
9; her character attacked, p. 61O; defended, p. 619, SO.
Persia anciently illiterate, p. 502; her modern literature, p. 507...10.
Philomela Thetis, daughter of Actor, p. 50 ; mother of Achilles, p. 51 ; her
proceedings, p. 51, 2, 3.
Phrygia, it's language, p. 478. 486; etymon of it's name, p. 481 ; kingdom
of, when and why confounded with that of Troy, 483, 4 ; Homer's, is Ar
menia, p. 485, 6.
Pileui, the, of Brutus, p. 77 ; of Ulysses, p. 78 ; of fools, p. 77 ; of the
Dacians, p. 78 ; of Hermes, p. 616.
Pleiadet pursued by Orion, p. 380.
Polyiorui, his folly, p. 40 ; he was Cush, p. 40, 1 .
Polypheme blinded, p. 589. 592 ; he was Hercules, p. 593.
Populifugia, the feast of, p. 370. ..3.
Pompey, title of Hermes, p. 479.
sPriam, his fifty sons and fifty daughters, p. 35, 6.
Procrustei, the bed of, p. 655.
Prortui, the daughters of, p. 382 ; a Pamphylian word, p. 466, 7Pronapidet, a poet, p. 541. n. 69.
Prophet, etymon of that word, p. 74.
Purgatory of St. Patric, p. 634. 649 ; of St. Brendan, p. 666.
Pyladet, son of Strophius, was Telemachus, p. 272, 3.
R.
Raamah, son of Cush, the Homeric Lethus, p. 66.
Reien Larissa, in Assyria, capital of the Pelasgi, p. 58, 59.
Rhodus apud Adonim, an atrocity of the Rosy Cross, p. 656.
S.
Sabians, the, what they thought of evil, p. 02 1,2; how they made the
demons their brethren, p. 651.
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Saints, important remarks on the names of some of the, p. 635, 6.
Santcrect books, probably not ancient, p. 494. ..504 ; nor Indian, 503.
Sappho, the ancient, p. 313, 4. 317, 8 ; the Mitylencan vindicated, 315, 6.
ScyUa, who or what she was, p. 346. 002.
Scythians, their fifty clans, p. 37 ; prodigious number of them, p. 38,9.
Seirenes, the, whence so called, p. 354 ; three in number, p. 432 ; or two, p.
449 ; examination of their fable, p. 432...6. 001, 2.
Semiramis employs Guneus as her minister, p. 228 ; reconciles parties, p. 228
...232; governs in her son's name, p. 243 ; her name and mythology, p.
249.. .253; she repairs Babel, p. 255, 6; her warlike institutes, p. 259...
270 ; conquers Assyria, Media, and Bactria, p. 292, 3 ; is beaten by the
Indo-Scythae, p. 296, 7 ; her crucifixion, 303, etc. ; she introduced eunuchs,
p. 309; sodomy, p. 310, 1; other vices, p. 313. ..5. 319, 20; makes
fornication a sacrament, p. 320, 1 ; was worshipped as a harlot, p. 322 ;
encouraged incest, p. 336 ; murdered all her sons, p. 337 ; sacrificed human
victims, ibid.; murdered all her lovers, p. 309; compared with the queenbee, p 352 ; her bracelets in the sea, p. 283.
Ship of stone, p. 637, 8.
Sodoma, remarks on the name, p. 146. 150; the remnants of, p. 357, 8.
Solyma in Assyria, p. 91. 144. 146; in Gaulonjtis, p. 144; Solyma Jerusa
lem, 145, 6.
Solymi slain by Memnon, p. 143 ; who they might be, p. 144.155.
Sorcery, the, of Thetis, p. 52.
Sphinx, the, an amazon, p. 301 ; a widow, ibid. ; sacrificed a young man, p.
393, 4 ; her bloody oracles, p. 394.
Stylites, their pillars blown down, p. 404. n. ; were Manichees, p. 502 ; their
villainy illustrated, p. 642, 3.
T.
Taste, a fit subject for disputation, p. 534, 5 ; instance of vicious, p. 508.
Teiresias, his prophecy, p. 607, 8.
Telemachus preserved by a dolphin, p. 273 ; is the bard Arion, p. 279. 637 ;
the horse Arion, p. 279, 80 ; Pylades, friend of Orestes, p. 273 ; father of
Homer, p. 547... 551.
Telephus. See Tlcpolemus.
Termagant, who she was, p. 369.
Tluspis, what sort of tragedies were called those of, p. 534.
Thetis, goddess of Ocean, or Styx, p. 50. see Philomela ; in what respect
improperly described by Homer, and wherefore, p. 566, J,
\fTithonus, father of Memnon, is the same as Priam, p. 24, 5 ; founded Susa,
p. 25 ; why a locust, p. 25. iVi.
Three hundred Fabians, p. 146 ; Pythagoreans, p. 147 ; with Gideon, p. 148 ;
against Jashobeam, p. 148 ; and Abishai, ibid. ; with Scaevola, p. 149.
Tlepokmus, why banished, p. 125; Telephus confounded with him, p. 1 10 j
allegory of Telephus and Achilles, p. 111.
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Troe*, the, who they were, p. 8.
Trojan War, the parties in the, p. 8, 9, etc.
Troy, how betrayed, p. 192.. .7Turinpine fraternity, the, p. 349, 50.
V.
Venus born in the Euphrates, p. '249; the armed, p. 257; Meretrix, an
amazon, ibid. ; Cloacina, ibid.; her laws at Babylon, p. 320 ; in other places,
p. 321 ; crucifixion of her dove, p. 305; Venus Lamia, p. 324; Venus
Aphroditus, p. 315 ; Venus Helena, p. 232. 241.
Vicramaditya, his epoch and history, p. 497.
Virgil, brief analysis of his /Eneid, p. 6, 7.
Ulysses, he shams folly, p. 76 ; was called Nanus, p. 77 ; administers an
oath to all the kings, p. 60 ; assembles the confederates against Ilion, p.
83; is the mythological Mercury, p. 71. 615, 6. G19; and Pan, p. 71. 76.
89, 90. 618; the Indian Hanuman, p. 89- 212. 613; his long hair, p. 89;
enters Ilion in disguise, p. 189, 90; contrives the Durean horse, p. 192. ..4;
Homer's grandfather, p. 547. ..551 ; in what light his posterity regarded
him, p. 586; his red ships, p. 588 ; his bed, p. 588, 9. 614 ; he was the
Sisyphus of mythology, p. 617, 8; the founder of conjugal domesticity
among the Pelasgians, p. 620 ; why called Hodyseus, p. 651 ...4 ; and why
Ulysses, p. 624 ; founder of Italy, p. 625, 6 ; his death, 628, 9 ; how he
was a dog, p. 629. n. 249 ; and a horse, p. 632 ; and a crow, p. 640 ;
. visited Belgica, p. 632, 3; Scotland, p. 633; Ireland, p. G34; is called
St. Patric, p. 634. ..647 ; was a daemon of the Rosycrucians, p. 656; why
he came to Ireland, p. 657- 664, 5 ; whether he invented Druidism, p.
661,2.
W.
Winds, violent, at Babel, p. 400. .4.
Writing, origin of, p. 474, 5.

Zoar, the town of, p. 357. 8.
Zohawk, the mother of, p. 320.
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